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1 Introduction 
... � "� A rn�m,.ll1l'l!l-l n�n'l!l-l3Jd'iln'H).JfI'1l3JfI'iI 
When we study language, we study the heritage of human thought. 
Diversity of human language, and arguably therefore of human experience, is under 
serious threat. The small languages of the world - and most of the languages of the world 
are small languages - face threats which it is believed, many of them will  not surmount. 
The work of documenting the undocumented languages of the world is as urgent a 
challenge as any in the whole range of scholarship. 
The reader will already have realised my ideological commitment to the 
documentation and description of endangered languages. I t  is  not uncontroversial that the 
study of endangered languages should be a high priority for l inguistic endeavour. 
However, in this work i t  will be taken as axiomatic that the diversity of human language 
should be recorded. 
Many scholars have written of the importance and urgency of this work. Mithun 
( 1 998: 1 63) wrote that the diversity of human language is 'one of our most valuable human 
intellectual resources' . She makes the strong claim that 'The loss of language diversity will 
mean that we will never even have the opportunity to appreciate the full creative capacities 
of the human mind' ( 1998: 1 89). 
Dixon ( 1 997:5) has written about what he considers to be the major priority for 
linguists, which is 'to get out into the field, and to provide description of some part of the 
wealth of human language, documenting the diversity before it is - as it will be - lost ' .  
Documentation, surely, means more than merely listing a series of  sounds and a 
series of strings of words which tell us what 'the language' is or was made up of. 
Documentation must mean the making available to scholars, and to the future generations 
of the speech community being studied, as much of the speech and l iterature of that 
community as possible, and presenting it in a way which advances the knowledge of 
human language. 
Mithun encapsulated this point in her conclusion: 
Simply eliciting vocabulary and basic paradigms wil l  not be enough; speakers must be 
allowed to speak for themselves. It is crucial to record how good speakers use their 
1 In March 2002, when returning from Chiang Mai, having finished all the field work for this study, I met the 
Venerable Phra Preng Pathassaro, who asked me what I did. On being told, he uttered these words, which 
seem a fitting heading for this chapter. 
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2 Stephen Morey 
language, what they choose to say in the multitude of settings that constitute their daily 
lives, how they describe their own experiences, how they provide explanations, and 
especially how they interact with each other. Such a record will lay a foundation for 
their descendants to discover the intricate beauty of a system unlike any other, and a 
chance for us all to appreciate some of the capacities of the human spirit. ( 1 998: 1 9 1 )  
For most of the twentieth century, printing was the mode o f  presenting "the 
grammar of a language". Printing imposed limits on the amount of language data that 
could be presented. Furthermore, the orthography of the community concerned was often 
unable to be printed and neither the sounds of the language nor any but a limited 
photographic record was possible. 
These constraints do not apply at the beginning of the twenty-first century. With the 
use of widely available computer technology, in addition to the descriptive grammar, a 
large corpus of language data, both analysed in written form and as audio or video, can be 
presented. 
This work consists of eleven chapters which present an analysis of the several Tai 
languages of Assam. The electronic version of this work is linked to a corpus of texts in the 
Tai languages (see 9.5 below), presented in both audio form and with transcriptions, 
translations into English and annotated analyses. This corpus, it is hoped, not only presents 
some of the intricate beauty of the Tai languages, but allows the speakers to speak for 
themselves, as Mithun (1998: 191) has urged. 
In the electronic version of this work, links wil l  be provided to both sound and 
picture files. This will involve the presentation of: 
• sound files for almost all language examples referred to 
• sound files for all of the spoken texts on which the grammar is based 
• photographs, both of speakers and of the manuscripts studied 
• brief biographies of the informants. 
It is  hoped that with alI of these links, this study will provide a much richer level of 
documentation than was possible in the past, without compromising the linguistic analysis 
that will be presented in Chapters 6 to 10. 
1.1 Meeting the Tai of Assam 
In late 1 996, I undertook a semester of study at the Prince of Songkla University, 
Pattani, Thailand. When my Thai dialectology teacher, Dr Thananan Trongdi, came to 
learn that I was planning a holiday to India, he suggested making a visit to Assam, because 
'there are Tai people there ' .  
So it was that in October 1996 my wife and I first arrived in  Assam.2 Thanks to the 
kindness of Professor Chatthip Nartsupha of Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, we had 
the names of three Tai people in Assam. Only one of these, Nabin Shyam Phalung <D ,  was 
in Assam when we arrived. We visited him at the Department of Historical and 
Antiquarian Studies, in Pan Bazaar, Guwahati ,  where he works as an Ahom Pandit. 
2 The story of our arrival in Assam formed the basis of the Poem in the khc2 khYii1J2 style: How Stephen 
Morey came to the Tai Phakes �, composed by Ai Che Let Hailung of Namphakey Village. 
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By very good chance, a few days after our arrival , Nabin Shyam was due to travel 
back to his own village for a meeting of the Tai Aitons. We travelled with him and thus 
came to stay in the Aiton village of Bargaon (�n)C\i baan3 1Ul) 1 ).3 
From there, we were able to travel to Dibrugarh, and through the kindness of Sri 
Atul Borgohain,  reached the Phake vil lage of Namphakey (�Y5cq'Moi man3 pha4 ke5 tali3), 
where by further good chance we were able to witness the annual ceremony to mark the 
end of the rains retreat of the Buddhist monks (�nacYfqp:li2 auk 1 Wal).4 
During our time in Namphakey, I had noticed that the Tai villagers possessed many 
books in manuscript form, but there were no printed books in the Tai language. I presumed 
that this was because having a script of their own that is read by relatively few people, the 
Tais had no resources to print books. 
I asked the villagers whether it would be useful for them to have a 'computer 
printing block' for their script . At that time most of them had very little idea what 
computers were; but the older men in the village gathered together and discussed the 
matter and agreed that it would be a good idea. On my return to Australia, the first draft of 
the font was prepared (see 7.8 below) and my involvement with the Tai languages of India 
had begun. 
After that initial three weeks in Assam, I have undertaken five more field trips, as 
follows: January 1998, January 1999, November 1999-February 2000, March-April 200 1 ,  
February-March 2002. 
Altogether, I have visited 1 2  Tai villages in Assam, but I have stayed in only 6 of 
them, namely the Aiton villages of Borgaon (m)CI:([ baan3 1Ul) 1) and Duburoni (Ol)li� baan3 
nam3 thum3), the Phake village of Namphakey (�v5cq'Moi man3 pha4 ke5 tali ),  the 
Khamyang village of Pawaimukh, the Khamti village of Mounglang and the Turung 
village of Rengmai. 
Field work inevitably involves both some difficulties and some moments of great 
joy. Sometimes even the difficulties can be turned to advantage. It will be useful to briefly 
touch on both the difficulties and the joys of this particular project. 
1.1.1 Some difficulties in undertaking this research 
The Northeast of India has been somewhat disturbed by political problems for 
many years. There are a large number of insurgencies, described by Hazarika ( 1995). Some 
of these have as their genesis the desire for independence or autonomy by groups of people 
who speak a common, often non-official, language. 
Naturally these insurgencies are no business of the visiting scholar, but their 
existence cannot be ignored. For example, among the Tai Ahom community (see below 
2. 1 ), there are some who believe in an independent country for Upper Assam. As 
Nartsupha and Wichasin state: 
3 The Tai scripts are explained in Chapler 7 and the phonemicisation of them in 6.2 (Phake) and 6.3 (Aiton). 
The name of this village can also be spelled Ol�C\{<. 
4 This festival is also known as �(y)l�Ca::TJ.P.1j2 kan l t.12 'festival-beg pardon' .  
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If they can not free all of Assam, they hope to cut Assam into two parts. Upper Assam 
will become an independent country called Ahomia or Mioung Dun Sun Khams the o ld 
name of the Ahom kingdom. ( 1998: 1 79) 
Sometimes one group in the community or another will call for a bandh. These may 
be called by groups of students or political parties, but they are also called by insurgents. 
The term bandh is often translated unsatisfactorily as 'strike ' .  For a bandh is not a strike, it 
is more like a curfew. Those calling the bandh will order that all transportation, schools 
and shops in the affected area be closed, although farmers may continue with their work in 
the fields. People breaking the bandh sometimes run the risk of physical harm. 
I have experienced about ten bandhs in the time that I have been working in Assam. 
On one occasion, I had been invited to attend a wedding in Moran, Dibrugarh District, 
Upper Assam. This was to be a full Soklong wedding, my first opportunity to view this 
ceremony conducted in the Tai-Ahom language. 
For the three weeks prior to the wedding, I was undertaking fieldwork in the Tai 
Aiton villages in Karbi Anglong and Golaghat districts. On the day before the wedding, my 
host, Chaw En Lai Phalung, came in and announced that he had learned that a two-day 
bandh had been called in Karbi Anglong district. I would therefore not be able to catch the 
bus from the nearby town to make my way to Moran. 
However, a plan was developed. We would pack my bags and carry them across the 
river into nearby Golaghat district, then proceed on foot to Duburoni vil lage. Having spent 
the night there, in the morning a taxi would come and take me through Golaghat district to 
the Doiyang River. This would have to be crossed by boat. From there, after a short walk, 
we would reach another bus stop, and then go by bus to Golaghat, where a bus to Moran 
would be available. Since it was regarded as unsafe for me to travel alone, I would be 
accompanied by two young men of Duburoni village as far as Golaghat. 
So it was that my laptop computer, video camera, and all my tapes were canied 
through the river, which was fortunately only up to waist height at that time of year! With 
the help of Bidya Thoumoung and Pradip Thoumoung I reached Golaghat, and from there 
caught my bus to Moran and attended the wedding. 
This inconvenience had a positive side. In Duburoni there is a very knowledgeable 
old man, Sa Cham Thoumoung CD .  On what was supposed to be my last day in the village 
he began to tell a story for me to record. It was a Jataka, an account of a former life of the 
Buddha, and was to last for two hours. Before it was completed, I had used up all my 
empty cassettes, so Pradip Thoumoung was despatched to the nearest town to buy some 
blank ones. 
After a gap of several hours, I was able to resume recording. Sa Cham, who is 
nearly deaf, needed to hear the last minute or so of the tape to be sure he knew where he 
was up to. This was achieved with him wearing a stethoscope, the end of which was then 
placed on the tape-recorder. He then resumed the story and completed it in about another 
hour, after which I left the village. 
When he came to know that I had unexpectedly returned, two days later, he told me 
that there was stil l  a little more to add. In a Jataka story, every character is a previous 
incarnation of a person from the life of the historical Buddha, and the story usual ly ends 
5 In Aiton this would be �[q'�tA{'�v1 mUIl)2 dun2 sun' /dJam� literally 'country-cotton-garden-gold.· 
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with an explanation of who the characters were. It was this that Sa Cham wished to add. 
Thus it was most fortunate that the bandh had caused me to return to the vil lage.6 
1.1.1.1 Crossing a bamboo bridge 
The importance of crossing rivers was first brought home to me when I wished to 
visit Duburoni vil lage in January 1999. In order to do so I had to cross a rather rickety l ittle 
bamboo bridge CD ,  with four parallel bamboo pieces on which to walk; although 
sometimes they were only as wide as an inch and sometimes some of them were missing. 
The reader may imagine a picture of an Australian, with his computer hanging over one 
shoulder and tape recorder on the other, crossing this bridge, sure that these machines and 
their owner would soon fall in. It was getting close to the end of the year, but I safely 
crossed that bridge and returned by another, rather longer, route. 
Only later did I come to read the book of Tai proverbs, Grandfather teaches 
Grandchildren � .  Proverb number ( 1 1 ) reads as ( 1 )  below: 
1 )  oot 8 � a3 if(O I 
la3 pI2 yal tai l kh06 
late year forbid move along bridge 
if(O �
05 
,rt::£ 
0':(05 
va I 
kh06 naukl ca1)5 tokl kh::>i3 
bridge decayed maybe fall die 
� t4� (x£ m05 YJl I 
maul th;)m6 la1)6 ikl na3 
NEG think back more face 
.!D[ J3c) VJt� �
05 0':(05 
a3 I I  � 
ca1J5 yep l kha5 mai4 naukl tokl taF 
maybe tread on branch rotten fall die 
Yehom Buragohain translated this as: 'Do not walk over the bridge at the end of the 
year for you may fal l down from the bridge and die . '  The late Aimya Khang Gohain 
translated the last two lines a l ittle more explicitly as: 'thinking back and fore, you may 
tread over the rotten branch and fall dead.' 
I have since learned that this type of bridge is bui lt after the floods in about 
September. By January, coming close to the end of the Tai year, the bridge is getting rather 
rotten. 
6 Unfortunately I have not yet had the time to transcribe and translate this story. 
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1.1.2 Life in Tai villages 
Generally speaking, Tai people get up with or before the sun. In Assam, this is  very 
early indeed, because India is  a single time zone, and Assam is  so far to the east in that 
t ime zone that the middle of the day is only a l i ttle past 1 1 .00 AM by the c lock. 
After getting up, tea is offered, consisting of a cup of Assam tea and some biscuits 
or bread. A ful l  rice meal wil l  be taken around 9.00 or 10.00 AM and another meal after 
dark just before sleeping. I have never gone hungry in a Tai vil lage, however. Tea and frui t  
and cake are offered throughout the day. 
The main work of most people i s  rice farming. The rice season lasts from about 
May until December, with planting in May and harvesting beginning about four months 
later. After harvest the rice has to be separated from the stalks; this is done by having cattle 
trample on the stalks. During November and December this is a dai ly activity and can 
sometimes be heard in the background on some of the recordings made for this project 
(such as the Butterfly Dance Ir!l ). 
During the rice season, the vi l lagers are very busy. In the winter months, January to 
Apri l ,  there is less work to do, and vil lagers were able to spend time helping with this Tai 
languages project. 
There are several important festi vals throughout the year. Some of the most 
important festivals are l isted in Table 1 .1 :  
Table 1 .1  Tai Festivals 
Name of festival Time of year 
�w[� poi2 salJ2 kyen2 Tai New Year (Sangkyen) Apri l 1 3- 1 5  
�1q khau3 wal Entering the rains retreat July 
�.rraMa poiZ aukl wal Leaving the rains retreat October 
�(Y,)l03[ poi l kal thi1) I Presentation of robes November .to the monks 
��kcqwro maP bl  sum6 pbaj2 Burning of wooden pyre February 
In addition to regular festivals, there are also special festivals which may arise from 
time to time. The most important of these is  the festival of �03[ P;)j2 laig� which is a 
ritual tug-of-war held to honour the passing of a Buddhist monk. This type of festival is 
discussed by Terwiel ( 1995). I have been fortunate to attend and make video recordings of 
two such festivals, in January 2000 and in February 2002. 
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1 .2 The Tai language family 
The Linguistic Survey of India (Grierson 1904)7contained a very important study of 
the Tai languages. Grierson ( 1 904:59) included the Tai languages in a family which he 
called Siamese-Chinese. Nowadays the thesis that Tai belongs to the same family as 
Chinese is not generally accepted, rather Tai is  grouped together with the Kam8 languages 
of China as the Kam-Tai fami ly, and at a higher level with the Kadai languages to form a 
macro-family cal led Tai-Kadai . 
Within the Tai proper, Li Fang-kuei ( 1 977) identified 3 subgroups which he named 
Northern Tai , Central Tai and Southwestern Tai . The Tai languages of Northeast India 
belong to this Southwestern group. Grierson ( 1904:59) divided these into two groups: 
Northern: Khamti , Chinese Shan, Burmese Shan & Ahom 
Southern: Lao and Siamese9 
The best known language of Grierson's  Northern Group is Shan, and the group as a 
whole is often now referred to simply as Shan. 
1.2.1 The Shan group of languages 
Any discussion of the classification of Tai dialects proceeds from an understanding 
of Tai tonal systems, because i t  i s  often the difference in tonal systems that most clearly 
marks the different dialects/varieties. The Tai tonal system is explained in section 6. 1 .5.3 
below. 
Edmondson and Sol nit ( 1997b:355) discuss the Shan varieties of Burma and China 
in detail ,  and, on the basis of tonal distinctions, have proposed two groups: 
Southern group: including the varieties of Shan Panglong, Mae Hong Son and 
Cushing's Shan 
Northern group: including Tai NUIa and transitional Shan at Mangshi ,  
Namkham and Mu-se. 
Edmondson and Sol nit provide tone boxes, based on the principles outlined by 
Gedney 1972 (see 6. 1 .5.3 below) for each of these two groups. In their tone boxes, an 
alphanumeric tonal notation is employed, using a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is the lowest pitch 
of the voice and 5 the highest. This differs from the arbitrary notation of tones employed 
here (following Banchob 1987), which is discussed in 6. 1 .5.2. 
Edmondson and Solnit' s findings are presented here as Table 1 .2 and Table 1 .3 .  
Tone Merges have been shaded: 
7 The Linguistic Survey of India was originally published in several volumes between 1 903 and 1928, but the 
volume relating to the Tai languages was published in 1 904, and this is the date by which it will be referred 
to in this study. There was also a reprint of the Survey in 1 966-1968, with the volume relating to the Tai 
languages being reprinted in 1966, and a second reprint in 1977. 
8 For a description of Kam, see Long and Zheng ( 1 998). 
9 Siamese is better known as Standard Thai. 
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Table 1.2: Southern Shan tone box (tone values for Panglong) 
after Edmondson and Solnit ( l 997b:355) 
A B C DL DS 
325 22 1 332 L, 3 1  
44 332 4 1  33 
Table 1.3: Northern Shan tone box (tone values for Mangshi) 
after Edmondson and Sol nit  ( 1997b:355) 
35 
53 
A B C oc m 
25 
2 1  3 1  3 1  1 3  
33 
5 1  33 52 55 
Edmondson and Solnit place Khamti in  Northern Shan group ( 1997 :356). 
S ince Aiton, Khamyang and Phake are spoken sti l l  further north, we might have 
expected them to belong to Edmondson and Solnit' s Northern group (Table 1 .3), and 
indeed the Khamyang tone box (see 6.4.3) is simi lar to Table 1 .3. 
However, the Aiton and Phake tonal systems, particularly the later, do not appear to 
be related to the system as shown in Table 1 .3 .  In the Phake tonal system, there is  no 
merge between the boxes A2-3 and B4 that is observed in Table 1 .3. Moreover in both 
Aiton and Phake there is a merger between A2-3 and A4. The tonal patterns of Phake and 
Aiton, as reported in this study, would appear to require a re-examination of the 
classification within the Shan group of languages. 
1.2.2 The similarity of the languages in the Shan group 
Already in the time of Grierson ( 1904:66), it was clear that the various varieties of 
the Shan group were c losely related. As he stated: 'Northern Shan (i.e the language of the 
Northern Shan states) lO is closely al lied to Southern Shan, indeed they form one language, 
with only slight difference of dialect. When they differ, Northern Shan is often in  
agreement with KhamtI. ' 
1 0  Words in parentheses added by S. Morey. 
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Needham ( 1 894:i i) opined that ' Khamtl undoubtedly comes from the same sources 
as the Shan language treated in the Rev. Dr. Cushing's work, though almost all the words 
found i n  use in Khamtl are qui te different from those in use among Dr. Cushing's Shans ' .  
Grierson ( 1 904:66) disputed Needham's opinion that the Khamti words are quite 
different from the Shan, stating that 'To me it seems as if the two languages were almost 
the same. '  He states that of the first 20 words in Needham's  Khamti vocabulary, 'fourteen 
can at once be found in the same spell ings and meanings in Dr. Cushing's  Shan Dictionary, 
and probably more would be found there i f  allowance were made for difference of 
orthography' . 
I have compared the first 20 words in Needham's  vocabulary with the Phake­
English-Thai Dictionary (Banchob 1 987), and found all but three of the words present in 
Phake, the exceptions being: 
Table 1 .4: Words recorded by Needham 1 894, not found in Banchob 1 987 
� khan 'about (near in time, &c)' 
pau 
tra IEk 
'abuse' 1 1  
'accused' , n. 
Grierson added that 'these languages are all closely related to each other. Indeed, 
they should not be considered as languages, but as members of the group of Northern Shan 
dialects. '  ( 1 904:78) 
Grierson went on to attempt to classify the Tai varieties. After declaring that the 
Tairong was the c losest to Khamti , he added that: 
The next nearest is Nora. It uses the Khamti: alphabet, but has one letter, q, which has 
been lost by Khamtl, but which existed in Ahom, and sti ll also survives in Shan and 
Aitonia. Its vocabulary has more words which are peculiar to Shan than Tairong has, 
and its grammar often uses both KhamtT and Shan forms (when they differ) 
indifferently. 
Grierson 's  classification seems to be based on orthography rather than spoken 
l anguage, since it i s  doubtful that Grierson ever heard spoken Tai. With the near extinction 
of Khamyang (possibly the same as Grierson's  Nora) and the fact that aU the Tairung or 
Turung now speak a Tibeto-Burman language, it is now no longer possible to check his 
claims. 
1.2.3 The Tai varieties of Northeast India 
Grierson ( 1904) l isted 6 varieties of Tai which have been spoken in Northeast India 
in historical times, namely: Ahom, Aiton, Khamti , Nora, Phake and Turung. A seventh 
variety, Khamyang, which may be the same as Nora, is stil l  spoken in a single vi l lage in  
Tinsukia District, Assam. 
The l iving Tai varieties differ in terms of consonant inventories, and more 
particularly in terms of tone systems. Unfortunately, little or no information about the tonal 
I I  Perhaps Phake paul 'to announce aloud, by shouting along the road' .  
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system of the Ahom and Turung survives, nor about Nora if i t  were not the same as the 
Khamyang sti l l  spoken in Pawaimukh vi l lage. 
This study concentrates on the Aiton and Phake varieties, but reference wilJ be 
made to all the other varieties as appropriate and a brief discussion of Khamyang 
phonology is also presented (see below 6.4). It is common amongst the Aiton and Phake 
communities to talk of the Tai language, or Tai-Aiton language or Tai Phake language. 
Since these are named varieties, and there are some features which are accepted by all to 
be distinguishing features between them, they wil l  be termed as Aiton language and Phake 
language. When referring to features common to all the Tai varieties, the terms Tai 
languages of Assam, or simply Tai languages, wil l  be used. 
The fact that Aiton and Phake are named varieties does not mean to suggest that 
they are not mutually intell igible to native speakers. Diller ( 1 992:7 fn6) reported that there 
was ful l  mutual intell igibility between Aiton and Phake, that they 'find each other's  speech 
total ly unproblematic. '  It has however been suggested that some Phake informants 
sometimes have difficulty understanding the Aitons, although the converse is not the case. 
This may be due to the reduced number of tone and vowel contrasts in Aiton, discussed in  
6.3.2 and 6.3.4 below. 
1 .3 The data which forms the basis of this study 
The phonological and grammatical analyses of Tai Aiton and Tai Phake presented 
in this study are based on a corpus of texts, and a word list, collected by the writer during 
field trips to Assam between 1 996 and 2002. 
This corpus includes oral l i terature of a variety of genres, the translation of 
manuscripts, and some more informal texts, which are discussed in Chapter 9. 
Al l  of the texts on which this grammar is based have been translated, analysed and 
rechecked with native speakers, and these transcriptions, translations and analyses are 
presented as an electronic appendix (see 9.5). The process of col lecting and analysing this 
data is  discussed in Chapter 5 .  
This presentation of the texts generally includes the fuB text in Tai script, and a 
translation into English. A line-by-line analysis with phonemjc forms and interlinear gloss 
wil l  then fol low. These texts are important not just for the way that they say things, but 
also for what they say. Therefore text and translation have been presented to encourage 
readers to read the whole text. Whilst these texts are useful for mining l inguistic data, it i s  
also important to bear in mind that they have much deeper meaning for the community 
from whom they have been collected. 
In the body of the analysis itself, particularly Chapters 6-8, examples wil l  be 
presented as in (2) below, where the text is given in Tai script, fol lowed by a phonemic 
gloss, an interlinear gloss in English and a translation into English, with notes where 
necessary. The source and informant for the text wil l  also be given, as wel l as links to 
audio and text fi les. 
2) 
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d3m Y2 c\3 Y2 ag' W[ j) 
l ik" hau2 lail hau2 bi2 bil sfuJ6 hai6 
book I PI pattern I PI slowly if disappear 
�6 �[ -nv5 .m Y2 E:YJL v1 /I � 
m�5 nfuJ5 nan4 cam4 hau2 tal nai l 
time one that PRT I PI wi l l  regret* 
' If our books and writing slowly disappear, then we wi l l  regret it . '  
(Tai Phake Song, Song of teaching the Tai language � ,  Nos. ( 1 0)-( 1 1 )  � ,  
composed and sung by Be Kya CD )  
Notes: * synonymous with y:m 3  'to regret' .  
In example (2), the first link is  to the Song of teaching the Tai language � .  By 
clicking on this l ink, the reader wil l  reach the document containing information about and 
the ful l  analysis of the text. By clicking on the l ink Nos. ( 1 0)-( 1 1 )  � ,  the reader wil l  be 
taken to the place where these lines occur within the text, and be able to check the co·ntext. 
The l ink Be Kya CD wil l  take the reader to a very brief biography and photograph of 
the informant. The audio link wil l  take the reader to a sound fi le for the particular l anguage 
example. Should the reader wish to hear the entire text, a l ink is found from the document 
containing the analysis of the text. 
As discussed above, although in the past it was sometimes difficult to present texts 
in languages using scripts other than the Roman, now it is both possible and practical to do 
so. Several fonts have been produced as part of the present project. The Tai scripts are 
discussed in Chapter 7 below, and the creation of the fonts is  discussed in 7.8 and Chapter 
1 l . 
These Tai fonts have come to be accepted by the Tai Aitons and Tai Phakes and, in 
order to make at least parts of this study accessible to those communities, I regard it as 
absolutely essential that the Tai script is used in every example. (See 4.5 below). 
In the past it was not possible to l isten to those examples being discussed as part of 
the linguistic analysis, and l inguists have grown to accept that it is not necessary to do so. 
Now it is possible, and indeed optimal, to be able li sten to the data as it is being examined. 
This is particularly true for any examination of phonetic, phonological or prosodic detail .  
By l istening to the data as  it presented, a deeper understanding of  the richness of  a 
language wil l  be gained; linguistic features which cannot necessarily  be put into words, or 
communicated by a transcription, wil l  be grasped. 
1.4 Key aims of this study 
Much of l inguistics of the past century has concentrated on finding formal theories 
to explain the way that language works, and from that to tell us about human thought 
processes. 
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This work, on the other hand, aims to provide a documentation and grammatical 
description, allowing specialist scholars to use the data from these languages for more 
detai led analysis of any particular phenomena. Equal ly importantly this study hopes to help 
preserve the knowledge and l i terature of the Tai of Assam. The theoretical underpinning of 
this study is discussed in Chapter 4. 
The aims of this work are summed up as: 
• To write a descriptive grammar of the Tai languages of Assam, drawn both 
from manuscripts and tape recordings collected. 
• To produce a lexical data base for these l anguages, drawing on previous 
research and my own data. 
• To record stories, songs, and other traditional information of the Tais of 
Assam, to form a basis for l inguistic analysis. 
• To present the data and findings in an integrated electronic format. 
The bulk of the analysis of the language is presented in Chapter 6 Phonology, 
Chapter 7 Writing and Chapter 8 Syntax. In each of these chapters there are sections 
rel ating to theoretical considerations. 
1 .5 The scope of this work 
No study of the grammar of a l iving language can ever be complete. This study has 
as its basis a doctoral dissertation, completed and approved in 2002, then slightly revised 
fol lowing further fieldwork in India in 2003. It does not and could not claim to be the last 
word on these l anguages. 
2 The Tais of Assam 
& their languages 
Tai people have been l iving in Northeast India for at least 700 years. l Today there 
remain at least seven groups which identify themselves as Tai . Of these the Tai Aiton, Tai 
Khamti and Tai Phake sti l l  maintain their traditional languages. Altogether there are 
possibly as few as 10,000 Tai speakers in India. 
This work has been written not only because of the importance of documenting this  
variety of human l inguistic experience for future generations, but also because of the 
enthusiasm of the Tai people that their language should be adequately documented, 
studied, analysed and published. 
The Tai groups al l use traditional writing systems, which they probably brought 
with them from what is now Burma. Only a relatively small number of Tais can read and 
write the traditional Tai writing system, discussed in Chapter 7. The writing system is 
regarded by the Tais themselves as more endangered than the spoken language. This is in 
part due to the fact that the writing system makes the interpretation of written texts very 
difficult, because of the under-specification of some vowel contrasts and lack of tonal 
marking (see 9. 1 ) . There is considerable homography, and as a result it is possible to read 
the text of a manuscript aloud, without being able to understand the meaning. The task of 
documenting these languages is  thus more urgent than it may otherwise appear, because 
the number of Tai speakers who can interpret the old manuscripts is decreasing. There 
would be a loss of a considerable part of the Tai l inguistic heritage i f  the next generation 
were not able to interpret these old manuscripts and the knowledge of them was lost. 
Before turning to examine the Tai communities about whom this  work is  
principally written, it wil l  first be necessary to place these languages in the context of the 
l inguistic mix which is Northeast India; and secondly to refer to the Tai Ahom, rulers of 
Assam for 600 years, whose hopes to recover their Tai heritage prompted my initial 
research interest in visiting Assam. 
2.1 The Linguistic Mix in Northeast India 
Four large language families are represented in India, the Indo-Iranian branch of 
Indo-European, the Dravidian, the Tibeto-Burman and the Austroasiatic .  Al l  are present in 
the seven states of the Northeast, known as the Seven Sisters. Four of these states, 
Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Mizoram and Nagaland have large or majority populations of 
Tibeto-Burman speakers ; while a fifth, Meghalaya, has a l arge population of people who 
1 If we accept the traditional date for the arrival of the Tai Ahom king Sukapha. Tai people have been in 
India since 1 228. 
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speak Khasi , which is a Mon-Khmer language, one of the branches of the Austroasiatic 
fami ly. 
In Assam itself, there are a large number of indigenous Tibeto-Burman languages, 
some of which have very large populations. There are also a significant number of tribal 
people from the other states who have come into Assam in more recent times. Among 
these, are the l arge population of Tea Garden labourers, descendents of mostly Munda 
(Austroasiatic) speakers who were kidnapped by the British in the 1 860s. Taken from their 
homes in eastern India, they were forced to work on Tea Plantations. They now speak a 
patois of Santhali ,  Oraon, Munda and Assamese (Hazarika 1995:35). 
Most of the people of Assam, however, speak Assamese, which is the most easterly 
of the Indo-Aryan languages, and was, unti l recent migrations by Russian and English 
speakers, the most easterly of any of the Indo-European languages. This part of India is 
thus the meeting place of several great language families, and it is into this mix that Tai 
people have arrived during the last mi l lenium. 
2.2 The Ahoms 
Historical records show that the Ahom were the first group of Tai in Assam. They 
were led there by Sukapha (Vl{�MlWL SY kaa phaa) 2, a Tai prince from Muang Mau in what 
is now Yunnan Province in China. According to the Ahom histories, or Buranjis, Sukhapha 
led a group of Tai into the Brahmaputra valley and set up a Kingdom in the country which 
he named ¥'t.�{v,j mUll) dun sun kham, l i terally 'country-cotton-garden-gold' . The 
traditional year for this event was 1 228. These Ahom histories record that the Ahom 
kingdom ruled the Brahmaputra valley for nearly 600 years until they were overthrown by 
the Burmese in 1 8 19, before the Burmese were themselves conquered by the British in 
1 824 (Gait 1 992:344). 
From the surviving Ahom manuscripts, it can be seen that the Ahom language was 
closely related to the language of the Shan states, and even more closely related to the 
varieties of Tai sti l l  spoken in Northeast India, particularly Aiton (see below 6.5.4). 
The Ahoms practised their own traditional religion, of which some traces remain in 
the present day wedding ceremony of the Ahoms (called Soklong), in an annual feast in 
honour of the ancestors (Me Dam Me Fii and in certain animal sacrifices. Almost alone 
amongst the Southwestern Tais, the Ahoms seem never to have followed Theravada 
Buddhism.4 
After the sixteenth century, the Ahoms gradually assimilated into the majority 
Hindu population of their kingdom, adopting Hinduism and many other cultural practises 
of Northern India. The language used by the Ahom population today is Assamese, an Indo­
European language closely related to Bengali .  
2 Nothing is known of the Ahom tonal system, and therefore no tones are marked. Nabin Shyarn Phalung 
states that the meaning of this King's name is 'tiger-equal to-sky' ,  and is pronounced sw' kaa2 phaaJ in  
Aiton. 
3 Me Dam Me Fi is now celebrated as a public holiday on 3 1st January in Assam. Me Dam Me Fi is Tai 
language, in Phake i t  is mc2 namJ mc2 phJ6 'repair-ancestor spirit-repair-spirit'. 
4 There are, however, a number of Buddhist manuscripts in  Ahom script in the Department of Historical and 
Antiquarian Studies in Guwahati. One of these was examined and translated as Advice to Women � .  It is 
not clear what the presence of these manuscripts tells us about the practice of Buddhism under the Ahoms. 
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Despite the loss of the language i n  everyday communication, a l arge number of 
Ahom manuscripts survive, representing a substantial l iterature of histories, creation 
stories, astrologies and other religious texts. 
Brown ( l837b) was the first to attempt to translate an old Ahom manuscript, using 
one Juggoram Khargaria Phukan as his informant. These early attempts are discussed by 
Terwiel ( 1989). In more recent times, Terwiel and Ranoo ( 1 992), and Ranoo ( 1996) are 
two excellent modem editions of very important Ahom texts. Ranoo ( 1996) is a very 
scholarly edition of the Ahom Buranji, the history of the Ahoms back to the creation of the 
world. These and other works on Ahom are briefly discussed in Chapter 3 .  
Dil ler ( 1 992:6) has pointed out that 'Ahom, as an ethnic term, has two associated 
but sti l l  somewhat distinct senses ' .  The first sense refers to 'the former Tai-speaking 
population who came to rule in the upper Brahmaputra valley' , while the second sense 
refers to the 'modem Assamese-speaking subgroup presuming themselves to be the 
descendents of the former' . 
In Assam, there is an increasing interest in the Ahom language by the descendents 
of the Ahom, Diller's second sense of the term. A language revival movement has been 
underway for several generations, involving the teaching of Ahom in primary schools in 
those areas where large numbers of Ahom people live, the setting up of a Tai language 
course at Dibrugarh University, and the publication of short texts including modem songs 
and poems in the Ahom language. Despite the genuine wide interest in the language, and 
the clear enthusiasm of many of the revivalists, the writer has rarely met any Ahom who 
can use the language for communication. One of the leading revivalists, Chow Nogen 
Hazarika, confirmed to the writer that when Ahom revivalists meet, their conversation goes 
l ittle beyond greetings and simple statements. 
It has been claimed that some members of the priestly caste sti l l  have knowledge of 
the language. Terwiel thoroughly investigated this claim, and fol lowing a symposium 
where several priests were asked to assist with the translation of manuscripts, came to the 
conclusion that 'whereas they could readi ly decipher the script, . . .  they did so without 
assigning tones . . .  and without any idea of the meaning of the words, except for a few of 
the simplest expressions. I reluctantly drew the conclusion that . . .  Ahom real ly was a dead 
language. '  ( 1996:284) 
Terwiel went on to claim that: 
There are marked differences between the Ahom of the old documents, . . .  and what the 
revivalists call Ahom, which has totally abandoned the rules of Tai grammar and often 
uses Ahom words in a non-idiomatic sense. ( 1 996:284) 
One of the examples of what Terwiel calls the Ahom pseudo-language is found in 
the Ahom wedding ceremony (Chaklong) described by Gogoi ( 1976). Terwiel says: 
. . .  the sentence khung lu mao cao kao di di si hap ao jao, which is translated 'I 
respectful ly accept your offer' . The most probable dictionary equivalents of these 
words are khrueang lu 'offering' ; mo chao 'priest' ; kao '1' , di di 'very good' ;  sia a 
suffix; hap 'to accept ' ;  ao 'to take' and jao 'finished' . Al l  these words can be found in  
Ahom Lexicons (Barua, B .K. and Phukan 1964). To any Tai speaker, however, it is 
gibberish. (Terwiel 1 996:284) 
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Terwiel 's  c laims were further discussed by Morey (2002a: 103). The Ahom priest, 
Biswa Sangbun Phukan, who had officiated at the wedding at Moran in December 1 999 
(see 1 . 1 . 1  above) offered the fol lowing glosses for the words in the sentence discussed by 
Terwiel : 
khrung l u  'offering' 
kao 'I' 
si 'PARTICLE' 
yao 'PAST TENSE' 
mao chao 'you' 
di di 'cordially (=good)' 
hap ao 'to accept (lit accept-take), 
Several Phake speakers indicated that this sentence would be syntactically 
acceptable in Phake, although to be syntactical ly acceptable the sentence would be spoken 
as three intonation units, here separated by O . 
1 )  va[� �� 'i .If J3 
khaUlJ6 luI maii2 cau3 0 kaul nT2 nT2 s� 0 
offering you I good PRT 
fJc5 q ci 
hap4 au2 yau4 
accept take FINISHED 
'I cordially accept your offering' 
From the above, I conclude that at least some of the present day Ahom rituals are 
based on real Tai texts. The Ahom texts in the Soklong Wedding are divided into two 
types: responses made by the bride, her father and the bridegroom, of which ( 1 )  above is an 
example, and chanting which is performed by the priests. When I interviewed three senior 
priests in January 1 999, they stated that these texts were sacred, and they were not ready to 
divulge their meaning. 
This raises the issue of the sacredness of the language. Since many of the Ahom 
texts are religious in nature, and those who possess any vestigial knowledge of the 
language are mostly priests, the Ahom language itself has developed a sacred place in 
modem Ahom society. As with many communities that have lost most of their language 
and culture, the part which remains is held to be increasingly sacred and knowledge of it is 
often restricted. 
It may even be that the Ahom manuscripts were traditionally not available to 
common people. At least one plausible etymology of the word Buranji, used to describe 
Ahom histories and extended to all Assamese histories, is that it should be read � 
(bao-ran-ci), literally 'never to be shown' (Aimya Khang Gohain 1 99 1 : 54). In Phake 
language this would be maul han 6 crt 'NEG-see-show' .  Aimya Khang goes on to add 'The 
Tai Royal Chronicles were never to be shown to any unauthorised person' . 
Yehom Buragohain stated that this etymology was unlikely, given the spelling of 
the word in the manuscripts was �"'-J' buu lim 311, whereas in Ahom sources the word for 
'not' was spelled -00 bau and that for 'see' VI� han. On the other hand, she had been told by 
her father, the late Cham Mow Gohain, that the historical books of the Phake (c8CY5"J}.6�[ 
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Jj}(4 kh:J2 m:Jl)1 should not be shown to any person unauthorised to see them, for fear that 
they might be misunderstood. 
It i s  always possible that in the 1 9th century, and even up to the present day, there 
were people who knew more about the language than they felt able to reveal. Terwiel 
( 1 989), on the other hand, di scussed the early attempts to translate the Ahom texts for the 
British scholars in the 19th century which suggest that it was unlikely that there were any 
fluent Ahom speakers at that time, otherwise better translations would have been produced. 
It is not possible in this work to explore all of the issues involved with the Ahom 
language and its revival. It appears certain that Ahom is not spoken as a mother tongue by 
any speakers. Equally, however, it appears that the Ahom priests do have some knowledge 
of their language, and it appears that the rel igious texts they are using do have some roots 
in the ancient Ahom culture. 
It was my original intention and wish to study the revived Ahom. It quickly became 
c lear to me that it would only be possible to interpret the old Ahom texts if I had a very 
thorough knowledge of the l iving Tai languages. It is significant that today the scholars in 
Assam most l ikely to be relied upon as Ahom authorities, are the two Tai pandits, Nabin 
Shyam Phalung (Aiton) and Yehom Buragohain (Phake), both of whom are employed at 
the Department of Historical and Antiquarian studies in Guwahati . This would confirm the 
view that knowledge of the spoken Tai varieties is essential to be able to make sense of the 
Tai Ahom manuscripts. 
2.3 The other Tai groups 
Other smaller Tai groups have fol lowed the Ahom into India, namely the Aiton, 
Khamti, Khamyang, Nora, Phake and Turung or Tairung. It is said that Nora and 
Khamyang are the same (see Dil ler 1 992: 1 2), although the Khamyang speakers in 
Pawaimukh do not refer to themselves as Nora. Di ller ( 1992:5), also l isted seven groups, 
but stated that the Khamyang and Nora 'are perhaps by now one' . Deben Chowlik, of 
Pawaimukh vil lage, stated that he thought the word Nora came from the Nera river, near to 
which the Khamyangs once l ived. 
There may even have been more groups of Tai in the past than there are at present. 
The Aiton manuscript, The Treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs � ,  refers several 
groups including the Takum and the Tarai, who came to l ive with the Aiton. These may not 
have originally been Tai speaking groups. Nabin Shyam, who assisted with the translation 
of this text, stated that he did not know what the origin of these groups was. 
Unl ike the Ahom, who today are overwhelmingly Hindu and speak Assamese, the 
Tai language survives amongst several of the other Tai groups (see 2.4 below). All of these 
Tai-speaking groups, together with those who have lost their language in the last few 
generations, are now Theravada Buddhists, although some pre-Buddhist practices sti l l  
survive, such as calling the khon or spirit5 (see The book of calling back the Khon � ). 
Terwiel ( 198 1 )  records that in the early part of the twentieth century, animal 
sacrifice was sti l l  practised by Phakes and Khamyangs. The stricter fol lowing of 
Theravada Buddhist teaching precludes such ceremonies today. However the practise of 
5 The word khon cannot be readily translated into English. It is akin to some aspects of 'soul' and 'spirit'. 
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calling the khon sti l l  persists and has been witnessed by the writer in the Khamyang vi l lage 
of Pawaimukh. 
Other cultural practises also differ between the Ahom and the other Tai groups. For 
example, whereas the Ahoms generally l ive in mud rendered houses buil t  on the ground, 
the other Tai generally l ive in houses buil t  on stilts, often with bamboo walls .  These houses 
are cal led fr.5fX h;m2 hagJ CD in Phake. 
Whereas the Ahom dress in a manner simi lar to other Assamese, the dress of the 
other Tai groups CD is influenced by the Burmese, with men wearing a Burmese-like lungi 
(cqphaJ in Phake) and women distinctive long skirts (c1M sinJi n  Phake). 
Most of the Tai speakers l ive on the south side of the Brahmaputra River CD. The 
Aitons, along with several several Turung and NoralKhamyang vil lages are c lustered 
around the Dhonsiri River. The Phakes, the Khamyang vil lage of Pawaimukh and the 
Khamti vi l lage of Mounglang are clustered around the Dihing River. 
In addition, there is a small cluster of Khamti speaking vi l lages near Narayanpur in  
North Lakhimpur District, and a larger group of Khamtis in Arunachal Pradesh. 
2.3.1 Some notes on the history of the Tai 
The traditional view is  that the Aiton, Khamti , Khamyang, Phake and Turung all 
entered Assam between the middle of the 1 8th century and the early 1 9th century, having 
migrated from Burma and bringing with them Theravada Buddhist religion and scripts 
which are c losely related to the Shan of Burma. 
This  view is not uncontroversial. Diller ( 1 992:8-1 1 )  discusses the evidence 
inc luding the fact that some local accounts indicate that at least some of these groups 
arrived in Assam with Sukapha, some five hundred years before the traditional date. Even 
today, for example, Aiton vi l lagers can recite by heart stories of the arrival of Sukapha in 
Assam, and several ancient manuscripts of the Aiton tell this story. If it is not their own 
history, why is it such an important part of their culture? 
Some Aiton stories refer to contact with kings of the Tai Ahom. The History of the 
Aiton No. (5 1 )  � refers to the Ahom King SUhungmung (V\{ov(l{f SUI hum mUIg) or 
Dehingia Raja ( 1497-1539). This king conquered the Dhonsiri valley in which the Aitons 
now l ive. Furthermore, the Ahom Buranji records a rebellion by the Aitons against the 
Ahom King, as fol lows: 
In Lakni Plekmit (i.e. in 1 504 A.D.), the Itania nagas revolted. Nangrang Bargohain 
and Khampeng Buragohain marched with an army against the Itania Nagas. The Itanias 
being defeated made peace and offered four elephants and a girl. (O.C. Barua 1930:54) 
In the Ahom text, the word rendered by Barna as ltania is spelled m'1l\� aai t�n, 
and seems clearly to refer to refer to the ancestors of the present day Aitons, who already 
in the year 1 500 seem to have been l iving in the Dhonsiri River valley. The word Naga is 
not present in the original and the Aitons are not related to present day Nagas. 
However, as Dil ler ( 1 992: 1 1 ) points out, if we accept that the other Tai groups 
anived at any date earlier than the 1 8th century, 'their (Burmese-linked) Buddhism and 
relative lack of IndO-Aryan assimi lation would then remain to be explained ' .  
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In the case of the Aiton, i t  may be possible to explain this. On the last morning of 
fieldwork for this study, Chaw Ong Cham, an Aiton elder from Bargaon (�,n)C\:t baanJ 1l1!J � 
explained to the writer that unti l about five generations ago, the Aitons did not fol low 
Theravada Buddhism, but rather worshipped spirits (0l.(.{� Sl1!J2 phii� and sacrificed 
animals. He made it c lear that the Aitons were only converted to Theravada Buddhism in 
the mid 1 9th century. 
In the Story of Barhula � ,  Chaw Ong Thun talks about the visit of the Burmese 
monk Pi En Duin Sayadaw (pijl eD I dl1!J1 who converted the Aitons to Buddhism (see 
Story of Barhula, No. (23) � ). Prior to this, according to Ong Thun, the Aitons had 
conducted animal sacrifice. (see Story of Barhula, No. (24) � ). 
Nabin Shyam later told the writer that whi lst it was true that the Aitons had not 
followed Theravada Buddhism before the visit of Pi En Duin Sayadaw, they were 
Mahayana Buddhists at that time. 
were: 
It is also worthwhile to note Grierson's  statement on the Aitons, namely that they 
also called Sham Doaniyas, or Shan interpreters, are said to have been a section of the 
Shans at MUng Kling which supplied eunuchs to the royal seraglio, and to have 
emigrated to Assam to avoid the punishment to which, for some reason, they had been 
condemned. ( 1 904:65) 
The Aitons that I have interviewed al l  reject the suggestion by Grierson that they 
supplied eunuchs to the court of the Shan Kings. However the statement about 
interpretation may be significant, given that the Aiton language is demonstrably much 
closer to what the original Ahom seems to have been than any of the other spoken Tai 
languages are (see below 6.5.4). Perhaps the Aiton speech of today does contain some 
echoes of the original Ahom speech. If indeed the Aitons have been in the Dhonsiri valley 
since the 1 5th century, and if they were not fol lowers of Theravada Buddhism at that time, 
then perhaps their language and cultural practises were closer to the Ahoms. 
Grierson's  sole text in Aiton, a translation of The Parable of the Prodigal Son, on 
the other hand, shows considerable Shan influence not found in present day Aiton (see 
below 3.2.6.7). Further research is needed to establish the relationship between Aiton 
history and language. 
Less historical information has been collected by the writer in the Phake vil lages. 
Aimya Khang Gohain studied the Phake chronicles and reported that: 
The Tai-Phakaes . . .  migrated from MUng Mau (Keng Chen). In 12 15  A.D., King 
SUkhanpha sent one Prince Cao Tai Cheo, who establ ished MUng Kwang, the Phake 
principality. It was also known as Phakae-ce-hing. ( 1 991 :44) 
Aimya Khang explained that in the 1 8th century the Phakes came under the control 
of the Burmese, and that 'Due to oppressions the Tai-Phakaes left Mung-Kong in 1 775 and 
came to Assam' ( 199 1 :44). After several battles with the later Ahom kings, the Phakes 
were eventually settled on the Buri Dihing River. 
As mentioned above, Terwiel ( 198 1 )  reported animal sacrifice having been 
performed in Phake vil lages in the past, with some elderly people alive when Terwiel 
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undertook his fieldwork sti I I  remembering those ceremonies. The Phakes also have a 
traclition of being converted to Theravada Buddhism. In 1 992 they held a celebration at 
Borphakial vil Iage, to mark the centenary of their conversion.6 
Of the origin of the Khamyangs, very little has been written . Muhi Chandra Shyam 
Panjok's  pamplet7 ( 198 1 )  is the only reference that I have found. He does not cite any 
sources, but presumably his pamphlet is based on historical Tai manuscripts ( I iI(' klw2 
mYIl)· 
According to Muhi Chandra Shyam Panjok's  account, a group of Tai , identified as 
Khamyangs, were sent into Assam by the Tai King Sukhanpha to search for his brother 
Sukapha who had founded the Ahom Kingdom in  the Brahmaputra valley in 1 228. After 
being welcomed by Sukapha, the Khamyangs set out to return to King Sukhanpha in what 
is now the Shan States. The Khamyangs then settled near Assan at Nang Yang Lake8 and 
l ived there for about 500 years, before venturing back into Assam after 1 780. 
Caught up in the various troubles that accompanied the final years of the Ahom 
Kingdom, the Khamyangs fought both with and against the Ahoms and were divided. One 
group eventually  settled in Dibrugarh district and from there migrated to Pawaimukh in 
1 922. Chaw Sa Myat Chowlik, born in  about 1 920, has confirmed to me that the vil l age 
was founded when he was two, and that his parents brought him there from Dibrugarh 
clistrict. 
A second group of Khamyangs settled in Dhali in 1 798 and these were the 
ancestors of the Khamyangs who now l ive in Golaghat and Jorhat districts, mentioned by 
Boruah (200 1 )  below (see 2.3.4.2). 
2.3.2 The Tai Aiton Villages 
There are eight Aiton vil lages in Karbi Anglong and Golaghat Districts. These are 
listed in Table 2. 1 :  
Table 2.1 :  List of Aiton Vi l lages, Tai and Assamese names 
Tai name Translation of Assamesel District Tai name English name 
�l�li9. baan3 nam3 thum3 Flood village Duburoni Golaghat 
�,S"� baan3 sum3 Sour village Tengani Golaghat 
�'� "1.[ baan3 ImP IUlJ I Big fruit vi I Iage Borhola9 Golaghat 
�,S"�,S" baan3 hinl Stone vi I Iage Ahomani Karbi Anglong 
�')(xt baan3 IUlJ I Big village Bargaon Karbi Anglong 
mS"'d baan3 n:>i2/d:>i2 Hil l  vil lage Sukhihola Karbi AngJong 
6 I am very grateful to Dibya Dhar Shyam for pointing this out to me. 
7 Muhi Chandra Shyam Payok is from Chalapathar and is not a speaker of Tai. It must be presumed that a 
Tai speaker, possibly not a Tai Khamyang speaker, conveyed the meaning of the old Tai MS to him. 
8 A map in Leach ( 1964: 33) places Nawng Yang Lake in a location to the south of the Tirap River, probably 
just immediately south of the Burma-India border. It is from this lake thai the name Khamyang was 
derived. 
9 Dibya Dhar Shyam believes that Borhola might come from a Tai word meaning 'low land'. 
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Sand Vil lage 
Kalyoni lO 
Bali path ar 
Karbi Anglong 
Karbi Anglong 
Jonapathar Lohit 
Buragohain ( 1 998:63) l isted the names, years of establishment, and population of 
the various Aiton vil lages as in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2: List of Aiton vi l lages after Buragohain ( 1 998) 
Village District Year of establishment No. of houses Population 
Ahomani Karbi Anglong 1 939 3 1  267 
Baragaon Karbi Anglong 1 835 39 359 
Balipathar Karbi Anglong 1 898 59 528 
Chakihola Karbi Anglong not known 1 8  1 80 
KaJiyani Karbi Anglong Man era 1 239 1 5  1 54 
Borhola Golaghat 1 836 26 235 
Dubarani Golaghat not known 43 334 
Tengani Golaghat not known 19  1 50 
Jonapathar Lohit, Arunachal 1 950s 1 5  1 48 Pradesh 
260 2 1 55 
The three Aiton vi l lages which had already been founded by the 1 870s are all found 
in the 1 877 edition of the Indian Atlas CD .  However they do not all appear with the names 
that they bear today. Bargaon appears in the Atlas as Mitgaon I I  and Kalyoni as Aitungaon, 
the latter meaning literal ly 'Aiton vi l lage' in Assamese. 
Buragohain 's  survey does not state the number of people in each vil lage who speak 
the Tai Aiton language. Although Nabin Shyam stated that all Aitons can speak the Tai 
language, it seems possible that in some vil lages there may be a proportion of 
Buragohain's  total who do not know the language. For example, the population of 
Balipathar consists of both Tai Aiton and Tai Turung. Since the Turung no longer speak 
Tai, the l ingua franca of the vil lage is now Assamese and this is l ikely to speed the loss of 
Tai Aiton as a language in that vi llage. 
Of these villages, I have visited all but Jonapathar in Arunachal Pradesh. 
Jonapathar was set up by a group of Aitons who left the crowded Dhonsiri valley in the 
1 950s to l ive in an area of Arunachal Pradesh populated by Khamtis. Their children have 
grown up surrounded by Khamtis and it has been reported to me that they speak a form of 
Aiton influenced by Khamti. Nabin Shyam Phalung reported that the language of the 
people of Jonapathar 'is becoming l ike Khamti ' .  
1 0  Most Aitons cannot give a Tai name for Kalyoni, a curious thing considering its i mportance in the h istory 
of the Aiton. The name baanJ /UlJ ' 'big village' was given by Dibya Dhar Shyam in a letter he wrote to me 
after reading an earlier draft of this study. This is  unusual because it is also the Tai name of B argaon 
vi llage. 
I I  Several Aiton informants have told me that Bargaon was once a Karbi Village and that this was its original 
name. The Knife Pond (mI)'  mit� probably gets its name from the old Karbi name. 
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In February 2002, I was able to interview Sam Khang Chi ring, an Aiton from 
Jonapathar. In an informal discussion, i t  appeared that his language was indeed influenced 
by the Khamti tones, but when a recording was taken, the tones and vowels were very 
similar to those recorded for other Aiton speakers. 
2.3.3 The Tai Phake Villages 
Table 2.3 lists the Phake villages in Dibrugarh and Tinsukia Districts, Assam: 
Table 2.3: List of Phake Vi l lages, Tai and Assamese names 
Tai name 
Translation of Assamesel District 
Tai name English name 
�v5cq'moi 
miin3 phii4 ke5 Lower Phake Namphakey Dibrugarh taii3 vil lage 
�roc-r5"O?t. miin3 phiiJc4 tii5 Other side of Tipam Phake Dibrugarh the river vil lage 
�v5cq'mvt6 
miin3 phii4 ke5 Upper Phake Borphake Tinsukia n;)6 vi l lage 
-(l{m nil) I kam4 Ning kam Nigam Phake Tinsukia Nagas 
�c-q-(l{ miin3 phii4 nail)2 Red sky vi l lage Faneng Tinsukia 
�{ro{ m;)1)2 Hil)2 Country of the Mounglang Tinsukia Lang Nagas 
�{� m;)1)2 m;)1 Mine village Man Mau Tinsukia 
�"t{ miin3 101)6 Big village Man Long Tinsukia 
'6{03 naUIJ I lai6 Nong Lai Nagas Nonglai 
The Tai Phake names and their translations were supplied by Sam Thun Wingkyen 
of Namphakey vi l lage. It is interesting that so many of the vil lages are named after 
different groups of Nagas (<f£ khiiIfin Phake). The term Naga seems to be used to refer to 
any group of non-Buddhist Tibeto-Burman speakers. 
Ngowken Gohain (200 1 :3 1 )  listed the Phake vil lages, their foundation dates and the 
foundation date of their respective Buddhist Temples (here spelled Bihar following 
Assamese practice). This information is l isted in Table 2.4: 
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Table 2.4: List of Tai Phake Vi l lages, after Ngowken Gohain (2001 ) 
Name Vi l lage Buddhist Bihar 
1 .  Borphake 1 830 1 9 1 212 
2.  Man mow 1 840 1 942 
3 .  Nonglai 1936 1 938 
4. Long gaon 1 938 1 940 
5 .  Nigam 1938 1 940 
6. Faneng 19 10  1 92 1  
7. Mounloung 1 900 1 902 
8. Tipam phake 1 850 1 850 
9. Namphake 1 850 1 850 
Yehom Buragohain ( 1998: 1 27) also li sted the Tai Phake vi l lages, including two 
more in Arunachal Pradesh: 
Table 2.5: List of Tai Phake Vil lages, after Yehom Buragohain ( 1 998) 
1 .  Man Phake Tau (Namphake vil lage, Assam) 
2. Man Tipam (Tipam Phake vil lage, Assam) 
3 .  Man Phake Neu (Bor Phake vi l lage, Assam) 
4. Man Mo (Man Mo vil lage, Assam) 
5 .  Man Phaneng (Phaneng vi l lage, Assam) 
6. Man Long (Long vi l lage, Assam) 
7. Man Nonglai (Nonglaui vi l lage, Assam) 
8 .  Man Monglang (Monglang vi l lage, Assam) 
9. Man Nigam (Nigam vil lage, Assam) 
1 0. Man Wagun (Wagun vil lage, Arunachal Pradesh) 
1 1 .  Man Lung Kung (Lung Kun vil lage, Arunachal Pradesh) 
Mounglang is  a village which is  partly Phake and partly Khamti . 
I have not been able to visit either of the Phake vil lages in Arunachal Pradesh. The 
names of both vil lages, Wagun and Lung Kung, are said to be either Naga or Singpho 
language. 
Because I have not been able to undertake fieldwork in most of the Phake vil lages, 
I cannot say whether the phonology described for Namphake vil lage (see below 6.2) is also 
found in these other vi l lages. I have interviewed one Phake from Ningkam vil lage, Ngo 
Ong, and his language is very similar to that of Namphakey. 
12 Dibya Dhar Shyam of Bargaon, informed me that the temple was founded in j 883, according to a Souvenir 
published to celebrate the centenary of the Phakes conversion to Theravada Buddhism. 
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2.3.4 Other Tai Speaking Villages 
2.3.4.1 Khamti villages 
Boruah (200 1 :4 1 )  after l isting 30 Khamti villages in Arunachal Pradesh, went on to 
list some in Assam 'In Assam seven Khamti vil lages are found in Lakhimpur District and 
these are - Bor-Khamti, Sribhuyan, Gosainbari, Borpather, Deotula, Tipling and Tunijan. 
More than one thousand souls are found in these seven vi l lages ' .  
Unfortunately I have not yet had the chance to visit these vil lages and record any 
l inguistic data there. 
As mentioned above in 2.3.2, there is one Khamti Vi l lage in Tinsukia District, 
Mounglang, which I have visited. It is a joint KhamtilPhake vil lage and is l isted in Table 
2.3 above. In February 2000, I spent one night in that vil lage and established that the 
phonology of Tai Khamti spoken there seems to be very close to that described for Khamti 
by Harris ( 1 976). 
2.3.4.2 Tai Khamyang village 
There is only one vil lage in which the Khamyang language is sti l l  spoken: 
Pawaimukh in Tinsukia District, situated about 7 miles downstream of Margherita. Only 
older people in Pawaimukh can speak Tai Khamyang, although some middle aged and 
younger adults can be described as semi-speakers. The speech of these younger people has 
yet to be investigated. 
Tai name 
Table 2.6: List of Khamyang Vil lages, 
(where Tai is spoken) with Tai and Assamese names 
Translation of Assamesel 
Tai name English name 
Village of the 
Pawai 1 3 river Pawoimukh 
Boruah (200 1 :41 )  l ists in addition the fol lowing Khamyang vilJages. 
District 
Tinsukia 
In the Chalapathar area of the district of Sibsagar several Khamyang villages are found, 
Na-Shyam Gaon, Balijan Shyam Gaon and Betbari Shyam Gaon are in lorhat Sub­
division of lorhat District and Rajapukhuri No. 1 Shyam Gaon is situated at the 
Golaghat Sub-division of lorhat district. 
2.3.4.3 Turung Villages 
Boruah (200 1 :4 1 )  li sted the Turung vil lages as 'Pahukatia, Pather Shyam and 
Tipomiya are in Jorhat Sub-division and No. 1 Vel eng Turung vi l lage, Naojan Balipather 
Turung vil lage and Da-Basapather Turung vi l lage are situated at Golaghat Sub-division . '  14 
13 According to Chaw Sa Myat, waaj6 means 'rattan'.  This name was given because there are rattan plants 
growing there. 
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The three villages l isted by Boruah in Jorhat are all quite close to each other, just 
south of Titabor. The oldest vi l lage has the Turung name Na Thong [naa b th::llJ ] ,  and is 
called Pathargaon in Assamese, both words meaning 'rice field vil lage' .  The other two 
vil lages near Titabor are Tipomia and Pahukatia, both more recently founded. 
The vi l lage called Veleng by Boruah is known by most of its inhabitants as 
Rengmai. In February 2002 I was able to spend a night there and establish that there are a 
number of Aitons who have married into this vil lage, and there is at least one Turung, 
Chaw Bong Jap, who has learned Tai language as a second language learner. The Turung 
language is briefly discussed below in 2 .4. 1 .  
2.3.5 Dif iculties with identifying the various Tai groups 
Two other names sometimes mentioned in connection with the Tai peoples of India 
are Doania and Man. As noted above, (see 2.3. 1 . 1 ) ,  Grierson ( 1 904:65) commenting on the 
origin of Aitons, said that they are 'also called Sham Doaniyas, or Shan interpreters ' .  
According to Nabin Shyam, the word Doania, adapted from the Assamese word meaning 
'interpreter' is nowadays used to refer to the Singpho who live in the Margherita division 
of Tinsukia District. These people, although fol lowing Theravada Buddhism, do not speak 
Tai and are not regarded as Tai either by themselves, or by the other Tai groups. 
In the Ahom Buranj i ,  the Doanias are mentioned in the reign of King Shukianpha 
( 1673-1 675). In the Ahom script, the word translated by G.c. Barua as 'Doania' appears in  
the manuscript as �Y.l� (luk khalJ). This is clearly the same word as khaag Ifkha81;6 
'Naga' ,  a general word for Tibeto-Buonan speakers sti l l  used by the Aiton and Phake. 
As to Man, it appears that the word is applied to some Tai people because of their 
origin in Bunna (mUll)2 maan2 in Aiton and m�1J2 miin5 in Phake). The Government of 
Assam and the Indian Constitution both recognise the Tai speakers of Assam as 'Man-Tai 
Speaking' . There is a Man-Tai Speaking Association which includes many Tais both from 
communities that speak Tai and from those that no longer speak Tai . This organisation 
speaks on behalf of the Tais in the world of politics. 
A number of Tai people in India were keen for me to use the tenn Man-Tai , rather 
than the teons Aiton, Khamyang and Phake. However, the principal infonnants in each of 
the vil lages in which I work prefer the teons Aiton, Khamyang and Phake, and so these are 
the teons used in this work, with the teon Tai referring to all these groups together. 
The number of people claiming Tai ethnicity in Assam has been estimated as high 
as several mi l lion. By far the largest proportion of people claiming Tai ethnicity in Assam 
are Ahoms, whose population has been estimated as anywhere between one and four 
million. 
As has been discussed above in 2.2, i t  seems certain that there have been no native 
speakers of Tai Ahom for many generations. Who, then, are the Ahoms? There is no 
reason to doubt that they are descended from Tai speaking people who arrived in the 
Brahmaputra valley many hundreds of years ago. However, Nabin Shyam stated that, from 
his reading of the Ahom Buranji (historical chronicles), in all probability the number of 
Tai Ahoms who originally settled in Assam was quite smaJI and that it was intennarriage 
14 Boruah 2001 seems to be a reprint of an earlier work; Go\aghat sub-division is now know as Go\aghat 
district. 
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with other groups l ike the Chutiyas and Kacharis that has produced the large population 
today. 
Since very few of the Khamyang, very few of the Turung and almost none of the 
Ahom have any knowledge of Tai language, the vast majority - at least 99% - of the 
mill ion or more ethnic Tais in Assam cannot speak Tai language at al l .  
2.3.6 A note on the names of the Tai groups 
2.3.6.1 Ahom 
The origin of the name Ahom, from which the word Assam comes, is debated. The 
most widely accepted etymology is that Ahom is cognate with the words Shan and Siam. 
The current pronunciation of Ahom arises from the fact that in Assamese, lsi is lenited to 
/hi and hence the name of the country and the Ahom people is pronounced [ah:>mJ. We 
may presume that at an earlier stage of history, the name was pronounced [asam] . 
Grierson ( 1904:6 1 )  quoted at length from Sir George Gait 's  Report on the Census 
of Assam for 1891, in which Gait discussed the origin of the name Ahom as follows: 
Many different derivations of the name of the province have been suggested, and some 
of these ignore the undoubted fact stated above, viz., that the country derived its name 
from the Ahoms and not the Ahoms from the country. 
The word Ahom is not found in the old Ahom books, where the Ahoms refer to 
themsel ves simpl y as � tai or �$ tai rau 'our Tai ' . 
Gait went on to say that, prior to the advent of the Ahoms, the name was unknown, 
and that: 
How the name came to be applied to the tribe is still unknown. The explanation usually 
offered, that they are called 'A-sarna' (the Sanskrit word meaning 'peerless' )  by the 
Morans and the Borahis, whom they conquered . . .  is based on the assumption that these 
tribes had abandoned their own Indo-Chinese dialects more than eight hundred years 
ago, an assumption which is clearly erroneous. 
2.3.6.2 Aiton 
Sa Cham discusses the origin of the word Aiton (aaP t::)fl� in his History of the Tai 
No ( 10) � .  The first element of the name is the word aaP'eldest son ' .  
There is  less agreement as to  the meaning of the second element of  the name. Nabin 
Shyam stated that t.::w2 means 'expert ' ,  and that in several Aiton books this meaning is to 
be found. He explained the meaning in (2): 
2) .ri3oa2� 0) 
aai3 t:>n2 ne3 
Aiton DEF 
t i i2 
at 
'9 w[ 
l ik3 phraa2 k:>3 
book Buddha LINK 
o-a2� 'w ,� �?� 
tm2 se l mel pen2 
c lever PRT COMP other 
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'(The word) Aiton is also found in Buddhist books, (where) t:Jn2 means "cleverer 
than others". ' 
In the meaning of 'expert ' ,  t::m2is found in the Aiton dictionary, but a cognate word 
is not found in the Phake-English-Thai Dictionary (Banchob 1 987). There i s  a Shan word, 
06�: t:Jn: 'exceed, extend beyond' which would be realised in Aiton as t:Jn� 
As noted above in 2.3. 1 . 1 ,  Grierson ( 1 904:65) mentioned that the Aitons 'are said 
to have been a section of the Shans at MUng Kang which supplied eunuchs to the royal 
seraglio . . .  ' .  The word t::m2 'castrate' is known in Aiton, as wel l  as in both Phake (also tan� 
and Shan (06� tan 'geld, castrate' ) .  This etymology of the origin of their name is rejected 
by the Aitons. 
A further explanation of the name was offered by Ai Mya, of Bargaon (baanJ ill!] � 
which was that the original term was aaP thun� where thun2means 'bright, radiant' . 
Sa Cham stated that the King of the Aitons was once cal led "'irotmo:pl cauJ phaaJ 
aajJ tun� where tunJmeans 'beginning, origin' . This  name, he stated, came about when the 
royal ancestor of the Tais had five sons, and the first of these, fa I aaP was the ancestor 
(origin) of the Aitons. Sa Cham went on to say that the present pronunciation, aaP tan� 
was a Kachari pronunciation of the original aaP tun� 
One further alternative explanation was offered by Dibya Dhar Shyam. He stated 
that in ancient times large numbers of Tai , 'equal to nine baskets of grain on nine rafts' 
(see also History of the Aiton, No. ( 14) � ), migrated into India. They shattered into many 
groups, and the group ( t:Jn� of the elder son (aap) became the Aiton. 
2.3.6.3 Khamti 
As pronounced by both Aitons (kham2 tii2) and Phakes (kham2 tI5), the meaning of 
Khamti appears to be 'golden place' ,  although we would usually expect this to be realised 
as tjj2 kham21tj5 kham2'place-gold' .  
Sa Cham explained that are called Khamti because at  some time in the past they 
came to l ive at a place called 'River of Gold' ,  as in (3): 
3 . 1 )  u3 21 .!Y[ � d3 2) v5 ffi- � II 
khaul naP uul maa2 t i i2 nam3 kham2 waa2 saal 
3Pl get l ive come place water gold say PRT 
'They l ived at the place cal led "The river of gold", it i s  said. '  
3 .2) 00 
lai3 cal] I waa2 kham2 t i i2 
so so say Khamti 
'So they are called Khamti. '  
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(Aiton text, History of the Tai � , Nos. (47) & (48) � 
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD )  
Hanis ( 1 976: 1 1 3) discussed the issue of  the meaning of  Khamti in some detail and 
offers an etymology similar to that proposed by Sa Cham Thoumoung. He also mentions 'a 
second meaning in the li terature for Khamti is  "the place where they stuck", which comes 
from a legend about a Khamti king in Northern Burma who stopped a Tibetan army in a 
mountain pass to keep them from entering his country"' .  
Hanis pointed out that the current Khamti pronunciation of their name would 
suggest the meaning 'the place (where) gold (is) ' .  
2.3.6.4 Khamyang 
According to Sa Cham, (see History of the Tai No. (3 1 )  � ), the name of the 
Khamyang comes from the fact that at some distant time in the past, they l ived for a time at 
,/-w[ na1) I 3aa.[/ or Yang Pond. This account accords with that given by Muhi Chandra 
Shyam Panjok in 2.3 . 1 above. 
2.3.6.5 Phake 
Sa Cham offered the meaning of Phake as being phaal ke� 'rock-old' ,  which 
would be realised in Phake as phii6 kel (see History of the Tai No. (40) � ). The Phake 
themselves pronounce their name as phii4 ke-'. 
Aimya Khang Gohain explained the etymology of the word Phake as fol lows: 
It is consists (sic) of two words; Pha (king) and kae (old); another meaning is pha 
(rock) and kae (old); their chronicles indicate as "ancestors of a very old dynasty, or 
ruling class of the Tai people who lived near a rocky cave near Kwang-Taii. ( 199 1 :44) 
2.3.6.6 Turung 
Grierson ( 1 904: 1 67) stated that The Tairongs (or great Tais) . . .  are also called 
Turung or Sham (i .e. Shan) Turung .. . ' .  The term 'great Tai ' is first encountered in 
Buchanan ( 1 799), who says of them that they are: 
. . .  a people called, by the Burmas, Kathee Shawn, to themselves they assume the name 
of Tai-Ioong, or great Tai. They are called Moitay Kabo by the Kathee, or people of 
Cussay. They inhabit the upper part of the Kiaynduayn river, and from that west to the 
Erawade. 
This would appear to refer to the Khamtis who reside in what is now Burma. 
It is possible that the name Turung is not derived from the Tai words 03o:l taP /UlJ I 
at all , but is in fact a Singpho word. There are several groups mentioned in The Treaty 
between the Aitons and the Turungs � ,  that is the Takum, Tarung and Tarai. As with 
Turung, they seem to be pronounced with an initial syllable of [t;:,] .  This sesqui-syllabic 
structure is very typical of Jingpo and probably of Singpho language. Perhaps Tarung was 
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originally the names of a smal l group of Tibeto-Burman speakers, and the name has been 
re-interpreted as a Tai word, because of its chance similarity to the words for 'great Tai ' .  
2.4 Current linguistic situation 
Of the various Tai languages which have been spoken in Assam, the situation of the 
Ahom is the hardest to categorise. There are no Ahoms who use Tai language as a mother 
tongue, as discussed above in 2.2. 
Each of Aiton, Khamti and Phake is sti l l  spoken by several thousand people, and 
each is sti l l  taught to children. They are thus not under immediate threat of extinction, 
although those who have a deep understanding of the traditional l iterature of the 
community are often rather elderly and there is therefore a threat to the range of domains 
of use of the languages. 
Despite being small and endangered languages, their use is expanding into at least 
one community of non-Tai speakers. Small numbers of ex-Tea Garden l abourers now work 
as labourers for the Tai and l ive in their vi l lages. Some of them have learned Tai , and some 
of their children are functionally  multi l ingual in Tai and their own language, and no doubt 
in Assamese as wei ! .  
Khamyang is spoken only by around 50 older adults in the single vi l lage of 
Pawaimukh, near Margherita in Tinsukia district. As mentioned above in 2.3 .4.2, some 
younger adults can be regarded as semi-speakers. Only two elderly men are able to read 
Tai script. 
As Tai languages, both the Nora (if it is different from Khamyang) and Turung are 
extinct. Al l  Nora people now speak Assamese, whereas the Turung now speak a language 
which is largely Singpho (Tibeto-Burman), and is discussed btiefly below in 2.4. 1 .  
All  the Tais are multi l ingual , with Assamese as a second language i n  every 
community, and as the language of Primary Education. There is almost universal literacy 
in Assamese. 
The fol lowing tables list each of these languages, with many of the most important 
references to them and some information about the manuscript col lections and speaker 
numbers. 
Language: 
References: 
Manuscripts: 
Speaker Status: 
Language: 
References: 
Manuscripts: 
Ahom 
Brown ( 1837b), Campbell ( 1 874), Grierson ( 1 904), Grierson ( 1904), 
Barua, G.c. ( 1920), Barua, G.c. ( 1930), Barua, G.K. ( 1 936), Barua, B.K. 
& Phukan ( 1 964), Phukan ( 1 966), Terwiel and Ranoo ( 1 992), Ranoo 
( 1 996), Terwiel ( 1996), Morey (2002a) 
Large collections, many in private hands 
No native speakers; some knowledge of manuscripts by Ahom priests. 
Aiton 
Campbell ( 1 874), Grierson ( 1 904), Phukan ( 1 966), Banchob ( 1 977), Diller 
( 1 992), Morey ( 1999a), Morey ( 1999b) 
There are collections of manuscripts in every village. Most are held in the 
Buddhist temple, but a few are in private hands. 
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Speaker Status: 
Language: 
References: 
Manuscripts: 
Speaker Status: 
Language: 
References: 
Manuscripts: 
Speaker Status: 
Language: 
References: 
Manuscripts: 
Speaker Status: 
Language: 
References: 
Manuscripts: 
Speaker Status: 
Language: 
References: 
Manuscripts: 
Speaker Status: 
Probably up to 2000 speakers. The language is sti l l ieamed by children. 
Khamti 
Brown ( l837a), Robinson ( 1849), Campbel l  ( 1 874), Needham ( 1894), 
Grierson ( 1904), Harris ( 1 976), Weidert ( 1 977), Wilaiwan ( 1986), Dil ler 
( 1 992), Chaw Khouk Manpoong ( 1 993), Gogoi ( 1 993) 
There are known to be significant manuscript collections in the Khamti 
vil lages in North Lakhimpur (Gogoi 1 993). The Khamti village of 
Mounglang possesses a large col lection, and there are no doubt many more 
in Arunachal Pradesh and in Burma. 
1 0,000 +; Perhaps 500--1000 speakers in Assam; there are no doubt a larger 
number in Arunachal Pradesh and many more again in Burma. Khamti is 
not an endangered language, although i t  may be endangered in North 
Lakhimpur. 
Khamyang 
Dil ler ( 1 992), Morey (2001 a) 
There is a collection of at least a hundred manuscripts in Pawaimukh 
vil lage temple, and several more in private hands. 
Less than 50 speakers over the age of 40 in the one village of Pawaimukh. 
Nora 
Grierson ( 1904) 
Unknown 
Dead language; Grierson stated that there were about 300 speakers in his 
time. 
Phake 
Wilaiwan ( 1 983), Wilaiwan ( 1986), Banchob ( 1987), Gogoi ( 1 987), Diller 
( 1 992), Aimya Khang Gohain ( 1991 ), Gogoi ( 1 994), Aimya Khang Gohain 
( 1 997), Morey ( 1999c), Aimya Khang Gohain ( 1999), Morey (2001 b), Ngi 
Kheng Chakap and Ai Che Let Hailung (200 1 )  
Large collections of manuscripts i n  every vil lage. Those i n  Namphakey 
vil lage have been catalogued and the list is published in Gogoi ( 1 994). 
Perhaps 2000+ speakers. The language is sti l l  learned by children. 
Turung or Tairong 
Buchanan ( 1799)?, Grierson ( 1904), Turung ( 1 986) 
Unknown - there are said to be manuscripts collections in some Turung 
villages. 
As a Tai language, Turung is extinct; even in Grierson ' s  day there were 
very few speakers. Turungs today speak a Tibeto-Burman language. 
2.4.1 A note on the Turung 
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Very little work has been done on the Turung language. Aroonrat Wichienkeo 
( 1985), cited in Dil ler ( 1 992), reported that 'Tai names for certain foods, ornaments, items 
of apparel, and so forth,  were sti l l  used or recognized, although other communication had 
to proceed 'through the language of gesture" (Dil ler 1 992: 1 3). 
Just prior to the publication of this work, field work was undertaken in all six 
Turung vil lages. The language spoken by the Turungs today is a Tibeto-Burman language 
of the Jinghpaw sub-fami ly, and is called Turung by its speakers. In this Turung language, 
the large majority of words are Tibeto-Burman. Some kinship terms are Tai , as are some 
terms for religious or material culture. The Turung themselves regard their language as a 
mixture of Tai and Singpho (JinghpawfTibeto-Burman). To hear the Turung language 
being spoken, refer to the Story of the old couple without any food. 
Singpho speakers from Margherita have reported to me that the Turung language of 
Golaghat has a slightly different tonal system from their own variety. The Singpho regard 
the Turung as one of four Singpho groups of hkawng15 'river bank' . These groups are 
named after the rivers near which they live, as Teng Hkawng, Dayun Hkawng, Nam Hpuk 
Hkawng and Tarung Hkawng. The first two are named for rivers in Arunachal Pradesh and 
the third, Nam Hpuk, refers to the Dihing river. 
In the 1 960s, Dr. Banchob Bandhumedha recorded some tapes which are said to be 
Turung. These recordings were made in Tai language in the Turung village of Titabor. At 
least one of the informants, Soi Lendro, was clearly a fluent Tai speaker who was also able 
to read from manuscripts. When the writer visited Titabor in September 2003, Soi Lendro 
was stil l  alive. He confirmed that he had been raised speaking Turung (Tibeto-Burman) 
and had learned Tai as a young adult, when l iving in a Khamti Buddhist monastery as a 
monk. The other two of Banchob's informants who were sti l l  l iving, Nang Ee Hom and 
Nang Ai Mii ,  both confirmed that they could not speak Tai , but had learned some Tai 
prayers from a visiting monk, and it was these prayers that Dr. Banchob recorded. 
Whether Turungs original ly spoke Tai and changed to Singpho, as has long been 
believed, or whether they always spoke a Tibeto-Burman variety is one of the key 
questions for further research currently underway into the Turung language. 
2.4.2 The Khamyang language revitalisation (2002) 
In April 200 1 ,  I recorded Deben Chowlik discussing The future of the Khamyang 
language � .  In the course of the discussion, he mentioned that the Khamyang elders had 
met to discuss the fact that the language was no longer being spoken by children, and 
expressed the hope that something could be done about it. 
By the time I returned to Pawaimukh in March 2002, a language revita1isation 
project had begun. Each day at around 4pm, the younger children in the vi l lage attended 
the vi l lage primary school for instruction in the Tai Khamyang language. I was able to 
video tape about 1 5  minutes of one class. 
1 5  The spelling hkawlIg and the names of the various groups follows the spelling system devised for the 
Jinghpaw language in Kachin State, B urma. 
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The teacher was Chaw Mihingta Chowlik, the younger brother of Sa Myat 
Chowlik. At the age of about 73, Mihingta Chowlik has commenced studying the Tai 
writing system so that he can pass it on to the children. 
The lessons consisted of practising writing the characters, practising l ists of words 
for everyday objects (foods, body parts, numbers etc.) and practising short dialogues which 
Mihingta Chowlik has written for the class. 
It seems that all of the children in the vi l lage are now able to pronounce at least 
some words of Tai . Furthermore at least some of them can use simple expressions, l ike, for 
example, calling guests to take rice or tea. 
3 Previous Studies 
of the Tai Languages 
3.1 The need for a critical review of earlier sources on the 
Tai languages of Assam 
A significant number of authors have written on the Tai languages of Northeast 
India over the past three centuries. These previous studies of the Tai languages form three 
distinct groups: 
• 1 9th century studies by British and other European scholars 
• 20th century studies by l inguists, either from Thailand or from western 
countries 
• 20th century studies by scholars from Assam, many of whom are from the 
Ahom community. 
These works consist of all types of l inguistic analysis, from the highly theoretical 
(for example Weidert 1 977), or purely lexicographical (for example Barua, G.c. 1 920) to 
those that survey the Tai languages, such as Grierson ( 1904) and Diller ( 1 992). All of these 
works are discussed in some detai l in 3 .2 below. 
In addition to works which focus primari ly on linguistics, there are a number of 
works that contain important linguistic information that is nevertheless peripheral to the 
main aim of that particular source. These are discussed briefly in 3.3 below. For example, 
Ranoo Wichasin ( 1 996) is an excellent scholarly edition of the Ahom Buranji ,  carefully 
analysed and translated into Tai. It is not primari ly a l inguistic study, but in presenting a 
huge amount of reliable data on the Tai Ahom language, it would form an important basis 
of any future comprehensive study of the grammar of Ahom. 
There are several reasons for critically reviewing these sources. Firstly many of the 
earlier sources contain valuable information about earlier phases of the Tai languages, and 
thus give a greater time depth to the study of these languages. Unfortunately, many of 
these earlier sources do not give reliable transcriptions of vowels and tones, and need to be 
read in the light of more recent research .  Even when the transcription is poor, there is sti l l  
l inguistic information to be gleaned from earlier sources. For example, when i t  i s  
thoroughly examined, the early data on Khamti tones in Robinson ( 1 849) wi l l  no doubt 
prove to be very valuable. 
Secondly, some of these sources are very difficult to obtain, particularly in India. It 
is important to present some information about these sources for scholars who are unable 
to access the original materials. Thirdly, many of these sources, particularly Banchob 
( 1 987) and Dil ler ( 1 992) have significantly informed this study. 
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Due to the varying quality of the previous work on these languages, it is  important 
not only for academic linguists, but also for the Tai community themselves, that the 
reliability of these sources be discussed in some detai l .  
3.2 Linguistic sources 
3.2.1 Buchanan (1799) 
In Grierson's  bibliography of each of the Tai languages spoken in the then Indian 
empire ( 1 904:76), the earliest reference was Buchanan ( 1799). Grierson noted that 
Buchanan gave three short vocabularies for 'Tai-nay (i.e. Siamese); Tai-yay (apparently 
Burmese Shan) and Tai-loong (apparently Khamti or Tairong) ' .  
Buchanan's  vocabulary ( 1799:228-229) is the oldest Western source for the Tai 
languages that has been identified. It listed 50 words in each of these three languages. The 
list headed Tai-loong is a language closely related to the Tai languages now spoken in 
India. Several of these are words the initial consonant of which is proto Southwestern Tai 
1>¥?d1 or I>¥?dl/, which is realised as /II in modem Shan, Idl in Standard Thai, but usually 
realised as In! in Khamti and Phake. As Table 3. 1 indicates, Buchanan's  Tai-Ioong could 
be Khamti or Phake. 
English 
moon 
stars 
earth 
Table 3.1 :  Comparison of several words from Buchanan ( 1 799) 
Tai-loong with other Khamti sources 
Tai-loong Khamti Khamti Khamti 
Buchanan 1 799 Robinson Needham Harris 1 976 
1 849 1 894 
Noon Llin nlin or liin nvnl 
Nau Nau nau naawl 
Neen Nin nin ninl  
Phake 
Banchob 
1987 
n;)n2 
nau2 
nin2 
Buchanan's notation for the languages is poor, and the main reason for discussing 
his work here is that it is the first data about the Tai languages of India in any European 
source. There are a number of other references li sted by Grierson containing word lists of 
the Tai languages, including Leyden ( 1 808), Hodgson ( 1 850), Hunter ( 1 868), Dalton 
( 1 872), Damant ( 1 880) and Gurdon ( 1 895). These wi l l  not be discussed further here. 
3.2.2 Brown (1837) 
Brown ( 1 837a: 17-2 1 )  was the first study of a Tai language which attempted to go 
beyond simply l i sting words. He presented a comparative word l ist for branches of "the Tai 
language", namely Khamti, Shyan, Laos, Siamese and Ahom. In analysing the initial 
consonants, he makes the observation that 'The Siamese d is  changed by the Shyans to I, 
and by the Khamtis to n, but the Ahoms give it its correct pronunciation' ( 1 837a: 1 8). 
By "correct pronunciation", Brown was presumably referring to the Standard Thai 
(Siamese) pronunciation. Significantly, scholars now believe that this phoneme is a reflex 
of proto Southwestern Tai 1>¥?d1 and I>¥?dl/. 
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An extract of Brown 's  comparative table of the five languages is  presented here as 
Table 3.2 :  
Table 3.2: Extract of comparative vocabulary from Brown ( l 837a: 1 9) 
Siamese Laos Shylin Khamti Ahom 
Df df If nf df good 
Deng deng leng 
Doi doi loi 
Dliu dau lliu 
DUan dUn ltin 
neng 
noi 
nau 
nUn 
deng 
doi 
dau 
dUn 
red 
a mountain 
a star 
the moon 
Brown ( 1 837a: plate opp. p 1 9) also gave a table headed Alphabets of the Tai 
Languages CD ,  in which he compared the Burmese, Ahom, Khamti, Shyan (Shan state), 
and Laos scripts, the latter of which refers to the Lanna script of Chiang Mai. 
Importantly, Brown also provided Wil l iam Robinson with the list of Khamti words 
which Robinson later published ( 1 849:342-349). Since these are marked for tone, it may 
be that it was Brown who did the research, which Robinson published in 1 849, and was 
thus the first researcher who was able to notate tones in the Tai language. There is no 
evidence of tonal marking in Brown 's 1 837 paper, however. 
3.2.3 Robinson (1849) 
Robinson's short paper ( 1 849) is of great importance, containing as it does a very 
important insight: that the Tai languages are tonal and the tones need to be marked. 
As Robinson said: 
By its finely modulated intonations, sounds organically the same are often made to 
express different ideas. Thus rna, for instance (with the rising tone) signifies a dog; rna 
(the Italic m denoting the fal ling tone) signifies to come; while the same syllable, with 
an abrupt termination, or a sudden cessation of the voice at the end of it, m�, denotes a 
horse. ( 1 849: 3 1 2) 
Elsewhere in the text Robinson notated another tone where i talics were used for the 
vowel rather than consonant, as in Po 'father' ( 1 849:344). Robinson did not describe any 
characteristics of this tone, but Grierson ( 1 904: 1 44) described it as a 'straightforward tone, 
of an even pi tch '  . 
The importance of this notation of tone cannot be underestimated. Robinson's word 
l ist, which he acknowledged was provided by Rev. N. Brown, contains 282 words. The 
entire l ist has been examined, and fol lowing the methodology devised by Gedney ( 1 972) 
(see 6. 1 .5 .3) the fol lowing tone box has been derived: 
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Table 3.3: Tone Box for Khamti, derived from data in Robinson ( 1 849) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
A B C  DL DS 
1 (rising) 4 (level??) 3 (glottal) 
2 (falling) 
?? fal l ing, 
glottal ised 
The tone box presented in Table 3.3 differs quite significantly from that of present 
day Khamti as reported by Harris ( 1 976) and Chaw Khouk Manpoong ( 1993), and 
presented in Table 3.4: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Tone number 
(Harris 1976) 
4 
2 
5 
3 
Table 3.4: Tone box for Khamti (Arunachal Pradesh and Assam) 
after Harris ( 1976) and Chaw Khouk Manpoong ( 1993) 
A B C  DL DS 
3 
4 
7 
Description 
(Harris 1976) 
high level 
mid fall ing 
6 
4 5 
Description of Tones: 
Tone number 
(Chau Khouk Manpoong 
1993) 
3 
4 
low falling with glottal 
5 
constriction 
mid rising with glottal 
6 
constriction 
high falling 7 
3 
4 
Tone mark 
(Chau Khouk Manpoong 
1993) 
no tone marking 
0 
n 
, 
It is difficult to see how the present day Khamti tonal system could have developed 
from that described in Table 3.3 ,  because, for example, it would require a split in the 
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fal l ing tone of Table 3.3., (boxes A234). The exact status of the tonal system reported by 
Robinson needs to be further investigated. 
Nevertheless, Robinson ( 1 849) sti l l  represents an important mi lestone in the 
analysis of these languages. It is to be regretted that in the 1 50 years that have fol lowed his 
publication, the notation of tones has not become an obligatory part of language 
description in this part of India. Tones were not marked by Needham ( 1 894), Grierson 
( 1 904), Gogoi ( 1 994) nor are they being marked by most of the present generation of 
Assamese scholars writing on Tai languages. 
In addition to his vocabulary and notes on the tones, Robinson also provided a brief 
grammatical sketch, and several sentence examples. These show, for example, the particle 
fJ[ hag2 'to' being used to mark an animate non-subject argument of the verb (see 
discussion at 8 .3.3), although Robinson did not ful l y understand i ts use, writing simply: 
'The preposition Hang is most commonly used as the particle to denote the dative case' . 
He then gives the fol lowing examples: 
Table 3.5: Sentence examples from Robinson ( 1 849:3 13) showing the use of hag2 'to' 
2 3 1 1 2 3 
Hang man hai.i da. Give (it) to him. 
3 1 2 1 2 3 
Hang man mai.i po. You beat him. 
Furthermore, although a number of the sentences given by Robinson show the verb 
in final position, it is not always the case, as in: 
1 )  Sang ti.it hang man, ta khat). . 
If (you) pull her tai l (she) wi l l scratch you. 
Example ( 1 )  can be re-analysed as (2)1 : 
2) w[ o{05 jJ[ �;1 €YJl ([);1 
sa!) 3 twt4 haa!)3 man 7 ta3 khaan3 
if pull tai l 3Sg wi l l scratch 
'If you pul l (her) tail ,  she wil l scratch you. ' 
3.2.4 Campbell (1874) 
Campbel l ( 1 874: 1 68-1 8 1 )  gave a l ist of words and phrases in several languages, 
namely: "Assam ese, Ahom, Khampti , Aiton, Cacharee, Hojai, Mikir." The l ist of English 
words is virtually the same as that in Grierson ( 1 904:2 1 3-233), but the Tai forms given are 
not the same. 
Campbell was the first source to mention the Aiton. However, as with Grierson, his 
data does not seem to accord with present knowledge of the Aiton variety. For example, in 
his word l ists there is no sign of initial Id-I, which the Aitons pronounce today. It may be 
I Tone numbering follows Chaw Khouk Manpoong ( 1 993). 
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that Campbel l  relied entirely on the written form, which uses the graph for In! to write Id/ 
(see 7.2). Some words recorded by Campbell are presented in Table 3.6: 
Table 3.6: Some vocabulary examples from Campbel l ( 1 874) 
English Ahom Khampti 
Sun Ban 
Moon Den 
Star Dau 
Good Di Nioh 
Aiton 
Bhan2 
Neun 
Nao 
Ni uga 
As for the sentences, the fol lowing from the Aiton are interesting. They are 
compared with Grierson' s  version from 1 904: 
Table 3.7: Some sentence examples from Campbel l  ( 1 874) 
English Campbel l  1 874 Grierson 1904 
What is your name? Chiuma chiuchang Mali chli sang 
My father l ives in that small Pukai uhun annai Po kau u ti hlin iii (en) 
house. 
Give this rupee to him. Inguna ennai hau hang mun Nglin tra � nan hali hang 
man 
Campbell ' s  phonetic notation is very poor indeed, especial l y when compared to the 
excellent work done by Robinson and Brown thirty years earlier. For example, he could 
not write initial IIJ/, so that IIJum21 'si lver' was notated as <Inguna>. Nevertheless, the 
sentences remain useful and can sti l l  be analysed. The first sentence l isted in 
Table 3.7 is analysed as (3): 
3) �E5 r �E5 W[ � 
CUl2 maUl2 CUl2 saIJ I 
name 2Sg name what? 
'What is your name?' 
In Standard Thai this question is expressed as '2Sg-name-what?' , which is simi l ar 
to the form recorded by Grierson in 
Table 3 .7 , whereas among the Tai Aitons today, the form is as in (4): 
4) �E5 r 9W[ � "'-
CUl2 maUl2 kal saIJ I 
name 2Sg what 
'What is your name?' 
2 The spelling with initial <bh> may suggest a voiced bilabial fricative, which is found in modern Aiton, see 
section 6.3 . 1 .  1 .6. 
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The Aiton pandit, Nabin Shyam Phalung stated that the form recorded by Campbell 
in (3) would be acceptable to Aiton speakers, al though (4) is much more common. The 
form given by Grierson for this sentence (the form which has the same syntax as modem 
Standard Thai), and which would be rendered in Aiton as maUl2 CUl2 S8lJ � is not acceptable 
to the Aitons. Early in my fieldwork, influenced by Standard Thai syntax, I often asked this 
question in this form, and the speakers did not understand what I was asking. 
Even though his notation is poor, it does appear that a comprehensive and careful 
analysis of Campbell ' s  sentences, and their comparison with modem Aiton practice, would 
add to our knowledge of these languages. 
3.2.5 Needham (1894) 
Needham ( 1 894), at 20 1 pages, is a very considerably longer and more exhaustive 
text than any of the earlier works on the Tai languages. The title (Outline Grammar of the 
03 (Khamtf) Language as spoken by the Khamtfs residing in the neighbourhood of Sadiya) 
makes it clear that this text refers to the Khamti language as spoken in what is now India, 
although the book i tself was published in Rangoon. 
In his introduction Needham admitted that 'The character is not difficult, but the 
various tones met with in the language are very puzzling' . ( 1 894: i i ). 
He went on to explain what he understood by these tones, and to give examples for 
the graph v1 (khai) . This is reproduced in Table 3 .8, with the addition in parentheses of a 
phonemicisation of the modem Khamti forms, using the tonal numbering of Chaw Khouk 
Manpoong ( 1993). 
Table 3.8: Discussion of Khamti tones in Needham ( 1 894) 
By finely modulated intonation sounds organically the same are often made to express 
totaJly different ideas; thus . . .  there are no less than six words written v1 (khai), but each 
one expresses a different meaning according to the tone in which it is uttered, namely, -
J3 = i l l  (modem Khamti khai6 ) 
J3 = sel l  
J3 = buffalo 
J3 = egg 
J3 = go, depart 
J3 = tel l , inform 
(modem Khamti khaaP ) 
(modem Khamti khaaF) 
(modern Khamti khai3 ) 
(modem Khamti khaai5) 
(modem Khamti khai4 ) 
Needham went on to explain that there are three tones which are 'very marked and 
not difficult to acquire ' ( 1 894: 8). These three tones are the very same that Robinson had 
reported in 1 849 (see above 3 .2.3), and are described in almost identical terms, as in his 
description of third tone: '(ii i) an abrupt termination of the voice, or a sudden cessation of 
it at the end of a word, as q (ma) a horse ' .  
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It is also c lear that Needham could not distinguish contrast of height i n the central 
vowels, where a contrast between [w] and [y] could be expected. He also confused mid­
c lose and mid-open back vowels, transcribing both as <0>. 
However Needham' s work remains a very useful study. He gave a comprehensive 
analysis of the writing system, ( 1 894: 1-8), a section on Nouns (9-14), Adjectives ( 1 4-22), 
Pronouns (23-30), Adjective Pronouns (30-35), Verbs (35-65), Adverbs (65-80) and then 
a section of Syntax (8 1-85), then a section giving further sentence examples of the various 
features. 
Final ly there is section of Miscel laneous Phrases 007-1 15), Texts ( 1 1 5-1 30) and a 
substantial Vocabulary ( 1 30-201 ). 
Needham' s rules of syntax ( 1 894: 8 1 ), here reprinted as Table 3.9, have been used 
by scholars over generations to make and justify the claim that the Khamti language has 
changed to become an AOV language3, probably due to Assamese influence. For example, 
Khamti is l i sted as an subject-object-verb (i.e.AOV) language in Greenberg ( 1 966). This 
c laim is discussed in detai l in 8 .4. 
Table 3.9: Needham's General Rules ojSyntax ( 1 894:8 1 )  
a) The adjective follows the noun it qualifies 
b) Numerals sometimes precede, at others follow, the nouns they qualify. When a numeral 
particle is used, they invariably follow the noun they qualify. 
c) Demonstratice pronouns are generally placed immediately after the nouns they qualify, 
except in relative clauses when they may either be put at the beginning or at the end of the 
sentence. 
d) Relative clauses should stand before antecedent clauses 
e) Interrogative pronouns rarely ever stand first in a sentence. 
f) Adverbs are generally placed after a verb. 
f) Prepositions precede their nouns 
h) The order of words in a predicative sentence are ( 1 )  subject, (2) direct object (3) indirect 
object, and (4) verb. 
In an interrogative sentence the order is ( 1 )  subject, (2) indirect object (3) direct object, and 
(4) verb. 
Needham's work is referred to frequently in this study, especial ly in the sections of 
Constituent Order (8.4) and the marking of Tense and Aspect (8.5.7). The greatest value 
of Needham is not so much in his analysis, but in the large amount of data which he 
provides4; it is only to be regretted that he could not hear the tones and did not name his 
sources. Nevertheless his work remains the most comprehensive discussion in English of 
the Khamti language, a variety very closely related to the languages examined in this work. 
3.2.6 Grierson (1904) 
In this work, I have decided to use the letters S,  A and 0, employed by Dixon ( 1 994), to refer to what he 
called 'three primitive relations', namely the intransitive subject as S, the transitive subject as A and the 
transitive object as O. Where, however, another scholar has used a different system, that scholar's original 
terminology has been used. 
4 As I have at the end of Chapter 1 1 , the same wil l  no doubt be said of this work in a hundred years time. 
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Grierson i s  the first scholar to discuss all of the Tai languages of India; and his 
gigantic seminal work, The Linguistic Survey of India, has been the first port of call for any 
researcher in this field for a hundred years, as it was mine. 
3.2.6.1 Contents of Grierson (1904) 
Table 3. 10  l ists the full contents of Grierson 's writings on Tai : 
Table 3.10: Contents of Grierson ( 1 904) 
p56 
p58 
p59-79 
p8 1-105 
p lO6-1 1 9  
pI 20-140 
p 14 1-149 
p 150-165 
p 1 67-1 69 
p 1 70-1 77 
p 179- 18 1  
p 1 82-191  
p 1 93-1 95 
p 1 96-2 1 1  
p2 1 3  
p2 14-233 
p226-233 
Siamese Chinese Fami ly 
Map 
Tai Group 
Ahom - Grammar 
Ahom - Texts 
Ahom - Word List 
Khamti - Grammar 
Khamti - Texts 
Tairong - Grammar 
Tairong - Texts 
Nora - Grammar 
Nora - Texts 
Aitonia - Grammar 
Aitonia - Texts 
Phakial 
Comparative Word List 
(Comparative Sentences) 
3.2.6.2 General Comments on the Tai Group (1904:59-79) 
Grierson 's classification of the Tai languages has been mentioned in 1 .2 above. In 
addition, he proposed a classi fication of the Tai writing systems ( 1 904:59) that also more 
or less accords with modern knowledge noting that there are 'seven distinct forms of the 
written Character - the A.hom, the Cis-Salwin Shan, the Khamti, and the Tai Mau (Chinese 
Shan), the LU and KhUn (trans-Sal win Shan), the Lao and the Siamese' . 
He also discussed the grammatical structure of the various Tai languages in general 
terms. Some of these comments wi l l be revisited when examining these languages further. 
As Terwiel ( 1 989: 1 33) has pointed out, Grierson's analysis for al l of the many 
languages and varieties that he looked at, was based on three types of texts, firstly a 
translation of The Parable of the Prodigal Son, secondly another piece of text in the 
vernacular, such as a piece of folklore or narrative prose, and thirdly a word l ist based on 
the standard l ist drawn up by Campbel l . Unfortunately, for the Tai languages, the second 
category of text was missing, except for a short Nora text containing three riddles. 
Although we know, for example, that the Deputy Commissioner of Sibsagar 
provided the Nora texts (see below 3.2.6.6. 1 ), in general the sources of Grierson's work are 
not known and the native speakers who provided information were never named. 
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Grierson appears to have analysed and glossed the texts and written his comments 
on the basis of those texts. He did not have access to any information about the tones of the 
l anguages, and, at least in the case of the Aiton text, his analysis seems to be based on 
transliteration rather than a phonetic realisation of the text. 
In this brief survey, I wi l l examine the first two l ines of each of his translations of 
The Parable of the Prodigal Son (except for that in Ahom), as wel l  as other pertinent 
observations. 
3.2.6.3 Ahom (1904:81-140) 
Terwiel ( 1989: 133-141 )  discussed the Ahom material in Grierson in considerable 
detail ,  l isting the sources from which Grierson probably got his information. In this present 
study, only Grierson's brief discussion of the tones of Ahom wi l l be mentioned. 
3.2.6.3. 1  Tones 
Grierson made one important point about the Ahom tones, namely that there should 
be tones in Ahom, but noted that tradi tion is silent on the matter. He stated: 
Moreover, in the one word, the tones of which I have been able to ascertain, they differ 
from those of the KhiimtT and Shiin. This is the word In?, which, when it means 'a 
horse' ,  has in Ahom a long tone, and in KhiimtT and abrupt tone, while m�, 'a dog', has 
in Ahom an abrupt tone, but in KhiimtT and Shiin a rising inflection. ( 1 904:90) 
It is not known where this information about the tones has come from, but if it is 
correct, i t would be very unusual . The abrupt tone referred to is presumably a glottal tone, 
but i t  is reflexes of the proto Tai C tone (see below 6. 1 .5.3) which are usually glottal, not 
the A tone. Thus we would expect the word for 'horse' (which is C4) to be glottal, not the 
word for 'dog' (which is AI ). 
3.2.6.4 Khamti ( 1902: 140-165) 
3.2.6.4. 1 Tones 
Grierson provided very little information about the tones of any of the Tai varieties, 
and almost everything that he writes about the Khamti tones is based on Robinson (see 
3.2.3 above). He does, however, give information about the tone which Robinson did not 
describe, as fol lows: 
(2) The straightforward tone, of an even pitch. Robinson does not mention this tone, 
but in a number of words, nearly a l l  of which have this tone in Shan, he puts the vowel 
of the word into special type. Thus po, 'a father' . As Robinson makes no other 
provision for this tone, it appears that he intended to indicate it by this typographical 
device, but omitted to draw attention to it. This tone corresponds to Dr Cushing'S  third 
or 'straightforward' tone in Shan. (Grierson 1904: 144) 
3.2.6.4.2 Texts 
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3.2.6.4.2.1  From the Parable of the Prodigal Son 
Unfortunately Grierson did not record a genuine Khamti text. Example (5) is his 
anaJysis of the first two l ines of the The Parable of the Prodigal Son. The presentation of 
the texts here differs from Grierson' s  original, in which the Tai script was on one page, and 
the transliteration with gloss on the opposite page. 
5 . 1 )  ��2)21l ''1?� �� d w[ <X[cY5"trV �['1.� 
Mil-nan kon ko-lUng yang ITIk-chai shang-ko 
Formerly man 's a were sons two 
5.2) r <X[cY5" m� �['1.� 21 11 
Nail ITIk man shang-ko nai 
Amongst children his the-two aforesaid 
<X[cY5"trV .rra2�21 cOl m� � 019 
lTIk-chai an-nai po man mai wa-ka 
child (or son) younger-the father his to said 
�[ trq '1 !I1(5a5tq �JJ[C9 
khilng cha kau chat-kha-Iati-u-ko 
property share my whatever (there be) 
o 2 � h.E:Y:1l. 
pan-hail-ta. ' . 
divide-give 
Notes: 
• The spell ing of "16 'eLF' , suggesting [ko] , might indicate an /o/-/':}/ merger. The word 
is k:J4 in Phake. A similar variation for this word is found in present day Aiton, see 
section 6.3.2.2.3 below. 
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3.2.6.5 Tairong (1904: 167-177) 
There is however some evidence that the translator of the Tairong Parable of the 
Prodigal Son was not a fluent speaker of Tai. The first sentence of the text is unusual in 
several aspects, in particular in that the human classifier ""l ka is not found, and that the 
noun "(cYf 1uk 'chi ld' is represented as a count noun, in which form it is not found in any of 
the spoken Tai languages today. 
3.2.6.5. 1  Jrexts 
3.2.6.5.1. 1  From the Parable of the Prodigal Son 
6. 1 )  (1?� �d w[ 01d[ cqM 
Kun fii-lling yang sang luk 
Man one had two sons 
6.2) cqMm2� �21 �9 
Luk-mwan koi-nai wa-ka 
son-his younger said 
'01. 11- �[ � QMV'V1 V1l� 01. 
'po ei khling mali ok-cha kha-Iail 
father 0, property your property how much 
d3�05,'"'61 jJ['"1 12� 
tI-fat-kwo hang-kau hail-rna. ' . 
portion to-me give 
Notes: 
• "'i? phuu is used as a classifier in several Aiton manuscripts. 
• The verb w[ yag, 'have' is most often in utterance final position in the other Tai 
l anguages. 
• The word �Y5 mwan '3Sg' has an unusual spell ing in l ine 2. 
• In (6.2), we see the use of the directional verbs ml kaa 'GO' and q maa 'COME' as 
Tense-Aspect (TAM) markers. See below 8.5.7. 
3.2.6.6 Nora (1904:179-1 91 ) 
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As discussed above in 2.3, the word Nora is sometimes understood to refer to the 
Tai Khamyang. In comparing Grierson's Nora with the Khamyang which I have been able 
to record, it is interesting to note that Grierson stated that 'the letter () is sometimes ba, but 
more usually wa' ( 1904: 1 79). The same process, by which words spelled with initial <w> 
are pronounced with initial lbl is found in the speech of some present day Khamyangs (see 
below 6.4. 1 ). 
On the other hand, Grierson stated that the particle mai is 'regularly used to make a 
kind of oblique form when a noun is governed by a preposition. Thus . . .  tJ Frii-mai to (i.e. 
against) God' ( 1 904: 1 80). No sign of this postpositional mai has been found in my 
research on the Khamyang. 
3.2.6.6. 1  Texts 
3.2.6.6.1 .1  From the Parable of the Prodigal Son 
7. 1 )  9?� �d <X(01 CJld{'9 w{ " 
Kon ko-lting luk sang-ko jang 
Man person-one sons two-persons had. 
7.2) <X(01 ()=:�2� � fJ{ 'oL 
Luk pl;l-an wa hang po 
son male-younger said to father 
'Ul i .m=:�c0 c- eq '1 � 
'po hai l;l-mufi (muy) mati ka kau 
father 0, good your to me 
0001 21::21 it fJ{ 'i 
tak nai-nai hati hang kau . ' 
will be-given give to me 
Notes: 
• The romanisation of the word w{ as �ang> may imply a pronunciation as 
[d3aI]] , as it is among the Aitons but not in the Khamyang data that I have collected. 
3.2.6.6.1 .2 Riddles 
The only native Tai texts recorded by Grierson consisted of three riddles, one of 
which I have analysed below. Example (8) is the riddle as Grierson presented it (with the 
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Tai script together with the transliteration) and (9) i s my analysis of the same, using a 
transcription based on the brief study of Khamyang phonology as described in 6.4 below. 
9) 
Notes: 
Ton 
Tree 
man 
its 
ka lam 
is-equal rod 
'10'5"805'<3Y5" 0(<0. 
met 
fishing 
Nok pit nan kU kha 
Bird Tuni sleeps every branch 
Its tree is equal to a fishing rod and the Tuni-bird sleeps on every branch. 
Answer: Ton-miik-khii, the Brinjal tree 
fY:(v5 �v5 
tun3 man2 
tree it 
'10'5" 805 '<3v5 
n00 pit' n:m2 
lam2 
rod 
met' 
fishing hook 
bird "Tuni" sleep every branch 
fY:(Y5" �0'5"q6 
tun3 maak' khy6 
tree brinjal / egg plant 
• noJc4 pit I in Phake refers to "any kind of small birds" 
3.2.6.7 Aitonia (1904:193-211)  
Grierson noted that there were two groups of Aitons, one in the Naga Hil l s and the 
other in Sibsagar District, and that there were 1 63 of them in the 1 891  census. It is possible 
that this refers to the same groups and the same vi l lages as are sti l l  found, with the modem 
day Karbi-Anglong district forming part of the former Naga Hills district and Golaghat 
part of the then Sibsagar district (see above 2.3.2) 
that: 
No information was given about the Aiton informants, except that Grierson stated 
The specimens which I have received from the local authorities of Sibsagar are 
evidently carefully prepared, and it has been easy to make out the meaning of the 
greater part of them. ( 1904: 193) 
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3.2.6. 7. 1 Orthography 
Grierson' s  comments on the orthography are curious indeed, because they seem to 
refer to another language altogether: 
As regards consonants, we have the KhiimtI m ka, instead of the Shan J), and the 
KhiimtI ro pha, instead of the Shan CC'. In every other case, when the Shan form 
differs from the KhamtI one, the former is used. Thus we have Shan 0) instead of the 
KhamtI w for sa, and the Shan 'X' instead of the KhamtI J) for na. ( 1 904: 1 93) 
There is no sign in the early Aiton manuscripts, such as The Creation of the World 
I§ ,  of the Shan graphs for Inal or Isal. This manuscript is at least a century older than 
Grierson , and it is not clear how Grierson came to this view. Nabin Shyam stated that the 
Shan form for Isal was in current Aiton usage, although this may be because Shan Isal is 
the same as Burmese Isal and Burmese script is used by the Aitons for Pali and Burmese 
texts. An examination of the script of the Parable of the Prodigal Son suggests that some 
of the forms are intermediate between Shan and Khamti forms. 
3.2.6. 7.2 The texts 
3.2.6.7.2.1 From the Parable of the Prodigal Son 
1 0. 1 )  9.£ ''9.d <X(M �[''9. W[ I I  
Kun ko-lting luk sang-ko yang 
Man person-one sons two-persons had 
10.2) <X(M tN3 .rra� �[ 'qlC)� 
Luk- chai an lau hang po-man 
son- male younger said to father 
'01. va[ � W[8J[ 8[h 
'po khang mati yang-sang weng-hati' . 
father property thy whatever divide-give 
Notes: 
• Nabin Shyam Phalung suggested that the first sentence would be better in present day 
Aiton as : 
'1?� ''9. �[ OZ05 �£ J ''9. w[ 
kun2 b3 IWl)2 luk3 mwn2 S:>r.J I b3 3aIJ2 
person CLF one child 3Sg two CLF have 
• Nabin Shyam commented that the form 8[ is not found for S[ bcg �mcg l 'divide' . It is 
found in Shan as <58, welJ,. 
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3.2.6.8 Comparative Word list and Sentences (1904:214-233) 
In addition to the translation of The Parable of the Prodigal Son, Grierson also 
gave fonns in each of his target languages for the word list first used by Campbell .  This l ist 
included some sentences which have already been discussed briefly above in 3.2.4. 
3.2.6.8. 1 Vocabulary items 
Grierson's substantial comparative word l ist - none more substantial has been 
published in the century since - contains some interesting features. It appears that his 
transcriptions of the Aitonia fonns are based on the written rather than the spoken fonn, 
because they show initial In! in words such as 'sun ' ,  'star' , following the written 
orthography, rather than the initial Id/ which is found in contemporary Aiton speech for 
these words. This is i l lustrated in Table 3. 1 1 : 
Table 3. 1 1 :  Extract from Grierson ( 1 904) Comparative Vocabulary 
No. English Ahom Khamti Tairong Nora Aitonia 
52 Woman NTIng, kUn- mi Pa-ying Kun pa-ying P�-jing P�-ying 
62 Sun Ban Wan Wan Ban, khun-ban Wan 
63 Moon DUn NUn or IUn NUn NUn NUn 
64 Star Dau Nau Nau Nau Nau 
1 32 Good D1 Ni Ni Ni Ni 
1 63 Be Nang or U ChaU Chau Pin (pen) ChaU 
3.2.6.8.2 Tense 
Grierson attempted to provide a fuiJ tense paradigm for several verbs. In sentences 
No 1 80-204 he attempts to do this for po (Aiton P:J3y "to hit". 
Table 3.12 Extract of Grierson's elicitation of 'tense' 
No. English Ahom Khamti 
202 I am beaten Kau-mai-po-U (mai is used in the Cannot be given 
passive voice when the agent 
itself is an object) 
203 I was beaten Kau-mai-po-jau Ditto 
204 I shall be beaten Kau-mai tl-po- U Ditto 
No. Tairong Nora Aitonia 
202 Hang kau po-yo Kau kin khan (I eat stripes) Po hang-kau 
203 Po kau Kau kin khan ka Hang-kau po-kwa 
204 Kau-mai tl-po Kau tak kin khan T1;l-po hang-kau 
Nabin Shyam confinned that each of the fonns l isted by Grierson was found in 
contemporary spoken Aiton. They would be realised in modem script as fol lows : 
I Ll ) 
1 1 .2) 
1 1 .3) 
cq p{ 
p::>3 ha1)2 
beat to 
p{ 'i 
ha1)2 kau2 
to ISg 
EJ.>'l cq 
tal p::>3 
WILL beat 
'i 
kau2 
I Sg 
cq 
p::>3 
beat 
p{ 
hal) 2 
to 
M1 
kaal 
GO 
'i 
kau2 
l Sg 
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(Grierson's No. 202) 
(Grierson's No. 203) 
(Grierson's No. 202) 
It is difficult to provide English translations for these sentences out of context. 
Example ( 1 Ll) would mean ' (Someone) is beatingfbeatslbeat me' ,  but it would be 
appropriate to render it in the passive if no subject were stated. If however it were in a text 
and the previous line referred to, for example, the king, then ( 1 1 . 1 )  would be translated 'He 
is beating me' .  
3.2.7 Barua, G.c. (1920) 
Terwiel ( 1989) discussed the role that G.c. Barna played as the person who 
provided Grierson with his data on Ahom. Terwiel noted that Barua was 'an Assamese 
speaker who in the mid- 1 890s had been appointed to learn Ahom from a committee of five 
Deodhai priests and to translate Ahom documents. '  ( 1 989: 1 33) 
Barua stated that his work is based on 'the collection of words from Ahom 
manuscripts' ,  a task performed by an unnamed clerk, and the 'further collection of words 
in consulation with a few Deodhais who could read Ahom and perform Deopujas. ' 
It appears that the dictionary, l ike the Ahom Lexicons (see below 3.2.9) contains 
words which cannot be confirmed in other sources. 
3.2.8 Barua, G.K. (1936) (Ahom Primer) 
TerwieI wrote of the Ahom Primer (Barua, G.K. 1 936) that: 
It represented a whole new departure, and, refreshingly, provided a critical reordering 
of some sentences, in which the influence of at least some authentic Ahom texts is 
apparent. However, since the main text of the Ahom Primer is in the Assamese 
language and script, it has not had any noticeable influence upon scholars outside 
Assam. ( 1989: 1 43)  
The Ahom Primer contains information which suggests that speakers of one of the 
spoken Tai varieties were consul ted in its preparation. The text contains a word l ist and 
some extracts from the Ahom Buranjis, but it also contains some short stories which are 
similar in form to some of the short stories gathered for this study. 
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It also contains some short sentences such as ( 12): 
1 2) ol if r/-wI" ol Y\1o.\ 
ti pai Ie ti kat 
WilL go roam to market 
'Wil l you go to the market?' 
Chaw En Lai Phalung has informed me that when his father, the late Ai Ne Phalung 
(Mohenda Phalung) was a student, he l ived with G.K. Barua in Jorhat. Apparently G.K. 
Barua used to ask Ai Ne Phalung about the Tai language, and used much of the knowledge 
he gained thereby to produce the Ahom Primer. 
This c laim is backed up by the fact that there is some evidence of peculiarly Aiton 
forms in the Ahom Primer, such as the use of 1'1< ka in words l ike M<l{6 ka nU 'above ' ,  
which in Aiton would be Ml.�6 ka ' nUl� a shortened form for M7l716 kan2 nUl' ( l iteral ly 
'direction-above'). 
Significantly, in the Ahom Primer, the Ahom letter to i s rendered in Assamese as � 
which would suggest a pronunciation of [d3] , which is found in Aiton (see below 
6.3 . 1 . 1 .6), rather than using m which would have suggested [y] . This is consistent with 
G.K. Barua's informant having been an Aiton. 
The extent of Ai Ne Phalung's input into this work can also be seen when 
comparing the first story in the primer (G.K. Baruah 1936:4 1 )  with the version of this story 
recorded by Dr. Banchob (see The boy and the whitejujubefruit.) 
Unfortunately Barna did not credit Ai Ne Phalung in the published book. It was 
normal practice at that time not to name native speaker informants in works of this type. 
We are fortunate that it has been possible to establ ish who provided at least some of the 
information in the Ahom Primer. 
3.2.9 Barua, B.K. and Phukan (1964) (Ahom Lexicons) 
Barna, B.K. and Phukan ( 1964) is an important text for the Tai languages of 
Northeast India, in that i t  claims to be an edition of the Bar Amra, an 1 8th century Ahom 
word l ist now in the possession of the Department of Historical and Antiquarian Studies, 
Guwahati (MS 3 1 ). However, there are key differences between Barna and Phukan and the 
Bar Amra. 
For a start, Barua and Phukan begin their text with the letter t'i (a), whereas the 
manuscript commences with the letter M (ka). The first two l ines of the manuscript, which 
give al l the meanings of the Ahom word M< (ka) is reprinted below as ( 1 3): 
13) G 1'1< V"1 "L 1'1� ttlM " 1'1< V"1 "L WL'b� " 1'1 <  V"1 "L vtJ Vl< "o� " 
., (' ., (lJ ., (' (' 1'1< YO "L U\ \01'1 11 1'1< YO "L � uL W1'1 " 1'1< YO "L �w �1'1 11 
1'1< V"1 "L vt4 � 'bl 'L � ,1'1 " 1'1< V"1 "L � � � " 1'1< V"1 "L 
\"l vJ 'b'£ " 1'1< V"1 "L vML.oJ � ,, 11 V"1 "L uL VlE) 4 wM " 
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A translation of ( 1 3) i s  presented below i n  Table 3 . 1 3 .  From this i t  can be seen how 
the Bar Amra is arranged. Written entirely in Ahom script, the Ahom word under 
consideration is presented first, fol lowed by the Ahom words � "l cam ba "means" and the 
Assamese gloss written in Ahom script. 
Table 3.13: Translation of the first two l ines of the Bar Amra 
Bar Amra 
1'1�L�t4 n 
1'1�LWL't,' n 
1'1�t1�Vl<'t,' n 
£ (' 1'1<VOt1L �1'1 n 
1'1�t1L'1VLvJt4 n 
£ (' (' 1'1<VOt1L '1� 1'1 " 
Transcription Translation 
ka cam ba kaurik Ka means a crow. 
ka cam ba d3ab�r Ka means to go. 
ka cam ba behab�r Ka means to trade. 
ka cam ba d3Ukhak Ka means measure 
ka cam ba bpalik Ka means a forehead 
ornament . 
ka cam ba bst�k Ka means hardship. 
1'1�t11Y"r4�L'L �1'1 " ka cam ba eral dakur�k 
Ka means a tethering 
block. 
3. 14: 
1'1< 
1'1< 
1'1< 
r  
1'1�t1-e n ka cam ba bhar khuak Ka means to pay a dowry 
1'1�t1Ll?LvJ't' n ka cam ba nasib�r Ka means to dance. 
1'1<V<ft11YML�Mt4 " ka cam ba bthiak Ka means paddy seedl ings. 
The entry for 11< as given by Barua, B.K. and Phukan ( 1 964) is reproduced in Table 
Table 3.14: Entry for t1<: in Barua, B.K. and Phukan ( 1 964) 
ka 
ka 
ka 
�, � �, �, � 
� m\3R, omr  
�, <Ji�, �, ��, �Cf, 
� , <Ji9ffcit , G'>iR, ��, 
:::lI01",4'IC'J 1� � 9fT5\5 
� �, � � '!Ift'5"j\5 � 
� '!(� �, � - �, 9fT5, 
To go; to trade; to measure; to offer 
things to the parents of a girl when 
wooing; to dance 
A crow; hardship; pain; a tether 
blow; a piece of wood tied to the 
neck of an animal ;  paddy seedl ings; 
a forehead ornament; trade; 
sufficient 
The verbal suffix denoting past 
tense; used as a prefix to denote: at; 
after, behind. 
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Barua and Ph uk an translate the word 1'1< into 1 7  separate meanings, whereas the 
manuscript gives only 1 0. Three of the meanings are given twice by Barua and Phukan, 
and a further four meanings given by Barua and Phukan are not found at all in the Bar 
Amra, namely: 'sufficient' , 'the verbal suffix denoting past tense' , 'used as a prefix to 
denote: 'at' and 'after, behind' . 
In addition, Barua and Phukan have grouped the words into three groups. This 
grouping is not based on anything in the original Bar Amra. 
It appears that Barua has i ncluded a large number of words that N.N. Deodhai 
Phukan added but which were not found in the Bar Amra. The provenance of these extra 
words is not known, and while they may be authentic Ahom words, the fact that so many 
words of uncertain origin are included in this and other Ahom words l ists has caused 
scholars considerable confusion. 
There is an urgent need for a new edition of the Bar Amra, containing only the 
words found in the manuscript. Furthermore, research is needed to establish whether words 
that are l isted in the Ahom Lexicons but which are not found in the Bar Amra, are found in 
other older Ahom manuscripts. 
3.2.10 Barua, B. (1966) 
B. Barua discusses and exemplifies what he claims are loan translations I calques in 
Assamese from Ahom. One of his examples is 
TV - meaning an animal in Ahom and also suffixed to  indicate birds and animals etc, is 
used in the same way as to denote a definite article in Assamese, such as 'Charai-to' ,  
'Ohora-to' and 'Hati-to' ,  that is the bird, the horse and the elephant, etc. ( 1 966:66) 
The Assamese language does indeed contain a suffix I-tu/ (dJt), defined by Boruah 
( 1 980:5 1 )  as 'a kind of definitive for certain nouns and pronouns referring to them.' 
Dasgupta ( 1 993:58) defines it as being 'used in case of inferior object or to indicate 
contempt or disrespect' .  
Barz and Diller ( 1 985: 1 70) discuss the possibil ity o f  Ahom influence on the 
Assamese classifier system. They find that the contemporary Assamese classifiers, 
including to do not have direct Tai cognates. Nevertheless, they point out that in the last six 
centuries there has been an increase in both the number and function of classifiers in 
Assamese. This time frame closely paral lels the period in which the Ahoms ruled Assam. 
3.2.11 Biswas, S. (1966) 
Biswas ( 1 966) contains information on the Khamti language from a conference 
paper. He did not present any data not in Needham ( 1 894), and typically did not mention 
tones. His phonological analysis seems to be entirely drawn from the written fOlms, as the 
transcriptions seem based only on script, as ( 1 4) wil l show: 
14) hit (do), hing (dry) 
( 1 966: 1 75) 
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There are no Tai languages in Northeast India in which these two words share the 
some vowel, although they are written with the same vowel symbol . It is clear that in 
Khamti they are distinct, as is shown in ( 1 5), from Weidert ( 1 977): 
1 5) ,hEI] "to be dry dried" suggesting !hEI]/ 
ni,t "to do", suggesting !hetl 
3.2.12 Phukan (1966) 
Phukan discussed the c lassifications of the Tai languages, and then proceeded to 
present some comparative vocabularies. These contain some important information about 
Aiton phonology in the 1 960s, namely that the palatal semivowel was pronounced with 
fricativisation, as is found today. This phenomenon is discussed in some detai l at 6.3. 1 . 1 .6. 
Phukan was also the first to report that the Aitons pronounce /d/ (although writing <n» in 
those words which are reflexes of words that have initial *?d (or *?dl) in proto 
Southwestern Tai. His examples are given in Table 3. 1 5 : 
Tai Ahom 
dap 
di 
doi 
ji 
Table 3.15: Comparative word l ist from Phukan ( 1 966) 
Aitonia English meaning 
written nap but pronounced dap knife 
written ni but pronounced di good 
written noi but pronounced doi hi l l  
written yi but pronouncedji store 
Phukan further noted, in relation to di, that 'Grierson puts it as ni; i t  i s  l i kely that he 
has gi ven the written form of the word. ' 
Unfortunately, l ike so many of the Assamese scholars who have worked on Tai 
languages, he did not notate tones. He l isted the number of tones in some other Tai 
languages and references his sources, stating: 
It is certain that Tai-Ahom also used tones. But it is now difficult, without a thorough 
investigation, to say the exact number of tones used in Tai Ahom . . .  from a general 
observation of words and their meaning in the Tai-Ahom dictionaries and other 
records, it may not, however, be inaccurate to say that it contained five to six general 
tone variations. ( 1966: 1 1 ) 
There is no direct evidence for the number of tones that might have been present in 
Tai-Ahom, and in any case the number and distribution of those tones would have changed 
over time. Phukan's claim appears to be based on the fact that most Tai languages in the 
Shan group have five or six tones. Significantly, however, Aiton, the closest Tai variety to 
Ahom, has only three phonemic tones. 
Phukan' s  main contribution has been in the documentation of what he caJls 
'couplets ' .  some of which are reprinted as Table 3. 16 :  
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Table 3. 16: Couplets in Phukan ( 1 966) 
two word 
luk Ian (l it . son grandson) - descendents 
three word 
kin mung ban (lit . eat country vil lage) - ruling the kingdom 
four word 
kin mung kin ban (lit . eat country eat vi l lage) - rul ing the kingdom 
five word 
thao mung khry mung nyeu (lit . official big country big) - high officials of state 
six word 
phan kan nan kan taw kan (lit . cut mutual fight mutual strike mutual) - mutual fighting and 
cutting 
eight word 
rang kan plong kan sheng kan bang kan (lit . consult mutual decide mutual oath mutual bind 
mutual) - oath taking after consulting together 
These are also known as elaborate expressions, and are discussed below in 8.3.6. 
3.2.13 Harris (1976) 
Harris collected a substantial Khamti word l ist in the 1 970s. His informant was a 
Buddhist monk who was at the time l iving in Delhi . Hanis was the first publication to 
systematically Jist tones for any Tai language of India, using the principles set out by 
Gedney (see 6. 1 .5.3). The tone box based on his study is presented in Table 3 . 1 7: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Table 3.17: Khamti tones (after Harris 1 976) 
A B C DL 
4 5 4 
1 
3 1 2 1 
DS 
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Description of Tones: ��-----------------------------------------
Tone number 
(Harris 1976) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Description 
(Harris 1976) 
mid falling 
low falling with glottal constriction 
high falling 
high level 
mid rising with glottal constriction 
Harris also discussed the phonetic realisation of consonants ( 1976: 1 16f), of which 
the fol lowing are noteworthy: 
Iphl 'represents a voiceless aspirated bi labial affricate [p�b] ' 
/wl 'represents a voiced labio velar approximant [w] or a voiced bi labial 
approximant [uJ ' 
Iyl 'represents a voiced front-palatal approximant [j] or a voiced front­
palatal fricative [j] . . . In syl lable final position this symbol represents a 
close front unrounded vowel [ i ] ' 
Vowel phonemes are discussed at ( 1 976: 1 19). Some of the most interesting 
observations are: 
lei 'represents a fall ing diphthong [ie] 
I':JI represents [':J] 'that occurs in free variation with a more common 
diphthong [ua] ' 
Unfortunately the word Jist given by Harris is very difficult to use; it fol lows 
neither Khamti nor English alphabetical order, and appears to have been assembled in 
several sections. The first section (p 1 22- 1 29) seems to fol low Roman alphabetical order of 
presumed proto Tai forms. In this section of the word list, for example, words which have 
initial *?b in the proto language come after those having initial *a, but are generally 
realised with initial Iml in Khamti . 
From page 1 29 to the end of the l ist, there seems to be less motivation for the 
ordering of the items. It is regrettable that this is so, because i t is very difficult to find any 
particular item in the list. 
3.2.14 Weidert (1977 & 1979) 
3.2.14. 1  Weidert (1977) 
Weidert ( 1977) is essential ly a treatise on phonological theory, mainly relating to 
vowel phonemes. Weidert claimed that Khamti has the following vowel phonemes: 
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i ) 
6.3.4 
6.3.5 
lax : 
I ill 
A 
Table 3.18: Vowel Phonemes after Weidert ( 1 977) 
tense: 
U i i ) w u 
a 
In the realisation of these phonemes, the fol lowing rules apply: 
Table 3. 19: Vowel Phonemes after Weidert ( 1 977) 
0(1 > 0 (regularisation) - for vowels in open syl lables 
C(1 > e 
u .. > 0 (lowering rule) - for vowels in closed syllables 
1). > e 
Uo > w- (semiconsonant realisation) 
Ia > j (y)-
Ul" > final w (non-syllabification) 
Uy > final w 
Iy > final j (y) 
In his data, there is no sign of the /w/-/Y/ distinction, found in both Hanis ( 1 976) 
and Chow Khouk Manpoong ( 1993). This is exemplified in Table 3.20: 
Table 3.20: w-y distinction in Khamti and Phake 
Weidert: Hanis Phake English gloss 
, mw mw3 mU2 hand 
, mw m:;)2 go back home 
-swk swJc4 sUk' war 
sw s0 S;)6 tiger 
A short sample from Weidert's J ist wi l l  demonstrate the difficulty which his 
phonemic notation presents: 
Table 3.21:  Sample of Weidert ( 1 977) word Jist 
Aly 4th female child 
'phAIy -AUy To be smoky 
_AUv To take, accept 
'AUy -pot To shorten, to reduce in size 
-AI) Foul or brackish water 'AI) To be spread 
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Needless to say it is difficult for native speakers (and even for academic l inguists) 
to make use of this list. Since both Weidert and Hanis ( 1 976) presented word l ists that are 
so difficult to work with, it is not surprising that many people tend to go back to Needham 
( 1 894) for information on Khamti . 
3.2.14.2 Weidert (1979) 
Weidert ( 1 979) was an attempt to rediscover the Ahom tones. He compared Shan, 
Khamti and Standard Thai Tonal systems and proposed the fol lowing tone box for Ahom: 
Table 3.22: Reconstruction of Ahom tones, after Weidert ( 1 979) 
Consonant A B C D 
Classes 
( 1 )  
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
*5 
*5 
*5 
* 1  
*4 
*4 
*4 
*2 
*2 * high 
*2 *high 
*2 *high 
*3 * low 
The reconstruction is based on the assumption that where there is a regular 
correspondence between Khamti, Shan and Standard Thai , a correspondence can be 
expected in Ahom as well .  So, for example, the Khamti high fal l ing tone always 
corresponds with the Shan high tone and the Thai mid tone (A4 tone). Weidert assumed 
that this would be a discrete tone, as it is shown in Table 3.22. This approach to tonal 
reconstruction is not accepted in this present work, and is discussed further in 6.5.3 below. 
3.2.15 Wilaiwan (1983, 1986) 
3.2.15.1 Wilaiwan (1983) 
Wilaiwan ( 1 983) presented a number of Tai Phake sentences and other data about 
the language. Her findings on Tai Phake tone are discussed in detail below in 6.2.4.3. 
On word order, Wilaiwan observed that Tai Phake was 
in a state of changing from being a language which has the word order SVO to being 
one with the order SOY. We can see that of the old languages, both Ahom and 
Sukothai Thai were of the order SVO and we can show that this ordering is the original 
ordering of languages of the Tai fami ly. As for present-day Phake, the form of the 
sentences is both SVO and SOY, but if we study the old manuscripts, we find the order 
SVO only. ( 1 983:229) 
While it is certainly true that both AVO and AOV sentences (called SVO and SOY 
respectively by Wilaiwan) are found in Phake, the claim that A VO is the only order found 
in manuscripts cannot be sustained, as shown in the following example: 
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1 6) tr3 W[ SL 0005 � II 
kham2 saIJ ! pU! tak! lau5 
word advise grandfather wi l l tel l  
'''J wi ll speak these (words) of teaching". ' 
(Tai Phake Manuscript, Grandfather teaches grandchiLdren � ,  
Introduction No. ( 1 0) � )  
3.2.1 5.2 Wilaiwan (1986) 
Wilaiwan ( 1986) is a study of Khamti, although i t is not clear where the data was 
collected or how, whether by elicitation or from texts. Her conclusion is that: 
SOY is the dominant word order in Kamti while in other known Tai dialects SOY (sic) 
is the dominant one. We may conclude . . .  that Kamti has developed from SVO to SOY. 
It has also been shown that Kamti contains a set of object marking postpositions. 
( 1 986: 1 78) 
This claim is discussed in detail in Section 8.4. 
3.2.16 Banchob (1977, 1987) 
Dr Banchob Bandhumedha is one of the giants of this field. Without access to her 
masterly Phake-EngLish-Thai Dictionary (Banchob 1987), the present study could not 
have been written. 
Dr Banchob Bandhumedha first visited Assam i n  April 1955, hoping to find 
speakers of the Ahom language. She met a number of Tai Ahoms but never met any who 
could speak Ahom, and came to the conclusion that there were indeed no speakers of 
Ahom (Navavan Bandhumedha 2002:24). 
However Dr Banchob did meet speakers of other Tai varieties and as a resul t 
published the Phake-EngLish-Thai Dictionary (Banchob 1 987), and prepared an Aiton­
English-Thai Dictionary that was never completed. Thanks to the generosity of Dr 
Navavan Bandhumedha, I have been able to obtain a copy of the Aiton-English-Thai 
Dictionary in addition to copies of tapes collected by Dr Banchob. 
From among these tapes, two Aiton texts collected by Dr Banchob have been 
translated and analysed and are presented here for the first time, these are the Story of the 
forest spirits and the opium pipes � ,  told by Ai Ne Phalung (Mohendra Shyam) <D and 
Various Cultural Items � as explained by Nang Am. 
3.2.16.1 Banchob (1977) 
In the 1970s Banchob published a number of articles i n the Thai journal Satri San 
in which she l isted words and discussed the phonemes and tones of the various Tai 
languages in India and in other parts of Asia. It is reasonably clear that Banchob was never 
satisfied with her analysis of the Aiton tones, and when Banchob ( 1977) is compared to her 
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manuscript Aiton-Thai-English Dictionary, a number of inconsistencies appear. These are 
discussed in detail at 6.3.4. 1 . 1 .  
3.2.16.2 Banchob (1987) 
Banchob's Phake-English-Thai Dictionary ( 1 987) was a cooperative project 
between Dr Banchob and the Phake informant Ai Ney Ken Gohain. Banchob described the 
phonology and tonal system of Tai Phake (see 6.2). Her key findings are supported by the 
analysis undertaken in the present work, and her transcription has been adopted for Tai 
Phake, with the exception that her notation of long vowels, except for la!, has not been 
fol lowed. Her decision to notate the phoneme 1£1 as <ai> before a velar creates a difficulty 
for its phonological status, because lail can be both a reflex of proto-Tai *aj and a reflex of 
proto-Tai *£ before a velar. This is further discussed at 6.2.2. 
The Phake-English-Thai Dictionary i s the basis for al l the lexicography in this 
study. 
3.2.17 Nomal Gogoi (1987 & 1994) 
3.2.1 7. 1  Gogoi (1987) 
Nomal Gogoi 's Assamese English Tai Dictionary ( 1 987) is a large work, of about 
9000 entries, which he gathered by elici ting information from various Tai groups, 
comparing this with the old Ahom dictionaries and using the Thai-English Dictionary of 
Dr Wit Thiengburanathum. 
Whilst the endeavour of producing a dictionary for a reviving language is 
undoubtedly a difficult undertaking, and whil st any such effort would inevitably involve 
the gathering of data from a variety of sources, it is most unfortunate that those sources are 
not identified. In addition, words from several different sources are mixed together, as 
shown in examples ( 1 7) and ( 1 8). 
1 7) 
I� , house 
In ( 1 7), the Assamese word [gh�r] and its English gloss are given, fol lowed by two 
words, the first being the Ahom pronunciation, which we might regularise as [rwn], and 
the second [hwn], which in Phake is pronounced [hyn2] (written h:m2 by Banchob). These 
two words are simply different reflexes of proto South Western Tai *rrnanA4, one from 
Ahom where *r > Irl applies and the other from the other Tai groups where *r > Ihi applies. 
One form has come from old Ahom manuscripts, and the other from spoken Tai, without 
any attempt to indicate which is which. 
Standard Thai words were also intermixed, as in ( 1 8): 
1 8) 
I�� , the British 
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The Assamese word [ i1)ra3) and its English gloss were given, fol lowed by two 
''Tai'' definitions. The first is the Tai term used in Tai vi l lages ntwt. wtm [kul la l ph;;,kl) , 
whereas the second is clearly the Standard Thai word If a rat:JI 'western foreigner' which is 
given as wV:li [fa ra1)) . So far as I know this word is never used in Assam. 
Academic l inguists wishing to make use of Ahom lexicon for any purpose would 
certainly be advised to avoid this text, and rather make use of B .K. Barua and Phukan 
( 1964), despite its shortcomings. 
3.2.17.2 Gogoi (1994) 
Gogoi ( 1 994) purports to be a comprehensive study of the Tai Phake language, but, 
l ike so many works published in India during the last century, it completely fai ls to take 
account of the fact that Tai languages are tonal, and the tones are a crucial part of the 
language. Gogoi made the basic error of assuming that tones mark out different meanings 
on words which are otherwise the same, stating: 
Because of mono-syllabism, the same word is to express various meanings according to 
tones. Tones are the primary characteristics to differentiate meanings between 
homonymous words. ( 1994:7) 
The reality is that in tonal languages such as Tai, two words which differ only in 
their tone are not the same word with different tones; they are different words, as different 
to a native speaker as two words which differ minimally only in their initial consonant or 
their vowel. 
Gogoi ( 1 994: 19) l i sted the tones that Banchob found, but nowhere used them. One 
is forced to the conclusion that he could not hear the tonal distinctions. It is not just the 
tones that were not distinguished. On page 1 8, he l isted the vowel symbols with their 
names and pronunciation, of which Table 3.23 is a short extract. 
Table 3.23: E xtract f rom T bl f V  a e o  owe sym b I . Ph k (G goi 1994: 1 8) o s  In a e 0 
.r1 wa choi sat au 
.n1 ha tho sat au 
The first of these two examples is indeed lau/, but the second is law! or law in 
Banchob's transcription. This mistake is repeated throughout his thesis, as in example ( 1 9): 
1 9) Tai script (Gogoi) .rot 'i 1 � � OOL 
Gogoi ' s  notation cha kau khau hau rna ta 
Tai script (corrected) .rot 'i 1 Ii � OOL 
Banchob ca5 kau2 khau3 hali3 ma2 ta4 
gloss to ISg rice give COME IMP 
translation (Gogoi) "Give me food." 
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As well as the distinction between lauf and lawl, Gogoi never made the IwI-/vl 
distinction (notated by Banchob as lUI and I':J/), nor in his word list (Gogoi 1 994:80-97) 
does he distinguish lui and 101. For example, he l ists kui as meaning 'cotton, banana' .  
Banchob gives kuj2 cotton, koP banana). A l l  of these suggest that he  based his 
transcription on the written rather than the spoken form of the language. 
On grammar, his thesis did not advance the study of these languages much. For 
example, of past tense, he said: 
To form past tense, the following help-words are suffixed to the Verb, as cY:ll (ka), to 
go, � (rna) to come, � (yau) to complete, cY:ll� (ka yau), �� (rna yau) and � 
(koi) to end. ( 1 994:53) 
Even if we accept that some of these are tense markers, no attempt has been made 
to give any information about when they are used, or how they differ. For a study which 
has as i ts title Morphological Study of the Tai Language, this is most unfortunate. 
The work also contains examples of Phake Literature, which show l i tt le 
improvement on the earlier generations of transcribers, as shown in example (20) from his 
transcription of Grandfather teaches grandchildren. ( 1994:72) 
20) Passage 1 
Kho Lik Pu Son Ian 
kham wan nal) nam oi. au kin khau nau pak. wan lak san tal) khel). lum pha 
mll chai yil]. hel] pi hau tOl] mat. kham son Ian pu lat. koi mun wai phau 
mun ta wan . . .  
Translation 
Grandfather teaches Children 
Words are sweet as molasses. Food taken through the mouth nourishes the 
whole body. Young children should remember the words spoken by 
grandfathers for thousands of years. 0 my dearest grandchildren, do not forget 
the old customs and traditions. 
This section is not the beginning of the text, although from Gogoi 's presentation i t 
appears that it might be. Example (2 1 )  gives my analysis of the first portion of (20): 
2 1 . 1 )  va ovS' Y)[ y) n3 
kham2 wan6 nliIJI nam4 :li3 
word sweet l ike water sugarcane 
' . . .  words are as sweet as molasses. '  
2 1 .2) .r1 �yS" 1 "1 o� 
au2 kin2 khau3 nati2 pakl 
take eat enter in mouth 
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wan6 lakl san5 tfuJ2 khi1J2 
sweet different diffuse all body 
'Take and eat them, and (let) the sweetness diffuse through your body. ' 
(Tai Phake Manuscript, Grandfather teaches grandchildren � ,  
Introduction Nos. (32) & (33) � )  
Gogoi ( 1994) is the one of very few l arge works on the Tai languages published 
since Grierson's day. It does contain some useful data, but none of that data can be 
properly interpreted by anybody who is not fluent in the Tai languages, for al l of the 
reasons discussed above. It has been necessary to discuss Gogoi in some detai l both to 
point out the ways in which it could have been improved, and to ensure that it is not held 
up as a comprehensive grammar of the Tai Phake language. 
3.2.18 Aimya Khang Gohain (1991, 1997, 1999) 
The late Aimya Khang Gohain was a great help to me in my study of the Tai 
language. He would have greatly enjoyed reading this work, and he would certainly have 
supplied corrections and opinions on many matters. He is the only author from Assam who 
consistently marks tones in his publications on the Tai language. 
3.2.18. 1  Aimya Khang Gohain (1991)  
Aimya Khang Gohain ( 199 1 )  is a valuable sketch of the socio-l inguistics, 
phonology and syntax of Tai Phake, which Aimya Khang spells as <Phakae>. 
Aimya Khang Gohain ( 1991 :47) discussed the phonology of Tai Phake. His vowel 
charts did not differentiate IwI and Iyl (given by Banchob as lti/ and I';J/) and curiously 1,,1 
was consistently written as <';J>, so that the vowels in /k:;,kI 'cup' (Banchob kaukl) and I';JU 
'yes' (Banchob :;2) were conflated. 
Although I shal l be arguing that for Aiton IwI and Ivl have merged, it is very clear 
that for Phake this is not so (see 6.2.2). 
Aimya Khang Gohain gave some useful text examples, which he phonemicised 
with tones, and translated, as in example (22) ( 1 99 1  :56) 
22) From Phake Chronicle 
SoocYS"a3pSE:Y5JX5 II pi lakfi Mimit cam In the year haimit, 
I have re-analysed this, using Banchob's phonemicisation, as (23): 
23) 8 oocYS"a3 pSE:Y5 ro 
pI2 lak1 1I3 hai2 mitt cam4 
year era Hai Mit PRT 
"The year Haimit." 
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Aimya Khang Gohain worried about the potential loss of the Tai Phake language. I 
reprint here, with my analysis of his texts, his final statement on the matter: 
24) 
The one time mighty Ahoms have lost their language. So also the Khamjangs and the 
Turungs. They sti ll have a chance for revival or at least regain to some extent their lost 
language through the Phakaes, and also the Khamtis and the Aitons. The Phakaes are 
also now in the threshold of being lost, unless the Ahoms and the Government come to 
help. The Tai-Phakaes have a saying: 
paj2 
go 
hai5 
dry rice field 
'Dog roams in jhumfield, i .e. a useless journey. ' 
A riddle: 
25) 
tai2 sam6 pI2 mal nau5 h06 khau l taq3 tllr]2 khwl 
die three year NEG rotten knee erect INTENS. 
'Died three years ago, but not rotten. Its knees are sti l l  erect as they 
were. (dead spider)' 
And a proverb 
26. 1 )  � 
mai4 phak3 b2 pen2 taukl 
tree separate clump be thin strip 
'Trees separated from grove become pieces.' 
26.2) �M roM c-q 8,� C"i('� 
maukl phak3 pha4 pen2 ' phun6 
cloud separate sky be rain 
'Cloud separated from sky becomes rain drops. 
26.3) "1.'� roM �[ 
kon2 phak3 m::lIl pen2 p�n5 
person separate country be other 
'Man separated from country becomes alien. '  
Sometimes i t  occurs in  their mind whether a l l  their contributions wi l l  be  "useless trip" 
or though appears to be dead but still not "rotten"; or have they become al ien or are 
they soon going to be alien from their own people l ike the "rain-drops?" They have to 
wait and see. ( 199 1 :58) 
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3.2.18.2 Aimya Khang Gohain (1997) 
Aimya Khang Gohain ( 1997) is a text book for teaching Ahom script but with 
Phake tones and grammar. Words are introduced in Ahom script with a tone mark in 
Assamese and then the meaning in Assamese and English, as in (27): 
27) �b (6) <fM , tiger 
In (27) an Assamese number 6 in parentheses indicates that the word has the sixth 
tone, with tone numbers fol lowing Banchob ( 1 987). 
It has not been possible to ful ly analyse this text, and in particular to identify which 
e lements are purely Phake and which based on the old Ahom manuscripts. 
3.2.18.3 Aimya Khang Gohain (1999) 
Aimya Khang Gohain ( 1999) was the first translation of a complete Tai Phake text 
into English. It is a ful l  and thoroughly annotated translation of the Sucha Naraha, an 
important Buddhist text. It wi l l become a very valuable aid for scholars of the Tai 
languages into the future. Example (28) is the analysis of a small section from page 46 of 
the text ( 1 999:66), using the manuscript text and Aimya Khang Gohain's translation, with 
phonemic transcription and inter-linear gloss added. 
28. 1 )  �.�.�.��.����� )) 
JY)£ 2£ � '"12� w€Y5E(5l v{) 
an2 nai4 pht6 kon2 sal tal wal cam4 
eLF this Splnt person creature PRT 
'Regarding gods, humans and other beings 
28.2) "��"1l"L�fi'1-qri"�"L�U�. )) 
'em c-q '06l WL .rf30f � dS,c6WL q� J){ 
b2 pha4 t;,2 sa4 ikl m;,2 ha4 kJ.-4 lei Sal khiim2 khi1J2 
greed anger with delusion passion put a barrier body 
'the Kilesa (defilement) l ike Lobba (greed), Dosa (aversion) and Moha (delusion) 
that obstuct the Path of progress toward Nibbana. ' 
3.2.19 Kingcom (1992) 
Kingcom ( 1992) is essential ly a comparison of Tai Phake with Standard Thai , 
which is his own native variety. The comparison is based on the fol lowing key points: 
• phonological comparison 
• comparison of syllable structure 
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• comparison of certain morphemes, particularly classifiers 
• classification and comparison of lexical items 
There is a data set of 495 sentences which were presumably elicited and compared 
with Kingcom's own variety (Standard Thai). He undertook two field trips to Assam in 
April and October 1990. 
The phonology is basically that of Banchob ( 1987), but there are some curious 
findings. For example, on page 7 he gives Iphfl 'fat' ,  whereas Banchob gives pJ2. Kingcom 
also discusses the consonant correspondences in detai l , which Banchob had previously 
done. I t is l ikely that he did not have access to Banchob, which is not l isted in his 
bibliography. 
There are some consistent misreadings. For example, Kingcom always notated -: 
[aw] as 1.,1. eg m., "you" (Banchob maii2y and he failed to distinguish Iw/ and IY/, although 
l isting this distinction in his notes on Phake phonology. 
Kingcom's treatement of syllable structure is quite thorough, and wil l be discussed 
in 6.2.3 below. 
Unfortunately, it appears that Kingcom has not read Gedney ( 1 972), which would 
have helped him to understand the comparisons between the Tai and Standard Thai tones. 
For example he spoke of the existence of one particular tone, the mid to rising tone, but is 
not consistent in marking i t . 
A large part of the text was spent in the analysis and comparison of classifiers. 
Kingcom divided the Phake classifiers into 'semantically restricted classifiers' and 
' lexically restricted classifiers' . The first was defined as 'those where nouns that can occur 
with them share some semantic features. Some features wi l l be l isted at the beginning of 
each classifier. ' ( 1992:68) 
An example of such a classifier is (29), from page 69: 
29) 1kt1/ 
<+pair> <+wearing> 
Ikep fin! 'shoes' 
Kingcom categorised lexically restricted classifiers as those which "occur with a 
l imited number of nouns in both the varieties. The nouns form closed systems." 
( 1 992: 1 10). Example (30), from page 1 19, i s one of these: 
30) Imak/ This classifier occurs only with the noun /hokhiyl 'staircase steps' 
He then l isted al l classifiers, comparing Tai Phake and Standard Thai, grouping the 
classifiers into those which are (i) formal ly and functionally simi lar, (i i) formally different 
but functional ly simi lar and (i i i ) addi tional. 
Kingcom's lexical comparison was based on a basic word l ist added to words 
obtained in conversations. He found that Tai Phake and Standard Thai shared lexicon in 
varying proportions depending on the semantic category. His findings are presented in 
Table 3.24, which tabulates the findings from the vocabulary l ists ( 1992: 1 4 1-202). 
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Table 3.24: Percentage of shared vocabulary between Standard Thai 
and Tai Phake (after Kingcom 1992:204) 
Semantic Category % of shared vocabulary 
Animals 77.6 
Numeral systems 75.4 
Nature 73.8  
Human body 73.3 
Food 68.9 
Farming 66.6 
Persons 
Trees 
House Terms 
Terms 
Cultural Concepts 
Social Institutions 
Technology 
58 .2 
55 .5  
5 1 . 1  
50.0 
4 1 .8 
23.3 
o 
Having noted a reduction in consonantal and vowel phonemes, number of 
classifiers and variety of lexicon in Tai Phake vis a vis Standard Thai, Kingcom made the 
fol lowing extraordinary statement: 'Tai Phake is a stunted language. There is no growth 
and it is not used in all fields of l ife as a l iving language . ' ( 1 992:209). How exactly the 
national language of a large independent country and a minority language spoken in no 
more than 1 1  vil lages are supposed to compare, is not c lear to me. What is clear to me after 
spending a considerable time among the Phakes is that their language can express 
everything that they wish to express, with the occasional borrowing of words from outside, 
although far less borrowing than is to be found in modern Standard Thai . 
At the end of his thesis, Kingcom gave 495 sentences, of which No. 44 is here 
reprinted as (3 1 ). I have given Kingcom's example in Tai script, which he did not use, with 
phonemicisations after Banchob ( 1 987). 
3 1 )  'i fM cY.ll � fldv5 � � q .rf5 v) 
kau2 han6 kal h:m2 ::ml c::ml khau6 ijl em3 nam4 
I see past house small John (of) is near river 
"I saw John's small house near the river." 
Some of Kingcom's key findings were summarised in Dhongde & Kingcom 
( 1 992). 
3.2.20 Diller (1992) 
Diller' s invaluable sketch of the Tai languages of Assam ( 1992) included the first 
publication of any text in any of the l iving Tai languages using the Tai script since 
Grierson published the Nora riddles in 1904. In addition to presenting this important text, 
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Di ller carefully discussed the historical background of the Tais in India, the state of the 
Ahom language, and gave some very useful information about the syntax of the l iving Tai 
languages. 
Di ller ( 1 992) is an indispensable aid to any scholar working on the Tai languages of 
India and wil l be referred to throughout this study. 
3.2.21 BOTliah (2001) 
Boruah performed a valuable service by comprehensively l isting all the Tai vil lages 
in Assam and Arunachal Pradesh (200 1 :4 1-42). Unfortunately, l ike al l other Assamese 
writers on Tai, he did not use tonal notation in this article, though he was clearly aware of 
the tones. For example, on page 45 he gave a table with a syl lable kaand its five meanings 
without indicating which meaning is in which tone. He made the statement that: 'five tones 
have been observed, three of which are more prominent. These are rising, falling and level . 
Sharp rising and sharp fal ling are also observed.' (200 1 :46). 
High 
Boruah's analysis of the vowels is also at odds with other evidence. He stated that: 
The phonetic system of all these six groups of Tai language is almost similar. Ahom, 
Khamti, Phake, Khamyang, Turung and Aiton have got eight vowel phonemes namely I 
i e u a a :) a ii I. These vowel phonemes have their long and short forms. (2001 :46) 
Boruah gave this 8 vowel system, as fol lows: 
Table 3.25: Vowel Phonemes in Tai languages, from Boruah (200 1 )  
Front Central Back 
Short long Short long Short long 
I: ii ti: u u: 
Higher-mid e e: 0 0: 
:)! High-mid low :) 
Lower-mid a a: 
Low a a: 
So far as I know, no Tai language exhibits such a system. It is true that in the Thai 
writing, there is more specification possible of back vowel distinctions than of front vowel 
distinctions, and I will be arguing in 6.3.2 that in Aiton the lack of vowel distinction in 
front vowels is clearer and more complete than it is for the back vowels. Nevertheless I 
know of no evidence for a four way distinction of back vowels. It may be that this has 
arisen because <a> is used in some Assamese transcriptions to indicate 10/, and that as a 
consequence Iii! is used to indicate the low vowel . It may be that <0> and <a> in Boruah ' s 
transcription indicate the same thing. 
Moreover, it is a distinguishing feature of the Tai languages in Northeast India, and 
in neighbouring Burma, that length distinctions have been lost in al l vowels, except for the 
low vowel. Boruah ' s  chart is thus very misleading. 
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3.3 Other Sources 
A number of non-linguistic publications contain important data on the Tai 
languages. The most significant of these are briefly reviewed below. 
3.3.1 Barua, G.e. (1930) 
The first attempt to publish the Ahom Buranji (historical chronicle), G.C. Barua 
( 1930) consequently contains a huge amount of data in the Tai Ahom language. His 
translations and text are sti l l  used as the basis for many other examinations of the Ahom 
language, and where the Ahom historical texts are published by other scholars in part, it is 
usual ly this text from which they have come. 
The Ahom Buranjis have recently been comprehensively re-examined and 
republished by Ranoo 1 996. 
3.3.2 Yehom Buragohain (1981, 1998) 
Yehom Buragohain, who occupies the position of Special Officer for Ahom Studies 
in the Department of Historical and Antiquarian studies in Guwahati, is one of the 
principal informants for this study, and has revised the translations of many of the Phake 
texts presented here. She has also published a small number of articles. 
3.3.2.1 Yehom Buragohain (1981) 
Yehom Buragohain ( 1 98 1 )  l isted the Tai divisions of time, some of which are given 
in Table 3 .26: 
Table 3.26: Some Time Divisions among the Tai (after Yehom Buragohain 1 980:7) 
Po ting khun the period when the night is at the highest point, i .e . , 
Po ting khun na kai kai khan 
Po na kai 
Po kai khan 
Po phong phow 
midnight 
the period of time after midnight but before the cocks crow. 
the period immediately before crowing of cocks 
the period when the cocks crow 
the twil ight period in the morning 
The second of these entries can be phonemicised (in Phake) as fol lows: 
32) cq rf3[ JtY5 Y)l cY3 cY3 if)Y) 
p:)l teIJ5 khiin2 na3 kai 1 kai 1 khan6 
time middle night face chicken chicken crow 
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3.3.2.2 Yehom Buragohain ( 1 998) 
Yehom Buragohain 's list of Phake vi l lages ( 1 998: 1 27) has already been referred to 
in 2.3.3 above. She also listed Phake texts with a non-phonemic "transliteration", and 
translation, as the fol lowing example from page 1 30 shows: 
33) Nuk yang lai sang mau kok kek ti aim nong 
(Oh crane why are you moving hither and thither on the lakeside?" 
To pa ma ok 
(Because fishes are not out) 
This can be regularised as: 
34. 1 )  ytMW[ oow[ 
noJ<4 yaIJ2 lai4 salJ l 
crane why 
34.2) C9 q 
1:)5 pa2 
because fish 
3.3.3 Sharma Thakur (1982) 
� "6MJ3M 
maU2 kauJc4 kaiJ<4 
2Sg hither and thither 
cnacYS' 
auk 1 
come out 
d5 .n§. 
U5 8m3 
at edge 
va[ 
naUIJ6 
pond 
Sharma Thakur ( 1 982) is essentially an anthropological study of the Tai Phake, and 
does not claim to be a linguistic study. He did, however, reproduce a number of texts, with 
translations. The translations appear to be good, but the transcription of the Tai Phake 
missed both vowel and tonal distinctions. Table 3.27 is an extract of Thakur's translation 
of Grandfather teaches Grandchildren. 
Table 3.27: Extract from the translation of Grandfather teaches Grandchi ldren, 
3 .  Chom Che Hik Fu Kham People condemn the lazy people. 
4. Hai Na Hao Me Ka When you plough your fields, bring your 
spade to every nook and comer. 
5 .  Khat Chang Ya Khang Non Do not while away your time on the plea of 
tiredness. 
Sharma Thakur' s No 3, is the same as the second l ine proverb No (3) in my 
translation of Grandfather teaches grandchildren, here reprinted as (35): 
35 )  wcYS' c{vS" 
yak" pan5 
poverty other people 
'1� 
nu2 Y::lm2 
look down upon 
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� cw jJ05 'X( (j)Y) 
s:>m2 se6 hi0 phn3 khan4 
contemptJridiculePRT call male (person) lazy 
'If you are poor, others wil l  look down on you, they wil l ridicule you and call you 
lazy.' 
(Tai Phake Manuscript, Grandfather teaches grandchildren � ,  No. (3) � )  
As with so many of the works referred to in this chapter, i t  would have been much 
more useful if the transcription had marked tones and vowel distinctions. However Sharma 
Thakur wrote before the publication of Banchob ( 1987), and was working in a different 
discipline (anthropology). Perhaps there needs to be more consideration given by those 
outside of l inguistics to the problems of transcriptions such as Table 3.27, and some greater 
efforts made to produce transcriptions which wi l l  be useful in a multi-discipl inary sense. 
3.3.4 Ranoo (1986, 1996) 
3.3.4.1 Ranoo (1986) 
Ranoo's 1 986 thesis on the Ahom script remains the most comprehensive study of 
any of the scripts of any of the Tai communities of India. She has careful ly compared the 
usage of the Ahom script at various periods, and her work can be reliably used for the 
dating of Ahom texts. 
3.3.4.2 Ranoo (1996) 
As referred to above in 3.3 . 1 ,  Ranoo ( 1996) is a new and thoroughly researched 
edition of the Ahom Chronicles, or Ahom Buranji, translated into Standard Thai . The text 
is presented in four columns, as fol lows: 
Column 1 
Column 2 
Column 3 
Column 4 
Ahom text 
Transliteration of Ahom text into Standard Thai script 
Word by word translation into Standard Thai 
Translation into Modem Standard Thai 
Any study of the grammar of the Tai Ahom manuscripts would begin by 
thoroughl y  examining this work. 
3.3.5 Terwiel and Ranoo (1992) 
An earlier publication of an Ahom text, this time transliterated and translated into 
English, was Terwiel and Ranoo ( 1992). They presented the text in Ahom script, fol lowed 
by an analysis in four columns, respectively a transliteration into Roman script, a column 
headed 'Tai cognates ' ,  an English translation and a Standard Thai translation. 
Terwiel and Ranoo pointed out that 'while i t  is relatively easy to learn a script such 
as Ahom . . . and thus to create a column of transcription in Roman characters, it is a 
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different matter to assign a l ikely meaning to these Ahom words' .  They went on to say 
that: 
The second column . . . is the result of the process of assigning meaning to the Ahom 
text; it represents the end-product of a laborious process of weighing possibilities. A 
multitude of decisions lie between the fIrst (Roman transl iteration) and the second 
columns (Tai cognates in Central Thai script). ( 1992: 1 9) 
In other words, there were cases where Terwiel and Ranoo were not sure of the 
correct reading, but have assigned one nevertheless. For example, the style of Ahom script 
in the manuscripts makes it 'difficult, if not downright impossible, to see a distinction 
between " fbI and Iwl and \J 1m!. On one occasion, in a passage referring to constellations, 
Terwiel and Ranoo had to choose between f6.3, which they transli terate as neuw mi 'Bear 
constellation' and fGJ neuw wi 'Fan constellation ' .  Because the Fan is more prominent in 
l ists of constel lations among the Tai Khu'n and the Tais in China, this was the reading 
adopted. 
Terwiel and Ranoo pointed out that the translation was not a one-way process from 
Ahom script, through Romanisation and assignment of cognate to the translations. Rather, 
'the translators continual ly moved to and from the various layers, testing out various 
possibil i ties, checking if a variant reading would c larify an obscure passage' ( 1 992:25). 
In this work, the same issues are sometimes faced. Alternative readings proposed 
for written texts l ike The Words in Praise of Khau Khau Mau Lung � are noted but in 
producing a translation i t has inevi tably been necessary to come up with a preferred 
reading. 
Terwiel and Ranoo also included ( 1992:24) a l ist of 'practical considerations' that 
should be fol lowed by future scholars planning to work on Ahom texts. These were: 
• To overcome the problems of scribal errors, it would be optimal to base any 
analysis on more than one version of the text. 
• It can be difficult to recognise such scribal errors. 
• Because of the considerably homography in the script, only people with 
expertise in Tai languages wi l l be able to undertake the translation. 
• Would-be trans lators should look to the dictionaries of other Tai languages 
for possible meanings of Ahom words. 
• A thorough knowledge of more than one Tai language is essential for the 
work of translating Ahom. 
3.3.6 Chaw Khouk Manpoong (1993) 
Chaw Khouk Manpoong ( 1993) is a set of two primers to teach the revised Khamti 
alphabet (see 7.3 below). This alphabet, devised by Chaw Khouk Manpoong together with 
other members of the Tai Literature committee, was the first attempt to introduce tonal 
marking to the orthography of any of the Tai languages of India. In this system, the five 
citation tones of Khamti are marked, together with four other tones that are discussed 
below in 7.3. The citation tones are listed above in 
Table 3.4. 
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3.3.7 Jaya Buragohain (1998) 
Jaya Buragohain worked in the Tai Aiton vi l lages in the few years immediately 
before I first visited there, and she had the good fortune to have as her informant the late 
Sri Mohendra Shyam. Her information on the Tai vi l lages has already been referred to i n  
2.3 .2 above. 
Jaya Buragohain gave a number of texts, which are prayers spoken at various 
important times of the year, such as when rice sowing begins. Unfortunately, as is typical 
of Assamese scholars, she did not provide tones. Example (36) is a text which is also 
translated into Standard Thai . 
36) "Nursery Bed (ta ka) 
- the following prayer is offered on the day of sowing by the head man of the family, 
who "offers his prayer to the Lord Buddha at the Kheng-li k  of his house. On reaching 
the nursery bed a prayer is made at ftrst towards the east after praying to the Spirit of 
the earth thus: 
"ao mun Phra, ao mun Tra, ao mun Sanggha 
wan nai kao wan khao ka 
ao mun Phra, ao mun Tra, ao mun po mun me 
mun pu nai, ya nai, kao wan khao 
translated as 
"O'Phra O'Tra O'Sanggha, today I have come carrying in my hands the seeds 
of paddy to throw in the name of Lord Buddha. O'Phra O'Tra let me have the strength 
to give alms to the Sangha . . .  (Buragohain 1 998:72) 
There are several errors in (36). Dibya Dhar Shyam pointed out that nursery bed 
should be d3cq (tiP kaa1 and what she has rendered as Kheng-lik is probably '''1fi. [oScY5" 
(ky:J!J2 lik1. Jaya Buragohain's transcription of the prayer is also confusing. The first two 
l ines are re-analysed here as (37), employing l inguistic methodology. 
37) q �2� m q �2� � q �2� m£cq 
au2 mun2 phraa2 au2 mun2 traa2 au2 mun2 salJ I khaal 
take glory Buddha take glory Dharma take glory Sangha 
m� 21 'i m� � 'Y1l 
wan2 naP kau2 wan' khau3 kaa3 
day this ISg sow nce rice seedlings 
'With gratitude to the glorious Buddha, Dharma and Sangha, today I (am going to) 
sow the rice seedlings. ' 
Jaya Buragohain also l isted the clans and subclans of the Aiton ( 1998: 105). 
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Her work appears to be a valuable anthropological record of the Tai Aiton. 
Unfortunately she never provided copies of her thesis to the Aiton community, and so there 
has been no opportunity for them or others to properly assess her claims. 
3.3.8 Hazarika, Chow Nogen (1993, 1996). 
3.3.8.1 Hazarika (1993) 
This work is a collection of songs written by Hazarika in modem Ahom. It is 
included here as an example of an Ahom revivalist text, in which neither English nor 
Assarnese language is used. 
Example (38) is the title and first l ine of the first song, while (39) is my attempt to 
analyse it. 
38) G W�ut �<tlt\<tlt\< 
W�ut �<tlt\�< Ml "'b t Vll, vV'M't1< 
w� u:t�< Ut\�< (' 39) Ml"'b� Vll 
cau3 phraa2 traa2 a1 1:>1)2 wi2 
RESP Buddha Dharma Boddhisatva EXCL 
sik1 kyaa2 
Sakka 
3.3.8.2 Hazarika (1996) 
Hazarika ( 1 996) is a passionate essay in favour of Ahom revival and in favour of 
Ahom culture. Referring to other communities, to phi losophers and thinkers, the author 
hopes to persuade the Ahoms to take their cultural revival seriously. The fol lowing quote 
wil l i l lustrate the tenor of the work: 
'The color' , says B. Russel, 'ceases to exist if I shut my eyes, the sensation of hardness 
ceases to exist if I remove my hand from contact with the table . . .  ' The sensation of the 
colourful past of the Tai Ahoms may not help if we cannot assert, survive and 
REVIVE, we, after Descartes, shall have to syllologise the fust dictum of modem 
philosophy, viz. cog ito ergo sum (I think, therefore, I exist). Let us also l ike Sartre 
practise, 'If to die is to die in order . . .  to bear . . .  witness . . . .  etc., then anybody at all can 
die in my place.' ( 1996:2) 
4 Theoretical considerations 
4.1 Linguistic and Theoretical basis 
No piece of academic work exists without reference to other work; nor does there 
exist any piece of academic work which has been informed by all the other academic work 
which might be relevant to that endeavour. The exponential increase in academic 
publication over recent years, in many languages, renders it impossible to read all the 
l iterature from the present, let alone from the past, any of which might conceivably relate 
to and inform the matter being discussed. In this chapter I wil l touch on that part of the 
l i terature that I have found useful as general background to this study. 
4.1.1 'Basic Linguistic Theory' andformal theories of syntax 
Not only has the huge amount of l iterature made the task of writing a linguistic 
study l ike this more difficult, but also a writer in my position needs to adopt a view on a 
basic controversy within l inguistics. Is it the task of someone in my position to write this 
grammar within the framework of a particular theory of syntax, or outside of it? 
In the opening to his work on the study of language universals, Comrie ( 1989) 
discussed what he termed 'two major methodological approaches ' .  Three important 
parameters mark out the two approaches, 'the data base for research . . .  , the degree of 
abstractness that is required . . .  and the kinds of explanations advanced .. .' ( 1 989: 1 )  
Comrie's position i s  that to study language universals, data would be needed from a 
wide range of languages, and that: 
linguists advocating this approach have tended to concentrate on universals statable in 
terms of relatively concrete rather than very abstract analyses, and have tended to be 
open, or at least eclectic, in the kinds of explanations that may be advanced . . .  
( 1 989:2) 
According to Comrie, the alternative approach, associated with Noam Chomsky, 
argues that: 
. . .  the best way to learn about language universals is by the detailed study of a small 
number of languages; such linguists have also advocated stating language universals 
in terms of abstract structures and have tended to favour innateness as the explanation 
for language universals." ( 1989:2) 
This study fol lows the general direction of Comrie's thought, holding that concrete 
structures and open explanations are preferable. In that sense, the underlying theoretical 
basis of this study may be termed 'typological ' .  
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More recently, Dixon ( 1997) has proposed that linguistic endeavours of the kind 
which I am undertaking would be best done in the framework of 'Basic Linguistic Theory' ,  
a term which 
. . . has recently come into use for the fundamental theoretical concepts that underlie all 
work in language description and change, and the postulation of general properties of 
human language. (Dixon 1 997: 1 28) 
Basic Linguistic Theory is contrasted with what Dixon referred to as "formalisms", 
a long list of which he named ( 1 997: 1 3 1 ), adding that: 
Each is useful for describing certain kinds of linguistic relationships, but it is put 
forward as if it were a complete theory of language. The word "theory" is being used 
in a novel way. (Dixon 1997: 1 3 1 ). 
Dixon outlined the program of Basic Linguistic Theory as fol lows: 
When working in terms of Basic Linguistic Theory, justification must be given for 
each piece of analysis, with a full train of argumentation. Working within a non-basic 
theory there is little scope for argumentation . . .  Needless to say, such an approach 
tends to make all languages seem rather similar, and ignores the really interesting 
features which do not conform to any expectations." (Dixon 1 997: 1 32-1 33) 
It is hoped that this study does provide full and comprehensive argumentation for 
the claims contained herein. The model adopted for this study, then, is consistent with 
Basic Linguistic Theory. 
Nevertheless, a scholar in my position must take note of the endeavour of those 
who are working within any of the various formal theories of syntax, perhaps best 
represented by the figure of Noam Chomsky. Several features of Chomsky's program need 
to be taken into account by linguists working on projects like this: 
• A key aim of Noam Chomsky and others would appear to be to fathom the 
mysteries of the human mind, using language as a window to the mind. 
• Chomsky and others hold that non-native speakers can hardly be expected 
to know enough about the languages they are looking at to make really 
useful judgements. 
• There must be a universal human language faculty; otherwise why do all 
humans develop language. There must therefore be language universals, 
which we wil l discover by introspecting. 
It is obviously true that native speakers of a language have a deeper understanding 
of their language than visiting linguists, and we may certainly hope that in the future there 
will be trained linguists who are native speakers of the Tai languages and who can advance 
their study far beyond what has been possible here. 
However, this work does contain considerable insight into the Tai languages. Had I 
not proceeded with this study, and not col lected any recordings of the Tai languages of 
Assam, much linguistic information would have been lost to future generations. 
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For example, we can expect the best Khamyang speakers to survive no more than 
another generation. The recordings that have been made can always be re-examined in the 
future; but if this work had not been done now, no such future work would have been 
possible. 
The aims of scholars l ike Chomsky and many others who are attempting to find and 
refine the universal theories of language are worthy aims; however in the case of the 
present study, it wi l l  be found more useful to describe the language in terms of pre­
theoretical terminology, such as 'subject' and 'object' ,  'noun' and 'verb' without recourse 
to formal theories. 
4.1.2 Text Based Grammar 
Suppose we were to ponder what we would hope to leave behind of the English 
language for future generations. Most would probably prefer to leave a work of great 
li terature rather than a grammar which explains how past and future time are marked or 
how to express a sentence where the verb has three arguments. 
There is a very real chance that the Tai languages wil l cease to be spoken in a few 
generations. The Tai Khamyang certain ly wi l l be and even if Tai Aiton and Tai Phake are 
spoken in fifty years time, the l ikelihood is that the domains of usage of these languages 
wil l be reduced. 
There is an equal ly very real chance that this present work wi l l become and remain 
the standard work on these languages until that time, and that by then the opportunity to 
collect the rich variety of texts now available wi l l  be lost. 
Therefore this study is in a great measure a collection of texts, a compendium of as 
much of the knowledge and l iterature of the Tai that could be collected and analysed! i n 
the a l l  too brief time available. Whatever analysis can be drawn is taken from those texts, 
and every one of the texts is presented in transcription, analysis and with l inked sound fi les 
(see 9.5 below). The process of collection and analysis of these texts is discussed in more 
detail in Chapter S. 
Every single sentence example in this work wil l give its source; and where i t is 
from a text, as the overwhelming majority wi l l be, the example wi l l be linked to that text, 
so that the reader can see and hear the context from which the sentence comes. 
That context is not just a position in time within a series of utterances. Every text 
that has been collected has meaning, and that meaning is important. If I could, I would 
urge the reader to read the texts for their mean ing, as wel l  as for their structure. If we do 
not know the meaning, how are we different from the 90,000 ministers who could not 
interpret the Queen's dream in the Story of the Twelve Questions I§ ,  told by Sa Cham 
Thoumoung, of Duburoni vil lage? 
There is another reason for basing this study firmly on texts. The texts collected are 
of a wide variety, there are stories, songs, prayers, manuscripts, explanations of the 
manuscripts or of rituals, speeches and conversations. Together, they represent a wide 
range of the speech act types in the Tai communities. 
I Perhaps as l i ttle as 1 0% of the recordings that I made have been analysed. Great riches remain to be 
explored. 
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Himmelmann ( 1 998 : 1 78) put the question as to whether certain kinds of l inguistic 
structures only occur in particular kinds of communicative events. If this is so, and 
intuitively it is (the type of linguistic structures exhibited here being very rarely found in 
chat), then we need to record as wide a range of communicative events as possible in order 
to even find all the l inguistic structures. 
Himmelmann ( 1 998: 1 80) l ists events on a parameter of spontaneity, from the most 
spontaneous, events l ike exclamations, through to the most planned, such as ritual texts. 
His types of communicati ve events are listed in Table 4. 1 .  
Parameter 
unplanned 
j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J. 
planned 
Table 4. 1 :  Types of communicative events according to 
the parameter of spontaneity, Himmelmann ( 1 998: 1 80) 
Major Types 
exclamative 
directive 
conversational 
mono logical 
ritual 
Examples 
'ouch' 
'fire ! '  
'scalpe l ! '  
greetings 
small talk 
chat 
discussion 
interview 
narrative 
description 
speech 
formal address 
l itany 
Thus the wntmg of a text-based grammar is underpinned by two theoretical 
principles. First, since this study is about the living language of a group of humans, for 
whom their language is of the greatest importance, we wil l pay tribute to that importance 
by recording as rich a variety of that community' s heritage as we can. Second, by doing so 
we stand to gain a much greater insight into the languages. 
By way of closing comments to this issue, let us compare the approach of Grierson 
( 1 904). Grierson, fol lowing the method of Wilhelm von Humboldt2, col lected examples of 
the Parable of the Prodigal Son, in every Tai language (and indeed in 364 languages of the 
Indian empire!) and used that as the basis for his study. From this text he drew conclusions 
about the Tai languages. 
For one century ago, that approach can only draw praise; but for today it is no 
longer appropriate. If we try to ask the same questions of every language, we run the risk 
of receiving simi lar answers. It wi l l surely seem incredible to the reader reading this work 
when it is as old as Grierson is today, that in the same opening years of the 2 1 st century 
2 I am grateful to Dr. Tamsin Donaldson for pointing out to me that Humboldt had pioneered thjs method. 
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there were projects afoot to make a record of all of the languages of the world, using a 
translation of the Book of Genesis as the comparati ve text. 
Surely, it is the linguistic and l iterary forms that differ from language to language 
and from community to community that are most i l luminating. That is why letting the 
grammar be based on the tex.ts that emerge is l ikely to lead to the most interesting results. 
This is why, in Mithun's ( 1998: 1 9 1 )  terms, we should let the speakers speak for 
themselves. 
4.1.2.1 Description and Documentation 
Himmelmann ( 1 998: 1 65) proposed that the relationship between documentation 
and description of languages should no longer be seen as 'one of uni lateral dependency, 
with the documentary activity being ancil lary to the descriptive activity (i.e. primary data 
collected IN ORDER TO make a descriptive statement of the language.)' Himmelmann 
went on to add that the two activities should be seen as being in a relationship of 'bilateral 
mutual dependency. ' 
Himmelmann, therefore, suggested a new field of linguistic endeavour, 
'Documentary Linguistics ' .  The basic aim of this discipline will be 'to document the 
linguistic behaviour and knowledge found in a given speech community,' ( 1 998: 1 68). The 
data thus assembled should be 'amenable to a broad variety of further analyses and uses. ' 
A clear statement of the importance of this approach is that 'there is no infallible 
way of drawing corpus from descriptive statements, that corpus is richer. ' (Himmel mann, 
pers.comm.). In other words, one can always write a grammar from the texts, but one could 
never expect to recover the texts from a grammar. 
From the perspective of the current speakers of endangered languages, the 
documentation process is certainly more important than the descriptive. Such communities 
often hope for l inguists to permanently record and make avai lable large numbers of texts. 
This is one of the reasons why so many texts are presented here and why the sound 
recordings of them are also included. Moreover, for the speakers of these languages, the 
message conveyed in the texts is at least as important as the means of conveying it. If our 
only knowledge of these languages were based on a translation of Genesis 1, it would be 
very shallow knowledge indeed. 
Let us suppose that in a hundred years our understanding of human grammar has 
advanced as much as i t appears to have in the last hundred years, and let us further suppose 
that most of the languages now spoken have passed away, as is widely predicted. For some 
of those languages a grammar will have been written, which, in traditional format, may 
have two or three short texts attached. 
When the l inguists of the year 2102 come to do their re-analysis of that language, 
and go back to those texts and see possibilities which we cannot see today, they may 
lament the lack of material with which to work. If, on the other hand, we provide them 
with a great deal of text, and a pointer as to what might be found where, will they not then 
be able to do much more with those texts? 
Himmelmann argued that 'language documentation is NOT some kind of "theory­
free" enterprise. Instead, documentary linguistics is informed by a broad variety of 
theoretical frameworks and requires a theoretical discourse . . . .' ( 1 998: 1 90) 
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This study wi l l  provide analysis drawn from the texts, which could be termed "a 
grammar of the Tai languages", though this term implies the kind of deep knowledge of the 
language which I could not hope to acquire in the time allowed. It may be the texts 
themselves that will be the most important contribution of this work to future scholarship. 
4.1.3 Language centred approaches 
A very important issue in dealing with languages l ike the Tai languages of Assam, 
or indeed any language other than the researcher's native tongue, is that it wil l be difficult 
for the researcher not to be influenced by their native tongue in undertaking l inguistic 
research. 
This difficulty is multiplied if the researcher happens to have been born a monoglot 
English speaker, as I was. It is too easy for an English speaker at the beginning of the 2 1 st 
century to assume that all knowledge is available in English and that the Engl ish language 
tradi tions wi l l provide al l the theoretical bases for the understanding of language that are 
needed. 
Working in the field with non-Indo-European languages gradually makes one 
aware of other ways of describing things, other ways of thinking not just about the world, 
but about the language which it is our task to describe. 
For example, readers of Noss ( 1964), a masterly survey of the Standard Thai 
language, wi l l have noticed that many single Standard Thai lexemes are analysed as 
several different polysemous lexemes by Noss. Usually this is because this one Standard 
Thai lexeme cannot be translated into a single English lexeme. Yet for Thai people, it is a 
single word. 
Long & Zheng ( 1 998) showed a fairly Chinese-centric approach in their grammar 
of the Kam language - indicated even in the title of the work, which used the Chinese 
name for the people, Dong, rather than Kam, the name used by the people themselves. 
But their Chinese centred approach extended somewhat further than that. For 
example, in their very useful brief description of the language ( 1 998: 1 7), they stated: 'The 
word order of Dong is essential ly the same as that of Chinese, with one c lear exception: in 
Dong, adjectives come after nouns while in Chinese they come before' .  
The real ly interesting observation might not be that Kam (Dong) has noun-modifier 
word order, for that is typical of the Kam-Tai fami ly from which it comes, but rather that 
in some cases Kam (Dong) differs from the patterns to be found in other languages to 
which it is genetically related and has, perhaps, converged to Chinese. 
In Chapter 3, it has been seen that many of the writings about the Tai languages of 
Assam, both those from the early British and American researchers, and those more 
recently by Assamese researchers, have been seriously affected by the language bias of the 
authors. The extent to which this is also true of the present work wil l be left to the reader to 
judge. 
4.1.4 Some particular difficulties in working with the Tai languages of Assam 
When writing a description of a language, the tradition has long been to produce a 
synchronic description, in which everything is related to the stage at which the language is 
now. 
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Advances in the study of the history of the Tai languages cannot, however, be 
ignored. For example, the analysis of the phonology of the Tai languages may differ 
according to whether the history of the languages is taken into account or not. The Aiton 
consonant i nventory is such a case in point. In section 6.3 . 1 .2, a plausible analysis of the 
Aiton consonant inventory is presented which is based purely on synchronic observations 
and takes no account of historical factors or other related languages. A different inventory 
is presented in 6.3. 1 ,  having taken account of these factors. On balance, the latter approach 
is preferred, at least in this case. 
Another issue which has affected this study is the question of grammaticali ty 
judgements, the intuition that native speakers have about whether a particular utterance is 
grammatical or not. Many times I have asked the Tai informants whether a particular 
sentence is grammatically acceptable or not; in many cases the answer may be yes, but 
only depending on circumstances. Since the circumstances are the linguistic context, it is 
much safer to rely on actual examples of spoken text where the context can be made 
explicit. 
4.2 Approaches to the study of Tai languages 
Several different theoretical approaches have been brought to bear in the 
description of Standard Thai, or Siamese. This language, the national language of 
Thai land, is often simply referred to as Thai, but that terminology may be confusing given 
that the languages being considered here are called Tai . In India it is referred to as 
Bangkok Thai . 
In this section, the approaches of Noss ( 1964), Panupong ( 1 970) and Lekawatana 
( 1 970) wi l l be discussed, since they are referred to in the syntactic analysis of the Tai 
languages of India (see below Chapter 8). 
4.2.1 Noss (1964) 
Noss ( 1 964: 1 )  outl ined his approach as 'to outline the main structural features of 
standard spoken Thai, . . .  and also to elaborate by sub-classification and example those 
structural features which are least covered by existing grammars and dictionaries ' .  
He gave considerable and detailed information about the phonology of the 
language, including a very detai led discussion of the prosody of Thai, defining prosodic 
phonemes ( 1 .6), classed as stress phonemes - loud, normal and weak onset, in combination 
with sustained or diminishing stress; intonation phonemes, identifying eight possible 
intonation sequences for a single utterance; and rhythm phonemes, which apply at phrase 
level. 
To give an example of the stress phonemes, he claims that the word /pay/ 'go' , can 
have the fol lowing meanings which are differentiated only be a combination of stress 
phonemes: 
1 )  loud diminishing stress 
loud sustained stress 
normal diminishing stress 
(Noss 1964:2 1 )  
/!paj/ 
I!paj :/ 
/'paj/ 
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'Let's go' 
'Sure (he) went)' 
'Yes, (he went)' 
It can also be argued that the difference between these three utterances very much 
depends on the circumstances in which they are uttered, on the context of the utterance; but 
this was not a concern of Noss. In the present study of the Tai languages of Northeast 
India, the level of prosodic analysis undertaken by Noss has not been possible and remains 
an area for further research .  
The largest portion of Noss ( 1 964) deaJt with lexemes (words), and how they fit 
into the structure of the language. He divided lexemes into two basic c lasses, free lexemes 
and bound lexemes. His bound lexemes were defined at as occurring 'as constituents of 
syntactic units and higher-order constructions only . ' ( 1 964:79). The term bound lexeme 
does not refer to the kind of bound morphology found in the various agglutinating or 
polysynthetic languages of the world, and indeed many of Noss's bound lexemes have the 
same form as a free lexeme, but are unstressed. 
For example /pay/, which in ( 1 )  above was clearly a free lexeme, a full verb 
meaning 'go' , also appears as a modal verb, a sub class of bound morpheme, with the 
meaning 'to act away from the speaker, or so as to affect the speaker and his group' ,  as in 
(2) 
2) ya-pay khian bon kradaan-dam 
Don 't write on that (or their) blackboard 
(Noss 1 964: 135) 
As wi l l be seen in section 8.5 .7 below, the Tai languages of Northeast India show 
analogous processes. The word kaa 'lka' is both a full verb meaning 'to go' ,  and a word 
which has undergone grammaticalisation to be a TAM marker, most often expressing past 
time. It is a contention here that regardless of the level of grammaticalisation, the word is 
not ful ly bleached of i ts meaning, and that the two wi l l  not therefore be regarded as 
separate lexemes, in the way that Noss regards /pay/ and would regard kaa � 
Diller (2001 : 146) assessed Noss' methodology as fol lows: 
Studies in Thai in what is generally referred to as the structuralist tradition have 
emphasized synchronic form classes as determined by sentence test frames. In this 
tradition, frames are typically taken a priori as the main criteria in the setting up of a 
system of syntactic c lassification. This may lead to "structural homophones". If a form 
occurs in each of two test frames set up to distinguish form classes, then even if there is 
a strong semantic motivation for considering the form a single word, the guiding 
assumptions normally require it to be taken as two separate lexical items. 
4.2.2 Vichin Panupong (1970) 
Where Noss concentrated on words and how they fit into different constructions, 
Vichin Panupong's ( 1 970) grammar of Thai is based around the concept of a constituent. 
She introduced her work by defining the basic sentence types as initiating sentences and 
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non-initiating sentences - where the latter is 'one which cannot start a conversation' 
( 1 970: 1 ). 
She exemplified this as follows: 
For example, may mi: L�ii (No, there isn ' t) is to be regarded as a non-initiating 
sentence on the ground that it cannot be !uIlY\1understood without some such preceding utterance as mi: khon may aJf)U L'VIaJ (Is there anybody there), 
which serves as a verbal clue. 
This is an important insight into the languages of the Tai family. Tai languages 
permit the deletion of noun phrases such as khon in the non initiating sentence in Vichin 's 
example (may mi:). 
An initiating sentence does not necessarily contain all of the noun phrases which 
the verb subcategorises for, as in the following example of an initiating sentence: 
.d d  '" .,l 1aJ" 3) rm 'YllU 1111 n tJ:: 
thi ni: tha:n kha:w ki : mO:1J ha? 
here eat rice how many o'clock PRT 
"What time do you have dinner here? 
(after Panupong 1 970:2) 
The subject is not stated; it is not required because pragmatical ly it is understood to 
be the interlocutor, even in the initiating sentence of a conversation. 
Vichin Panupong went on to discuss a range of sentence types and the constituents 
of those sentences. Her definitions of subject, object and indirect object are primarily 
structural , with subject defined as a 'noun in its function as a sentence constituent of the 
sequence nv (noun-verb), ( 1 970: l 3), that is to say a noun or noun phrase which precedes 
the verb, An object, on the other hand, is a noun phrase which fol lows the verb, and the 
indirect object is 'the third noun of the sequence nvnn.' 
The canonical structure for a sentence, i n Panupong' s analysis, is therefore: 
4) (SUbject) Verb (Direct Object) (Indirect Object) 
The verb in a sentence which has no object is called an Intransitive Verbum (Vi), 
that which has a single object is a Transitive Verbum (Vt) and that with two objects a 
Double Transitive Verbum (Vu). 
Furthermore, where the constituents contain more than one word, one constituent 
may be anteposed. ( 1 970: 1 5) 
This leads to the following list of possible structures (in Panupong' s  terminology): 
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Two of these structures are superficially similar, namely ViS and VtO which are 
both VN. They are different because the first type may be reversed to SVi , whereas the 
second cannot be. Panupong gave (6) as an example of ViS and (7) as an example of VtO: 
6) 
7) 
cep may 
pain-QN 
fl rn  , 
khun 
you 
"Are you in pain" 
t11� 
puat hiia 
ache head 
"(I' ve) got a headache." 
Example (6) could also be expressed as khun cep may whereas * hila puat is 
impossible. 
Throughout her work, Vichin Panupong gave l ists of the possible arrangements of 
phrases, such as the possible combinations of items within a noun phrase, within a 
classifier phrase and so on. She did not discuss the context in which such structures might 
be used. 
Another important insight of Vichin Panupong's was what she calls discontinuous 
sentence constituents. She suggested that: 
It is frequently necessary to postulate "discontinuous" constituents when the elements 
which make up the constituents are interrupted by another constituent in the sentence. 
( 1 970:20) 
Both verb complexes and noun phrases can appear 'discontinuous' In surface 
realisation, as in (8): 
d ... ..... ... 11..1 d 8) L YH)U, m J  Vlu,,,,nl LfUJ VI u,,, 
friend borrow book GO eLF-one 
S Vt- 0- (-Vt) (-0) 
"A friend's borrowed a book." 
In the Tai languages of Assam, structures simi lar to (8) are not uncommon. They 
will be discussed in section 8.3. 
4.2.3 Pongsri Lekawatana (1970) 
Pongsri Lekawatana ( 1 970) is a study of Thai based on the theories of Fil lmore 
( 1 968). The fol lowing assumptions are basic to her analysis: 
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a) each case relationship occurs only once in a simple sentence (Fil lmore 
1 968 :2 1 )  
b) only noun phrases representing the same case may be conjoined (Fil lmore 
1 968 :22) 
c) complex sentences involve recursion through the category Sentence under 
the case category Objective (Fi l lmore 1968:32) 
d) every noun phrase begins with a preposition or a case marker (Fil lmore 
1968:33) 
Fi l lmore proposed that a proposition is made up of a verb and cases, and that once a 
verb has been chosen, i ts case frame must be fil led with noun phrases marked for those 
cases. 
Pongsri Lekawatana has studied al l of the possible cases in Thai according to this 
approach, discussing, for example, "verbs that take the agentive". Some of the features of 
such verbs are that they 
9) 
• can occur in command imperative, 
, 
• can occur as complements of verbs l ike a'l sal] 'order' and 
• can co-occur with an objective or experiencer as in (9):3 
OJ; 
., ... LL�'1 6JJl un �n uu 
drerel) khila n6k tua min 
Dang(A) kil l  bird eLF that (E) 
"Dang kil led that bird" 
(after Lekawatana 1 970:48) 
Lekawatana's analysis of the dative is also very useful for the analysis and is 
discussed below in 8.3.3.3. 
Lekawatana also introduced another interesting proposal. Most of the oblique cases 
are marked by prepositions, but there is a subjectivalisation rule which moves one case to 
the front and triggers the deletion of the case marker. This has been summarised in ( 10), 
based on Lekawatana ( 1970: 172-173), where the principles identified by Lekawatana are 
also exemplified with English glosses. 
1 0) if there is an Agentive, it wil l be in subject position: 
as in Suda (A) eat banana (0) 
if there is no Agentive, the Instrument becomes subject 
as in Fire (1) burn factory 
the experiencer becomes the subject i f it co-occurs with objective 
as in Suda (E) see Dang 
3 The Thai script has been added by me. 
the objective becomes subject if is by itself 
as in Window (0) open 
or with a material instrumental 
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as in This dress (0) is dirty with paint (lm) 
the factitive becomes the subject if the agentive is unspecified at surface level 
as in house cl this (F) build when year that last (T) 
The approach in ( 10) may prove useful as the Tai languages are studied in more 
detail , but a considerably deeper analysis than has been possible here would be necessary. 
4.2.4 Previous research on Shan 
As discussed above in 1 .2, the Tai languages of Assam are very closely related to 
Shan. The term Shan can be used to identify the subgroup of languages of which the Tai 
languages of Assam are part. Alternatively it is used to refer to the language of the 
majority of the population in Shan state, Myanmar. Young ( 1 985 : 1-3) briefly discussed the 
different uses of the term Shan. 
There is no modem linguistic grammar of Shan available in the English language, 
although the language was described in some detai l by Cushing ( 1 888) and Glick and Sao 
Tern Moeng ( 1 99 1 ). The latter is a teaching grammar of the modem language of Shan state 
and the diaspora of Shan speakers who have fled the government of Myanmar. 
The Elementary Handbook of the Shan Language by the Rev. J.N. Cushing ( 1 888) 
contains a significant amount of data on the language. Cushing developed a system of 
marking the vowels and tones in his transcriptions, using numbers for the tones and the 
letters c 'close' , m 'mediate' and 0 'open ' to identify vowel height, as i n o.? 16m, 40 'the 
wind' . He also presented several texts in Shan language and an English-Shan vocabulary. 
Young ( 1985) presented a number of texts in Tai Mau, a variety closely related to 
Shan and the Assamese varieties. She introduced her book by noting that it was 'the first 
major collection of materials made in recent decades within an area on which, in general, 
very l ittle has been written' ( 1 985: 1 ). Young included a brief sketch grammar with a 
description of the writing system of Tai Mau. The bulk of her book is the presentation of a 
number of texts, in analysis and translation. Several of these have paral lels with the texts 
presented in this study. Her first text, Revenge has a simi lar material to that found in Story 
of a new king � .  
Glick and Sao Tern Moeng ( 199 1 )  is a teaching grammar of Shan. They gave very 
comprehensive rules for the use of particular grammatical structures, as exemplified in 
Table 4.2 ,  which explains the various permutations of TAM marking. 
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Table 4.2: TAM marking after Glick and Sao Tern Moeng ( 199 1 :4 1 f) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
unmodified verb 
V + yaw. 
V + yaw. + yaw. 
V + yuu, 
te + V 
te + V + yaw. 
te + V + yuu, 
may indicate that the action or description is either in present or past time 
action has already been performed, or that a condition has been achieved. 
This pattern does not indicate whether the goal, if any, of the action has been 
achieved. 
action has definitely been performed, or a condition has definitely been 
achieved. The second yaw. emphasizes completion of the action of 
achievement of the condition 
means that an action is still happening, or a condition still exists (this can 
refer to the present or the past) 
means that an action will be taking place, or that a condition will be reached. 
te is also used to indicate potentiality 
says that an action is about to take place at any moment, or just about to take 
place at the time of the speech, or that a condition is just about to come into 
being. 
says that an action will detinitely take place, or that a condition will definitely 
be reached. 
(viii) te + V + yuu, + says that something will have already taken place, or that if the situation does 
yaw. 
(ix) am, + V 
(x) am, + V + yaw. 
(xi) am, + V + yuu, 
(xii) te + am, + V 
not change, then the action or the description indicated by the verb will be 
taking place 
the negative particle may be used before any verb or adjective 
means that the action will not take place, or a condition will not be reached. It 
is similar in meaning to the English "not ... anymore", or "not ... after all." 
DOES NOT EXIST IN SHAN LANGUAGE 
means that an action will not be taking place, or that a condition will not be 
achieved. It is like am, + V but refers to the future. 
(xiii) te + am, + V + says that something will not be happening, or that a condition is  not going to 
yaw. be reached 
(xiv) te + am, + V + yuu, Similar to the previous. This must be either a phrase in a sentence beginning 
with the Shan equivalent of "if' or "when", or else must be a response to a 
preceding sentence. te + am, + V + yuu, may be used where this is used, but 
the reverse is not always true 
As can be seen from the above, Glick and Sao Tern Moeng did not use the Shan 
script in their grammar, although it was used in the comprehensive index and some of the 
teaching texts appear in script at the end of the book. For the bulk of the book, they used 
this phonemicisation, with the symbols <.>, <,>, <:> and <;> used as tone marks just as 
they are in the Shan script. 
As a teaching grammar, Glick and Sao Tern Moeng ( 199 1 )  is not designed for use 
by linguists wishing to (conveniently) discover i nsight into the structure of the grammar. 
Fortunately every word used in the text appears i n the index at the end, which refers back 
to any mention of that word. A good deal of very valuable data is presented, in part from 
the author's own native speaker knowledge. 
Final ly, the Shan-English Dictionary (Sao Tern Moeng 1 995) has been an 
invaluable aid in the preparation of this study. Every single word which does not appear in 
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Banchob ( 1987) or in the Aiton word list elicited from Bidya Thoumoung (see below 
1 0. 1 . 1 )  has been checked in the Shan-English Dictionary. 
4.3 Native Intuitions and Native Pedagogy 
In addition to the work of previous scholars on the Tai languages (see above 
Chapter 3), and the work of scholars on related languages of the Tai family (see above 
4.2), this study has also been informed by the knowledge and insight of the native speakers 
of Tai into their own language. Sometimes these insights are themselves informed by 
Grierson ( 1 904), the only reference widely avai lable in Assam. 
A very good example of the native speaker intuition as to the structure of the 
language was the late Aimya Khang Gohain ' s insistence that these languages are not verb 
final. In 8.4 below, the basic order of constituents (phrases) in the Tai languages is 
discussed, and the claims that they have become verb final, or specifically that transitive 
sentences have become AOV, are explored. 
It is appears to be true that a much larger proportion of utterances in the Tai 
languages of Northeast India exhibit verb final structures than is true for other languages of 
the family, such as, for example, Standard Thai. Yet Aimya Khang Gohain, and other Tai 
speakers, insisted that for this study I should make the clear statement that AVO is the 
basic constituent order of the Tai languages, as i t is of the Tai family in general . 
How are we to explain this i nsistence, if not in terms of some kind of understanding 
of the Tai language? Many previous researchers have concluded that Tai has become or is 
becoming AOV, but the people themselves do not feel that, even when they utter an AOV 
sentence. 
Native speaker understanding of the language goes beyond intuition into native 
pedagogy. There are no grammars of the language written; there is, as yet, no monolingual 
dictionary, but there are pedagogical traditions. 
used: 
1 1 ) 
For example, in the translation of Burmese loan words, devices such as ( 1 1 )  can be 
''"1IL .rO 
ky,,1 cam4 
famous PRT 
"()05 C)(� 00 
nat l lUi wal lai6 
god vil lage many 
'The word kyo I means 
humans in every place.' 
''"1IL 
ky,,1 
famous 
9JL� II � 
kyun2 
eLF of place 
q� 
pon4 
exceed 
q� 
p:m5 
other 
famous, the fame of one exceeding all other gods and 
(Tai Phake Manuscript Explaining the meaning afwords to children � ,  No. (4) � ,  read by 
Ee Nyan Khet CD )  
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A monolingual dictionary is not necessary for most Tai people, but there is a need 
to have words such as ky:J I explained, because it is a Burmese loan word and its meaning i s  
not known to a l l  people. 
4.4 Prescription and description 
A very basic principle of modem l inguistics is sometimes called the "descriptive 
approach". The fact that linguistics is about describing the system of language as it is 
(descriptivism), rather than making any statements about what ought to be (prescriptivism), 
is emphasised to l inguistics students.4 
Pure description, without any regard to community' s perception of what is 
prestigious or correct, may not produce a grammar which is a true representation of the 
language. What happens when a sentence which is non-standard or even non-grammatical 
is nevertheless uttered in one of the texts? If there is no standard against which to measure 
the sentence, how are we to know? 
One might col lect an English sentence l ike 'I want to talk about a guy that I 
knocked on his door of. ' This sentence would not be accepted as grammatical by most 
English speakers in Australia.5 It was spoken by a respected member of our community, an 
Australian Member of Parliament.6 If a similarly ungrammatical but interesting sentence 
was spoken by a person of simi lar status in the Tai community, it is almost certain ly 
inc luded in this study. 
It may not only be for the benefit of the l inguist, but for the benefit of the speakers 
of the language that a prescriptive grammar should be done. The role of the l inguist in this 
process is unclear; because of the small number of speakers of such languages, and 
because of the socio-economic conditions in which most of them find themselves -
speakers of small languages are rarely amongst the wealthy classes of a society - the 
l inguistic description which researchers l ike myself write may wel l  become a de-facto 
prescriptive grammar for that community. 
If, in one or two generations, these languages begin to s lide into rapid decline, then 
the community wi l l  i nevitably look back to this study, in the way that they now look to 
Grierson ( 1904), for information about their language; they may even begin to trust the 
written words more than their own native speaker intuitions. 
Therefore, it is essential that scholars always bear the native speaker community in 
mind when wri ting works on small languages. The English speaking world as a whole 
barely notices the discussions which l inguists i ndulge in about small pro or the syntax of 
relative clauses in English. For a small language, however, everything written acquires 
great importance. 
In this study, where any prescriptive norms have been pointed out, they are noted. 
A good example is the possessive construction explained in example (232) in section 8.5.2. 
Aithown Che Chakap indicated that one structure i s  preferred for inalienable possession 
4 In my case, it was emphasised in  the very first linguistics lecture I attended at Monash University, given by 
Dr. Peter Kipka. 
5 It is grammatical according to my computer, however, unlike the sentence that this footnote is attached to. 
6 The practise adopted in this work of identifying all the informants has not been followed in this case. 
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and another for alienable possession. Both structures are probably available for both types 
of possession, but for him at least, there is a clear preference. 
4.5 The importance of the Tai Script 
A clear decision has been made in this study to use the Tai script for language 
examples, both in order to make them more accessible to the Tai community and to stress 
the importance of the native orthography. 
It is worthwhile digressing for a moment into history. When Sir Will iam Jones' 
collected works were published ( 1799), scholars commonly wrote and understood several 
classical languages. Let us consider a footnote to his Grammar o/the Persian Language: 
and Apoftolius compiled an '[wvul ) fj d,7,ij: J a garden a/ violets, or a col lection of 
proverbs and fentences. ( 1 799, ll:205) 
It was not unusual to switch into Greek or even Arabic, and the reader was 
apparently expected to be able to read the scripts and perhaps understand the languages. 
Even to this day, scholarly works which slip into French or Latin, untranslated, are sti l l  to 
be found. 
However in the 20th century a new tradition of writing about languages without the 
use of native orthography arose. One can see why this might have been necessary when the 
multitude of scripts in which the languages of Southeast Asia are written became apparent, 
and the costs of printing in these scripts became manifest. 
However there are several serious objections to this. Firstly an ethical one: native 
speakers of these languages wi l l scarcely be able to read anything about their language if 
their script is not included, they wi l l have real problems reading any phonemicisation, 
whether it be the relatively user friendly Banchob ( 1987) orthography (see 6.2) or the 
somewhat less accessible realisation of Khamti in Weidert ( 1 977). 
Since these are l iving languages, the heritage of human beings, it is not acceptable 
to deny to the native speaker community access to the information collected about them. 
The second objection relates to the semantic content of the symbol. There are times 
when the script conveys a message that no transcription can convey. The Tai languages of 
Assam have a vocative particle, 1,;}j21 in Phake, which also has a ritualistic function in some 
texts. 
Th� particle can be written as �0, but in texts it often appears in very flourished 
form, as � or i or some other even more ornate form. This communicates the ritualistic 
nature of the partIcle, which the phonetic transcription cannot show. 
Another example relates to the subscripted consonants Ir/, Iyl and Iw/. Each of these 
consonants can be the second member of an initial c luster in Aiton, with a stop as the first 
member (see below 6.3.3. 1 ). But when they are written, they appear in a different form, as 
in Table 4.3: 
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Table 4.3: Comparison of initial and subscripted forms of Tai Semivowels 
phoneme ini tial subscripted example 
consonant consonant 
form form 
r ©' � &1. phraa2 Buddha 
w () em phwaa2 birth -ol.. 
Y w Ll �a5 myat l happiness 
The approximants in word initial position and in c lusters are pronounced slightly 
differently. Indeed it would be possible to argue that Tai initial c lusters should be treated as 
single phonemes, analogous to the affricates in English. The subscripting of the consonant, 
in the way that vowels are subscripted, shows this. The phonetic transcription, on the other 
hand, cannot. 
A third objection is that the orthography sometimes affects the language. Among 
the Tai scripts we see that there is no initial <d> or <b>, yet IdJ and fbI are phonemes in 
Aiton. However, they are in variation with I nl  and 1m!, with which characters they are 
usual ly written. This variation may have arisen, at least in part, as a result of the writing 
system. 
Becker ( 1 993) has put the issue of the use of native orthography c learly before 
l inguists: in a passage which he headed DeJamiliarizing Bunnese, he wrote that: 
transliteration of this passage into roman writing is not a 'meaning preserving' act, for 
the writing system which one uses shapes the way one imagines one' s  language and 
thinks about it. . . .  writing systems (and other systems of representation) are among the 
deepest metaphors in a language ... and so for us to substitute one technology of writing 
for another is not a neutral act . . .  It means to reimagine language itself. ( 1 993:63) 
Glossing a language is, to Becker, 'clearly a political process ' , and one in which he 
argues languages do not meet as equals. He goes on to add that putting Burmese into 
Roman transliteration obliterates the very deep metaphor of centre and periphery in 
writing, adding that: 
Much traditional philology and modern linguistics depends upon this romanization as a 
first step (even before glossing) in analysis. The i l lusion is that nothing important is 
lost. ( 1 993:64) 
I find it greatly reassuring that there is knowledge of language which cannot be 
gained from the examination of a Roman, or IPA, transcription. Since we do not wish to 
lose any more information about the language than is absolutely necessary in the process of 
translation, the script must remain. 
This is not to criticise those scholars of the past who were unable to use native 
orthographies in their work, because of the technical difficulties that then obtained. Those 
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technical difficulties apply no more7, and i t  i s  a contention of this work that nati ve 
orthographies should be present in all linguistic work. 
4.6 The presentation of text examples 
The l inguistic method of text analysis fol lowed in this study presents each example 
in four l ines. The first is the script (see above 4.5). The second is a phonemic transcription, 
the third an interlinear morphemic gloss and the fourth a translation. 
The phonemic transcriptions used in study are discussed at length in Chapter 6. 
They are, however, not ideal . Writing of his comparative study of several Southeast Asian 
languages, Enfield (2000:62) admitted that 'Transcription systems used for these languages 
should not be regarded as final, but for purposes of this work they are satisfactory. ' 
A transcription system regarded as final , in Enfield's terms, is not necessary if there 
is a practical orthography. In general a transcription is real ly only necessary for those 
readers who do not know the practical orthography. However, it must be said that in the 
case of the Tai languages of India, the phonemic transcription is essential because of the 
problems of the orthography (such as underspecification of vowel contrasts, see 7.2, and 
lack of tonal marking, see 7.5). 
The interlinear morphemic gloss presents further problems. Enfield raised some of 
the concerns; writing that there is 
a perennial difficulty when dealing with morphemes which do not have ready one-word 
translations into English. Over-general glossing can obfuscate important and relevant 
information for the reader. An example is the extensive used of 'TAM' as a direct 
gloss, neutral ising in a single term the substantial distinctions between the semantic 
fields of tense, aspect and modality, as well as many conceivable distinctions within 
each of those. (2000:9) 
In an attempt to overcome some of the difficulties raised by Enfield, in this study 
those morphemes which are grammaticalisations of content words wil l be notated using 
upper case letters, but with their original meanings, for example kiiJ 'ao',  mii2 'COME',  
both of which act as TAM markers. When they are found as main verbs, they wiI I be 
notated as 'go' and 'come' respectively. 
Some important morphemes in this study wil l be glossed using neutralising terms 
like 'PRT' , here used for 'particle' . This is not ideal ; as Enfield points out, this class of 
words are 'sentence-final i l locutionary particles which are a semantically rich and yet 
poorly understood semantic field across these languages. '  (2000:9). In many cases the full 
semantics of these 'particles' is not yet understood and this is the reason for the glossing 
'PRT' . 
The final l ine of the examples is the translation . In many cases the need to maintain 
some of the syntax of the original leads to Engl ish which is not particularly idiomatic. 
7 This is not to say that there is not some extra effort involved. Considerable time was spent in this thesis on 
the production and refinement of the Tai fonts, (see 7.8). However, since widely available fonts now exist 
for the practical orthographies of most of the languages of the world, this objection no longer holds in most 
cases. 
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Translating texts l ine by line is a different task from translating a whole; both have been 
attempted here, but the size of the task is such that in some cases the best possible result 
may not have been achieved. 
Becker ( 1 993) discussed in detail what he termed the exuberancies (adding to what 
we hear and read) and deficiencies (taking away from what we hear and read) of 
translation, by referring to ( 1 2) 
1 2) CD,): 
hta: 
put 
He summarised his concerns as fol lows: 
The point here is not to argue that, for instance, hta: has a different range of meaning 
from English "put", that is certainly true. It is rather that many words of the English 
translation have no counterpart in the Burmese text at all, words l ike: "be", "as", "we", 
"a", "is", "I" and past tense. I don't  think it is possible to say that these words are 
somehow "understood" from the context in the Burmese text. They just aren' t there." 
( 1 993:65) 
4.7 Ethical considerations 
As pointed out at the opening of Chapter 1 ,  one of the main considerations in this 
study has been to offer some support to the community of Tai speakers in Assam. This 
community very much wants to conserve its language and linguistic heritage. Some 
important ethical issues have arisen in the process of undertaking this study. 
This discussion does not propose to enter into the issues of consent, privacy and 
protection of anonymity that take up a good deal of discussion when deal ing with the 
ethics of some fields of research, such as medical research. Rather, this discussion wil l 
concentrate on how this study relates to the Tai communities and their wishes for the 
survival of their language. 
The presence of language researchers is not a neutral act. When we work in a 
community, we are not working i n  a vacuum. We are dealing with the very real languages 
of very real people, who are affected by the presence of the researcher, as wel l as by many 
other pressures from outside. For many people in the Tai vil lages, my visit is an 
opportunity to practise English, and some ask for gifts or assistance to help them to better 
themselves in the society in which they live. I can hardly decline ei ther request, yet in 
doing so, I am playing a part in changing their culture. 
In dealing with issues l ike this, Mtihlhausler offered the opinion that: 
the decline of Pacific and Australian languages, . . .  is due primarily to the loss of their 
ecological support system (language ownership, cultural practices, speaker's l ifestyles, 
settlement patterns, speaker's physical and spiritual well-being) and their functional 
relationship with other languages (language chains, bi-, dual- and multi l ingualism, sign 
languages, pidgins etc. ). ( 1 990:323) 
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Many of the items listed by Muhlhausler as 'ecological support system' are 
challenged by the presence of foreign researchers. For one, the whole concept of language 
ownership is chal lenged i f  most of the recordings and the copyright of the most 
comprehensive grammar of a language are held by a person who lives in far-away 
Australia. 
Mtihlhausler further pointed out ( 1990: 1 44) that the languages of the Pacific under 
the impact of contact with Christianity and European languages, have moved towards a 
'Standard Average European typology, particularly in the semantic domains of time, being, 
causality, spatial organisation, nature and nurture, human relationships and emotions ' .  
In my researches into the languages of the Tai of Assam, by the very questions that 
I ask, and the gifts that I bring, and certainly by the things that I write here, some effect on 
those small languages is certain . Miihlhausler discussed the effects of missionary policies 
and quoted from Codrington and Palmer ( 1 896:VID), who said 'It is probable that some 
corruption of a native language is inevitable in Mission work ' .  
Can this not also be said for linguistics? One hopes that it is less true of linguistics, 
perhaps because university linguists usually do not spend as many years in the field as 
missionaries do. Nevertheless, it is surely the case that our presence and our work will 
have effects on the community, and therefore on the language, that we may not i ntend. 
These effects are not necessarily good or bad, but they must be taken into account. 
Rhydwen reminded us of the human aspect of this type of work: 
My original research aims were subverted in response to my interactions with 
Aboriginal people who, unlike the abstraction 'objects of research' are real people with 
whom relationships develop. Nevertheless, I was stil l  constrained by my obligations to 
funding bodies and the formal requirements of writing a thesis. ( l 996: ix) 
This present work has also undergone a similar "subversion", in that the needs and 
wishes of the Tai community to have their culture and l iterature recorded has become a 
more pressing aim than I initially believed it would be. 
Rhydwen also discussed the problem of l iterature and its use in academic work 
( 1996: 1 72), and the copyright thereof. Having read aloud a paper which included a story, 
she was asked by her informant (an Aboriginal Australian): 'Who owns stories, you know 
that thing you got, copyright intit? Who got copyright of my story?' After answering that 
she would not in fact receive any money for publishing the story, Rhydwen admits that it is 
not the point, because 'How can I explain, how could I say that her story is not of interest 
in itself, that it is my interpretation, my linguistic analysis, that is the point, the meaning of 
the text?' 
The recording of traditional literature must be accompanied by a respect for that 
l iterature as literature; and a respect for the fact that it is important not just to the 
community but to the whole of human culture that these literatures be recorded for their 
own sake, not just for the linguistic information we can mine from them. 
4. 7.1 The approach in this study 
I believe it is of the utmost importance that the sources of linguistic information be 
identified and named. There are communities and situations in which the identification of 
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informants would be inappropriate or may create difficulty for those individuals . This does 
not apply among the Tai of Assam; there is no taboo on naming the dead and some of my 
elderly informants are enthusiastic about recording their language, in the knowledge that 
those recordings wi l l survive them. Examples ( 1 3) to ( 1 5) are extracts from a conversation 
between Sa Cham Thoumoung CD ,  an Aiton in his eighties, his daughter Si lawa, and 
myself: 
Si lawa 
13 . 1 )  va � 0>- .rYY1� tffl W"if'cS Yi 
khaam2 maw2 an2 caaj2 sal hapl hau2 
word 2Sg eLF male Sahib IPl 
00::: d3cS q c3 d3 "'6(Jtk�03W1 
tal tepl au2 paj2 tii2 ::>Sl trel liP yaal 
wi ll tape take go to Austral ia 
'Our Sahib wi ll tape your words and take them back to Australia. ' 
1 3 .2) 9°O( 
c-� '01. OO 9 
kal lalJ I maw2 p::>2 taaj2 kaal 
after 2Sg PRT die GO 
v3 c- .rn�� 90-5 0 c- d3� � 00::: 9 �) 0>- 0>-
khaam2 maw2 an2 tal kwtl waP kaal naw2 tep l 
word 2Sg eLF will remain KEEP GO in tape 
'After you die, your words will remain on the tape. ' 
SaCham 
1 3.3) q6 'i '9 W1.'EXfl. �rt. r.ro[ � 
w2 kau2 b3 saal th::>2 naal calJ I 
yes I Sg LINK grateful PRT then 
'Yes, I am pleased' . . .  
14) . 'i .rn�� w[ 90-5 0 � 9 
khaam2 kau2 an2 salJ I kwtl wai3 kaal 
word lSg eLF if remain KEEP GO 
'i 00 9 va .rn�� 00::: dt05 (3 .rn£ � � 
kau2 taai2 kaal khaam2 an2 tal lautl wai3 an2 dii2 
I Sg die GO word eLF wil l remain KEEP eLF good 
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'If my words remain, though may I die, my words wi ll remain, that will be very 
good! '  
1 5 . 1 )  qE5 . V6 .rn2� q[ 03 
w2 khaam2 an2 W1J2 taaF 
YES word CLF NEG die 
'The language wi l l not die . ' 
1 5 .2) '1?� .rn2� 03 '9 va 
kun2 an2 taai2 k;)3 khaam2 
person CLF die LINK word 
'People wi l l  die but the language wil l remain .  
SM: 
1 5.3) � 211. 
dii2 naal 
good PRT.QN 
'Is it good?' 
Sa Cham 
1 5.4) qE5 � 
UI2 diF lUlJ I 
YES good big 
'Yes, very good.' 
diF IUlJ I 
good big 
.rn2� 00;: dlEJ5 
an2 tal lautl 
CLF will remain 
The full acknowledgement of the informants is both important and appropriate for 
the community, as well as for scholars. In this study, every sentence example wil l be 
sourced to the text from which it comes, and the author or teller of that text. 
By acknowledging the informants in this way, we are recognising that their 
contribution to the body of knowledge presented in this study is on an equal footing with 
the many academic texts quoted or referred to here. We are treating the oral texts as we 
would a book, and quoting and acknowledging the informants in the same way as we 
would quote and acknowledge a professional linguist. 
Furthermore, by presenting the texts in the electronic appendix (see 9.5 below), we 
are giving them the status of a published text. This is clearly an advantage from the point 
of view of scholarship, because it allows for the checking of any of the claims made in the 
study. In addition, it is a method by which the oral scholarship of the Tai community can 
be presented. 
The Tai people themselves greatly value many of the texts that I have collected. 
When I recorded informants speaking a story, they not only knew that it would be used for 
the purpose of study (see examples ( 1 3)-( 1 5) above), but they expected that I would make 
these texts available. 
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As I moved from vil lage to vi l lage, people were often keen to hear some of the 
texts recorded in other vi l lages. For example, a number of Tai people, such as Sa Cham 
Thoumoung (Aiton), Sa Myat Chowlik (Khamyang) and Ee Nyan Khet (Phake) can tel l  
Mahosatha stories (see below 9.2). Each of these was very interested i n  what the others 
were saying. 
In previous work on the extinct languages of Victoria (Bowe and Morey 2000), it 
became clear how important the knowledge of where information came from could be to a 
community that had lost its language. In so many cases, the descendents of the speakers of 
the languages of Victoria do not know which of their forebears provided the l inguistic data 
that has survived unti l the present day. 
On the other hand, in the future, the Tai community wi l l be able to use this study to 
look back on some aspect of their language, and to hear again the stories that people l ike 
Sa Cham Thoumoung told them, and to know much more about the texts and other 
l inguistic material that was recorded. 
In addition to the proper acknowledgement of the informants, there is an ethical 
requirement to return to the community whatever knowledge has been gathered from them. 
This, of course, includes the making available of the text analyses to the informants, and 
making copies of tapes and videos and printed articles which are written as a result of this 
study. It also includes the making available of this study. 
Making this study available is not just sending a copy to India, it is also making this 
text as friendly to Tai readers as it can be. 
4.7.2 A note on bad language and swearing 
I have not been able to record anything by way of swearing, oaths or bad language, 
save only the single example given in Chapter 8.3, example ( 1 57). 
While, no doubt, the recording of bad language would greatly add to the l inguistic 
diversity presented here, and while it would be interesting, it is not possible in this study to 
present any such data. All my Tai informants were united in wishing that no 'bad 
language' be included in the study. If a community does not want to have any bad 
language recorded, then the same ethical reasons which protect the names of the dead, or 
some types of sacred texts in other communities, apply. 
5 Methodology: Collection, Analysis 
and Translation of the Texts 
5.1 Theoretical considerations 
The two main methods of obtaining the linguistic data on which a work such as this 
can be based are elicitation and the preparation of a corpus of texts. 
The very nature of this type of research almost always involves the significant use 
of elicitation, particularly in the initial stage of studying the language (Payne 1 997:370). In 
this initial stage, the researcher wi l l usually not yet have sufficient competence in the 
language to be able to make use of large amounts of textual material , and this was certainly 
the case here. 
However, as the language competence increases, the researcher is l ikel y  to be able 
to make more use of texts of different types, and those texts are more l ikely to be given by 
the informants. 
The example of my work with the Khamyang informant, Chaw Sa Myat Chowlik, 
wi l l i l lustrate this point. On my first visit very brief visit to Pawaimukh ( 1 3  January 1998), 
I was not yet able to converse in Tai. Using the late Aimya Khang Gohain and Mr. Bibek 
Borgohain as my interpreters, I elicited a tone box (see 6. 1 .5 .3) from Sa Myat, and some 
simple sentences. 
Chaw Sa Myat was then asked if he could tel l a short story, perhaps a children ' s 
story. He replied that he did not really know any stories, although the text Advice to 
Children � was collected. I left Pawaimukh that day with the impression that there was 
perhaps not very much information that could be col lected there. 
In the succeeding years, as my competence in Tai has reached the point where I can 
converse freely with Chaw Sa Myat, he has volunteered a large number of very long texts, 
and has shown himself to be most knowledgeable in the traditions, l iterature and culture of 
the Tai l . 
Why then, did Sa Myat not volunteer a story in 1 998? The answer may be that to 
him it would seem pointless to give such a text to a researcher who could not understand at 
least some part of it. 
Thus it may be said that for this study, the texts have increased in importance vis-a­
vis elicitation as the project has developed. 
Payne ( 1 997) opened his discussion on the issue of the relationship between elicited 
and text data with the fol lowing comments: 
I I have often referred to him as Sa Myat Bor Pandit, 'Sa Myat the great knowledgeable man'. I have not met 
any Tai person in Assam who knows more about a greater range of cultural practices and the texts, oral and 
written, that relate to them. 
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Both text and elicited data are essential to good descriptive l inguistics. Each have 
advantages and disadvantages. The linguistic researcher needs to be aware of these in 
order to make the best use of all the data available. ( 1997:366) 
In discussing the relative position of elicitation in a descriptive l inguistics project, 
Payne concluded that: 
The controlled, systematic, and rule-dominated parts of language are best approached 
with an emphasis on el icited data. These would include: 
1 .  phonology (excluding intonation); 
2. morphophonemics; 
3. inventory of derivational morphology (which derivational operations apply to 
which roots, etc.) ;  
4. inflectional inventory (determining the ranger of inflectional possibilities for 
person and number "agreement" and case marking); 
5 .  pronoun inventory (isolating the entire set of free pronouns); 
6. lexical inventory (acquiring the words for a large number of culturally significant 
things and activities). ( 1 997:368) 
According to Payne, text data wi l l be made use of more for analysing ' the more 
pragmatic, semantic, and subtle parts of language' ( l997:368f). These include: 
1 .  intonation; 
2. constituent order; 
3. inflectional morphology (determining the precise functions, including 
tense/aspect/mode ); 
4. voice (alignment of grammatical relations and semantic roles of verbal arguments); 
5. sentence-level particles (evidentials, validationals and pragmatic highlighting 
particles); 
6. clause combining (including relativization, complementation, adverbial clauses, 
and clause chaining); 
7. lexical semantics (determining the nuances associated with various lexical choices, 
including derivational morphology and pronouns). 
For each of the processes for which Payne recommends the use of elicited data, it 
has been found in this study that reference to the texts considerably deepens the 
understanding of the languages concerned. Two examples wi l l suffice to i l lustrate this 
point. 
The Aiton phonology discussed in 6.3 below is largely based on a l ist of 1 900 
words elicited from Bidya Thoumoung in December 1 999 and January 2000. However a 
deeper understanding of the extent to which Aiton phonology fol lows this was only gained 
by a very close study of the texts that have been recorded. For example, the realisation of 
the proto Southwestern Tai initial *y as I:) apparent in Bidya's l ist is confirmed in most 
spoken texts recorded in the Aiton vi l lages, although not in read texts. The decision to 
notate this as I:) consequently relied as much on the textual confirmation of what was 
col lected in elici tation, as on the elici tation itself. 
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Even items such as the pronoun inventory and lexical inventory could only be done 
up to a point with elicitation. The word iJii2 ' 1 st dual ' has survived in some Phake texts 
(see Words of gladness - in honour of Stephen Morey, No. (8) � ), although it is now 
bleached of its dual meaning. No amount of elicitation would have led to this word being 
volunteered as a pronoun. As to the general lexicon, a large number of words are l iterary 
and can only be found in the texts i n which they occur. No amount of elicitation will 
produce them either. A very high proportion of the words which will eventually be listed in 
Tai dictionaries will be words that will not have been identified through elicitation . 
While Payne makes the important point that 'text data should be distinguished from 
elicited data in whatever cataloguing system is employed' ( l 997:370), he does not go on to 
suggest that examples in the written grammar should be marked according to their sources. 
Since elicited and text data are by their nature different, it is maintained here that it is most 
important to indicate what kind of data is being discussed. For this reason, every Tai 
language example cited in this study will be sourced as either an elicitation, a sentence 
spontaneously uttered or an extract from a text. 
In many grammars that have been written in the past it is impossible to know 
whether the sentence examples presented as an i l lustration of some aspect of the syntax 
were elicited or not. It is the firm belief of the present writer that knowing the source of a 
particular sentence will help the reader to understand more about the language. 
5.2 The collection of data 
5.2.1 Elicitation undertaken as part of this project 
The principal elicitations undertaken were as follows: 
i) An Assamese-Aiton word list, elicited from Bidya Thoumoung in December 1 999 
and January 2000. This was done by taking each initial letter of the Tai alphabet, 
and writing down each of the monosyllables which were possible in Tai 
orthography for that initial letter. Bidya Thoumoung then wrote every Assamese 
meaning he could think of for each written syllable. These were then recorded and 
translated into English. This list forms the basis of the Aiton Lexicon discussed in 
Chapter 1 0. 
i i) Sentence elicitation. In the early stages of this study, a number of sentences were 
elicited from both Phake and Aiton speakers, particularly from Chaw Sangea 
Phalung (Aiton) and Aithown Che Chakap and Aimya Khang Gohain (Phake). 
i i i ) Discussions of grammatical features.A number of particular grammatical features 
were discussed with a number of informants, especially with Nabin Shyam Phalung 
(Aiton) and Yehom Buragohain (Phake). One example of this is the TAM particle 
uulJiII, for which explanations and examples were given, see below 8.5 .7 .6. 1 .  
The other major task which needed to be undertaken before research on the Tai 
languages could proceed was the copying and typing into computer of the Phake-English­
Thai Dictionary (Banchob 1 987). I was very fortunate to obtain a copy of this dictionary in 
January 1 998 in Namphakey village. A large proportion of the data contained in this 
dictionary was then entered into computer (see 1 0.3 below) and an English-Phake word 
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finder produced from that data-base. This allowed for much speedier learning of the 
language and analysis of the texts. 
5.2.2 Text collection 
The texts on which this study relies were collected in the period 1998-2002. An 
attempt has been made to collect a representative sample of the kind of texts that are 
regarded as important to the Tai communities, but inevitably the writer's own interests are 
reflected in the range of texts presented. 
There are a number of reasons why some informants might not feel able to give a 
particular text at a particular time; some texts take considerable time to speak and that time 
may not be available. Some may not wish to take the time if they do not feel that the 
researcher is able to make use of the text, or for any number of other reasons. 
Sometimes, on the other hand, people came to me wanting me to record a particular 
text for posterity. Often these were songs and as such not always the best texts for 
understanding the basic syntax of the language, since the songs often contain either archaic 
syntax or syntax that allows variation not permitted in spontaneous speech . 
Another important issue in fieldwork is the need to balance the time taken in text 
col lection with time spent analysing the texts col lected. The latter is very time consuming 
and very much more demanding than the former. 
However this research has been important as an archive of the Tai languages as 
well as an analysis of them. As many different speakers were recorded as possible. Priority 
was given to certain very knowledgeable elderly informants, such as Sa Cham Thoumoung 
<D in Duburoni or Sa Myat Chowlik <D in Pawaimukh. Whenever either of them had 
anything to say, it was recorded. Only a small proportion of the total recordings have been 
analysed for this study. The remaining texts stil l  await transcription and analysis. 
It may be that old people's language is over-represented in the data that forms the 
basis of this work. Certainly the language of the younger generation - those under thirty -
is barely represented here. It will be the task of future research to overcome this 
shortcoming. 
Another aspect was the need to try to achieve some kind of gender balance in data 
collection. Because the writer is male, and because males are much more likely to be able 
to read and write in Tai , there is a preponderance of data from male informants. This is 
particularly so for the Khamyang data. However it is not the case for the Phake, where my 
principal informant is a female, Ee Nyan Khet, who reads and writes Tai fluently. 
Another issue with data collection is finding the right person to give a good 
example of a particular type of text. In March 2002, I was taken to Tipam Phake village to 
meet Ai Than, who was said to be able to chant a particularly fine blessing, the Prayer of 
BLessings � .  
A number of practical issues also impinged on the data collection process. 
Minidiscs and video cassettes are not available in Upper Assam, so that sometimes I was 
running short of space and could not record all the texts that were offered. Furthermore, 
electricity supply was sometimes unreliable or unavailable, and the recharging of the 
minidisc player or video camera was consequently sometimes a problem. 
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5.3 Data Analysis 
5.3.1 Prerequisites for analysis 
Before the data analysis could proceed, a number of tasks need to be undertaken. 
The first of these was an understanding of the phonology of the language. In the case of 
Tai Phake, my analysis of the phonology agrees with Banchob ( 1987) with minor 
variations (see below 6.2.4. 1 ) .  Her phonemic notation was thus accepted and employed in 
the study. 
The situation of Aiton was somewhat more complex. Prior to this study, no 
comprehensive study of the phonology of Aiton had been undertaken . It took some time to 
establish the Aiton phonemic system as discussed in 6.3. 
In the case of Khamyang, the problem of establishing a phonemic notation is 
increased by the tendency of most Khamyang speakers to mix Phake and Khamyang when 
speaking to me. 
A second prerequisite for the analysis was the development of the fonts with which 
the Tai script and Phonemic transcription could be rendered (see 7.8 below). These went 
through several versions before the versions employed here were finalised. 
5.3.2 Difficulties encountered in analysis 
The greatest difficulty encountered in the analysis was the amount of time required. 
There are around eight hours of text presented here, and it is estimated that the analyses 
took around four hours for every minute of text recorded, exclusive of the time spent on 
the prerequisites mentioned above or the time spent collecting the texts. 
Every text has been checked with at least one native speaker, and some of the more 
difficult texts have been discussed with several speakers. The phonemic transcription and 
glosses were typed in, rather than generated automatical ly by a program such as Shoebox. 
This was considered both necessary and desirable. It was necessary because the 
considerable amount of homography in the Tai languages meant that every single 
grapheme had several possible meanings and the Shoebox system would not automatical ly 
gloss any text. Furthermore, using Shoebox would have created a number of difficulties 
with the various fonts in use. 
It was desirable to type the glosses and transcriptions in because this both helped in 
the process of learning the language, and ensured that every sentence was comprehensively 
studied. Although this work employs computers, at no stage is any computer program 
making any l inguistic decisions on my behalf. 
A number of texts present particular difficulties. Example 5. 1 )  is Yehom 
Buragohain 's translation of a line from Nang Pe's Blessing: 
5 . 1 )  .rxa v) Ii � 9. �CY5 roeS ro[ W[<qll � 
cau3 kham2 haii3 nai3 lUI maJ<:4 thap4 tal] I sal] I khal 
RESP gold GIVE get offer plenty place place Bhikkhus 
'May you get to offer many things to the venerable monks . '  
(Phake Blessing � ,  No (24) � ,  intoned by Nang Pe CD) 
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Yehom Buragohain assumed that the first two words referred to the person who 
was being blessed, and could perhaps be translated 'Oh golden one! '  
However this text was rechecked with Ee Nyan Khet, who pointed out that the 
translation should be as in 5.2): 
5.2) � cD Ii V) 9. �CYS" roeS roE w[uJt. II 
cau4 kham5 hali3 nai3 lUI ma0 thap4 tal] 1 sal] 1 kha 1 
morning evening GIVE get offer plenty place place Bhikkhus 
'Every morning and evening may you get to offer many things to the venerable 
monks.' 
This text is an example of one which took a very great deal of time to translate, as 
was the case with all of the prayers and other liturgical texts. 
Sometimes it was not possible to recheck everything, and there are places in several 
texts where the translation of a particular word or phrase remains unclear. 
The writer's own lack of abi l i ty in Assamese and imperfect command of the Tai 
languages also made for difficulties in this regard. In the early field trips, I was reliant on 
multi l ingual speakers who knew Engli sh in order to translate the texts. Later it became 
possible to work with non-English speakers l ike Ee Nyan Khet and to work out the 
meaning of almost all the words, particularly with the aid of the Shan-English Dictionary 
(Sao Tern Moeng 1995). Even so, some very difficult words may remain unclear. 
Another difficulty in transcription was persuading the informants to notate items 
such as false starts and hesitations. On many occasions there would be such a false start but 
when listening back to it, the informant would say 'Oh, he didn't say anything' . For 
l inguistic analysis, however, these false starts may be very important. Wherever possible I 
have notated them when they occur in spoken texts. 
I have been able to collect and analyse very l i ttle truly natural conversation 
between two or more Tai speakers. Usually when the tape is on the people speak as if 
speaking to me. To what extent, if any, the natural spoken form of the language really 
differs from the analysis in this study is not possible to say. 
In order to write a truly useful description of these languages, it i s  essential for the 
writer to be able to speak the languages being studied fluently. The research which lead to 
this study was undertaken as an Australian PhD. With its allotment of only three years to 
complete a thesis, learning a language deepl y  is almost impossible. It is certain that some 
insights into the deeper structures of the language wil l have been missed. Clearly this work 
should only be regarded as a preliminary study; and the conclusions are only as good as the 
variety of text which I have been able to col lect and analyse. 
5.4 Data storage 
The recordings collected for this study are a most valuable record of the Tai 
languages, a record which will survive the speakers and survive the writer of this study, 
just as Sa Cham Thoumoung observed in examples ( 1 3) to ( 1 5) of section 4.7. 1 .  The 
recordings have been placed in the Department of Linguistics at Monash University. 
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Copies have been made and placed in other safe locations, in case of accidental destruction 
of such a valuable resource. 
A significant proportion of the video tapes col lected have already been copied onto 
VHS and sent to the Tai communities in India, as requested by them. It is hoped that in 
time al l of the recordings will be copied and those copies placed in the communities i n 
which the recordings were made. 
In many cases, printed copies of the texts and analyses were sent to the informant. 
5.5 Grouping the texts 
For the purpose of this study, a numbering system of texts was devised, which is 
presented in Table 5. 1 :  
T bl 5 1  S f b . a e . : ;ystem 0 num enng texts 
1 st number Language ( 1  = Phake, 2 = Aiton, 3 = Khamyang, community 4 = Ahom, 5 = Khamti, 6 = Shan, 7 = Turung ) 
( 1  = stories, 2 = historical, 3 = prayers, 4 = Buddhist 
2nd number Type of text text, 5 = ritual text, 6 = other cultural texts, 7 = songs, 8 = explanations, 9 = informal texts, 1 0  = grammar, 
1 1  = speeches, 1 2  = miscellaneous texts) 
3rd number Mode of ( 1  = video, 2 = audio minidisc, 3 = audio cassette, recording 4 = manuscript only, S = other researchers text) 
4th number Number of text 
The first number gives the particular language community from which the text 
comes, the second the type of text, the third the mode of recording and the fourth the 
number of the text. 
For example, Text 1 - 1 - 1 - 1  is a Phake text, a story, recorded by video and the first 
of that type. The document containing its translation is named l - l - l - l .doc � ano the 
sound fi le is 1 - 1 - 1 - l .mp3 �. 
There are a number of issues which arise in this process. First of al l , al l of these 
communities are multi l ingual and the first number will therefore not necessari ly refer to 
the language in which the text is recorded. In al l of the Tai groups of Assam some mixing 
with Assamese is to be found, and Pali language is certainly used in religious texts. 
With the Turung the si tuation is even less clear, because the TUfung are often 
tril ingual with some speaking Till fluently as wel l as Turung (which is Tibeto-Burman) and 
Assamese. As an example of this, the text 7- 1 -2- 1 � is a story told by the Turung 
informant Pong Chap in Turung language, but he also switches frequently into Till, of 
which he is a competent second language speaker. 
Text 7- 1 -2-2 � is the same story told by Pong Chap in Tai . The initial number 7, 
therefore, refers only to the community from which the speaker comes, and does not 
necessari ly refer to the language in which the text is spoken. 
There has been a greater difficulty in the arbitrary definition of the 'type of text' 
which is the second number of this system. From my earliest days of working with these 
communities, the most frequently recorded texts were children' s stories and songs. 
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The other category of early recordings was word l ists, short sentences and 
information about the tones which I have categorised as 'grammatical ' .  However it is now 
c lear that there need to be more categories, and the fol lowing system has been devised: 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
Table 5.2: Categories of texts presented in this study 
Type of text including: 
Stories 
Historical 
Prayers 
Buddhist Texts 
Ritual Texts 
Other cultural texts 
Songs 
Explanations 
Informal Texts 
Grammar 
Speeches 
Miscellaneous 
Children' s  stories 
Buddhist Jataka stories (particularly Mahosatha) 
Historical manuscripts 
Oral retelling of histories 
Oral histories 
Informant' s  reminiscences and stories of their own l ife 
Prayers used in Buddhist ceremonies 
Prayers used in other ceremonies 
Buddhist manuscripts, including Mahosatha 
Oral retel l ing of Buddhist texts 
Explanations of Buddhist practice 
Explanations of Buddhist ceremonies 
Manuscripts relating to non-Buddhist rituals 
Explanations of non-Buddhist rituals 
Dances and other texts performed during non-Buddhist 
lituals 
Manuscripts containing information such as traditional 
medicines, proverbs, astrology 
Explanations of traditional practises such as the process of 
building a new house 
Chi ldren' s  texts such as lullabies 
Riddles 
Love songs 
Other songs 
This is the class of text where an informant talks about and 
demonstrates a particular aspect of cultural practise, such 
as explaining the '""lJl[c&1" ky:JJ)2 hk3 (or spirit house) in 
each Tai house 
Conversations 
Personal Letters 
Word l ists 
Discussion about the tones 
Sample sentences 
Discussion of grammatical i ssues in other texts 
Speeches in public places 
Other texts, such as people's names and their meanings 
These categories are purely arbitrary and are not intended for in depth study of the 
literature of these communities. 
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For example, oral Mahosatha stories (Jataka stories based on the Jataka of wisdom) 
are li sted as stories, whereas the Mahosatha manuscript itself is l isted as a Buddhist text. 
The Mahosatha manuscript is the Tai translation of the Pali text, Mahaummaggajataka 
(Fausboll 1 896), and is an accepted part of the Buddhist canon. However the stories based 
on it are sometimes stylistical ly  related to the chi ldren 's  stories, and are therefore l isted as 
stories. 
The l iterature of the Tai is discussed in more detail below in Chapter 9. 
6 Phonology 
6.1 Some theoretical considerations 
6.1.1 Proto Southwestern Tai phonemes 
6.1.1 .1  Proto Southwestern Tai consonants 
Proto Southwestern Tai phonemes have been reconstructed by both Jonsson ( 199 1 )  
and Brown ( 1 985). Both of them reconstruct a large series of initials including both single 
consonants and consonant clusters. Brown ( 1985 :246) reconstructed the series l isted in 
Table 6. 1 ,  presented using his notation : 
Table 6. 1 ·  Proto Tai Initial Consonants from Brown ( 1 985) , 
h ph th ch kh 
phi khl 
s x 
f 
? P t c k 
pr tr kr 
pi kl 
b d 
� J 9 
br dr gr 
bl 91 
z y 
v 
h refers to aspirate consonants 
? refers to preglottalised consonsants 
no mark refers to voiced consonants 
khw hm hn 
hw hr 
hi 
kw ?m ?n 
?ml  
gw ill n 
ml 
w r 
I 
hii hI) 
?fi 
fi 1) 
Table 6.2 lists the initial consonants as reconstructed by Jonsson ( 1 99 1  :53), using 
her notation : 
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Table 6.2: Proto Southwestern Tai consonant phonemes, after Jonsson ( 1 99 1 )  
Voiceless unaspirated stops 
Voiceless aspirated stops 
Voiced stops 
Preglottalised stops 
Nasals 
Voiceless Nasals 
Voiced fricative 
Voiceless fricative 
Semi vowel 
Preglottal semi-vowel 
Voiceless Semi vowel 
Rhotic Approximant 
Voiceless Rhotic Approximant 
Lateral Approxi mant 
Voiceless Lateral 
Approximant 
Bilabial 
P 
ph 
b 
?b 
m 
hm 
v 
f 
w 
hw 
Dental ! 
Alveolar 
t 
th 
d 
?d 
n 
hn 
z 
s 
r 
hr 
hi  
Jonsson also adds the fol lowing clusters : 
Palatal Velar 
c k 
kh " J 9 
fi 1) 
hfi h1) 
Y 
x 
j 
? J 
Table 6.3: Proto Southwestern Tai initial clusters, after Jonsson ( 1 99 1 )  
Labial Velar 
-I pi, ?bl kl 
-I - -r 
-w 
phr, ?br, mr-ml khr-khl ,  gr-yr, xr 
kw, khw-xw,  gw-yw 
Glottal 
? 
h 
Both of these reconstructions posited a phoneme inventory considerably larger than 
the present inventory of any the daughter languages from which the reconstruction has 
been done. Jonsson's  inventory posited 37 proto initial consonants in Table 6.2 but none of 
the daughter languages has more than 22. None of the daughter languages, for example, 
includes any voiceless sonorants (here notated as *hm, *hn, *h1), *hl ,  *hr, *hw) in their 
consonant phoneme inventories. 
In Jonsson' s  reconstruction, the glyph <j> was used, fol lowing the International 
Phonetic Alphabet, to refer to the palatal semi vowel. However, in this study the symbol 
<y> wi ll be used instead, because it was the symbol employed for this sound by most 
researchers into these languages in the past, especially Banchob ( 1987). Furthermore, the 
use of <j> might imply to some readers, particularly the Tai speakers themselves, that the 
sound was actually [d3]. In Aiton, the reflex of the proto palatal semi vowel is usually 
realised as [d3] or [3] (see below 6.3. 1 . 1 .6). 
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6.1 . 1 .2 Consonant change in Southwestern Tai 
Previous work on the reconstruction of the Southwestern Tai languages, such as 
Gedney ( 1 972), Li ( 1 977), Brown ( 1 985) and Jonsson ( 1 99 1 )  posit that the voiced 
consonants as a distinct group have disappeared, as have the voiceless nasals. In the 
modern Tai languages the voiced and voiceless nasals have merged and are usuall y  
realised as voiced nasals. 
The voiced stops, on the other hand, have either merged with the voiced aspirate 
stops (as in Standard Thai and Lao) or to voiceless aspirate stops (as in Shan and in  the Tai 
languages of Assam). For this reason, Standard Thai and Lao are sometimes called 'ph' 
languages (for example Enfield 2000:50) and Shan and the Tai languages of India are 
called 'p' languages. This process is bound up with tonogenesis, which is  discussed below 
in 6. 1 .5 .3 .  
6.1 . 1 .3 Proto Southwestern Tai vowels 
The traditional reconstruction of proto Southwestern Tai vowels is that of Li who 
reconstructed nine vowels, as presented in  Table 6.4: 
Table 6.4: Proto Southwestern Tai vowel phonemes, after Li ( 1 977:297) 
e 
e 
i' u 
a 
o 
:) 
Li posited that vocalic length was not phonemic in his Proto Tai and developed 
secondaril y. 
Jonsson, on the other hand, claims that only  seven primary vowels 'are well­
retained in  all the daughter languages' ( 1 99 1 : 104). These are presented in Table 6.5,  using 
her notation: 
Table 6.5: Proto Southwestern Tai vowel phonemes, after Jonsson ( 199 1 )  
i' u 
a, aa 
Jonsson explicitly stated that 'The mid vowels II e ;) 0 II are not reconstructed. The 
evidence shows that they are a result of raising, lowering, shortening and reducing of other 
primary and complex vowels. ' ( 199 1 : 104). 
It i s  worthwhi le to note that this reconstruction is  exactly the vowel inventory 
proposed in this study for Aiton (see 6.3.2) and for Ahom (see 6.5.2). 
Jonsson also reconstructed three diphthongs, Ii ai, Hal and lual, although she left 
open the question as to whether there were complex vowels in proto Southwestern Tai or 
whether they arose as a result of diffusion ( 199 1 :  1 22). 
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Since the various authors discussed here use different notations for the same 
vowels, a comparison of these various different notational systems is presented in Table 
6.6: 
Table 6.6: Comparison of vowel notations:  
Li ( 1 977), Banchob ( 1 987), Jonsson ( 199 1 ), Dil ler ( 1 992) and this study 
Li ( 1 977) Banchob ( 1 987) Jonsson ( 199 1 )  Dil ler ( 1 992) This study 
j. ii "i Ul Ul 
u u u u u 
e e e e e 
� � � y y 
0 0 0 0 0 
e e re e e 
:> :> :> :> :> 
a a a a a 
6.1.2 Diphthongs in Tai languages 
As mentioned above in 6. 1 . 1 .3, three diphthongs (/ial, IUlal and lual) are 
reconstructed for proto Tai . In addition to these three diphthongs, there are a number of 
combinations which are usual ly  analysed as being vowel + semi vowel combinations, in 
particular [aj] and [awl, and in the Shan languages [aUl] . 
Edmondson and Sol nit discussed the issue of 'syllable-final semi vowels' , pointing 
out that Gedney, and others in what they term the American tradition, 
treat them as consonants and write them with consonantal symbols such as [-y, -w, -U[J. 
They point out that in Tai there are no possible syllable shapes aiC/auOawC (where C 
stands for an arbitrary consonant). By assuming that -Vi/-VU/-Vw are in fact 
phonologically -Vy/-Vw/-Vll1, then no further apparatus is necessary; double consonant 
codas are simply forbidden as syllable types in Tai ( 1 997a: 1 5). 
Edmondson and Solnit also pointed out that in many Tai languages, vowel length is  
only contrastive in syllables that have final consonants. This vowel length contrast also 
applies to syllables with final semivowels. 
Li ( 1977) and other Chinese scholars, on the other hand, notated these 'syl lable­
final semi vowels' with the vowels, (-i , -u and -ul). In this study, the approach of Li wil l  be 
followed, rather than that of Gedney and the American tradition. There are several reasons 
why this is being done. 
Firstly, phonetically, it is clear that in many cases the finals are vowels rather than 
semi vowels. Harris ( 1 976: 1 1 8), writing of Khamti, said of Iyl that 'In syl lable final 
position this symbol represents a close front unrounded vowel [i ] ' .  In the Tai languages of 
Assam, final Iyl and Iwl are often long after laI, particularly if Ial i s  short. This is clearly 
demonstrated in Table 6.7, which presents some Tai Aiton examples spoken by Bidya 
Thoumoung: 
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Table 6.7: Length of syl lable final vowelslsemivowels in Aiton � 
Assamese Tai gloss length of Ia! length of /il 
<t<t� kukura en kai ' <D chicken 0. 1" 0.3" 
�m kh:>d3uwa en kaai2 <D irritated 0.32" 0. 1 "  
A second reason for the decision to use final vowel notation is that i n Phake at 
least, the notation of these as <ay> « aj» and <aw> would create another difficulty. As 
discussed below in 6.2.2.2, synchronically Phake allows the diphthongisation of mid-open 
vowels in front of velars. This means that the vowel in �[ laiIJ2 ' l ight' (from proto 
* h;IJA4) , is the same as that in CI3 lai6 'to flow' (from proto *laiA1 ). This can be heard in 
the words pha4 iaiI:/ yc4 � 'the light ' , as spoken by Ee Nyan Khet in the Story of 
Deception � No. (33) � .  The wave form <D for this utterance also shows the transition 
from the low to the high front vowel . 
If we notate the [ai] group as <ay>, then we have to admit the possibi l i ty for the 
final consonant to be a cluster, at least phonetical ly. 
A third reason for writing these combinations as two vowels is that historically the 
Tai languages have written lail as a single graph, which would suggest that the intuition of 
this is as a diphthong, rather than a vowel-semi vowel combination. 
Finally, treating the finals in lail and lau! as semi vowels will necessitate treating 
the final in law! as a semi-vowel as wel l . This would involve the positing of a consonant 
phoneme which is restricted to a syllable final position, and which has exactly the same 
phonetic form as a vowel which has normal vowel distribution. 
6.1.3 Syllable structure in Tai languages 
Noss ( 1 964:5) categorised the syllable structure of Standard Thai as follows: 
Within the syl lable, there are four types of components: initial, nucleus, final, and tone. 
Consonant phonemes result from the analysis of initial and final components, vowel 
phonemes from nuclear components, and tone phonemes from tonal components. These 
are all syllabic phonemes. ( 1 964:5) 
Table 6.8 presents an analysis of the Tai syllable, where what Noss cal ls ini tial is 
described as onset (0), and the other three components, here called nucleus (N), coda (C) 
and tone (T), are part of the rime (R). The Phake word cRy) kin2 'eat' will be exemplified. 
I The proto tone is symbolised by A4, which refers the tone box. See below 6. 1 .5 .3.  
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Table 6.8: Syllable structure in Tai , as exemplified by the Phake word cY3v5" kin2 'eat 
/(J� o R 
� 
N e T  
I I I 
/kl Iii In! 1_21 
Within this structure, the onset and rime are obligatory - with vowel initial words 
being regarded as having an initial glottal stop as the onset - and within the rime, the coda 
is optional . It is generally  accepted by Tai scholars that a nucleus can be a diphthong, but 
only from the following restricted set of diphthongs /ia!, Iwa! and lua!. 
As discussed above in 6. 1 .2 there are problems with this model for Tai Phake, at 
least synchronically. In a word l ike Phake cSt" laiIJ2 ' l ight' we either have to posit that lail i s  
a diphthong (the position adopted in this study) or that the word is llaYIJI and two final 
consonants are allowed in the coda. 
6.1.4 The glottal stop 
Most researchers into Tai languages mark a glottal stop in  front of initial vowels. 
At least some slight consonantal onset is always necessary before vowels can be released 
in any language, although in many languages glottal initials are not written. 
In some languages, glottal stop initial is contrastive with the lack of same, and 
minimal pairs, or near minimal pairs can be found. Table 6.9 i l lustrates such a near 
mini mal pair for Maltese: 
Table 6.9: Glottal contrast in modem Maltese 
Written Maltese Pronunciation 
arja arja 
9ara ?ara 
Gloss 
'air' 
'he read' 
In Tai languages, the writing of glottal stop occurs for several reasons. Firstly, in 
Tai orthography - at least for the Indic based orthographies - vowels cannot stand alone 
(see Chapter 7 below), and so a dummy consonant (often called simply a) is written. This 
can then be marked in transcription using the glottal stop. 
Secondly, the glottal stop is usually regarded as necessary to explain a tonal 
phenomenon in the Tai languages: the fact that vowel initial words can occur only with a 
restricted number of tones. 
For example, in Phake, vowel initial words are mostly confined to tones 1 ,  2 and 3 
(see 6.2.4 below). The lack of the rising tone for vowel initial words in Phake is explained 
by positing the glottal stop *f?/ as an initial phoneme in the proto form of such words. The 
tone of a Tai word in one of the modem varieties is dependent on what i ts initial syllable 
was at the time of the tonal splits (see Table 6. 1 0). The rising tone is found only in words 
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that have as initial consonant a reflex of voiceless and aspirate consonants, never the 
glottal consonants. Thus, it is argued, the glottal stop is a phoneme, causing words with 
glottal initial to be able to take only certain tones, the same tones as the reflexes of the 
words which began with proto */b/ and */di. Together these three proto phonemes make up 
the proto glottal series of initials in Gedney's ( 1972) tone chart (see 6. 1 .5 .3 below). 
. A further argument for marking glottal stop is that it confonns to the theory of Tal 
syllable structure, namely that a syllable consists of an onset (the initial consonant or 
consonant cluster), a nucleus (the vowel), a tone and an optional coda (final consonant). 
The glottal stop is the onset in a word which has a vowel initial. 
Finally, glottal stop is  often clearly present phonetically where vowel hiatus would 
otherwise occur, as in Phake ��.n�c(f [rna ?wk] /mal tiki/ 'tomato ' .  
One example in which the vowel hiatus is  overcome by  a glottal stop is  presented 
in ( 1 ), from Example (53) I§ in Story - Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya I§ ,  spoken 
by Ee Nyan Khet. Here there is a glottal stop, between the [u2] of kaU1)2 mu2 ' pagoda' and 
the fol lowing word. This  would be expressed phonetically as [kaUlJ2 mu2 ?an2] . 
1 )  "'0 [� .rn"<5 
kaUIp mu2 an2 
pagoda CLF 
All of the above reasons have lead many scholars to mark glottal stop in their 
transcriptions. However this approach is not uni versal . Some of the scholars that do not 
mark glottal stop have included Noss ( 1964), Weidert ( 1 977) and Banchob ( 1987). Along 
with these scholars I will not be marking glottal stop in phonemic transcriptions. 
In support of this decision, there are cases of vowel hiatus where not only was there 
no insertion of the glottal stop, but the two vowels are run together. The best example of 
this is (2), where the words kaa2 'crow' and an2 'general classifier' are spoken run together 
so that i t  is phonetically [kaan2] . 
2) ��W')£ "9 .rn,� q <Xf.M d5 tY.('�� � 
mm2 3aam2 nan3 kaa2 an2 uul luk3 ti iZ tun3 maP 
at that time crow CLF l ive from at tree 
'At that time the crow was l iving in a tree, '  
(Aiton Story, Story of the Crow and the Fox � ,  No. (5) � ,  told by Ong Cham <D) 
Had a glottal stop been present at the onset of an� we would have expected this 
merger would not result. Although the recording quality is  poor, this phenomenon is  stil l  
audible. 
The argument about the need to express a glottal stop to explain the tonal 
distribution of words with vowel initials, can easi ly be rephrased as vowel initial words 
behave like those which had proto-glottal initials and are basically confined to tones 
pennitted for A3, B3 ,  C3 and D3 (see below 6. 1 .5.3). 
In Aiton, at least synchronically, it is no longer necessary to posit the glottal stop 
even for this reason. Because of the reduction to three tones, all three tones are available in 
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Aiton for all initial consonants, as well as for all initial vowels. It is l ikely that scholars 
describing Aiton without the benefit of the various theoretical models discussed above 
would not think of marking glottal stop. No minimal pair can be found to distinguish a 
glottal initial from a vowel initial, and i t  can just as easi ly  be said that .mv'i an2 'eLF' and 
uv'i pan2 'to give' are distinguished by the absence of a segment (as Ann and pan are in 
English) than that they are distinguished by the presence of an initial glottal in one, and an 
initial bilabial in the other. 
6.1.5 Tones 
6.1.5.1 Definition of Tone 
In their discussion about Cantonese, Bauer and Benedict categorised tone as 
fol lows: 
By systematically manipulating the pitch of the voice, speakers of a tone language have 
at their disposal a second phonetic dimension - in addition to the consonants and 
vowels - for contrasting words. By convention, such distinctive and indispensable pitch 
differences are called tones (or more precisely, lexical tones). ( 1 997: 107) 
The importance of tone to languages such as Tai (and Cantonese) cannot be 
overemphasised. Tone is a crucial and obligatory feature of every Tai word. As Bauer and 
Benedict explained it: 
. . .  the High level tone of tiI.m . . . 'to carry on a shoulder pole' is an essential component 
to the complete form of the word as are the initial unaspirated alveolar stop consonant 
t-, the long nuclear vowel -a:-, and the final bilabial nasal consonant -1/1. A speaker's 
arbitrary change of the High Level tone ... to some other tone . . .  would prove quite 
puzzling to his/her addressee ... ; in a comparable situation an English speaker might 
pronounce a word with a different vowel, ego bed [be:d) as bead [bi:d) . However in the 
context of a sentence, ego What time are you going to [bi:d) tonight . . .  , addressees might 
be able to figure out what words the speakers had intended to say. ( 1 997: 107) 
Tones take many forms in the languages of the world. In the Tai l anguages most of ' 
the tones are contour tones. Contour is the relationship between pitch height and pitch 
movement in time. A high level tone has a high pitch height, and l i ttle or no pitch 
movement. A high fall ing tone may have high pitch height and then lowering movement 
over time. It must be noted, however, that none of the pitches wi l l  be absolute, because of 
the different levels of voices, the most obvious of which is the different pitch levels of the 
voices of men and women. 
There are other types of tones in Tai , which are sometimes categorised as register 
tones. In Tai the presence or absence of glottalisation or creakiness i s  a register 
characteristic. In both Phake and Khamyang, glottalisation is a distinctive feature between 
tones. In Khamyang, for example, the 2nd and 4th tones are distinguished only by the 
glottalisation of the 4th tone and i ts absence in the 2nd tone. The contours of these two 
tones are identical (see below 6.4.3). 
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6.1.5.2 Notation of tone 
Several different systems have been devised for the notation of tone. These can be 
categorised as follows: 
i) 
i i )  
i i i )  
i v) 
The use of pitch numbers, where 1 is low, 2 mid-low, 3 mid, 4 mid-high 
and 5 high. In such a system a high level tone on pi would be notated 
pi55 or pj5� This system is known as alphanumeric. 
The use of symbols known as tone letters, in which a high tone on pi 
would be written as pil . In this system, the vertical l ine is the axis  and 
the horizontal l ine categorises the shape and pitch of the tone. This 
notation was devised by Chao ( 1 930). 
The use of IPA diacritics, where a high tone on the syllable pi would be 
written as pi. 
The use of arbitrary numbers to categorise the tone. In Tai Phake, for 
example, the tone numbered 1 i s  categorised as being mid to high level 
with a possible final fal l  (see 6.2.4.4 below). By marking such a tone on 
the syl l able pi as pi' , al l  we are saying is  that all of the words marked as 
tone No 1 have the same tonal features. Those features need to be clearly 
stated when the tones are described. 
An arbitrary system is also used in the only Tai language to have developed an 
orthography based on the Roman alphabet, namely Zhuang, which uses syl lable-final 
letters to mark the tones. For example the letter z marks the tone in naz Ina311 'ricefield' 
(Edmondson and Solnit 1 997a: 1 6). 
6.1 .5.3 Tone in Tai Languages: Theoretical & historical background 
Gedney ( 1 972) recognised that the native vocabulary of the languages and dialects 
of the Tai family fa)]s into 20 groups of words. At an earlier stage of the Tai language 
(described by Gedney as 'at the time of tonal splits'), there were three tones on what 
Gedney called 'smooth syllables ' ,  that is l ive or open syllables, and two more on what he 
called 'checked syllables ' ,  that is dead or c losed syllables? The three l ive tones have 
become known as A, B and C; whilst the dead syllables, that is final I-kl, I-t!, I-pI are 
known as D-Iong and D-short, depending on the length of the vowel, as in Table 6. 10. 
In this system, the tone of a word depends on one of five proto tones (A, B ,  C, D­
short and D-Iong) in combination with one of four types of proto initials, namely voiceless 
aspirated, voiceless unaspirated, glottal and voiced. Following the orthography developed 
for Standard Thai, the voiceless aspirated is sometimes known as the "high series", the 
voiceless unaspirated and glottal the "mid series" and the voiced the "low series". 
2 The terms 'l ive' and 'dead' syllable are used by some scholars in the Tai field. Since words with final stops 
(called 'dead' or 'checked') have different tonal outcomes from words with final vowels or nasals (called 
'live' or 'smooth'), it is this distinction that is crucial in the study of Tai tones. 
Initials, at 2 
the time of 
tonal splits 3 
4 
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Table 6.10: The Tai Tone Boxes (after Gedney 1 972) 
Proto-Tai Tones 
A B C D-short D-Iong 
Voiceless friction 
sounds, *5, hm, ph, etc. 
1 5 9 1 3  1 7  
Voiceless unaspirated, 
*p, etc. 
2 6 1 0  1 4  1 8  
Glottal, * �  ? b, etc. 3 7 1 1  1 5  1 9  
Voiced, *b,lIl, l, Z, etc. 4 8 1 2  1 6  20 
Smooth Syllables Checked Syllables 
In many Tai varieties, particularly those spoken in China, only a bipartite division 
between the originally voiceless (the first 3 l ines in Gedney) and originally voiced (the 4th 
line) is necessary. In some publications on Tai, therefore, the term A2 wil l  refer to words 
which are reflexes of original ly voiced initials with the A tone. In this study, following 
Gedney, these will be referred to as A4. 
The original A, B and C tones may have been tones with registral qualities such as 
breathiness or creakiness, rather than of pitch and contour as they are today. Since words 
with initial voiced stops tend to have lower pitch than those with ini tial voiceless stops, i t  
is theorised that this process, combined with a change of the originally voiced series 
(numbered 4 in Table 6. 10) into voiceless stops, led to the tonogenesis of the contour and 
pitch tones which are found in Tai languages today. 
A change in the initial consonant from voiced to voiceless would mean that some 
words in l ine 4 would become homophonous with those in line 1 .  For example, the word 
which was *hii (A4) 'fat' would become *phii (A4) and thus identical to *phii (A l )  
'ghost' .  A tone split would then become necessary to maintain the contrast between these 
words. 
Gedney gave example words for each of his 20 boxes. These words, with some 
additions, can be used to discover and test the tonal system of any Tai language or dialect. 
Generally Tai dialects have between 4 and 7 separate "tonemes". 
I have found that Gedney'S tone chart works extremely well with Phake informants, 
but less so with both Aiton and Khamyang informants. In part this appears to be because 
both Aiton and Khamyang are languages undergoing or coming to the end of a process of 
change: Khamyang because it is a language in i ts last phase and Aiton because it may have 
undergone toneme merger in recent times. 
For Aiton and Khamyang, therefore, it was necessary to find minimal pairs in order 
to be able to work out the tonal system. The syllable maa was examined first, because in 
most varieties it i s  possible to find most of the tones with this syllable. The possible tones 
on other syllables such as kaa and faa were then explored. 
When a list of words had been col lected and the contours of the contrasting tones 
made clear, a Gedney style tone chart could be produced for each variety. 
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6.1.5.4 Changed Tone 
Bauer and Benedict ( 1 997: 175), describe a process in Cantonese, known as pinjam 
'changed tone ' .  There are a number of different processes subsumed under this ti tle, but in 
one of them 'in certain lexical contexts the tone of a syllable assimilates to the high 
endpoint of the following syllable to become High Rising and then the second syllable is  
lost . '  
One example of the process is  the loss of the Cantonese perfective bound suffix 
-ts6: , which can be lost as in 3b) 
3a) khey tso 'w-ts6: fa: 
3b) khey ts6w* fa: 
'He has done it '  
The word tso 'w 'done' has a mid low level tone in citation,3 whereas ts6: has high 
rising tone. In example (3b), the pinjam (changed tone) is marked with an asterisk. When 
example (3b) was subject to analysis, Bauer and Benedict concluded that the dip and peak 
values of the high rising pinjam contour on ts6w* 'done' were very similar to those for the 
regular High Rising tone contour on - ts6: in sentence 3a). In effect, the tone of the 
perfective suffix ts6: has been transferred onto the verb, and ts6: is  then dropped. 
As wi l l  be discussed below in 6.2.4.5, some analogous processes have been 
observed in Phake. As far as I know, no other Tai languages of the Southwestern group 
within the Tai family exhibit  such characteristics. 
6.2 Phake 
The fol lowing discussion of the phonology of the Phake language is largely based 
on the Phake-English-Thai Dictionary (Banchob 1 987), together with some observations 
from the author's own experience. Banchob's notations have been retained for all 
consonants and tones, both in the Tai Phake Dictionary � ,  and in all transcriptions and in 
all analyses. Some minor alterations that have been adopted for the transcription of vowels 
are discussed below in 6.2.2. 
6.2.1 Consonants 
Table 6. 1 1  l ists the consonants observed by Banchob ( 1 987: 1 2). The symbols used 
for the consonants are those chosen by Banchob. The decision to use Banchob' s  
0l1hography was made because of the availability of the Phake-English-Thai Dictionary 
in India, and the feeling that it would only add to confusion to alter them. 
This is marked in Bauer and Benedict with a vertical stroke above the vowel. Here, owing to the lack of a 
standard font which can do this, it has been marked here with an apostrophe following the vowel. 
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Table 6.1 1 :  Consonant Phonemes in Phake 
Bilabial Dental / Palatal Velar Glottal Alveolar 
Voiceless unaspirated stops p t c k r) 
Voiceless aspirated stops ph th kh 
Nasals m n n g 
Voiceless fricative s h 
Semi vowel w y 
Rhotic Approximant r 
Lateral Approximant 
Since the status of the consonant phonemes in Phake is uncontroversial, and since 
they have been discussed by Banchob ( 1 987), no fuller description of the consonants wil l  
be presented here. Readers who wish to see minimal pairs may wish to consult the Tai 
Phake Dictionary � where all the words recorded by Banchob can be found. 
There is one allophonic process of Phake consonants which needs to be pointed out. 
Certain very common function words with initial /k/ show initial lenition when they are 
unstressed. This is particularly common with reciprocal marker kan2 and with kill 'go ' ,  
when i t  i s  not a main verb (see below 8.5.7.5 . 1 ). This is demonstrated in  example (4): 
4) 
ne4 
DEF 
� 
cau3 
RESP 
�'fJL m 
mal h,, 1 m:4 
Mahosatha DEF 
n Ml 
htr kal 
know GO 
'.nJL q �v5 m Ml 03 '1. II � 
" I U3 mi.in2 ne4 kal thai6 na2 
EXCL father 3Sg DEF go plough field 
n oa Ml 
htr th"m I ka I 
know l isten GO 
'Chaw Mahosatha knew that her father had gone to plough the fields . '  
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � ,  No.  (33) � ,  
told by Be Nyan Khet CD )  
A s  a ful l  verb i n  the second l ine of (4), kill i s  realised as [ka l ] .  I n  the first l ine, 
however, as a function morpheme it is first realised as [ya l ]  after the vowel lui and then 
with nasalisation to [gal ]  after Im/. 
In the recordings made by Dr Banchob Bandhumedha of the late Ngi Pe Pang, this 
process is found only sporadically. For example, in (5), there is no consonant initial 
lenition on kill: 
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5) CMl qE5 � 8Y5 W[ Ml II � 
b4 ai2 maii2 pen2 sa1)6 ka I 
friend EXCL 2Sg be what GO 
"'My friend, what is the matter with you?'" 
(Phake Story, The crow and the cuckoo � No. (9) � ,  told by Ngi Pe Pang CD )  
Analysis of Ngi P e  Pang' s story shows that slight nasalisation of the initial 
consonant of kiif is found in  some cases, where i t  fol lows a verb with a nasal final . The 
lack of lenition of initial IkJ in these earlier recordings suggests that the lenition may be a 
recent phenomenon. 
6.2.2 Vowels 
Based on Banchob ( 1 987) and observations by the writer, i t  i s  believed that there 
are 10 contrastive vowel phonemes in Phake, as in Table 6. 1 2. Following Banchob, the 
symbols <ii> and <a> will  be used for the back unrounded vowels, although <w> and <y> 
wil l  be used for both Aiton and Khamyang. 
Table 6.12: Vowel phonemes in Phake 
e 
I> 
ii u 
a, aa 
o 
:l 
Table 6. 1 3  l ists minimal pairs distinguishing respectively the two back unrounded 
vowels, the three front vowels and the three back vowels. 
Table 6.13: Comparison of the Phake vowels4 � 
Assamese Gloss Tai Phake 
!?I-.:> hat 'hand' mii2 
� d3uwa 'return home' ma2 
� kiman 'how many' kTI 
�9f :>bp 'a l i ttle' ke l 
i."GT bura 'old' h I  
JIM nap 'snake' I)U2 
'>R' g:lru 'cow' 1)02 
'crooked' 1):l2 
4 In the sound files linked to tables of this type, the Assamese word is pronounced first, fol lowed by the Tai 
word, often pronounced more than once. 
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6.2.2.1 Vowel length in Phake 
Banchob ( 1987: 1 2) actual ly l isted 1 7  vowels, given here in Table 6.14 :  
Table 6.14: Vowels l isted by Banchob ( 1 987) 
i,I ii,li u,u 
e,e :),� 0 
e,B :>,5 
a,ii 
Banchob did not give any examples of contrast between short and long vowels in 
her phonological discussion. From the text of her dictionary, it is clear that there are many 
examples of length contrasts for the vowels laI-/aal, for example kaJ)3 'to screen' and kii1J3 
'fishbone' .  
In general, for vowels other than laI, Banchob notated the vowels of open syllables 
as long and those in closed syllables as short. In part this fol lows the practice of the Phake 
script, where, for example, lui in an open syllable is marked with a symbol which is  
historical ly a long vowel <�> and in a c losed syllable with a symbol which is historically a 
short vowel <-(>. There is clearly a length difference between the open and closed 
syllables, and for that reason, I have fol lowed Banchob in marking at least syll ables which 
end in final /il and final lui with long vowels. This i s  not intended to suggest that there is  a 
phonemic distinction between long and short Iii or lui. 
Banchob ( 1987) generally only marked vowels in open syllables as being long 
(except for Ial where length distinction c learly sti l l  applies). There are some excertions, 
however. The vowel lei is sometimes marked by Banchob as long in closed syll ables , as in  
(6. 1 ), and sometimes not, as in (6.2) 
6. 1 )  .r8[ cel) l a comer, an angle 
.r8[ ceIJ2 the first month of the lunar year 
.r8[ cel)5 to learn how to stand, as the infants 
.r8[ cel)5 to take morning or mild sunbath, esp. for animals 
6.2) cY3[ kel)2 a kind of grass, softer than the others 
cY3[ keIJ2 an iron tripod to support cooking pots or pans over a fire 
cY3[ keIJ2 a period, time 
cY3[ kel)3 decent or nice to look at (mostly the fruits) 
The investigation for the present study has also revealed that at least in closed 
syllables, the mid vowels tend to be somewhat longer than the high vowels, as 
demonstrated for the back vowels in Table 6. 1 5: 
.5 Note that 'closed' syllable here is used to mean that there is a final consonant. This is not the same as 
'dead' or 'checked' syllable as used above in 6. 1 .5.3 to refer to syllables with final stops. The term 'closed' 
syllable includes both syllables with final stops and those with final nasals. 
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English 
dig 
curvy 
to tie 
Table 6.15: Vowels l isted by Banchob ( 1 987) � 
Tai Phake Approximate length of vowel 
if(oS khutl 0. 1 3" 
if(oS khotl 0.2" 
ifdoS kh:)tl 0.2" 
There are however no minimal pairs to indicating that this length is  ever 
contrastive. I have therefore adopted the practise of marking all non Ia! vowels as being 
short in c losed syllables, even when Banchob marked them as long in her Dictionary. 
6.2.2.2 Diphthongisation 
Banchob reported regular process of diphthongisation of the mid-low vowels before 
velar consonants. 
7) lei 
1:)1 
[ai ] I _ velar 
[au] I _ velar 
This process has already been discussed and exemplified above in 6. 1 .2 .  It i s  
frequently observed in  Phake vil lages today, but is  not observed in other Tai varieties i n  
which neither the diphthong lail nor lau/ can be fol lowed by a final consonant. 
It does appear that a mid-low simple vowel allophone is sti l l  present in the speech 
of some Phake informants. In example (8), the word IIaiIJ61 is clearly pronounced [leIJ6] ,  as 
can be seen from the spectrogram analysis of the word Jaig6'vehicle' <D. 
8 )  J3 ceq J3 
khTI }:)3 khTI 
ride cart ride 
G\3[ � � 
laiI.J6 rna 1 caii6 
vehicle NEG be 
cxc[cq OO[ /r.fS CW Ml Ml il � 
lUIJ4 pha 1 taIJ2 h::l2 ye4 ka 1 kii4 
because of this way boat PRT go trade 
'They did not ride their vehicles, and because of this they went to trade by boat. '  
(phake Story, The Dolphin, the Crow and the Mosquito � , No (2 1 )  � ,  
told by Aithown Che Chakap CD) 
In view of  example (8), i t  i s  possible that it would have been better to  notate the 
diphthongised lail and lau/ in words such as laig6 'vehicle' as simply mid-open vowels. 
However as the diphthongisation is very prevalent in the Phake speech, the advantages of 
maintaining Banchob's notation are felt to outweigh the disadvantages. 
Other dipthongisations may be occurring among Phake speakers. Di ller ( 1 992: 1 7) 
notes that 'the vowel -:J- i n  other non-final environments shows the same [-u:)-] or [-w:)-] 
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variant noted by Harris for Khamti ( 1976: 1 20); there i s  most frequently a contiguous labial 
p or m: k.?p6[kw:Jp] 'scoop' ;  p.?tl [pw:Jt] 'to scrub' .. .' 
In February 2002, Yehom Buragohain was recorded speaking the second of Dil ler's 
examples, and her pronunciation of i t  can be heard at p:Jrt.wav 04 .  The word (p.?t4 in 
Banchob's system), shows c lear dipthongisation, with a shift to the vowel shape at the end 
of the vowel, not at the beginning, as can be seen in the Spectrogram CD .  This word might 
better be phonetically  expressed a [P:J:)t] .  
6.2.2.3 Vowel reduction 
Although Banchob ( 1 987) and some other writers on the Tai languages write the 
symbol <:» , this sound is not a schwa. Rather it is a back unrounded mid-close vowel, 
which is marked as <y> in this study, except in Phake texts which fol low Banchob's 
orthography. The fact that it is not a schwa can be clearly heard in Yehom Buragohain 's  
pronunciation of the word m�g2 'country' 04 (� dEli in Assamese). 
In Phake, there are several common words which were originally spoken on other 
vowels but which are now pronounced with vowels very simi lar to the back unrounded 
vowels. These inc lude w '3Sg' , originally pronounced man2, but written by Banchob as 
mi.in2. In modem Phake orthography, the word is often written �. This is probably a 
vowel reduction process, which has been reinterpreted as a change to the vowel /w. The 
reason why Banchob chose to notate it as <it> rather than <:» is probably that in c losed 
syllables /:)/ is usually realised as a long vowel,  as in the example of m;Jg2in the previous 
paragraph. 
Several other very common words have undergone vowel reduction in Phake 
speech.  These are listed in Table 6. 1 6. 
Table 6.16: Vowel reduction in Phake 
Spelling in Modern Phake Putative original in Banchob usual 
gloss 
Manuscripts Spelling pronunciation (1987) pronunciation 
'Ml cYl6 b4 b4, k:)4 [b4] 'LINK' 
W[ �[ SaJ)6 sili]6 [ S�l)6] ' if' 
y£ Vi[ nal) 1 nili] 1 [n�l) I] ' like' 
y;[ It[ bal)2 hal)2 [h�l)2] 'to' 
In connected speech ,  these words are usually unstressed. The main difference 
between the vowels of k;J4 and siiIj� as they are real ised in examples (9) and ( 10), is one of 
length, rather than one of height, with the vowel of the open syl lable being realised as a 
longer vowel. 
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9) 
10) 
Stephen Morey 
y.£' 8<:0 diE5 q 00Y) 'W II � 
nal)2 pil) l na l k:;)4 mal tan3 se6 
lady Pingya LINK NEG speak PRT 
'Miss Pingya did not speak. '  
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � , No. ( 1 2) � ,  
told by Ee Nyan Khet <D) 
�Y) a w[ mt. cq!) ,w 'i � �cY5" 
mtin2 wa5 sfuJ6 pha4 phon6 YE4 kau2 maul pauk4 
3Sg say if  weather rain PRT 1 Sg NEG return 
OOL 0t{Y) YJl lI � 
tal s:m4 na2 
will take shelter field 
'She said, "If i t  rains, I won't return, I ' l l  take shelter in the fields.'" 
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya I§ ,  No. (47) � ,  
told by Ee Nyan Khet (1) 
6.2.3 Phonotactics 
6.2.3.1 Initial consonant clusters 
Banchob ( 1987) did not l ist possible initial consonant c lusters in her brief 
introduction, but the forms l isted in Table 6. 17  are all found in her dictionary: 
Table 6.17: Initial consonant clusters found in Banchob ( 1987) 
ky kl kw 
khy khl 
tl 
py pi 
phy 
my 
phr phw 
Kingcom ( 1 992:36) l isted the fol lowing c lusters for Ppake: 
Table 6.18: Initial consonant clusters in Phake (after Kingcom 1992) 
ky kl 
khl 
tl 
py pi 
phy phI 
my 
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Kingcom specifically excluded the possibi lity of clusters with Iwl as the second 
member, whereas Banchob records several such words. 
In both cases, virtually every example is a borrowed word from Burmese or Pali .  
Consider the words which Banchob recorded as having the initial /ky/ c luster in  Phake are 
l isted in  ( 1 0): 
1 1 ) 'i 1 . 1  kyam1 to attempt 
'i 2. 1  kyam2 rough, fierce 
'''lJlc6 1 . 1 kyokl the sound of a big cock crowing 
"'lJlc68v5" 1 . 1  kyoJc4 pen3 a grindstone 
'''lJl[ 1 . 1  kyaU1J2 a Buddhist monastery 
Three of these words are also found in the Shan dictionary (Sao Tern Moeng 1 995), 
where each of them is marked as Burmese loan. Of the other two, ''1.Ilc6 kyokl 'the sound 
of a big cock crowing' is an onomatopoeic word, and ''1.Ilc68v5" kyoJc4 p&n3 'a grindstone' i s  
probably related to Shan "JJ});cy:n�, ky:lk; taan, 'slate penci l ' ,  which i s  also a Burmese 
loan. 
In Phake, those words which are reflexes of words that had initial consonant 
clusters are rarely realised with such initial clusters, unlike in Aiton (see 6.3.3 . 1 ) . One 
which occasionally appears is cY3l. kwiil , 'go ' ,  the spelling of which reflects the proto Tai 
initial */kw/ and which is sporadically pronounced as if there was an initial cluster. This 
suggests that Iwl final clusters may have been the last to be lost in Phake. 
Apart from this exception, the clusters which are permitted today occur only in loan 
words, or onomatopoeic words, or terms such as names of birds or fish. This is quite unlike 
the situation in Aiton, where some proto-Tai clusters are preserved in basic vocabulary. 
6.2.3.2 Syllable structure 
Kingcom ( 1992:26f) l isted and exemplified all of the possible arrangements of 
consonants and vowels in syllables in both Tai Phake and Standard Tai. So, for example, 
he came up with the fol lowing four possible structures for a monosyllable in Tai Phake: 
1 2) CV 
CVC 
CCV 
CCVC 
Whilst ( 1 2) is essentially a restatement of the possible syllable structure discussed 
in 6. 1 .3 ,  Kingcom went on to state that only certain combinations of these four syllable 
types are found in disyl labic words. The permitted structures for disyl labic words, 
according to Kingcom, are presented in ( 1 3) :  
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13) CV.CV 
CVC.CV 
CV.CVC 
CVC.CVC 
CVC.CCV 
If all four patterns found in ( 1 2) were available in all possible combinations, there 
would be 1 2  possible disyllables. One example, recorded by Banchob ( 1987), which does 
not accord with Kingcom's findings is kyoJc4 pen] 'a grindstone' ,  which has the structure 
CCVC.CVc. As noted above, this is a loan word. Further investigation will be necessary to 
establish whether all the possible combinations of syllables listed in ( 1 2) are permissible in  
disyllabic words. 
6.2.4 Tone 
As discussed above in 6. 1 .5.3, the tonal system of Tai languages can be derived 
from a relatively modest number of words, by using the principles laid down by Gedney 
( 1 972). The following section will present previous examinations of the Phake tonal 
system and compare those observations with the present investigation. 
6.2.4.1 Tone in Phake as notated by Banchob (1987) 
Banchob, l ike the writer, did most of her research on Phake i n  the village of 
�v5cq'Mo:i man] pha4 ke5 (aiP (Lower Phake vil lage) or Namphakey, near Naharkatia, 
Dibrugarh District. 
Based on Banchob ( 1 987), the following tone chart Table 6. 1 9  can be derived: 
Table 6.19: Tones in Phake (after Banchob 1987) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
A B C  DL DS 
6 1 3 1 
2 
5 4 4 
even tone with a slight rising at the end rna' 'shoulder' 
high tone ma2 'to come' 
grave tone, with a glottal stop ma3 'mad' 
falling tone mit4 'seeds, knife'  
grave tone mas 'not ' ,  
high rising tone ma6 'dog' 
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6.2.4.2 Tone in Phake reported by Diller (1992) 
Banchob's system differs slightly from that reported by Diller ( 1 992: 1 8). Di l ler's 
informant, Yehom Buragohain, was from the same vil lage that Banchob worked in, but had 
lived away from the vi l lage for many years away. The fol lowing tone box (Table 6.20) 
retains Banchob's numbering for ease of comparison, but gives Dil ler's descriptions of the 
tones. The distribution of the tones is the same, but the realisation of them is slightly 
different: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Table 6.20: Tones in Phake (after Di l ler 1 992) 
A B C DL 
6 1 3 1 
2 
5 4 4 
mid rising 
high fall ing 
mid fall ing glottalised 
mid falling 
low 
low rising tone 
DS 
6.2.4.3 Tone in Phake as reported by Wilaiwan (1983) 
A quite different tonal system was reported by Wilaiwan ( 1 983). There are around 
one hundred Phake words exemplified in her article and all but two or three are marked for 
tone. By examining all of these, it has been possible to derive the fol lowing tone chart for 
her data: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Table 6.2 1 :  Phake tone box, derived from data in Wilaiwan ( 1 983) 
A B C  m m 
1 4 (?) 3 4 
2 
5 6 5 or 3? 6 
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Description of tones (Wilaiwan 1983:23 1 )  
1 low level then rising 
2 mid level 
3 mid fall ing glottal ised 
4 high 
5 high level then fal ling 
6 mid 
Unfortunately, the data from Wilaiwan ( 1 983) is not comprehensive enough for us 
to be ful ly confident that Table 6.21 is correct. There are enough tokens of words with the 
A tone to be clear that for this variety A l  is the low level rising tone (Tone I in Wilaiwan ' s  
system), A2&3 the mid level tone (Tone 2), and A4 the high tone (Tone 5) .  There are also 
a reasonable number of tokens for B4, suggesting that this is the mid tone (Tone 6). 
There are fewer tokens of the C tones, but all of those for C 1 23 are the mid fall ing 
glottalised tone (Tone 3). There are quite a few tokens for C4, but some are marked tone 3 
and some tone 5, perhaps suggesting that this i s  a high falling glottalised tone, such as is 
found in Khamyang for C4 (see below 6 .4.3). It is  equally possible that C4 is merged with 
either e l 23 or with A4. 
Finally, there are very few tokens for B l 23 .  Some of them are marked tone 4 by 
Wi laiwan, as luu4 'to offer' and ?uu4 'to be at' , and it was this that lead me to suggest tone 
4 for that box. However a number of words which are B 1 23 are not marked for tone 4, as 
yaj6 'big' and maa5 'shoulder' . I do not know of any Tai language in which the tone of 
'shoulder' and 'to be at' differ from each other, nor have I met any Tai Phake speakers 
who use a variety in which the tones are distributed as in Table 6.2 1 .  
Certainly the tonal system of Table 6.21 i s  quite different from that of the Phakes in 
Namphakey vil lage whom I have interviewed. It does however some show similarity to 
Khamti as described by Harris (see above 3 .2. 1 3) and to Khamyang as described below 
(see 6.4.3). 
6.2.4.4 Present investigation 
The present investigation found that the distribution of tones was the same as 
described by Banchob ( 1987) and Dil ler ( 1992), with some slight refinements regarding 
the exact quality of each tone. As with both Banchob and Dil ler, the principal informants 
for this study are from Namphakey vi l lage. 
Based on data collected in 1996-2000, the following tone chart (Table 6.22) is 
presented for Phake: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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Table 6.22: Tones in Phake (present investigation) 
A B C DL DS 
6 1 3 1 
2 
5 4 
high level tone mal 'shoulder' 
high fall ing tone ma2 'to come' 
low, fal ling tone, glottalised ma3 'mad' 
low fall ing tone ma4 'horse' 
low tone cas 'for, to' 
rising tone ma6 'dog' 
Table 6.23 gives contours for the tones as spoken by Ee Nyan Khet on the syllable 
maa, except the fifth tone which is spoken on the word m65 'mother' . It is possible that 
because it  was spoken on a different syllable, which has a higher vowel, the pitch might 
have been slightly higher than if al l six tones had been spoken on exactly the same 
syllable. It has not been possible to find a series of six words in Phake that differ minimal ly 
only in tone. 
Tone no. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
contour (Hz) 
200-190 
225-250-1 50 
1 60-] 20 
1 75-1 25 
1 80-1 60 
220-200-275 
Table 6.23: Tones i n  Phake 
key feature 
level 
high level then fal ling 
glottal constriction 
fal ling 
low 
rising 
description 
mid to high level tone with slight final fal l  
mid to high onset, with rise then sharp fal l  
mid fal ling or  level tone with strong glottal 
constriction 
mid to high onset with immediate sharp fall  
mid to low onset with slight gradual fal l  
low to mid onset with sl ight fal l  before sharp 
rise 
Table 6.24 presents the five words pronounced by Ee Nyan Khet on the syllable 
maa, together with their Assamese and English glosses. 
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Table 6.24: Tones 1-4 and 6 CD6 pronounced on the syl lable maa .. in Phake 
��� 
� 
� 
� 
� 
Assamese Gloss Tai Phake 
kukur 'dog' ma6 
ghura 'horse' ma4 
b::>l iya 'crazy' ma3 
kandh::> 'shoulder' mal 
::>ha 'come' ma2 
In March 2002, Yehom Buragohain was recorded pronouncing words on the 
syllable kaa. This  included the two words in Table 6.25, for the comparison of the first and 
fifth tones: 
Table 6.25: Tones 1 and 5 pronounced on the syllable kaa " in Phake 
Assamese Gloss Tai Phake 
'go' 
'equal ' 
Table 6.26 presents the contours for these two tones: 
Table 6.26: Tone contours for tones 1 and 5 CD pronounced on the syl lable kaa in Phake 
Tone no. contour (Hz) key feature description 
205-200-220 
5 1 90-1 60- 1 80 
level 
low 
mid to high level tone with slight fall and then 
small final rise 
mid onset then gradual fal l  with sl ight final rise. 
Tone number 1 is clearly a level tone in citation. When informants are required to 
repeat it, the pitch of the tone may get higher. The key feature of this tone appears to be its 
level nature. 
Frequency analysis of tone number 2 has shown that it rises before reaching a peak 
and then falls sharply. The key features of this  tone seem to be that it is high, and fall ing, 
and that this fal l  does not commence at the beginning of the tone. In the production of the 
tone, by thinking of it as high level then falling, and repeating it back to the native 
speakers, the writer has been able to manage to say it correctly. It is interesting to note that 
Phake speakers hear Khamyang tone number 4 (see 6.4.3) as being the same as Phake tone 
2, showing that rise then sharp fall of tone 2 is its crucial feature. 
The most important distinctive feature of tone number 3 is clearly the glottal 
constriction or creakiness which is very noticeable in the citation form. It is sometimes 
pronounced without a clear fal l, but never without glottalisation, as shown in ( 1 4): 
6 This image was slightly edited to remove the effects of certain background noises. 
14) Y5C005 W CY.ll 1 
naml p:>t' sam6 ka3 khau3 
number three ka3 rice seedlings 
CY.ll B [� CY.ll \I � 
ka3 maiIJ2 mI3 ka3 
dance Butterfly ka3 
Phonology 
CY.ll cYtY) CY.ll 
ka3 kon2 ka3 
rice person dance 
'Number three is ka� as in 'rice seedlings ' ,  'a dancer' ,  'the Butterfly dance' ,  
that is  ka�' 
(Phake text, The Phake Tones � ,  No. (3) � ,  spoken by Ai Che Let CD )  
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An examination of the pitch contour for the last token of the word ka3 <D in ( 14) 
shows that beginning at about 1 15Hz, it fal ls  and then begins to slowly rise, reaching about 
1 25 Hz at the end of the word. From this, we may conclude that glottalisation is the only 
key feature of this tone, and that contour is  not crucial . 
Tone number 4 has a clear and direct fal l .  The most important difference between 
tone 4 and tone 2 seems not to be the level of the tone, but the fact that tone 2 rises or is 
level before falling, whereas tone number 4 fal ls directly. 
The key feature of tone number 6 is that it rises. It may fall sl ightly or be level 
before commencing the rise. 
6.2.4.5 Changed Tone in Phake 
In addition to the six ci tation tones discussed above in 6.2.4.4, some alterations to 
the ci tation tones have been observed in Phake, namely tonal alteration in questions 
(6.2.4.5 . 1 ), tonal alteration in negatives (6.2.4.5.2) and tonal alteration in imperatives 
(6.2.4.5.3). 
6.2.4.5. 1 The questioning tone in Phake 
During the analysis of the story of The Dolphin, the Crow and the Mosquito, 
Aithown Che pointed out that when asking questions, Phakes sometimes pronounce the 
last word of the question with an altered tone. This  is exempl ified in ( 1 5): 
1 5) �cY5 96 'i CJl( ym � 
maukl b2 kau2 su6 han7 
pipe salt I Sg 2Pl see.QN 
"'Did you find my pipe of salt?'" 
(Phake Story, The Dolphin, the Crow and the Mosquito � , No (41 )  � ,  
told by Aithown Che Chakap CD) 
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The tone on the last word of ( 1 5) is  not the citation tone for the word fN'i han 6 ' see' , 
which would be a rising tone, but rather a rising-falling tone, here notated as _7. Aithown 
Che explained that 'generally when there is a question, this type of tone is found. ' The 
image of the tone contour CD for the word han 7 shows that the pitch rises from 200Hz to a 
peak of about 250Hz then falls back to about 240Hz. 
This tone is even clearer in certain elicited sentences, such as ( 16), where the 
questioning tone is found on the word kin2 CD, which has the second tone in citation. 
16) 1 9 M-6 I I � 
khau3 ta I kin 7 
rice wil l  eat.QN 
'Wi l l  you eat rice?' 
(Phake sentence elicited from Ai Chanta) 
In ( 16), the frequency of the tone of kin7 commences at 140Hz, rises to 1 80Hz and 
fal ls to 1 15Hz. 
When a question is asked on a word which in citation form has the first tone, such 
as kill 'GO' CD, the question tone is often simply a rising tone, as in ( 1 7): 
1 7) 
r '6-6 � 9.'11 � � Ml I I ..>.. 
maii2 n:m2 nI2 ka6 mal nai3 
2Sg sleep good GO.QN today 
'Did you sleep wel l  today. ' 
(Phake sentence elicited from Ai Chanta) 
One possible analysis of what is happening here is that there is some tone 
combination or tone sandhi occurring. We may posit a morpheme _6, where the rising 
intonation indicates a question. It may be that this rising tone arises because it  is  the tone of 
the question particle m6 (see below 8.6.2. 1 ) . If this is so, the process might be 
characterised as in Table 6.27: 
Table 6.27: The Questioning Tone in Phake 
Word in Citation form Question Word in question Tone change process 
morpheme form 
_2 + _6 = _7 
_ I  + _6 = _6 
If the suggestions in Table 6.27 are correct, it stil l  does not explain how a question 
morpheme _6 when combined with a word whose citation form has the sixth tone, is 
pronounced [han7] as in example ( 15)  above. Perhaps this special tone was original ly found 
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only with words that had the 2nd tone i n  citation, and i s  now being generalised to words of 
all citation tones. 
An alternative analysis, that has not yet been explored, is that this is an 
intonational, or clause level phenomenon. Evidence in favour of this analysis would be that 
the 'question tone' is only ever found on the last morpheme in an utterance, whether it is a 
verb as in ( 1 6) ,  or a noun as in ( 1 8). This latter example was uttered when making a tour of 
a village and observing an old house that had been demolished. Ai Chanta then the owner 
about the new house that was about to be erected. 
1 8) ff5 �v5 .. 
h<ln2 nin7 
house earth.QN 
'(Wi l l  it be) a house bui lt on the ground?' 
This 'question tone' seems to be an innovation in Phake. The syntax of these 
questions is discussed below in 8.6.2.3.2. 
6.2.4.5.2 The Tai Phake negative tone 
In addition to the tonal alteration found in questions, there is another tonal 
alteration that is found in some negative sentences, in which negated verbs are always 
expressed with the 6th tone, regardless of their citation tone. Banchob ( 1 987) first reported 
this, as in ( 1 9) .  
1 9) 
NEG gO.NEG PRT 
'Not to go at al l . '  
(Banchob 1 987: 359) 
Diller ( 1 992: 1 9) also reported this as 'a morphophonemic tone sandhi rule, 
involving a rather spectacular contour reversal, regularly operates after the proclitic 
negative marker [m-] (but not with the full form maw1 in  the case of tone 3 verbs. '  Dil ler's 
tone 3 is tone 2 in Banchob's system, but as we can see from ( 1 9), this use of the 6th tone 
for negation applies not only to verbs whose citation form is in tone 2, but to other tones as 
wel l ,  since the citation form of 'go ' ,  negated in ( 1 9), is kiI� 
Example (20) c learly differentiates the positive yag2with the negative yag� 
20) 9.v5 w[ ff5 � w[ I I .. 
kon2 yrup h<ln2 mal yalJ6 
person be house NEG have.NEG 
'There are people but no houses . '  
l32 Stephen Morey 
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � ,  No. (26) � ,  
told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
Not a l l  negative words have the negative tone. In  example (21 ), a compound is 
negated but the tone of the compound is not affected: 
2 1 )  
miin2 mal b2 hukl 
3Sg NEG weave 
'She didn' t  weave! '  
When this compound was split, however, as  in (22), the negative tone was 
observed: 
22) �?� f(� � '"E:Y:1l � 
miin2 hukl mal t;,6 
3Sg loom NEG weave.NEG 
'She didn' t/doesn't  weave. '  
Further investigation remains to  be done on  changed tone Phake, to  identify in  
which circumstances thi s  tonal alteration is possible and in which it is  not. Several reasons 
were advanced by Phake informants themselves as to why this changed tone was used, and 
these are discussed below in the section of the syntax of negation in 8.6.3. 
6.2.4.5.3 The imperative tone in Phake 
The imperative in Tai Phake is marked either by a particle ta� which is usually 
utterance final, or by the use of one of the three TAM2 markers, kii' 'GO' , mii2 'COME' 
and waj4 'KEEP' (see below 8.5 .7.5) realised with a special tone, here notated as _8. The 
features of this tone are that it is  short, high and possibly glottalised. It is  exemplified in 
(23). 
¥ 'i ur..Y5m[ on � �6 11 23) cYJl � 
h�m2 kau l khun4 taIJ2 nai4 kal ka8 su5 su5 
house ISg road this go GO.IMP straight 
"'For my house, take this road and go straight ! ' "  
(Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � , No. (5 1 )  � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet (1) 
When this process was first observed, the quality of this tone was discussed with 
Aithown Che Chakap, and it was concluded that its tonal features were simi lar to the key 
features of the third tone, so 'GO.IMP' in (23) was notated as ka� However, this tone has 
been notated differently here, because it is a short high tone, whereas the third tone is 
usually low. 
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The same tone is also found on the hortative marker S;)8 CD .  This word, exemplified 
in (24) is an example of tonal alteration applied to the Phake word 5;) " to persuade' .  
24) '\.Jl{ Ml d3 -Q ¥ II .. 
S:>8 kat tis naii2 th�nt 
let 's  go place in forest. 
' ''Let's  go to the forest". ' 
(Story of the foolish king � ,  No. (56) � ,  told by Be Nyan Khet CD )  
Analogous tonal alterations may also occur i n  Khamti. I n  the revised Khamti 
alphabet devised by Chaw Khouk Manpoong (see 7.3 below), in addition to marking the 
fi ve citation tones and two types of unstressed syl lables, there are two additional tones (the 
8th and 9th) which may mark some kind of prosodic function or perhaps something similar 
to the question tone discussed above in 6.2.4.5 . 1 .  
6.2.4.6 Tone assignment in loan words 
Tai Phake words which are reflexes of proto Southwestern Tai words usually have 
a tone which is the reflex of the proto tone of that word. However, words borrowed into a 
tonal language have to acquire tone, and the process by which this is done in the Tai 
languages of Assam is not yet fully  understood. 
. 
The l ate Aimya Khang Gohain very careful ly notated the tones in that part of 
Grandfather teaches Grandchildren � which he assisted me to analyse. Several loan 
words from Phake occur in that work, and some of these are li sted in Table 6.28: 
Table 6.28: Tone assignment in loan words from Pali 
Tai Phake word Phonemic transcription English Gloss 
w�p�JX5 saki kal ritl 'era' 
O))J3tq ta2 tj l ya4 'third' 
qV3.JX)) al ni l ca4 'changing' 
In each case, the unstressed middle syllable was notated by Aimya Khang as the 
first tone, which is a level tone. This raises the question of whether there are toneless 
syllables in Tai Phake, and whether the first tone is in some sense a default tone. In this 
regard it i s  interesting to note that in Chau Khouk Manpoong's system of tonal marking for 
Khamti, there is a special mark for such unstressed syl lables. This mark is  not one of the 
five ci tation tones (see 7.3). 
Discussion with other informants suggests that the normal pattern of tone 
assignment for polysyllabic loans, often from Pali ,  is that the first few syllables will be 1 st 
tone, and the last syl lable wi l l  either be 1 st tone, 2nd tone or 4th tone. The 3rd, 5th and 6th 
tone seem rarely to be used in such borrowed words. 
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It i s  interesting to observe that the three tones found in  final position in borrowed 
words, the 1 st, 2nd and 4th, are also the only tones found in the final syl lable of the line in a 
poem in khe2 khyiiIJ2 style (see for example Poem in the khe2 khyiiIJ2 style: How Stephen 
Morey came to the Tai Phakes � ). 
type: 
25) 
Example (25) demonstrates a number of these borrowed words, indicated by bold 
'£.tt5 
woil cem2 
bless 
CJ3c3cYt01@i 
sil lil kukl tra4 
Silikuktra 
c.q�'o-JL c.q�ml 
yal mal t:>2 yal mal ka2 
Yamato Yamaka 
c.q��[ 
yal mal maIJ4 
Yamama 
d3 .rnY5 "1 �[ m /;.rx5 � 1 / � 
tIs an2 puml m;)1)2 phai2 hetl cau3 
which eLF reign country demon make RESP 
'Blessings to Silikuktra, to Yamaka and Yamama, who reign in the 
Kingdom of the Demons. '  
(Phake Prayer, Prayer of Blessings � ,  No. (25) � ,  
told by Sam Thun Wingkyen CD) 
6.3 Aiton 
The fol lowing information about Tai Aiton phonology is largely based on a word 
list containing 1 924 items collected in �')'i!X(� (baan3 nam3 thum3) Duburoni vi l lage, 
Golaghat district, Assam in December 1 999 and January 2000. The complete word l ist 
appears as the Tai Aiton Dictionary � .  
The infonnant for this word l ist was Chaw Bidya Thoumoung CD ,  a 35 year old 
male teacher who had been ordained as a monk for several years, is fully l iterate in Tai 
script and is educated in the l iterature of the Tai Aiton. His parents are both Tai Aiton and 
one of his maternal uncles is the Tai pandit Nabin Shyam Phalung CD ,  and another is the 
expert story-teller, Sa Cham Thoumoung CD .  
In some cases the data from the word list has been supplemented b y  information 
gained from the analysis of the texts which form the basis of this study. In the opinion of 
the writer, the phonological sketch below represents the present standard in the Aiton 
vi l lages. 
6.3.1 Consonants 
The Aiton phoneme inventory is presented in  Table 6.29. The symbols adopted for 
use in  the Aiton-English dictionary have been used here. They are basically the same as 
those used by Banchob ( 1987) for Phake. Additionally, however there are two phonemes in 
Aiton, <b> and <d>, which are not found at all in Phake, and I have decided to use <3> in 
place of <y>, because of the strong fricativisation which characterises this consonant in 
Aiton. This wil l  be discussed in detai l below in  6.3. 1 . 1 .6. 
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Table 6.29: Consonant Phonemes in Aiton 
Bi labial Dental I Palatal Velar Glottal 
Voiced Stops b 
Voiceless unaspirated stops p 
Voiceless aspirated stops ph 
Nasals m 
Voiceless fricative 
Voiced fricative 
Semi vowel w 
Rhotic Approximant 
Lateral Approximant 
6.3.1.1 Realisation of the Consonants 
6.3. 1 . 1. 1  Voiced Stops 
Alveolar 
d 
t 
th 
n 
s 
r 
c 
n 
3 
k 
kh 
lJ 
h 
The voiced stops, fbI and Id/, in Aiton are reflexes of the preglottal i sed initials *?b 
and *?d in proto Southwestern Tai7. In every other variety of the Shan group spoken today, 
the reflexes of *?b and *?d have merged with the reflexes of other proto Tai consonants 
(usually 1m! or Iwl and Inl or 11/ respectively) and the distinctions found in the proto 
language have been lost. 
For example, in Phake, the reflexes of *?b and *?d have merged with 1m! and In! 
respectively. In Khamyang, they appear to have merged with 1m! and /11 respectively. On 
the other hand, the reflexes of these two proto phonemes are realised as fbi and Id/ 
respectively in  both Standard Thai and Lao, and possibly to some extent in  Ahom, which at 
least had a distinctive glyph for Id/ (see below 6.5. 1) .  
In Bidya Thoumoung's  word list, most words with Ibl or Id/ initials can also be 
realised with the homorganic nasal initial, as in the examples l isted in Table 6.30: 
Table 6.30: Initial Id/ in Aiton .. 
Assamese Gloss 
to smell 
suwa to see 
Tai Aiton 
dum2, num2 
duu2, nuu2 
In careful speech, both of these voiced stops are real ised as sl ightly prevoiced [mb] 
and ["d], as they often are in Tai languages where these phonemes are sti l l  found. This i s  
clearly audible in Bidya Thoumoung's pronunciation of  dum� 
In present day Aiton, almost all of the words with initial Ibl or /d/ have variants in 
initial 1m! and In! respectively. This may be due to the influence of the writing system, in  
which there i s  no separate character for fbI or /d/ (see below 7.2. 1 ). Alternatively i t  may be 
7 Li Fang-kuei ( 1 977) reconstructs these as also being reflexes of combinations of preglottalised stop and 
approximants, such as *?bl and *?dl. 
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due to the influence of the other Tai varieties in  which these sounds do not occur 
contrastively. 
This variation with the homorganic nasal stops means that there is a reduced 
functional load for both voiced stops, at least in regard to words of Tai origin. The extent 
to which these two phonemes are perhaps increasing in use for words borrowed from 
Assamese, such as names, is not c lear. One example of the persistence of fbi with 
borrowed words is the name of the principal informant, Bidya Thoumoung, where bidya i s  
an Assamese name based on the Sanskrit word vidyfi 'knowledge' ,  (Sanskrit *v > *b in 
eastern Indo-Aryan). 
Banchob Bandhumedha, in her Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary � ,  also inc ludes 
six words with initial Ig/. All of these words have initial Igr-I clusters and are al l  
onomatopoeic words. They include gri1)2 grc1)2 ' the sound of a thunder bolt' and g1":)2 gr:J2 
'the sound of children sleeping' . Since all Aitons are bilingual in Assamese and Assamese 
has a distinctive phoneme Ig/, it is clear that they can pronounce this sound. In this study, 
however, no evidence has been found of IgI as a phoneme. 
6.3. 1 . 1 .2  Voiceless unaspirated stops 
The bilabial, dentallalveolar and velar stops, Ipl, It! and Ik/ respectively are found 
both in initial position and in syllable final position. In initial position each of them is 
articulated with slight force. For Khamti , Harris ( 1976) said of this, referring to It! that i t  is 
'probably always accompanied by a simultaneous weak glottal stop m.' 
Table 6.3 1 :  Initial It! in  Aiton � 
Assamese Gloss Tai Aiton 
� ud3:-> I bright t:->I) I 
9f1\5 pat big leaf, banana leaf t:->I]2 
(9i\5 pEt stomach t:->1)3 
In final position, each of these phonemes is generally unreleased as [p'], [f] and [k']. 
Table 6.32 gives some examples of final I-k/: 
Table 6.32: Final Ik/ in Aiton � 
Assamese 
«Rf�mrr bera m:->riuwa 
� d3ukha 
Gloss 
to hammer 
to weight 
Tai Aiton 
The palatal stop Icl is usual ly released as an affricate [tIP]. Harris ( 1 976: 1 1 7) 
reported that the cognate sound in Khamti 'represents a voiceless laminal-prepalatal (or 
alveolo-palatal) affricate [tIP]. The naITOW grooved fricative release is very short i n  
duration. '  The initial realisation of the palatal stop i s  exemplified i n  Table 6.33. It does not 
occur in syl lable final position. 
Table 6.33: Initial Icl in Aiton .c 
Assamese 
musa 
at 
6.3. 1 . 1 .3  Voiceless aspirated stops 
Gloss 
to wipe 
seven 
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Tai Aiton 
Voiceless aspirated stops are often realised as voiceless fricatives at the same place 
of articulation, as shown in (26). The exception to this is Ithl, for which an alveolar 
fricative allophone is unavailable because there is a separate phoneme lsi. 
26) Iph/ � 
Ikhl � 
[<I>J , [phJ 
[x) , [lC') 
For the corresponding phonemes in Khamti, Harris stated that Iph/ 'represents a 
voiceless aspirated bi labial affricate [p<l>h) '  ( 1 976: 1 16) and Ikhi 'represents a voiceless 
aspirated dorso-velar affricate [kxh) ' ( 1 976: 1 1 8). In Aiton, whilst there may be some 
affrication in the fricative realisation of these phonemes, it does not appear to be as strong 
as Harris '  statements suggest. Furthermore, this phoneme certainly also has a voiceless 
stop allophone. 
Table 6.34 presents examples of the phonemes Iph/ and Ikhi. 
Table 6.34: Initial lkhl .c and Iph/ .c in Aiton 
Assamese Gloss Tai Aiton 
� bis:lra to seek khaal 
� sak:lr servant khaa3 
� tika thigh khaal 
� kapur cloth phaa3 
� bEr wall (of the house) phaal 
� akhan sky phaa3 
When praying or intoning Pali language, Tai Aiton speakers fol low the Burmese 
practice of dentalising the reflex of Pali *s. In Burmese this reflex is pronounced as [eJ, 
which is not a phoneme in any of the Tai languages. Among the Tai Aitons, this reflex of 
Pali *s is pronounced as a dental stop which is slightly fricativised. It would probably be 
regarded as Itl by the Aitons. 
Banchob Bandhumedha, in the Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary � ,  distinguishes 
two phonemes If I and Iph/. Many of the words in the Iph/ section of her dictionary are 
transcribed with both initial phonemes as variants, as for example the word for 'sky' which 
she notates both as pha4 and fa4 . Those words l isted under If I, on the other hand, do not 
have a Iphl initial as a variant, such as te2 'to be born, as cattle' and fat8 'to be astringent' ,  
the latter word being a reflex of a word with Proto Southwestern Tai initial *f-. No 
evidence has been found in the present investigation for suggesting that Iph/ and If I are 
different phonemes. 
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Sometimes both the aspirated stop and fricativised pronunciations are found in the 
same text. In example (27), where Nabin Shyam is reading from an old manuscript in the 
Ahom script, there are two words with initial Iphl, the first pronounced [<pawl] and the 
second [phit l] .  
27) vvt � �� V\{,t vMl J � �vi t>.{t " � 
sa1) 1 phawl phit l  lUl)1 k:)3 maw2 naa1) 2 khaw3 caw2 thW1J I 
i f  who wrong big LINK 2Sg lady think amve 
'If someone does wrong, oh lady, think wel l . '  
(Aiton text, Advice to women � ,  No. (24) � ,  told by Nabin Shyam Phalung CD )  
6.3. 1. 1 .4 Nasals 
Of the four nasal phonemes, lfit is the least common, and the most restricted in 
distribution, occurring only in word initial position. The graph for ? lfit i s  frequently 
written in syllable final position, fol lowing the vowel Iii or lui. After Iii it is pronounced Inl 
and causes the vowel to be pronounced lEI. When it follows lui it i s  pronounced Iii as 
discussed below in 7.2.2. Final -? I-fit in writing i s  never pronounced as lfit. 
Words with initial 15/ are more frequent in  Aiton than in Phake. Several of the 
Aiton words with initial In! have variants that begin with other consonants, as shown in 
Table 6.35. 
Table 6.35: Some variations with initial /fit � 
Assamese Aiton Alternate 
� d:lr:lb ?'JL 5aa
3 
W1 3aa
3 medicine 
�<n n:lna uf>{; 5in2 �j� lJin2 hear 
\5m� d3IJ:lr ?1 nawl c.4 3awl big 
When comparing initial In-I and initial 11]-/, with reference to the words for 
'wisdom' ,  and 'draw a line ' ,  Bidya Thoumoung spoke sentence example (28): 
28) 
an2 
eLF 
!Janl an2 
draw eLF 
nE3 
DEF 
nanl an2 
wisdom eLF 
nE3 
DEF 
!Jan I 
draw 
'This one is 'to draw a line' , 1)iin � and this  one is  'wisdom' ,  this one is 
'to draw a line. ' 
(Aiton sentence spoken by Bidya Thoumoung) 
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The other three nasal consonants are very widely distributed in both initial and final 
positions. In final positions they are sometimes pronounced somewhat longer than in initial 
position, such as the various words pronounced on the syllable [:YO in Table 6.3 1 above. A 
spectrogram analysis CD of bl) l 'bright' � shows that the vowel lasts for about 0.3 seconds 
and the final nasal coda for another 0.3 seconds. 
6.3. 1 .1 .5 Fricatives 
Of the many fricatives posited in proto Southwestern Tai (see above 6. 1 . 1 . 1 )  two 
have been maintained unaltered in Aiton. These are the voiceless alveolar fricative lsI and 
the voiceless glottal fricative Ih/. However, as wil l  be argued in 6.3. 1 .2 below, some of the 
other consonants are becoming fricativised. 
For example, as mentioned above in 6.3. 1 . 1 .3, the voiceless aspirated stops are 
often released as fricatives in the same place of articulation. Furthermore there is  strong 
fricativisation of both semi vowels, which is so strong in the case of the palatal semivowel 
Iyl that I have chosen to notate it as <3> rather than <y>. 
There is sometimes palatalisation of the fricati ve /sl when it precedes a front vowel. 
In example (29. 1), the /s/ in siF 'four' is palatalised, whi lst that in saa1 'PRT' in (29.2) i s  
not. 
29. 1 )  .rn2� 21 c-q EY.1l8 13 21 CJB ift(2� 
an2 naP phal tal wi j l  hau2 naP sii l cun2 
eLF this earth 1Pl this four part 
CJB ift(2) 21 qoo[m 21 
si i '  cun2 naP u l  talJ l ku3 ru3 naP 
four part this Utangkuru this 
'This earth of ours has four parts, and one of those parts is  Utangkuru. '  
29.2) Dt2m '9 �[ W:: II � 
tun3 maP b3 IUlIJ I saal lalJ l din2 b3 lUlIJ l saal 
tree LINK yellow PRT ground LINK yellow PRT 
'(There) the trees were yellow and the ground was also yel low. ' 
(Aiton text, Why Buddha was born in this world � ,  Nos. (2)-(3) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung <D) 
However in  Bidya' s  l ist, there is  little appreciable difference in initial Is/ when 
fol lowed by Ia! or by front vowels, as indicated in Table 6.36: 
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Assamese 
� 
� 
�"l 
� 
.iftcf 
� 
fu�� 
6.3. 1. 1 .6 Semivowels 
Table 6.36: Initial lsi in Aiton 
Gloss 
ruwa to stay 
gabh:>fU female 
bIh twenty 
khuta post 
hil morality 
mekhela sklrt 
Sl]1:>ra to roar 
Tai Aiton 
sau2 � 
saau! � 
saau2 � 
saul � 
sin ! � 
sin3 � 
sen l � 
As mentioned earlier, both semi vowels are often realised as homorganic voiced 
fricatives, with Iyl being realised as [3] and Iwl as [/3] .  This tendency is so strong in the 
case of the palatal semi-vowel that the symbol <3> has been chosen for use in the Aiton 
dictionary and in the Aiton transcriptions in this study. 
Table 6.37: Initial Iwl � and 131 � in Aiton 
Assamese Gloss Tai Aiton 
'6/ICDI�1 asora to scratch wak3 
�rrr dhlilla wax, gum waak! 
rrrs �  nau buwa to row wak3 
� aSe Be 3al)2 
� �  dal)i db:>ra to shave 3al) ! 
<.!IN etba Gum 3aalJ2 
In the other Tai languages, variations in the phonetics of these two semi vowels 
have been noticed. For example, Harris stated that in Khamti : ,  '/wl represents a voiced 
labio velar approximant [w] or a voiced bilabial approximant [u] ' ( 1 976: 1 16) and '/yl 
represents a voiced front-palatal approximant Ul or a voiced front-palatal fricative IJ] .  In 
syll able final position this symbol represents a close front unrounded vowel [ i ] ' 
( 1976: 1 17). 
The symbol Ivl (voiced labio-dental fricative) is  frequently used for the reflex of 
proto *w in some Tai varieties. Jerry Edmondson (pers. comm.) has assured me that the 
realisation of this phoneme in some Shan languages is indeed the labio-dental lvi, not the 
bilabial 1/31 which is observed for Aiton. 
Both [y] and [3] are allophones of this  phoneme, which seems to be often 
pronounced Iyl in  very careful speech or when reading manuscripts. A good example of the 
variation in the use of the palatal semivowel (ly/) phoneme is found in the following 
example, where the text has been transcribed narrowly: 
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30) wE q d3 cO 
3aIJ2 uul t i i2 thaP 
have STAY place here 
'Yes there is one here. '  
(Aiton text, Explanation of the Spirit house � ,  No. (69) !; ,  spoken by 
Sui Khong Thoumoung CD) 
Since the phoneme !-y is clearly a reflex of the proto Southwestern Tai I*yl (see 
6. 1 . 1 . 1 ), it might be argued that it should be written as <y>. In the various Aiton texts 
which form the basis of this study, it is pronounced [3] in most spoken texts although, as 
mentioned earlier, Aiton speakers wil l  pronounce [y] when reading from manuscripts. The 
decision to write this phoneme as <3> was taken in order to reflect current spoken practise. 
However the symbol <y> is used for this phoneme when it  appears in initial consonant 
clusters (see below 6.3.3 . 1 ). All of the words in which Iyl appears as the second member of 
an initial consonant c luster are borrowed words, mostly from Burmese. 
6.3. 1 . 1. 7 Approximants 
Two approximants are found in Aiton, the lateral approximant III and the rhotic 
approximant Ir/. The rhotic approximant is often not found as a ful l  phoneme in languages 
of the Tai fami ly, although it i s  present in the writing of almost all the Tai varieties and 
some type of rhotic is often pronounced in careful speech . In Standard Thai, for example, 
tri l l  [r] is real ised in careful speech where in everyday speech the /r/-/ll contrast has been 
largely neutralised. 
In Aiton, however, Irl is definitely a ful l  phoneme both in initial position and as the 
second member of an initial consonant cluster (see below 6.3.3 . 1 ). Unlike in Standard 
Thai, the rhotic in  Aiton i s  not a tri l l  but is definitely an approximant with fairly strong 
retroflexion. It would be best phonetically described as either [1] or [.u . In this study, 
however, it wil l  notated phonemically as Ir/. 
Table 6.38: Initial Irl in Aiton � 
Assamese Gloss Tai Aiton 
,-=,''5"ff bhoga broken raakl 
�� ghin bra to hate raIJ3 
fik4'It1I"lI!:i d3ikunubah nest raIJ2 
When reading the words in Table 6.38, Bidya Thoumoung stated that there is a 
variant in initial Ih/ for several of these words, as shown in Table 6.39: 
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Table 6.39: Variations of initial Irl and Ih/ in Aiton 
Aiton word Alternate Phake Stanard Gloss 
Thai 8:>cY5" raak' ,  rak' flik 'broken' 
8:>[ raIJ2 ral) 'nest' 
It is not, however, the case that all words which are Irl initial in Standard Thai have 
Irl ini tial in Aiton, or that all words which have initial Irl in Aiton are found in Standard 
Thai . Furthermore, there appear to be a number of words which are Irl initial in  Aiton for 
which no variant with initial Ih/ is accepted by the community. 
The preservation of initial Irl in Aiton as a ful l  phoneme is most significant, 
especially in l ight of the preservation of fbI and Id/, discussed above in 6.3 . 1 . 1 . 1 .  As was 
the case with those voiced stops, Ir/ is also a phoneme in Ahom. On the basis of the 
evidence presented thus far, it appears that Aiton is indeed very close to the ancient Ahom 
language. In every other language of the Shan group, the reflexes of proto /*rI have merged 
with Ih/ or some other phoneme. It is only Ahom and Aiton in which this does not occur. 
6.3. 1. 1.8  Glottal Stop 
As discussed above in 6. 1 .4, I do not propose to mark a glottal stop in  front of 
initial vowel segments. Aiton does not require the positing of a glottal stop phoneme in 
order to be able to explain i ts phonemic system or its system of tones, and I believe that i t  
would not be notated by scholars except that they have taken into account the theories of 
syll able structure 6. 1 .3 and the proto Tai tonal system as described by Gedney ( 1972) see 
6. 1 .5.3. 
The marking of a glottal stop in Aiton would not appear to add anything to our 
knowledge of the language. In vowel initial words, a slight glottal onset is present for 
phonetic reasons, but no more than in many languages for which no initial glottal stop 
phoneme is posited. This  glottal onset is apparent in the words given in Table 6.40: 
Table 6.40: Vowel initial words in Aiton 04 
Assamese Gloss Tai Aiton 
� �� dvitiy:> zi second daughter ii I 
� m:>r:>m pity i i i duu2, ii nuu2 
9f�"lf iS71 paJ1c:>m zi fifth daughter ukl 
� khal centre of the palm of the hand UIJ3 
In connected speech any glottal onset is hardly audible, as demonstrated in example 
(3 1 ): 
3 1 ) 
Phonology 
00[9.[ it ,1 q if{j  it ,1 q G if{jtJ0l .. ,) 
tal] 1 IUlJ 1 haw3 nai3 uu l khyem . . .  haw3 naP uul n iF khyem2 saal 
all GIVE get l ive good . . .  GIVE get l ive good good 
'May all be happy. ' 
(Aiton manuscript, Calendar for the year 200112002 � , No. (2. 1 )  � ,  
told by Sui Khong Thoumoung CD) 
6.3. 1 .2 Possible reassignment of  phoneme symmetry 
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It is possible that the weakening of voiceless aspirates to voiceless fricatives and 
the strengthening of semi vowels to voiced fricatives has so changed the phoneme 
inventory for Aiton that it would be better to express it as in Table 6.4 1 :  
Table 6.41 : Realigned Aiton Phoneme Chart 
Voiced Stops 
Voiceless unaspirated stops 
Voiceless aspirated stops 
Nasals 
Voiceless fricative 
Voiced fricative 
Rhotic Approximant 
Lateral Approximant 
Bilabial Dental 1 Palatal 
Alveolar 
b d 
p t c 
th 
m n i'i 
� f 
� 3 
r 
Velar Glottal 
k 
l] 
x h 
Note that to make this table more symmetrical, one might think that Ithl should 
fricativise to [e] , but there is  no evidence of this at this stage. As noted above in 6.3. 1 . 1 .3 ,  
when intoning prayers, the reflex of Pali *s is  pronounced as a dental stop which is slightly 
fricativised. Whether this fricativisation and dentalisation might ever extend by analogy to 
Ithl remains to be seen. 
Table 6.42 presents some minimal pairs of initial /ph/ - reanaJysed as /�/ and /w/, 
reanalysed as 113/ to show the way in which, synchronically at least, it might be possible to 
regard these two phonemes as a voiceless-voiced pair. 
Table 6.42: A new voicing pair in Aiton, I�I .. and /p; .. 
Assamese Gloss Tai Aiton Reanalysed 
� d3ati caste phan2 �an2 
� dukhiya poor phaan 1 �aanl 
Q� 9fQ huk::lri p::lhu type of deer phaan2 �aan2 
Pm mitha sweet waanl f3aanl 
fiR din day wan2 f3an2 
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6.3.2 Vowels 
It i s  the claim of this study that the Aiton vowel system contains seven contrastive 
vowels, as in Table 6.43: 
Table 6.43: Aiton vowels 
I E .,liM : I 
It is interesting to observe that this is the same distribution of vowels as that posited 
for the vowels of Proto Southwestern Tai by Jonsson (see above 6. 1 . 1 .3). Before turning to 
the evidence from the present study, we wi l l  briefly examine previous work on Aiton 
phonology by Banchob Bandhumedha (ms. and 1 977) and Diller ( 1 992). 
6.3.2.1 Previous descriptions 
6.3. 2. 1 . 1  Banchob 
Based on her fieldwork in the Aiton vil lages in  the early 1 970s, Banchob 
Bandhumedha wrote a manuscript Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary � .  Unfortunately  her 
work was never completed and has never been published. Part of this  dictionary has been 
analysed. 
Table 6.44 l i sts the vowel symbols which have been found in the Aiton-English­
Thai Dictionary. 
Table 6.44: Aiton vowels found in the 
Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary (Banchob ms) 
i,I ii,ii U,u 
e,e 0 
€ :> 
a,a 
Length is only contrastive with the vowels <a> and <a>. In the case of all the other 
vowels, Banchob has used a long vowel symbol only in vowel final or open syllables. 
However it does not appear that the contrast between <e> and <€> is phonemic. At least 
for words beginning with IkJ, the symbol <e> is used, with only one exception, for open 
syllables, and the symbol <€> in closed syllables. 
Furthermore, al l of the words which have the vowel lei in Phake are notated in 
Banchob's  Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary with <i>, and the words which are notated in 
Aiton with lei al l have I€I (or lail before a velar, see above 6.2.2.2) in Phake. Some of these 
are l i sted in Table 6.45 : 
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Table 6.45: Comparison of Aiton front vowels in Banchob's Aiton-English-Thai 
Dictionary with the Phake-English-Thai Dictionary (Banchob 1 987) 
Aiton-English-Thai Phake-English Thai Dictionary 
Gloss Dictionary (Banchob 1987) 
kil)2 kel)2 
kel]9 kail)3 
ke8 k€ 1 
ke9 k€3 
khiIJ8 al khil) l 
khilJ8 khel) I 
khil) I khel) I 
khel) 7 khail)6 
khel)9 khail)5 
iron tripod 
to use sticks to clean the bowels 
old, mature 
to loosen 
time 
to compete with 
shelf 
hard 
shin 
There are some contrasts observed between the back vowels <0> and <:J>, such as 
k09 'a measure word for persons' and k:J9 'too, a word for emphasising ' .  A similar contrast 
was found in the word l ist elicited from Bidya Thoumoung (see below 6.3.2.2.3). However 
in both Banchob's Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary and in Bidya Thoumoung's  l ist, the 
only words which appear with [0] are those which in Phake have the phoneme I:J/, and all 
of the words which in Phake have the vowel 101 are notated <u> by Banchob. It appears 
therefore that the Aiton recorded by Banchob showed a merger of */u/ and *101, as wel l  as 
a merger of */il and */e/, suggesting a seven vowel system, as given above in Table 6.43. 
Fortunately, some recordings made by Dr Banchob have survived8. Her principal 
informant, the late Ai Ne Phalung, or Mohendra Shyam, told the Story of the ghosts and 
the precious opium pipes � which includes the words SI[/ 'end' (sig3 in Phake) and fig3 
'hit' (teg] in Phake). The spectrogram analysis <D shows that these two words are clearly 
spoken on the same vowel,  namely [i) . 
On the other hand, Banchob's  observation that the words for 'human c lassifier' and 
'LINK' were not the same, seems to be confirmed by examining Story of the ghosts and the 
precious opium pipes. Example (32) contains a token of k:J3 'human c lassifier' and 
example (33) k:J3 'LINK' .  
32) '01. � ,� � �[ '9 '1?� ro'2� II � 
p;,2 thau3 me2 thau3 S:JI] I b3 kun2 phaan l 
father old mother old two eLF person poor 
'(Once upon a time) there was an old man and an old woman. '  
(Aiton Story, Story of the forest ghosts and the opium pipes � ,  No. ( 1 )  � ,  
told by Mohendra Shyam <D) 
8 1 a m  deeply grateful t o  D r  Navavan Bandhumedha for making these available t o  me. 
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33) 
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'1?� � .rn?� ?)£ �?� £ 
kun2 thau3 an2 nan3 khwn l k:ml 
person old CLF that again 
13 ccYJL. wE q m?� ro?� ?1 c.S II 
hau2 b3 saIJl daal kan2 phan2 nai3 siP 
1PI LINK if  quarrel RECIP l ike this PRT 
13 ccYJL. q �CY5" rf? 3 c.S II � 
hau2 b3 tal maakl kaP kaP waP si i l 
I PI LINK will  rich quickly KEEP PRT 
That neighbour said, "If we quarrel l ike this we too wil l  become rich very soon". ' 
(Aiton Story, Story of the forest ghosts and the opium pipes I§ ,  No. (25) I§ ,  
told by Mohendra Shyam CD) 
An audio fi le � with the words [k03] 'CLF and [b3] 'LINK' has been made using the 
tokens of these words from examples (32) and (33). This shows that, phonetically at least, 
the vowels are not the same. This is confirmed by the spectrogram analysis CD. From the 
analysis of the recordings made by Dr Banchob, this is the only minimal pair so far 
identified that suggests a contrast between the mid-close and mid-open back vowels. 
6.3.2. 1 .2 Diller (1992) 
Diller ( 1992: 1 7) presented a ten vowel system, stating that 'Ten vowel contrasts 
common in many Tai varieties apply to Khamti and also to Phake and Aiton: 
ill u e y a a aa o .  , 
This is a different finding from that in this study. Dil ler presents a story, Ghosts of 
the jungle ( 1 992:26-38), which is very similar to The story of the forest spirit and the first 
daughter � .  Table 6.46 li sts al l the words notated by DiI Ier with [u] or [0] in the Ghosts of 
the jungle. 
There are number of irregular correspondences here. Of particular interest is the 
fact that some words which are have l*uJ as the nucleus being notated by Diller with [0] as 
hog3 'to cook' . ,  while some words which have 1*01 as the nucleus are notated with [u], as 
lug 'descend'.  This suggests that the distinction between [u] and [0] might not be 
phonemic. 
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Table 6.46: Words notated by Dil ler with [u] or [0] 
in the Ghosts o/the jungle (Di l ler 1 992:26-38) 
Tai word Phake form Form in Di l ler ( 1 992) Proto form Gloss 
"1� kon2 kon *konA2 person 
9.[ lorJ6 IOlJ3 *hluaIJA1  big 
if(05 khut l khut3 *khutDS l to dig 
�cY5� luk3 sau6 l uk-saaw3 *lukDLA daughter 
q til ?u3 *?uuB3 to stay 
9.[ IOlJ2 lUI] *JolJA4 descend 
�cY5 luk3 luk from 
OJ( t02 tu *tuaA2 eLF 
f[6 h06 h03 *huaA l head 
q urn3 ?om2 *umC3 to hold 
f[[ hUI]6 hOlJ3 *hulJA1  to  cook 
"1. nW nu3 *hnuAI rat 
6.3.2.2 Present Investigation 
As discussed above in 6.3.2, the finding of this study is that there are seven 
contrastive vowels in Aiton, with one of the contrasts being one of length between fa! and 
faa!. This is restated in Table 6.47: 
34) 
Table 6.47: Vowel phonemes in Aiton 
rn u 
a, aa 
The relation between Aiton and Phake vowels (see 6.2.2) is shown in (34) 
Phake [i ,e] > Aiton [ i )  
Phake [1>]  > Aiton [1>] 
Phake [ill,:;)] > Aiton [rn] 
Phake [a,aa] > Aiton [a,aa] 
Phake [u,o] > Aiton [u] 
Phake [;,] > Aiton [;'],  [0] 
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The symbols <e> and <0> have been chosen for the Aiton mid vowels rather than 
<e> and <0>, because <e> and <0> in Aiton correspond with <e> and <0> in Phake. 
6.3.2.2. 1 Front vowels 
Given the divergence between the various reconstructions of proto Southwestern 
Tai vowels, the following discussion has been framed in terms of Fang Kuei Li 's  
reconstruction (see 6. 1 . 1 .3) of a nine vowel system. In Aiton, proto */el has been raised to 
iii, thus neutral i sing a contrast which is sti l l  very clear in Phake. Table 6.48 i l lustrates this 
merger for closed syl l ables. 
Table 6.48: Merger of iii and lei in Aiton 
Assamese Aiton � Phake � Gloss 
� ada tR[ khit:J ! tR[ khi1J6 'ginger' 
l5tZ saIJ tR[ khiIJ ! tR[ kheIJ ! 'shelf' 
The raising of lei > iii may have been happening for a long period of time. Table 
6.49, based on Grierson ( 1 904:214-233), gives transcriptions of some words with front 
vowels from his comparative word l ist. It appears to show the raising of lei to Iii. 
Table 6.49: Proto *liI, */el and *Ie/ as recorded by Grierson ( 1904) 
Grierson's  Aiton Phake Aiton (this study) Gloss 
Lik lek! l ik!  iron 
Lin l in4 
Kin kin2 
Lin (len) len5 
Chich (chet) cet' 
Pit (pet) pet! 
Pin pen2 
lin3 
kin2 
len2 
cit '  
pet! 
pin2 
tongue 
eat 
run 
seven 
eight 
be 
However, we must be wary of Grierson' s  transcriptions, as they seem to be based 
only on the written forms, as shown by the form for 'run ' ,  which would be written cS!I)5, 
which Grierson notates as <lin>. This does not suggest that the vowel Iii is present, rather 
that the symbol .!: , which can indicate [i) ,  [e) or [e) in closed syllables, was employed (for 
the notation of front vowels in Tai script, see below 7.2.3). 
Banchob, on the other hand, was a very careful observer. As discussed above in 
6.3.2. 1 . 1 ,  where she writes lei in Phake, Banchob usually writes Iii for Aiton. Table 6.50, 
based on Banchob ( 1977), which was originally written in Thai orthography, i l lustrates 
this: 
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Table 6.50: Proto */il and */el as recorded by Banchob (20/311 977) 
Aiton Phake Putative proto fonn 
(Banchob 1 977) (Banchob 1 987) (after Li 1 977) 
cit I cetl 
Cip l cepl *cepD2 
pTk l pik l *pi(i)kD2 
pit l  PEt l  *petD2 
bit l mitl *?bitD3 
bit I metl  *?betD3 
cit4 cet4 *chetD4 
Gloss 
'seven ' 
'to be i l l '  
'wing' 
'duck' 
'to twist' 
' fishhook' 
'to wipe' 
In general, proto *e in open syllables is  realised as [ i]  in the data from Bidya 
Thoumoung, such as 3[2 'granary' and 3[J 'eldest daughter' . These two words are recorded 
by Banchob in the Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary as yr and yP'respectively, showing that 
in open syllables the I*el > /il merger had occurred at least by the time that Banchob 
researched the Aiton language in the late 1960s and early 1 970s. 
Bidya Thoumoung also provided some examples in open syl lables of the merger of 
leI to leI, l isted here in Table 6.5 1 .  However these words do not merge with lEI in 
Banchob' s  Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary. 
Table 6.51 :  Merger of */el and */EI in Bidya Thoumoung's l ist and comparison 
with Banchob' s  Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary 04 
Assamese Aiton - recorded by Aiton - Phake Gloss Bidya Thoumoung Banchob 
� n::>g::>r tro CE2 ,,ro cs5 'city '  
� kag::>s ,tro CE3 ct9 ,,ro ce3 'paper' 
� diyai ,tro CE2 ct9 ,,ro ce5 'to soak in 
� thuwa water' 
One early example of the merger of leI > Iii in open syllables is provided in the 
Treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs � ,  No. (44) � ,  where the word t..3 3jp ' 1 st 
daughter' is found. The manuscript was written about 1950 and although it is now 
somewhat damaged and the consonant can no longer be ful ly made out, the vowel _G [ i i ]  
can sti l l  c learly be seen on the top line of the second half of the page, to the right (see 
photograph of manuscript, page 2 <D). It is fortunate that Nabin Shyam Phalung made a 
transcription of this manuscript before it was damaged by wonns. The Phake equivalent is 
ye� written cw o  
In another Aiton manuscript, the word for 'wife'  i s  written as ,� <mE>, as shown 
in example (35). Since this manuscript deals with the history of all the Tai people prior to 
coming to Assam, it may have been copied from another source rather than composed in 
the Aiton village. If so, it may have been composed by a Tai speaker for whom there was a 
contrast between /iI, leI and lei. 
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35) ,� I I  
au2 mi i2(me2) cau3 pa miu pum pin2 mi i2(me2) 
take wife RESP Pa Miu Pum become wife 
'After that, the God Yot Pha Mok Kham Naeng came down from the 
heavens and took Chau Pa Miu Pum's wife to be his own. '  
(Aiton manuscript, History from the time of the ancestor Chaw Tai 
Lung up until Sukapha � ,  No. (20) � )  
6.3.2.2.2 Central Vowels 
As with the front vowels, it appears that in Aiton there is complete merger of the 
central vowels. The close back spread vowel symbol [w] has been chosen to represent this, 
just as the close front [ i ]  and close back [u] are being used. 
Table 6.52 shows this merger: 
Table 6.52: Merger of */w/ and */y/ in Aiton 
Assamese Aiton � Phake � Gloss 
'C5lGIT sola c46 sm3 c46 sa3 'shirt' 
('9fR pon c46 sm2 c46 sIP 'straight' 
<fM bagh c46 sml c46 S�6 'tiger' 
W-lr kina c46 sm3 c46 su4 'to buy' 
The Aitons and the Phakes are wel l  aware of the difference between their languages 
in this regard. In Phake, the words mii2 'hand' and m.,2 'return home' are c learly different 
(see Table 6. 13  in 6.2.2). When a groups of Phakes and Aitons met together to discuss the 
differences between their languages, Nabin Shyam Phalung maintained that in Aiton these 
two words are c learly the same, here notated as mUJ� 
6.3.2.2.3 Back Vowels 
Whereas in the case of the front vowels, there has clearly been a merger of three 
phonemes into two, and in the case of the central vowels a clear merger of two phonemes 
into one, there remains some evidence for three back vowels in Aiton. 
In general, as with the front and central vowels, the mid-high back vowel has 
merged to the high vowel, especially in closed syllables. This  is exemplified in Table 6.53: 
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Table 6.53: Merger of */01 and *luI in Aiton � 
Assamese Aiton Phake Gloss 
9fi� p5kh:>r cYt']� kun
3 
cYtvS' kon
3 'bottom' 
fll�pu� misa mas cYt[ kruJ
3 
cYt[ 
kruJ3 'shrimp' 
It appears that this merger of 10/ > lui in c losed syllables has been occurring for 
many years. Grierson ( 1 904) records the Aitons as pronouncing the word for 'person' as 
<Kun>, although, as discussed above (see 6.3.2.2. 1 )  we cannot be sure that this is not 
simply fol lowing the written form. 
In addition, Banchob ( 1 977) recorded a number of words that are reflexes of both 
proto *0 and *u, as having the vowel <u>. These are li sted in Table 6.54, and compared 
with her recording of the same word in Phake. 
Table 6.54: Merger of *luI and *101 in Aiton, after Banchob (20/3/ 1 977) 
Aiton Phake Gloss 
(Banchob) (Banchob) 
kU2 k02 to fear 
kun2 
hiP 
SUlJ3 
sut4 
phun6 
tukl 
kon2 
hU2 
SOIJ I  
sot" 
phon6 
tokl 
person 
hole 
to send 
to sip 
rain 
to fal l  
A n  examination of aJl the words beginning with the letter !kl in  Banchob' s  Aiton­
English-Thai Dictionary � shows that in closed syl lables, some Aiton words with reflexes 
of proto *0 are written with <u>, and some with <0>. Examples of these are presented in 
Table 6.55: 
Table 6.55: Merger of *u and *0 in the Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary (Banchob ms) 
Aiton (Banchob Phake Gloss Merger 
Dictionary MS)9 (Banchob 1987) 
kruJ2 kOl)2 'bow' *o > u  
kUl)9 kUl)3 'prawn' *u > u  
kUl)8, kOIJ8 kruJ l 'hunchbacked' *u > U, 0 
kUl)2, kOIJ2 kOIJ2 'hollow' *0 > U, 0 
Banchob only recorded six words beginning with IkI that have <0> in a c losed 
syllable. Two of these are onomatopoeics and all of the others have variants transcribed 
with <u>, as in the examples for 'hunchbacked' and 'hollow' in Table 6.55. The fact that 
9 Banchob notates ten different tones in the A iton-English-Thai Dictionary. Her numbering is maintained in 
this table. Her findings on tone are discussed at 6.3.4. 1 . 1 .  
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Banchob wrote <0> as the vowel of the word 'hunchbacked' , when the vowel is in fact a 
reflex of *u, suggests that her Aiton informant freely mixed [0] and [u], but that they had 
been merged into a single phoneme. . 
In the speech of Bidya Thoumoung, the same merger of proto *u and *0 to lui IS 
also found. However, as mentioned earlier, (see 6.3.2. 1 . 1 ), it appears that in  open syllables 
there may sti l l  be a distinction between 101 and I�I in a small number of cases. 
Table 6.56 exemplifies this contrast. 
Table 6.56: [�] and [0] in open syllables in Aiton � 
Assamese Aiton Phake Gloss 
� b�ndhu cc-q [b3] CMl b3 'friend' CD 
� uruwa cc-q [kOI] CMl bl 'heap' 
\l3M d3�n cc-q [b3], [k03] CMl b4 'eLF' CD 
In the audio for 
Table 6.56, Bidya Thoumoung repeats the words for 'friend' and 'classifier' . The 
repetition makes it c lear that that the pronunciation of the word k:JJ 'Classifier for humans' 
varies between [k03] and [k�3] .  
I n  the texts, there is evidence of the vowel i n  k:JJ 'eLF' being pronounced with a 
higher vowel than bl in a word like k:JJ 'LINK' , just as was observed by Banchob (see 
6.3.2. 1 . 1 ). The same phenomenon is also observed in Aiton texts, as can be seen by 
comparing the vowels of k:JJ <D in (36. 1 )  and (36.2), which are from the same text and the 
same speaker. 
36. 1 )  COO V1l. C9 �[ a II � 
36.2) 
If: 1 khaa 1 b3 W1J 1 daP 
roam search LINK NEG get 
'She went to look for it but could not get it. ' 
(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter � ,  No (7) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung <D) 
Ic[ � C\{M c9 �[ 8'2� � II � 
hW1J l maa2 luk3 b3 IW1J2 pin2 maa2 
long time come child eLF one be come 
'After a long time a child was born. '  
(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter � ,  No (29) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
Laura Tollfree (pers. comm.) pointed out that to her ear the words for 'friend' and 
'eLF for humans' have a different vowel, and she felt that rounding was a key difference 
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between the two. This may suggest that Ib31 'human classifier' i s  weakening to Ib31 in  
Aiton. 
The use of [0] as an allophone of phoneme I:JI is also found in manuscripts, where 
the orthography for 101 is used for words with hi, as shown in example (37): 
37) mJ�9.6 
kant t:J2 
pardon 
(Aiton Manuscript, Calendar for the year 200112002 � , No. (35) � )  
This use of D:[6 for 'OJ[. seems to provide further proof that 101 is no longer a 
separate phoneme. This spelling would never be countenanced by the Phakes, for whom 101 
and I:JI are separate phonemes. Further evidence from the same manuscript has the word 
'head' ,  huu' in Aiton, spelled as f?!S, which would be the spelling in Phake (ho� and in 
older manuscripts. The use of the same orthography for both lui and I:JI strengthens the 
case that the phoneme 101 is no longer contrastive. 
All of the words which have [0] in Aiton are reflexes of words whose vowel is *:J, 
such as ka3 'eLF' or ta2 'to weave' .  The possibi lity of a separate phoneme 101 does not 
change the fact that proto *0 and *u appear to have merged as lui in Aiton. 
38) 
We can summarise this as (38): 
Phake 
lui > 
101 > 
I:JI > 
Aiton 
luI 
lui 
I:JI and perhaps, rarely, 101 
As will be discussed below in  section 6.5.4, i t  i s  at least plausible that the Ahom 
vowel system was also one with just seven contrasts l ike the Aiton. As discussed above in 
the introduction to 6.3. 1 ,  the vowel system found in Aiton today exactly corresponds to 
that proposed by Jonsson ( 199 1 )  for proto Southwestern Tai. If Jonsson is correct, then it i s  
not the case that there has been merger in  Aiton, but  rather there have vowel spli ts in the 
other Tai varieties. 
6.3.2.2.4 Vowel length distinction 
In Aiton, vowels in open syllables are generally long, while those in  closed 
syl lables are shorter. Vowel length is not distinctive, except in the case of Ia!-/aa! where 
length contrast i s  present in closed syllables. 
It may be that the vowel length distinction Ia! versus laa! is being lost in dead (stop 
final) syllables. Table 6.57 gives the measurements in seconds for the vowels of several 
words with Ia! or laa! as the nucleus. It is interesting that the short vowels fol lowed by 
stops are longer than the short vowels fol lowed by nasals in these examples. 
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Table 6.57: Contrastive vowel length in Aiton 04 
Aiton 
Length of Vowel 
Phake 
in Aiton 
OO'2� taanl ' l ike' 0.355" 00v5 tan l 'as valuable as' 
OO'2� taan
3 'to say' 0.275" 00v5 tan3 'to speak' 
e-00'2) taan2 'cancer' 0.46" 
e-00'2) tan2 'to bar' 0. 1 1 " 00v5 tan2 'to close, to bar' 
000 tap l ' l iver' 0.28" 000 tap I 'the l iver' 
000 tap3 'need' 0.225" 000 tap4 'need not, must 
not' 
000 tap3 'a town' 0.28" 000 tap4 'military camps 
siikl in the battlefield' 
As can be seen, there is a very clear difference in the length of the vowels which 
have nasal finals. The word tan2 'to bar' i s  phonemically short and is  clearly much shorter 
than the phonemicall y long words. In the case of toan3 'to say' ,  the vowel length is shorter 
than for taan2 'cancer' .  This may reflect the fact that the 3rd tone was original ly glottalised 
and therefore shorter than the other tones. 
In Table 6.57, all three words with final stops have nuclei which consist of 
phonemically short vowels, yet they are all somewhat longer than the vowel in tan2 'to 
bar' .  As mentioned above, it may be that the length contrast is being reduced for dead 
syllables, and that if no contrast is present (no word taap was recording in Aiton), length is 
no longer important. 
Aiton 
Where there is a phonemic contrast, contrastive length remains, as in  Table 6.58: 
Table 6.58: Contrastive vowel length in dead syllables in Aiton 04 
Length of Phake 
Vowel 
kaap3 'to bite' 0. 17 '  (nO kap4 'to bite' 
'tight' 0.09' 'tight' 
It appears that in words with final stops, the length of faa! is shorter in words with 
the 3rd tone (low fall ing), than those with the 1 st tone (high level). A neutralisation of 
length contrast might then be expected, therefore, to show up first in  words with the 3rd 
tone. 
6.3.2.2.5 Diphthongs 
Table 6.59 l ists the diphthongs identified in Aiton: 
Finals 
Initials 
i 
c 
U 
0 
a 
T bl 6 59 D· h h . Ai a e : Ipl t ongs In 
i w 
- -
- -
Ul -
01 -
ai, aai am 
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ton 
u 
iu 
Ell 
-
-
au, aau 
The decision to categorise these as diphthongs has already been discussed in  6. 1 .2 
above, and the length distinction between lail and laai/ exemplified in Table 6.7 above. The 
diphthong loil is exemplified in Table 6.60: 
Table 6.60: The diphthong loil in Aiton � 
Assamese Gloss 
1iamuk shellfish 
symbol 
to hang 
Tai Aiton 
hoP 
hoj2 
hoP 
The final I-if is longer in both h;)jl 'shellfish' and h;)j2 'symbol, than it is in h;)j3 'to 
hang' . This  is most probably due to the fact that the third tone is shorter than the others, 
because it was originally a glottal tone. 
Table 6.61 exemplifies the dipthong law!. 
Table 6.61 :  The diphthong law! in Aiton � 
Assamese 
6.3.2.2.6 Vowel reduction 
Gloss 
clear 
put in 
Tai Ajton 
Apart from the vowels listed in Table 6.43 above, there is vowel reduction, to 
something approaching schwa, in some unstressed syllables. As discussed above in 6.2.2.3, 
this i s  interpreted in Phake as being either the vowel lUI [w] or I';JI [y]. In Aiton, however, 
these two phonemes are merged as a single phoneme (see above 6.3.2.2.2. 
The reduced vowel of hm/ 'to' � , as pronounced by Sa Cham Thoumoung and the 
back unrounded vowel of hUl!J2 'glare' � , as pronounced by Bidya Thoumoung are not the 
same. The spectrogram for hUl!J2 'glare' CD shows a second formant of around 1 500Hz, 
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suggesting a high back vowel, whereas the spectrogram for h8IJ2 'to' <D ,  although rather 
weak, shows a second formant around 1000Hz. 
6.3.3 Phonotactics 
6.3.3.1 Initial consonant clusters 
Banchob's Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary records the following initial c lusters for 
Aiton, mainly in onomatopoeic words: 
39) br pr 
pI 
phr dr cr sr kr 
kl 
khr gr 
Several of these c lusters appear to be phonemically two syl lable words where the 
first syllable is unstressed and probably pronounced with a unstressed schwa. For example 
Banchob records sra8 'Buddhist monk' ,  which is written tn.1l.8:rl. and transcribed as sa l ral 
in this study. 
40) 
4 1 ) 
Dil ler ( 1 992: 1 5) mentioned only four c lusters, namely: 
pr phr kr khr 
From the word list of Bidya Thoumoung, the clusters li sted in (4 1 )  were recorded. 
pr 
pI 
py 
phr tr khr 
ky 
Of these, several such as Itrl, Ipyl and Ikyl are only found with words that are 
obviously borrowed from Pali or Burmese. 
In Aiton manuscripts, initial c lusters are quite commonly written, as in example 
(42): 
42) 1 ']) mE d3']� ua6 m� 
khau3 nam3 taaIJ2 kin2 khau3 waan 1 
rice water way eat rice sow 
rgy2� @Y� '0 r9l� 00l. �2� / I 
phran2 phrakl huul phrwkl taa2 man2 
seed vegetable head taro knot yam 
'Rice, water, and paddy seeds, Vegetables, the heads of taro and the knots of yam,' 
(Aiton manuscript, Treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs � , No. ( 1 07) � )  <D 
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As mentioned above in  6.3. 1 . 1 .7 ,  Irl in Aiton is  an approximant with some 
retroflexion. This is also apparent when it is the second member in an initial consonant 
cluster, as in khraaJ 'die' � which can be notated as [khJaa] or [kh-taa] .  
6.3.3.2 Epenthetic syllables 
In the names of the days Sunday and Monday, a syllable ka! is inserted in 
pronunciation, as in  example (43). 
43) o .  
(lWlJ2) tal naIJ l kal nuP kam3 bl  
I I  � 
one Sunday Mesua pedunculata 
'First: on Sunday, Mesua pedullculata flowers. ' 
(Aiton Manuscript, Calendar for the year 200112002 � ,  No. (41 )  � ,  
read by Sui Khong Thoumoung CD) 
The Shan spelling of the word for Sunday is  o)'X'lC:,qS, (ta naal): noi,) and 
Banchob wrote ta4 nal)! noP for Phake, both of which lack the epenthetic ka� Thi s  ka! 
probably  arises as a result of a velar nasal being fol lowed by /n! in  the next syllable. 
6.3.4 Tone 
6.3.4.1 Previous Investigations of Aiton 
6.3.4. 1 . 1  Banchob 
6.3.4.1 .1 .1  Banchob (24/4/1977) 
Banchob ( 1977) l isted seven tones which she identified for Aiton. Using the 
methodology of Gedney (see 6. 1 .5.3), Table 6.62 has been derived from the words l isted 
by Banchob (24/4/1 977): 
2 
3 
4 
Table 6.62: Tone Box for Aiton, derived from Banchob (24/411 977) 
A B C � 00 
6 3 (also 1 ,5) 7 1 
2 
7 but very 4 little data 
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Description of Tones: 
1 .  high tone 2. high tone with final fall ing 
3.  low tone with final rising 4. fall ing tone 
5. low tone 6. nsmg tone 
7. falling tone with a high tone at the beginning 
It is clear from the above description that: 
A l  i s  a rising tone, and not merged with B 1 23 
is a high fal ling tone, as it is today 
is a high level tone, as it is today 
A234 
D 1 23 
C4 & D4 is a fal ling tone, probably lower than A234, as it is today. 
Unfortunately Dr Banchob's data do not give a clear enough description of the B 
tone nor C 1 23 for a clear picture to emerge. 
6.3.4.1 .1 .2 Banchob (Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary) 
In the Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary, Banchob notates ten tones, but most of them 
are very infrequently used. Only  tones 1 ,2,8,9 & 10 are used widely throughout the 
manuscript. It appears that Tones 1 and 8 refer to the same toneme, because words l ike kaj8 
'chicken' and kJi 'how many' belong to the same tone box (B l )  and have the same tone in 
other Tai varieties. Tone number 10 is usually reserved for dead or checked syllables. 
Table 6.63 compares Banchob's tones 1 , 8 and 10 with Phake: 
Table 6.63: Comparison of Banchob's  tones 1 , 8 & 1 0  
from the Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary 
Aiton - Banchob (Aiton­
English-Thai Dictionary) 
k08 
kiiIJ I 
kUk lO 
bklO 
bl)8 
bt8 
Phake - Banchob ( 1 987) 
bl 
kiiIJ I 
bkl 
kaukl 
kaUIJ I 
btl 
Gloss 
how many 
heap 
crossbow 
to try 
a glass 
curve 
to embrace 
If we assume that Banchob' s  tones 1 ,  8 & 1 0  all refer to the same phonemic tone, 
corresponding with the 1 st tone as notated in this study, that Banchob' s  tone 2 corresponds 
with the 2nd tone as notated in this study, and Banchob's 9th tone corresponds with the 3rd 
tone in this study, then with very few exceptions, a three tone system can be posi ted for the 
Aiton recorded in Banchob's Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary. 
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6.3.4.1.1.3 Banchob (Tape recordings) 
Old reel-to-reel tape recordings made by Dr Banchob in Bargaon in about 1 970 
have recently come to l ight. Banchob's  methodology for working out the tones was to read 
a series of words from each of the Standard Thai tones and get equivalents in Aiton. She 
pronounced the word in Thai first and then Ai Ne Phalung pronounced the Aiton 
equivalent. Because the B4 box is merged with C 1 23 in Standard Thai, all of the examples 
that she gave were C 1 23 there are as a consequence no examples of B4 tones in her l ist. 
Table 6.64 l ists ten words col lected by Banchob: 
Table 6.64: Aiton Tones from the Tapes of Dr Banchob Bandhumedha � 
Aiton Aiton phonemicisation Aiton phonernicisation 
script (after Aiton-English- (following this study) Tone Box Gloss 
T ai Dictionary) 
q.m pa3 caj2 pal caai2 A2 'male' 
JM kin2 kin2 A2 'eat' 
tril05 cit8 cit l D(S)2 'seven ' 
M kai8 kaP B2 'chicken ' 
ml ban9 baan3 C3 'vil lage' 
v1 khai9 khaP CI  'fever' 
� ma4 maa3 C4 'horse' 
j) hai9 haP C4 'dry ricefield' 
qti pa3 sau7 pal saaul A l  'female' 
� SEIJ7 SEIJ
l A l  'diamond' 
In the Aiton-EngLish-Taj Dictionary, Banchob notated the two Al tones as 7th tone, 
and the two B2 tones as 8th tone. However careful examination of the recordings shows 
that both are rising tones and it is hard to see why they were differently notated. 
Banchob used the 9th tone to notate both the word for 'dry ricefield' and for 
'fever' ,  suggesting a C 1 23 and C4 merger, although i t  must be noted that she also used the 
41h tone to notate words with a C4 tone. 
There is considerable variation in the way that individual Aiton informants 
pronounce the tones in citation, and this may explain the large number of tones notated by 
Banchob. 
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6.3.4. 1 .2  Diller (1992) 
Dil ler ( 1 992: 1 8) reported two different systems, in Table 6.65 and Table 6.66: 
Table 6.65: Aiton2 Tone Box after Diller ( 1 992) 
A B C DL DS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Description of Tones: 
1 .  low 2. mid falling 
4. low rising 5.  mid fall ing glottalised 
3. high falling 
6. mid rising 
The tone box in Table 6.65 was described by Diller ( 1992: 1 9) as 'undoubtedly 
more conservative ' .  Despite considerable effort undertaken during the research for this 
study, no speakers could be identified who produced a tone box of this type. The tone box 
in  Table 6.65 is quite similar both in distribution and in tone contours to the tonal systems 
found in Phake vil lages today (see above 6.2.4.4). It should be added that several Aiton 
informants did state that in the past there were more tones in Aiton than the three that are 
found today. 
A second tone box presented by Di ller, for which Nabin Shyam Phalung was the 
informant, is given in Table 6.66. It closely relates to the current situation in the Aiton 
vi l lages: 
Table 6.66: Aiton , Tone Box after Diller ( 1 992) 
2 
3 
4 
Description of Tones: 
A 
1 .  rising 2. 
6.3.4. 1 .3  Current situation 
B 
mid fal ling 3. 
C DL 
high fall ing 
DS 
In October 1 996, a word l ist was elicited from Nabin Shyam Phalung to establish 
the tone box for Aiton, fol lowing the methodology established by Gedney (see above 
6. 1 .5.3). Some inconsistencies were apparent after this l ist was analysed. Nabin Shyam had 
stated that while he used three or maybe four tones, there might be other Aiton vil lagers 
who used more tonal contrasts. 
It was decided to first establish what the possible tonal shapes were, and then to 
establish what the contrasts were. In preliminary discussions with Bidya Thoumoung and 
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other Aiton infonnants i n  November 1 999, five tones were recognised. These were 
described and named as indicated in Table 6.67: 
Table 6.67: Tones in Aiton 
Examples 
Tone 1 CJ3{c46 silJ! sm2 straightforward q (q) baa! 'shoulder' tone 
Tone 2 CJ3[cq[ silJ ! lUIJ2 fall ing tone q maa2 'to come' 
Tone 3 CJ3[� sig! sau2 resting tone q maa3 'horse' 
Tone 4 CJ3[�,� silJ ' khwn3 rising tone q maa4 'dog' Tone S CJ3{dlC'lf silJ ! twk3 stopped tone q (q) baa5 'mad' 
After putting together Table 6.67, a word l ist of about 2000 items was elicited from 
Bidya Thoumoung and recorded. He was then asked to indicate which tone each word had. 
While working through the word list, it became c lear that Bidya Thoumoung assigned 
Tone 5 only to dead or checked syllables, and Tone 3 only to syllables with final nasals or 
final vowels, and that therefore Tones 3 
& 
5 were probably allotones of the same toneme. 
Tone 4 was rarely assigned, and in particular was not assigned to the word for 'dog' 
when that word was encountered in the word list .  It therefore appeared that tone 4 was a 
sporadic allotone of Tone 1 .  
On the basis of this, the following tone box, i s  proposed for contemporary Aiton 
(Table 6.68): 
Table 6.68: Aiton Tone Box 
A B C DL DS 
1 
1 � (&
4
) 1
3 
(&
5
) 1 1  
2 3 4 
Description of Tones: 
1 .  mid/high level 2. high level then fall ing 3. mid fal ling 4. mid rising 5. mid fal ling glottalised 
Examples of the three tones are given in Table 6.69: 
Table 6.69: The Aiton tones � 
Assamese Aiton 
"llf'l� manuh "'l's- kun
2 
�1 pak:Jr "'l's- kun
3 
� ubh3la r "'l') kun! 
Gloss 
'person' 
'bottom' 
'to uproot' 
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A very c lear example of the tone merger of A l  and B l-4 is indicated in  Table 6.70: 
Table 6.70: Merger of tones in Aiton 
Assamese Aiton � Phake � Gloss 
� ada J3[ khiIJ I khiIJ6 'ginger' 
Dr-. sal] J3[ khilJ l khelJ l 'shelf' 
The relationship between the tones of Aiton and those of Phake is shown in (44): 
44) Phake tones Aiton tones 
Tones I & 6 Tone 1 
Tones 2 & 5 Tone 2 
Tones 3 & 4 Tone 3 
6.3.4.2 Some examples of tone variations 
6.3.4.2. 1 Variation between tones 1 & 4 
In mid 2000, Bidya Thoumoung was asked by Jetter to assign tones to a series of 
words, after being sent a copy of Table 6.67 above. He sometimes assigned the rising tone, 
Tone 4, to words which have the level tone in Phake, and the level tone, Tone 1 ,  to words 
which have the rising tone in Phake. This  suggests that the rising tone (4) is an allotone of 
the level tone ( l ), or vice-versa. 
Some of Bidya Thoumoung's tone assignments are l isted in Table 6.7 1 ,  in which, 
for ease of comparison, Shan forms are phonernicised as if they were Phake, where tone 6 
refers to the rising tone. In the Aiton columns, tone 4 refers to the rising tone. Tone 1 refers 
to the level tone throughout. 
Table 6.7 1 :  Variation between the Aiton level tone and rising tone 
Aiton (tones as What the Aiton tone 
assigned by Bidya English Phake Shan would be fol lowing 
Thoumoung) Phake & Shan 
lung I 'big' IOIJ6 IOIJ6 IUlJ4 
tang4 'al l '  tiil] 1 talJ 1 
kaal thaal 'Buddhist prayer' kaal thaal kaal thaal 
kh04 'separately' kh:>6 kh:>6 kh:>4 
kheun2 kon4 'also' khiin2 bnl bnl 
Rising allotones for the tone numbered I are quite common in the texts, particularly 
when the word concerned is the last word is the sentence, as in example (45): 
45) 
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p�2 thau3 me2 thau3 s�IJ I b3 kun2 phaan I 
father old mother old two CLF person poor 
'(Once upon a time) there was an old man and an old woman. '  
(Aiton Story, Story of the forest ghosts and the opium pipes §l ,  No. ( 1 )  � ,  
told by Mohendra Shyam CD ). 
6.3.4.2.2 Possible survival of separate B4 tone 
The only evidence of a possible separate B4 tone was when Bidya Thoumoung 
pronounced the word ,Y"&5 [kuu2 mw6] 'every day' � .  Here the number 6 has been 
arbitrarily  given to refer to a low tone. The word mUl2 'time' is usuaUy pronounced with 
the high level falling tone. 
6.3.4.3 Short tones in Aiton 
There were a small number of words which Bidya Thoumoung pronounced with 
very short high tones. These words were always open syllables (vowel final). One of these 
is given in Table 6.72, and is compared with a vowel final word with a normal long tone. 
Table 6.72: Short tones in Aiton � 
Aiton Aiton Phonetic form Gloss 
� �  diyai tbuwa 'V'f) ce2 [t�ee] 'to soak in water' 
M<l� gbin bra 'V'f) ce l [t�e?] 'to hate, to dislike' 
Another example pronounced by Bidya Thoumoung with a short tone was taa3 
'wipe '�  (h�na in Assamese). This word is not always pronounced with a short tone, as can 
be which can be heard in example (46), spoken by Nabin Shyam. 
46) 0Jl. 0Jl. Ii va'2� .rn'2� �[ '2)'2� � 
tal taa3 haw3 kh�n l an2 IU1IJ2 nan3 
will  wipe GIVE khon CLF one that 
'Will wipe (it) for that one khon. ' 
(Aiton text, Explanation of Hong Khon ceremony [;) ,  No. (57) � ,  
told by Nabin Shyam CD) 
Words with short tones do not occur frequently in the texts, and when they do occur 
it seems to be younger speakers who use them. One example is (47), where there is a short 
tone on paa3 'basket' :  
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47) 9 w6 
pa3 man2 kh:>tl paF kaal 
basket her leave behind go GO 
'She left her basket behind. ' 
yau3 
FINISHED 
II � 
(Aiton Story, Story of the monkey and the fox � ,  No. (5) � ,  
told by Bidya Thoumoung CD )  
Further research needs to be done into short tones in Aiton. 
6.3.4.4 Other unusual tonal patterns 
In his telling of the history of the Barhula village, Ong Thun pronounced the words 
hau2 ' I PI '  and kun2 'person' with a tones showing falling and then rising. This is 
exemplified in example (48): 
48) m� fd cYt2� fJlc.SO OO[ w[ � 
baan3 hau2 kun2 haa3 Sip l laIJ I 3aIJ2 
village I PI person 50 CLF have 
'Our village 50 houses. '  
(Aiton text, History of Barhula �,  No. (4) � told by  Ong Thun) 
The wave form CD for this sentence shows a very €Iear fal l then rise on both words. 
It is significant that Ong Thun did not use this tone on hau2 in the sentences spoken 
immediately before example (48). These unusual tones probably mark some discourse 
function which has not been fully explored. 
6.3.4.5 Tone assignment in loan words 
Most loan words in the texts presented in this study are polysyllabic Pali loan 
words. In general, the 1 st tone is used for these words, although the third tone can be found 
on the last syllable. An example of Pali loan words is (49): 
49) qoo[rm. 
u l taIJ I kul rul 
Utangkuru 
pu3 pa3 wjl  te l  haal kan2 wan2 tukl an2 naP 
Pubbavideha direction west CLF this 
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khaul paa3 wan2 pWI)2 
they side east 
'And there is Pubbavideha in the west whilst they (= Utangkuru) are in the east.' 
(Aiton Text, Why Buddha was born in this world � ,  No. ( 1 3) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD )  
The assignment of tones to PaJi loan words appears to be largely arbitrary. 
There are another group of loan words, this time from Burmese, which have been 
used by the Tais for many generations. The rules of tone assignment for these words have 
not been investigated as part of this study. 
6.3.5 The place of Aiton in Southwestern Tai 
Throughout the discussion on the Aiton tonal system, there has been an underlying 
assumption that the Aiton tones are a merged system. With only three tonemes, Aiton has 
fewer contrastive tones than almost any other language in the Tai fami ly. It is certainly 
plausible that a tonal system like that of the Phake could have merged into what we find in 
Aiton now. 
Yet that is not necessari ly so. In the light of the Aiton tonal system, it is worthwhile 
to observe that the reconstruction of proto Southwestern Tai tones posits three tones, as 
discussed above in 6. 1 .5.3. A similar observation can be made with the vowels, where the 
number and distribution of vowels in Aiton agrees with the reconstruction for proto 
Southwestern Tai in Jonnson (see above 6. 1 . 1 .3). 
Indeed it is  only the consonant inventory of Aiton that is markedly different from 
the posited proto Language. Since no Tai language has a consonant inventory anywhere 
near as large as that proposed in 6. 1 . 1 . 1 , it may well be that Aiton, with its preservation of 
certain consonant distinctions, its preservation of certain clusters, i ts seven vowel system 
and three tones, is closer to proto Southwestern Tai than the other daughter languages in 
Assam. 
6.4 Some preliminary observations on Khamyang phonology 
As discussed above in 2.3.4.2, Khamyang is now only spoken in the single village 
of Pawaimukh, in Margherita subdivision of Tinsukia district. Over several visits to 
Pawaimukh, I have made a number of recordings in Pawaimukh, mostly of Chaw Sa Myat 
Chowlik � .  
However, according to the Khamyang informant Deben Chowlik, Chaw Sa Myat 
Chowlik mixes Khamyang speech with Phake. There are several reasons for this. The first 
is that the Khamyangs are used to converging to other dialect norms because they are few 
in number. Secondly, since I am much more famjliar with Phake than Khamyang, the 
Khamyang speakers are more l ikely to converge to Phake forms when recordings were 
being made by me. Furthermore, at least some of the Khamyang speakers feel that their 
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own variety i s  more difficult to understand that the other varieties. In order to assist 
speakers from other varieties, they tend to converge to them. 
For example, Chaw Sa Myat spoke l ine (50. 1 )  with Phake phonology and then 
repeated it as (50.2) with Khamyang phonology: 
50. 1 )  � 1 'w � OOL 9 yj 
cau3 khau6 ye4 thaw6 tal kaal naP 
RESP 3PI PRT where WilL go get 
'His father said: 'Where will  you get (them)" 
50.2) � rf3 Ml 00 
thaw6 t i l  kaal lai3 
where WlLL go get 
'Where will  you get i t?' 
� 
(Khamyang Story, Of children and kings � ,  Nos. (8) & (9) � ,  told by Sa Myat 
Chowlik CD )  
The differences between these two sentences relate t o  the tones and the use of 
initial III in (50.2), for the reflex of proto Southwestern Tai *?d, which is always Inl in 
Phake. Furthermore, in the word thaw6 'where ' ,  there is a full realisation of [w], the second 
element of the diphthong, in Phake, whereas [w] is hardly audible in the Khamyang 
pronunciation. This is further discussed below in 6.4.2. l .  
Chaw Deben Chowlik (]) ,  otherwise known as Chaw Kyun, was born around 1940 
and never learned to read Tai, although he is fully proficient in reading Assamese and also 
knows English. His spoken forms are quite distinct from Phake forms, and he believes that 
they represent a more 'authentic' Khamyang. Most of the phonological information in this 
brief overview, therefore, is  based on the speech of Chaw Deben Chowlik, rather than 
Chaw Sa Myat Chowlik. 
6.4.1 Consonants 
Based on several interviews with Chaw Deben Chowlik, Table 6.73 has been drawn 
up showing the initial consonants of Tai Khamyang: 
Table 6.73: Consonant Phonemes in Khamyang 
Voiceless unaspirated stops 
Voiceless aspirated stops 
Voiced stop 
Nasals 
Voiceless fricative 
Semivowel 
Lateral Approximant 
Bi labial Dental I Palatal Velar Glottal 
Alveolar 
p t 
ph t h  
b 
m n 
s 
c 
y 
k 
kh 
IJ 
h 
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The distribution of fbi and III differs from that in other Tai varieties, as shown in 
Table 6.74: 
Table 6.74: Comparison of Khamyang initial fbi, 11/ and imJ with other Tai varieties 
English Khamyang Phake Aiton Khamti Banchob 1 987 Harris 1 976 
good l ii5 n12 dii2 nP 
star laau5 nau2 daau2 naawl 
finger liu4 niu4 niu3 liw2 
cold laau6 nau6 naaul naaw4 
speak baa5 wa5 waa2 
comb bii6 wr> wii I  wi4 
fan bii2 w12 wii2 wP 
shoulder maal mal baal 
village maan3 man3 baan3 maan5 
This use of initial [b], rather than [w] is apparently found for all words with 
reflexes of initial *w and *hw in proto Southwestern Tai. It is  interesting to note that 
Grierson (see 3.2.6.6) observed that in Nora, 'the letter 0 is  sometimes ba, but more usually 
wa. ' ( 1 904: 1 79). Chaw Deben Chowlik always pronounces this phoneme as [b], such as in 
example (5 1 ), but other Khamyangs do not. 
5 1 )  'i q �[ .t:§ 8 f(f5 c.rn 8 � 
kau5 baa5 WIJ I  caw5 bii6 h06 e l  bii6 
I Sg say NEG be comb head PRT comb 
'Didn' t  I say bii6 ho� a comb?' 
(Khamyang Sentence spoken by Chaw Deben Chowlik <D )  
Sometimes this realisation of fbi is  somewhat fricativised, as i n  (52): 
va m � va .fi[ 52) cca Ol( 
khaam2 boi l  phraa2 tuu l tuu l khaam2 nWIJ5 
word bless Buddha same word one 
aa05 .rnv5 1 � va cca m II '4 
btl an2 khau6 yaau2 khaam2 boi l  phraa2 
short eLF 3Pl long word bless Buddha 
'The words of blessing the Buddha are the same, although ours is short and theirs is 
long.'  
(Khamyang Sentence spoken by Chaw Deben ChowIik CD) 
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The pronunciation of words which are the reflexes of those that had initial *?d (and 
*?dl) in proto Southwestern Tai is a much more widespread Khamyang feature. Most of the 
Khamyang speakers pronounce such words with initial II/ at least some of the time. 
Some of the words which have initial /II in Khamyang are not found with initial II/ 
in any other Tai varieties in India. Examples of this include laau6 'cold', which has initial 
In! in Aiton, Phake, Khamti and in the reconstruction of proto Southwestern TaL 
Moreover, I have not been able to identify any words with initial Inl in Phake that are never 
pronounced with initial III in Khamyang. For example, Chaw Sa Myat pronounces the 
word for l ittle finger as liu4 k:)J·3� (from proto *niuC4). 
It is not clear why the Khamyangs pronounce so many of these words with initial 
III. It is a distinguishing feature of Khamyang to use initial II/ for words which are reflexes 
of those with proto initial *?d, and which are pronounced with initial In! in Phake. It may 
be that in the terminal stages of the Khamyang language, hypercolTection to III i s  
occurring. Alternatively, i t  may represent a true lateral merger of proto *?d and *?dl 
merging with *n, *hn and *1 to be realised as /II. Such a merger is found in a robust Tai 
variety, Dehong Dai , in Yunnan province, China. 
Both the pronunciation of initial lbl and the pronunciation of initial /II, as discussed 
in the previous paragraph, alternate with the Phake norms of Iwl and In! respectively. Chaw 
Sa Myat Chowlik almost always uses Iwl and In!, fol lowing the Phake pattern, even when 
he is using Khamyang tones. 
In example (4) in section 6.2. 1 above, it was pointed out that certain function 
morphemes in Phake with initial Iki show consonant initial lenition. A similar process is  
observed in Khamyang. The initial consonant of the morpheme kaa 1 'GO' , marking past 
tense, is lenited to r] or zero. This can be seen in example (53), which also shows lenition 
to [y] on the initial lkl of nan4 k.11 'moreover' . 
53) -n"<5 cc'r.l �� .ro[-(1 cqcY5" m 1 
nan4 k:> 1 lwm2 CaIJl nai3 100 nc4 khau6 
moreover forget now child DEF 3Sg 
cqcY5"na"<5 1 q[ 00"<5 j) q II � 
lu0 :>nl khau6 WIJ I taan3 haai6 aa4 
child 3Pl NEG speak disappear PRT.GO 
'Moreover, they've forgotten, those children now, those children can't  speak, 
i ts all gone.'  
(Khamyang text, The future of the Khamyang language � ,  No. (20) � ,  
spoken by Chaw Deben Chowlik CD) 
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6.4.1 .1 Consonant clusters 
Although it has not been possible to make a comprehensive study of initial 
consonant clusters in Khamyang, no words of proto Southwestern Tai origin have been 
recorded with initial consonant clusters. 
There are some words which are not of proto Southwestern Tai origin that do have 
clusters with Irl as the second member, such as phra2 'Buddha in example (52) above. 
6.4.2 Vowels 
The ten vowel contrast reported by Dil ler ( 1 992: 1 7) for the Tai varieties appears to 
be maintained in Khamyang. The vowels are listed in Table 6,75: 
Table 6.75: Vowel phonemes in Khamyang 
W u 
e 
e 
y 
a, aa 
o 
o 
There is a clear contrast in height between the close vowels li,w,uI and the 
corresponding mid close vowels le,Y,ol, as demonstrated for the Central Vowels in Table 
6.76: 
Table 6.76: Central vowels in Khamyang, pronounced by Deben Chowlik � 
Assamese Khamyang example English gloss 
05fClt sula sy3 ' shirt' 
� bagh sy6 'tiger' 
w.n- kina sm" 'buy' 
�� bisona para Syl 'cover, spread' 
� �  pune pune sw5 'straight' 
Sa Myat Chowlik clearly distinguishes between lui, in huu6 'ear' and 101 in ho6 
'head' ,  as can be heard in this audio file �.  However, this distinction is also present in  
Phake, and Sa Myat 's  speech might be influenced by Phake. 
In the speech of Deben Chowlik, these distinctions also seem to be clear. In 
examples (54) and (55), the mid-close vowels 101 and lei are heard in  both in open syllables 
(to5 'body' and me2 'wife') and in closed syl lables (tag I 101)6 'al l '  and cepl 'hurt') .  The 
realisation of lei is clearly mid-close, but the 101 is less clear, especial ly  to5 in example 
(55). A clearer pronunciation of 101 is  found in example (5 1 )  above, on the word ho6 
'head', 
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�E5qE5Y3 tS 0':(E5 00[cxr.[ .rEcS "nlflE5 10 p,,5 nai4 sii6 t05 taIJ I IOIJ6 cepl nal hw6 
therefore PRT body all hurt how 
r.f)v5 "nl OJ!. � �05 II -4 
khan5 naa6 tal au5 p::>k" 
direction PRT.QN WILL take return 
'So we are distressed, and do not know how we wi l l  get (our traditions) back. 
(Khamyang text, Thefuture of the Khamyang language � , No. (40) � ,  
spoken by Chaw Deben Chowlik <D)  
:p[ ru :p[ cxr.05 oo[cxr.[ It 00v5 va 00 
haIJ2 me2 haIJ2 lule" t3IJ I IOIJ6 haw3 taan3 khaam2 taF 
to wife to child all GIVE speak word Tai 
�v5 va 00 II -4 
s::>n6 khaam2 taiZ 
teach word Tai 
'We should get out wives and children to learn and speak the Tai language. '  
(Khamyang text, Thefuture of the Khamyang language � , No. (42) � ,  
po ken by Chaw Deben Chowlik <D)  
6.4.2.1 Vowel reduction 
A number of vowel reduction processes with function words are apparent in the 
speech of Chaw Deben Chowlik. For example, the word (/luk:"/ in Phake) 'from' is 
pronounced by him as [ ll,lk"], and is distinguished from the word for 'child' ,  (also /1uk:"1 in 
Phake), as can be heard in examples (56) and (57): 
56) <X(05 �<X([ 9. .n:r.0 .mv5 cd -4 
luk:" maau2 IOIJ6 maa2 co5 an5 lai4 
from Mau Lung come generation eLF so 
'From Mau Lung, generations ago . . .  
(Khamyang text, The future of the Khamyang language � , No. (26) � ,  spoken by 
Chaw Deben Chowlik <D) 
57) -nv5'(;"Ml �� m[-a cqM m 1 
nan4 k::> 1 Iwm2 calJ I naP 1uJc4 m;4 khau6 
there forget now child DEF 3Sg 
cqMnav5' 1 q[ oov5' :p .rnt II � 
1uJc4 ::>n I khau6 IUlJ I taan3 haai6 aa4 
child 3PI NEG speak disappear PRT.GO 
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'Moreover, they've forgotten, those chi ldren now, those children can ' t  speak, 
its al l gone.' 
(Khamyang text, The future of the Khamyang language � ,  No. (20) � ,  
spoken by Chaw Deben Chowlik CD )  
1 7 1  
When JuJc4 'from' i n  example (56) and the two tokens of JuJc4 'child' i n  example 
(57) are compared closely, it is found that there are three different vowels, as can be heard 
on the audio file � .  The vowel in the second token of JuJc4 'child' is  clearly lower. This 
might be attributed to assimilation to the fol lowing mid-open vowel . Phonetically  the 
second JuJc4 is  [lll?"::>nl ] .  The spectrogram <D of these three vowels clearly shows the 
presence of second formant at around 1 000Hz for the words for 'child',  which is not 
present in the word for 'from' .  
There is also a process of  reduction of  the second member of  the diphthong lawl. 
The latter was already commented above in  the speech of Chaw Sa Myat (see above 
example (50», and is one of the more noticeable differences between Phake and 
Khamyang. 
The words fhaw6 'where' and haw3 'give '  occur quite frequently but in each case 
the final lwl is barely audible (see for example haw3in example (55) above). This could be 
notated phonetically as [aa�]. This is so striking that a casual observer might initially hear 
the vowels as simply [aa] , and the pronunciation [aa] for these words is accepted by the 
Khamyangs. 
There are a number of other vowel reduction processes that have been observed, 
such as * lai4 'so' being realised as [ ly4] in example (54) above. 
6.4.3 Tones 
The Khamyang tonal system has six tones with a different distribution from the six 
tones of the Phake (see 6.2.4.4). The tone box 10 in Table 6.77 is based on an interview and 
some words recorded in April 2001 . The informant was Chaw Deben Chowlik. This tone 
box differs from the Phake, where A23 is merged with A4, and B4 is a separate tone. It 
also differs from Khamti where A l  is merged with B 1 23.  
10 I am very grateful to Jerrold Edmondson for discussing these tones with me. 
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Table 6.77: Tones in Khamyang 
1 
2 
3 
4 
A 
6 
5 
2 
mid level with slight fall 
high level then fal ling 
low, falling and glottalised 
B C 
1 3 
5 4 
DL 
1 
4 
Tone 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
high level then falling with glottal ending (weaker glottalisation than tone 3) 
low falling 
6 level, with possible rise at the end 
DS 
The numbering of the Khamyang tones in this study follows the Phake numbering 
as closely as possible. Because of the different distribution of the tones, A23, which are 
tone 2 in Phake, are numbered as tone 5 in Khamyang. All other boxes have the same tone 
number as Phake, although the contour and quality of the tones differs. 
Table 6.78 exemplifies five of these tones on the syllable maa, as spoken by Deben 
Chowlik. 
Table 6.78: Tones 1-4 and 6 <D pronounced on the syllable maa � in Khamyang 
Assamese Gloss Tai Khamyang 
<MIi kandh:> 'shoulder' maal 
��� kukur 'dog' maa6 
� b:>liya 'crazy' maa3 
� :>ha 'come' maa2 
� ghura 'horse' maa4 
Unlike in the other varieties of Tai spoken in Assam, the C4 tone (tone 4) is a high 
fal ling tone, with only an abrupt glottal closure clearly distinguishing it from the A4 tone 
(tone 2). The contours of tones 2 and 4, however, are almost identical : both are high level 
and fal ling. The contour of these two tones differs significantly from the 5th tone, which is 
low falling. Table 6.79 compares the 1 st, 4th and 5th tones on the syllable kaa. 
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Table 6.79: Tones 1 ,  4 and 5 CD l I on the syllable kaa " in Khamyang 
Assamese Gloss Tai Khamyang 
kauri 
bepar 
'crow' 
'business' 
The difference between the C4 tone and the cognate tone in Phake is exemplified in 
(58), where Sa Myat Chowlik pronounces a sentence first in Phake, then rather more 
quietly with Khamyang phonology. The overall effect is of a high fal ling tone followed by 
a low fal ling tone in the case of Phake kin2 nY', compared with a low falling tone fol lowed 
by a high falling tone with final glottal in the case of Khamyang kin5 10. 
58) u§. J3v5 �6 .. 
khaw3 kin5 10 
want eat meat want eat meat 
'Want to eat meat . '  
(Khamyang Story, Of children and kings � ,  No (65) � 
told by Sa Myat Chowlik CD )  
The A l  tone (tone 6) and the B 123 tone (tone 1 )  are similar. They are both level, 
and both at about the same pitch, but the key difference is the possible final rise in tone 6, 
which is not found in tone 1 .  This final rise is much less pronounced than in Tai Phake, and 
was another difference between examples (50. 1 )  and (50.2) above. Clear examples of the 
rising tone in connected speech can be heard with the words sJi·6 and IOIJ6jn  example (54) 
above. 
Where there is no contrast required, the 6th tone can even fall ,  as in example (5 1 )  
above, where the word bii6 at the end of the sentence clear fal ls. This can be seen i n  the 
pitch contour diagram CD .  
The first tone can be either level, as with uu l i n  (59. 1 )  or fal ling, as with uul in 
(59.2): 
59. 1 )  � CJY5' 0'Jl q same 
kii l ban2 tal uul 
how many day will stay same 
'How many days wi l l  you stay, i t 's  the same (as in Phake). ' 
I I  This image was slightly edited to remove the effects of certain background noises. 
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59.2) J5 (JY5 9 q � 
kii l  ban2 tal uul 
how many day will stay 
'How many days will you stay.' 
(Khamyang sentences spoken by Chaw Deben Chowlik CD )  
This has been only been a brief sketch of Khamyang phonology. Moreover it is  
largely based on the speech of a single informant, and it  is  not clear whether this sketch 
represents the Khamyang speech community adequately. Readers who wish to hear the 
Khamyang, as spoken by Deben Chowlik, are enjoined to examine the story of The 
Hunter's Parrot � .  The text contains some other features of Deben Chowlik's speech,  
such as  word fusion as demonstrated in (60): 
60) myn4 
at that time 
cau3 phaa4 b1J4 
king CLF.one 
iia1J5 bai4 � 
have KEEP 
(Khamyang story, The Hunter's Parrot � ,  No. ( 1 )  � ,  
spoken by Chaw Deben Chowlik CD) 
The first morpheme in  (60) is a combination of  mwS'time' and nan 4 'that' , with the 
whole word being in the fourth tone. A second fused morpheme is [b1J4] which is a 
combination of k;)4 'CLF' and nygS 'one ' .  It also takes the fourth tone. In both cases the 
fourth tone (high falling glottal) seems to override the fifth tone (low falling). Perhaps the 
contour and other features of the fourth tone are stronger than those of the fifth tone, and 
this is why both of these fused forms bear the fourth tone. 
6.5 Some preliminary observations on Ahom phonology 
6.5.1 Consonants 
Based on the Ahom alphabet, and assuming that there was a one to one 
correspondence between the glyphs for the initial consonants and their phonemes, the 
following phoneme table (Table 6.80) can be presented. 
Because Ahom is no longer spoken as a mother tongue (see above 2.2), any 
discussion of the Ahom consonants must be based on written sources. We are fortunate to 
have access to an eighteenth century Ahom-Assamese word list, the Bar Amra (manuscript 
No. 3 1  in the Department of Historical and Antiquarian Studies, Guwahati.). This 
manuscript, written entirely in Ahom script, gives definitions for several thousand Ahom 
words in Assamese. By analysing this manuscript, we may be able to establish the status of 
at least some of the Ahom phonemes. 
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Table 6.80: Possible Consonant Phonemes in Ahom 
Bilabial Dental I Palatal Velar Glottal 
Alveolar 
Voiceless unaspirated stops p t c k 
Voiceless aspirated stops ph th kh 
Voiced stop b d 
Nasals m n Ii 1] 
Voiceless fricative s h 
Semi vowel Y / 3  
Rhotic Approximant r 
Lateral Approximant 
In Assamese the reflex of proto Indic *y, the palatal semi vowel, is realised as (3] ,  
[d3] or [z] and phonemkised as Izl1 2. I n  the Bar Amra, this consonant i s  usually written 
with Ahom <w> which is the reflex of proto Tai *y, also a palatal semi vowel. Given that 
Aiton shows fricativisation of the palatal semi vowel (see 6.3. 1 . 1 .6 above), it might be that, 
at least in the late 1 8th century, the reflex of the palatal semi vowel in Ahom was [3] or 
[d3] . For this reason both <y> and <3> were listed for the palatal semi-vowel in Table 6.80. 
Example (6 1 )  from the Bar Amra exemplifies Ahom ly/-I3I: 
(' 
Wl'b" " " �l 6 1 )  1'1< "" 
kaa cam baa yaa b:)r / 3aa b:)r 
go PRT say go (Assamese zab:)) 
'Kaa means 'go ' . '  
The reflex of  proto Southwestern Tai *c  is sti l l  pronounced as  (c] in both Aiton and 
Phake. However in Assamese, the reflex of proto Indic *c is always [s]. Present day 
Ahoms generally pronounce Tai words with initial leI as if they had initial lsI. If this were 
so in the late 1 8th century, we might expect to find Assamese words with lsi being written 
with both Ahom <w> lei and <w> lsi. However, in that portion of the Bar Amra so far 
examined, there is no examples of Ahom <w> being used for lsI in any Assamese word. 
This suggests that Ahom leI was maintained as a phoneme towards the end of the Ahom 
era. 
There is one interesting orthographical usage in the Bar Amra, and that is the use of 
subscript Irl to mark the voiced aspirate series. For example, in (62), the Assamese word is 
pronounced [mu.J<l' bb:)1]ib:)r] . The voiced aspirate Ibhl is written with Ahom <w> Iphl and 
the subscript Ir/. In Ahom this cluster would have been pronounced Iphr/. 
12 I am very grateful to Dr Jyotiprakash Tamuli of Guwahati University for his assistance on Assamese 
phonology. 
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62) 
khe 
khe 
cam 
PRT 
�l 
baa 
say 
't� 191! '-1tG " 
mukh phra1)i b:lr 
remove the evil eye (Assamese mukh bha1)ib:l) 
'Kht: means 'to remove the evil eye' . '  
As Diller ( 1 992: 14) observed, Ahom maintains at least one of  the proto 
preglottalised stops, namely Id/, which i s  a reflex of proto *?d. The Ahom symbol for Id/, 
<\j.> is very sinli lar to that for In! <1(.>, and when reading manuscripts, it is not always clear 
which letter is intended. This may suggest that in Ahom, as in Aiton, words with initials 
that are reflexes of proto *?d varied between In! and Id/ in initial position. 
In written Ahom it can sometimes be difficult to distinguish <'d> 1m! from <,,> fbI. 
Ahom fbi is i tself a merger of proto *?b and proto *w, and since in many other Tai varieties 
the reflexes of proto *?b merge with proto *m, the orthographical similarity of these two 
symbols is a source of some problems. 
Finally, the printed edition of the Bar Amra (B.K. Barua and Phukan 1964), 
together with the earlier Ahom-Assamese-English Dictionary (G.C. Barua 1 920) contained 
a number of words with initial consonant clusters. These initial consonant clusters are not 
found in the Bar Amra, although some Ahom words do appear with clusters in Ahom 
manuscripts. Until there is a thorough study of the old Ahom manuscripts, h istorical 
reconstructions which rely on initial consonant clusters l isted by G.C. Barua ( 1920) or 
B .K. Barua and Phukan ( 1 964) should be treated with caution. 
6.5.2 Vowels 
In the scripts used by the Tai of Northeast India, only six contrastive vowels are 
written. This is despite the fact that Phake and Khamyang clearly have nine contrastive 
vowels. This means that it is difficult to reconstruct the Ahom vowel system from the 
script alone. One clue comes from the marking of front vowels in open syllables. In Phake, 
where there are three contrastive front vowels, words like yc2 'granary' and mc2 'wife' are 
written with initial sojI thcJ «(-), just as words with final l-eI would be. In Aiton, on the 
other hand, where leI and IiI have merged, these words are written with JUI) l kjS tt:1) l (_9) 
[i i] . 
The Aiton pattern is also found in Ahom, at least in the Bar Amra, where the word 
for wife is written as J (mii) and granary as uJ (yii) ,  as in examples (63): 
J 
(' m�LmM " " \1l 63. 1 )  YO 
mn cam baa tii f:l tak 
mn PRT say female (Assamese tiruta) 
'Mli"means 'a female ' . '  
(Bar Amra, p 8 top line <D)  
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63.2) uJ 
(' " 
V'O "L v19L��r!1 " 
yn 
yii 
cam baa 
PRT say 
phr:)rabk 
granary (Assamese bh:)ral)  
' Yii means 'a granary' . '  
(Bar Amra, p 13 third line CD) 
·Given that Ahom phonology appears to be similar to Aiton in several other ways, it 
is  possible that the Ahom vowel system, at least in the final stages of the language, was the 
same as Aiton (see above 6.3.2.2). This is given in Table 6.8 1 :  
Table 6.8 1 :  Possible vowel phonemes in Ahom 
w u 
e :) 
a, aa 
Some Ahom manuscripts also appear to show vowel mergers that are not found in 
the spoken Tai languages. Example (64) shows the diphthong lau! notated with the same 
spelling as law!: 
64) 
r 1'10 r V'Oo tlt\M vJ � lX' t>tf n 
kau2 cau3 tak1 lau2 haw2 naal) 2 naP l)in2 
ISg RESP will tel l  GIVE lady hear 
' I  will tell so that you can listen . '  
(Aiton text, Advice to women � , No. (6) � ,  told by Nabin Shyam CD) 
This  would suggest that there has been a merge of lau! and law!, something which 
is found in the speech of modem Ahom priests when intonation Ahom manuscripts. 
Example (64) is from an Ahom Buddhist manuscript. The Ahoms were usually not 
Buddhist, it is possible that this manuscript was written by a practising Buddhist of another 
Tai community who knew Ahom script and that therefore this example may not give us 
any information about Ahom phonology. 
6.5.3 Tones 
Almost nothing is known of the original tonal system of the Ahoms. Grierson, 
having indicated that there should be tones in Ahom, and that tradition is silent on the 
matter, stated: 
Moreover, in the one word, the tones of which I have been able to ascertain, they differ 
from those of the Khamti and Shan. This is the word m;, which, when it means 'a 
horse' ,  has in Ahom a long tone, and in Khamti an abrupt tone, while m?, 'a  dog' ,  has 
in Ahom an abrupt tone, but in KhamtT and Shan a rising inflection. ( 1904:90) 
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It would be most curious if this statement reflected the situation. The abrupt tone 
referred to is presumably a glottalised or creaky tone, a feature of C tones and occasionally 
B tones, but rarely if ever of A tones (see the discussion of tones in 6. 1 .5.3 above). 
Grierson gave no information about his source for this claim, and it must be treated with 
some caution. 
The only attempt to reconstruct Ahom tones has been Weidert ( 1979), who 
compared the Shan, Standard Thai and Khamti tonal systems in order to make a 
reconstruction of the Ahom tonal system (see above 3.2. 14.2). I do not believe that this 
methodology was valid. First of all i t  failed to take into account the tonal systems of the 
other Tai languages remaining in Assam, the Aiton, Khamyang and Phake. Secondly, 
Weidert's methodology gave equal weight to each of the three languages, even although 
Standard Thai is not part of the Shan group and on linguistic grounds appears to have been 
separated from Ahom for a long time. Future attempts to reconstruct the original Ahom 
tone system might involve: 
• Exploring foreign sources, particularly from China, which have data about 
the Ahom. It is likely that Chinese missions visited Assam over the 
centuries, and if they did, they may have col lected some linguistic 
information about Ahom. Any recording of the Ahom language in Chinese 
would encode information about the Ahom tones. 
• Comparing the tonal systems of the existing Tai languages of Assam and 
trying to explain how they came about. Existing Tai tone systems are quite 
different from those in, for example, Shan state of Burma. This may be due 
to the influence of the Ahom. 
6.5.4 Ahom and Aiton 
Interestingly, the putative reconstructions for the inventories of Ahom consonants 
(see above Table 6.80 and Ahom vowels (see above Table 6.8 1 )  are very simi lar to those 
found for Aiton, (see above 6.3. 1 and 6.3.2 respectively). In addition, Aiton and Ahom 
both preserve some initial consonant clusters. 
Given this, and the Aiton traditions about contact with King SUhungmung as far 
back as 1 500 and Grierson's statements on the Aitons being interpreters for the Ahoms 
(see above 2.3. 1 ), it might be well to rethink the relationship between Aiton and Ahom. 
It may be that some aspects of contemporary spoken Aiton, particularly those that 
differ from the other Tai languages, are features that might have been present in the Ahom 
language. 
It is to be hoped that further research on the relationship between Aiton and Ahom 
will be possible in future years. 
7 Writing 
All the various Tai communities in India are literate. The scripts that they use are 
all related to the other scripts of mainland Southeast Asia, and l ike them are descended 
from lndie scripts. There are two distinct systems in use amongst the Tai of Assam: the 
Ahom script, and the scripts of the other Tai groups. The living Tai scripts are known in 
Phake as ot0�M03 to2 /ik' taj2 'Tai writing ' ,  or simply Lik Tai. 
Only a brief survey of the Ahom script will be presented here, so that it can be 
referred to and compared with the script in use amongst the other Tai groups. The Ahom 
script was discussed in very great detai l by Ranoo ( 1 986). 
7.1 Ahom Script 
Scholars differ as to the origins and date of the Ahom script. The leading scholars 
among the Ahom community, for example J.N. Phukan, believe that the Ahom script was 
brought with King Sukapha (�uMLu1l Sill kaa phaa), suggesting a date for the genesis of 
the script in the 1 2th or 1 3th century. This, however, would appear to predate the time at 
which the merger of proto voiced and voiceless consonants occurredl , (see 6. 1 . 1 .2) as had 
the script been devised at that time, it would be expected that it would have marked this 
distinction, as the Thai, Lao and Lanna scripts all do. This issue will be discussed further in 
7.6 below. 
Table 7 . 1  lists the initial consonants of Ahom in two fonts, the first of which is 
based on the printed Ahom font developed for the publication of Ahom texts in the first 
half of the 20th century, and the second of which is based on an Ahom manuscript.2 The 
transcription into Roman script is that of B.K. Barua and Phukan ( 1964). The order of the 
consonants in Table 7. 1 is that given by B.K. Barua and Phukan ( 1964: 1 98), itself based on 
the order in which the consonants first appear in the Bar Amra (see 3.2.9). 
The column headed 'reconstructed phoneme' posits a pronunciation for these 
consonants at the end of the period of the Ahom Kingdom. This is discussed at 6.5 . 1  
above. 
The last two consonants may have been added later. The glyph '5" Idl almost 
certainly represents an Ahom phoneme, but the symbol is very similar to � Inf. As 
discussed above in 6.5 . 1 ,  the phonemes Inf and Idl may have been in variation in Ahom, as 
they are in Aiton today. The glyph 1jJ Idh/ is listed in B.K. Barua and Phukan ( 1 964), but i t  
is not accepted here as an Ahom phoneme. The glyph was developed from � /th/ and was 
probably used only for borrowed words. 
J The script used in Thailand dates from around the 1 2th or 1 3th century. The fact that there are 44 
consonant glyphs in the Thai script is thought to suggest that the distinction of voiced and voiceless 
consonants was still in place at that time in Thailand. 
2 The manuscript on which the font shapes were based was a religious text dealing with chicken bone 
augury. I am very grateful to Sri Atul Borgohain for allowing me to make a copy of this manuscript. 
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Table 7.1 :  Initial Consonants in  Ahom 
Ahom letter 
Transcription into 
Reconstructed 
Ahom letter 
(manuscript font) 
Roman, B .K. Barua 
phoneme 
and Phukan ( 1 964) 
m 1'1 k Ik/ 
)-? Y;) kh Ikhl 
� t: ng ITJI 
11 \; n In! 
CM UI\ It I 
)) u p Ipl 
'U) U? ph Iphl 
\? " b fbI 
\1 \:J m 1m! 
w w j Ij/-/d31 
110 V\1 s It(pi 
"CO � th fthl 
£, � r Irl 
W \IV III 
w w ch lsi 
� � fi Ip/ 
).1 Vl h /hI 
m t1 
? lJ" d Idl 
'r � dh Idhl 
Cognate Cognate 
phoneme in  phoneme in  
Phake Aiton 
Ik/ Ik/ 
Ikhl Ikhl 
ITJI ITJI 
In! Inl 
It I It I 
Ipl Ipl 
Iphl Iphl 
1m!, /wl fbl, /wl 
1m! 1m! 
Ij/ 131 
It(pi It(pl 
fthl If I 
/hi /hI, Irl 
III III 
lsi lsi 
Ip/ Ip/ 
/hI /hI 
Inl Idl 
In addition to these consonants, all of which occur regularly in the manuscripts, 
there are a number of consonants used for borrowed words, most of which are derived 
from existing Ahom consonants. These are shown in Table 7.2: 
Table 7.2: Ahom Consonants used for borrowed words 
Ahom letter 
() 
Ahom letter 
(manuscript font) 
m 
Transcription into 
Roman, Barua and 
Phukan ( 1 964) 
g 
g 
g 
gh 
jh 
bh 
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Table 7.3 shows the vowels of Ahom. As in most of the alphabets based on old 
lndic alphabets, vowels cannot stand alone, but have to be attached to a consonant. In 
Table 7.3 they are all shown below with initial IkJ (1'1), and with a final l-kJ when showing 
the method of writing medial vowels. 
Table 7.3: Ahom Vowels 
Ahom 
Recon- Cognate Cognate 
Ahom 
Recon- Cognate 
Cognate 
structed sound in sound in structed sound in 
Symbol 
Phoneme Phake Aiton 
Symbol 
Phoneme Phake 
sound in 
Syllable final vowels Syllable medial vowels 
1'1l fa!, fa:f a, a a, aa 
(' la!, la:! l'1M a, a a, aa 
t1' Iii i (I) i ( i i) � Iii, leI i ,  e, e i, e 
v� leI e, e e 
"l lui u (li), 0 u (uu) 
r lui 1'11'1 u, o u, 
vMl I'JI 'J 'J 
(' I'JI '11'1 'J 'J 
l{6 Iw/ ii, ::l W � Iw/ ii, ::l w, 
The phonemic values given for the vowels in Table 7.3 are discussed above in 
6.5.2. 
In addition to the consonants and simple vowels there are three symbols which are 
used for diphthongs and vowels with final consonant combinations. These are listed in 
Table 7.4: 
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Table 7.4: Combined vowel and consonant signs or diphthong signs in Ahom 
� law! (sometimes lau/) 
" 1'1 lam!, lam! 
fail, fail 
7.1.1 A note on the transcription of the Ahom script 
In the foregoing section, reconstructions of the phonemes of Ahom are presented. 
Sometimes a single phoneme is written in more than one way as is stil l  the case today with 
some of the contemporary Tai scripts. Any transcription of an Ahom text using those 
phonemic reconstructions will be useful to scholars, but would not allow scholars to 
reconstruct the original Ahom script if it is not presented. 
A transcription from which the original script is recoverable requires a one-to-one 
mapping between original Ahom glyph and the Roman symbol standing for it. Several 
issues arise. How should, for example, should the syllable lkel be transcribed? It is written 
m, respectively the symbol for leI and the symbol for Ik/. A rigorous one-to-one 
correspondence might require us to transcribe this as <ek>, but this could then be confused 
with the syllable /ek/, written M. 
Table 7.5 compares the transcription system in Terwiel and Ranoo ( 1992) with the 
phonemic system in this work, and three other possible transcriptions being considered, as 
well as a proposal from Francois Jacquesson (pers.comm.). The upper case C stands for 
any consonant. 
Table 7.5: Proposals for Ahom transcription 
Ahom script 
Terwiel & Morey 
Morey ( 1 )  Morey (2) Morey (3) 
Ranoa Phonemic 
Jacquesson 
(' a/aa CCq CaC CCq 1'1M a (CaC) 
1'1< a a Ca Cli C; 
1'1l a aa Ca Caa Ca 
tf Ci Ci Ci 
t-V ilii CI Cii CI 
1{ u'  w Ciu Ceu CE 
'L u u Cu Cu Cu u 
'1, u uluu cn Cuu cu 
v� e e eCe Cee eC] e 
m e eC Ce eC 
� eu aw Ce Caeu C] eu 
o 
o 
aw 
ai 
oi 
ui 
o 1'1 am 
:) 
:) 
au 
au 
ai 
:)i 
UI 
w 
w 
? 
am 
(urn) 
Co 
eCa 
Coe 
Cwq/Coq 
Cj 
CoJ 
Cuj 
Ciuwq 
Ciuwq 
Ciwq 
Cam 
Cum 
Writing 
Co Co 0 
Coo eCa 0 
Cau Co] au 
Cao Cw ao 
Cai Cj ai 
Coi Coj oi 
Cui Cuj iu  
Ceuw Cuiw IU 
Ceuw CEw U 
Ciiw CIw 10 
Cam CM am 
Cum CuM (urn) 
The proposed transliteration headed Morey ( 1 )  follows two principles. 
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• A single roman symbol, sometimes with diacritic, is used to express a single Ahom 
symbol. 
• Ahom symbols that are written before, that is to the left of, the consonant (marked 
<C» are written to the left. Symbols written above, below or after (to the right of) 
the consonant are written to the right. Where there is both a symbol above and 
below, the symbol are presented in which they would be written, so for t, we 
propose <iu>, whereas for � we propose <wq>. 
There are some problems with this approach,  apart from the very unnatural way in 
which a transcription would appear. Firstly the symbol � . This is  transliterated as <wq>, 
based on the fact that in the cognate Tai scripts, this is a consonant <w> fol lowed by the 
final consonant symbol, for which we use <q>. However the <w> here is the same as the 
symbol for <0>, just placed in a slightly different position. 
Secondly, there is the problem of the symbol .:., for which we propose <am>, a 
digraph to indicate a single symbol. 
Thirdly, there is the problem of unwritten Ia!. Should it be notated in a transcription 
or not? Fol lowing the principles outlined above, it would not be. 
Finally, the difference between rrf� and mU is not made clear in Morey ( 1 ). The 
digraph <iu> was chosen for t because it i s, in effect, a shorthand way of doing those two 
characters. In Ahom, however, it is usually rendered as a single graph, at least in modem 
Ahom. 
The problems with this system of transcription can be seen in ( 1 ), where the 1 st l ine 
is  the Ahom script, the second the transliteration proposed here, the third the transliteration 
after the Ahom Lexicons and the fourth a presumed phonemic transcription, in which 
doubled vowels indicate vowel length . 
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M?� tf (" OAO (" C£ (" "Sa "Sa 1 )  moo 'W '011 0° !:;, 
cl) nj kowq yU tl bnq rowq di di 
Catlg nai kao ju ti ban rao di di 
cal) nai kau d3u t i  baan rau di di 
now I Sg live at village IPI good good 
'Now I am very well at our village. ' 
To overcome some of these problems, a second system, headed Morey (2) is 
presented. It arises out of the fol lowing principles: 
• Avoiding the use of diacritics 
• Using doubled symbols for long vowel signs, that is <ii> and <uu> 
• Using digraphs for some simple vowels not in English, 
such as <eu> fort [m] .  
• This leads to the use of trigraphs for the complex .! [awl . 
• The complex rI-l is analysed as a long version of -0' 
There are several inherent weaknesses in this proposed system: 
Firstly, digraphs sometimes represent simple vowels (such as <eu> for [w]) and 
sometimes complex vowels or diphthongs, as is the case with <ai>, for [ai). 
Secondly, a symboJ<a> is written to mark [a] in stop final and nasal final syllables. 
In this circumstance, no Ahom symbol appears. To mark something which is not there 
would appear to violate a basic principle of transliteration. 
Thirdly, the problem arises of how to categorise the symbol (. For this symbol the 
diacritic <li> was chosen, because <a> and <aa> were already used. 
The transcription proposed by Francois Jacquesson favours the use of diacritics, 
and general ly fol lows the principle of a single graph for a simple vowel and a digraph for a 
complex vowel or diphthong, with the symbols more or less corresponding to the phonetic 
values. There are some exceptions. Both rn�� and rnU refer to the same sound [m], but the 
first is  transcribed as <iu> and the second as <li>. 
Secondly, the symbol� is given as <iu> when phonetically it i s  Cui ] .  
Thirdly, like Morey (2), Jacquesson presumably writes the vowel <a> when 
nothing is written in the case of words like rnm, which would be transcribed as <kak>. 
This is not really transliteration of the graph rnm, because one of the symbols of the Ahom 
script, namely C::, is not transcribed, and one of the symbols of the transcription, <a> is not 
present in the Ahom. 
The final column, headed Morey (3), is  simply the Ahom script of the 6th column, 
as typed, and then converted back to a Roman font. It is an absolutely one to one 
transliteration of the typeface of the original Ahom. It must be noted however that the 
symbol -�, transliterated as <w> was made a single symbol in the Ahom font, although in 
reality it is two symbols, a reduced form of the Ahom consonant fbI - originally Iwl and the 
final consonant sign. 
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7.2 Aiton & Phake Script 
7.2.1 Initial Consonants 
The Tai alphabet, (O(cBCTf03 tuu2 Iik3 taP in Aiton and D:(ocBCTf03 to2 lif<4 taP in 
Phake), contains 1 8  initial consonants. The symbols used vary from manuscript to 
manuscript and from scribe to scribe, with those presented in Table 7.6 being those found 
in the Aiton and Phake fonts (see below 7 .8). The Phake transcription in this table is that of 
Banchob ( 1987), with the Aiton transcription being that proposed in this work. 
Table 7.6: Initial Consonants in Aiton & Phake 
Phonetic Phonetic 
Aiton Phake Transcript- Aiton Transcript- Phake 
realisation realisation 
Symbol Symbol ion in Aiton Phoneme ion in Phake Phoneme 
in Aiton in Phake 
M M k /k/ [k] k Ik/ [k] 
if) if) kh Ikbl [kb] ,  [X] kh fkbl [Jcb] , [X] 
c:. c:. I) II)I [I)] I) II)I [I)] 
tf'{) .rD c leI [t�] c It�1 [t�] 
w W s lsI [s], ff] s lsI [s] 
� � fi Ip/ [P] fi Ip/ [P] 
00 00 t It I [t] t It! [t] 
CO CO th Itbl [tb] th Itbl [tb] 
�) V) n & d In!, Idl [n] ,  [d] n In! [n] 
0 0 p Ipl [p] p Ipl [p] 
m CO ph Iphl [Ph], [�] ph It I [Ph], [�] 
Id Id m &  b 1m!, /hI [m], [b] m 1m! [m] 
w W 3 Ij/ [3] , [j] y Ij/ [j] 
� � r Irl [r] 
00 00 III [I] 11/ [1] 
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o w 
h 
Iwl 
/hi 
(N) 
[w] , [�] 
[h] 
w Iwl [w] 
h /hI [h] 
(fJl) 
As can be seen in  Table 7.6, there are two Aiton phonemes not expressed in the 
script, namely Id/ and Ib/. The Aiton sometimes use the Burmese symbols 3 for Id/ and L> 
for Ib/. In this work, both in  the examples presented and in  the texts that form the 
electronic appendix, both options are used, sometimes in the same example, as in example 
( 1 5 .4) in Chapter 4. In defence of this inconsistency, it must be said that contemporary 
Aiton writing is  equally inconsistent, although in older manuscripts the Burmese symbols 
for Id/ and Ibl are rarely found. 
In Phake, Irl is not a phoneme, although it may be pronounced in careful speech .  
The symbol i s  used in manuscripts for Pali words. 
7.2.1 .1  Shapes of the Consonants 
Many of the consonants are based on circular elements. The symbol for Iwl, which 
is a plain circle in Burmese and Shan, was in the opinion of villagers of both communities 
preferable if there was a small black dot on the inside of the left hand side of the circle, as 
in O. This black dot is a feature that marks the writing of the Tais of Northeast India as 
being different from that in Shan State. 
In some manuscripts the black dot is much larger than in others. B lack dots of the 
larger type are exemplified in the Aiton Creation of the World CD ,  which may be several 
hundred years old. Black dots of the smaller type are exemplified in the Book of history 
from the time of the ancestor Chaw Tai Lung up until Sukapha CD .  
Many of the consonants are based on one or two circles, some of which may be 
open. The glyph CO It hi, for example, is formed from two adjacent circles, whereas (f) It! i s  
formed from a circle on the left and a circle open at  the bottom on the right. 
The small black dots were added to most of the consonants, although in the case of 
Icl and Iphl - both consonants based on a ful l  circle and an incomplete circle - the Aiton 
consultants asked for a dot on the inside of the circle on the right of the character and the 
Phakes preferred it not to be there. It appears that the Phakes preferred to have a dot only 
when it was on the left hand circle, whereas the Aitons would allow it for any one circle, 
but not in both. 
The only major difference between the two scripts was with the character for In/, 
which has a different form for Aiton and Phake, although both are reflexes of symbols 
which were historically the same. 
In the case of Iphl there is an alternate version where the open circle of the first half 
of the character is flipped. This  was the form preferred by the late Aimya Khang Gohain, 
as in, as in Table 7.7: 
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Table 7.7: Forms of the consonant Iphl 
Aiton Phake Form proposed by Aimya Khang Gohain Phoneme 
ph 
7.2.2 Final consonants 
Table 7.8 l ists those consonants as found in final position, where they are generally 
marked with the sign -', called saatJ/sar. This sign is now obligatory, but is often absent in 
old manuscripts, (see for example Book of calling back the khon CD p. 3,  showing Nos. (40) 
ff. I§ in the analysis.) 
Table 7.8: Final consonants in Aiton and Phake 
Aiton Phake 
Transcription Notes 
Symbol Symbol 
cY5" cY5" -k 
[. [. -I) 
!Ff5 .r6 -t used only in certain words after _0 Iii, lei, lei 
� � -n,-i 
Inl after _0 , causing the vowel to be realised as le/,/el 
IiI after L' realised as lui I or loil 
as as -t 
2� vS" -n 
6 6 -p 
� � -m 
6 6 -u,-0 zero after Z, which is realised as Iwi (lUI) or Iyl (/�/) 
7.2.2.1 Subscripted consonants 
Several consonants are also found in subscripted form. There are two types. Firstly, 
the consonants that can be the second member of an initial consonant cluster, that is the 
approximants Irl, Iwl and Iy/. These have a different form in clusters from their initial form, 
listed in Table 7.9, in combination with the letter Ik/. 
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Table 7.9: Subscripted consonants in Aiton and Phake 
Tai symbol Name in Phake Transcription Notes 
kr 
kw 
ky This sign is sometimes used to indicate the vowels leI or /c/. 
A second series of subscripted consonants is used in multisyllabic borrowed words, 
in which there may be doubled consonants in the language from which the words were 
borrowed. The subscripted consonants that have been recorded in Aiton manuscripts are 
li sted in Table 7 . 10 :  
Table 7.10: Subscripted final consonants in Aiton and Phake 
Tai Character Transcription Examples 
-
en 
-CD 
u 
c 
th 
p 
y 
J'YJl d3q� aal t i i l  pal tii l 'king, lord' 
qt:J1j;[ pukl tal huu2 'Wednesday' 
Q8:;8cOOfX pu3 pa3 w i l  tE l ha3 'Pubbavideha' 
C()q� WEI pUI lal 'Vepu\a' 
7.2.3 Vowels 
Whilst the consonant system is  ful ly capable of expressing the range of phonemes, 
the vowel system is underspecified, as is shown in Table 7. 1 1  where the various vowel 
symbols are combined in open syllables with the dummy consonant .rn. 
Table 7.1 1 :  Vowel symbols in open syllables 
Transcription Transcription in Phonetic realisation Phonetic realisation Aiton Symbol Phake Symbol 
in Aiton Phake in Aiton in Phake 
.!YJl .rYJL a, aa a, a [a] [a:] [a] [a:] 
JJ)':. JJ)':. a, aa a, a [a] [a:] [a] [a:] 
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.rY3 .rY3 1 1  I [ i: ] [i:] 
q q 
uu TI [u:] [u:] 
C.rn ,.rn 6 e, 6 [c;] [e] & [6] 
'.fY"1l '.rot :> :> [Q] [:>] 
"'[6 .rY(6 (0) 0 [Q] [0] 
q6 dl6 w ii, � [w] [w] & [y]f[�] 
By far the most common symbol for fa! is 4. ,  but the alternate symbol -� is used in  
several circumstances. In  manuscripts i t  is often used for the unstressed sylJables in Pali 
words such as 0':(cY5if)� tuk1 kha4 'suffering' from Pali dukkha (Grandfather teaches 
Grandchildren Proverb No. 1 5  � ). 
However, the symbol is also found for Tai words, such as khaa2 and cau3 phaa3 in 
Table 7. 1 2, where all the occurrences of this symbol in the Aiton manuscript, Treaty 
between the Aitons and the Turungs � are listed: 
Table 7.12:  Use of the symbol -:: in The Treaty between the Aiton and the Turung 
Aiton script 
phonemic 
English 
Reference in 
transcription text 
if)� khaa2 'straw' (4) 
0;: v-§.:: pal caUl3 'messenger' ,  l iterally 'person-employ' (25) 
o�'m pal h I  'old men' (3 1 )  
�6ro;: cau3 phaa3 'king' (32) 
C\:)�.rr5 lal aam2 Proper name (35) 
m2�2rt. OO�cJ kan2 naa3 taa2 paai2 ' in future' ,  l iterally 'side-face-eye-side' (5 1 ), (67) 
00:: ta3 " MP' (56) 
'i�c\:)::'£l kum l mai3 lal w:>1 Proper name, probably Singpho ( 1 02) 
.rq�::u) aal mal khaaml 'accept on behalf of' ( 103) 
�:: mal 'NEG' ( 1  I I ) 
Referring to the symbol -::, Dil ler ( 1 992: 19) observed that 'occasional ly a visarga­
like symbol ' was used in words which have or once had the C tone (see 6. 1 .5 .3). There are 
some examples in Table 7. 1 2  which are the original C tone, such as cau3 phaa3 'king' (> 
*faaC4 'sky' ), but most of the examples of the use of -:: are for short fa!. In Treaty between 
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the Aitons and the Turungs � ,  No. (25) � ,  we also find the word u�u§.� pal cawJ 
'messenger' , which is arguably a case of marking the C tone with the �mbol -;:. 
Another use for the symbol -� i s  in the special combination "L:: for luil and loil in 
words like 1t nuP/noP with ' ,  also a word with a reflex of the C tone (see below Table 
7. 1 6). 
The symbol -;: is  sti l l  used in writing as shown in  example (2): 
2) 'i if)';. wE � 011.8£ d.5 cJ� e;3 
kau2 khaal 3arl maa2 n�1 binI  tEm3 laaj2 maai l siP 
lSg be be COME Nabin write letter PRT 
m01 1605 �';. d3 CJl( ifV6 � II 
phaakl h�t3 maa2 tij2 suul cau3 3au3 
send arrive COME at 2Pl RESP FINISHED 
'It is Nabin who has written this letter to you. '  
(Phake letter � ,  No (2) � ,  written by Nabin Shyam Phalung CD, 1 997) 
When translating example (2), Nabin Shyam stated that the word khaa l meant 'be' .  
However there is reason to think that this might actually be the word khaaJ 'slave ' ,  which 
would be yet another example of this  symbol being used in  a word the tone of which is  a C 
tone. 
There is a further symbol for la!, -") which is only found in older manuscripts. This 
is  the usual symbol in Burmese script for Ia!. In Tai orthography, i t  i s  used both for Pali 
loan words, as in tii2 til yii4 in example (3), and in native Tai words, such as cii4 in 
example (4): 
3) '1 cw uvS" u3 (Y))J3c..q oa �cS 
kau2 s-f (se6) panl kh:li5 ta2 t i l ya4 tau5 kh�p4 
l Sg PRT whirl meet again third tum complete whole circle 
1(6 1601 J3[ � I  � 
ho6 haukl khilJ2 y�m2 
head grey hair body be decreased 
'I have completed the third stage of my l ife, my hair is grey and 
my body is decreasing.' 
(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren � ,  Intra. No. 5 � ,  
read by Yehom Buragohain CD )  
4) 
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c{Y5 .JDJ 166 WL � I  
p5n5 ca4 hau2 yal phtin4 
other bad we don't return 
ff!i .I:§. mY5 c.f)Y5 co I I .. 
hun2 caii2 kan3 khan6 pe4 
restrain mind control quick can 
'Others may be angry with you but you are to endure it and not return it. 
Restrain your mind as quickly as possible . '  
1 9 1  
(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren � ,  Proverb No. 36 iil ,  read 
by Yehom Buragohain CD) 
Whilst the system of open vowels described in  Table 7 . 1 1  covers the existing 
phoneme inventory of Aiton reasonably well ,  it clearly underspecifies for Phake. In Phake, 
the contrasts between [e] and [e] and that between [m] (written <U» and [Y] « ;» )  are not 
specified in any environments. 
For closed syllables, the writing system is even less specific. Table 7. 1 3  shows the 
marking of vowels in closed syllable with initial dummy consonant .fY) and final Irjl, 
written as f.. 
Table 7.13:  Vowel symbols in closed syllables 
Phonetic realisation Phonetic realisation in 
Tai Symbol Transcription in Aiton Transcription in Phake in Aiton Phake 
.m[ a, aa a, a [a] [a:] [a] [a:] 
.rf3[ i ,  e i, e, e/ai [i] ,  [�] [i), eel , eel/rail 
JY([ u U, o [u] [u], [0] 
.rra[ 0 o/au [Q] Col/raul 
q[ UI ii, ;) [m] [UI] & [Y] 
The lack of contrast in the front vowels in closed syllables means that in Phake 
there are potentially 1 8  different pronunciations of the glyph written as d5[ <kilJ>. Table 
7 . 14 lists the various words written as d5[ <kilJ> found in Banchob's 1 987 Phake­
English-Thai Dictionary: 
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Table 7.14: Fonns of the glyph cA[ <kit]> in Phake (after Banchob 1987) 
cY3[ 1 . 1  kilJ I a small branch of the tree 
cY3[ 2. 1 kil)3 to roll,to tumble down 
cA[ 3. 1 kiIJ4 green (mostly for dye or paint) 
cY3[ 4. 1  keIJ2 a kind of grass, softer than the others 
cY3[ 5.1 keIJ2 an iron tripod to support cooking pots or pans over a fire 
cY3[ 6. 1 keIJ2 a period, time 
cA[ 7. 1 keIJ3 decent or nice to look at (mostly the fruits) 
cY3[ 8.1 kaiIJ2 dwarfed, stunted 
�[ 9.1 kailJ3. to use sticks to clean one's self after evacuating the bowels 
cY3[� 10. 1 kaiIJ4 khE6 a shuttle used for weaving a net 
Had all 6 tones been realised for each of kig, keg and kaig in Phake, there would 
have been eighteen different pronunciations of the same glyph. As it is ,  there are eight. 
7.2.3.1 Special symbols for vowel-consonant or diphthong combinations. 
There are a number of special symbols for combinations of vowel and consonant, 
or for diphthongs. These are l isted in Table 7 . 15 :  
Table 7.15 :  Special signs for vowel-consonant combinations and diphthongs 
Tai Symbol Transcription in Aiton Transcription in Phake Alternative 
.m am, aam am, am .mrS 
.rJ3 im, em im, em, em .rRrS 
m ai, aai ai, ai 
n3 :li :l1 
'''6 01 q� 
q:: Ul ui, oi q� 
q au, aau au, au .m6, qo, q6 
.r1 aw au 
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Sometimes the nasal symbol � is generalised to refer to any final nasal, not just 
final 1m!, as can be seen in the spell ing of the word khUl)2in the following example: 
5) r.ro[ 8"2� "25cq t1 tN3 0301 03J3[1 II 
caIJ ' pin2 nam3 thum3 khUIJ2 cam3 laak' nii '  tau3 s i '  IJaa2 
then become flood world PRT era Tau Si Nga 
'Then, in the year Tau Si Nga, the world was flooded.' 
(Aiton manuscript, The creation of the world � ,  No. (24) � )  
7.2.3.2 Names of the vowel symbols 
Apart from the consonants, the names of which are pronounced as the consonant 
fol lowed by a short Ia! on a high tone, as in m [ka.?] ,  al l of the symbols in the orthography 
of the Tai Phake have names based on Burmese. These names, elicited from Ai Che Let 
Hai lung of the Tai Phake, are li sted in Table 7. 16: 
Table 7.1 6: Names of vowel symbols in Tai Phake � 
Symbol Sound Name Transcription of name in Phake 
-a, a tf(JL khya2 
o -1 cq[d5d3[ lUI] I kTs tEIJ ' 
G -T cq[d5d3[tsS[(()a5 lUI] I kTS tEl) I sail) I khat<! 
L 
-U, o 9�[.r13� ta I khyaUI] I En4 
-u 'qvaJ[.r13cf na I khyaUI] I En4 IL 
c - -e, E 
�ot
6 soi l tho2 
-ai, ai vaBa5 naul PEt<! 
c� c �ot
6 � soi I tho2 khya2 
-am, am wro[ yam I tal) I 
-urn 9�[.r}3cf wro[ tal khyaUI] I En4 yam l tal) I L 
-:>m qc.nd wro[ wa I s:>i' yam I tal) I 
-ill, Y cq[d5d3[ 9�[.r}3cf qwa5 
lUI] I kTS tEl) I ta I khyaUI] I 
en4 wa I sat4 
- 0 -au qwa5 wal sat<! 
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subscripted fJLcqE5 hal thol ..l.. /w/ 
-:> q� wal s:>i I 0 
-' -:>i Q0ld 'i8a5 wa I s:>i I nau I PEt4 0 
When spelling out words, these names are used, as in example (6), which is the 
spelling of the word rBY5 kjn2 'eat' . 
6) CY.ll cq[JiSd3[ -q wr.r5 d5;1 I I  
kal I UlJ I leIs tEl) I nal sart kin2 
Ik/ letter Iii In! final consonant 'eat' 
'Eat is spelled ka i final na. '  
7.2.4 Ligatures 
In addition to the system described above, there are two types of l igature i n  Tai 
script. One is the use of a special symbol for a word that occurs very frequently. This wi l l  
be called the ;}j2 type because the most common example of it  is  the word ;}j2 'VOC' .  These 
are listed in Table 7. 1 7  and appear to be a closed class. 
Table 7.17: ;}j2type l igatures in Tai 
Form in Phake phonemic Form in Aiton phonemic gloss 
vf ;)i2 i wi2 'VOC' ,  'EXCL' 
{" ni.il)5 d IWlJ2 'one' 
� saUIJ6 ? S::>I) I 'two' 
The symbol vf or i is  only found with the meanings given above, but the l igature 
for 'two' can also be used for homophonous words which do not mean 'two',  as in (7): 
7) 
khaal)2 S::>I) I c:>P saai l hUIJ I maul phaak3 
near bright Queen glorious NEG separated 
'He sat close together with his queen, (they were) never separated. ' 
(Aiton History, Book of history (from) the time of the ancestor Chau Tai Lung up 
until Sukapha � , No. (4) � )  
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The second type of ligature will be termed the h:J6 kham2 type, after one very 
common word in this class. In this class, compound words are expressed with the initial 
consonants of the second member of the compound elided, as is  shown in Table 7. 1 8: 
Table 7.18:  h:J6 kham2type ligatures in Tai 
Full form transcription 
Ligature 
transcription 
phonemic 
gloss 
form (Pkake) 
'Pl(() e h a kh am 'Pi. e h a am ho6 kham2 palace 
v]Wl. kh y am s a u%l kh y em a khyam2 Sal good, well 
In Table 7. 1 8, the columns headed 'transcription' present a romanised transcription 
of each of the symbols in the order in which they appear. Some of the transcriptions use 
digraphs, such as <kh>, to refer to a single symbol .  Because of this, a space is used 
between the transcription of each symbol. The ligature is formed by the omission of the 
initial consonant of the second syllable. 
7.2.5 The writing of borrowed words in Tai script 
Since the Tai languages are using an increasing number of words borrowed from 
Assamese and other languages, including English, some new traditions are arising for the 
writing of borrowed words. As indicated above in 7.2.3, the use of alternate symbols for Ial 
is common in borrowed words. 
Since both Assamese and English allow for final consonants which are not 
permitted in Tai, some interesting tradi tions have arisen. Example (8), from a poem 
composed in 2000 and written down in a manuscript, shows the use of writing of borrowed 
proper names: 
8) �01 � ffiYld3c-&f �6C"G\J I I .na�c@:>d3� 
l ile' com2 sal til fen4 mol le4 OSI tn; 1 III yal 
book glad Stephen Morey Australia 
'The book of thanks to Stephen Morey, Australia. ' 
(Tai Phake Song, Song in honour of Stephen Morey � ,  No. ( 1 )  � ,  
read by Ai Che Let Hailung CD) 
The word :JS I trc I 111 ya I has final 1st in the first syllable, which is contrary to Tai 
phonology. The use of saflto mark a consonant like lsi that is not a permitted in Tai, is not 
accepted by all Phakes. For example, Ai Chanta insisted that the Assamese word � muJ 
y:J 'value' would have to be written as <m u t e  y a> with final <t> ( ta l sat� in the first 
syllable, as shown in (9): 
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9) J}.[03[ OO[ VJ-6 00 �[ cOl � f6L 00 
kh�l]5 lail] I Hil]6 nan4 ne4 nfuJl p:) 1 khaul wa5 m;4 
important eLF this PRT as others 3Pl say PRT 
�EJ5ct.q �-6 0'Jl. q w[ c-A-6 Ml il � 
mul l y:)4 miin2 ta I rna I yal]2 kin2 ka I 
value 3Sg will not have eat GO 
'The value, as the Assamese call it, of these important things wil l  be lost . '  
(Tai Phake Speech � ,  No ( 1 1 )  � ,  given by Ai Chanta CD) 
Ai Chanta explained that as fa l sift"' (final <I» was not possible in Phake 
orthography, ta l sift4 would have to be written, as in me;q'1.a5 jf sa l ku]4 'school ' ,  
which i s  also pronounced as j 1  sal kut4 or simply jsl kuf� 
In Aiton, final III is  also written with a final nasal, as in 0'J'l.19l2� ta l mun � betel nut 
(tamul in Assamese), which occurs in the Manuscript of the Tai Calendar for the Year 
200112002 (Sakkarit), No (89) � .  
7.3 A note on the revised Khamti Script 
In the early 1990s, Chaw Khouk Manpoong, together with a committee of other 
Khamti people in Arunachal Pradesh, produced the revised Khamti script. The script is 
based on the historical forms of the Khamti alphabet, which is virtually identical to the 
Aiton and Phake. In addition, voiced and voiced aspirate consonants have been devised in  
order to write words borrowed from English and Assamese. Some of  these consonant 
shapes, such as () Igal and t.) Ighal are based on Burmese forms, but others, such as a Ijal 
are of unknown origin.  Furthermore, the script ful ly marks al l the vowel distinctions in 
modem spoken Khamti, including long and short Ial in closed syllables. 
A two volume Primer teaching the revised Khamti script (Chaw Khouk Manpoong 
1993) has been published. This is the first comprehensive attempt to mark tones in a Tai 
script in India, as well as the first comprehensive attempt to standardise the writing of 
borrowed words, such as �cq b:)]3 'bal l ' .  
The revised Khamti script has nine tone marks. Of  these, Tones 3 to 7 are for 
marking the citation tones (see the discussion of Khamti tones in 3.2. 1 3). Tone mark No. 1 
is used to mark the pronunciation of the consonant names, which as in  Phake and Aiton are 
pronounced with short high tones. Tone mark No. 2 is used for unstressed syllables in  
polysyllabic loan words, whi le Nos. 8 and 9 are used for prosodic purposes, No. 9 being 
used only in utterance final position. 
Table 7. 1 9  lists the consonants in the revised Khamti script, and Table 7.20 the 
vowels: 
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T bl 7 19 C a e : h . d Kh onsonants 10 t e revise amtJ scnpt 
Velars: M J) () � C 
k kh 9 gh IJ 
Palatals .ro w a 8 sp 
c s j jh ii 
Dentals: OJ 00 V Q) n 
t th d dh n 
Labials: U co � " � 
p ph b bh m 
Semivowels W (S) (\) 0 
y r 1 w 
Others "P m 
h -
T bl 7 20 V a e . : owe b I . th sym 0 s 10  . d Kh f e revise am I scnpl 
0 e � -- 1  - - - - c -l 'l  
a i 1 1  U uu g e 
" C 0 0 c - , - - - - -0 l 'l 
a :) ai am ill y 
It appears that these refonns have not been accepted by al l  Khamti people. The 
objections to the revised script include aesthetic objections, that the symbols are not 
sufficiently beautiful, and practical objections, that use of the new script would necessari ly 
involve a loss of knowledge of the traditional scripts. 
7.4 Comparison of the Tai Scripts 
Table 7.21 is a comparison of the consonants of the Aiton and Phake scripts with 
the revised Khamti, an ornamental Phake font derived from the manuscript Lama Mang in 
the library of Namphakey temple, the Ahom printing font, an Ahom font based on an early 
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manuscript and Shan .  Table 7.21 uses the fonts produced for this study, whose production 
is discussed below in 7.8. 
Table 7.21 :  ComEarison of consonants in several Tai scriEts 
Phake 
Script in 
Ahom 
Phake Aiton 
Revised 
Shan 
Sound in 
Ahom Chicken 
Khamti Lama Phake 
Mang 
bone MS 
m m M fi m 1'1 .n k 
if) if) .n e'C) Y.> Yt> d kh 
( ( C • "G � C lJ 
.ro !/'f) J'O t"() 110 V'O CO c 
W W W e-\f W w :::D s 
� � Jp tf � � cp Ii 
00 00 CJ) ot M tlI\ OJ t 
ro ro 00 ro to W CD th 
YJ 2J "() 1-.. £1 \( 'X' n 
0 0 0 t) " V 0 P 
CD m CO M 1.0 \XI CQ ph 
� � � tJ � \;f � m 
W W U) U 'W UJ OJ Y 
� � CI) £, � 9 (r) 
C\:) C\:) CD H W W CD 
0 () 0 V "0 t1 0 w 
fJ fJ � � '" Vl }> h 
.rn .rn .ro � WI � J)) 
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7.5 Some notes on tone marking 
Tone is not marked in any of the Tai scripts in Assam, although, as discussed above 
in 7.2.3, the symbol -;: sometimes appears to mark words that are reflexes of those that had 
the C tone. 
Historical ly, tone was not marked in any of the Shan languages. However in the last 
50 years the other Shan languages, Tai Mau (Young 1 985) or Dehong (Luo 1 997) and 
Shan (Sao Tern Moeng 1 995) have adopted tone marking. Some Tai speakers . in India, 
such as Chau Khouk Manpoong (see above 7.3) and the late Aimya Khang, have been 
working toward the marking of tone in the Tai scripts of India. 
7.5.1 Proposals for marking tones in Tai 
Unfortunately, because the distribution and quality of the tones differ from variety 
to variety, marking tone quality would lead to different marking for different varieties. As 
indicated above (see 7.3.) ,  a tone marking system has been developed for Khamti, but i t  
has been decisively rejected by the Phakes and the Aitons. 
Several people in the Phake community have developed proposals for marking 
tone, although none of these are in use. One possible system for marking tone in Phake 
would be to fol low the lead of the Shan script reform which was established in Shan state 
in 1 958 (Sao Tern Moeng 1 995:i) .  The tone marks of Shan are given in Table 7.22. 
Table 7.22: Tone marking in Shan (after Sao Tern Moeng 1 995) 
Shan tone 
Tone quality Shan tone mark Example Gloss 
number 
no tone mark rising tone 6)1 dog 
2 low level tone 6)1' shoulder 
3 mid level tone 6)1; mad 
4 high level tone 6)1= come 
5 fal ling tone with glottal stop 6)1- horse 
6 � emphatic tone � 
Table 7 .23 presents a proposal for marking tone in Phake, using the symbols from 
the Shan system and applying them to the 6 tones of Phake. For example, in Shan, the 
symbol <:> marks a high level tone. In Phake this would be used to mark mal 'shoulder' , 
but in Shan the high level tone is spoken on the word for 'come' ,  as shown in Table 7.23 : 
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Table 7.23: Comparison of possible tone marking in Tai Phake with the cognate words 
Tone number in Phake 
Banchob ( 1 987) 
Tone quality 
Example 
phonemic Gloss Shan 
high level tone � rna' shoulder �1' 
2 high fal l ing tone � ma2 come �1: 
3 
grave tone with glottal 
� ma3 mad �1; stop 
4 fal ling tone � ma4 horse �1-
5 grave tone M� ka5 value J")1; 
6 high rising tone � ma6 dog �1 
This type of marking would inevitably lead to the Shan forms being marked 
differently from the Phake forms, because the qualities of the Shan tones are different. 
Furthermore, if this system, or one like it, were to be adopted, it would mean that the Aiton 
would either develop a different system of marking, or would have to learn by rote that 
certain words were marked in a particular, and arbitrary, way. Table 7.24, developed from 
Table 7.23, adds possible marking of Aiton words: 
Table 7.24: Comparison of possible tone marking in Phake and Aiton 
Tone No. Possible 
Possible Aiton Mark Banchob Phake Gloss Tone quality in Aiton Gloss 
( 1 987) marking 
marking 
1 � shoulder high level tone � shoulder 
2 � come, to high falling tone � come, to 
3 � mad falling tone � mad 
4 � horse fal ling tone � horse 
5 M� value high fall ing tone Mt value 
6 � dog high level tone � dog 
As can be seen in Table 7.24, the Phakes mark the words 'dog' and 'shoulder' 
differently, whereas for the Aiton, these two tones have merged. Presumably the Aitons 
would want to write these two words using the same graph. If such a tone marking system 
were to be adopted, Aitons could perhaps come to learn to read Phake, and apply the tone 
merger rules in ( 1 0): 
10) Phake tones 1 & 6 
Phake tones 2 & 5 
Phake tones 3 & 4 
> 
> 
> 
Aiton tone 1 
Aiton tone 2 
Aiton tone 3 
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However, the distribution of tones for Phake and Khamti is very different. Khamti 
spli ts A23 from A4 and merges them with B4. This  would create significant ambiguity. 
Table 7.25 li sts the comparison across the three varieties: 
Table 7.25: Comparison of tones in Aiton, Phake and Khamti 
Boxes Tone in Aiton Tone in Phake Tone in Khamti Box group 
designation 
A l  high level rising high level a 
A23 high fall ing high fall ing mid fall ing b 
A4 high fall ing high fall ing high fall ing c 
B I 23 high level high level high level d 
B4 high fal l ing low level mid fall ing e 
C 1 23 low fai ling 
low fall ing, mid rising, 
f 
glottalised glottalised 
C4 low fal l ing low falling 
low fai l ing, 
g glottalised 
D I23 high level high level high level h 
D4 low fall ing low fall ing mid fall ing 
In Table 7.25, lower case letters have been assigned to show all of the possible 
distinctions of tone in Northeast India. For example, in Aiton tone boxes designated by the 
letters b, c and e have the same tone, the high fal ling tone. However in Phake there is one 
tone for the boxes b and c and another for the boxes designated e. In Khamti, there is one 
tone for boxes b and e and another for the boxes designated c. 
Another alternative might be to mark every box of the Gedney tone chart (see 
6 . 1 .5.3), and simply learn the appropriate tone for that box. This however is too fussy. It 
would require 20 different tone marks, for languages in which no more than six tones are 
distinguished. 
Professor E. Annamalai (pers. comm.) suggested that it might be possible to mark 
just the nine groups of boxes in Table 7.25, with each variety then assigning tone 
according to i ts rules. By this system, the Aitons would know that the boxes designated as 
b, c and e would be realised as having a single tone, the high fall ing tone, whereas the 
Phakes would know to distinguish the tone of boxes b and c from that of box e. 
It may be that tone marking is necessary if the Tai scripts are to survive in usage; 
however many Tai people remain of the view that it is possible to continue using the 
traditional scripts. Any process leading to the marking of tones would have to be 
undertaken with wide consultation. 
7.6 DevelopmentJ History of the Tai scripts 
It is generally believed that each of the Tai groups brought their writing systems 
into India with them. The fact that both the Ahom and the other Tai scripts are clearly more 
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closely related to the MonlBurmese based scripts of Southeast Asia than to any of the north 
Indian scripts would certainly suggest that is so. 
However, there are considerable problems with accepting that the Ahom script was 
brought into India with Sukapha in 1 228. As Diller pointed out: 
... the fact that no Ahom texts examined yet show any trace of distinguishing 
etymological correlates of "low series" from "mid" or "high series" consonants appears 
to indicate that the script was adopted after pan-Tai consonant mergers of the sort in 
which sounds of the "low series" consonants presumably fell together with certain of 
the others. ( 1 992: 1 1 ) (see above 6. l .5.3) 
He goes on to speculate whether i t  might have been possible that there was 
previously a script which did differentiate low and high series, and was 'subsequently 
modified to accord with the sound changes ' .  
The date o f  the development of the first scripts in Thailand is around the time of the 
Sukhothai kingdom in the late 1 3th century.3 Since that writing system apparently 
preserves the voicing contrasts in proto-Tai , between the voiced (line 4) and voiceless (line 
1 )  series, it is presumed that the contrast sti l l  existed when the writing system was 
developed (see above 6. 1 .5.3).  Yet, i f  the Ahom script was brought to India with Sukhapha 
in 1 228, that contrast would have to have been lost already in the Ahom language, 
suggesting an earlier separation of Ahom from the other Southwestern Tai languages than 
is usually accepted. 
As to the AitonlPhakelKhamti script, this is a c lear development from Shan, itself 
developed from Burmese or Old Mon. It borrows Burmese vowel combinations, such as 
the combination of Iii and luI, Z, which in Burmese is  [ou] or [ail when followed by a final 
consonant, but in the Tai languages of India is [w] or [v] . Similarly, in BUlmese '- l is [awl 
(as is the cognate sign in Standard Thai), but in Tai of Northeast India it is [:>]. 
There are no manuscripts that can be dated to earlier than the 1 8th century in any of 
the Tai Aiton, Tai Phake or Tai Khamyang vil lages that I have visited. The history of this 
script is an issue worthy of further research.  
7.7 Alphabetical order of the Tai scripts 
The alphabetical order of the consonants as l isted in Table 7.6 above, fol lows the 
traditional Indic alphabetical order (velar, palatal, dental, labial). This order is fixed and 
accepted by all l iterate members of the Tai community. 
The order of the vowels on the other hand, is not so clear. In a letter written in 
1 997, Nabin Shyam Phalung gave the order as in Table 7.26. He later informed me that 
this order was taught by a visiting monk who came from Burma in the 1 970s or 1980s. 
3 The traditional date for the invention of the Thai script is 1 283. Whether or not one accepts the authenticity 
of the 'First Inscription', the pi llar of King Ramkhamhaeng, the large number of other inscriptions from 
around this time indicate that the 1 3th- 1 4th century saw the genesis of the Thai script. 
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Table 7.26: Alphabetical order according to Nabin Shyam Phalung 
'? 9 cY3 � 9 � 'M cY) '9 'ml 
ka kaa ki kii leu leuu ke kai b bo 
m 96 cY36 'i "06 c1 "'3 II 
kam lew kiu kau kau kaw bi  
The late Aimya Khang Gohain suggested that the vowel ordering should be slightly 
amended as in Table 7.27: 
T bl 7 27 AI h b f d d· t A" a e . : lpl a e lca or er accor In& 0 lmya 
M:: Ml cY3 � 9 � 'M cY) 
ka kaa ki kii  leu leuu ke kai 
m 'i "'3 di6 'i "0 c1 "'3 
kam kum bm blkii kau b kaw koi 
Kh an& G h . o am 
'Ml 'ML 
b bo 
/I 
In Aimya Khang' s  system, d3E5 kiu wil l  be immediately after J3� kim rather than 
after ciE5 kw as suggested by Nabin Shyam Phalung.The principle is that consonant 
symbols always precede vowel symbols in ordering, and that final consonant symbols are 
in the same order as initial consonants. Therefore the first word in the Tai alphabet wil l  be 
mcY5" kale. 
Alphabetical ordering is not standardised amongst the Tai in Northeast India. Since 
there are not yet dictionaries avai lable and since a large proportion of the communi ty are 
not able to read the Tai script, there has been l i ttle discussion of the alphabetical order. The 
order adopted for the Phake and Aiton lexicons presented in this study is that of Table 
7.27. 
7.8 Development of the Tai Fonts 
The Tai fonts used here were developed in 1997-2000 as an integral part of the 
research that led to this study. As noted above in 1 . 1 ,  the development of the Tai fonts was 
the first part of this project to be undertaken. 
The fonts were created using Macromedia Fontographer 3.5,  and three different 
processes were used to produce them. The Phake and Aiton fonts were buil t  from existing 
Burmese fonts, taking those Burmese letters which are similar to the Tai characters and 
altering them to include the small black circles that are a distinguishing feature of these 
fonts. Of the 1 8  letters of the Tai alphabet, 1 1  could be built in this way. The others, which 
are quite different from Bunnese, were buil t  by combining sections of one letter with 
sections of another. 
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When I visited India for the second time in  January 1 998, I took with me a laptop 
computer and demonstrated the shape of the fonts to gatherings of vi l lagers. In Namphakey 
vi l lage, a meeting was held of the older men who are the guardians of the manuscripts in 
the vil lage. Every letter was discussed and in some cases alterations were made. A similar 
process was undertaken with Nabin Shyam Phalung for the Aiton script. 
When this process was complete, several vil lagers tried out the computer. The first 
to do so was Yenow Than Oohain, who was thus the first person of the Tai community to 
type her own name in her own language. This was recorded in a photograph <D.  
The font called Phake Ramayana, in which the shape of the glyphs is based on  an 
old Phake manuscript, was later developed from the Phake Script font. 
In the case of the Ahom font, the printed characters from the Ahom Primer (O.K. 
Barua 1 936) were scanned and the scanned bitmaps imported into the Fontographer 
programme. The characters were then adjusted. 
The Ahom manuscript font is based on the shape of characters in a manuscript of 
Ahom augury, a copy of which was made avai lable to me by Sri Atul Borgohain,  of 
Diburgarh. This font was drawn using fontographer, without borrowing from any of the 
other fonts or importing bitmaps. Characters were often bui l t  from others of similar shape, 
so that, for example, the character for /ph/ \X1 was buil t  from /y/ w, itself bui lt from /p/ v. 
Table 7.28 l ists the Tai fonts which have been produced as part of this project: 
Table 7.28: Fonts Eroduced for the Tai sCriEts 
Font name Font description Font file name 
Link to explanatory 
document 
Ahom font 
Font based on the printed form of 
ahomfontttf Ahomfont.doc � 
Ahom scripts (after Barua 1936) 
Ahom Font based on Ahom 
ahom-ms.ttf Ahom-ms.doc � 
Manuscript Chicken Bone manuscript 
Aiton 
Font based on usage in the Aiton 
aiton.ttf Aiton.doc � 
community 
Font based on the revised 
Khamti Khamti script khamtLttf Khamti.doc [;) 
(Chaw Khouk Manpoong 1993) 
Old Shan 
Font based on the Shan script in use 
oldshan.ttf OIdshan.doc � before the reforms since 1950 
Phake Font based on the ideas of the late 
phakmod.ttf Phakmod.doc � 
Modem Aimya Khang Gohain for Phake 
Phake Font based on the Lama Mang, the 
phakeram.ttf Phakeram.doc � 
Ramayana Phake Ramayana. 
Phake Script 
Font based on usage in 
phake.uf Phake.doc � 
the Phake community 
Shan 
Font based on the reformed 
shan.uf Shan.doc � 
Shan scriEt 
In addition to these nine fonts, this work also employs several other non-standard 
fonts which were developed or al tered for use in this study. The most important of these is 
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the Banchob font, used for romanisations of the Tai scripts. This  font is an adaptation of a 
phonetic font developed by Richard Horsey. 
7.9 On writing the Tai language in Assamese script 
Almost all native speakers of the Tai languages can read and write Assamese, but 
many cannot read their own script. There are a number of manuscripts of songs, stories and 
other texts which individual vi l lagers have written down in Assamese script. There i s  no 
standard method of realising the Tai language in Assamese script, but after studying 
several manuscripts, the correspondences listed in Table 7.29 were found to be the most 
common: 
Table 7.29: Assamese letters used for writing Tai consonants 
Phonetic Phonemic Phonemic 
Aiton Phake Transcript· Transcript- Assamese 
realisation in realisation realisation 
Symbol Symbol ion in Aiton ion in Phake character 
Assamese in Aiton i n  Phake 
m m k k � IkJ Ik/ Ik/ 
if) if) kh kh � Ikhl Ikhl Ikhl 
( ( I) I) \; II)I II)I II)I 
r.!'f) .rD c c D lsi Itr;'/ Itcl 
W W s s � lsi lsi lsi 
?J ?J fi fi � Ip/ Ip/ Ip/ 
00 00 '" It! It I It! 
(X) (X) th th � Irl /rl Irl 
2) "() n n � In! In! In! 
2),  3 d l1 Idl Idl 
0 0 p p 9f Ipl Ipl Ipl 
ro CD ph ph � Iphl Iphl Iphl 
� � m m 1l 1m! 1m! 1m! 
�, e> b <f Ibl fbI 
w w Y Y 7J Ijl Ijl Ijl 
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W 3 � Id3ll:J,IzJ 131 
� r 1" Irl Irl Irl 
C\J C\J C1 III II/ III 
0 0 w w � Iwl Iwl Iwl 
jJ jJ h h � Ih/ /hi /hi 
.rn .rn � (Ill) (Ill) (Ill) 
Initial vowels are l isted in Table 7.30: 
Table 7.30: Assamese letters used for writing initial Tai vowels 
Phonetic Phonemic Phonemic 
Aiton Phake Transcript- Transcript- Assamese 
realisation realisation realisation 
Symbol Symbol ion in Aiton ion in Phake character 
in Assamese in Aiton in Phake 
.rY1l q a, aa a, ii � Ia! la!, laa! la!, laa! 
.rf3 .rf3 i i  I � Iii Iii! III 
.rr;t .rr;t uu U � lui luul lUI 
.!Y(6 0 � loul 101 
�.rn �.rn e e, e l!I lei lei lei, lei 
�.rY1l �q :> :> � 1:>1 1:>1 1:>1 
q6 q6 UJ ." ii � lau! 1m! 1.,/, 1m! 
Non initial vowels, written in both and Assamese using both initial and final Ik/ are 
l isted in Table 7.3 1 :  
Table 7.31 :  Assamese letters used for writing non initial Tai vowels 
Aiton Symbol Phake Symbol Transcription in Aiton 
mcY5" mcY5" kak, kaak 
cY3cY5" cY3cY5" kik 
cY3cY5" cY3cY5" kEk 
Transcription in Phake 
kak, kiik 
kik 
kek, kEk 
Assamese character 
* 
� 
� 
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kuk kuk, �� d-.. 
kok � 
bk bk � 
kwk bk, kiik � 
Table 7.32 Lists the Assamese symbols used for writing combined characters in  
Tai : 
Table 7.32: Assamese letters used for writing combined characters in Tai 
Aiton Symbol Phake Symbol Transcription in Aiton Transcription in Phake Assamese character 
M M kai, kaai kai, kiii � 
en en kam kam � 
� � karn kaii �� 
'1 '1 
kau, kaau kau, kau �-S 
This system for writing Tai language in Assamese script was used in the 
publication of the Tai Aiton History (Morey 1 999b), the Book of calling the khon (Morey 
200 1 a) and Grandfather teaches grandchildren (Morey 200 1 b). A similar system was 
adopted by Ngi Kheng Chakap and Ai Che Let Hailung when they published The Good 
Way of Teaching in 200 1 .  
8 Syntax 
8.1 Typological Profile of the Tai Languages of Assam 
Chapter 8 presents an analysis of the syntax of the two closely related varieties, Tai 
Aiton and Tai Phake. In this chapter, reference wil l  also be made to Tai Khamyang and Tai 
Khamti .  Together these four wil l  be referred to as the Tai languages of Assam, or 
sometimes simply the Tai languages, or even just Tai. 
There are some differences between the syntax of each of these varieties, and these 
are noted throughout the text. Wherever a language example is presented, it wi l l  explicitly 
state from which variety i t  comes. On balance, however, because Tai Aiton and Tai Phake 
are so simi lar, it was decided to treat them together. 
Before proceeding to present a detai led syntactic analysis of these various Tai 
languages, a short overview of the morphological structure (see 8 . 1 . 1 )  and the syntactic 
structure (see 8 . 1 .2) wil l  be presented. 
8.1.1 Morphological Structure 
In common with many languages of Southeast Asia, the Tai languages are isolating 
in structure. Furthermore, the languages of the Tai family share a common propensity for 
monosyllabic morphemes (Edmondson and Sol nit 1 997a:7), with both 'content words' and 
'function words' being usually expressed by such monosyllabic morphemes. This is 
demonstrated in  example ( 1 ): 
1 )  fJL m cqcY5cnaY5 m (0 �Y5 Ml @JL m II � 
hal  ng4 l� :>TII ng4 pg4 1ciin2 kill tril2 ng4 
time DEF child DEF win RECIP GO case DEF 
'SO the boy won the case. '  
(Phake Story, Story a/the kum4 bird � , No.(l04) � ,  told by Ee Nyan KhetCD)  
As  can be  seen in  ( 1 ), almost a l l  of  the words are monosyllabic and there are no 
affixes or clitics marking functions such as person and number on verbs or case on nouns. 
Grammatical functions such as Tense, Aspect and Modality (see below 8.5 .7) are expressed 
by independent words, such as kiil 'go' in ( 1 ) .  There are, however, some cases in which the 
real isation of some of these TAM morphemes approaches that of postc litics (cf. Diller 
1 992:24). 
In fact, the Tai varieties in Assam are neither exclusively isolating nor is the 
vocabulary exclusively monosyl labic. Compounds are commonly formed, such as luk" :In I 
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in ( l ), which i s  formed from monosyllabic morphemes, iuJr 'child' and :ml 'smal l ' .  
Moreover there are polysyllabic morphemes which cannot be analysed as a compound of 
two monosyl lables. This is demonstrated by the word pe4 yaJ 'goat' in example (2) below: 
2) CU� �[ 
PE4 ya3 saUl)6 
goat two 
<X(01CW mvS" 
luk" se6 kan5 
from direction 
qY)vS" '4.6 � � 
pa I nan4 k�4 ma2 ma2 
there LINK come COME 
<X(01CW mvS" q-n '4.0 I I � 
1u0 se6 kan5 pa I nai4 b4 
from direction this LINK 
'Two goats came, from this direction and that. ' 
(Phake Story, The story of the two goats � , No. (3) � ,  
told by Yehom Buragohain <D) 
Example (2) also includes two polysyllabic forms, pa l nan4 'there' and pal naj4 
'here, thi s ' ,  both of which include pa� a morpheme that cannot form a phonological word 
on its own and i s  here analysed as a procl i tic. The form pal appears to be an unstressed 
form of the word paaJ/paJ 'side ' ,  but in this unstressed form it never stands alone. Both pal 
nan 4 and pa I naj4 are regarded by Phake speakers as being single words, and similar words 
are found in Aiton. 
Even clearer examples of non-isolating morphology are seen with the use of 
changed tone in Phake to express negation, imperative and questions. Thi s  was already 
discussed above in 6.2.4.5, and wi l l  be discussed further in 8.6. 
Despite these exceptions, the Tai varieties in Assam are usually  isolating and thus 
most morphemes are also phonological and grammatical words. Since these are written 
languages, all of these elements can be written as words. For example, when speech i s  
transcribed using the Tai script, hesitation phenomena and other particles can be written 
and can be regarded as words, such as JI1lw[ aal sag land .m aP in (3): 
3. 1 )  v3 .!1'Jl .!1'JlW[ m 8�� 9 <X(01 oft 
khaul aal a l sal] I ai3 pin2 kaal luk3 niF 
3Pl PRT HESIT PRT be GO child good 
'They, urn, became . . .  , 
3.2) C.!1'Jl .!1'Jl w[ 1 21 82S" 9 <X(01 m2S" qJ3[ I I � 
:)1  a l sal] I khaul naP pin2 kaa l luk3 kan2 pal 3il]2 
EXCL HESIT 3PI get be GO child RECIP girl 
'Umm, they got the (local) girls . '  
(Aiton text, History of the Tai � ,  Nos. (5 1 -52) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
2 1 0  Stephen Morey 
The text of the History of the Tai was transcribed from the recording by Bidya 
Thoumoung. In his transcription, he wrote both the forms .0"1l.w[ aa l SaIJI and m ail , 
further suggesting that they can be regarded as orthographic words. On the other hand, not 
unexpectedly, these forms are not found in traditional Tai manuscripts. 
Even when a form might be argued to be approaching clitic status, as with kaa l in 
(3 .2), i t  i s  sti l l  regarded as a separate word by the Tais, both in writing and when discussing 
the analysis of the texts. In section 8.2. 10  below, we wi l l  examine what are here termed 
'bound lexemes' following Noss ( 1964). Further research is needed to establish whether, 
for example, pin2 kaa l (be.Go) 'became' in (3.2) should be regarded as a single word. It i s  
certainly arguable, at  least on prosodic grounds, that pin 2 kaa I i s  a single word in the same 
way that pa l 3lg2'girl' is .  
8.1.2 Syntactic Structure 
The Tai languages of Assam exhibit a basic constituent order of Verb Object (VO) 
as exemplified in (4): 
4) "'tv) �[ 1 Ml 0 � YJv) 'W II � 
kon2 m::l1)2 khau6 kill pam3 mai4 nan4 se6 
person city 3Pl go fel l  tree that PRT 
'These city people went and cut that tree down. '  
(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king � ,  No. (78) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD)  
As  wi l l  be  discussed below in detail in section 8.4, sentences with a different 
constituent order very frequently occur in Tai and this is reflected in the corpus of texts 
which form the basis of this work. 
The expression of noun phrases is not obligatory in any of these languages. If a 
participant has already been introduced, it is not necessary to express i t  either by a ful l  
noun phrase or b y  a pronoun. Therefore a sentence such as (5) would b e  as grammatical as 
(4), provided that the agent had already been introduced into the discourse. 
5)  Ml 0 () � YJv) 'w II 
kill pam3 mai4 nan4 se6 
go fel l  tree that PRT 
' (They) cut that tree down. '  
(Phake sentence) 
Where a sentence IS IntransI tI ve, the single noun phrase participant is usuall y  
expressed before the verb, as in (6): 
6) "'1"<5 Y)"<5 '6"<5 � 
kun2 nan3 n:m2 suu I 
person that sleep TOW ARDS 
'That person is sleeping. ' 
(Aiton sentence) 
Adjectives can also appear as the intransitive predicate, as in (7): 
7) q� m CJld<5 �6 I I � 
pal sau6 m;4 S:>p l  pheu6 
girl DEF beautiful excessive 
'That girl was very beautiful . '  
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(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king � ,  No. ( 19) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD)  
The core arguments of a predication are expressed either as  noun phrases or  as 
prepositional phrases. Noun phrases are headed by nouns or pronouns, the former of which 
can be postmodified in a variety of ways, such as in example (8) which shows a noun 
modified by an adjective and example (9) which shows a noun modified by a possessor: 
8) "'1"<5 CJt{ [ 
9) 
kon2 SUlJ6 
person tal l 
'a tal l person ' 
(Phake sentence) 
u<5c801 
pap4 l iIc4 
book 
a:r.01� Y)"<5 
luic4 :>n I nan4 
child that 
'the child's book' 
(Phake sentence) 
Noun phrases are discussed in detai l below in 8.3.2. 
As mentioned above, some arguments are marked in prepositional phrases. Animate 
core participants which are not agents are frequently found in prepositional phrases marked 
by the preposition hag 2 'to' , as in ( 1 0). 
10) fJl m �6 m m<5 oo[ �a5 :r£ � m ll �  
hal ne4 s56 ne4 kap4 til1J I w:)t4 ha1]2 mu6 ne4 
time DEF tiger DEF bite all PRT to pig DEF 
'The tiger ate the pig up. '  
(Phake Story, Story of Deception � , No. (39) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD )  
2 1 2  Stephen Morey 
The use of the prepositional phrase in  ( 1 0) might be a type of non-obligatory case 
marking, and is discussed further in 8.3.3 below. This is a type of dependent marking in the 
terms presented by Nichols ( 1986). In most syntactic constructions in the Tai languages, 
however, neither head nor dependent is marked. 
The remainder of this chapter on syntax is divided as follows : 
8 .2 Words 
8.3 Constituents 
8.4 Constituent order 
8 .5 Predications 
8.6 Interrogative, negative and imperati ve 
8 .7 Complex Sentences 
8.2 Words 
This section has been titled 'words ' ,  using the term in a pre-theoretical and perhaps 
intuitive sense to refer to what are termed 'grammatical words' .  As discussed above in 8 . 1 ,  
for Tai speakers in  India, all morphemes are arguably words and most of these words are 
monosyllabic. Of the words that are not monosyllables, many are compounds of two or 
more monosyllabic Tai elements. There are a smal ler, but not insignificant, number of 
borrowed words, particularly from Pali ,  Assamese and Burmese, and these are often 
polysyll abic. These wi l l  be discussed in  8.2. 1 1  below. 
8.2.1 Word classes in Tai languages 
In hjs study of Standard Thai , Noss ( 1 964:79) divided words into two classes, 'free 
lexemes' and 'bound lexemes' .  Free lexemes are those which occur ' in isolation ' and can 
occur as 'minor sentences' ,  a category similar to the non-initiating sentences as defined by 
Vichin Panupong ( 1970). Bound lexemes are those which cannot so occur and thus include 
a large number of words which would not normally be regarded as bound morphemes, such 
as prepositions. For example, the word thtlg 'reach, arrive' is included by Noss as a 
preposition, one of the subclasses of bound lexeme, with the meaning 'to, al l  the way to, 
reaching' in ( 1 1 ). 
1 1 ) n �1 �th1 YUJ , 
kUlp-maa thID:J-baan welaa s5::lIJ thum 
return-come reaching-home time two evening o'clock 
'Got back to the house at eight p.m. ' (Noss 1 964: 1 49) 1 
1 Only the phonetic script and translation is from Noss. The morpheme gloss and Thai script were 
supplied by me. 
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I n  addition, Noss also categories thlig both as a conjunction ( 1964: L 73), another 
form of bound lexeme in his analysis, and as a completive verb ( 1 964: 1 27), which is a free 
lexeme. 
Noss's  analysis seems to suggest that native speakers of Standard Thai can 
compartmental ise the different senses of a word l ike thlfg. It appears that he regards words 
like this as having polysemous senses as both a free and a bound lexeme, or perhaps even 
as more than one separate homophonous words. This, however, fail s  to take into account 
either the diachronic factors, by which it can be shown that thlig 'to, reaching' is related to 
and deri ved from thlig 'to reach ' ,  or the native speaker's  intuition, which in most cases 
would regard thlig as a single word, despite these different glosses in English. 
Noss' free lexemes are themselves divided into three discrete categories: isolatives, 
substanti ves and predicatives. He defined substantives as 'any free lexeme which occurs as 
co-constituent of a predication of which it is not the predicator. ' ( 1 964: 88)  This group 
includes nouns, complementives, pronouns, numerals, classifiers and demonstratives. 
Predicatives, including modal verbs, adjectives, transiti ve verbs and completive verbs are 
defined as 'any free lexeme which occurs as a predicator' ( 1 964: 1 14). 
There are difficulties with Noss's approach. For example, his characterisation of 
adjectives as a subclass of predicatives (verbals) i s  not uncontroversial . It was fol lowed by 
Vichin Panupong ( 1 970: 1 25) who described adjecti ves in Thai as 'intransitive adjectival 
verbs' .  
On the other hand, Dixon (in press) maintains that three word classes, nouns, verbs 
and adjectives are ' implicit in the structure of each human language' ,  and that each has '(a) 
a prototypical conceptual basis and (b) prototypical grammatical function(s)' .  
Let us examine for a moment how we might attempt to establish that a particular 
word was a verb in the Tai languages. Semantic, syntactic and morphological criteria might 
be used. Being isolating languages, there are no formal criteria to distinguish verbs from 
other word classes and no bound morphology peculiar to verbs. There are some features 
which mark verbs out from the prototypical nouns. Whereas verbs can be accompanied by 
TAM markers, nouns cannot. This TAM morphology is exemplified in  ( 1 2), where the 
verb kapJ 'bite' is fol lowed by the TAM marker kaa1 'GO' , indicating past tense. 
1 2) 
m:m2 aa3 paakl n:lj l m:m2 pai2 kap3 kaa1 
3Sg open mouth PRT 3Sg go bite GO 
'He opened his mouth and ate that piece of meat. '  
k:ln3 nw3 
piece meat 
(Aiton Story, Story o/the Crow and the Fox � ,  No. (56) � ,  told by Ong Cham CD). 
No noun can be fol lowed by a TAM morpheme in this way, but adjectives in 
adjectival predicates can, as shown in example ( 1 3): 
2 1 4  Stephen Morey 
1 3) 
wan2 IWIJ2 cau3 phaa3 sikl kyaa2 kaml pal laal m:;,n2 dwtl kaal 
day one king Sikkya throne 3Sg hot GO 
'One day, the throne of Lord Sikkya was very hot. ' 
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton I§ ,  No. (5) jg 
told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung (0) 
Syntactically, a verb is  the head of  a predication (for the syntax of  predications, see 
below 8 .5) .  In ( 14) where the structure is Subject-Verb, the subject nominal is naa1)2 del 
wjj1 naj� and the predication is made up of a verb (tum� and its modifier, a TAM 
morpheme: 
14) 
naaIJ2 de I wii  I naP twn I maa2 
lady Devi this wake COME 
'Queen Devi woke up.' 
I I '4 
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions I§ ,  No (7) � ,  told by Sa Cham Thoumoung (0 )  
I n  the case of both the morphological and syntactic arguments advanced in  favour 
of a word being a verb, it could be argued that these are properties of the phrase in which 
the word appears, rather than of the word itself. So, for example, i t  could be argued that 
kaa 1in examples ( 1 2) and ( 1 3) is a marker of the whole predication, rather than of the verb. 
This is akin to the key idea of construction grammar, in which the ful l  specification 
of a word is not apparent until it is in a construction. Goldberg ( 1 996:32) sums up the 
program of construction grammar as fol lows: ' In the theory of Construction Grammar, 
constructions play a central role in that grammar i tself is claimed to consist of a structured 
inventory of constructions ' .  
Following this argumentation, a word l ike dwtl 'hot' i n  ( 13) only achieves its 
syntactic status as a predication when it i s  in a construction l ike ( 1 3). If i t  were in a 
different construction, it would have a different status. 
Let us consider the word kaag3/kiil)3 'wide ' .  This is often found as a modifier of a 
noun, as in example ( 1 5) :  
1 5) 
tOIJ5 na2 kaIJ3 
area ricefield wide 
'a wide paddy-field' 
(Phake sentence, Banchob 1 987:9) 
Example ( 1 5 )  demonstrates kaal)3/kiil)3 in  one of the prototypical functions of an 
adjective, that of an attribute of a noun. In example ( 1 6), on the other hand, kaag3/kiil)3 
appears as the head of a noun phrase: 
1 6) 
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kaaIJ3 man2 yuu1 caa1 naa1 IWlJ2 3aau2 man2 yuu1 caal naa1 IWlJ2 
wide 3Sg league one long 3Sg league one 
' Its width was one league/yojana, its length was one league. '  
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � ,  No ( 1 1 8) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
Statistically, by a very large margin, the commonest use of m[ kaaJ)J is as an 
adjective. Nevertheless, sentences of the form of ( 1 6) do occur, where i t  is the head of a 
noun phrase, as shown by the fact that it is modified by another nominal, �n) man2 'third 
person singular pronoun' (see 8.3.2. 1 ). 
Had he been writing this grammar, Noss might have argued that there are two 
separate morphemes, kaagJ 'an adjective (verbal) meaning wide, to be wide' and kaaJ)J a 
noun meaning 'width ' .  
On the other hand, the native speakers of these languages certainly regard k8aJ)Jas a 
single word and for this reason it wil l  be treated in this work as such. 
The problem of how to categorise word classes in the Tai l anguages is  not a new 
one. Grierson was wel l  aware of the problem, stating that he could not 'divide the 
vocabulary into parts of speech'  ( 1 904:73), and adding that: 'As to what function each 
word performs, that is determined partly by custom. Although, theoretically, every word 
may perform the function of any part of speech;  in practice, such is not the case ' .  
Grierson' s  statement that the function is 'determined partly  by  custom' might be a 
forerunner of the approach of construction grammar, taking the view that a word does not 
acquire i ts ful l  meaning unti l i t  i s  in a syntactic construction. 
In this section, words wi l l  be divided into classes on the basis of loosely semantic 
categories. We wil l  discuss nominals (see 8 .2.2), verbals (see 8 .2.3), adjectives (see 8.2.4), 
prepositions (see 8.2.5), numbers and quantifiers (see 8 .2.6), demonstratives (see 8.2.7), 
conjunctions (see 8.2.8) and isolatives (see 8 .2.9). This is  then fol lowed by some remarks 
on morphemes which do not stand by themselves (see 8.2. 10). This  section is then 
concluded by a discussion of borrowed words (see 8.2. 1 1 ) .  
8.2.2 Nominals 
The prototypical nominal i s  a noun and nouns are prototypical ly animate creatures 
or material objects. The class of nominals treated here includes nouns (see 8.2.2. 1 ), and 
three groups of words that can stand in the place of nouns, namely pronouns (see 8.2.2.2), 
interrogative words (see 8 .2.2.3), classifiers (see 8.2.2.4) and noun class markers (see 
8 .2.2.5). Of these, nouns form an open class, while the others are all probably closed 
classes. 
2 1 6  Stephen Morey 
8.2.2.1 Nouns 
The class of nouns is probably the largest c lass of words in Tai . It is certainly an 
open class, with new words, usually either compounds or borrowed words, being added 
constantly. A very large number of nouns in Tai remain to be recorded, particularly names 
for animals, plants and insects. 
Nouns can be divided into several c lasses, of which the most numerous are the 
common nouns (see 8.2.2. 1 . 1 ) but there are also proper nouns (see 8.2.2 . 1 .2). 
8.2.2. 1 . 1  Common Nouns 
8.2.2.1.1.1 Simple monosyllabic nouns 
Most nouns in Tai are monosyllabic words, many of which can be traced back to 
Proto-Southwestern Tai. Some examples are given in Table 8. 1 :  
Table 8.1 :  Some common nouns i n  Tai 
Tai Phake Aiton Ahom Standard Proto Meaning 
(Banchob) Thai South-
western tai 
Ml ka2 kaa2 1'1< m kaa A2 crow 
, 
d$[ kilJ l kilJ l 
A nJ kilJ B2 branch 
d$c5 kipl .. nlJ kiip DL2 hoof 
'l.� kon3 kun3 nll. kon C2 bottom 
'l.c5 kOpl kUpl nlJ kop DS2 frog 
03[ kaurl koIJ2 '1£ m H l.J ko:l1J A2 drum 
03[ kaU1)3 m H l.J ko:l1J C2 pipe 
8.2.2.1 .1.2 Compound nouns 
Compound nouns are made up of two or more elements, the most typical being a 
two morpheme compound, consisting of two monosyllabic words, often of proto Tai 
origin. 
Aimya Khang Gohain (1997:53) l isted a number of types of compounds. An 
example of each type is reproduced in Table 8.2:  
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Table 8.2: Compounding processes after Aimya Khang2 ( 1 995) 
Elements 1 st word gloss 2nd word gloss compound 
gloss 
N + N  c8[ lail)6 vehicle 01 10m2 wind motof-
vehicle 
N + Adj V3v5 nin2 earth y) nam2 black coal 
N + V  'JD ce3 paper Sv5 men2 fly kite 
V + N  cJ pai l strike ro phai2 fire safety 
match 
V + V  JD[ CaIJ5 know C'Cl'<5 phan4 massage masseur 
Unlike in standard Thai , where the word-class of the head (first word) usually 
decides the word class of the whole compound, in the examples given by Aimya Khang, 
there are compounds headed by verbs which are nevertheless nouns, although, as discussed 
below in 8 .2.3. 1 ,  there are also compounds headed by verbs which are verbs. 
Compounding is one of the two most productive ways of forming new nouns, the 
other being borrowing (see 8.2. 1 1 ). Compounding may also occur between a compound 
word and a simple monosyllabic word, as in Phake khun6 ha6 kham� 'king' which is a 
compound of khun6 'prince' and ha6 kham� 'golden palace' , i tself a compound. 
8.2.2. 1 .2 Proper Nouns 
Proper names, mostly the names of people and places, are usually polysyllabic, as 
the examples listed in Table 8.3, from the Treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs � ,  
indicates: 
Table 8.3: Proper names from the Treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs 
mvf/ aai 3 kh::>lJ I name of a person 
�if(J[aa[ lJi i2 khaalJ3 t::>lJ I name of a person 
W�(()[ saaml ruul khaalJ3 name of a person 
c0c0?n� laail ruul hukl name of a person 
ca ex cJtOO 05 b::>rl p::> l thaatl name of a town 
C"'0!.'<.n.1l kaal S::> I name of a river 
m'i tal kuml name of a tribe 
m(93 tal raj ! name of a tribe 
2 The transcriptions in this table fol low Banchob ( 1987), rather than Aimya Khang's system. 
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name of a year 
name of a year 
The first three examples in Table 8.3 are native Tai names, instantly recognisable 
by the presence of the prefixes aail 'first son ' ,  gjp 'second son' and saam I 'third son ' .  
These are arguably compounds. The fourth personal name may be that o f  a non-Tai person, 
and as with many borrowed words, the first tone is generally preferred (see 6.3 .4.4). 
Table 8.3 also includes some place names, names of other tribes and the names of 
the years. The names of the years are native Tai words, although the original meaning and 
correct pronunciation of them is no longer known by Aiton speakers. The tones given here 
for the names of the years were established by comparison with the Lakni - names of the 
Tai days and years § elicited from Sam Thun Wingkyen. 
The names of the various Tai groups in Assam are all polysyllabic, as pha4 ke� the 
Phake term for themselves (see above 2.3.6 for a discussion of the meanings of the names 
of the Tai groups in Assam). 
8.2.2.2 Pronouns 
The Tai languages of Northeast India have a basic six pronoun system, as shown in 
Table 8.4: 
Table 8.4: Tai pronouns 
Word Phake Aiton Gloss ref in 
(mostly from Banchob 1 987) Banchob 
'i kau2 kau2 I ( 1 987: 18) 
(" maU2 maw2 ( 1987:3 1 1 ) � you '"'-
�Y5" mlin2 man2 he, she, it ( 1987:325) 
� hau2 hau2 we ( 1987:4 10) 
� stfi suu' you all ( 1 987: 1 30) 
1 khau6 khau' they ( 1987:60) 
Two other first person non-singular pronouns are occasionally used. The word 
tuu21t02 is most often found as a classifier for animals, but it can be used as an exclusive 
first person pronoun, as in example ( 1 7): 
1 7) 9.E5qE5.a CJ3 
10 py5 nai4 sii6 
therefore PRT 
cep' 
hurt 
rf)v5 � OOL .r1  1ScYS" II � 
khan5 naa6 ta I au5 p:)}(4 
direction PRT.QN WILL take return 
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'So we are distressed, and do not know how we wil l  get (our traditions) back. 
(Kharnyang text, The future of the Khamyang language � , No. (40) � ,  
spoken by Deben Chowlik CD)  
The origin of  the use of  the word tuu2!to2to refer to  the first person exclusive is  not 
known. It may arise from a desire to be deferential to the addressee and wish to emphasise 
the low status of the speaker. It can probably also be used as a first person singular 
pronoun, but no cases of this have been recorded. 
The dual pronoun hii� the meaning of which in Shan is given as 'we two ' ,  also 
survives in some texts, as in example ( 1 8), although in this example the dual meaning has 
been bleached. 
1 8) qw 1d fJL ut[ ,w q II � 
al sam6 hau2 ha2 YUIJ3 se6 TIl 
Assam I PI I DI disordered PRT PRT 
'This Assam is very disturbed at present, ' 
(Tai Phake Song, Words of gladness - in honour of Stephen Morey !; ,  No. (8) � ,  
sung by Am Saeu Khyo CD)  
Banchob ( 1987 :44) also points out that in Phake, the word '1I1l kh;)6 'both ' can be 
added to the singular pronouns to form dual pronouns, as in fd'lIJl. hau2 kh;)6 'both of us' . 
The marking of duality is not obligatory and is only used if the speaker or writer has a very 
specific reason for wishing to indicate it. 
Aimya Khang ( 1 995:52) discusses the use of the respectful particle JXd cau3, glossed 
as 'RESP' to mark a respectful pronoun in Phake. This  is common to all the Tai varieties, 
and is exempli fied in ( 19): 
19) 'i rf)';. °rt82� d.5 030 c13 
kau2 khaal 0:)1 bin3 t6m3 laai2 maa i l  s i i  I 
ISg am Nabin write letter PRT 
tIt{[ 1605 q d3 
(" ut c.i � 
SUIJ I h:)t3 maa2 tii2 maw2 cau3 3au3 
send arrive come at 2Sg RESP FINISHED 
'I, Nabin ,  am sending a letter to you. '  
(Aiton letter � ,  No (2) �, written by Nabin Shyarn Phalung CD , 1 999) 
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The third person pronoun khauIfkhau6 can also be used, generally  in  final position 
in a noun phrase, to indicate the plurality of a noun, as in (20). Both animate and inanimate 
nouns can be marked in this way. 
20) if) � �Y5 9.[ cYtY5 
khai5 kham2 wlio4 tfuJ l kon2 
tell word PRT with people 
'Spoke with the people of Pawaimukh. '  
Old 
pal wai6 
Pawaimukh 
v3 � 
khau6 
3Pl 
(Explanation of Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khyii1J2 style: How Stephen 
Morey came to the Tai Phakes � , No (75 . 1 )  � , read by Ai Che Let Hailung <D) 
A special case of the use of khauIfkhau6is the associative plural, where i ts  meaning 
is 'expressed noun and others ' ,  as exempli fied in (2 1 ). From the context of this sentence, 
we know that it was the king and his minister that told the story into the tree hollow. Hence 
khun6 ha6 kham2 khau6 (king-3Pl) here refers to the King and his minister, and does not 
mean 'kings ' .  
2 1 )  Ml fN5 ;J  9.[ -nY5 m cYt[ Ii 
kal han6 mai4 101)6 nan4 ne4 kOl)2 hali3 
go see tree big that PRT hollow give 
d3 vr.Y5'A v3 Ml if) II � 
tI5 khun6 h,,6 kham2 khau6 ka I khai5 
place king 3PI go tell 
d ,w 
wai4 ye4 
keep PRT 
'They went to see the big tree with the hollow in i t, to which the king (and minister) 
had told the story.' 
(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king � ,  No. (75) � ,  told by Be Nyan Khet<D)  
8.2.2.2. 1 Reflexive pronouns 
In both Phake and Aiton, a reflexive q� pal cauJ is formed by the combination of 
the respectful particle cauJ with pal, the noun class marker for humans. This  is used with 
transitive verbs, as exemplified in (22): 
22) Mc5mY5 m jJ[ Ol� �6 Ml 
kap tan ne4 hal)2 pal cau3 yiP kal 
captain ex (to) himself shoot past 
'The captain shot himself. ' 
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(Phake sentence, from Kingcom 1992:3 10, No. 489i 
Example (22) is an elicited sentence. In the texts, the preposition hal)2 is often 
omitted as in  (23) :  
23) c1 3 m� q� d3[ 'tDl 23 03 9 
3au3 waj3 man2 pal cau3 keIJ3 kh:>2 mi l taai2 kaal 
FINISHED keep 3Sg self cut throat PRT die GO 
'Then she cut her own throat and died. ' 
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton � ,  No. (68) � ,  told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung 
CD) 
In the case of (23), the context makes i t  clear that the subject (Queen Am Co Am 
Pong) has taken her own l ife. When discussing this sentence, Nabin Shyam confirmed that 
the preposition hag 2 could be employed before pa l cau� as it is in (22). Out of context, 
however, pal cau3 could either mark a reflexive, or be used as an emphatic as in (24). To 
be sure of the reflexive reading, hag2would need to be employed, as in (22). 
24) '1 q� paS 9 
kau2 pal cau3 hit l  kaal 
1 Sg self do GO 
'I did it myself', 'I myself ctid it '  
8.2.2.2.2 Reciprocals 
In addition to the reflexive pal cau� a reciprocal marker kan2 (or kiin� is a very 
common morpheme in all Tai varieties. It is glossed 'RECIP' and exemplified in (25): 
25) m� �[ oo[ 'q � 'bl � q m2� II � 
wan2 IWIJ2 taIJ l p:>2 thau3 me2 thau3 daal kan2 
day one with father old mother old quarrel RECIP 
'One day the old couple quarrelled. ' 
(Aiton Story, Story of the forest ghosts and the opium pipes � ,  No. (4) � ,  told by 
Mohendra Shyam CD). 
In example (25) we can see the reciprocal marker in what would be the Object 
position in a transiti ve sentence. The literal meaning of daa l is 'curse, abuse with words' 
and in the reciprocal form is 'curse each other' , here translated as 'quarrel ' .  
3 The translation and glosses are from Kingcom ( 1 992). For consistency, the phonemicisation 
follows Banchob ( 1987) rather than the system adopted by Kingcom. The Tai script has been 
added by me. 
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Occasionally the reflexive and reciprocal forms are used together, as in (26): 
26) �[ 1d 1d q� tnt 'WLc3 cY3v5 � 
mY1)2 hau2 hau2 pal cau3 tal SO l laP kins 
country IPI IPI self WILL rule RECIP 
'We wi l l  rule our country ourselves. '  
(Khamyang Text, The second world war and its aftermath � ,  No. (79) � ,  
told by Sa Myat Chowlik CD) 
The Khamyang pronunciation of the reciprocal particle differs from that of the 
Aiton and Phake, but Aiton and Phake informants agreed that the syntax in (26) would be 
acceptable to them, and that i t  would even be acceptable to mark the phrase hau2 pa l cau3 
'we ourselves' with the preposition hag� The implication of (26) is  that we ourselves wi l l  
rule each other in our own country. Once again, as with (25), the English translation does 
not require an overt reciprocal . 
Sometimes kan2is not a reciprocal, as in (27): 
27) m �v5 if) d3 � d3cY5" ml d3cY5" mv5 II � 
ne4 mtin2 khai I tIs than4 taikl ka I taikl kan2 
DEF 3Sg lay egg to there break GO break RECIP 
'She laid her eggs there and they shattered and broke. '  
(Phake Story, Story of the kum4 bird � , No. (5) � ,  told by  Be Nyan Khet CD )  
Example (27) refers to young chicks breaking out of their shells .  N o  reciprocality is 
implied; it is not being suggested that the young chicks help break each other's eggs. This 
p luralising use of kan2 is also found in Standard Thai, where the cognate kan was defined 
by Haas ( 1 964:25) as a reciprocal pronoun with the meaning ' 1 .  each other, one another, 
mutually, together. 2. severally (imparting a distributive sense to the verb). Often not 
rendered explicitly in English ' .  
The reciprocal kan2 is  one of a number of morphemes in Tai Phake which is often 
realised with initial consonant lenition (see example (4) in section 6.2. 1 ), as wel l  as with 
vowel reduction (see 6.2.2.3). In example ( 1 )  above, there is a very unstressed realisation 
of kan� which is untranslated. 
8.2.2.3 Interrogative Words 
Interrogative words in Tai behave syntactically like noun phrases, and they are 
therefore included in the class of nominals. This is shown in examples (28. 1 )  and (28 .2) 
where the object of the verb h;:?m6 'gather' is ka3 sag60r sag6 'what' in the question (28. 1 )  
and a noun phrase k�2 'salt' i n  the answer (28.2). 
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28 . 1 )  ut[ ,w cYJlW[ r$ oot 13 "'-
)'UlJ2 ye4 ka3 saIJ6 maii2 tal h:)m6 
mosquito PRT what 2Sg wi l l  gather 
� oot cYJl cYJl W[ II 
maii2 tal ka I ka4 SaIJ6 
2Sg wil l  go trade what 
'Mosquito, what wil l  you gather, what wil l  you trade?' 
28.2) 'q 'i oot 13 
:)2 kau2 ta I h:)m6 wai4 
YES ISg wil l  gather KEEP 
'Oh, I wi l l  gather salt . '  
(Phake Story, The Dolphin, the Crow and the Mosquito � ,  Nos ( 1 5  & 16) � ,  told 
by Aithown Che Chakap <D )  
Table 8.5 l ists interrogative words and the kind of phrases that can be used to 
answer them: 
Table 8.5: Interrogative words in Aiton and Phake 
Word Phake Aiton Gloss Answering phrase 
cYJlW[ ka3 saIJ6 ka
l SaIJ l what? Noun phrase or 
sentence 
c-?3 krl ki i l  how many? Numeral or 
quantifier 
UJJ.� khal laiil khal dawl how much? Quantifier Phrase 
ol thaii6 thaw I where? Locational Phrase 
or Place name 
-1 naii6 dawl , nawl which? Demonstrati ve or 
sentence 
�[AE5 niiI]1 hu6 nalJ l hwl how? Sentence 
� phaii6 phawl who? Proper Name 
�E5"1 ma5 naii6 mw2 dawl, when? Temporal Phrase 
mw2 nawl 
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8.2.2.4 Classifiers 
In the languages of the Tai family, as in many of the languages of mainland 
Southeast Asia, many nouns cannot be directly counted. The term 'classifier' has long been 
used (for example Haas 1964) to refer to the morpheme which is counted. In example (29), 
the noun is muu' 'pig' , but the word tuu2 'animal classifier' is required for pigs to be 
counted, the order of constituents being noun-numeral-classifier: : 
29) � 11 9. 
muul haa3 tuu2 
pig five CLF 
'Five Pigs' 
(Aiton sentence) 
Aikhenvald (2000: 1 )  discusses the various grammatical means for the 
categorisation of nouns and nominals, and uses the term classifier as 'an umbrella label for 
a wide range of noun categorization devices' .  The particular device exemplified in (29) is a 
numeral classifier in Aikhenvald's typology, so called to distinguish them from other 
classifiers. For the purpose of this study, the term classifier wil l  continue to be used to refer 
to these numeral classifiers, and they wi l l  be glossed as 'CLF' . The syntax of these 
classifiers and the phrases in which they occur is discussed at 8.3.2.3. 
Not all nouns require classifiers to be counted. Some abstract concepts, as we 
would expect, are never counted at all ,  but in addition there are some nouns which refer to 
material objects that do not need a classifier in order to be counted. For example, body 
parts are usuall y  directly counted, as in (30), where the word niu4 'fingers' is counted 
without a c lassifier. 
30) �E5 11 �E5 � 
(3 1 ): 
3 1 )  
mlF ha3 niu4 
hand five fingers 
'A hand with five fingers' 
(Tai Phake Riddles � ,  No. (5) � ,  read by Ee N yan Khet CD)  
Large objects, such as countries, are also directly counted, as mlU1J2 'country' in 
�E5 Y)� '6[ fX'(� CMlWLQ cmSO-S 
mw2 nan3 n:>1)3 hak3 bl saal pal the l myat l 
time that brother love Kassapa holy 
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�vS' 1([ cq[ CMl utlaS 03 �[ � 
mun2 hUlJ I phUlJ2 ko3 khy:)t3 laai l mW1)2 
holy famous power LINK preach many country 
'Then the beloved brother Kassapa, the holy and powerful, preaching in many 
countries. ' 
(Tai Khamyang text, The Parinibbana � ,  No. 25 � , read by Chaw Cha Seng CD)  
Where classifiers are to  be used, there is  a choice between specific classifiers and 
general classifiers. When asked how to use these classifiers, Tai speakers say that .rn'f5 an2 
is used for most objects, but not for persons, for whom the classi fier is general ly ka3/ka4 ,  
and only rarely for animals, for which the classifier i s  tuu2/to� However, as discussed 
below with regard to example (34), it appears that an2is being generalised and can be used 
for animals. There are some other functions of an� One is a relative-l ike function, which is 
discussed below in 8.3.2.5. The second is possibly a discourse sensitive function as 
observed in (45) below. Finally, there are a number of sentences where an unstressed 
syllable that is notated as an2 is to be found, such as (75) below. This is possibly a 
reduction of the demonstrative nan3 'that ' ,  but in the minds of the Tai speakers, i t  is the 
same as an� 
There are a large number of specific classifiers, the use of most of which is quite 
rare. The ful l  l ist of classifiers for Phake identified by Banchob ( 1 987), together with some 
additional classifiers found in the texts, are l isted in Table 8.6. These are compared with a 
l ist of Aiton classifiers elicited from Bidya Thoumoung. Where there is an empty square in 
either the Aiton or Phake columns of Table 8.6, i t  indicates that the particular classifier has 
not yet been identified in the language concerned. It does not indicate that it does not occur. 
Table 8.6: Classifiers in Phake and Aiton 
Word Phake Aiton Gloss 
c-q� kon2 a classifier for human beings 
c-qc5 kupl a classifier for a piece of wood which is cracked 
open 
cent ko4 ko3 a classifier for persons 
M kam2 a classifier for a spoken word 
"605 btl a classifier for the circumference of the trunk of 
a tree 
"60 bpi a handful,  used as a classifier 
r.f)� khan! a classifier for valuable and expensive things 
J)O khcpl a classifier for thin and flat things, mostly round 
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2 l)ai2 l)aai2 a classifier for meals 
.rr:a[ C:l I) 2 a classifier for questions, points of dispute 
c.ScYS" s"ik4 a classifier for a tom thing, as a banana leave or 
a banana stem 
0B s"i3 a classifier for a tooth or the similar things 
oo[ tal)4 a classifier for shelves 
ooc5 tapl a classifier for a flat and thin thing 
'"rot. t02 tuu2 a classifier for animals 
dlc5 t;}pl a classifier for a flat and round thing 
aa bi2 a volume of book 
o::JL thaal a classifier of time 
"()[ nalJ2 a classifier for a prince (now obsolete) 
-Ac5 nepl a c lassifier for packets 
yt05 nutl a c lassifier for cigarettes 
ytv5 non3 a classifier for pieces or sticks of cut firewood 
9 n:l6 n:ll a classifier for persons (poetic) 
oc5 pap4 paap3 a classifier for ' I ile'" (a scroll ,  a book) 
q pa2 paa2 a classifier for respectable persons, such as 
monks. 
�[ pUll)2 a classifier for holy things 
c-8v5 phenl a classifier for thin things 
�, c-q pbuul , a classifier for persons 
pbaal 
¥ ph;}tl a c lassifier for skeins of thread, wool, or the l ike 
c¥ phlin6 phunl a c lassifier for clothes and c loths 
�[ mal)2 a classifier for thin things, as paper, leaves of a 
tree, or the l ike 
�[ mU1J4 a classifier for a brood 
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�[ mUlJ5 a classifier for a distance within eye reach 
r 
maU2 maw2/ a classifier for knives � 
baw2 
(x£ laIJ6 laIJ l a classifier for houses 
00 [ laIJ I a classifier for drums 
oo[ HilJ6 a classifier for many kinds of things, also for 
human beings 
ooY5 lanl lan l a classifier for leaves of books 
c8� lem3 a classifier for small and long things, as boats, 
pencils, etc. 
cqcY5 l uk:3 a classifier for worlds and heavens 
9. lUi a classifier for flowers 
'00 le2 a c lassifier for some amount of gunpowder used 
at one shot 
cD lam2 lam2 a c lassifier for long things, as bamboo 
ci lau2 a classifier for guns 
()Y5 wanl waanl a classifier for an amount a bowl contains 
is wI a classifier for the above hands (of bananas); 
peS hap l a classifier for 2 bundles of baskets of things 
carried by a long stick on the shoulder 
J1 hal haal a classifier for a fal l  of rain 
fif hoP huil  a classifier for round or spherical things 
/(6 h;)2 a classifier for bunches of bananas or betel nuts 
� h:>i4 a classifier for strings of things 
JY)Y5 an2 an2 a classifier for many sorts of things, both big 
and small 
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These classifiers appear to fall into the fol lowing groups: 
Table 8.7: Types of classifiers in Tai 
• The general classifier an� 
• Specific classifiers for classes of nouns according to animacy, such as k:J3/k:J4 
'classifier for humans' and tuu-Yto2 'classifier for animals ' ,  
• Special classifiers for important or respected humans and religious objects, such as 
paa2,pa2 'classifier for respectable persons, such as monks' 
• Specific classifiers for classes of objects according to size and shape, such as lam� 
'classifier for long things, as bamboo' and 
• Specific classifiers for specific objects, such as bam2lmail2 'classifier for knives' 
The grouping of classifiers as presented in Table 8.7 i s  related to the frequency of 
their use. The general classifier an� which appears at the top of Table 8.7, is much more 
frequent in the texts that any of the other groups of classifiers. The next most frequent 
c lassifiers are k:J3/k:J4 'classifier for humans' and tuu-Yto2 'classifier for animals. '  
Furthermore, as wil l  be seen in examples (33) and (34) below, i t  is probable that 
among younger speakers classifiers from the groupings l isted at the bottom of Table 8.7 are 
being replaced by the more general classifiers from groupings at the top of Table 8.7. 
Semantically, most of the classifiers are classifiers of things on the basis of their 
shape, such as lam2 'classifier for long things ' .  Some of the classifiers have developed 
from nouns, l ike tuu-Yto� the original meaning of which was 'body' , and which stil l  has 
that meaning in some contexts. Others of the classifiers are of unknown origin. 
One special classifier, recorded for Aiton, i s  phuu3 'classifier for persons' i s  worthy 
of further comment. It is found in example (32), where it is modified by the number lUll)2 
'one' ,  the only numeral which fol lows the classifier: 
32) V605 <X(M E3 � 11" tffi £6 11 
kh:>tl luk3 waP phuu3 lW1J2 caaj2 n iu2/diu2 
leave son keep eLF one male only one 
'He left one son,' 
(Aiton manuscript, History from the time of the ancestor Chaw Tai Lung up until 
Sukapha � ,  No. (58) � )  
Thi s  classifier is cognate with Standard Thai phUu. In Standard Thai i t  cannot be 
counted by numbers, as i t  can in Aiton, but can be followed by a demonstrative, as in 
Standard Thai phCtu min with the meaning 'that person' .  It may be that the noun prefix pal 
(see 8.2.2.5 below) is a reduced form of this classifier. 
Given the large number of specific classifiers, i t  would not be surprising to find 
speakers getting confused as to their use. In (33) below, Sa Cham Thoumoung makes a 
false start after the noun mjt� starting to say an2 'general classifier' and then correcting 
himself with the specific classifier bam2: 
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33) 
puul naaj2 al haUl3 maa2 mit3 a. .  baw2 \UlIJ2 
grandfather maternal HESIT give come knife CLF one 
'His maternal grandfather gave him a knife. '  
(Ai ton text, History o/the Tai � ,  No. (94) � ,  told by Sa Cham ThoumoungCD) 
When Bidya Thoumoung, a much younger speaker, made a transcription of this 
story, he wrote ,(m� an2.  Among younger speakers, this  use of the general classifier in place 
of the specific classifier seems to be quite widespread, as example (34) shows. In (34) 
Chaw En Lai Phalung uses the general classifier an2in place of the animal c lassifier tuu� 
34) m� �[ m�� .n1aa�� 1 <X(cYS .n1aa�� 1 
wan2 lUll) 2 phan2 aai3 t�n2 khaul l uk3 aai3 t�n2 khaul 
day one tribe Aiton 3PI young/child Aiton 3PI 
t46 q Scf JY)�� �[ .. 
3W2 maa2 mEn3 an2 lUll) 2 
shoot come porcupine CLF one 
'One day one of the young men of the Aiton shot a porcupine. ' 
(Aiton Story, How the Aitons and the Khamtis quarelled � , No. (3) � ,  told by 
Chaw En Lai CD).  
8.2.2.5 Noun class markers 
In addition to the numeral classifiers discussed in the previous section, there is a 
series of noun class markers li sted in Table 8 .8 .  These noun class markers precede the 
noun, unlike the numeral classifiers which occur postnominally. 
Word Phake Aiton 
JXJL cal 
q pal pal 
q pal 
q pa l 
� mal mal 
Table 8.8: Noun class markers 
Gloss (mostly from Banchob 1987) 
a word which prefixes the names of insects 
and small animals 
a particle prefixed to a noun denoting a 
person 
a particle prefixed to the names of fish 
a particle prefixed to the names of vegetables 
a prefix denoting fruits 
ref in 
Banchob 
( 1987:94) 
( 1987:244) 
( 1987:245) 
( 1987:302) 
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�01 mak' mak' used as a prefix to the names of some kinds of ( 1987 :3 12) 
fruit or something similar to that 
S[ mai1J2 
9. la4 
mC1J2 
la3 
some kinds of flying insects with wings ( 1987:327) 
a particle prefixed to some names of animals ( 1987:358) 
The syntax of these noun class markers differs. The prefix la3/1a� for example, i s  
only found in combination with the names of animals and never stands alone as a separate 
morpheme. The word meg2/maig� on the other hand, is a ful l  noun which can stand by 
itself, or be combined with a noun referring to the specific insect, as in Aiton meg2 sap1 
'cockroach' ,  or combined with a word that does not refer to a specific insect and may not 
even be a noun, as in Aiton meg2 deg2'a tick, l i terally insect-red' .  
The noun class marker pal combines with adjectives and verbs to form a noun 
refening to a person. Example (35) demonstrates a number of these. 
35) G\3'Mlc{E5-n 
lai4 b4 p;;>5 nai4 
therefore 
'1 
kau2 
I Sg 
��[ 
c:m2 nili.J5 
a l ittle 
aa [<6 [ 
tawl paU1J2 
remember 
tBcf "1.vS" q fi q � q ./,{X 
khEn2 kon2 pa l hi1' pal yaii' pal Ca1J5 
please person cL.human know cL.human big CL.human know 
'Therefore I remember the old men and the knowledgeable men. '  
(Tai Phake Speech � , No (35)  � , given by  Ai Chanta <D) 
1 04  
khau6 
3PI 
When discussing the translation of (35), Ai Chan Ta indicated that pa I yaii1 meant 
'an old man ' ,  and pa l cag5 'a c lever man ' .  
8.2.2.6 Nominalisation 
Nominalisation occurs in several ways. Sometimes verbs or adjectives occur in a 
construction where they are the head of a noun phrase, as with kaa.g3 'wide' in example 
( 1 6) above. 
Another, more l iteral, method of nominalisation is exemplified in (36), where the 
word tag2 'way' is prefixed to the word for 'to die ' ,  to create the abstract nominal tag2 
khaP 'death ' :  
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36) cx1 W( '"0 OO[u2 q[ /(6 /I '4 
phali6 yalJ6 W€5 HilJ2 k:h::>i3 pili] hli6 
who have.NEG avoid death way how 
'There is no way for anybody to avoid death. '  
(Phake Manuscript, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � ,  No. (22) � ,  
read by Be Nyan Khet CD) 
The general classifier an2can also be  used to  nominalise a verbal , as  in (37). 
37) pt"f1 oa[� .mv5 rot d5v5 9. W[ ,"W /I .. 
hal nai4 taUlJ4 mai3 an2 tal kin2 mal yal)6 yc4 
at that time hungry eLF will  eat NEG have.NEG PRT 
'At that time they were hungry, but there was nothing to eat. '  
(Phake Story, The two brothers � , No. (4) � ,  told by Be Nyan Khet CD )  
The phrase an2 fa 1 kin2 i s  a noun phrase because i n  sentences o f  the fonn X roa 1 
ya1)� the element X is a noun phrase. It appears that an2 is the only classifier that can be 
used in this way. 
8.2.3 Verbals 
Verbals wil l  be discussed under the headings of verbs (see 8.2.3. 1 ), auxil iary verbs 
(see 8.2.3.2) and completive verbs (see 8.2.3.3). 
8.2.3.1 Verbs 
8.2.3. 1 . 1  Monosyllabic verbs 
Most verbs in the Tai languages are monosyl labic, as exemplified in Table 8.9: 
Table 8.9: Some simple verbs in Tai 
Tai Phake Aiton Ahom Standard Proto South- Meaning 
{Banchob2 Thai western tai 
roaS phatl phat1 (' UJtlI\ to read 
roaS phat1 �� fat DS I to winnow 
roaS phat4 phat3 U?tlA l4'� fat DS4 to whip 
rovS" phan2 phan2 (' U1\(" l4'lt fan A4 to cut 
rovS" phan4 to massage 
roaS phaan1 wtf �llt faan A l  t o  peel, slice 
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The semantics of verbs in Tai would be the subject for a study in its own right. One 
example wil l  be presented to raise this i ssue. Nabin Shyam Phalung explained that in Aiton 
different words for 'cut' would be used, according to the implement being used. This is  
detai led in Table 8. 10: 
Table 8.10: Terms for cutting in Aiton 
Aiton Verb 'cut' Cutting implement 
�oS IJUlt3 m5 daapl 'sword' 
ooS patl cq phaa3 'cleaver' 
d3cS tep l 80S mit3 'knife' 
� soi2 ro2� phaanl 'slicer' 
8.2.3. 1 .2 Compound verbs 
Verbs compounds are generally formed by a process that appears to be noun 
incorporation, as in Phake t:J2 hu.kl 'to weave' ,  which is l i terally  'weave-loom'.  English 
speaking Phakes consistently translated t:J2 hu.kl as the single English verb 'to weave' .  
When Aithown Che was asked how to negate this verb, however, he  offered 
example (38), which suggests that t:J2 hu.kl i s  not a true compound and not a case of noun 
incorporation. 
38) 
miin2 hukl mal t:)6 
3Sg loom NEG weave. NEG 
'She didn' t/doesn' t  weave. '  
However, Aithown Che did accept that (39) was a possible, although not preferred, 
way of speaking: 
39) 
miin2 mal t:)2 hukl 
3Sg NEG weave 
'She didn ' t  weave ! '  
In example (39) t:J2 hu.kl i s  arguably a compound, because the tone of t:J2 does not 
change after the negative particle ma l, as it did in (38) (see above 6.2.4.5.2 for a discussion 
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of the Phake negative tone). In (38), on the other hand, the noun is clearly not ful ly 
incorporated and is  thus not analysable as a compou'1d. 
Several of these verb-noun combinations in Aiton are exemplified in Table 8 . 1 1 :  
Table 8.1 1 :  Some V+N combinations i n  Aiton 
Elements 1 st word gloss 2nd word gloss comEound gloss 
V + N  J3cS kip' take 03 laai2 pattern to make a design on 
cloth 
V + N  C'f6cS bp3 cling W1 3aa3 medicine to bind a medicinal 
poltice 
V + N  J3J� kin2 eat va khau3 rice to dine 
Another process akin to compounding is the use of multi-verb sequences or verb 
serial isation (see below 8.5.8). Sometimes these serial verbs are translated in English by a 
single verb, but they are not single words in the Tai languages, as in  (40), where khupJ 
'kneel '  and paaP 'pray' can be translated as a single word 'pray' ,  but syntactically this is a 
case of serial isation. 
40) �[M[ m 00 vtc-q 9.[ tf(<5' c3 m 04 
mur1)2 ka1)2 aP laP cau3 phaa3 IU1J' khUp3 paaP ai3 
the earth PRT thus king big kneel pray PRT 
'SO the great king (and his people) prayed. ' 
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton � , No. (4) � ,  
told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung <D )  
8.2.3.2 Auxiliary Verbs 
True auxil iary verbs are those verbals that cannot stand alone as a predication but 
always have to be fol lowed by another verb. In example (4 1 ), we see the auxi l iary khaiiJ 
'want' , a verb which does not occur unless fol lowed by another verb. 
41 )  
42) 
baa3 maa2 khaur3 t::>1)2 khaur3 daP 1)in2 
crazy come want know want l isten 
'She was crazy and wanted to know . . .  
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � , No (8) � , told by Sa Cham Thoumoung <D)  
The syntactic frame for (41 )  is given in  (42): 
NP Auxil iary Verb (TAM) (NP) (TAM) 
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In the data col lected so far on the Tai languages, the TAM morpheme is  never 
attached to the auxil iary verb, but only to the main verb of the predication. 
Auxil iary verbs differ from verbs in a multi-verb or serial construction (see 8.5.8), 
in that the first verb in a multi-verb construction can be a main verb in other circumstances, 
whereas the auxil iary verb is never found as a main verb. 
Banchob ( 1 987) l isted a number of Phake verbs which we can consider as 
auxiliaries: 
Table 8.12: Auxiliary Verbs in Tai Phake, after Banchob ( 1 987) 
Word Phake Gloss 
cYt[ 
c1 
r.nv5 
.rd. 
c.S[ 
43) 
kili] l should 
khai.i3 to want 
khan4 to be unwilling or not care to do, to dislike, to be lazy 
caIJs may 
saiIJ l should 
Banchob ( 1 987) exemplified all of these, as in (43): 
� 
mali2 
2Sg 
'i[ ooY5 
kiit] 1 tan3 
should speak 
'You should speak' (Banchob 1987:24) 
These auxi liaries are also found in the texts, as in (44): 
44) a:t<5 c-8E5 JD[ 8..-5 �E5 I .. 
45) 
phan6 pheu6 CaIJ5 pen2 IJli5 
poor too much may become foolish 
'Poverty may cause you to become foolish . '  
(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren � ,  Proverb No. (5) � ,  read 
by Yehom Buragohain CD) 
Another auxil iary l ike morpheme is laa2;1§2 'should' ,  which is  exempli fied in (45): 
.rnY5 � a3 
an2 kham2 tai2 
eLF word Tai 
Ii COl. 
hall3 p::>2 
GIVE PRT 
JD[ c.rn 
caIJ5 e 1 
know PRT 
OOL '00 �[ 
la2 le i  m:;)1J2 
should roam country many 
' In order to know the Tai language, (you) should go to many places. '  
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(Explanation of Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khyag2 style: How Stephen 
Morey came to the Tai Phakes � ,  No ( 1 6. 1 )  !; ,  read by Ai Che Let Hailung CD )  
The auxil iary laa2fla2can sometimes stand without a main verb. Tai informants wil l  
often say ma l laa2 'no need to' in response to a suggestion that something be done. None of 
the other auxil iaries discussed in this section have been recorded without a fol lowing main 
verb. 
8.2.3.3 Completive Verbs 
Since the Tai languages permit verb serialisations (see 8.5.8), the situation can arise 
in which one verb expresses the result of another verb, as in (46) where the verb maP 
'bum' syntactically  completes the action of main verbs s:Jtl and phau l 'to put to the fire ' .  
46) ro c-8 ro '1.v5 CJld05 � J3[ � � '4 
phaj2 phi i l phai2 kun2 S:>t l phaul khiIJ2 maul maP 
fire spmt fire person bum bum body NEG bum 
'The fire (l it by) the Gods and men would not bum his body.' 
(Tai Khamyang text, The Parinibbana � ,  No. ( 19) � ,  read by Chaw Cha Seng CD )  
Since maP 'bum' in (46) i s  negated, the action of the main i s  not in  fact completed. 
Had the negation not been expressed in (46), the meaning would have been 'The fire (l it 
by) the Gods and men burned his body up. ' 
The syntactic pattern of sentences l ike (46) is expressed in (47): 
47) NP v (TAM) (NP) (NEG) COMPLETIVE (TAM) 
Some verbs are only able to occupy the completive position, unl ike maP 'bum ' ,  
which can also be a main verb. A very common general completive is  peJpe4 with the 
meaning 'can, able ' ,  found in sentences l ike (48): 
48) W[ , � .rnv5 � '0 'i 0Jt. �v5 .tX:l 
, '4 � II 
si.iI]6 maii2 an i mal pe4 kau2 tal kin2 ca5 maii2 
if  2Sg count NEG can I Sg wi l l  eat to 2Sg 
'If you cannot count them, I will eat you. '  
(Phake Story, Story of Deception � ,  No. ( 1 6) �, told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
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The word p&JIp&4 is  also found as a ful l  verb, meaning 'to win ' ,  as in a Phake 
sentence l ike in l dII yiil ta l p&4 'lndia wi l l  win' (refening to cricket). 
49) 
In Aiton, this completive verb P&JusuaJly  occurs before the main verb, as in (49): 
I I � 
kau2 wm I pe3 haw3 saam I pii2 
1 S g NEG can gi ve three years 
'I cannot give them three years . '  
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � , No (20) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
This  divergence in constituent order between Aiton and Phake is one of the 
syntactic distinguishing features between the two varieties. It wil l  be discussed further in 
. 8 .3.3. 1 . 
. 
Further research is needed to identify all the verbs which can act as completives and 
in what circumstances. 
8.2.4 Adjectives 
The primary function of adjectives is to describe or mark an attribute of a noun, as 
in example (50), where the noun has the attribute S.?pl 'beautiful ' :  
50) 
pa I saau I S;)P I 
girl beautiful 
'(a) beautiful girl ' or '(a) girl is beautiful ' ,  'girls are beautiful ' 
(Aiton Sentence) 
In the Tai languages, adjectives can be both modifiers within a noun phrase (see 
below 8.3 .2) or the heads of intransitive predications; either analyses are available for 
example (50). In actual speech, however, such ambiguity is  rare. If (50) were part of 
sentence l ike (5 1 ), the noun phrase translation of '(a) beautiful girl ' would be the only one 
available: 
5 1 ) q� CJld0 'm� q d5 � 
pal saau l S;)pl nan3 uul t i i2 dawl 
girl beautiful that l ive at where 
'Where does that beautiful girl live?' 
(Aiton Sentence) 
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If, on the other hand, there was no other possible predication in the sentence, then 
the second reading of (50) becomes possible, as in (52): 
52) q� 2)2� �c5 CI:{/ 
pal saaul nan3 S:lpl lUlJ I 
girl that beautiful big 
'That girl i s  very beautiful . '  
(Aiton Sentence) 
In the texts, if the adjective is the head of an intransitive predicate, the noun phrase 
is usuall y  marked with some kind of discourse particle, as in (53): 
53) 
tu2 maw2 e l sen3 naIJ I kham2 
body 2Sg PRT beautiful as gold 
'Your body is as beautiful as gold. ' 
(Aiton Story, Story of the Crow and the Fox� ,  No. (33) � ,  told by Ong Cham (0). 
At first glance, it may appear that adjectives are indistinguishable from verbs, and 
they are categorised as verbs or verbals by both Noss ( 1 964) and Vichin Panupong ( 1970) 
(see above 8.2. 1 ). However in this study adjectives are recognised as a separate c lass 
because they can be both intransitive predicates (which nouns cannot) and can modify 
nouns (which verbs cannot). 
One of the chief arguments in favour of including adjecti ves with verbals would be 
that they can be modified by TAM markers. However, adjectives are only  modified by 
TAM markers when they are an intransitive predicate and not when they are modifying a 
noun. In example (54), the adjective kaaJj3 'wide ' ,  with ingressive meaning, is fol lowed by 
the TAM marker kaal 'GO' , which marks that the event is in past time. 
54) .rq CX(cYS" q 2)2� 1 M[ 'Y1l a3 'Y1l II � 
al luk3 pal nan3 khaul kaaIJ3 kaal laai l kaal 
from there 3Pl wide GO many GO 
'From this  point they increased in number.' 
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton � ,  No. ( 1 3) � ,  
told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung (0) 
In  translating (54), Nang Wimala stated that m{Ml.ooMl. kaaJj3 kaal laaj/ kaa l 
meant 'increase in numbers' ,  that is l iteral ly 'get wider and get bigger' . The ingressive 
meaning in (54) is available because of the adjecti ve's  semantics, as shown by the fact that 
such ingressi ve meaning can be found without the TAM marker, as in (55): 
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55) � d3 "1 9.Y5" � 
yaii' tis naii2 th�n' 
big at in  forest 
'I grew up in the forest . '  
(Phake Text, Story of her youth � ,  No. (86) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD )  
Some monosyl labic adjectives are listed i n  Table 8.13: 
Table 8.13: Some monosyllabic adjectives in Tai 
Tai Phake Aiton Ahom Proto South- Meaning 
(Banchob) western tai 
m[ kiiIJ3 kaaIJ3 Mt kwaalJ C2 'wide' 
� yiiu2 yaau2 r yaau A4 'long' WQ 
..f3[ naiIJ2 dEIJ2 �{ dEEIJ A3 'red' 
�[ bIJ6 lUll) , v{{ IUlal) Ai 'yellow' 
� maUl maUl' J maUl B I  'new' 
od thau3 thau3 �o thau CI 'old' 
-l3 nI2 dii2 � dii A3 'good' 
The syntax of adjectives is further discussed below i n  8.3.2.2. 
8.2.4.1 Adjectival modifiers 
Adjectives can be fol lowed by a modifier which intensifies the meaning, as in (56): 
56) 
dii2 lUI)'  dii2 l UI) '  
good big good big 
'Very good, very good.' 
(Aiton sentence) 
The word JUl) l is itself an adjective, but in (56) acts as an intensifier/modifier. It can 
be termed a general modifier, since it seems to be able to be used with many adjectives and 
with verbs, as in (57): 
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57) .rYJL � vf '1 v2 �Y5 9[ 
aa2 cau3 vj2 kau5 kham3 n:m2 101)6 
EXCL RESP VOC 1 Sg want sleep much 
'Oh sir, I want to sleep so much.'  
(Khamyang Story, The Story o/the Owl, told by Chaw Kyen Chowlik) 
Both Nabin Shyam and Yehom Buragohain stated that (57) would be acceptable in 
Aiton and Phake. 
Many adjectives have specific modifiers, which also intensify the meaning and 
fol low the adjective, in the same position as lUI) I in (56). Example (58), from Banchob, 
shows the use of such a modifier. Specific modifiers are very often either ful ly or partiaJIy 
reduplicated: 
58) W u{MWM 
yam2 yiik" yaJc4 
59) 
wet modifier 
'very wet' 
(Phake sentence, Banchob 1987:350) 
These specific modifiers are also found in the texts, as in (59): 
khmn2 k:m I waa2 aa I sal) I 
again say HESIT 
'Again I say, i t  i s  very dark' 
dapl sil) I 
dark 
II � 
kuF kui2 
very dark 
(Aiton Story, The tweLve questions � ,  No (85) � ,  told by Sa Cham Thoumoung 
CD )  
The ful l  l ist of the adjectival modifiers recorded b y  Banchob ( 1 987) can be found i n  
the English-Phake word finder. The semi-reduplicated nature o f  these specific modifiers 
makes it l ikely that they are an open class of words. 
According to Aithown Che Chapkap, an alternative way of expressing 
intensification of adjecti ves is to repeat the adjective in combination with waa2/wa� as in 
the following Phake phrases kaj2 wa5 kaj2 (far-SA Y-far) 'far, far away' and hai4 wa5 hai4 
(bad-SA Y -bad) 'very very bad' . 
8.2.5 Prepositions 
Prepositions in the Tai languages share a number of characteristics with nominals. 
Many are historically nouns, such as (ii2/(j5 'at ' ,  which was original ly and sometimes sti l l  
behaves like a noun meaning 'place' .  Prepositions can head phrases which are core 
constituents of a predication, and behave like noun phrases (for the syntax of these core 
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prepositional phrases, see below 8.3.3). For Standard Thai , Noss ( 1964: 146) regards 
prepositions as bound lexemes, and therefore neither verbal nor nominal . 
Banchob ( 1 987) identified a number of prepositions in Phake, and these are 
presented in  Table 8. 14: 
Phake 
preposition 
Table 8.14:  Phake prepositions found in Banchob ( 1987) 
Ref. in Banchob 
ca5 for, to, with ( 1 987:95) 
cu2 to be near, to go near (i .e. towards) ( 1 987:96) 
tI5 at ( 1987 : 1 65) 
taU3 under, beneath ( 1 987: 1 70) 
taP near ( 1987 : 1 79) 
nati2 in, inside ( 1 987:220) 
yan5 about, aroung (time) ( 1987:345) 
kan3 lalJ6 behind ( 1 987:364) 
1uJc4 from ( 1987 :374) 
lop! lalJ6 behind 
loP with ( 1 987:384) 
WaIJ5 between, during, within ( 1987:390) 
WOlJ5 during ( 1987:397) 
him2 near ( 1 987:4 1 1) 
a! talJ ! during ( 1 987:425) 
(twalJ !) 
8.2.6 Numbers and quantifiers 
Numbers, and certain quantifiers l ike kiJ5 'al l ,  every' ,  do not behave syntactically 
l ike adjectives, and are therefore treated separately in this analysis. Numerals cannot appear 
as the head of a predication as adjectives can (see 8.2.4 above). Furthermore, whereas 
adjectives post-modify nouns, numbers and quantifiers premodify the classifier, or, i f  it is a 
noun that can be counted, the noun. 
Therefore (60) is grammatical in Tai and (6 1 )  is not: 
60) oY5 
wan2 
day 
'Two days. '  
61) * oY5 �[ 
wan2 S�1J2 
day two 
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The only exception to this is lUllJ2;niig5 'one ' ,  which together with the 
demonstratives postmodifies the classifier or noun, as in (70) below. 
8.2.6.1 Cardinal Numbers 
Table 8. 1 5  l ists the numbers used by the Tai : 
Table 8.15: Tai numbers 
Number Phake Aiton Number Phake Aiton 
0, ':f nfuJ5 lunl one 00 sip l sip l ten 
J saUIJ2 S�IJ I two 00 sip l etl sip I i t l  eleven 
� sam6 saaml three JO sau2 saau2 twenty 
9 SII s i i  I four 000 pakl paakl hundred 
� ha3 haa3 five 0000 heIJ6 h il) l a thousand 
G hokl hukl six 00000 miin l munl ten thousand 
? cetl citl seven 
0 petl pet l eight 
� kau3 kau3 nine 
For the higher numbers, borrowed words are used in a combination with words of 
Tai origin. Both Aiton and Phake informants use sen '/sen6 ' 100,000' to mean 'many' , but 
the Indian English term lakh is also used for ' 100,000' ,  along with laan3/laan� the latter of 
which is also used to mean 'million '  as in Shan and Standard Thai. 
For the higher numbers, fruk4 tel ' 1 0  million' and sag4 khel ' 1 00 mil lion' are 
borrowed from Burmese, and crore ' 1 0  million' from Indian English. 
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8.2.6.2 Ordinal Numbers 
There are no ordinal numbers in TaL Aimya Khang Gohain, in the Elementary Tai 
Primer, written for students of Ahom, but using Phake grammar, stated that: 'To mean the 
order of place, the word �o (ti i)  is placed before the numerals. Nowadays a Pali word is  
also used' ( 1 997:63). 
This is exemplified in Table 8 . 16 :  
Table 8.16:  Ordinal numbers in  Tai (after Aimya Khang 1 997) 
Tai Pali Assarnese English 
�ntt tI lUll) u\m\\fl pa tha maa �� first 
U'\ewt 0 tI S::>1) 0r'I 0r'I9WL tu tii yaa Ni3lm second b 
Aimya Khang' s 'Tai method' of expressing ordinal numbers in  Table 8. 16  is that 
used in Standard Thai , and is not accepted by most by speakers of the Tai languages in 
Northeast India. The Pali system, however, is seen in many manuscripts, as in example 
(62): 
62) 'i oY5 � 
kau2 pan1 kh::>i5 
I Sg whirl meet again 
flf; 16M tR[ � I � 
ho6 hauk1 khi1)2 y::>m2 
head grey hair body be decreased 
(J.))d5� t1 
ta2 t i  1 ya4 tau5 
thi rd tum 
uac5 
kh::>p4 
complete a circle 
'I have completed the third stage of my l ife,  my hair is grey and my body is  
decreasing. ' 
(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren � ,  Intra No. (5) I§ ,  
read by Yehom Buragohain CD )  
8.2.6.3 Other quantifiers 
A number of other quantifiers are found whose syntax is similar to the numbers. 
One of these is kuu2/kiIf'every' , as in example (63). 
63) "'1 oY5 
kU5 wan2 
every day 
"'1 oY5 
kU5 wan2 
every day 
if(Y5,Pl m 
khun6 h::>6 kham2 ne4 
king DEF 
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0. cAv5 -vt0 '1cY5"D[ �aS II � 
khali3 kin2 n;}4 n00 m3 w�t4 
want eat flesh dove PRT 
'Every day the king wanted to eat the meat of dove.'  
(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king � , No. (3) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD )  
Like the numerals, these quantifiers pre-modify the noun rather than postmodifying 
it l ike adjectives (see 8.2.4). A ful ler study of non-numeral quantifiers in Tai remains to be 
done. 
8.2. 7 Demonstratives 
Demonstratives in Tai have certain similarities to both nominals and verbals. They 
behave l ike adjectives in postmodifying nouns, as in example (64): 
64) 
r q2) <X(cY5" .r13 2 � 2)2� q <X(cY5" c-q£ m2� 2)2� � 
pun3 luk3 enl nan3 aal luk3 kun2 phaanl nanl 
yonder child that HESIT child person poor that 
'Yonder, that chj ld, that poor child.' 
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � ,  No (56) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD )  
There are some features of demonstratives which are closer t o  nominals. In (65) the 
demonstrative follows the word niig l ' like, as' ,  a position which is normally  occupied by a 
noun phrase: 
65) 
ph� 
spirit 
y) Ml paS WL-vt[ "()v5 
nam3 kal hetl phal nfu] 1 nan4 
ancestor go do l ike that 
a "()[ Y3 II � 
wa5 nfu] I nai4 
say l ike this 
"'The spirit ancestors wil l  do i t  in that way", She spoke l ike that' 
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � ,  No. (30) � ,  
told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
There are three positions of deixis in Tai demonstratives: 'proxi mate' ,  'distant' and 
'far distant' . The first two are arranged in pairs of /_ai3/4/ 'proximate' and /_an3/4/ 'distant' . 
These are l isted i n  Table 8 . 17 :  
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Table 8.17: Pairs of demonstrative words in  Tai Aiton and Tai Phake 
Tai word Phake Aiton gloss 
rov5 than3 there 
03 thai3 here 
Y:lv5 nan4 that 
Y3 nai4 this 
<Xlv5 lan4 that 
cJ lai4 this 
fM that 
In addition there is a word with far distant deixis, namely punJ/pon4 'over there ' .  Its 
syntax is somewhat l imited in comparison to naj3j4 and nanJ/� in that it does not appear in 
combination with naI) '1nilg l 'like' . 
The definite particle, n&J in Aiton and n&4 in Phake, is among the commonest 
morphemes in the language and appears to be derived from the demonstratives. Its use is  
exempli fied in (66): 
66) �6 YJ� q�05 m a "  � 
m;}5 nan4 al matI nc4 wa5 
time that mInIster DEF say 
'Then the minister said. '  
(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king � ,  No. (26) � ,  told by Be Nyan Khet CD )  
When translating this, I first wrote Y3 naj4 'this' , but Be Nyan Khet insisted o n  m 
nc� stating that '.rYJL�a5mOOL8v5 a 1  mati nc4 ta l pen 2 'It should be a 1  mati nc� ' 
The late Aimya Khang explained that whereas naj4and nan 4 differed because they 
were respectively proximate and distant, n&4 was neither of these and rather placed stress 
on this being a particular person or object. He said that luk' nc4 meant 'this particular 
child. '  I have therefore glossed nc4as 'DEF' , indicating that it marks definiteness. Foley and 
Van Valin ( 1 985 :287) characterised definiteness as 'Speaker assumes the hearer can 
identify referent ' .  In the case of example (67), nc4 marks the word m;:}I)� which the 
speakers knows the hearer can identify. 
67) 
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CLF PRT to country DEF say CLF 
'The word kyun2is used for countries . '  
(Tai Phake Manuscript Explaining the meaning of words to children � ,  
No. (4.24) � ,  read by Ee Nyan Khet CD )  
The word n&4 i s  also used to mark a noun phrase which has been preposed, as i n  
(68), where the object n�4 miin2has been preposed and it ,  along with the subject, are both 
marked with n&� 
68) �E5 VJY5 Sl m �E5 �Y5 m 
ma4 nan4 pul nE4 na4 miin2 nE4 
time that old man PRT meat his PRT 
S[ il cYJl fJ[ 1 G �[ 0 cw 04 
mail) I hali3 kal hal) 2 khau6 PIS naUl)4 se6 
dist. GIVE GO to 3PI elder younger PRT 
'Then the old man gave his meat to those two brothers. '  
(Phake Story, The two brothers � , No. ( 14) � ,  told by  Ee Nyan Khet CD)  
8.2.8 Conjunctions 
Conjunctions in  Tai are of two types, those which l ink constituents within a noun 
phrase, and those which l ink two predications. 
8.2.8.1 Linking two nouns in a noun phrase 
Two nouns of equal status can be linked with khaa'lkha60r ta l kha� as in example 
(69): 
69) oY5 c.n6CJld[ February rn OOLuJL q OOLuJL COO CcYJlc.0l 11 
wan2 sau2 saUl)6 mEs tal kha6 u3 tal kha6 lE I  b ya 
day 22 February mother and father and travel Gaya 
'My mother and father wil l  go to Budhagaya on the 22nd of February. ' 
(Phake letter � ,  No (2) � ,  written by Peim Thi Gohain, 1997) 
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8.2.8.2 Linking two predications 
When linking two predications, khaa 'lkhfi6is  never used. Several morphemes such 
as sii'lsJ%e6 , yeJ/ye4 or n;)P/n;)i4 mark the end of the first predication in a complex 
sentence, when the second predication refers to events that occur later, and perhaps as a 
result of the first. This  is exemplified in  (70): 
70) �� u2� ,w 
mlin2 khali3 cali2 se6 
3Sg think PRT 
�� tq .m� �[ .r1 � ,w 
mlin2 ya3 an2 nfuJ5 au2 ma2 se6 
3Sg medicine CLF one take COME PRT 
� Ii :j)[ � �'fJLWJ.t:q 
ma2 hali3 ha1J2 cau3 mal h�lsal tha i 
come give to RESP Mahosatha 
�o q d3 "1 0'(;[ m � 
m�2 Ul n'5 nali2 taUlJ4 ne4 
time stay at in stomach DEF 
'When he had thought of this, he took a sprig of medicine and came and gave it to 
Chaw Mahosatha, who was at that time in his mother's womb. ' 
(Phake Story, The birth and early life of Chaw Mahosatha � , No. (6) � ,  
told by Ee Nyan Khet CD )  
Grierson ( 1904) and fol lowing him, Gogoi ( 1994) have stated that sii'lse6 'suffixed 
to the verb' forms a participle, for which Gogoi gave the example in (7 1 )4: 
7 1 )  �� Ml ,w �cY5" � 
mtin2 ka I se6 pau0 ma2 
3Sg go PRT return come 
'Having gone, he came back. ' 
(Phake sentences from Gogoi 1 994:58) 
The analysis in Grierson and Gogoi is  akin to treating sii'lse6 as a clause final 
marker, regarding the clause that i t  marks as an anterior dependent or subordinate clause. If 
this were the case, we might expect that there would be restricted use of TAM markers in 
4 The script and translation are after Gogoi; the phonemicisation and interlinear gloss have been 
added. 
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clauses that are marked by sIi·l/se� In example (72. 1 ), however, se6 co-occurs with the 
T AM marker kii 1. 
72. 1 )  
72.2) 
Ml 03 if(O ,w Ml 
kal tai l  kh06 se6 kal 
go walk bridge PRT GO 
'Went to walk on the bridge.' 
Ml o{[ q[ M[ if(O ,w '0c...q tJld[ If.{O 
kal thfu]6 khfu]5 kaIJ2 kh06 YE4 pe4 ya3 saUIJ6 t02 
go reach middle middle bridge PRT goat two CLF 
"nl diY5 II � 
nal kiin2 
quarrel RECIP 
'When they reached the middle of the bridge, those two goats quarrelled. ' 
(Phake Story, The story o/the two goats � , Nos. (4) � and (5) � ,  told by Yehom 
Buragohain <D) 
When asked the meaning of  siiifse6, Tai informants sometimes answered that it is  a 
khiim2 haiP sapl 'a word to make the language sound beautiful ' .  This i s  one of ways in 
which sentence final particles (see below 8.2 . 1 0.2) are characterised by the Tai informants. 
In this study, siP/se6 is treated as a kind of conjunction and glossed as 'PRT' , a term used 
for function morphemes whose precise function is not always c lear. Further examination of 
the texts would be needed to adequately categorise this morpheme. The richness of the data 
presented here wil l  allow this in the future. 
Another conjunction with a meaning somewhat similar to sii1jse6 is n:Ji� 
exemplified in (73): 
73) �2� if) C�?� ?3 �[ ,� m� II � 
man2 khaai l  phun2 n:>i3 l iIJ3 mE2 man2 
3Sg sel l  firewood PRT feed mother his 
'He was selling firewood in order to feed his mother. ' 
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � ,  No (47) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung <D) 
Another very common linking word in  the Tai languages is  k:JJIk.:74which is  glossed 
throughout this work as 'LINK' . This word has cognates in al l the languages of the 
Southwestern Tai group and has a number of functions. It can be translated as 'also' , as in  
(74), where the father kum4bird joins all the other birds in fleeing a fire. 
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74) q Y(M 'i m dlE5 cJ e;qm II '4 
U3 noIc4 kum4 ne4 k:,)4 paF sa I ne4 
father bird kum4 DEF LlNK go PRT 
'The father kum4bird also flew away. ' 
(Phake Story, Story of the kum4 bird � , No. (8) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
In Phake this particle is often realised as [k:,)4], as in (74) and is now often spelled 
cYt6 by the Phakes as a result. An alternative analysis of (74) is  that k:J3/k:J4 marks a 
topicalised phrase, signalling that the core sentence is fol lowing. This analysis would 
explain why in many cases it simply cannot be translated at al l ,  as in example (63) above. 
In many cases k:J3/k:J4 marks both of the clauses which it is l inking, as in example 
(75): 
75) 9?� � .rn'2� '2J'2� V�?� '2� 
kun2 thau3 an2 nan3 khwn I k:m I 
person old CLF that again 
13 '9 w[ q M'2� m'2� '21 tS 
hau2 b3 saI] l daal kan2 phan2 nai3 siP 
I PI LINK i f  quarrel RECIP l ike this PRT 
13 '9 0'Jl �M r;ff 0 tS II '4 
hau2 b3 tal maakl kai3 kai3 wai3 siP 
I PI LINK wil l  rich quickly KEEP PRT 
'That neighbour said, "If we quarrel like this we too will become rich very soon . '" 
(Aiton Story, Story of the forest ghosts and the opium pipes � , No. (25) � ,  
told by Mahendra Shyam <D). 
In combination with interrogative words (see above 8.2.2.3), k:J3/k:J4 has indefinite 
meaning, such as Phake phaii6 k:J4 'whoever' or ka3 sag 6 k:J4 'whatever' .  When the verb is 
negated, the English translation will be 'nobody' or 'nothing' ,  as in (76): 
76) 
phawl b3 rna I to. . WI] I tOIJ2  
who LINK NEG kn.. NEG know 
'Nobody could understand. '  
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � ,  No ( 1 5) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung <D) 
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8.2.9 Isolatives 
A further class of words are those which Noss called "isolatives" in Standard Thai . 
This is a grouping of miscellaneous forms found throughout the languages of the world. 
Noss ( 1964 :8 1 )  defined them as fol lows: 'Isolatives typical ly  occur as sole lexernic 
constituents of entire phonemic phrases which precede, fol low or interrupt the large 
syntactic constructions that are their co-constituents' .  
I n  the Tai languages of Assam these are often found i n  phrases, for which the term 
isolative phrase is used. The syntax of isolative phrases is discussed below in 8.3.5. 
The fol lowing sub-classes of isolatives are discussed below: Interjections and 
Exclamations (see 8.2.9. 1 ), Responses (see 8.2.9.2), Vocatives (see 8.2.9.3) and Imitatives 
(see 8.2.9.4). 
8.2.9.1 Interjections and Exclamations 
Banchob ( 1 987) reported a number of interjections and exclamations, which are 
l isted in Table 8. 1 8 : 
Table 8.18: Phake interjections and exclamations found in Banchob ( 1 987) 
eJD ce2 Fie! an exclamation expressing disapprobation and 
disgust (used by both men and women) 
eJD ce6 an exclamation expressing displeased feeling (used by 
women only) 
ew Sel exclamation expressing disgust 
�cYS� ni0 ca4 exclamation expressing pity or sorrow (from Pali 
anicca) 
ru mel exclamation expressing surprise (used by women) 
/taS hUtl exclamation expressing disgust 
.rJ{M1.�0 al kal I:}il exclamation expressing pain 
.rJ{�0 al l:}il exclamation expressing tiredness 
.rJ{ a6 exclamation for ease and comfort before starting 
speaking 
'.rJ{ 36 Oh ! 
.rf3o eu2 exclamation expressing insult 
In the Phake-English-Thai Dictionary ( 1987), Banchob exemplified many of these, 
such as (77): 
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77) 
CE2 nai4 pil hetl 
Fie ! PRT don' t  do 
'Don' t  do that' 
(Phake sentence, Banchob: 1987:98) 
Most of the interjections and exclamations reported by Banchob have not been 
encountered in the present study, nor have the shades of meaning found by her been 
exemplified in the texts. Exclamations are found frequently in spoken texts, as in (78): 
78) 
�2 cii3 maa2 C�kl khaal kau2 
EXCL point come basket 1Pl 
'Point out my basket ! '  
(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter � ,  No (9) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD ) 
8.2.9.2 Responses 
Another subgroup of isolatives are called "responses" by Noss. In the Tai 
languages, the most frequent of these i s  that which is translated into English as 'yes ' ,  as in 
(79): 
79) 
8 . 19 :  
� 
� .rq w[ <X(cY5"vc0 , d5 �?� � II 04 � 
caw2 aal sa!) l luk3 khuj l  maw2 phij !  thwn l lau2 
YES HESIT son in law 2Sg spirit forest tell 
"'Yes, your son-in-law is a forest spirit", she said. '  
(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter � ,  No (39) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
Three such responses are l isted in Banchob ( 1 987) and are presented here as Table 
Table 8.1 9: Responses found in Banchob ( 1 987) 
caii5 yes 
.n16 ;}2 yes 
C.n-JL 52 yes, sir, used to express affirmation in answer to the monks and the 
chief's questions 
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8.2.9.3 Vocatives 
In addition to interjections, which tend to precede the utterance with whkh they are 
connected, there are vocatives, which can both precede or fol low the utterance, as in the 
fol lowing examples. The vocative word UIP/;}P fol lows the name of the person being 
called. 
80) I I � 
me2 thau3 wj2 maw2 yaal w i!) I nam3 taai2 
mother old voe you don' t  jump water to die 
'Old mother, don't jump into the water and die . '  
(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman � , No. ( 1 7) � ,  told by Nabin Shyam CD ). 
Table 8.20 l ists the vocatives found in Phake by Banchob ( 1 987): 
Table 8.20: Phake vocatives found in Banchob ( 1 987) 
h:>j2 a vocative particle, used for calling the inferior persons or animals, 
such as dogs, bul ls or buffaloes 
a vocative particle, following the name or the personal pronoun 
.rfb5 UIi2;';JPwhich is also written as a special symbol, variously vf or 11-, has a very 
special use in manuscripts. At the end of important sections of manuscripts, there is often a 
three or four word phrase commencing with cau3 'RESP' and concluding with UIP/;}i2. One 
of its functions is to draw back the attention of the l istener, remembering that in former 
times these manuscripts would have been intoned. It is exemplified in ( 8 1 ): 
8 1 )  
nwn2 hukl 
month six 
wan2 
day 
�E5 1 i ll 
cau3 khau I wi2 
RESP 3PI PRT 
khaul 
they 
maa2 khau3 tun2 hau2 
come enter caste, race I PI 
'In the sixth month, (was) the day that they came and entered our caste, Oh 
everyone ! '  
(Aiton manuscript, The Treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs � ,  No. ( 1 8) 
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The phrase cau khau wi also occurs in Ahom manuscripts, and as a result, it has 
now developed an almost sacred status in the revived Ahom language. 
8.2.9.4 Expressives or Imitatives 
Noss ( 1964:88) defined a fourth sub-class of isolatives which are morphologically 
reduplications. He exemplified them as in (82): 
82) kbau day-yin sIal) i�t -i�t 
he hear sound creak 
'He heard something go creak-creak' 
Noss' s  argument that ]'jt-ijt is an isolative is based on the fact that in this example 
there is a pause (marked by a comma), which separates the imitative from the rest of the 
sentence. 
Noss' s  imitatives are more commonly called 'expressives' in the languages of the 
world. They can be regarded as inherently reduplicated, since they do not occur as non­
reduplicated single syllables. Banchob has collected many of these for Aiton, and 
exemplified some of them, such as (83), in which Banchob's version of the Aiton text is 
given in Thai script, as in her original . The Aiton script and phonemic versions have been 
added. 
83) r6� � �cY5" � ... 
L� 
" .., .... �n2 rpn ') 'Vl'm 
krak1 krak1 maP rak1 maa2 
ONOM tree break come 
'Krak krak' the wood I tree breaks. '  
(Aiton sentence after Banchob 1977) 
Table 8.21 l ists a number of these from among the large number recorded in the 
Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary � (Banchob ms): 
Table 8.21 : Aiton irnitatives in Banchob MS 
kriikIO kriikIO the sound of cows walking 
krJk3 krJk3 the cackling of hen 
krJIJ8 krJIJ8 the sound of striking a pot 
krJt1 krJt1 the sound of pulling timber 
krJpl krJpl the sound of beating the wooden clappers 
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8.2.10 Bound Lexemes 
Noss argues that there are two types of lexemes in Thai , free and bound. For Noss 
( 1 964: 1 33), bound lexemes include any lexeme that cannot stand alone, such as 
prepositions or conjunctions. In this study, two types of words wi l l  be treated as bound, 
TAM words (see 8.2. 1 0. 1 ), and sentence particles (see 8.2. 1 0.2) Neither of these are bound 
in the sense of bound affixes in agglutinating languages. 
8.2.10.1 Tense I Aspect Words 
Tense/AspectIModality (TAM) words are of three types, those which immediately 
precede the verb . ,  as with ta l and til 'W1LL' ; those which fol low the verb and can be 
immediately attached to it, as kaa ' '00' ; and those which fol low the verb but always 
appears in utterance final position, as yau4 'FINISHED' .  These TAM particles are discussed 
in detai l at 8.5.7. As discussed in 8 . 1 . 1  above, despite approaching cl i tic status, they are 
sti l l  regarded as independent words. 
8.2.10.2 Sentence Particles 
Sentence particles occur at the end of sentences and usual ly cannot be translated. 
For Phake, Banchob recorded a number of these, here presented in Table 8.22 with her 
glosses: 
Table 8.22: Phake Sentence particles in Banchob ( 1 987) 
Phake Gloss Ref in Banchob 
Ml kal sal a final particle denoting a famil iar request ( 1 987: 1 )  
mlWL kal sal a final particle denoting uncertainty ( 1 987: 1 )  
di6 k:i2 a final particle denoting certainty ( 1 987:5) 
,m kg4 a particle for emphasizing (mostly come along ( 1 987:6) 
with S£6) 
c8v5 kin2 a final particle for emphasizing ( 1987:20) 
mv5 ki.in2 a final particle denoting an indefinite sense (= ( 1 987:25) 
it seems) 
� bi4 a final particle for emphasizing ( 1987:38) 
OOJ. ta4 a final particle denoting a fami liar request, ( 1 987: 163) 
used among equals in rank, interchangeable 
with kal 
dl6 tg6 a final particle denoting famil iarity in request ( 1 987: 1 67) 
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'q na2 a final particle denoting asking for permission ( 1987:2 1 8) 
or consent 
"'{ n:>6 a final interrogative particle sometimes used ( 1987 :22 1 )  
i n  a persuasive sense 
� ya2 a final particle denoting the present ( 1987:336) continuous tense 
� ya3 a final particle denoting certainty ( 1987:338) 
�cf ;}j2 a terminal particle, used at the close of poetry ( 1 987:436) 
Of the particles l isted in Table 8.22, only ta� the hortative particle (see below 
8 .6.4), n:J� the questioning particle (see below 8 .6.2. 1 )  and :Jp are found in the texts 
collected for this  study. 
Several other particles do occur in the texts, such as k:Jn I in (84): 
84) .n16 �� CJt5 � "'- nd "'6�� II � 
w2 maw2 caw3 saw3 sau2 au2 kml 
EXCL you let rest take PRT 
'You should take rest.' 
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � ,  No (75) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
This particle is  also found in Shan, where i t  was defined as 'verbal sign of the 
future often with the idea that an action or condition has sti l l  to take place, or that a 
condition is more intensive than what one has thought to be. '  
I n  Phake narratives, the particle w:Jt4 is  frequently  found. I t  i s  thought t o  be a 
discourse particle which was originally w§5 niig l naJ'4 'say l ike thi s ' .  It is exemplified in 
(85):  
85)  PLY) <X(cSoo[ cw 8 .Ii) �VS" f6L �05 I I � 
ha l  nai4 lop l lalJ6 ye4 pI5 dii2 miin2 wa5 W;)t4 
at that time afterwards PRT elder male 3Sg say PRT 
'After that, the elder brother said,' 
(Phake Story, The two brothers � ,  No. ( 1 1 ) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
Ee Nyan Khet explained the meaning of w:Jt4in (86): 
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86) W[ if) p[ qY5 �05 <:'() <X>L W[ 
siliJ l khai5 harp p:m5 w:)t4 ne4 la2 yaIJ2 
if tell to other w:)t4 DEF should have 
If tel ling the story to others, the word w.1t4should be there. 
(Phake sentence, spoken by Ee Nyan Khet) 
Table 8.23 l ists some of the other particles which have been recorded .A ful l  
examination of these is  beyond the scope of this study. 
Table 8.23: Sentence particles in Tai 
Particle Phake Aiton 
CJ\{ saal 
CJ\{OO sal nE4 sal OE3 
Q0 YE4 YE3 
'00 IE4 IE3 
m ai3 possibly a reduced form of waP 'keep' 
8.2.11 Borrowed words 
The Tai languages also have a great number of borrowed words. The principal 
sources for borrowing are Burmese (see 8.2. 1 1 . 1 ) ,  Pali & Sanskrit (see 8.2. 1 1 .2), Assamese 
(see 8.2. 1 1 .3) and English (see 8.2. 1 1 .4). In this study only a very cursory examination of 
borrowings has been possible. 
A ful l  discussion of the assignment of tone in borrowed words, discussed briefly 
above in 6.2.4.6 (for Phake) and 6.3.4.4 (for Aiton), is also beyond the scope of this study. 
8.2. 1 1 . 1  Burmese loans 
The Burmese loan words are often monosyllabic, and cannot be immediately 
identified as non-Tai words. Table 8.24 l ists all the words which Banchob ( 1 987) identified 
as Burmese loan words beginning with lsI. David Bradley (pers. comrn.) provided the 
Burmese transliterations for those words that he was able to identify as Burmese loans. He 
indicated that there seemed to be a very inconsistent representation of the Burmese vowels, 
and tones. This may suggest that the words were borrowed at different stages of the history 
of contact between Tai and Burmese. Whi lst this l ist is not a comprehensive examination 
of Burmese loans, it is interesting that most of the words in Table 8.24 are verbs, contrary 
to the widely observed tendency for verbs to be less frequently borrowed than nouns. 
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Table 8.24: Burmese loan words in Phake 
Tai Phake Burmese Burmese Meaning 
(Banchob) transl iteration 
w("'f{ sak" �;X)(.f) hsa?55 to pay tribute to the 
king 
wY5 san2 �� than22 to be healthy 
J3[ siIJ2 to attach 
ffi{[ SUIJ2 ��
: thoun42 to use, spend 
tllt su2 reward, present 
. 
s::>m2 
C' 
hsun42 food offered to CJld <>20 
Buddhist monks 
ti{a5 sUt4 
" 
hswe44 to move backward, <>2 
forward or sideways 
ffi{Y5 s:m2 C' �0 thun42 to pour upon 
� soi2 to rub on a slab 
� s::>j l G�: the42 narrower, more 
slender 
Compounds can also be formed between Burmese borrowings, such ·as maan 1/man 1 
'glass' and Tai words, such as taa2jta2 'eye' ,  as in  maan 1 taa2/man 1 ta2 'spectacles ' ,  
8.2.11 .2 Pali Loans 
Table 8.25 l ists some Pali loans which have come through Burmese: 
Table 8.25: Pali loans through Burmese 
Tai Phake (Banchob) Burmese Pali Meaning 
woSOOJ.q satl tal wa2 ::Dill 01 satva creature 
WLcro sal the2 ::DGS: senhi mill ionaire 
CJB'1IL si l kya2 :36'): sakka Indra 
<i{v5 sUnS 03ro sIla precept, morali ty 
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It is probable that many Pali words were introduced into Tai when the Tais were 
converted to Buddhism, and that this influence has come through Burmese. 
8.2.1 1 .3 Assamese Loans 
There are fewer Assamese loans than PalilSanskrit or Burmese loans l isted in 
Banchob ( 1987). This does not indicate that the number of Assamese loan words is small .  
Rather i t  may indicate that Banchob's Tai informants did not wish these loan words to be 
included in the Dictionary, or that they regarded the use of Assamese words as cases of 
code-switching rather than borrowing. 
Some of the Assamese loan words li sted in Banchob are in Table 8 .26: 
Table 8.26: Assamese loan words in Tai 
Tai Phake Assamese Assamese Meaning 
(Banchob) Transcription 
oa toP m doi curd, sour milk 
Jh� sI5 nI2 a5f.l Sf ni sugar 
ruuLn{ se5 Sal m Sl sa bottle 
�Ln{ poP Sal � poi sa money in general 
Assamese loan words appear to be even more common in Aiton than amongst the 
Phakes. The Assamese words for the days of the week, for example, are now generally in  
use amongst the Aiton, whereas the Phake use the Burmese names for the seven days of the 
week. The original Tai system of numbering the 60 days in a cycle seems to be completely 
lost from everyday usage. 
8.2.1 1 .4 English Loans 
Loan words from English are also gradual ly entering the language. They can even 
be used in poetry, as example (87) indicates: 
87) �86m0'5 .rocYtJl 06M 8Y5 0':(6 I � 
kom i  piul Uit l cak ' kya' taukl pen2 t02 
computer machine print be letter 
The computer printed the books. '  
(Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khyiiIJ2 style: How Stephen Morey came to the 
Tai Phakes � ,  No (92) � ,  read by Ai Che Let Hai lung CD) 
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8.3 Constituents 
8.3.1 Preliminary theoretical considerations 
A sentence in the Tai languages of Assam consists of several constituents, and 
those constituents may themselves be made up of other constituents. The sentence 
constituents are: 
• Noun phrases, which may include noun modifiers such as: 
• Possessor phrases, 
• Adjective phrases, 
• Quantifier phrases, 
• Demonstrati ves, 
• Relative clauses and 
• Prepositional phrases; 
• Core Prepositional phrases; 
• Non core elements such as: 
• Temporal phrases and 
• Locational phrases; 
• Isolative phrases; 
• Predications, which may include 
• TAM marking, which may be discontinuous from the verb 
• Auxiliary verbs 
• Completive verbs, which may be discontinuous from the verb 
• Negation 
• Sentence final particles, discussed above in 8.2. 10.2. 
It is assumed by many scholars that in every language verbs and their objects form a 
single constituent, cal Ied a verb phrase. The arguments both for and against a verb phrase 
being present in the Tai languages of Assam are discussed below in 8.4. 1 .2. 
In the following section, Noun Phrases will be discussed first (8.3.2), then Core 
Prepositional Phrases (8 .3.3), Non-core elements (8.3 .4) and Isolative Phrases (8.3.5). 
Sentence final particles were discussed above in 8.2. 10.2. Predications will be discussed in 
a later section in 8.5. 
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8.3.2 The Noun Phrase 
The noun phrase in the Tai languages is  a strongly head initial structure. The head 
of a noun phrase, which is either a noun, a pronoun or an interrogative word, i s  always the 
first element in the phrase, as in (88), where the Subject noun phrase is headed by the 
pronoun kau� and the direct object noun phrase, pap4 lif<4 naj4 'this book' ,  i s  headed by the 
noun pap4 11f<4 'book' .  
88) 'i Ii ocJa3cY5" � f£ q� � II 
kau2 hati3 pap4 l i0 nai4 halJ2 pa4 sau6 nai4 
ISg give book this to young woman this 
'I  gave this book to the girl . '  
(Phake sentence elicited from the late Aimya Khang Gohain) 
The basic structure of the Tai Noun Phrase is given in (89): 
89) Noun Modifier 
The modifier can be: 
• A possessor phrase, 
• An adjective phrase, consisting either of a single adjective or an adjective and 
i ts modifier, 
• A quanti fier phrase, consisting of a classifier, preceded by a number or 
quantifier, or fol lowed by a demonstrative, 
• A demon strati ve, 
• A relative clause or 
• A preposi tional phrase 
If more than one of these modifiers is present, the most unmarked order appears to 
be that given in (90). There are no examples in the corpus of texts showing al l  of the 
possible modifiers. 
90) Noun Adjective Possessor Classifier Relative Clause Demonstrative 
In cases of special emphasis, the order of the elements Possessor, Adjective Phrase, 
Classifier Phrase and Demonstratives can be altered. However any such re-ordering may 
also be marked by prosodic features such as slight pauses. 
Examples (91 )-(94) below demonstrate some of the possible noun phrases: 
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9 1 )  
92) 
93) 
94) 
Head Noun Adjective(s) Possessor 
i v3 fldY5 'WL'C{ id � 
mau I khau6 :m I S:>2 p:>2 hau2 
young man white l i ttle beautiful I PI 
'Our beautiful l i ttle white young man,' 
(Phake Lullaby The little rooster � , No. (6) � ,  sung by Ee Nyan Khet CD)  
Head Noun Classifier Phrase 
G 
'6[ �[ 'Ml � 0 
pI5 naUlJ4 saUlJ6 b4 
elder younger two eLF 
'Two brothers' 
(Phake Story, The two brothers � ,  No. ( 1 )  � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
Head noun Classifier Phrase Demonstrati ve 
�l I I � 
pal sal naal sipl S:>lJ l C:>lJ3 naP 
question ten two eLF this 
'These 1 2  questions. '  
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � , No (1) � ,  told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD)  
Head Noun Possessor Relative Clause 
khau3 suul kh:>lJ l suul kaa2 an2 kun2 hau2 kin2 kaal 
rice you things you equal eLF people we eat GO 
'Your rice and goods, which we have eaten, .. . '  
(Aiton manuscript, Treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs I� , No.(n) � )  
In example (94), the head noun and possessor are combined into a reduplicated 
four-syllable expression, or elaborate expression (see below 8.3 .6). This type of expression 
is preferred by the Tai for aesthetic reasons. The head noun of this phrase is a compound 
khau3 kh:Jl) I 'goods ' ,  l iterall y  'rice and things ' ,  and the possessor is suu� 
As wil l  be seen below in 8.3.2.3, sometimes the quantifier is separated from the rest 
of the noun phrase by other constituents. This has been called 'Quantifier Float ' ,  although 
as wi l l  be discussed below it may be the case that it is the head of the noun phrase that has 
moved and not the quantifier. Verbs can also be separated from their TAM markers by other 
constituents. Writing of Standard Thai , Vichin ' Panupong ( 1970) used the term 
discontinuous constituents for this phenomenon (see below 8.5.7.5). 
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The different types of modifiers within a noun phrase are discussed below, namely 
the possessor phrase (see 8.3.2. 1 ), the adjective phrase (see 8.3 .2.2), the classifier phrase 
(see 8.3 .2.3), demonstratives (see 8.3 .2.4) and the relative c lause (see 8.3.2.5). 
8.3.2.1 Possessor Phrase 
In Tai ,  the placing of two noun phrases in apposition usually  means that the second 
noun phrase is the possessor of the first. This does not necessari ly apply when two noun 
phrases fol low a ditransitive verb, in which case the first noun phrase wi l l  be interpreted as 
the theme and the second as the beneficiary (see 8.5.6). 
In example (95), the noun phrase daapl cauJ consists of two nouns, the first of 
which is the possessed, daapl, 'the sword' ,  and the second the possessor, cauJ 'RESP' , 
which here refers to the King. 
95) 'Ol. � ,en 21 a 30 tri tq II 
p::>2 maul ke3 naP dai3 daapl cau3 saal � 
i f  NEG answer this get sword RESP PRT 
'If you cannot answer, you wi l l  die by the King's sword.'  
( l i t :  'get the King's sword')  
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � ,  No ( 1 2) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung (j)) 
Possessive phrases are ful l  noun phrases and can have a l l  the constituents of a noun 
phrase, and can be headed by pronouns as wel l as nouns. 
As with the other modifiers of a head noun, the possessive phrase can be separated 
from the head noun as in (96). 
96) 
tEpl huu1 khaat1 kaa1 caa2 huu1 swk1 aa1 h::>ml l) ii2 raa2 l) i i2 rw3 rw3 
cut head separate GO to commander Ahom Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu 
'He cut off the head of Ahom Army commander, Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu. '  
(Aiton text, History o/the Aiton � , No. (59. 1 )  � , told by Nang Wima]a 
Thoumoung CD) 
In example (96) the possessor phrase is a heavy constituent, huu1 saIkI aa1 ham1 
IJ1F raa2 lJjp nuJ nuJ 'the Ahom commander Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu' ,  that appears at the end 
of the sentence, headed by the preposition caa� The head of this possessor phrase is the 
compound noun huu' SUlk' 'commander' ,  i tself  l iterally 'the head of the army' . The head 
of the whole noun phrase is huu' 'head ' .  It may have been to avoid having the head of the 
noun phrase and the head of its modifying possessor phrase (both of which are the word 
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huuJ 'head' ) being directly adjacent, that the modifying possessor phrase is  separated from 
i ts head noun5. 
It appears to be the head noun huuJ, rather than its possessive modifier that has 
moved. Example (96) is from a text for which more than one version exists, and the 
alternate version is gi ven in (97). 
97) 
tepl khaatl kaa I huul l) i i2 raa2 l) i i2 rut3 rut3 
cut separate GO head Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu 
'He cut off the head of Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu. '  
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton � , No. (59) � ,  told by Nang Wimala 
Thoumoung CD )  
The noun phrase in (97) i s  huuJ l)jj2 raa2 I)jj2 rw3 rw3 'the head of  Ngi Ra  Ngi Reu 
Reu' and it is found after the second verb khaat' 'separate' in the position where the 
possessor phrase was found in (96). Since the noun phrase in (97) is much shorter or l ighter 
than that in (96) and since it does not contain a potentially  problematic repetition of the 
word huu1 'head' ,  the noun phrase can comfortably remain as a single unit. 
There is one major exception to the rule that where two nouns are in apposition, the 
second is the possessor of the first. This relates to nouns referring to minerals and other 
materials such as kham2 'gold' .  When this is placed in apposition to a head noun, it i s  
interpreted as  an attributive adjective with the meaning 'golden' ,  as in  (98): 
98) 
phunl l)wn2 phunl kham2 au2 tw3 maa2 
rain si lver rain gold take fall down come 
'Made si lver and golden rain fall . '  
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � ,  No. ( 1 50) � ,  told by  Sa  Cham Thoumoung 
CD)  
Example (99) demonstrates a possessor phrase within a possessor phrase. 
99) <X(M ru ()yS' .nayS' �yS' CMt cB\.S 8 I I � 
luk" me2 pan2 :)02 miin2 b4 sipl pI2 
child wife time lead 3Sg LINK ten year 
The child of his previous wife was also ten. '  
(Phake Story, The widow �,  No (24) � ,  told by  Aithown Che Chakap CD) 
The noun phrase in (99) can be schematised as ( 100) 
5 In view of this discussion, and the fact that the commander has been separated from his head, one 
is tempted to ask whether (76) is a case of iconicity in syntax. 
1 00) (chi ld ((previous wife) of him)) 
8.3.2.2 Adjective Phrases 
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The simplest Adjective phrase is just a single adjective, as in ( 1 0 1 ), where thau3 
'old' is an attribute of me2'mother ' ,  and phaan I 'poor' is an attribute of kun2 'person ' :  
1 0 1 )  ,� 
me2 thau3 nan3 kun2 phaan I . . .  
mother old that person poor 
'That old woman was a poor person . . .  ' 
(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman � ,  No. (2) � ,  told by Nabin Shyam CD). 
Sometimes adjectives are themselves modified by either a general or a specific 
modifier. These were discussed above in 8.2.4. 1 .  
As shown in example (9 1 )  above, there can be more than one adjective phrase 
modifying the head noun of a noun phrase. 
Most attributive adjectives are capable of being the heads of intransitive predicates, 
as discussed in 8.2.4 above. There are a smal l set of adjectives or adjective l ike words, 
many of them related to states of health, which can fol low the copula verb pin2/pen2 ,  as in  
Aiton pin2 batl 'to have a cold' ,  and pin 2 khaP 'to have a fever' .  
8.3.2.2. 1 Comparison and similarity 
Comparison is  expressed by an adjective phrase which is  headed by a comparison 
word, such as khen2 in Phake, which precedes its adjective, or mel in Aiton which often 
fol lows its adjective. Example ( 1 02) demonstrates the use of khen� 
1 02) q� .a p[ <X(M.rraY5" .a J3cf CJt{[ 
pal sau6 nai4 hall 1uk4 :ln l nai4 khen2 sUtJ6 
girl this to chi ld this COMP tall 
'The girl is taller than the boy.' 
(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain) 
In ( 102), the adjective swy6is analysed as the head of an intransitive predicate and 
the entire predicate is hag2 luf<4 an I nai4 khen2 sug6 'taller than the boy ' .  
This type of adjective phrase is  also found with increase, as in ( 1 03): 
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1 03) cqcS (X)[ S i[ 
, � 9 JS0 0L([ �E5 q 
10pi lal)6 pI2 niliJ5 maU2 tal khen2 SWJ6 t::>2 ma2 
come after back year one 2Sg wi l l  COMP tal l increase come 
'After one year, you wi l l  grow taller. ' 
(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain) 
In Aiton, the comparative word mel fol lows the adjective, as in nam l mel 'much­
COMP' , as in example ( 104): 
1 04) 
( 1 05): 
03 , c-q£YJLMcS .m2� �[ .m2� 03 c;q 03 c;q 2) oJ.. 
taai2 naw2 phaal taal kapl an2 lWl)2 an2 taai2 p:> 1 taai2 p:>1 
die in world CLF one CLF die born die born 
2)£YJL m� 21 w[ a jJ[ . 16 2) 
nam3 taa2 man2 nai3 SaIJ l h:>m2 waP hal) 2 nam3 
tears 3Sg this if together keep to water 
Wl�cY5� c;9 £YJL c;� £YJL 2) c;� � � 
saal mukl traal k:>3 tal mel tal naml mel lau2 
ocean LINK wi l l  more wi l l  much COMP say 
'In this world, if all the tears of one person through all the cycles of birth and death 
were gathered together, they would be more than the all the waters of the oceans, i t  
is said. '  
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � ,  No ( 1 78) � ,  told by Sa Cham Thoumoung 
CD)  
The comparative word is not necessary for the comparison to  be  grammatical, as  in 
wan2 nai3 khyaam2 saa I caa2 mUl2 l)aa2 
today good to yesterday 
'Today I am better than yesterday. ' 
(Aiton sentence, spoken by Nabin Shyam Phalung) 
Another adjective phrase construction with syntax analogous to that of the 
comparatives is the expression of similarity, as in ( 106): 
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kun2 paai2 can2 naa3 hE1J3 na1J l la3 l i1J2 hat I hat I kai2 kaF 
person south face dry like monkey very angry 
'The faces of the people of the south were dry l ike angry monkeys . '  
(Aiton text, Why Buddha was born in this world � ,  No. (8) � ,  told by Sa Cham 
Thoumoung CD) 
The frame for ( 106) is given in ( 107): 
107) Head noun Adjective Phrase modifying adjective 
naa3 hEIJ3 nalJ I la3 liIJ2 hat l hatl kai2 kai2 
face dry l ike very angry monkeys 
8.3.2.3 Quantifier Phrases 
The prototypical quantifier phrase consists of a numeral fol lowed by a classifier that 
is specifically  associated with the head noun, as in ( 108): 
108) G\{M .rO W Cent II 
luk3 caai2 saaml b3 
child male three eLF 
'(his) three sons,' 
(Phake sentence) 
The numeral lUllJ 2jniiy 5 'one' has a special syntax and can onl y  fol low the classifier, 
as in ( 109): 
1 09) st 
puul lUIJI cau3 baan3 b3 lW1J2 
grandfather big respected vi l lage eLF one 
'A respected village leader. ' 
(Aiton manuscript, The Treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs � ,  No. (33) � )  
Quantifier phrases can stand in the place of noun phrases in the syntax of Tai 
languages as is  shown in ( 1 10) :  
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mw2 3aam2 nan3 sii 1 an2 nan3 maw2 th:Jt1 kaa1 
then four eLF these 2Sg take out GO 
'Then, four of these have been explained. '  
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � , No ( 1 45) !; ,  told by Sa Cham Thoumoung 
CD)  
In  example ( 1 1 0), the quantifier phrase sij1 an2 is the object of  the verb th:JlI 'take 
out ' .  The sentence literally means 'At that time, you have taken out these four (arrows)' ,  
where the head of  the noun phrase i s  the understood l&mJ 'arrow' ,  a metaphor for the 
questions that are being answered. Thi s  dropping of the head noun is only possible because 
it is understood from the context.6 
Example ( I tO) is also interesting because it contains a quantifier phrase with what 
appears to be the maximum number of modifiers. The ful l  phrase is siil an2 nanJ 'these 
four' and is of the form shown in ( 1 1 1 ), with both modifiers in place. 
1 1 1 ) Classifier Phrase � (Numeral) Classifier (Demonstrative) 
Literary manuscripts sometimes use multiple c lassifiers, as in ( 1 1 2) :  
1 1 2) oo�( .r1 
lai4 cfu] 1 au2 
so take 
ax 
tfu:JI 
all 
.J1:6( 00 .mY) "<60 il ll � 
caU1J5 liii6 an2 mp4 hali3 
eLF many eLF offer give 
'Bring all the many utensi ls which were given' 
(Tai Khamyang Manuscript, The book of calling back the Khon � ,  No. ( 107) [; ,  
read by Sa Myat Chowlik CD) 
In example ( 1 1 2), the quantifier phrase is  caUIJ5 lai6 an� which is  translated as 'the 
many' . The head of this phrase appears to be the classifier caUIJ� but the general classifier 
an2 is also present. Interestingly the head noun of the whole NP, khaUIJ6 tii2 'utensi ls' i s  
premodified by tfig I 'al l '  . 
As mentioned above in  8.3 .2, the quantifier phrase i s  sometimes separated from the 
head noun, as in ( 1 1 3): 
6 Nabin Shyam confirmed that it  would be grammatical in Aiton for the classifier phrase to appear 
after the verb, as in maw2 th;J(' kaa' s,i"' an� l iterally '2Sg-take out-GO-four-CLF' . 
1 1 3) 
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ru �v5 a <X[M m 'i 0'Jl .r1 0ld[ CJt6 II .. 
me2 miin2 was 1ulC' nai4 kau2 tal au2 saUIJ6 t02 
wife 3sg say child that I Sg wil l  take two eLF 
'The wife said: "I' l l  take two of the chi ldren". '  
(phake Story, Story of dogs dividing up their children � , No. (7) � ,  told by Sam 
Thun Wingkyen <D )  
The separated quantifier is  sometimes cal led 'quantifier float ' ,  but this may not be a 
case of floating quantifier at al l .  In ( 1 1 3) the noun phrase with the quantifier is luk' nai4 
saUl)6 t02 'these two children (puppies)' and this is a discontinuous phrase. The head of the 
object noun phrase (luk' 'child;) and its detenniner (nai4 that) occur before the subject of 
the sentence. Assuming the unmarked word order is AVO, we could analyse this as a case 
of the single movement (topical isation) of the head of the object noun phrase to clause 
initial position, the quantifier remaining in the unmarked postverbal position. 
If we were to argue that the quantifier in examples l ike ( 1 1 3) was 'floated' or 
postposed, this would assume that the unmarked constituent order is AOV. 
8.3.2.4 The syntax of demonstratives 
Demonstratives are one of the constituents of a noun phrase identified above i n  
8.3. 1 .  The demonstrative may post modify a noun, or, as in  ( 1 14), a c lassifier: 
1 14) 06�� p�� .rn�� �1 .. 
bn3 hin l an2 naP 
lump stone CLF this 
'The lump of stone' 
(Aiton sentence spoken by Sui Khong Thoumoung <D)  
In ( 1 14) both the noun (bnJ hin I 'stone')  and the classifier (an1 are postmodified 
by a demonstrati ve. This  is quite rare in the texts. More often, the noun may be dropped 
because i t  is understood from context, as in ( 1 15) :  
1 J 5) .rn�� �1 c3 '9. e;B .rn�� 0l{05 '9. .. 
an2 nai3 pai2 kaal s i i  I an2 sutl kaal 
eLF this go GO four eLF finish GO 
'These four questions are finished.' 
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � ,  No ( 142) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung <D)  
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Example ( 1 1 5) i s  l i terally  'These are gone, these four (questions) are finished.' The 
head noun, pa l sa l naa l 'questions' is understood. 
8.3.2.5 Relative Clauses 
Another of the constituents that can modify a noun phrase is a relative clause. There 
does not appear to be any difference in the syntax between restrictive and non-restrictive 
relative clauses (see Comrie 1989: 138), although this is an area that requires further 
research. Most of the examples presented here are non-restrictive relative clauses. 
Relative clauses are often introduced by the general classifier an� here acting as a 
relative pronoun. In ( 1 16), the head noun is Jukl tJ5 'the realm under ground' ,  and the 
relative clause is at least an2 yill yiik� i f  not the whole of the rest of the sentence. 
1 1 6) '"E6 12 o01�805 9.01 d3 .my» U?t. 
woil haiP pakl sau2 petl lukl tI5 an2 yill 
bless give 1 28 realm under ground place eLF stay 
wcYS" 1 v5 3 �05 � 86 � qoo 1/ � 
ya0 khau6 khami wai4 n�ti maP peu2 au2 l)a2 lai2 
difficult they suffer keep hot bum flame take hell 
'Blessings to the 128 realms under the earth, where those who l ive in  there in 
difficulty suffering the heat and burning flames of hell . '  
(Phake Prayer, Prayer of Blessings � ,  No. (25) � ,  
told by Sam Thun Wingkyen CD)  
At least in l iterary texts, i t  i s  not necessary for relative clauses to  be  headed by an� 
as shown in  ( 1 1 7). Here the head noun phJ6 'spirit' and the adjective hog6 hag2 'famous' 
have been combined into a semi-reduplicated four syllable phrase ph? hog 6 ph? hiig� The 
remainder of the sentence can be read as a relative clause modifying this head noun and 
adjective. 
1 17) '"E6 .r8� c-8 1([ c-8 jJ[ 
r cr.£ .n§ <'d 
woi l cem2 phJ6 hOIJ6 phJ6 haIJ2 paU4 tliIJl coi l 
bless give ghost famousghost EUPH take care all eye tooth 
CJ3[ � v5 0005 m c-8�� I I � 
saiIJ6 phum6 kham2 that3 phra2 ken ' cau3 
diamond hair gold element, relic Buddha lord 
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'Blessings to the great and fine ghosts who take care of the diamond tooth and 
golden hair (of the Buddha), the relics of the lord Buddha. ' 
(Phake Prayer, Prayer of Blessings � ,  No. ( 1 3) � ,  
told by Sam Thun Wingkyen CD) 
Spoken language rarely provides us with relative clause structures of the 
complexity of ( 1 16) or ( 1 1 7). In speech, sentences such as ( 1 1 8) are common: 
1 1 8) a.zcYS'nav5 .mv5 ¥ q � 16 � 
1 1 9) 
huc" :)01 an5 khwn3 maa2 nai" khau6 
child CLF i ncrease COME this  3PI 
'These children who are growing up.' 
(Khamyang Story, Advice to children � ,  No. (3 1 )  � ,  told by Sa Myat Chowl ik <D )  
The structure i n  example ( 1 18)  i s  laid out in ( 1 19): 
Head noun 
1uJc4 :)0 '  
child 
Relative clause 
an5 khwn3 maa2 
who are growing 
Demonstrati ve 
nai4 khau6 
these 
It might be argued that the pluraliser khau6 is a floated quantifier in ( 1 1 9). The 
analysis followed here is that it is modifying the demonstrative, a plural form naj4 khau6 
'these ' .  This combination is found very frequently, as is nan 4 khau6 'those' .  
If  the noun phrase is the object of a sentence, and is  also the object of the embedded 
sentence which is  the relative clause, i t  i s  sti l l  possible to relativise i t .  In ( 1 20), the relative 
clause is tJ5 khun6 h:J6 kham2 khau6 kiil khaj5 ' (to) which the king and others had told' 
and it is postposed and separated from its head noun maJ·4 'tree ' :  
120) Ml ¢ � 
ka 1 han6 mai4 
go see tree 
nan4 ne4 
that PRT 
9[ 12 
kOl)2 hali3 
hollow give 
t13 V(v5'fJl 1 Ml J3 II � 
tI5 khun6 h�6 kham2 khau6 ka 1 khai5 
place king 3PI go tel l  
wai4 
keep 
C"W 
ye4 
PRT 
'They went to see the big tree with the hollow in it, to which the king (and minister) 
had told the story. '  
(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king � ,  No. (75) 1§1 ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
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In example ( 1 20), the relative clause i s  headed by the noun tJ� a word most 
frequently found as a preposition meaning 'to' or 'at ' .  It is used here because the i tem 
being relativised (mai4 log6 'the big tree') i s  treated as a place. Example ( 1 20) is presented 
as Ee Nyan Khet spoke it. Interestingly, when transcribing and translating this text with 
her, in place of the particle yc4 at the end of the first l ine, she wrote nail2 miin2 (in-3Sg), 
where miin2refers back to the item being relativised. 
8.3.3 Core Prepositional Phrases 
One very interesting aspect of the Tai languages is the use of prepositional phrases 
for core arguments of the verb, either for the patient in transitive sentences, which wi l l  be 
investigated in 8 .3 .3 . 1 ,  or for the beneficiary in three participant events 8.3 .3.2 or for the 
experiencer in certain circumstances 8.3 .3 .3 .  This has been called 'anti-agentive' or 'anti­
ergative' in  connection with Tibeto-Burman languages (see LaPolla 1 992) and may be 
present here in Tai as a result of areal contact. 
8.3.3.1 Object as prepositional phrase 
Example ( 1 2 1 )  elicited from a Phake speaker, shows the object, the semantic 
patient, marked in a prepositional phrase, something which is not found in most other 
languages of the Tai family: 
1 2 1 )  � IT) Mc5 Ml jJ[ SfS IT) 
ma6 ng4 kap4 kii' haIJ2 miu' ng4 
dog this bite GO to cat DEF 
'The dog bit the cat.' 
(Phake sentence elicited from Aithown Che Chakap) 
This marking of the object by hag2 or caa2/ca5 also occurs very frequently in the 
texts: 
1 22) w[ � .rnv5 � '0 'i 0'Jl d3v5 JX:t � I I 04 
si.iIJ6 maii2 an' rna' pe4 kau2 tal kin2 cas maii2 
if 2Sg count NEG can 1Sg wi l l  eat to 2Sg 
'If you cannot count them, I will eat you.'  
(Phake Story, Story of Deception � , No. ( 16) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
In both Tai Phake and Tai Aiton, hag 2 is  one of two prepositions used in  this way. 
The other, caa2/ca5is also found marking the object, as in ( 1 23):  
1 23) cJ .rn{) 000 v-q '"� '"<.J"L{Jl85 
pai2 au2 lapl caa2 me2 p:> 1 haal riP 
go TAKE afraid to woman businessman 
'"� 'c.JlfJl85 000 J3 
me2 p:> 1 haal rii l  lap l si i l  
woman businessman afraid PRT 
I I .. 
'They frightened the woman businessman. She was afraid' 
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(Aiton Story, Story of the monkey and the fox � ,  No. (4) � ,  told by Bidya 
Thoumoung CD) .  
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In this example, the verb au2 acts as a causative, raising the number of participants 
from one to two for lapl 'afraid' .  Dil ler ( 1 992:24) pointed out that this construction was 
often "case marked" by the preposition hal)� It may be that in this type of construction the 
prepositional phrase is always necessary. Further research would be needed to establish this 
claim. 
Verbs which al low the patient to be expressed in a prepositional phrase are not 
confined to high-transitivity verbs such as 'bite' or 'frighten' ,  but also include verbs such 
as ' leave', in example ( 1 24): 
mw2 cip l maul pe3 haa3 siP kh:Jtl pai2 caa2 
hand hurt NEG can tolerate PRT leave go to 
'His hand hurt and he could not tolerate it so he left the monkey. ' 
la3 l iIJ2 
monkey 
(Aiton Story, Story of the monkey and the/ox � , No. ( 1 4) � ,  told by Bidya 
Thoumoung CD ). 
The marking of the object in such a prepositional phrase is not obligatory. In 
History of the Aiton � ,  the verb SClI) 'catch' is found five times, but the object of the verb 
is only marked in a prepositional phrase once, in ( 1 25): 
1 25) 0l II .. 
maa2 seu3 caa2 aai3 t:>n2 khau I 
come catch to Aiton 3PI 
'Came and caught the Aitons. ' 
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton f§ ,  No. (78) � 
told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung CD)  
There is one set of  verbs for which the object is al ways marked in  a prepositional 
phrase, namely verbs of speaking and asking, as in ( 1 26): 
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1 26) 9 00 fJ[ Y)[ 8[?JL � 
tal tham6 haIJ2 naIJ2 p iIJ I na l 
WilL ask to lady Pingya 
'(He) wanted to ask Miss Pingya . . .  
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � ,  No. (9) ; , 
told by Ee Nyan Khet CD)  
Furthermore, there are verbs, such as  han 6 'to see' for which neither participant is  
generally marked in  a preposi tional phrase, as  in ( 1 27) below: 
1 27) � 9.'fJl.. yM Y)[ 8[?JL 'w II � 
cau3 mal hJI han6 naIJ2 piIJ I nal YE4 
RESP Mahosatha see lady Ping Ya PRT 
'Chaw Mahosatha saw Miss Pingya. '  
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � ,  No. (8) � ,  
told by Ee Nyan Khet CD)  
It appears that the marking of  core arguments of the sentence in  prepositional 
phrases headed by hag20r caa-'l'c§5is detennined by two factors, namely the animacy of the 
phrase, and the agency. The agent of a sentence is  prototypically animate; i t  is never 
marked in such a prepositional phrase. Moreover, the marking is only used for the patient 
when, as in the preceding examples, the patient is also animate. In example ( 1 28), the 
inanimate patient (cauk' 'basket' )  is not in a prepositional phrase. 
128) Y)[ 8(?JL 'w q .1£01 1 '00 I I � 
naIJ2 piIJ 1 na I YE4 pa2 caukl khau3 se6 
lady Pingya PRT carry/bling basket lice PRT 
'Miss Pingya was carrying a basket of lice . '  
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � , No. (4) � ,  
told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
The fact that animacy is a key factor is confirmed by  example ( 1 29): 
tep l huul khaatl kaal caa2 huul stukl aal hJml IJi i2 raa2 IJiF rtu3 rtu3 
cut head separate GO to commander Ahom Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu 
'He cut off the head of Ahom Army commander, Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu. '  
(Aiton text, History o/the Aiton � ,  No. (59. 1 )  � ,  told by Nang Wimala 
Thoumoung CD)  
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In ( 1 29), although it is the head of Ngi Raa Ngi Reu Reu that is cut off, it is the 
person, rather than his body part, which is marked in the prepositional phrase. In this 
sentence (also discussed above in (96» , the possessor of the noun huul 'head' i s  the phrase 
huui sUlki aa l h:Jm l l)jJ2 raa2 1)jp rmJ rmJ 'the Ahom commander Ngi Ra Ngi Reu Reu' .  
There are, however, a small number of sentences in which there are two non­
animate noun phrases, one of which is marked in a preposi tional phrase. These are 
definitional sentences (see 8.5.3), of which ( 130) i s  an example. 
1 30) p[ c{05 1 m a "lJc5 1/ 
haJ)Z p;)k l khau3 ne4 wa5 kyep4 
to skin rice PRT say chaff 
The skin of rice is  cal led 'Chaff' . '  
(Phake sentence, uttered by Ee Nyan Khet) 
A final example of one participant in a two participant event being marked in a 
prepositional phrase is ( 1 3 1 ), in which Sui Khong is explaining the meaning of a l ine in the 
manuscript relating to the New Year festival of Sangkyen7• 
1 3 1 )  p[ w[�cf 'J)) �2� 
r �2� �2� c§. .. Cd 21( 
haJ)z saalJz kyen I e l mwnz paw3 mwnz nuu2 mwnz lemz 
to Sangkyen PRT 3Sg watch 3Sg look 3Sg look at 
'She (will) watch over and take care over Sangkyen. '  
(Aiton manuscript, Calendar for the year 200112002 � ,  No. (24.2) � ,  
told by Sui Khong Thoumoung CD .) 
This example is interesting in that the other participant in this event, here expressed 
by the pronoun mum2 '3Sg' is animate, whereas the participant marked in the prepositional 
phrase is inanimate. It is possible that Sangkyen, as a festival of the Tai , has been in some 
sense personified in the mind of Sui Khong, and this al lows the use of the prepositional 
phrase. 
In the manuscript of which example ( 1 3 1 )  is an explanation, the prepositional 
phrase is not found, as in ( 1 32): 
1 32) �cfL 'qB 2")[ � tffl 2([ �[ J))2� 1 
kil) l naal te l wii 1 naal)z phi i l  cam3 nUlJz khWlJz anz khaau1 
Kinnya Devi lady spirit PRT wear thing eLF white 
J))2� �[ J))2� �[ J))£ � J))2� �6 
anz kilJ3 anz IWlJ l anz s:>m3 an2 muuZ 
7 Held on 14th April each year. 
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eLF green eLF yellow eLF orange eLF purple 
haa3 phan2 sii 1  palU3 saaIJ2 kycn1 yau3 
five type PRT watch Sangkyen FINISHED 
'As for Kingya Devi, who wears the five colours: white, green, yellow, orange and 
purple; she will watch over Sangkyen. '  
(Aiton manuscript, Calendar for the year 200112002 � , No. (24) � ,  
told by Sui Khong Thoumoung CD.) 
The fact that the prepositional phrase is  found only in  the spoken explanation of the 
manuscript and not in the written form, may suggest that this widespread usage of 
prepositions is more frequent in spoken language than in written language. If so, given that 
manuscripts are general ly written in a very archaic style, it would suggest that this use of 
prepositional phrases is a fairly recent innovation. 
Perhaps this prepositional marking has developed because of the relatively free 
constituent order, and is used to distinguish one participant (usually that which is more l ike 
the patient) from the other. Where one of the participants is inanimate, it wil l  not be the 
agent, and consequently no such marking is necessary, except in those special cases where 
both participants are inanimate, such as ( 1 30) above. Given that a similar 'anti-agentive' 
marking is found in Assamese and in some of the Tibeto-Burman languages of the area, as 
mentioned earlier, the Tai languages had an areal model for the marking of non-agent 
animates. 
The form of this prepositional marking is probably borrowed from the typical three 
participant construction (see below 8.3.3.2) ,  where the animate beneficiary, that is to say 
the animate non-agent, is usually marked in this type of prepositional phrase. The early 
recorders of the Tai languages, using Latinate terms for describing a case system, indicated 
that the dati ve caseR was marked by ha.g� and perhaps this indicates that the prototypical 
usage of this preposition is to mark the beneficiary. If so, then the sentences examined 
above may be an extension of the syntax used for three participant events to two participant 
events. 
8.3.3.2 Prepositions in three participant events 
An adjunct strategy for three participant events (see 8.5 .6), that is marking the 
beneficiary in a prepositional phrase, is the most common and therefore probably 
unmarked strategy for such sentences. Example ( 1 33) is  an elicited sentence showing the 
marking of the beneficiary in the prepositional phrase headed by ha.g2. 
g The word h8IJ2is never used for the allative. 
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1 33) 'i Ii ocJcScY5 Yj pf. qt1 Yj ll 
kau2 hali3 pap4 1i0 nai4 halJ2 pa4 sau6 nai4 
1 Sg give book this to young woman this 
'I gave this book to the girl . '  
(Phake sentence elicited from the late Aimya Khang Gohain) 
The typical three participants of such events and their animacy status and status of 
marking in prepositional clauses is indicated below in Table 8.27: 
Table 8.27: Relationship between animacy, agency and the 
marking of core arguments in prepositional phrases 
Participant Animacy status Status of marking in prepositional phrase 
Agent animate unmarked 
Theme inanimate unmarked 
Beneficiary animate marked 
In actual discourse all three participants are rarely expressed, although they are in 
( 1 34). 
1 34) �E5 Y:>Y5 Sf. m �E5 �Y5 m m;;,4 nan4 pU' ne4 n;;,4 miin2 ne4 
time that old man PRT meat his PRT 
Sf Ii Ml pf 1 8 \if CW .. 
mail) ' haii3 ka' halJ2 khau6 pI5 naUlJ4 se6 
dist. GIVE GO to 3Sg elder younger PRT 
'Then the old man gave his meat to those two brothers . '  
(Phake Story, The two brothers � ,  No. ( 1 4) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
Usually, at least one of the human or animate participants is dropped because it  i s  
understood. Example ( 1 35) is  a set of three sentences where the agent/subject is 'the old 
man ' ,  the beneficiary/indirect object is 'us ' ,  or 'me' and the theme/direct object is 'food' .  
1 35. 1 )  q� �E5 r Sf. � Yj Ii � .fXYt. 'i �  
;;,i2 pU' n;;,4 mali2 nai4 hali3 ma2 ca5 kau2 
VOC grandfather meat 2Sg this give come for/to 1 Sg 
"Oh ! granddad, give me your meat !" 
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1 35.2) S[ � .rot � � 
mailJ l ma2 ca5 hau2 wa5 
distribute come to us say 
'''Distribute it to us !", he spoke l ike this' 
1 35.3) Sl. Y1 � Ii � 
pUI nai4 ma5 hali3 
grandfather that NEG gi ve 
"()[ 
nfuJ l 
l ike 
' (But), the old man didn' t  give (them) (the food). ' 
Y1 �  
nai4 
this 
(Phake Story, The two brothers � ,  Nos. (7) & (8) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
In this example, none of  the three sentences ful ly spells out a l l  the arguments as 
NPs of the main verb, because in ( 135. 1) , the agent is a vocative. The syntax of these three 
sentences is: 
1 36) 135 . 1  Voc (Agent) 0 (Theme) V 
1 35.2 V ca5 I (Beneficiary) 
1 35.3 A (Agent) V 
I (Beneficiary) 
In Tai, an expression can be regarded as having three participants even if  not al l  of 
them are expressed. Example ( 1 35.2) is quite grammatical by itself and it forms part of a 
three place expression. The other two places are understood, having been introduced in  
( 1 35 . 1 ). 
Sometimes, there are three animate participants in a situation. Example ( 1 37) 
comes from a story of a forest spirit and a mother. The spirit had stolen the mother's  spade, 
with which she dug for root vegetables. To get this back, she offers the spirit her daughter, 
saying: 
1 37) '1 
kau2 tal haw3 luk3 saaul lau2 
I Sg WILL give child female say 
"'I will give you my daughter", she said.' 
II � 
(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter � ,  No (20) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
Here there are three animate participants, the mother (agent), the daughter (theme) 
and the forest spirit (recipient), the last of which is unexpressed. When discussing this 
example with Bidya Thoumoung, I asked him whether ( 138) would be grammatical here 
and he replied that it would. 
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1 38) '1 II 
kau2 tal haw3 haIJ2 luk3 saaul 
1 S g WILL GIVE to chi ld female 
'I will give you my daughter. ' 
It therefore appears that hag2 can be used to mark an animate participant, even 
when it is not a recipient/beneficiary. Example ( 1 38) could mean 'I gave it to my daughter' , 
in other contexts, where the theme was unexpressed, but here the context makes it clear 
that the 'daughter' is the theme and it is the beneficiary that is unexpressed. We can 
therefore categorise this use of hag2 as being available to mark a non-agent animate 
participant, regardless of the semantic role of that participant. 
When both the theme and recipientibeneficiary are animate and both are expressed, 
it is possible for both to be marked in adpositional phrases, as in ( 1 39), where the King of 
Varanasi is deciding a custody dispute between the parents of young .kunJ4chick. 
1 39) f{ m CW 
ye4 
PRT 
CXZ01 yt01 'i m Ii 3cf 
hal  ne4 
time DEF 
1uJc4 n00 kum4 ne4 
child bird kum4 DEF 
�[ q �vS' m ll � 
haIJ2 \13 mtin2 ne4 
to father 3Sg DEF 
'The kzmJ4chick will  be given to the father. ' 
hali3 wen5 
GIVE discard 
(Phake Story, Story o/the kum4bird � ,  No. (64) � , told by Ee Nyan Khet <D) 
When discussing the translation of  this story with Ee Nyan Khet, she told me that 
all three participants could have been expressed as in ( 1 40): 
1 40) if(vS'Cf{v) m �[ 9.01 "()y) Ii �[ q �vS' 1i 
khun6 h::>6 kham2 ne4 haIJ2 1uJ<:4 nan4 hali3 haIJ2 \13 mtin2 
king DEF to chi ld that give to father 3Sg 
'The king gave the chick to the father. ' 
The syntactic frame of ( 1 40) is given in ( 1 4 1 ): 
1 4 1 )  Subject Direct ObjectITheme Verb Indirect ObjectlBeneficiary 
khun6 h::>6 kham2 ne4 hary2 luJc4 nan4 hali3 haIJ2 \13 mtin2 
the king (to) that chick give to its father 
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There appear to be several ways in  which the theme and recIpient are 
disambiguated in ( 140). The first is that in the real world it  could never be the case that the 
father would be given to the chick. The second is contextual, it is clear from what has gone 
before that it the chick is the theme. The third is syntactic; it does appear that in the case of 
verbs such as 'give ' ,  the beneficiary is a more salient argument of the verb and so it is the 
one most l ikely to appear in the canonical post-verbal position. The constituent order of Tai 
sentences is discussed in more detai l in  8.4 below. 
It is  not only with verbs of giving that this structure is found. The word caa2is used 
in ( 142), where the verb means 'to beg' and the second animate participant is not a 
beneficiary but a source: 
142) �t5WJY.)'2�'2J'2� cJ �'2� 
mw2 3aam2 an2 nan3 pai2 3:)n2 
then go beg 
trq vtffil. '9<X£ 1I 
caa2 cau3 phaa3 bl laa1J3 
to king Ko Lang 
9 805 3d �'2� 
kaal mit3 daapl m;)n2 
GO knife sword 3Sg 
'And then she went and begged for her knife from the king of Ko Lang. ' 
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton � , No. (62. 1 )  r; ,  told by Nang Wimala 
Thoumoung <D) 
8.3.3.3 Experiencer as Adjunct 
There is another class of animate participants which are sometimes marked with 
ha1J20r caa2/cii.5. Example ( 143) was reported by Kingcom ( 1992) . 
143) .ro[Yj :p[ � Y)[/(t5 JY.)vS" 8vS" m 
cfu]1 naP ha1J2 maii2 na1J' hii6 an2 pen2 nE3 
now to you how feel PRT 
'How do you feel now?' 
(Kingcom 1 992:56)9 
A better translation might be 'How does it feel for you now?' In February 2002 a 
number of sentences of this type were elicited from Yehom Buragohain, including example 
( 144), although she added that this type of sentence is rarely found in everyday speech. 
9 The script and interlinear gloss have been added by me, and the phonemic transcription altered to 
accord with other Phake transcriptions. The original example and English translation are 
Kingcom's. 
1 44) f£ '"i ma5 9..{ II 
halJ2 kau2 kat 1 IOlJ6 
to I Sg cold big 
'I feel very cold. ' 
(Phake sentence, elicited from Yehom Buragohain) 
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It was argued above that marking of animate participants in prepositional phrases 
was necessary to mark the non-agent animate participant, and this analysis is not disturbed 
by this example, even though there is no agent in this sentence. This use of hElIJ2in ( 144) is 
not obligatory. 
A further example of a non-agent animate participant being marked in prepositional 
phrases is presented as ( 145). This is a sentence from the Khamyang speaker, Sa Myat 
Chowlik, whose speech often mixes Phake and Khamyang fonns. This sentence has been 
phonemicised using Khamyang phonology: 
145) .mt� .rno6 �:: � m �:: it !>a5 
aal muu2 an5 mal ni i5 nE4 mal haw3 hetl 
work CLF NEG good this not GIVE do 
fJ{ 9..M .0606 .f"'fJ'6 q-6 � ..a 16 � 
halJ2 1uk4 :m l an5 khwn3 maa2 nai4 khau6 
to children CLF increase COME these 3PI 
'The growing generation of children should not be allowed to do these wrong 
deeds. '  
(Khamyang Story, Advice to children � , No. (3 1 )  � ,  
told by Sa Myat Chowlik CD.)  
In ( 145), there is an unstated agent, perhaps 'parents' or 'the community' which 
may explain the use of the prepositional phrase. 
In the light of these examples, it will be worthwhile to review Pongsri 
Lekawatana's ( 1 970) case grammar explanation. In a study of Standard Thai using 
Fil lmore's  Case Grammar as its theoretic base, she ( 1970: 1 14) defines what she calls the 
dative case in standard Thai as the argument which answers these three questions: 
146) a) 
b) 
c) 
Who experiences something? 
To whom does something happen? 
Who is affected by something? 
These three were exemplified by Lekawatana ( 1970: 1 14), restated as ( 147): 
147) a) suda (D) 
Suda 
ch:bp DliIJSH 
like book 
Suda likes this book. 
lem 
cI 
nti (0) 
this 
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b) 
c) 
drereI] (A) hay mlI]sH (0) 
Dang give book 
Dang gave a book to Suda 
drerel) (A) khaa 
Dang kill 
Dang ki l led Suda 
suda (D) 
Suda 
krere suda (D) 
to Suda 
In the Tai varities of Northeast India, we have seen the marking in prepositional 
phrases of the participants which Lekawatana identifies as Dative, (D) in example ( 1 47), 
although this marking is not obligatory. 
The agent is never marked in a prepositional phrase in the Tai languages. In 
sentences l ike ( 143) above, the animate pruticipant is not considered an agent and is 
analysed by Lekawatana as Dative, and so can carry the prepositional phrase marking. 
However, although Lekawatana's  explanation in ( 1 47) very neatly corresponds with 
the three situations in which the marking with prepositional phrases has been observed, it 
does not explain why such marking appears to be used more often with some verbs than 
with others. 
If we consider again example ( 1 27), we can see a sentence in which there are two 
animate participants, neither of which is marked in a prepositional phrase. The first 
participant, cau3 mal h:J1 'Chaw Mahosatha' , is the experiencer, and as we have seen in  
( 1 43), experiencers can be marked in  a prepositional phrase; however this would certainly 
lead to some confusion in that the second participant, which i s  arguably the least agent­
like, might also be able to marked in a prepositional phrase. 
We are lead to the conclusion that where there are two animate participants, neither 
of which is an agent, the marking with a prepositional phrase does not occur. 
8.3.4 Non-core elements 
The two non-core elements discussed below are both in the form of prepositional 
phrases, headed by any of the large range of prepositions, which were discussed in 8.2.5 
above. 
8.3.4.1 Temporal Phrases 
Temporal phrases appear to be permitted both before and after the core sentence, 
although in story telling they are used as links between different sections and so usually 
occur as the first element in the sentence, as in ( 1 48): 
1 48) 
nan4 
that 
err. m 
pijl nE4 
old man DEF 
miin2 nE4 
his PRT 
149) 
cw ml p[ 1 8 va[ 
mait:J 1 hali3 ka 1 haIJ2 khau6 pI5 naUIJ4 se6 
dist. gi ve GO to 3PI elder younger PRT 
'Then the old man gave his meat to those two brothers. '  
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(phake Story, The two brothers � , No. ( 1 4) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
When focussed, as in ( 1 49), the temporal phrase may appear at  the end: 
c-� rot. mt m[ "1 m[ v5 
maii2 tal ka l kal)2 naii6 kal)2 kham5 
2Sg will go middJe morning middle evening 
'Will  you go in the morning or in the evening?' 
(Phake sentence, el icited from the late Aimya Khang Gohain) 
8.3.4.2 Locational Phrases 
As with temporal phrases, locational phrases are found as adjuncts either in  front 
of, or after, the core sentence, as in ( 1 50): 
1 50) m cJ3 vr.v5oo[ m �[� .rnv5 �[ w[ .. 
nE4 U5 khun4 tiiIJ2 nai4 kyaUIJ2 mU2 an2 nliIJ5 yal)2 
PRT at road PRT pagoda eLF one is 
'Along the road there is a pagoda. ' 
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � ,  No. (53) I§ ,  
told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
Sometimes the locational phrase ends up  in the middle of  the sentence, because 
another constituent has been topicalised, as in ( 1 5 1 ), in which the subject noun phrase, 'the 
king together with al l the people of the country',  has been topicalised and appears before 
the non-core Iocational phrase tJi"2 daP tauf san 3 naP' at Mount Tau San ' .  
1 5 1 )  a3�6�1 m::�6 vtc-q vt � 
Iai3 pw2 naP kaal cw2 cau3 phaa3 cau3 ph::>P 
therefore all king resp EUPH 
rqooo[ rq�� c4[ rq�� �[ 
kupl taIJ l kun2 SWIJ3 kun2 mWl)2 
with person country person city 
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d3 2� �W2� £ 0'Jl. 13 cJ 
tii2 d:>F tau I san3 nai3 tal naP pai2 
at h i l l  Tau San this will GET GO 
trq � cq[ � m[ mc-q 
caa2 phii 1 lUlJI phii 1 ta1)3 kaml phaa3 
to ghost big ghost set up world 
vtc5 cJ 3 
khup3 paai3 waP 
kneel pray pray 
I I � 
'The king, together with all the people of the country, went to Mount Tau San in  
order to pray to the great spirit who had made the world. ' 
(Aiton text, History o/the Aiton � , No. (3) � ,  
told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung CD) 
Often, the locational phrase is a core argument of the verb, as in ( 1 52), where it is 
the argument of uul ' l ive at' :  
1 52) �E5 tN(5E5c-q moa2� q d3 �tFf) ea[ 2� 
mw2 cau3 phaa3 aai3 t:>n l  uu l tii2 ce2 r:>1) n:>i2 / d:>i2 
when King Aiton live at at city range mountain 
q d3 f5 2) "9�W1 2tt II 
uul tiF him2 nam3 kaal S:> 1 naml naal 
Ii ve at near ri ver Kaso PRT 
'Then, the King of the Aitons lived at the City of Long Doi Sung (high 
mountain range), near the bank of the Kaso river. ' 
0t{[ 
SUlJI 
high 
(Aiton manuscript, The Treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs � ,  No. (22) � )  
Locational phrases are not always headed by prepositions, as with mifn3 pifl wifj6in 
( 1 53). The verb kifl 'go' does not require a prepositional phrase as its object, and here 
again the locational phrase is core argument. 
1 53) �E5'1 � � cYJl �'I() q3 
m;)5 naii6 maii2 tal ka l man3 pal wai6 
when 2Sg will go village Pawai 
'When wi ll you go to Pawoimukh?' 
(phake sentence elicited from Aithown Che Chakap) 
Sometimes there is a difference in the meaning of the utterance depending on 
whether the preposition tij2jtT5i s  expressed or not. This is exemplified in ( 154) and ( 1 55): 
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1 54) cYJl 9J{ 
kal kyaWJ2 
go temple 
'To go to the temple for the purpose of prayer. ' 
1 55) cYJl d5 9J{ 
kii I tI5 kyawl 
go to temple 
'To go to the temple without any particular purpose, perhaps to meet and gossip. '  
(Phake sentences spoken by Aithown Che Chakap) 
8.3.5 Isolative Phrases 
As discussed above in 8.2.9, the various exclamations, responsives and vocatives 
are categorised as isolatives. Sometimes they are only a single word, as in ( 1 56): 
1 56) q6 11-6 ro y{ 8{?"\ � ';)2 nanl nE4 hfuP pi1J I  nii I 
YES knowledge DEF to knowledge 
'Yes, iian2means knowledge. '  
(Explanation of Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khc2 khyaIJ2 style: How Stephen 
Morey came to the Tai Phakes � , No ( 10.3) � , read by Ai Che Let HaiJung <D )  
This i s  a definitional sentence where the verb i s  not stated; the thing being defined 
is the first noun phrase (iian 1 n£") and its definition is in an adpositional phrase (piIJ l iia�. 
The other element of the sentence, the reponse ::J2 'yes' is  not part of the core syntax, hence 
the use of the term isolative. Initial isolatives are always in absolute initial position (unless 
preceded by a hesitation). 
Sometimes an isolative is a phrase, as in ( 1 57), which was spoken by an Aiton 
informant when she picked up my small back-pack and found it to be much heavier than 
she expected. The whole utterance could have been regarded as an exclamation phrase, had 
it been fol lowed by something l ike 'This is really heavy' . 
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1 57) .rtd m 8v5 .rtd 
cau3 phra2 pin2 cau3 
RESP Buddha be RESP 
'Oh! God ! '  
(Aiton Sentence) 
Example ( 1 57) is the closest to swearing that I have been able to record in the Tai 
languages. I have not been able to record such a phrase in combination with a predication. 
In ( 1 58), there are arguably two isolative phrases, the first being an exclamation (8"1 
and the second a vocati ve phrase piJl cau3 �p 
1 58) q SL .rtd qcf .fl6 � m J3cf '"'-
a2 pUI cau3 ;;,i2 n;;,4 maii2 ng4 khcn2 
EXCL grandfather RESP VOC meat your this please 
8[ Ii � JXJL 13 13 cri6 II � 
mall:J I hali3 ma2 ca5 hau2 hau2 k;;,4 
dist give COME to us us LINK 
'Oh, respected grandfather, please, give your meat to us. '  
(Phake Story, The two brothers �,  No. ( 1 2) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
This syntax of  ( 1 58) is: 
1 59) EXCL 
a2 
Oh ! 
VOC 
pUI cau4 ;;,j2 
respected grandfather 
Object NP (topicaIised) 
n;)4 mali2 ng4 
your meat 
Verb complex 
khgn2 mail] I hali3 ma2 
please give 
Indirect Object NP 
ca5 hau2 
to us 
Indirect Object NP (postposed) 
hau2 k;)4 
us 
It is not necessary for the Isolative Phrase to be headed by an isolative, such as a 
vocative. The name of the person being called, or their kinship relationship, is sufficient, as 
in ( 1 60): 
1 60) '"q '1 02�21 cJ CJld 2 � c8cY5' � cJ II � 
p::>2 kau2 wan2 naP pai2 s::>n I l ik3 maul pai2 
father me today go study NEG go 
'Father, I am not going to school today. ' 
(Aiton Story, The boy who wouldn 't go to school � ,  No. (2) � ,  
told by Bidya Thoumoung CD). 
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Sometimes, the Isolative Phrase is  the first element in a sentence which is  itself 
embedded, as the Isolative Phrase me2 'mother' in ( 16 1 ). There is a pause after the 
vocative, and this makes it clear that the subject is not asking, 'Who are my parents?' If 
there were no pause, the two nouns me2 and p:J2 would be assumed to form a single noun 
phrase. 
1 6 1 )  .rn2)2� � <X(cY5" tri3 , � � tAl 
al nan3 3au3 luk3 caaF 3allil maa2 lau2 
there FINISHED child male big come tell 
'Id '01. 13 r:l "'- 0) II � 
mE2 () p:>2 hau2 phalli I nE3 
mother father I PI who PRT 
'Then the eldest son came and asked, 'Mother, who is our father?' 
(Aiton text, History o/the Tai � , No. (88) � ,  told by Sa Cham Thoumoung (0) 
As discussed above in 8.2.9.4, for Standard Thai, Noss included a category of 
isolatives that he named imitatives, but which are better known as expressives. Banchob 
( 1 977) collected many of these for Aiton, such as ( 1 62) below. In this example, Banchob's  
version of  the Aiton text is  given in Thai script, as  in her original. The Aiton script and 
phonemic versions have been added . 
., 
"' .: L'I::2 �\l2 �u. ;El b.. rrnn ') 
la3 liIJ2 han' Slli' haP kraakl kraakl 
monkey see tiger cry ONOM 
'The monkey saw the tiger calling kraak1 kraak� '  
The imitative kraak1 kraak1 is arguably a core element of  the sentence i n  ( 1 62). A 
ful ler examination of these in the Tai languages needs to be undertaken. 
8.3.6 Elaborate expressions 
In example (94) above, we saw a four syllable expression, or elaborate expression. 
For standard Thai , Haas ( 1 964:xvii) pointed out that most of these expressions have four 
parts and are semi -repeated. 
The examples that will be presented here are all from a single text, a blessing given 
to the writer by Nang Pe of Namphakey vi llage, a particularly skil led exponent of them. 
This should not be taken to imply that this type of expression is confined to texts such as 
blessings. In fact they are very common in all styles. 
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Sometimes these elaborate expressions are simply reduplicated compounds, as in  
( 1 63), in which the elaborate expression hwnl hwnl  com2 com2 'to be glad' is  a 
compound of two verbs. 
1 63) fJl yj '1 Ii � 'W II " 
ha5 nai4 kau2 hum I hum I com2 com2 se6 
time this 1 Sg glad glad PRT 
'Now I am very appreciative.' 
(Phake B lessing Blessing � , No (3) � ,  intoned by Nang Pe CD) 
When polysyllabic loan words are compounded, they can also form non­
reduplicated elaborate expressions, as with puAA ca l kan l ta2 'worship' in ( 1 64): 
164) '1 � 'w '1 �M'JXJL MvS"tnt Ml 
kau2 com2 se6 kau2 pu0 C;,I kanl t;,2 kal 
l Sg happy PRT lSg worship homage GO 
fJ[ �vS' � I I .. 
hal] 2 mi.in2 cau3 
to 3Sg RESP 
'I pay my respects to him.' 
(Phake B lessing Blessing � ,  No ( 1 3) � ,  i ntoned by Nang Pe CD) 
In example ( 1 64), the preferred four syllable structure is maintained and there is a 
rhyme on /;,/ which gives the expression a partly reduplicated feel . 
As already mentioned in relation to example (94), sometimes these expressions 
conflate two constituents, as in ( 165), where the expression thiiIf siig I thiig6 m:JIJ2 is 
translated as 'to (our) country' : 
1 65) .r1 
au2 
take 
o{[ q[ 
thfuJ6 sill] I 
reach country 
o{[ 
thtiI]6 
reach 
�[ q 
m:)1]2 ma2 
country come 
q Ii JXJL '1 Y)('U m il "  
ma2 hail3 ca5 kau2 na1J2 pe l ne4 
come give to l Sg Nang Pe DEF 
nai4 
this 
'He has brought (them) here to (our) country, to give to me Nang Pe. '  
(Phake B lessing Blessing � ,  No ( 1 2) � ,  intoned by Nang Pe CD )  
Often there i s  more than one elaborate expression i n  a sentence, as i n  example 
( 166), which has three: 
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166) if) 005 if) m 1(6 0"<5 1(6 � 
khaP watl khaP aF h06 pan I h06 mu2 
fever cold fever cough head giddy head dizzy 
G Ii -a � -a W[ I I 04 0 
pi l  hali3 nai3 mI2 naP yalJ2 
don 't GIVE get have get have 
'May (you) not have colds and coughs, giddiness or dizziness. '  
(Phake Blessing Blessing � ,  No ( 1 6) � ,  intoned by Nang Pe CD) 
The elaborate expressions in ( 1 66) are khaP wall khaF aF 'have a cold and 
cough' ,  ho6 pan 1 ho6 mu2 'giddy and dizzy' and naP mI2 naP yag2 'get to have' . 
1 67) 
Finally, example ( 1 67) is presented, containing a series of elaborate expressions: 
n3 
au2 
take 
�"<5 
mon2 
glory 
m 
phra2 
Buddha 
�"<5 
mon2 
glory 
@Jt n3 
tra2 au2 
Dharma take 
�"<5 
mon2 
glory 
Ii n Ii .rq Ii 
( 
Ml 
hali3 hom I hali3 
GIVE cover GIVE 
Ca l  hali3 
cover GIVE 
lJam2 kal 
cover GO 
�6 vi 00"<5 vi J3 '1.6 I I 04 
sliS naii6 tan2 naii6 stu b4 
straight where place where PRT LINK 
.rr6 
cau3 
RESP 
w[tq 
salJ I khal 
Sangha 
'By the grace of the Buddha, the Dharma and the respected monks, may you be 
protected and covered in every place. ' 
(Phake Blessing Blessing � ,  No ( 1 7) � ,  intoned by Nang Pe CD)  
In  the first line of  ( 167), the three gems of  the Buddhist religion, phrii2 'the 
Buddha' ,  Irii2 'the Dharma (teaching of Buddha), and sa1)l khiil 'the Sangha (followers of 
Buddha)' are compounded into a long elaborate expression with the phrase au2 mon2which 
means 'by the grace of . 
In the second line, haii3 'to give' is a causative or benefactive auxil iary combined 
with three verbs meaning 'to cover' ,  and in the third line, sii5 naii6 lan2 naii6 is a semi 
reduplicated expression meaning 'every nook and cranny, everywhere. '  
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8.4 Constituent order 
8.4.1 Preliminary theoretical considerations 
Constituent order, sometimes imprecisely called 'word order' , is one of the 
typological features used to distinguish some languages from others. The most frequent 
constituent order of l anguages of the Tai family is verb medial, traditionally portrayed by 
l inguists as Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) (Hudak 1 990:40). In this work, following Dixon 
( 1994), I wil l  employ the use the letters S, A and 0, to refer to what he called 'three 
primitive relations ' ,  namely the intransitive subject as S, the transitive subject as A and the 
transitive object as O. To this the term I will be sometimes added to refer to the indirect 
object. Where another scholar has used a different system, that scholar' s original 
terminology wil l  be used. 
For the Tai languages of Northeast India, verb final sentences (AOV) have been 
reported by all researchers since Robinson ( 1 849) (see 3.2.3 above), and AOV has been 
claimed to be the basic word order for the Khamti language. This claim wil l  be discussed 
in detail in 8.4.2 below. 
For Standard Thai , Vichin Panupong ( 1970) defined 'subject' as the noun or noun 
phrase which appears i n  the position in front of the verb and 'object' as that which 
immediately fol lows the verb. She then posits that in certain circumstances one of these 
noun phrases may be topicalised. 
For the Tai languages of Northeast India, a definition of subject and object based 
solely on the position of a noun phrase in the sentence is problematic. This is because of 
the fol lowing factors, some of which apply to Standard Thai also: 
168. 1 )  In any sentence any of the core participants (expressed as noun phrases) 
may be dropped if its meaning is otherwise understood, 
168.2) Any of the noun phrases may be topicaJised. 
168.3) In some circumstances, particularly with quantifier phrases, the modifier 
within the noun phrase may be separated from its head. 
1 68 .4) Non agent noun phrases, if they are animate, are often marked in a 
prepositional phrase, and 
168.5) The languages prefer that if there is only one noun phrase, such as the 
patient when the agent is dropped, it should stand before the verb, 
excepting where it is a case of (near-) noun incorporation. 
Before proceeding to discuss constituent order in detail ,  each of these points needs 
to be exemplified. 
The dropping of core participants is exemplified in ( 169), an example of the kind of 
sentence spoken by one Tai Aiton person to another when meeting along the main street of 
the village: 
169) 9 :i 
kaal daml 
go where? 
'Where are (you) going?' 
(Aiton sentence) 
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The subject noun phrase, 'you ' ,  is  understood, even though it  would not have been 
stated already in the conversation. If the first person were the subject of the sentence 
( ,Where am I going?') it would be highly marked, and the subject would need to be stated. 
A second circumstance in which a core argument NP can be dropped arises when 
the referent of the NP has already been mentioned and is clearly understood. Such an 
example is ( 1 70), where the subject, al matI 'minister' , is understood because it  was 
introduced earlier in the story. 
170) 0)1 o{[ d3 �v5 .rnv5 �[ � II .. 
kal thfuJ6 tI5 man3 an2 nili]5 yc4 
go reach place village eLF one PRT 
' (He) reached a village. ' 
(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king � ,  No. ( 1 3) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD )  
The topicalisation of NPs i s  demonstrated i n  example ( 1 7 1 ), where the object NP 
nag3 saaul nai'is the topic and the constituent order has become effectively OSV. 
n:)1)3 saau! nai3 (0.7) aa! sm! phwk! nai3 (0.35) au2 
younger female this HESIT tiger white this take 
'As for this younger daughter, the tiger took her (as a wife). '  
(Aiton text, History of the Tai � , No. (8 1 )  � ,  told by S a  Cham Thoumoung CD )  
Tai speakers know which noun phrase i s  which constituent in  the sentence on the 
basis of context and also prosody. To indicate the importance of prosodic features, the 
significant pauses in ( 1 7 1 )  have been marked with their length. The first pause is somewhat 
longer than would norrnaJ ly be expected and is followed by a hesitation. 
The marking of the direct object or patient in prepositional phrases has been 
discussed above, in 8.3.3. 
As stated above, it seems to be the case that noun phrases are sometimes topicalised 
to ensure that there is a noun phrase in front of the verb. In example ( 172), there are three 
clauses, each with the main verb kin2 'eat ' .  in the causative, and the subject of the 
causation is an unstated 'they' . The first clause is not associated with any other noun 
phrase, but in the second and third clauses, the other constituent, a prepositional phrase 
headed by hag� occurs in front of the verb. 
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1 72) Ii ��� � � p[ '"� '"'Y1l Ii ��) 
haw2 kin2 dii2 3au3 har.J2 me2 b3 haw3 kin2 
GIVE eat good FINISHED to mother also GIVE eat 
p[ m� '"'Y1l 1i ��� .. 
har.J2 man2 b3 haw3 kin2 
to 3Sg LINK GIVE eat 
'They gave good food to his mother and also to him . . .  
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions �,  No (77) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung <D) 
There are numbers of  exceptions to the principle expressed above in  ( 168.5). In  
( 173), the subject of  the sentence is postposed and almost an afterthought, whereas the verb 
is pronounced with the primary stress in the utterance. It appears that it is the forgetting of 
the Khamyang variety by younger people that Chaw Deben wants to comment upon, and so 
the verb appears before the subject of the sentence. 
173) �[,"ml 
nal) l b1  
moreover 
cq� 
Iwm2 
forget 
.m[Vj �cY5 
cal) I naP 1u0 
now child  
ne4 
PRT 
va 
khau6 
3Pl 
cqcY5 J"16-6 1 q{ 00-6 P t;q .. 
lu0 ::m I khau I Y1J 1 taan4 haai6 yaa4 
child 3PI NEG speak disappear FINISHED 
'Moreover, they've forgotten, those children now, those chi ldren can't  speak, it 's 
all gone. '  
(Khamyang text, The future of the Khamyang language � ,  No. (20) � ,  
spoken by Deben Chowlik CD. 
Another exception to ( 168.5) is object incorporation or near-incorporation (see 
8.2.3 . 1 .2). In such cases, except in some negative sentences, the object fol lows the verb, 
such as in kiJJ2 khau3 'eat rice, dine ' ,  even if it is the only noun phrase in the utterance. 
As a consequence of the various factors detailed in ( 168) above, in any sentence, 
whether it is a one, two or three participant event, one or more of the places may be vacant. 
Take for example the case of the verb 'give ' ,  which semantically requires an agent, a theme 
and a beneficiary. A sentence having 'give' as the main verb is always a three participant 
event, even when, for example, the agent and theme are expressed but the beneficiary is 
not. 
In example ( 174) (already discussed above as example ( 135) in 8.3 .3.2), there are 
two sentences in each of which the main verb has three arguments, although in ( 1 74. 1 )  the 
agent is a vocative and in ( 1 74.2) only one of the three arguments is expressed. 
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1 74. 1 )· q0 �E5 r Y3 it 'i Sl rs. 9. JXJL 
;}i2 pijl n;}4 maii2 nai4 hali3 ma2 ca5 kau2 
voc grandfather meat 2Sg this give come to l Sg 
'Oh ! granddad, give me your meat ! '  
1 74.2). a[ 9. JXJL 13 a y")[ Y3 I I  � 
mail] I ma2 ca5 hau2 was niiI] I nai4 
distribute come to us say l ike this 
"'Distribute it to us!", he spoke like this' 
(Phake Story, The two brothers [; ,  No. ( 1 52) [; ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
It is  argued that ( 1 74.2) is  a three-place predicate, because the semantics of the verb 
requires it, and because following the principle in ( 1 68. 1 )  above, the two unexpressed noun 
phrases are understood. 
8.4.1 . 1  Is there a basic constituent order in Tai? 
Given the large variety of constituent orders that actually surface in the data for the 
Tai languages of Assam, it might be argued that there is no basic constituent order, and no 
need to postulate one. Sentences are uttered in a context, whether a written or spoken one. 
That context is made up of pragmatic factors and cultural factors as well as whatever has 
previously been stated in whatever text is being examined. These alone might be enough to 
disambiguate any sentence, and therefore a basic word order becomes unnecessary. 
However, as we will see in 8.5 .6, when a ditransitive verb has all its three 
arguments present, and none in a prepositional phrase, the order is fixed. From this, it i s  
argued that the basic constituent order for one participant events is as in ( 1 75), for two 
participant events in ( 1 76) and for three participant events in ( 1 77), each subject to all the 
constraints and possibilities in ( 168) above. 
1 75) S V 
1 76) A V 
1 77) A V 
o 
o I 
Before discussing the findings of the present study of Tai Aiton and Tai Phake, i t  
wi ll be necessary first to discuss the issue of verb phrases in the Tai languages (see 8.4. 1 .2) 
and then to review the literature relating to Tai Khamti (see 8.4.2). 
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8.4.1 .2 Is there a verb phrase in Tai? 
The concept of verb phrase is regarded by some linguists as a universal category. A 
verb phrase, consisting of the verb and its object or objects, is claimed to be present in all 
languages. 
For the Tai languages of Assam, it wil l  be necessary to offer evidence for a 
constituent verb phrase. On the surface, it seems counterintuitive to posit a verb phrase for 
the Tai languages when sentences like ( 1 78) occur: 
1 78) � �v5 f)J[ � -a 13 q[ fl q[ � CJ3 
phiin6 S:)06 Uil)2 n12 nai4 hau2 tfuJ '  hum' tfuJ '  com2 st6 
CLF teach way good this IPI all glad all glad PRT 
JXJL 
.. � � CJt.JLd3c-8� �6'G\:) ov5 � Ii � ti 
ca5 maii2 cau3 sa' tIl fen4 mol le4 pan2 SUi hati3 ma2 yau4 
to 2Sg RESP Stephen Morey give PRT give COME FINISHED 
'We gladly present this book Teaching in a good way to you, Mr Stephen Morey. ' 
(Tai Phake sentence, personal letter from Namphakey village, April 200 1 )  
In the English translation o f  ( J  78), the verb phrase is  present this book, 'Teaching 
in a good way ', to you, Mr Stephen Morey.' 
The structure of ( 1 78) can be expressed as ( 179): 
179) Object 
phiin6 S:)06 ta1)2 n12 nai4 
this book of Teaching in a good way 
Indirect Object PP 
ca5 mati2 cau3 sal tIl fen4 mol le4 
to you, Stephen Morey 
Subject NP 
hau2 tfuJ I hum I tfu] I com2 st6 
we who are glad 
Verb complex 
pan2 SUi haii3 ma2 yau4 
presentlO 
If we accept that the unmarked constituent order for such sentences is that presented 
in ( 1 77) above, then we have to explain how the two objects can end up in different 
positions from those in ( 1 77), one (the direct object) in the topic position in front of the 
subject, and the other (the indirect object) between the subject and the verb. 
A verb phrase analysis would allow a sentence l ike ( 178) to occur, provided that we 
argue that a noun phrase is stil l  within the verb phrase if is occurs immediately before the 
verb, as well as immediately after it. We could then argue that in ( 178), the indirect object 
was sti l l  within the verb phrase and only the direct object had been topicalised. The subject 
remains in its canonical position given in ( 1 77). 
10  Literally 'presenting so that it has come to you.'  
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If we do not accept that the indirect object in ( 1 78) is within a verb phrase, then we 
would have to posit three topicalisations. Firstly the indirect object is topicalised. Then the 
subject is topicaJised in front of the indirect object, and finally the direct object is 
topicalised to the front of the utterance. 
If multiple topicalisation were permitted, it would be confirmed if  there were 
examples of both the direct object and indirect object occurring before the subject, that is to 
say the constituent orders OIA V and lOA V. Neither of these has been recorded. 
We will  therefore conclude that an analysis positing a verb phrase can be defended 
for the Tai languages of Assam. 
8.4.2 Constituent order in Khamti 
Greenberg ( 1990:67) listed the Khamti l anguage, which is closely related to the 
Aiton and Phake, among the languages having a basic constituent order of subject-verb­
object (AOV). This is surprising considering the basic constituent orders posited in ( 176) 
and ( 177) above. Greenberg's conclusions appear to be based on Grierson ( 1904), which is 
itself based on Needham's general rules of syntax ( 1 894:8 1 ), see section 3.2.5 above. Let 
us therefore review what Needham recorded. 
8.4.2.1 Needham 
Although many of Needham's sentences are in the SOY order, they are not always 
so, as in ( 1 80): 
1 80) sil kap ngo yau 
c46 mc.) 16 ti 
tiger bite cow PAST 
' (A) tiger killed (a) cow.' 
(Needham 1 894: 1 1 ) 
When we examine some of the texts provided by Needham, a more complex story emerges, 
as shown in ( 1 8 1 ), which employs Needham's transliteration and glossingl l . 
Palang khu yO ka thok ka tin mai mu thUn 
Palungkhu fired hit foot on pig wild 
'Palangkhu fired (and) hit the wild pig on (the) leg,' 
I I Needham categorises kii as 'bare root of the verb go, used for past time.' 
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1 8 1 .2) � 
rna tai si pai ka 
not dying fled 
'but (the pig) not dying, fled. '  
(Needham 1 894: 127) 
In ( 1 8 1 . 1 )  the verbs c.1l6 yii 'shoot' has qC\:)[�6 Palangkhii 'Palangkhu' as its 
subject. The second verb 9.M thuk 'hit, touch' has d3v5 tin 'foot' as i ts object. This object 
is marked by the Khamti particle mai, which Needham glosses as 'accusative' .  Example 
( 1 8 1 . 1 )  certainly has AVO order. 
Diller ( 1 992:20) examined Needham's sentences in detail and l isted the fol lowing 
sentence configurations: 
1 82) S 0 V 
O+[MARKER] S V 
S+[MARKER] V 
o S DAT.+[MARKER] 
S V 
S O+[MARKER] V 
S V 
S [(zero copula) (zero agent) V 
[transitive] 
[transitive] 
[intransitive] 
V [transitive] 
o [transitive] 
[transi ti ve] 
[intransitive] 
OtURPOSE 
Diller's conclusion on the data from Needham is that 'the general impression, 
especially from connected text, is of a very 'pragmatically' controlled configuration: issues 
such as topicality, specificness, and so forth, appear to play a crucial role on how sentence 
constituents are ordered. ' ( 1 992:21 ). It is difficult to see how the contention that Khamti is 
a basically AOV language could be derived from this data. 
8.4.2.2 Wilaiwan 
After fieldwork in the Khamti lands, Wilaiwan concluded that 
SOY is the dominant word order in Kamli while in other known Tai dialects SVO is 
the dominant one. We may conclude . . .  that Kamti has developed from SVO to SOY. 
It has also been shown that Kamti contains a set of object marking postpositions. 
( 1 986: 1 78) 
Wilaiwan ( 1986: 1 75) exemplified her claim with sentences l ike ( 1 83) .  The numbers 
above the Khamti words indicate tone in her transcription. 
5 1 1 6 
1 83 )  man wan-phan ne? 
He glass the 
'He broke the glass . '  
2 1 
?au-phee 
to break 
6 
y:J? 
past tense particle 
In ( 1 84) she exemplified the object marker mat: 
2 5 4 3 1 
1 84) kau man+maj khau- san 
3 6 
h:Ju y:J? 
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1 he+object marker rice to give past tense particle 
' I  gave her rice. ' 
Although I have not been able to investigate Khamti to the extent that 1 would wish, 
it seems likely that the marker mat is a postposition similar in the range and meaning to 
the prepositions haIJ2and caa5/ca� discussed above in 8.3.3. 
Wilaiwan added that ' In the event that the speaker wants to emphasize the nominal 
object, it can be topicalized and moved to the front of the sentence' .  ( 1 986: 178). This is 
exemplified in ( 1 85), where the object in ( 1 83) has been topicalised: 
1 1 6 5 
1 85) wan-phan ne? man 
glass the he 
'He broke the glass. ' 
2 1 
?au-phee 
to break 
6 
y:J? 
past tense particle 
Wilaiwan compared the Khamti data with the Phake, which she also investigated, 
and concluded that Phake 'also has OSV as the alternative basic order, but its dominant 
order is SVO' .  ( 1 986: 176). 
8.4.2.3 Chau Khouk Manpoong 
A very brief survey of the Khamti primers published by Chau Khouk Manpoong in 
1993 suggested that in Arunachal Pradesh Khamti, both AVO and AOV sentences are 
found, as in the fol lowing examples: 
I '" CUY) [Sol wd 1 86) �Y) Y) !plY) 
man7 nai6 iiaan3 pen4 phcaa7 yau9/5 
3Sg get wisdom be Buddha FINISHED 
'He got wisdom and became a Buddha. ' 
(Chau Khouk Manpoong 1993 ll: 1 5) 
0 0 0 "n , �n "n 0 0 e 
1 87) �1y)y) wen Y) MY) Y) M1U roo w 0 'l 
maa3 nin4 sit3 nai5 bn6 ny5 nai5 kaap4 au4 sii3 
fox clever this lump meat this bite take PRT 
'The clever fox ate the lump of meat. ' 
(Chau Khouk Manpoong 1993 ll:36) 
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8.4.2.4 Present investigation 
In March 2002, I was fortunate to meet Chaw Khamoon Gohain,  a traditional 
Khamti chief. I asked him how to say 'the tiger ate the deer' and he immediately gave 
( 1 88 . 1 )  as the answer. 
kaap3 phaan 7 
tiger bite barking deer 
1 88.2) qE5 cr::t<5 � Mc5 04 
sw3 phaan 7 mai6 kaap3 
tiger barking deer to bite 
'The tiger ate the barking deer. ' 
After discussing the sentence, Chaw Khamoon Gohain added that ( 1 88.2) was 
equally acceptable to Khamti speakers. Among the small amount of text that I was able to 
record from him, several examples had the verb in final position, as in ( 1 89): 
1 89) '"1-6 
.. � .!r§cq � 13 if[c5 1 c.S c3 04 w oJ.. 
kon4 yawl mai6 cau6 phaa6 mai6 hau7 khUp4 khau3 siP paai6 
person big to king to I PI kneel knee PRT pray 
'We kneel down and pay homage to important people and kings . '  
On the basis of ( 1 88) and ( 1 89) above, we might tentatively conclude that AOV 
would be possible, and perhaps preferred, in Khamti if the 0 is  marked by the word maj� 
AVO, on the other hand, appears to be the preferred order when the 0 is  not marked by 
maj� This suggests that AVO may still be the more basic constituent order, although 
AOmai6V may be the more pragmatically unmarked form. 
Whilst i t  appears l ikely that Khamti constituent order is pragmatically controlled, as 
suggested by Diller ( 1992) (see above 8.4.2. 1 ) ,  only further research, including the 
collection and analysis of substantial corpus of Khamti texts, wi l l  be able to further 
i l luminate this issue. In the meantime, scholars would be advised to treat the claim that 
Khamti is an AOV language with some caution. 
8.4.3 Constituent order in the Tai languages of Assam 
The late Aimya Khang insisted that A VO/SV was the basic constituent order in  
Phake. Not long before he  died, the Tai Phake Primer (Morey 1 999c) was published, 
containing simple sentences for people to practise reading. Many of the sentences were 
supplied by Sam Thun Wingkyen, including ( 190): 
1 90) "1 .rn"<5 � '"0 
nau2 an I mau5 pe4 
star count NEG can 
'The number of stars cannot be counted. '  
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In his review of the Primer, Aimya Khang stated that this was an AOV order (with 
the transitive subject unstated), and that ( 1 90) should be altered to ( 1 9 1 ): 
19 1 )  .rn"<5 "1  
ani nau2 
count star NEG can 
'The number of stars cannot be counted. '  
Writing o f  example ( 190), he said that 'Such way of  writing syntactical sentence 
may lead others to think and practise corrupt sentence. Our aim and objectives should be to 
teach the learners the correct way' . (Aimya Khang Gohain, pers. comm.)  
Regardless of how we view Aimya Khang's aims and objectives, he was one of the 
most linguistically aware members of the Phake community, and his strong perception that 
A VO/SV is the basic word order of the Phake language, and indeed of all the Tai varieties 
in Assam, must be given serious attention . 
In this work, it is posited that there i s  an underlying constituent order in Tai Aiton 
and Tai Phake, which is presented in ( 1 92): 
1 92) (Iso) (Non-core) (NP) 
A 
A 
S 
v 
V 
V 
V 
(NP) 
o 
o 
(NP) 
I 
(Non-core) (Iso.), 
In ( 1 92), Iso stands for an isolative phrase (see above 8.3.5), Non-core for the 
locational or temporal phrases (see above 8.3.4) and NP for the noun phrases or in some 
cases core prepositional phrases (see above 8.3.3). The grammatical roles of the three noun 
phrases in ( 1 92) have already been set out in ( 1 77) above. 
The core sentence from the frame in ( 1 92) is exemplified in ( 193), where all three 
noun phrases are present, without any non-core or isolative phrases: 
193) en 9 enl tn.{[ 1 d3 y) II � 
kau2 ta I ka I sal) I khau3 phti nam3 
I Sg wil l  go send rice spmt ancestor spmt 
'I am going to bring rice to the ancestor spirit . '  
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � , No. ( 1 8) � ,  
told by Be Nyan Khet (0) 
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It is rare to find examples like ( 1 93), where all three noun phrases are spelled out, 
none being in a prepositional phrase. On the other hand, two participant events in which 
neither noun phrase is marked in a prepositional phrase occur frequently in the corpus, as 
example ( 194): 
1 94) .rY3aa2� � c.B6 �6 £6 � II � 
aai3 t:m2 khaul SEU3 sml nipl /dip l  maa2 
Aiton 3PI catch tiger alive COME 
'The Aitons caught a l ive tiger.' 
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton � , No. (79) [§ ,  
told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung CD) 
Non-core elements such as  locational phrases can be placed outside this core, at 
either end of the utterance. Examples ( 195) are two different versions of the same sentence, 
with the non-core locational phrase tiP nanJ'there' in both positions : 
1 95 . 1 )  d5 2�2� d36 cY3 �[ 2d �2� � II 
tiiZ nan3 tepl kaP SE1) 1 n:lil kin2 maa2 
place that cut chicken diamond PRT eat COME 
1 95.2) 96 � cY3 �[ 2d �2� � d5 2�2� 
tepl maa2 kai l SE1J I n:li1 kin2 maa2 tij2 nan3 
cut COME chicken diamond PRT eat COME place that 
'At that place, (he) killed the diamond chicken and it was eaten. '  
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton � , Nos. (43) � and (43 . 1 )  � ,  
told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung CD) 
Commonly, however, one of the core participants, expressed either as a noun 
phrase, a classifier phrase or a prepositional phrase, is topicalised as in ( 1 96), where the 
subject noun phrase is in front of the temporal phrase. 
196) -96 t6 Y3 9.[ "1 A30-5 0"<5 �"<5 9 em � 
�2 1)02 nai4 thfuJ6 naii2 cetl wan2 miin2 tal phe5 
YES cow this reach in seven day 3Sg WILL bear young 
'Yes, this cow of mine will bear young in seven days.' 
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha and the raising of cattle � , No. ( 1 1 )  � ,  
told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
Example ( 196) was spoken immediately after ( 197), a sentence in which the 
canonical order proposed in ( 192) was observed. Since in the canonical structure, the 
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subject occurs before the verb, subject topicalisation might only be apparent when there is 
a non-core element, in this case a temporal phrase, present. 
1 97) 
1 98) 
� A3a5 f)'() Y1 00 to 'i Y1 
naii2 cetl wan2 nai4 01::4 1)02 kau2 nai4 
in seven day this DEF cow ISg this 
mt em to 9.[ to a{d to 9.[ II � 
tal phe5 1)02 101)6 1)02 thiik' 1]02 101)6 
WILL bear young cow big cow male cow big 
'Within these seven days my cow will bear large male young. ' 
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha and the raising of cattle � , No. ( 1 0) � ,  
told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
Topicalisation of  the object is also frequently encountered, as  in ( 1 98): 
8eYS" cY3 ,fY)'1� v6 e9 d3d '1d Ii �'1��'1� II � 
pik' kai ' an2 khau' b3 tep' n::>j3 haw3 khwn' bn' 
wing chicken eLF 3Pl LINK cut PRT give again 
'So (she) cut the chicken wings off and gave it to her, as before. '  
(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter � , No (62) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
In ( 1 98), the A argument is not stated and the object is topicalised. This might 
suggest that object fronting is meeting the principle in ( 1 68.5) above. However in ( 1 99), 
the A argument is stated and even so the object is topicalised. 
199) ill �� a G\(eYS" 00 'i aJt. .r1 CJld{ o:co II � 
me2 miin2 wa5 luk" nai4 kau2 tal au2 saUIJ6 t02 
wife 3sg say child that I Sg will take two CLF 
'The wife said: ''I ' l l  take two of the children". '  
(Phake Story, Story of dogs dividing up their children � ,  No. (7) � ,  
told by Sam Thun Wingkyen CD) 
Example ( 199) was another of those sentences which Aimya Khang insisted should 
be altered so that AVO order be maintained, as in (200) . 
200) ill �� a 'i 9 .rr3 G\(eYS" 00 �[ o:co lI 
me2 miin2 wa5 kau2 tal au2 I uk" nai4 saUIJ6 t02 
wife 3sg say I Sg will take child that two CLF 
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Core participants can also occur at the end of a sentence, as in (201 ). 
201 )  9. OJ( my) J3[ II 04 
mal tul kan2 seIJ6 
NEG same RECIP sound 
'Their sound is not the same. '  
(phake sentence, spoken by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
In some particular circumstances, the subject can be postposed while the object i s  
topicalised as in (202): 
202) �01 d.5 9.0 cooS co ml WjfJcS 04 
l iJ<:4 tem3 kg4 phat1 pe4 kal Sal hapl 
book write LINK read can GO Sahib 
'He can read the books when they are written, the Sahib. '  
(Explanation of Tai Phake Song, Poem in  the khe2 khya1J2 style: How Stephen 
Morey came to the Tai Phakes � ,  No (90. 1 )  � ,  read by Ai Che Let Hailung CD) 
Example (202) was spoken in explanation of  (203), a poetic text in which the object 
was topicalised: 
203) �01 d.5 .r8.rxa cooS cq 8Y) I 04 
l iJ<:4 tem3 cim I c:)m I phatl p:)2 pen2 
book write here and there read enough be 
'He can read the books a little. ' 
(Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khya1J2 style: How Stephen Morey came to the 
Tai Phakes � , No (90) � , read by Ai Che Let Hailung CD) 
It appears that in (202), Ai Che Let is restating (203) in more everyday language, 
and then adding a resumptive subject. Thus on the surface the constituent order OVA 
appears, but this is a highly marked situation which cannot arise except in  circumstances 
similar to those obtaining here. The roles of the various noun phrases are disambiguated by 
the context, and also semantically: obviously it cannot be the books that are doing the 
reading. 
Constituent order variation is even wider where there are three core participants. 
Example (204) shows AOVI order, (205) AOIY and (206) OAIY. In each of these three 
sentences, topicalisation of one of the noun phrases has occurred, and either the direct 
object or the indirect object or both have been moved to the position in front of the verb. 
This is argued to be stil l  within the verb phrase, as discussed above in 8.4. 1 .2 .  
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All of the noun phrases that are not in the canonical positions are marked either by 
demonstratives such as naj� or the definite particles n&� This marking was not necessary in 
example ( 1 93) above which showed the canonical AVO! order. 
204) 
205) 
206) 
�� "()v5" Sl m �� �v5" m 
ma4 nan4 pul ne4 na4 mtin2 ne4 
time that old man DEF meat his DEF 
S[ Ii Ml p[ 1 G 'f6[ 0 cw � 
mailJ l hall3 ka l haIJ2 khau6 pI5 naUIJ4 se6 
dist. GIVE GO to 3Sg elder younger PRT 
Then the old man gave his meat to those two brothers . '  
(Phake Story, The two brothers � , No. ( 14) � , told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
'i o<5d3M" -a p[ q� m Ii Ml 
kau2 pap4 l i� nai4 haIJ2 pal sau6 ne4 hall3 ka l 
I sg book this to girl PRT give GO 
'I gave this book to the girl . '  
(Phake sentence elicited from Aithown Che Chakap) 
¥ CJldv5" m[ � -a 13 �[ � �[ � CJB 
phtin6 s:)n6 talJ2 nI2 nai4 hau2 tlilJ l hum I tlilJ l  com2 st6 
CLF teach way good this I PI all glad all glad PRT 
JX:t � � tJULd3c-&f ��CC\J ov5" � Ii � ti 
ca5 mall2 cau3 sal tTl fen4 mol le4 pan2 SUi hall3 ma2 yau4 
to 2Sg RESP Stephen Morey give PRT give COME FINISHED 
'We gladly present this book Teaching in a good way to you, Mr Stephen Morey. ' 
(Phake sentence in personal letter from Namphakey vil lage, April 200 1 )  
In each o f  these three sentences, the semantic roles o f  each o f  the three noun 
phrases is clear both from the context, the syntax and semantics of the verb. The semantics 
ensures that the meat in (204) and the book in both (205) and (206) are clearly understood 
to be the theme of their respective sentences. Syntactical ly, in each of the sentences, the 
beneficiary/recipient is marked in a prepositional phrase. Context, at least in (204) and 
(206) will also make it clear who is transferring what to whom. 
What then is the motivation for this considerable variation in constituent order? It 
has been suggested that these languages are moving towards verb final constituent order 
through the influence of the strongly verb final languages that surround them, namely 
Assamese and the languages of the Tibeto-Burman fami ly. Alternatively the motivation 
may be largely discourse related. Furthermore, as wil l  be argued in 8.5 .7.5 below, there is 
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an increasing tendency for the verb to be attached to TAM markers. Since the TAM 
markers were historically utterance final, this may be an additional motivation for verb 
final structures. 
However, the evidence presented in this section makes it clear that we cannot yet 
conclude that the Tai languages are synchronically verb final; the underlying order posited 
in ( 192) above remains the closest we can come to basic structure for these languages. 
We can represent the entire frame as in (207), subject to al l of principles in ( 1 68) 
above. 
207) Sentence ---7 (Iso P) (Non-core P) core (Non-core P) (Iso P) 
Core 
8.4.3.1 DitTerences in constituent order between Tai Aiton and Tai Phake 
There are a number of quite consistent differences in constituent order between 
Aiton and Phake. In a discussion with Nabin Shyam (Aiton) and Ee Nyan Khet (Phake), 
two particular constructions were identified as being different between the two varieties. 
The first of these is the completive verb construction with p&3fp&4 'can ' ,  already 
exemplified above in examples (48) and (49) in section 8.2.3.3. In Aiton, the structure of a 
negative sentence with this completive is as in (208), in which the completive verb occurs 
before the main verb. The Phake structure is presented in (209), where the completive 
follows the main verb. 
208) q[ '0 cY3'2� 
WI) , pe3 kin2 
NEG can eat 
'(I) cannot eat (it) . '  
(Aiton sentence spoken by Nabin Shyam) 
209) cY3-6 9. '0 
kin2 rna' pe4 
eat NEG can 
'(I)  cannot eat (it) . '  
(Phake sentence spoken by Be Nyan Khet) 
A second difference between the two comes with the negation of verb compounds. 
Aiton compound verbs are generally negated without splitting the compound, as in (2 1 0), 
whereas, as discussed above in 8.2.3 . 1 .2, in Phake the compound verb splits when negated, 
as in (2 1 1 ): 
2 1 0) �[ �J�u3 
wI) I kin2 khau3 
NEG dine 
' (I) haven' t/won' t  eat.' 
(Aiton sentence spoken by Nabin Shyam) 
2 1 1 ) 1 q �-6 
khau3 rna I kin6 
rice NEG eat. NEG 
'(I) haven' t/won't eat . '  
(phake sentence spoken by Ee Nyan Khet) 
8.4.4 A note on information packaging 
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Many of the issues covered in the above discussions on constituent order have 
touched on issues of the way in which information is presented in a clause. Foley and Van 
Valin ( 1985:282) called this information packaging and discussed issues such as 
passivisation, topicalisation and left dislocation. 
In the Tai languages, there is no passivisation in the sense that English The dog was 
chased by the boy is a passive sentence, because there is no 'by phrase' and there is no 
passive morphology. In the Tai languages, following the principles introduced in ( 168) 
above, if there is a desire to foreground one of the participants, it can be shifted to the front. 
If there is a desire to background one of the participants, it can be omitted. Thus we can 
translate ( 1 98) above as 'The chicken wings were cut off and given to her as before' .  The 
fronting of the patient argument is thus expressed in English as best as English can. 
Example ( 1 98) fol lows immediately after (21 2), in which 'the chicken wing and 
tai l '  are both new information and consequently focussed. The subject has been omitted 
from this example, as it is understood from the context. Example (2 1 2) suggests that the 
postverbal position is the unmarked "focus" position in these languages (for a discussion of 
focus, see Lambrecht ( 1994» . 
2 1 2) qE5 0. II � 
w2 khaw3 daP pikl mwn2 haaIJ I mwn2 lau2 
EXCL want get wing 3Sg tail 3Sg say 
'''Ah, she wants to have the wing and the tail", she said. ' 
(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter � ,  No (6 1 )  � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
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8.S Predications 
In this section on predications, three types of sentences in which the verbal 
constituent is sometimes dropped, copula (see 8.5. 1 ), existential sentences (see 8.5.2) and 
definitional sentences (see 8.5.3) will  be examined first. Following that, three types of 
sentences in which verbs are obligatory wil l  be examined: one participant events or 
sentences with intransitive verbs (see 8.5 .4), two participant events or sentences with 
transitive verbs (see 8.5.5), and three participant events or sentences with ditransitive verbs 
(see 8.5.6). 
The verbal constituent or verbal complex is made up of, minimally, a verb. 
However other elements can be i ncluded in a verbal complex. The constituents of this 
verbal complex, in the order in which they appear, are as follows: 
• Modal verbs, 
• TAM markers that precede the main verb (TAMl) 
• The main verb 
• TAM markers that immediately fol low the main verb (TAM2) 
• Completive verbs that may be separated from the main verb and placed at the 
end of the core sentence, and 
• TAM markers that may be separated from the main verb and placed at the end 
of the core sentence (TAM3).  
TAM markers and their syntax are discussed in  detail in 8.5.7 and completive verbs 
in 8.5.9. There may be more than one main verb in a sentence. This verb serialisation is 
discussed in  8.5 .8 .  
8.5.1 Copula 
Copula sentences in Tai are expressed by two nominal constituents, either with or 
without the copula verb pjll2Jpell� Dixon (2002) categorised the criteria for recognising a 
verb as a copula as follows: 
• It can have two core arguments 
• It has a relational rather than referential meaning 
• It is used for, at least, the relations of identity/equation/naming and or 
attribution (2002:4) 
Sentences of identity and equation are frequently expressed with the copula verb. In 
example (2 1 3), the two nominal constituents, the first argument pal rukl llaP 'tomorrow' 
(called the copula subject or CS by Dixon) and the second, a classifier phrase citl wan2 
'seven days ' (called the copula complement or CC by Dixon) are linked with pjI1� 
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pal rukl naP tal pin2 citl wan2 tj l taaj2 dij2 :) 1 
tomorrow this wi l l  be 7 day WTI...L die PRT 
'Tomorrow it wil l  be the seventh day, and we will  die. ' 
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � ,  No (62) � ,  told by Sa Cham Thoumoung 
CD) 
This copula verb is a ful l  verb, and can take verbal TAM morphology, as in example 
(284) below, although it is usual ly unmarked for TAM. Frequently, the copula verb is 
omitted, as in (2 14): 
2 14) ,� 
mE2 thau3 nan3 kun2 phaan I . . .  
mother o ld that person poor 
'That old woman was a poor person . . .  ' 
(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman � ,  No. (2) � ,  told by Nabin Shyam CD ). 
In copula sentences, generally the first noun phrase or copula subject is marked by a 
demonstrative, such as nan3 'that' in (2 14), or by some other particle. However, if both 
noun phrases have the same head noun, as in (2 1 5), this marking i s  not necessary. 
CE2 naP baan3 hau2 baan3 thuml 
now vil lage I PI vi l lage forest 
'Now our vil lage is a forest vil lage. '  
(Aiton text, History of Barhula � ,  No. (36) � ,  told by Ong Thun) 
In (2 1 5), the two noun phrases which are being equated are both headed by baan3 
'vil lage ' .  The marking of a copula subject by a demonstrative or other particle is also 
unnecessary if the head nouns of both the copula subject and copula complement are from 
a similar class of words as in (2 16), where two kinship terms, 102 'sister in  law' and piS 
'elder' ,  are l inked. 
2 1 6) q6 9.6 dSc-A[1 1 8 � '"i II '4 
';)2 102 II kiIJ I kham2 khau6 pl5 sau6 kau2 
Yes sister-in-law Ee King Kham 3PI elder female ISg  
'Yes, Ee King Kham's sister-in-law is  my  elder sister. ' 
(Phake Text, Story of her youth � ,  No. (3 1 )  � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
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An alternative way of marking the copula relationship between two noun phrases 
that do not have the same or similar noun as their head is to use a pause, as in (2 1 7) :  
2 1 7) WLd3� "'1� ��d305 <X([ � 
sa I tIl phen I (0.33) kon2 p:ml tit l 101]6 
Stephen person pandit big 
'Stephen is a great pandit . '  
(Explanation of Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khya1) 2 style: How Stephen 
Morey came to the Tai Phakes � , No (7. 1 )  � , read by Ai Che Let Hailung CD) 
The third relation identified by Dixon (2002), that of naming, is also expressed with 
a copula sentence, as in (21 8), but in this case the copula verb pin2/pen2is never used. 
2 1 8) .n{6 'i m�[ 
cll5 kau2 iii3 sail]6 
name I Sg Ai Seng 
'My name is Ai Seng. ' 
(Phake sentence) 
Here it is argued that cii5 kau2is the first argument or copula subject and aP sai1)6is  
the second argument or copula complement. As noted above in example (3) in section 
3.2.4, there is some evidence for both arguments having being headed by cii5in an earlier 
phase of Aiton. Interestingly, in Standard Thai, the cognate of cii5 heads the second 
argument (copula complement) and can be interpreted as either a noun and a verb. In the 
Tai languages of India, there is a second way of narning, using the verb waa�wa5 'speak ' .  
This i s  discussed below in 8.5.3. 
Copula sentences, with or without the verb pjn�pen2 , can have the meaning 
'become' as well as 'be' ,  as in (2 19): 
2 19) u1c-q 
cau3 phaa3 bl laal]3 aP cau3 phaa3 aaP t:m3 
king Ko Lang PRT king Aiton 
'The King of Ko Lang became the King of the Aitons. '  
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton � ,  No. (55) � ,  
told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung CD) 
In  some texts, copula sentences can have possessive meaning, as in  example (220), 
which is a verbless copula sentence, or example (22 1) ,  with the copula verb pin2/pen2: 
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220) M cxr.[ W 005 f6[ � 
h�n2 IOD6 sam6 pakl haUD3 
house big 3 hundred rooms 
'The house is as big as three hundred rooms,' 
(Tai Phake Riddles � , No. (4) I§ ,  read by Ee Nyan Khet CD )  
22 1 )  � -a "1.[ �05 "1 �"<5 8"<5 
mai4 nai4 kOD2 w�t4 nali2 mlin2 pen2 
tree this hollow PRT in 3Sg be 
That tree had a hollow in it . '  
(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king � , No. (6 1 )  � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
As mentioned above, the only circumstance in  which the copula verb is used with 
adjectives is when the adjective relates to a state of health, as in (222): 
222) 'i 8"<5 J3 8"<5 'i 
kau2 pen2 khaP pen2 nau6 
1 Sg be fever be cold 
'I have a fever. ' 
(Phake Sentence) 
The word khaP 'fever' is glossed by Banchob ( 1 987) as 'to be i l l ' ,  indicating that 
she regarded it as an adjective. The word nau6 'cold' is clearly an adjective when used in a 
phrase l ike nau6 101)6 'very cold' to refer to the weather1 2. One could not refer to the 
weather with a phrase l ike (223): 
223) 'i 
nau6 
cold 
However when nau6refers to i l lness it can be used in combination with the copula 
verb as in (222) above. Another word referring to i l lness is wall 'have a cold' ,  which can 
also be combined with the copula verb. Both are used in combination with khaP 'fever' in  
(224): 
12 Jt can get very cold in Assam in December and January, particularly at night. 
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224) if) e05 if) .ri3 1(6 ()� 1(6 � 
khai3 watl khaP ai2 ho6 panl ho6 mTI2 
fever cold fever cough head giddy head dizzy 
G Ii � � � wE II � () 
pil  hali3 naP mI2 naP yaIJ2 
don't GIVE get have get have 
'May (you) not have colds and coughs, giddiness or dizziness. '  
(Phake B lessing Blessing � , No ( 1 6) � , intoned by Nang Pe CD) 
The phrase khaP wat� literally 'fever-cold' appears to be interchangeable with pcn2 
watl 'be-cold ' .  
8.5.2 Existential sentences and possession 
Existential sentences are a special kind of one participant event with the verb YaJ}2 
'have ' .  In existential sentences, because there is only one other constituent, the verb is 
usually  in final position. As with the copula verb, the existential verb can take the verbal 
TAM morphology, although it is usually unmarked for TAM. Example (225) contains two 
existential sentences in apposition: 
225) "1.� wE fr:5 � wE II � 
kon2 yaIJ2 h:m2 mal yaIJ6 
person have house NEG have.NEG 
'There are people, but there are no houses. ' 
(phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � ,  No. (26) � ,  
told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
In example (226), the translation is 'He had one daughter' ,  but syntactically there is 
only one argument of the verb, a noun phrase fiJk4 siiu6 miin2 k:J4 nilg5 'h is one daughter' ,  
with the modifying classifier phrase separated from its head. 
226) m cqcY5' � �� wE 'Ml �E �05 I I � 
m;4 1uJc4 siiu6 mtin2 yaIJ2 b4 ntiI]5 w�t4 
DEF child female 3Sg have eLF one PRT 
' He had one daughter.' 
(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king § ,  No. ( 1 5) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
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Sometimes an existential sentence is verbless, as in  the first l ine of (227), which has 
the same syntax as a verbless copula sentence, namely a first noun phrase pha ' ta l wjj' 
hau2 naP 'this earth of ours' and a second noun phrase sjj1 Clll12 'four parts' . 
227) C'Ollf.>'1. 8 fd ?l � t!l(?� 
phal tal wii l  hau2 nai3 sii I cun2 
earth I PI this four part 
� t!l(?� ?l qcr.£rm. ?l 
sii I cun2 naP u I tau I ku I ru I nai3 
four part this Utangkuru this 
1 /  r4 
'This earth of ours has four parts, and (one of) those parts is Utangkuru. '  
(Aiton text, Why Buddha was born in this world � ,  No. (2)  � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD .) 
In both the first line of (227), which is a verbless existential sentence, and the 
second line of (227), which is a verbless copula sentence, the first noun phrase (copula 
subject) is marked by a demonstrative. 
There are a few examples where ya1)2 appears to have two arguments, as in (228). 
This construction marks possession: 
228) )l J3[cq 
puu I siQ I phaa4 
grandfather Singpha 
Y)['i 
nau l kaul 
in addition 
rn �v5 WLm r4 
me2 mwn2 sal ne4 
wife 3Sg PRT 
c..q m 
yaa5 ne4 
grandmother DEF 
W[ WLm 
yau2 sal ne4 
have PRT 
'In addition Grandfather Singpha had Grandmother (as) his wife . '  
(Explanation of  Tai Khamyang Manuscript, The book of calling back the Khon � ,  
No. (5. 1 )  � ,  read by Sa Myat Chowlik CD) 
The core existential sentence of (228) is as analysed in (229), and is then followed 
by a postposed NP, me2 mum2 'his wife ' ,  which confirms this reading. 
229) 1 st paIticipant (possessor) LINK 
puu I siu 1 phaa4 nau 1 kau I 
grandfather Singpha in addition 
2nd participant (possessed) 
yaa5 n€4 
this grandmother 
v 
yau2 
have 
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Sentences l ike (228) are rare. General ly possession is expressed by a construction 
such as (230), which is l iterally 'her one child there was' .  
luk3 man2 b3 lWl)2 yal)2 (0' 5) luk3 nan3 phu3 yiIJ2 
child 3Sg eLF one have child that person girl 
'She had a single child, a daughter. ' 
(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman � , No. (4) � ,  told by Nabin Shyam CD). 
Where the item being possessed is an alienable item, such as money, the 
construction in (23 1 )  is possible. 
23 1 )  ood3 �?� 
tI5 mUn2 siim6 Sip l trii2 yaIJ2 
at 3Sg thirty rupee have 
'He/she has 30 rupees. ' 
(Phake sentence elicited from Aithown Che Chakap). 
Aithown Che Chakap indicated that any possessi ve sentences using tl�as in (23 1 )  
would be ungrammatical or at least strongly dispreferred if  the possessed was something 
inalienable l ike a relative, ·spouse or body part. The preferred syntax of possessive 
sentences is summarised in (232) 
232) Alienable possession � tii2/tI5 POSSESSOR POSSESSED yal)2 
Inalienable possession � POSSESSED POSSESSOR yaIJ2 
8.5.3 Definitional sentences 
In example (2 1 8) above, we saw that the relation of naming persons was achieved 
in the Tai languages by use of a verbless copula, where the copula subject was headed by 
the noun cU/2/Cii5 'name ' .  An alternative way of naming people is to use the verb waa2/wa5 
'say ' ,  as in (233): 
t:) 1 sii l  nai3 k:)3 mw2 nan3 caa2 mwn2 aai3 maau2 pai2 waa2 
in spite of this time that to 3Sg Ai Mau go say 
'However, at that time he was called Ai Mau.'  
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton � , No. ( 15.5) � , told by Nang Wimala 
Thoumoung CD) 
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In (233) the entity to be named is mYn2 '3Sg' and is marked in a prepositional 
phrase. The name to be given is aaP maau� A similar structure is used when things are 
named, as in example (234), where p�kl khauJ 'the skin of rice' is  the entity to be named 
and ky&p4 'chaff' is the na�e given. 
234. 1 )  qcY5" 1 �� 9<5 �� a 
p.,k' khau3 miin2 ( . . .  ) kycp4 mun5 wa5 
skin rice 3Sg chaff dust say 
'It is the skin of rice, we call it chaff dust' 
234.2) fJ[ qcY5" 1 m a 
ha1J2 p.,k' khau3 nc4 wa5 
to skin rice PRT say 
'The skin of rice is called 'Chaff' . '  
(Phake sentence, uttered by Be Nyan Khet) 
In (234. 1 )  there was a noticeable pausel3 between the words miin2 and ky&p� The 
pause is necessary to separate the two noun phrases p;;,kl khauJ miin2 and ky&p4 mun� as 
there is no prepositional marking. It was not necessary to have a pause in (234.2), however, 
because one of these noun phrases, in the slightly reduced form of p;;,kl khauJ 'skin of 
rice ' ,  the entity to be named, is marked in a prepositional phrase. The name to be given to 
this entity then follows the verb. 
When the entity to be named, the 'known' or reference object, is marked in a 
prepositional phrase, it is marked with halJ20r caa%a� in the same way as the marking of 
non-agent animate participants in core prepositional phrases (see above 8 .3 .3) .  This is the 
only circumstance in which inanimate noun phrases can be marked with these prepositions. 
Sometimes, in definitional sentences, the verb is omitted altogether, as in (235): 
235) qt5 ?J�  m fJ[ 8[?JL 04 
.,2 nan' nc4 hili]2 piIJ ' na' 
YES knowledge DEF to knowledge 
'Yes, nan2means knowledge. '  
(Explanation of Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khyag2style: How Stephen 
Morey came to the Tai Phakes � ,  No ( 10.3) � ,  read by Ai Che Let Hailung CD )  
That pilJ I nal i s  the entity t o  be named or reference object is clear from its being i n  
the prepositional phrase. The name i t  i s  to be given is nan I 'knowledge' .  
1 3 Unfortunately the length of the pause i s  not known. This sentence was not recorded; i t  was 
spoken during the process of translating a story. 
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8.5.4 One-participant events 
Predications with one participant can have as the head of the verbal complex either 
an intransitive verb, as in example (236) or an adjective, as in example (237): 
236) lr..6 m 'Ml u1 11 � 
h::>2 ne4 
boat this 
b4 khom3 
LINK capsize 
'The boat capsized' 
(Phake Story, The Dolphin, the Crow and the Mosquito � , No (29) � ,  
told by Aithown Che Chakap (0) 
237) q� m CJldcS c-86 I I  � 
pal sau6 ne4 sop I pheu6 
girl DEF beautiful excessive 
'That girl was very beautiful . '  
(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king � , No. ( 1 9) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet (0) 
Sometimes a one-participant event can be expressed with more than one verb, using 
a serial construction, as in (238): 
238) (1.)[ C'Y"1l '2) 6301 '2) � fi[ �� C'Y"1l ro �6 11 
tal) I kaa I nam3 l ik3 nam3 noil hel)3 cwm2 kaal cam3 3au3 
all river small river small dry evaporate GO PRT FINISHED 
'All the small ri vers have dried up and evaporated. '  
(Aiton manuscript, The creation of the world �,  No. (8) � )  
In example (238), the main predicate is the adjective hey3 'dry' .  The verb curm2 is  
arguably a completive in this case, or alternatively this is a serial verb structure. 
There are many sentences in the Tai languages in which only one participant is 
stated, but in which there are one or more understood. These are treated as two or three 
participant events, with one or more of the participants unstated. 
8.5.5 Two-participant events 
The prototypical two participant event has an agent and a patient, as in (239): 
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239) fJL m �6 m md" m[ �05 fJ[ � m II � 
ha 1 ne4 S�6 ne4 kap4 tfuJ I W�t" hal)2 mW ne4 
time DEF tiger DEF bite al l PRT to pig DEF 
'The tiger ate the pig up. ' 
(Phake Story, Story of Deception � ,  No. (39) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
As discussed above in detail in 8.3 .3. 1 ,  the patient, if  animate, is often marked in a 
prepositional phrase headed by ha1)20r caa2fcii� although this marking is not obligatory. 
8.5.6 Three-participant events 
The most common way of expressing three participant events is with the second 
animate participant, the prototypical beneficiary, in a prepositional phrase, as exemplified 
above in 8 .3 .3.2. A ditransitive strategy, although rare, is attested and verb strings or verb 
serialisation can also be used. In the Tai languages, ditransitive sentences have the 
fol lowing structure:  
240) NP 
A 
v 
V 
NP 
o 
Agent Predicate Theme 
NP 
I 
Beneficiary 
If neither animate participant is marked in a prepositional phrase, then only the 
order in (240) appears to be permitted, as in example ( 193) in section 8.4 above. This type 
of sentence is quite rare in the Tai languages, but within a few l ines, Ee Nyan Khet 
repeated this sentence with the beneficiary marked in a prepositional phrase, as in (24 1 ): 
24 1 )  'i ml CJt{[ 1 fJ[ d3 y) 1 / � 
kau2 ka 1 sOl) 1 khau3 hal)2 phj6 nam3 
ISg go send rice to spmt ancestor 
'I am taking rice to the ancestor spirits,' 
(phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � , No. (22) � ,  
told by Ee Nyan Khet CD)  
The story Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya, although told as a n  oral narrative, 
is based on a large Tai manuscript, i tself based on a Pali text (See Morey 200 l b). It may be 
that the syntax found in (240) is an archaic form, because the only other examples of this 
are also from manuscripts. Example (242) is  taken from The Creation of the World, an 
Aiton manuscript several hundred years old. 
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242) '�aa� � 0t{[ Ii 
m:)1 t:)k3 phuu3 IUllJ2 maa2 SUlJI haw3 maakl khwl cau3 phaa3 
Motok person one come send give brinjal king 
'A person of the Motok community came to give a brinjal to the king. ' 
(Aiton manuscript, The creation of the world � )  
This section of the creation of the world is virtually identical to a section in the 
Ahom Buranji (G.C. Barua 1 930, Ranoo Wichasin 1996), confirming that this is an 
example of archaic language. When checking the translation of this line, Nabin Shyam 
stated that in speech, the goal in (242), cau3 phaa3 'the king' would be preceded by either 
hEl1)2 'to' or (iP 'at' .  
Nabin Shyam did accept (243) as being grammatical. This sentence could be 
translated 'Tomorrow I wi l l  give the book to Chandra Baruah' ,  but syntactically the string 
paapJ fik3 s:m l  tr:J1 b:J1 ruul waa l is here analysed as a single noun phrase, meaning 
'Chandra Baruah' s book' .  The context for this sentence was the presentation of a copy of 
the PhD thesis from which this present work is derived, and Nabin Shyam knew that one 
copy was earmarked for Chandra Baruah. 
mal phukl kau2 tal kaal haw3 paap3 lik3 s:)n l tr:) 1 b:) 1 ruul waal 
tomorrow lSg WilL go give book Chandra Baruah 
'Tomorrow I wi l l  give Chandra Baruah ' s  book (to him).' 
(Aiton sentence) 
Where the agent participant is not expressed, and yet the beneficiary is not marked 
in a prepositional phrase, it is arguable that the syntax is the same as (240) and (24 1 )  with 
the dropping of one noun phrase. Examples (244) and (245) are found in the Tai Aiton 
History, a manuscript dating back at least 100 years (Morey 1 999b). In the passages 
presented below, King Tai Pum is dividing his country between his heirs, Chaw Tai Lung 
and Pa Miu Pum, who are therefore the beneficiaries. In these examples, neither 
beneficiary has been placed in a prepositional phrase, and both beneficiary NPs appear in 
front of the verb. 
Only when the agent is not expressed is it possible for a beneficiary unmarked in a 
prepositional phrase to occur in front of the verb in a three participant event. The 
beneficiary role i s  then assigned to the first expressed animate pruticipant. Thus the order 
IVa becomes possible, even although there is no preposition: 
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244) Vl6E503�[ uV Ii d3£ �[ �'2� � II 
cau3 taj2 lUI) I cam3 haw3 kin2 mwrp yun2 bP 
Chau Tai Lung PRT give eat country Yun PRT 
'He gave Chau Tai Lung the country of Muang Yun to rule I4. '  
24S) � uV o;:SE5� Ii d3'2� 13E5�[ qaS '0l 11 
l) iF cam3 pa miu pum haw3 kin2 maau2 lUIJ I put3 p:)2 
2nd PRT Pa Miu Puml5 give eat Mau Lung inherit father 
'The second son, Pa Miu Pum was given Mau Lung to rule in place of his father.' 
(Aiton manuscript, History from the time of the ancestor Chaw Tai Lung up until 
Sukapha � , Nos. (7) & (8) � )  
Another strategy for marking an event with three participants is to use a serial verb 
strategy. This is discussed in detail below in relation to example (32 1 )  in section 8.5.9. 
8.5. 7 Tense, Aspect and Modality 
8.5.7.1 Preliminary Theoretical Considerations 
Tai languages are usually categorised as being 'tenseless' .  Comrie ( 198S:9), defined 
tense as a 'grammaticalised expression of location in time. ' ,  and added that: 
Indeed, given that no restrictions are placed by the definition on what kind of location 
in time is to be considered, it is probable that most of the world's languages wi l l  tum 
out to have tense . . .  (Comrie 1985:9) 
In discussing the difference between tense marking, a form of grammaticalisation, 
and lexicalisation, Comrie observed that 'grammaticalisation refers to integration into the 
grammatical system of a language, while lexicalisation refers merely to integration into the 
lexicon of the language. '  ( 198S: IO). Full grammaticalisation requires two criteria, 
obligatory expression and morphological boundedness. As he concluded: 
The clearest instances of grammaticalisation satisfy both these criteria (they are 
obligatory and morphologically bound), the clearest instances of lexicalisation satisfy 
neither, while there will be many borderline cases which the criteria do not assign 
unequivocally to grammaticalisation or lexicalisation. 
By this definition, for example, the morpheme k81J 'lkiil (see below 8.S.7. 5 . 1 )  is a 
borderline case, but it does often behave as a past tense marker. 
Many of the languages of Southeast Asia are categorised as having aspect rather 
than tense. Comrie ( 1985 :51 )  discussed Burmese in some detail ,  contrasting the realis 
particle te/thaltaihta with the irrealis particle melmaihma. In Comrie' s  discussion of 
14  The phrase 'eat country' is a common euphemism for ' to rule a country' .  
1 5 The correct pronunciation of this King's name is no longer known. Tone marks have therefore 
not been notated 
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Bunnese particles, the realis can be seen as an indicator of non-future, as in (246. 1 ), 
whereas the irrealis must be used in  the future as in (246.2) 
246. 1 )  Saturday-every grass cut te ' (he) cuts the grass every Saturday' 
246.2) tomorrow begin-me '(we) wil l  begin tomorrow' 
The irrealis particle can be in  present or past time 'provided the reference is not 
restricted to our actual world' ,  as in (247): 
247) tamarind:fruit eat-ever-me think-te 
'(1) think (he) must have eaten tamarinds before' 
Comrie concluded that: 
What B urmese shows us, then, is a language where time reference per se is not 
grammaticalised, i.e. there is no tense. It is, of course, possible for time reference to 
be expressed in other ways (for instance lexically, by the used of adverbials l ike . . .  
' tomorrow' ( 1985:5 1 )  
The si tuation described for Bunnese i s  not the same as the situation that will  
described below in Tai (see 8.5.7.3). The morpheme kaal,!kiiJ is  not regarded as an aspect 
marker, because i t  does not appear to 'view the internal temporal constituency of a 
situation' ,  the definition given aspect by Comrie ( 1 976:3). 
Foley made the distinction between aspect and tense clear: 
Aspect says nothing about the relationship between the time of the event described by 
the predicate and the time of the speech act: . . .  Aspect delimits the predicate: is it 
extended or not? Tense delimits the whole sentence by situating it in time with regard 
to the present moment of speaking: does it precede, overlap with or fol low the 
moment of speaking? ( 1986: 142) 
By this definition, kaal,!kiiJ is  not aspect, since in most cases its presence tells us 
simply that what was referred to in the sentence being uttered preceded the moment of 
speaking. 
Diller ( 1992:24-25) very concisely discussed the marking of Aiton verbs for time. 
Of the marker kaaJ/kii� he observed that it: 
. . .  occasionally occurs as a main verb in Aiton, but more often it  . . .  occurs 
postverbally to indicate several time-related factors, most commonly past time 
or possibly perfective aspect. . .  In this function, articulation sometimes 
approaches postclitic status. ( 1992:24) 
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8.S. 7.2 Previous studies of the Tai languages 
8.5. 7.2. 1 Needham 
A traditional view of time marking in the Tai languages comes from Needham 
( 1 894), a grammar with several texts and a sixty page English to Khamti vocabulary. The 
remainder of this section is taken from Needham's  discussion of the verbs of Khamti 
( 1 894:40-4 1 ), by reference to the 'conjugation ' of the Tai verb kin 'to eat ' .  The Present 
Indefinite Tense is given in full ,  the other tenses only in part. 
CONJUGATIONAL EXAMPLE: 
Root verb d3v5 = (kin) to take food, or liquid, Assamese khau. 
INDICATIVE MOOD 
Present Tense 
The bare root of the verb is used to form this tense. 
Present Indefinite Tense 
The present definite is formed by adding q (0) to the root as: 
'i d3v5 q 
kau kin Q 
1 3 2 
� d3v5 q 
mati kin 0 
1 3 2 
�v5 d3v5 q 
man kin 0 
1 3 2 
S '  I PI In/?u ar 
= I am eating O[l d3v5 q 1 2 3 
to kin 0 
1 3 2 
= You are eating 
� d3v5 q 1 2 3 
sO kin 0 
1 3 2 
= He is eating 1 d3v5 q 1 2 3 
khau kin 0 
1 3 2 
ura 
= We are eating 
1 2 3 
= You are eating 
1 2 3 
= They are eating 
1 2 3 
This tense may also be used by adding CJB = SJ participial suffix to the root followed by wE 
(yang) « sic.» , as : 
�v5 d3v5 CJB q 
khau kin si 0 ' 
1 3 2 
= He is eating (and has not yet risen) 
1 2 3  
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Past Tense 
'The past tense suffix is Ml (ka), though � (rna) is often used to mark i t . '  
Example from paradigm: 
'1 J3� Ml = I ate 1 2 
kau kin ka 
1 3 2 
Examples showing the use of � (rna): 
�� � � 00 (f)[ '1 � 
man rna rna tai khang kau mai 
1 2 3 5 4  
= He came near (to) me. 
1 2 3 4  5 
Perfect Tense 
'This tense is made by suffixing � (yau), a particle denoting completion, to the past tense 
suffix ,  as -' 
'1 J3� Ml c.i 
kau kin ka yau 
1 3 2  
= I have eaten 
1 2 3 
'� (yau) may be and often is used alone, i.e., without Ml (ka), as: 
--�-----------------. 
sip wan thon yau 
1 2 3 
Ten days ago 
1 2 3 
Future Tense 
'This tense is made by prefixing the particle J3 (ti) to the root as: 
kau ti kin 
1 2 3 
= I will eat 
1 2  3 
'J3 (ti) may be termed the indefinite future prefix particle. The present tense suffix q (0) i s  
often used to express future time as: 
pho kau rna ka cham kau mai het cha Q 
3 2 4 6 5 
When my husband comes, 
1 2 3 4 
(he) (will) scold me 
5 6 
'� (yau) the completive particle may be added and often is used in conjunction with the 
future tense prefix J3 (tI) as: 
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"'1"<5 �"<5 C;Ml d5 .rO .rQ  ti His men also wi l l  (be) inconvenienced. 1 2 3 4 5 
kon man kaw tt cham chail yau 
2 1 3 4 5 
Other particles discussed and exemplified by Needham include: 
• y) (nam) the particle denoting certainty or affirmation (vide page 37 ante) is also used 
in conjunction with the future tense prefix � (tl) 
• A definite future is made by suffixing "60-5 (kat) to the root 
• Physical power or capacity is expressed by adding the word 8v5 = (pen) able to the 
root. 
• Conditional sentences are constructed by means of participles. The conditional 
participial suffix is Ml cW (ka ye), Ml .rO (ka cham) is also used as a conditional 
participial suffix 
• The imperative suffix proper is 9 (ta). It is only used for the second person singular 
and plural 
• Ii (hail) = permit, allow give, is used as an auxiliary causal imperative, indicating 
authority 
• The prohibitive particle is 8 (pi') prefixed to the root verb 
8.5.7.2.2 Banchob 
A different approach was fol Jowed by Banchob ( 1 987). The fol Jowing words are 
found in Banchob referring to the marking of time: 
Table 8.28: Words expressing tense and time from Banchob ( 1 987) 
Phake word Gloss Reference in 
Banchob 
cw S66 / se6 a word denoting past participle ( 1987: 1 33) 
� OOM tal ,  takl shall, will, must ( 1987: 163) 
�� nilml a final particle denoting the near future ( 1987:236) 
statement 
tq ya2 a final particle denoting the present ( 1 987:336) 
continuous tense 
u6 yau4 finished, a word denoting the past tense ( 1 987:347) 
q TIl an emphatic word ( 1987:427) 
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Banchob exemplified these as fol lows: 
248) �v5 Ml ,w <601 � 
miin2 ka 1 se6 pauJc4 ma2 
3Sg go PRT return COME 
'Having gone (somewhere), he came back. ' 
ta l 
249) 
" 
�2 � �l ��l man l  
I Sg WILL go surely 
'I must go definitely. ' 
nilm l 
250) 
�2 �� �l 
l Sg eat PRT 
' I am going to eat now. ' 
25 1 )  � paS � 
kau2 het l  ya2 
I Sg do PRT 
'I am doing' 
252) fe� �4 �l 
[if 
do PRT PRT 
'It has been done. ' 
253) � d3v5 q 
kau2 kin2 Ul 
l Sg eat PRT 
'I do eat it . ' 
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8.5. 7.2.3 Aimya Khang 
The influence of Needham is very strong in present day Assam, probably because of 
the reprinting of key parts of Needham's analysis in Grierson ( 1 904), with Grierson being 
the only widely available source on the languages. For example, the late Aimya Khang 
Gohain sent me the following: (pers. comm. 23/6/1999) 
Table 8.29: 'Present Continuous Tense' according to Aimya Khang Gohain 
�.rr;t sti TIl present continuous tense 
cY$yS' �.rr;t kin2 sti TIl is / has been eating 
Ml�.rr;t kal sti TIl is / has been going 
Aimya Khang Gohain also presented two further examples with translations into 
both English and Assamese, which are detailed in Table 8.30. The Assamese for the first 
example in Table 8.30 is described in Assamese grammars, such as Dasgupta ( 1 993), as 
'present perfect tense' ,  whereas the second is 'past indefinite tense' .  
Table 8.30: Two examples of past tense after Aimya Khang Gohain 
.mt�Ml a2 ma2 kal The aunt came (and sti l l  is) . ��l�CC'j 
.mt�O a2 ma2 wai4 The aunt came (but had left). ��I�� 
The Assamese translations in Table 8.30 do not ful ly  accord with the implications 
suggested by Aimya Khang's English glosses. 
8.5.7.3 The present investigation 
In this study, the TAM morphemes wil l  be divided into groups according to their 
position in the sentence. The first are those which precede the verb, of which there is only 
one, takljta ljtjl 'WIlL' (see 8.5.7.4. 1 ). It will be referred to as a TAMI marker. 
Several TAM morphemes, kaa'lkiiI '00', maa2/kii2 'COME' and waP/waj4 'KEEP' 
can both immediately fol low the verb, or be placed at the end of the core sentence. These 
are discussed in 8.5.7.5 and wil l  be referred to as TAM2 markers. 
A number of morphemes occur only at the end of the core sentence. These are 
discussed in  8.5 .7.6 and will be referred to as TAM3 markers. A number of other 
morphemes with TAM functions are discussed in 8.5.7.7. 
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8.5.7.4 TAM morphemes which precede the verb (TAM!) 
8.5. 7.4. 1 takl/taIftil 
Diller ( 1992:24) observed that ta I (which also occurs in the corpus as til and takl ) 
'appears to cover many of the auxil iary functions of Central Thai ca: irreal is  or future 
marking, sometimes involving intention or volition . . .  , normally without accomplishment' .  
Comrie ( 1985:45), discussing the future tense in German pointed out that the 
present tense is usually used for future events, such as lch gehe morgen 'I wil l  go 
tomorrow' ,  and the future construction, ich werde gehen 'I will go' ,  would only be used 
'where there would otherwise be a danger of misunderstanding in the direction of present 
time reference' .  This has led linguists to posit a PAST-NON PAST dichotomy in such 
languages. 
In Tai , on the other hand, this does not appear to be so. All future events, except for 
some in the negative (see (257) below) are obligatorily marked with the morpheme 
takIfta Ifti � 
The marker takIftal/tjI is glossed in this study as 'WILL' .  In manuscripts it is usual ly 
written roM ( tak� but it is more often pronounced as ta l or tF In oral texts, where it has 
been pronounced ta l or ti� I have usually written it as it i s  pronounced. The late Aimya 
Khang (pers. comm.) criticised me for this, statingl6 that: 
The pre-position word OOcvl (tak') in future tense should also be corrected and should 
be written in l iterary way as in old Puthis, as OOM (tak') and not d3 (ti') '" At most we 
may shorten to 00::""1. (tal  kal 'WiLL-go')  not 'd3cYll ,  which may mean 'place to go' (t[5 
ka') 
The prototypical use of takl/ta Iftil is to express future time, as in  (254). It is very 
frequent in conversation and seems to be obligatory wherever future time is meant: 
254) 
Q 211. c4[ � dS m� 0'J'l q .. U 
pI2 na3 sfuJ6 ma2 kII wan2 tal ul 
year next if come how many day will stay 
'If you come next year, how long wi l l  you stay?' 
(Phake sentence spoken by Yehom Buragohain ill) 
Following Dil ler's characterisation of takIfta IftjI as being sometimes intentional or 
volitional, example (254) could be translated as 'How long do you intend to stay' .  When 
reaching a vi l lage, the hosts will often ask kil wan2 ta l u� and this arguably implies 
intention or volition. Some examples of takIfta Ifti� on the other hand, do not involve 
intention, as the in (255): 
1 6  I have added phonemicisations and some glosses in parentheses for the sake of clarity. 
pal rukl naP tal pin2 citl wan2 tal 
tomorrow this WILL be 7 days WILL 
'Tomorrow it wi l l  be the seventh day, and we wil l  die. '  
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � ,  No (62) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
00 
taaF 
die 
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�k.f"Y1l. II .. 
diF :)1  
PRT 
Diller ( 1992:24) indicated that ta l was 'nonnal ly without accomplishment' . In 
example (255), there are two tokens of ta � the first of which is in the predication 
'tomorrow wi ll  be the seventh day' . This is something of which in the real world 
accomplishment was certain, for the sentence was spoken on the sixth day and the seventh 
day wi l l  certainly fol low. The tenn "accomplishment" is also used in a technical sense to 
refer to one of the types of verbs in an aktionsart view of verbal processes. In this sense, 
accomplishment refers to verbal processes l ike transfer or creation, all  of which can be 
used with tak'lta'ltF 
The marker tak'lta 'lti' can also be used with the negative, as in (256): 
256) fd EJJL � w a �t yj .. 
hau2 tal mal yam6 wa5 nili]1  nai4 
I PI WILL NEG wet.NEG say like this 
"We wil l  not get wet. ' He spoke l ike this . '  
(Phake Story, The birth and early life of Chaw Mahosatha � ,  No. (29) � ,  told by 
Ee N yan Khet CD) 
However with negatives its use appears to  be non-obligatory, as shown in (257), 
where the positive naP 'get' is preceded by ta� but the negative naPin the second clause of 
the sentence is not: 
257) <X(cY5" cw q rot yj ru � yj a .flt yj II .. 
1uk4 yg4 ij3 tal naP mg5 mal naP wa5 nili]1 nai4 
child PRT father WILL get mother NEG get say l ike this 
"'As to this chick, the father will get it, the mother wi l l  not", he spoke l ike this . '  
(Phake Story, Story of the kum4 bird � ,  No. (62) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
The marker tak'lta 'lti' is not confined to future meaning, and also expresses the 
English 'should' as in (258): 
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English 0L(c0" � 
soP e l ka3 SaIJ6 tal waS English soi3 
jealous HESIT what will  say English jealous 
'soj3Uealous), what wil l/should we call soPin English?' 
(Phake sentence, spoken by Yehom Buragohain CD) 
8.S.7.S TAM morphemes which may either immediately follow the verb or be placed 
at the end of the core sentence (T A M2) 
As already discussed above in section 8.4.3, some TAM markers can i mmediately 
fol low the verb, preceding the object noun phrase or any other core or non-core element 
that follows the verb. 
In other Tai languages, where the object is expressed, the TAM morphology wil l  be 
separated from the verb and be placed utterance final, as in (259): 
.... J " " 
259) UU 6Jl'fl "1.111 tn mn 
chan sui: kha:w rna: le:w 
I buy rice COME-ALREADY 
S Vt- 0 (-Vt) 
(Standard Thai sentence, after Vichin Panupong 1970:20) 
This was called a discontinuous constituent by Vichin Panupong. She marked this 
constituent Vr ... (-Vt), showing that there was a transitive verb (Vt) complex, interrupted 
by the object. Vichin regarded the structure in (259) as a speci al case of the structure S Vt 
0, because it would be possible to antepose the object, thus making the discontinuous 
constituent "continuous" ( 1970:20). 
We can typify the pattern of (259) as in (260): 
260) A v o TAM marker 
In (260), either T AM2 or T AM3 markers can occupy the TAM position. If the 
Object is moved to the preverbal position, as in (26 1 ), or is topicalised as in (262), or is  
elided for any reason, as  in (263), then the verb wi l l  end up adjacent to  the TAM marker. 
261 )  A o v TAM marker 
262) 0 A v TAM marker 
263) A v TAM marker (0 unstated) 
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It appears that among the Tai languages of Assam, the proximity of TAM markers 
l ike kaa i to the verb or verbal complex is leading to a reanalysis of the position of this 
marker as being adjacent to the verb, as in (264): 
m;)n2 aa3 paak l n::>i3 m;)n2 paj2 kap3 kaal k::>n3 nw3 
3Sg open mouth PRT 3Sg go bite GO piece meat 
'He opened his mouth to grab that piece of meat. ' 
(Aiton Story, Story o/the Crow and the Fox � ,  No. (56) � ,  told by Ong Cham CD). 
This sentence is  of the pattern: 
265) A v 
This process of reanalysing kaa 1fkii' as a morpheme which is adjacent to the verb 
was first observed by Di l ler ( 1 992:24) who wrote that 'articulation sometimes approaches 
postclitic status ' .  Since the reanalysis is not complete, and sentences with the pattern of 
(260) are sti l l  found, the morphemes discussed in this section are categorised as TAM 
morphemes which may either i mmediately fol low the verb or be placed at the end of the 
core sentence, with the abbreviation TAM2. 
Each of the three TAM2 markers usually marks an event in the past, but none of 
them are ful ly b leached of their original meaning. In (266), the verb han 1 'see' is marked by 
maa2which implies both past time and that the action is towards the speaker. This sentence 
is from a text that has several versions. In one of the alternative versions, a manuscript 
written by Nang Wimala, the first three words were given as (267). This suggests that kaa' 
is generalising and may be able to mark any past time situation. Moreover, it is clearly not 
marking perfective aspect here, because we know from the next sentence in the text that 
Lord Sikkya keeps looking down. 
266) '2� :p'2� � �c-q <i cr:£ 'l?� q[ 
duu2 hanl maa2 cau3 phaa3 3aau2 taIJ I kun2 SWIJ3 
look see COME king Yau a l l  person country 
"1'2� �[ CJt(oa[ Ii m[ Ii 00 11 
kun2 mWIJ2 suu2 t::>IJ2 haw2 kaaIJ3 haw3 l aa il 
person country pray GIVE wide GIVE many 
'He saw that king Yau and all the people were praying for more people.' 
(Aiton text, History o/the Aiton � , No. (7) told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung CD )  
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267) ?� fJ?� 9 
duu2 han I kaal 
look see GO 
'He saw . .  . ' 
As discussed below in section 8.5.7.8, there are some cases where these morphemes 
do not appear be marking past time. However, the use of kaa '!ka' as a TAM marker 
indicating past time is much more common than any other occurrence of this morpheme. 
When Tai people are asked about kaal/ka', they explain it as a marker of past tense. 
8.5. 7.5. 1 kaaJ/kliJ 
The TAM marker kaa '!kal, a grammaticalisation of the verb 'to go' ,  is very 
frequently used to mark past time, especially in narrative texts. Di l ler ( 1992:24) categorised 
it as indicating 'several time-related factors, most commonly past time or possibly 
perfecti ve aspect ' .  In example (268) it  marks simple past time, indicating that the action of 
the verb is 'gone ' .  
caa2 man2 b3 kun2 SUlIJ I kun2 mUlIJ2 S:>tl 
to 3Sg LINK person country person country burn 
'The countrymen burned his body. ' 
(Aiton text, History o/the Aiton � , No. (7 1 )  � ,  
told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung (1) )  
phai2 haUl3 kaa1 
fire GIVE GO 
Sometimes, in a text with more than one verb in the sentence, all of those verbs wi l l  
be  marked with kaa'!kiil as  in  (269): 
269) cJ 9 cJ 9 cJ � 9 '9 �?�©3 / I � 
pai2 kaal pai2 kaal paF uul kaal b l m:>nl raP 
go GO go GO go stay GO cluster name of a tree 
'He went, and went, and went and rested at a cluster of Mon Rai . '  
(Aiton Story, Story o/the monkey and the/ox � , No. ( 15) � ,  
told by Bidya Thoumoung CD). 
In some texts it i s  marked both on the main verb and on the completive, as in (270), 
which is part of a story in which two brothers go out hunting. The first shoots and misses, 
but the second gets his prey: 
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3W2 kaal mal thukl kaal 
shoot GO NEG touch GO 
'He shot but didn 't hit i t . '  
270.2) �E5 cq cJ cqcY5 � 'tcY5 "101 .rn,� � 
3W2 kaal pai2 thukl maa2 nuk3 kuk3 an2 
shoot GO go touch COME bird kuk3 CLF 
'He shot and hit the kll..Fbird. ' 
(Aiton sentences spoken by Sa Cham Thoumoung) 
When used with adjecti ves, the TAM marker kaa �a-' suggests ingressive meaning 
in the past, as in (27 1 )  (see also above examples (54) and (55) in section 8.2.4). 
27 1 )  f>{ fd wc5wcY5 cq � � 
halJ2 hau2 3aapl 3aak3 kaal 3au3 
to I PI difficult GO FINISHED 
' It became very difficult for us.' 
(Aiton text, History of Barhula � ,  No. (35) told by Gng Thun 
This ingressive meaning is simi l ar to that observed with the perfective marker in 
combination with adjectives in Chinese (Comrie 1976:20). However the T AM2 marker 
kaa 'lkli'is not a perfective, which in Tai is marked by yau·1Jyau4(see below 8.5.7.6.3). 
Even though kaa l/ka-I often appears as past tense marker, it is not bleached of its 
original meaning of 'go ' .  It i s  glossed as 'GO' , to show the original meaning; capital letters 
are used to show that some gramrnaticalisation has occurred. The same morpheme kaa �a-I 
can also be used as a full verb, or in a serial construction with other motion verbs (see 
example (320) in 8.5 .8 below). An related imperative form ka8 is also found (see below 
8.6.4). Example (272) i l lustrates ka-I in a serial construction and ka8 as an i mperative. 
272) �E5 cw Y3 CW 'i CtJt '606 12 
ph:} I se6 naP ye4 kau2 tal n:m2 haw3 
despite PRT get PRT 1 PI WILL sleep GIVE 
r BY) v) Ml Ml � � 
maw2 wen6 kham2 kal ka8 
2Sg jump across go GO. IMP 
'In spite of this quarrel, I wil l  l ie down and you jump over me. '  
(Phake Story, The story of the two goats � ,  No. ( 1 2) � ,  
told by  Yehom Buragohain <D )  
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8.5. 7.5.2 maa2/mii2 
The TAM marker maa2/mii2 is used to mark past time, just l ike kaa 1/kii1 above, but 
in the specific context of the action referring towards the speaker or place where the 
speaker is. For example, in (273), Lord Sikkya (Sakka) is  in heaven looking down to the 
earth where the teller of the story is. In this circumstance, maa2/mii2is used. 
273) c:\3qE521 � J3'1Jl 2t? cS � �[M[ 1\ � 
laP pw2 naP cau3 sikl kyaa2 duu2 lem2 maa2 mW1)2 kaaIJ2 
therefore RESP Sakka look look at COME the earth 
'And so Lord Sakka looked (down) at the earth. '  
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton � , No. (6. 1 )  � ,  told by Nang Wimala 
Thoumoung CD) 
Since the full verb maa2/mii2 'come' is  always indicating motion towards the 
speaker, it will  usual ly be marked by the TAM marker maa2/mii2in situations of past time, 
such as in example (274): 
274) CX[M JX3c:\3c0" J5 03[ SYJ q q � 
luk" thai 1 len 1 khTl lail]6 men2 ma2 ma2 
from Thailand ride vehicle fly come COME 
'He came from Thailand by aeroplane.' 
(Explanation of Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khyii1)2 style: How Stephen 
Morey came to the Tai Phakes � ,  No (26. 1 )  � ,  read by Ai Che Let Hailung CD) 
This usage of maa2fmii2is also found in h istorical manuscripts, such as  (275), from 
the Phake chronicle. The TAM marker maa2fmii2 i s  used here because the movement is  
both towards the present time, and, gradual ly, towards the place where the manuscript was 
written, Assam. This chronicle tells of the movement of the Phake people towards Assam. 
275) d3v5' 1 
kin2 khau3 
eat nce 
v5E5 � 
khau6 mau2 (101)6) 
white Mau (Lung) 
�CX[[ �:: .rO 
mau2 101]6 ma2 cam4 
Mau Lung COME PRT 
tm2 
feet 
sail nam4 
wash 
'He ate the white rice of Mau Lung and washed his feet in the Mau Lung river. ' 
(from the Phake Chronicle) 
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A simi lar phenomenon is  observed in Aiton, as shown in (276), where King 
Sukapha is making his way, gradual ly, to Assam. In the narrative at this  point, he had 
battled with the Nagas, won the battle and taken their women to be wives for him and his 
men. This done, (yauJ maai, sentence (276) i s  uttered. 
276) <i 
3au3 maa2 maa2 thWlJ 1  tij2 d:,j2 pat l kaP 
FINISHED COME come reach place mountain Pat Kai 
'That being done, (they) reached the Pat Kai mountains. '  
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton � , No. (42) � ,  
told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung <D )  
I I 
Sometimes, maa2/ma2can be substituted with kaa l/kal, as was discussed above with 
regard to (266) and (267) above. One good example of the difference between kaal/kal and 
maa2/ma2 is (277), where there are two clauses in the past tense, the first marked by maa2 
and the second by kaa � 
277) �"2�rro"2� '9.00[ �6'9.c-q va 05 �[ q 
khum2 k:ml kal lalJ I swl kaa2 phaa3 kh::lt l  mWIJ2 maa2 
also after Sukapha leave country COME 
� ocY5 8 "1."2� �[ m� va 
s i i l  paakl pij2 kun2 mWIJ2 maan2 khaul 
4 1 00 year people country Burma 3Sg 
/J � '9. �[ rro[ I I 
him I au2 kaal mWIJ2 bIJ2 
snatch take GO country Kong 
'Four hundred years after Sukapha left his country, the Burmese took Muang 
Kong. ' 
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton � , No. (73) � = , 
told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung <D) 
In  (277), ma2 can be  used to mark the first clause, because the place to which 
Sukapha came, Assam, is  the place in which the speaker is  situated. The second clause, on 
the other hand, cannot be marked by ma� because it refers to events in another place, 
which in no sense come towards the speaker. 
In the fol lowing example, we see various permutations of kaaI&al and maa2jma� in  
combination with main verbs that seem to suggest the opposite direction. In  (278. 1 ), maa2 
is used because it was to Assam, where the manuscript was written, that King Sukapha 
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came. In (278.2), kaa ' i s  used because Chaw Sukhanpha took the young prince Su Yot Pha 
away. 
278. 1 )  OW[ �E5�E5M'l�:: cJ 01. uaE5 !IV 
waai2 lal) I cau3 sml kaa2 phaa3 paF maa2 3au3 cam3 
afterwards Chaw Su Ka Pha go COME FINISHED PRT 
278.2) �E5 �E5if)"2�  tro[d5 01. 
cau3 sml khan phaa3 cal] I tii2 maa2 
RESP Su Khan Pha wi l l  come 
n3 G\{cY5" cro �E5�E5ua05� cYlL 'fJl II 
au2 luk3 caai2 cau3 sml 3::>t3 phaa3 kaal h::>1 
take son male Chaw Su Yot Pha GO PRT 
'When Sukapha had come (to Assam), Chaw Su Khan Pha came and took away the 
son of Chaw Su Yot Pha. ' 
(Aiton manuscript, History from the time of the ancestor Chaw Tai Lung up until 
Sukapha � ,  Nos. (40)-(4 1 )  I@ )  
As with kaa'/kii' the TAM marker maa2/mii2 can be used with adjectives, and as 
with kaa '!kii' i ts meaning is ingressive. However, in contrast to kaa '!kii� maa2/mii2 with 
adjectives implies future time, as in (279). 
279) n3 �£ � � W[V1l tro63 
au2 mW12 phraa2 traa2 sa1J I khaal cal) I naP 
take glorious B uddha law monks now 
::\ Q �"2) q "2) � 'M'l ll 
c::>nl c::>nl uul dii2/nii2 maa2 b3 
little l ive good come also 
'By the grace of the Buddha, his teaching and the monks, little by little we wi l l  
became wel l . '  
(Aiton letter � ,  No ( 1 1 ), written by  Nabin Shyam Phalung <D ,  1 999) 
There is also an example of maa2jmii2 marking the existential verb, yag2. This is  
also in future time, as  in (280). In  this example, the future is marked by the i rrealis/future 
particle (a ' and maa2 could be analysed as a directional verb, with the translation 'children 
will come to be there' . 
280) 
Syntax 
0'J"l2�2� .rq <X(CYS" 0'J"l W[ � 
tal nan3 luk3 tal 3al)2 maa2 laal) I 
there child WILL have COME EUPH 
CV2� 0'Jl w[ � if.> 2�2� 
laan I ta I 3aIJ2 maa2 tii2 nan3 
grandchild WILL have COME at that 
CV[ 
tal 
WILL 
II � 
'Then there wi l l  be chi ldren and grandchildren there. '  
0'J"l W[ 
3al)2 maa2 
have COME 
(Aiton text, Kamathana - the establishment afmindfulness I§ ,  No. (53) � ,  
told by Ai Mya) 
� 
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The different functions of  kaaf,/kii1 and maa2/mii2 are summarised in Table 8.3 1 ,  
below. 
8.5. 7.5.3 waP/waj4 
A third morpheme used with a past tense sense is waiYwaj� which also occurs as a 
main verb meaning 'keep' (see example (28.2) in 8.2.2.3 above, for an occurrence of waj4 
as a completive verb meaning 'keep' ). The past tense use of waF'Iwaj4 is exemplified in 
(28 1 ): 
281 )  �[Yi .rD CJld. 
dill nai4 cail slP 
now male 2PI 
oo[<X([ cYJl 
tfuJ I 101)6 ka I 
all go 
if.> ¥ 'i ,"W II � 
tI5 h;m2 kau2 YE4 
at house I Sg PRT 
yeu5 wai4 
pass urine KEEP 
'Now you have all come and urinated at my house.' 
(Phake Story, A story of justice � , No. (20) !; ,  told by Sam Thun Wingkyen <D )  
In (28 1 )  more i s  implied than simply an event which is  i n  the past. There are longer 
term results which persist, and it is for this reason that waP/waj4 is found, rather than 
kaaf,/kii� In A story of justice, it is the fact that the results of the urination remain around 
that causes the owner of the house to request compensation. In (282) the subject of the 
sentence wishes not only to be able to write the language, but to keep that ski l l .  
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282) �vS" .rO "1 c'§ t:qcY5 ff5 3 
miin2 cam2 com2 phaGI thuIc4 t6m3 wai4 
he self glad desire, to be interested to copy write KEEP 
' He was glad and interested to write (our language).'  
(Tai Phake Song, Words of gladness - in honour of Stephen Morey � ,  No. ( 17) � ,  
sung by Am Saeu Khyo (0) 
However, waPlwaj4 i s  also used to express a past time on states, including states 
that are no longer existent, as in (283): 
283) �2� paS Wl8:rL 3 
mtin2 hit '  sa'  la '  wai4 
3Sg do teacher KEEP 
'He was a teacher.' 
(Phake sentence) 
Aithown Che Chakap stated that (283) should be literally translated 'At some time 
he was a teacher, but he is not now' and that the morpheme waPlwaj4 was best translated 
as 'at some time past' .  It appears that waPlwaj4can be used to refer to a state that no longer 
exists if that state was of some duration. 
It might be expected that the other TAM2 markers kaa1fkii1 and maa2jmii� being 
verbs of motion as main verbs, could not be used as past tense markers on sentences such 
as (283) which are relating to states rather than actions. No example of maa21mii2 being 
used to mark past time on states has been recorded, but (284) shows kaa1/kii1 in this role. 
This also suggests that kaa1fkii1 is a more generalised past tense marker than the other 
T AM2 markers. 
pin2 cau3 mun2 kaal 
be monk GO 
'I was a monk. ' 
(Aiton text, Explanation of the spirit house � , No. (27) � ,  
told by Sui Khong Thoumoung CD) 
Some of the postverbal occuo·ences of waPlwaj4 are analysed as completive verbs 
rather than T AM2 markers. In example (285), the action is in the future so a past time 
interpretation is not appropriate. 
285) 9�� aa .rn2� �)2� �2� 2� 
kun2 thau3 an2 nan3 khwn l k::m l 
person old CLF that again 
1d '9 w[ q m�� m2� 21 � 
hau2 b3 sill) I daal kan2 phan2 naP sii l  
I PI LINK i f  quarrel RECIP l ike this PRT 
1d '9 0':Jl �CY5" ci? (3 � 
hau2 b3 ta I maakl kai3 kaP wai3 s i i  I 
I PI LINK wil 1  rich quickly KEEP PRT 
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II � 
'That neighbour said, "If we quarrel l ike this we too wil l  become rich very soon". ' 
(Aiton Story, Story of the forest ghosts and the opium pipes � ,  No. (25) � ,  
told by Mahendra Shyam CD). 
Table 8.31 compares the use of the three TAM morphemes which can mark past 
time, among other functions: 
Table 8.31 :  T AM2 markers in Phake and Aiton 
as TAM marker with verbs as TAM marker other uses 
with adjectives 
kaa'/kii' Generalised marker of past time ingressive as a main verb 
meaning in the meaning 'to go' 
past 
maa2;Jnii2 Marker of past time, used when the ingressive as a main verb 
scope of the process indicated by the meaning in the meaning 'to 
verb is in some way towards the future come' 
speaker 
wajJ/waj4 Marker of past time, used when the - as a main verb 
process indicated by the verb is and completive 
intended to have long term results, verb meaning 'to 
or past marker with states keep' 
8.5.7.6 TAM morphemes which occur at the end of the core sentence (TAM3) 
As discussed above in 8.5.7.5, there are TAM markers which can only occur at the 
end of the core sentence. These are uu1/fjl 'STAY' (see 8 .5.7.6. 1 ), sUU1/SUl (see 8.5.7.6.2), 
and yauJ/yau4(see 8.5 .7.6.3). 
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8.5. 7.6. 1 uu'/ii' and :) '  
Needham ( 1 894) stated that the morpheme uufJul was used to mark a 'present 
indefinite tense ' ,  see 8.5.7.2. 1 ,  which modem l inguistics would categorise as continuous or 
progressive aspect. Banchob ( 1987), on the other hand, categorised ill as being an emphatic 
particle. Di ller ( 1 992:24) reported that uufJul (together with suu'lsil1 'function 
postverbally to suggest progressive aspect' .  In both of the examples given by Di ller, the 
progressive aspect was also marked by suu'lsil� 
Yehom Buragohain explained that in Phake Sill and ill had the same meaning. She 
translated kau2 kin2 Sill ( l Sg-eat-sTII ) as 'I am eating' . As a TAM marker, uufJu' occurs 
frequently in elicited sentences, such as (286), where it marks the progressive, and (287), 
where it was stated to be emphatic: 
286) 9v5 Ii 
kon2 haft3 
person give 
ooc{3M" 
pap4 l i0 
book 
nai4 
this 
d3v5 �M"�[ J3 .!Y[ 
kin2 makl mOIJ5 sf' TIl 
l Sg mango PRT STAY 
'1 yj 
kau2 nai4 
l Sg this 
"The man from whom I recei ved this book is  eating mangoes." 
(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain) 
287) .q6 on§. q MaS � 
a2 caii5 TIl kat I bi4 
YES YES STAY cold PRT 
' Yes, its definitely cold . '  
(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain 
However, in the texts that I have collected, uufJu' has not been found in the 
progressive/continuous meaning, although it is found with emphatic meaning, often in 
combination with adjectives, as in (288): 
288) 03'Ml �v5 f6L � .!Y[ "  
tai2 ko4 mlin2 wa5 nT2 TIl 
friend 3Sg say good STAY 
'His friend said, "Yes, Very good". '  
(Phake Story, The blind man and the man with scabies � ,  No. (9) � ,  told b y  Ee 
Nyan Khet <D) 
The word uu'lii  is very frequently found as  a main verb meaning 'to stay' ,  'to live 
at' .  It i s  therefore glossed 'STAY' ,  showing that its verbal meaning is  not ful ly bleached. 
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There is another particle, especially in Aiton, pronounced ai, which is  probably the 
same morpheme, having undergone some sort of vowel reduction. It i s  exemplified in 
(289): 
289) .rilES" fJ1 '00 'i � .ril0 
W2 haw3 le I kau2 cau3 wi2 
YES GIVE PRT l Sg RESP EXCL 
'i � '.fYJl u-Ba5 m� II � 
kau2 cuu2 "I citl wan2 
I agree STAY seven day 
'Yes, my lord, I agree (to give them) seven days. '  
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � ,  No (32) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
In  (289), i t  appears that the meaning of a l  i s  emphatic, as  in (287) and (288). Nabin 
Shyam stated that in Aiton, a l was used to mark the present tense, as in mum2 mii2 a / (3Sg­
come-;,I)  which he translated as 'He is (stil l)  coming' . Nabin added that the meaning of al  
and UUI were the same. 
In example (290), a ' is found in conjunction with an adjective. Here it possible to 
interpret it as indicating ingressive, or simply as an emphatic. 
290) W[ va'� �M q ,.rn if) 'cY1l � '.fYJl II � 
sa!] I kh"nl p"k3 maa2 el khai3 b3 nij2 "I 
j f  khon return come PRT i l lness LINK good STAY 
'If the khon returns, the i l lness will get better. ' 
(Aiton text, Explanation of Hong Khon ceremony � ,  No. (6) � ,  
told by Nabin Shyam CD) 
It is not clear what the difference is between khaP kaJ niP " l in (290) and khaP k"J 
fa I niP (fever-LINK-WlLL-good). 
8.5. 7.6.2 sUUI/sjjl 
As a verb suu%jjl is variously translated 'to arrive' or 'to progress towards' .  As a 
TAM marker it is glossed as 'TOWARDS' , and is used for progressive aspect, as in (29 1 ): 
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29 1 )  rn cYj y) If.(fS Vi[ y) � II .. 
me5 kaP nam2 t02 nfuJ5 l)am2 SUI 
mother chicken black body one cover TOWARDS 
'At the pagoda there is a single black hen sitting on her eggs. '  
(phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � ,  No. (55) � ,  
told by Be Nyan Khet CD) 
That this i s  a marker of aspect not of  tense is  shown in example (292), where i t  
marks the progressive in past time. An al ternative reading of (292) is possible, with siI' in a 
serial construction translated as 'She was travelling and had arrived there at that time' .  
292) �yS' coo � qoov5 "1 �fS Y)yS' I I " 
miin2 le I SUI pa3 lan4 nali2 m.,5 nan3 
3Sg roam TOWARDS there in time that 
'She was away travelling there, at that time.' 
(Explanation of Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khyii1)2 style: How Stephen 
Morey came to the Tai Phakes � , No (39. 1 )  � , read by Ai Che Let Hailung CD) 
Unlike the morphemes in 8.5.7.5 above, suu1Jsui always appears a t  the end of the 
core sentence, as in (293): 
293) ��05 m .r1 Ml cw Ml Ii cY3yS' Ml m 
al mat I  n€4 au2 kal ye4 ka l  hali3 kin2 ka l  nai4 
minister PRT take GO PRT go give eat GO this 
p[ 
u-r.yS'cA � f6l Vi[ v1 �05 11 .. 
hal)2 khun6 ho6 kham2 SUI wa5 nfuJ I naP wiit4 
to king TOWARDS say l ike that PRT 
"The minister took it and went to give.it to the king to eat, it is said l ike that." 
(Phake Story, Story of the foolish king � , No. (42) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
Example (293) i s  difficult to translate into comfortable English . I t  comes from a 
story where a Minister provides a certain food for the King. It appears that suu 'lsUi is 
marking the fact that this was a habitual event. In this' example it can clearly be see that 
sUUI/SUi is in final position within the core sentence, whereas kii' is attached to the verb 
complex kii' hail3 kjn� The constituents of the core sentence are presented in (294): 
294) Verb complex 
ka l  hali3 kin2 
go and gi ve . . .  to eat 
TAM 
kal  nai4 
GO this 
Object TAM 
haIJ2 khun6 ho6 kham2 SUI 
to the king TOWARDS 
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Another example of the usage of suulJsul is  in (295), in which Sa Cham 
Thoumoung is tell ing about the various migrations of the Aiton, and then moves into 
present time to refer to something that is the case now. 
295) q2� Cr.FV � � v5d3 
pwn2 ce2 lau2 suul kham2 tiF 
other now say TOWARDS Khamti 
211. .maa2� 211. .maa2� 
naa2 aaP t�n2 naa2 aai3 t�n2 
field Aiton field Aiton 
u3 
khaul 
3PI 
II � 
'In the place that the Khamtis now call the Aiton fields,' 
� � CJYJ 
lau2 suu l e l  
say TOWARDS PRT 
(Aiton text, History of the Tai � , No. (26) � ,  told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
Diller ( 1992:24) categorised 3auJ/yau4 as a temporal adverbial ,  translated as 
'already' . An excellent example of 3au3fyau4 is (296), which is taken from a text tel l ing 
about the death (parinibbana) and cremation of the Buddha. Example (296) relates the 
complete burning up of the Buddha's body. This is the only time in this text that 3au3fyau4 
occurs. 
296) C5(oo 13 Df. '1 .rqf. .!Df. {)f. CaJL ti II � 
mutl haai l waaIJ2 naUl2 CUIJ2 caIJ I haaIJ2 t� 1 3au3 
gone gone inside in coffin then body unti l FINISHED 
'Then the body inside that coffin was gone. ' 
(Tai Khamyang text, The Parinibbana � ,  No. (32) � ,  read by Chaw Cha Seng CD )  
From example (296) we can derive the analysis that 3au3fyau4 is  TAM marker of 
perfective aspect. It is glossed as 'FINISHED' in this study. Example (297) shows that an 
action marked by 3au3;'yau4is  completely over before the next action commences: 
297) Sl 21[ ti C� oa nacY5" c3 cq � 
waa2 naIJ I nai3 3au3 me2 thau3 �kl paF kaal 
say like this FINISHED woman old go out go GO 
'When she had said this, the old woman went out. '  
(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman � , No. ( 1 4) � ,  told by Nabin Shyam CD ). 
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Example (298) is from Ongthun Shyam' s  History of Barhula. He has been talking 
about the fact that in days long past, there was teaching of the Tai scripts in the vil lage. The 
introduction of Assamese schools with Indian independence meant that only Assamese 
script was being \earned, and that finished off the Tai script. 
298. 1 )  J3cY5" [0PP�] �cq �j� ti 
l ik3 mal nun2 kul laa1 s�n l 3au3 
book Assam foreigner teach FINISHED 
'(Only) Assamese writing was taught.' 
298.2) � <X(cY5" �E5 W j�j:> �cY5" J3cY5" ci3 J3cY5" �j� 
aal luk3 mUl2 3aam2 nan3 m�kl l ik3 tai2 l ik3 maan2 
from time time that since book Tai book Burma 
.rnj� � �j� c.rn � 01. CJB 04 
an2 hau2 s�nl B l 3�m2 maa2 siP 
CLF 1 PL teach PRT get less COME PRT 
'After that, the Tai and Burmese writing which we had learned, got less.' 
(Aiton text, History of BarhuLa tl ,  No. (34) I§ ,  told by Ong Thun) 
The TAM morpheme 3au3lyau4 can also be used in sentence initial position to 
indicate that the item previously being discussed is completed and a new topic has begun, 
as in (299): 
299) ti 01. q dl[ d3 � o0'5cYj 
3au3 maa2 maa2 thUll) I tiF d::>i2 patl kaP 
FINISHED COME come reach place mountain Pat Kai 
'That being done, (they) reached the Pat Kai mountains. ' 
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton � ,  No. (42) � ,  
told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung <D) 
II � 
The TAM marker 3auJlyau4 is also found in  future contexts, showing clearly that it 
marks aspect rather than tense, as can be seen in (300): 
300) '1 00l. ci3 ti '1 COl � a�j� I I 04 
kau2 tal taaF 3au3 kau2 p�2 mal dai3 IJ in2 
I wi l l  die FINISHED I i f  NEG hear 
'(By then) I wil l  have died if I do not get to hear the answer. ' 
(Aiton Story, The tweLve questions � ,  No (21 )  � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung <D) 
(30 1) :  
30 1 )  
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This use of 3au3Jyau4 in the future is very common in certain manuscripts, as in 
<X(rr{ e;B ()2� .rn{CY.fl. 
luk3 siP wan2 aal) l kaa l 
from PRT day Tuesday 
21 ()2� d � 04 
naP wan2 IWl)2 3au3 
get day one �SHED 
. G � 212� r I.FV U � 
cam3 pii2 mawl nwn2 mawl 
PRT year new month new 
'Prom Tuesday, it wil l  be the first day of the new year and the new month . '  
(Aiton manuscript, Calendar for the year 200112002 � , No. (8) � ,  told by Sui 
Khong Thoumoung CD) 
I n  (301 ), 3auJ co-occurs with naP 'GET' (see below 8.5.7.7. 1 ), but the meaning i s  
clearly in the future, because at the time at which the manuscript was written, the beginning 
of the new year was sti l l  in the future. The l iteral meaning is  'got the first day of the new 
year' . 
8.5.7.7 Other TAM morphemes 
8.5. 7. 7. 1 dai%aP 
The word daPlnaPhas a basic meaning of 'get' (see example (257) above). In all  of 
the languages of the Tai family, this word has a number of meanings. In a study of Lao 
texts, Enfield (2000: 1 23) found that it occurred as a main verb in 1 5% of occasions, as a 
preverb 45% of the time, and the remainder of the time postverbal ly. 
No statistical analysis of the texts that are presented in the electronic appendix has 
been done, but it does appear that daPlnaPoccurs much less frequently as a preverb than in 
the Lao texts studied by Enfield. It does occur postverbal ly as a completive verb with the 
meaning 'can' ,  as in (302) and preverbally with the meaning of achievement, as 
exemplified in (303): 
302) W{ � I.FVcS ,.rn tt;32� ,.rn f6{ �:: a 
Sai) l mal caapI e l khon l e l hOIJ3 mal dai3 
if NEG join PRT khan PRT call NEG GET 
'If it doesn't adhere, the khan can't  be called.' 
(Aiton text, Explanation of Hong Khan ceremony, No. ( 1 59) � ,  
told by Nabin Shyam CD.) 
04 
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303) 
pan2 khil)2 
duration of l i fe body 
�[ � 
thiliJ6 ma2 
reach come 
q-RJD) roM c1 
at nP ca4 tak t kaii3 
changing wil l  near 
va wE i -n wE �v5 0 I I  .. 
kham2 sal)6 mau t naP sal) I s:m6 wai4 
word any NEG GET advise teach to keep 
'The duration of my l ife has nearly reached it's end, and yet I have not taught any 
words of advice. '  
(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren � ,  Intro No. (7) � ,  
read by Yehom Buragohain CD) 
Example (303) is from a manuscript and the use of daPlnaPhere probably does not 
reflect common spoken usage. 
For Lao, Enfield (2000: 1 8 1 )  categorised the preverbal daPlnaj3as (304). 
304) preverbal modal 'result of prior event' 
daj-V 
V 
this is the case because something else happened before this. 
Enfield went on to say that daPlnaP should not be thought of as a 'past tense' 
marker, adding that 
As many of the examples . . .  show daj is neither required by an expression ' s  being 
set in the past, present or future, nor does its presence unequivocally denote any particular 
tense locus . . .  It does, however, have aspectual properties related to a successful completion 
of actions/events . . .  and a common 'past tense' interpretation can arise from this. 
The most frequent occurrence of daPlnaP in preverbal position is in combination 
with haw3/haiP 'to give ' ,  as in (305): 
305) .rnv5 if3 .rnv5 .t8d .rnv5 q05 .rnv5 "i 
an2 khaP anz cept anz n;}tt anz nau6 
eLF fever eLF pain eLF hot eLF cold 
Y3 wE 1/ .. 
nai3 yal]z 
get have 
'May you not have fever, pain, heat or cold.' 
8 i2 
pi t hali3 
don't GfVE 
(Phake Blessing Blessing §l ,  No ( 1 5) � ,  intoned by Nang Pe CD) 
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Another usage of daP/naP in preverbal position is  that found in example (306). 
Here it has deontic modality, and was translated as 'should ' :  
306) JYJLW[ JYJL �W1 
0 SO'S va cxaO'S a OO�� va 
al salJ l aal muul saal khaam2 mEt3 khaam2 th:>t3 daP taan3 
HESIT PRT l ie word noble word summit get speak 
va (" .rn�) 0'Jl. 8�� .rq '1. 'Wl. 0'Jl. 82� .rn�� q � 
khaam2an2 tal pin2 al kuul S:>I tal pin2 an2 pal dii2 
word eLF will  be unwholesome WILL be eLF NEG good 
q[ OO�� OO�� va .rn�� 8 0) II � 
UIlJ I taan3 taan3 khaam2an2 dii2 nE3 
NEG speak speak word eLF good PRT 
'Only good words should be spoken, bad words are unwholesome and should not 
be spoken. '  
(Aiton text, On Buddhism, No. (39) � ,  told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
These are different preverbal usages from that explicated by Enfield for Lao and 
presented above in (304). Unfortunately there are not enough examples of preverbal 
daP/naPin the texts so far analysed to be able to discuss i ts usage in any more depth. 
8.5.7.8 Combinations of TAM morphemes 
Sometimes more than one of the TAM morphemes discussed in some detail above 
co-occur, as in examples (307) and (308): 
307) 0'Jl. Ii 9 M Ii cJ d3�� j 9 I I � tal haUI3 kaal kai l haU13 pai2 kin2 kaal 
WILL give GO chicken GIVE go eat TAKE GO 
'I wil l  give it (to her) to eat . '  
(Ai ton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter � ,  No (49) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
308) �[ .fY)V1 'i 0.� m ,pta:t 0.::£ Y3 m 
nfu] l an2 kau2 khaii3 caii3 nE4 h:> 1 phiil liilJ6 nai4 nE4 
as eLF I Pl think PRT meeting eLF this PRT 
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�6 �[ 0'<5 �[ �[ �.rxS Ml CW 
m::>5 nlii wan2 nfu]5 sfu]6 hetl kiil ye4 
time one day one i f  do GO PRT 
.rq� 12 m 9 c-8v5 Ml 9 .rq[ Ml il � 
ii I mu2 hau2 ne4 ta I phen3 kii I ta I CUI] I kii I 
work l P1 PRT wil l  tidy GO wil l  complete GO 
'I also think that our work wil l  be tidy and complete if our meeting is done today. '  
(Tai Phake Speech � , No (40) [; ,  given by Ai  Chanta CD) 
I t  is arguable that (307) i s  multi -verb construction i n  which kaa l is a directional 
verb, rather than a more generalised marker of past time, as discussed above in 8.5.7.5 . 1 .  In 
example (308), the adjectives phcn3 'tidy' and CUl) 1 'complete' are marked by both the 
future/irrealis marker ta l and kiil. This example appears to contradict the categorisation of 
kaa 1fkiil as a generalised marker of past time. The future/irreal is marker ta l is also found 
co-occurring with mii2as in example (309): 
309) CMl 'i 9 Ml J5 9. II 04 
b4 kau2 ta I kii I khI3 mii2 
friend l Sg wil l  go defecate COME 
'I am going to relieve myself.' 
(Phake Story, The blind man and the man with scabies � ,  No. ( 1 5) � ,  told by Ee 
Nyan Khet CD) 
It may be that (309) should be translated 'I  am going to  rel ieve myself (and then) 
come back', suggesting that perhaps mii2here is a directional verb. 
When explaining the co-occurrence of the TAM2 morpheme kii� marking past time, 
with ta l, Nabin Shyam gave the fol lowing example: 
3 10) 'i 9 
kau2 tal 
l Sg WILL 
co c8� II 
pe l 11m2 
can sleep. 
laP 
but 
if{ .rBcS �� 
khaal cipl Will i 
leg hurt NEG 
' I  would run, but because I have hutt my leg, I cannot run. '  
(Aiton sentence, spoken by Nabin Shyam) 
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In this sentence, and in a number of simj lar examples that Nabin came up with, the 
combination of ta l and kaal appear to be marking a contrafactual conditional . The basic 
past time meaning of kaa l is confirmed by (3 1 1 ), the same sentence in which the main 
clause is in the past: 
3 1 1 ) 'i 
kau2 
ISg 
9 <:\30 Ml 
tal Icn2 kaal 
WilL run GO 
(0 <:\30 Ml II 
pc I Icn2 kaa I 
can sleep GO 
laP 
but 
tq .r8cS �� 
khaal cipl wml 
leg hurt NEG 
'I would run, but because I had hurt my leg, I could not run. ' 
(Ai ton sentence, spoken by Nabin Shyam) 
A more common co-occurrence is kal with 3all� as in (3 1 2), in which it appears 
that kal marks the fact that this sentence is in past time with relation to the time of 
speaking, and 3a1l3marks the completion of the entire event. 
3 1 2) �cY5' q d3 le� m[ otcY5' t1 �'2� 
p:)k3 maa2 tiF hwn2 taIJ I luk3 saaul man2 
return come to house with child female 3Sg 
fl � fl t1 9 � I I � 
hum2 3Uul hum2 sau2 kaa l 3au3 
together stay together stay GO FINISHED 
'And returned to the house and l ived with her daughter (happi ly ever after) . '  
(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman � , No. (23) � ,  told by Nabin Shyam ill ). 
8.5.7.9 Utterances unmarked by TAM morphemes 
The marking of Tai sentences with TAM morphemes is not obligatory, except in 
the case of the marking of future events with taIjtjI/tak� Habitual action is often unmarked, 
as in Example (3 13): 
3 1 3) Y3 
nai4 
this 
�E5J}.E5 (W 
m;}5 hu4 yc4 
summer PRT 
qtq 
pal kha6 
dolphin 
va 
khau6 
PLU 
cfuJ I nai4 
now 
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,... 
� � � � tq /[6 �-6 �0'5 � 
ma2 com2 phu2 com2 phu2 ma2 kha6 h;)2 miin2 wiit" 
come sink float sink float come search boat 3Sg PRT 
'So, in summer, the dolphins jump up and down in and out of the water, searching 
for i ts boat . '  
(Phake Story, The Dolphin, the Crow and the Mosquito � , No (47) � ,  
told by Aithown Che Chakap CD)  
Not al l unmarked sentences are habitual . Sometimes TAM morphemes are not 
required because of the presence of a time expression, as in (3 14) and sometimes because 
of the context, as in (3 1 5): 
3 1 5) 
mw2 3aam2 nat3 C:>kl khaal mwn2 an2 tam2 
then bag 3Sg CLF pound 
'At that time her bag was pounded through with holes. '  
paUIJ I 
through 
(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter � ,  No (69) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD)  
cJ fJo£ �M�6 1 ?l 
paF hanl muk3 sw2 khaul daP 
go see hunter 3Pl get 
oac5 m?� � m?� 
bp kan2 s:>i2 kan2 
cut RECIP cut to pieces, to slice RECIP 
m?� O'if. 9.[ 
phaan2 tuu2 lWIJ2 
deer CLF one 
� 
'He saw that the hunters had got a deer, and were slicing i t  up. '  
(Aiton Story, Story o/the Crow and the Fox � ,  No. (9) � ,  told by Ong Cham CD). 
In example (3 1 5), i t  is clear that the getting of the deer preceded the seeing, because 
the hunters were already slicing it up. The context of the story tells us that the whole thing 
is  in the h istorical past; pragmatic common sense tells us the hunters must have caught the 
deer before slicing it up, and the previous sentence in the story, in which the crow spots the 
hunter's fire, tells us that the deer was already caught when the crow saw it ,  and that the 
crow did not see the deer being caught. 
8.5.7.10 Time expressions 
Table 8.32 l ists the time expressions found in Aiton and Phake. 
r-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 8.32: Time expressions 
Phake Aiton Gloss 
�oY3 m�5 nai4 mw2 naP now, today 
�oY3 m�5 nan4 mw2 nan3 then 
�ownvS" m�5 yam2 nan4 mw2 3aam2 nan3 then 
.ro[Y3 cili] l nai4 calJ l nai3 now 
AY3 hal nai4 then 
onY3 wan2 nai4 wan2 naP today 
�q mal lJa2 mal lJaa2, pal lJaa2 yesterday 
�qvS" mal sUn2 mal swn2, pal swn2 the day before yesterday 
�"C(0'5 mal phuJ<4 rna 1 phuk3, mal phruk3, tomorrow pal ruk3 
�o mal hlF mal rw2, pal rw2 the day after tomorrow 
mt\l kalJ2 nai.i6 kaan2 nawl morning 
m[ovS" kaIJ2 wan2 kaan2 wan2 midday 
m[v5 k1i1J2 kham2 kaan2 kham2 evening 
These time expressions most frequently occur clause initial ly, as in example (3 1 6), 
although they can occur clause finally. 
3 1 6) fJL..1 oa[� ofY"M a:JL  Mv5 � w[ CW II � 
hal nai4 taU1J4 maP an2 tal kin2 mal yalJ6 yf:4 
at that t ime hungry eLF will  eat NEG have.NEG PRT 
'At that time they were hungry, but there was nothing to eat . '  
(Phake Story, The two brothers � , No. (4) � ,  told by Be Nyan Khet (1)) 
8.5.8 Multi- Verb Sequences 
In Tai languages verbs can be arranged serially, as in (3 17) :  
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pa I rw2 b3 pail khaa I W1J I daP 
day after tomorrow LINK go search NEG get 
'On the second day they went and searched but did not get (the answer). '  
(Ai ton Story, The twelve questions � ,  No (38) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
The two verbs in (3 17) could both be followed by noun phrases, as in (3 1 8). It i s  
argued here that in (3 17) two noun phrases something l ike mUl1)2 kaP 'far country' and ke3 
pal sa l naa l 'answer to the question' are understood from the context. 
3 1 8) cJ I I 
paF mWIJ2 kaP khaal ke3 pal sal naal WIJ I daP 
go country far search answer question NEG get 
'They went to a far country to search for answers to the questions, but did not get 
them. '  
Sometimes the multi verb strategy is  used to express events which are sequential as 
in (3 1 9). The meaning here appears to be ' He saw a tiger and was shocked' ,  but could 
equally be 'He saw a tiger causing him to be shocked' . 
3 1 9) �VS" :[f6 t46 'qroc5 
miin2 han6 sa6 p:)2 Hip I 
3Sg see tiger to be startled, shocked 
'seeing a tiger, he felt shocked' 
(Banchob 1 987:368) 
It is not necessary for each of the verbs to be able to have an unstated object. This is 
especially the case with motion verbs, which are often arranged as in (320), where a verb of 
manner of motion (phutl 'rise up') is fol lowed by one of a restricted set of verbs of path 
(akl 'come out ')  and then one of direction (maa2 'come'): 
II .. 
mw2 nan3 phii I nam3 phut1 :)k1 maa2 
when that ghost water rise up come out come 
'Then the ghost of that river rose up out of the water . '  
(Aiton Story, Story a/the old woman � ,  No. ( 16) � ,  told by Nabin Shyam CD). 
This possibi lity of the verbs arranged serially having different objects allows three 
participant events to be expressed using more than one verb, as in example (32 1 ): 
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32 1 )  Y[M .n3 tf(y) 80 03 �M q .r8 cc-q .roE I I � 
n00 au2 khun6 men3 sJ6 pau0 ma2 c1" b3 caIJ4 
bird take hair porcupine PRT return come show friend elephant 
'The bird took the porcupine's hair and returned and showed it  to his friend the 
elephant . '  
(Phake Story, The bird with the red bottom � , No. (20) � ,  
told by Ngi Kheng Chakap CD ) 
In example (32 1)  noJ<4 'bird' is the agent of the verb au2 'take' and indirectly of cr 
'show' ,  and khun6 men.? 'porcupine' s  hair' i s  the patient or second participant of both 
verbs, although only indirectly of cl". The other participant, k;y3 Cii1)4 'his friend the 
elephant' , is the goal of c?i 'show' .  It is not necessary to mark it in a prepositional phrase 
because it is the only direct participant of that verb, the others being understood. It is clear 
that k;y3 ciiI;4can only be the goal of crt. 
Since many of the TAM markers discussed above are synchronical ly also verbs (see 
for example kaa1fkii' in section 8.5 .7.5 . 1 ), and since even as TAM markers they are not 
bleached of their original meaning, it might be argued that TAM marking in the Tai 
languages is a case of verb seriali sation. 
8.5.9 Completive Verbs 
A special type of multi verb construction i s  the completive construction where one 
verb completes the action of another. In contrast to the multi verb strategy in 8.5.8 above, a 
completive verb cannot have an object. Completive verbs have been discussed above in 
8.2.3.4. 
Example (322) exemplifies this. The main verb is 3W2 'shoot' and its action is 
completed (or not as in this case) by thukl 'touch' .  
322) �6 cY1l � 
3W2 kaal mal thukl kaal 
shoot GO NEG touch GO 
' He shot but didn't hit it. ' 
(Aiton sentence spoken by Sa Cham Thoumoung) 
A rather poetic example of a completive verb is (323). Aimya Khang Gohain 
explained that the verb l)in2 means 'to l isten with understanding' ,  and is the completion of 
the action of th;ym' 'to l isten , obey' .  
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323) CJYt. o:a v5ua f6l '1 �v5 II � 
su6 th:>m I nam4 kham2 was kau2 lJin2 
you all to listen, obey speaking say I Sg hear 
'You should all l isten to the words that I speak. '  
(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren � ,  1ntro No. ( 1 6) � ,  
read by Yehom Buragohain CD) 
The noun nam4 kham2 i s  l i terally  'water-word' , which is translated b y  Tai 
informants as a single lexeme with the meaning 'speaking' .  The structure of (323) i s  given 
in (324): 
324) Subject Verb I 
su6 th:>ml 
you l isten 
Object Verb2 
nam4 kham2 was kau2 lJ in2 
speaking say I hear 
Example (323) could be translated l i terally as 'You (should) l isten to my speaking 
and hear it (with understanding)' . 
Frequently there is more than one possible completive. Example (325) shows the 
word h:JtJ as the completive of the main verb khawJ caw2 'think' : 
mw2 3aam2 nan3 khaw3 caw2 Sai) l WIJ I  h:>t3 IJW3 maa2 diF :> 1  
then think what NEG clearly not clever comePRT 
'Then they couldn' t  think clearer, they were confused.' 
(Aiton Story, The twelve questions � ,  No (63) !; ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
When this example was being translated, Nabin Shyam gave the meaning of h:JtJas 
'clearly' , but it seems to be the verb 'to arrive' . Nabin Shyam gave five ways of saying 
'could not think' ,  presented as (326): 
326. 1 )  khaw3 caw2 mal h:>t3 
think NEG reach 
326.2) khaw3 caw2 mal thWIJ I 
think NEG reach 
326.3) khaw3 caw2 mal thwpl 
think NEG meet/get 
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326.4) khaw3 caw2 mal pc3 
think NEG can 
326.5) khaw3 caw2 mal daP 
think NEG GET 
Nabin Shyam did not indicate the difference in meaning between the five examples 
in (326). 
Sometimes, as in (327), an adjective can be fol lowed by a completive verb. 
327) o:£cq 0 a3cY5" ,5 ,) '3 /£ �� cq tFO �O ll 
tal] l kaal nam3 l ik3 nam3 n:>i l hCI]3 cwm2 kaal cam3 3au3 
all  river small river small dry evaporate GO PRT FINISHED 
'All  the small ri vers have dried up and evaporated. ' 
(Aiton manuscript, The creation of the world � ,  No. (8) � )  
In example (327), the main predicate is  the adjective hf:1J3 'dry' .  The verb clUm2 i s  
arguably a completive, and the whole predication is  marked by the TAM2 marker kaa 1, 
which shows that this event was in past time. An alternative analysis of (327) would 
suggest that this is a serial verb structure with the first verb in the series being an adjective. 
8.6 Non-declarative sentences 
8.6.1 Theoretical considerations 
The three processes of interrogative, imperative and negative have been grouped 
together because of certain common features. The first two processes, interrogati ve and 
imperative, are often called 'mood' ,  and are generally more marked than declarative 
sentences, often termed the indicative mood. 
These three are treated together because of a common property: the fact that all 
three processes can be marked by changed tone in Phake (see for example below 8.6.2.3). It 
is also probably the case that the TAM markers are less frequently employed in 
inten·ogati ve, imperative and negative sentences. 
8.6.2 Questions 
Questions in the Tai languages of Assam are expressed by the use of a question 
particle (see 8.6.2. 1 )  or a WH- type question word (see 8.6.2.2). 
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8.6.2.1 Polar questions 
Polar questions use the particle n�6in Phake or naa ' in Aiton, as in example (328): 
328) 00 
taai2 3au3 siIJ3 k:)3 naa 1 taai2 3au3 
die FINISHED end LINK PRT.QN die FINISHED 
'When we die, is that the finish?' 
(Aiton text, On Buddhism � , No. ( 1 2) � ,  told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD .) 
Polar questions occur less frequently in the texts than WH- questions. Therefore 
some of the data about them will  be drawn from elicited sentences. In (329), a simple polar 
question and its affirmative and negative answers are exemplified: 
329. 1 )  � 8'<5 fr!5 Ml �'l 
maU2 pen2 h::m2 ka 1 n:)6 
2Sg be, become house GO PRT.QN 
'Are you mamed?' (asked to a woman) 
(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain) 
Affirmative answer: 
329.2) q6 'i 8'<5 fr!5 �) �2 kau2 pen2 h:m2 yau4 
Yes 1 Sg be, become house FINISHED 
'Yes, I am mamed. '  
(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain) 
Negative answer: 
329.3) � cJ (G\{�:) 
maul paP 101)2 
NEG not yet go down 
'r am not yet mamed' (i.e. I have not come down) 
(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain) 
It is also possible to ask a question expecting the answer yes, as in (330): 
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330) -a moS i � "'1l 
nai4 katl mau2 cali5 no6 
this cold NEG yes PRT.QN 
'It is cold, isn 't it?' 
(phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain) 
Such sentences also occur in the texts, as in example (33 1) :  
33 1 )  � �[ fd �[ fd q[ q6 II � 
3au3 mWI)2 hau2 SWI) I hau2 WIJ I  w2 
FINlSHED country I PI country I PL NEG YES 
'And then (he said) 'This is our country, isn't it?' 
(Aiton text, History o/the Tai � ,  No. (90) � ,  told by Sa Cham Thoumoung <D) 
Where a question is  asking for a one of a set of alternatives, i t  is not necessary to 
use a question word, rather it is only necessary to put two propositions (here two noun 
phrases) in apposition. This is exemplified in (332): 
332) � 9 ml m[ 'l m[ u) 
mali2 tal kill kilIJ2 nali6 kaIJ2 kham5 
2Sg wi l l  go middle morning middle evening 
Wil l  you go in the morning or in the evening? 
(phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain) 
When the two propositions in apposition are predications, one wi l l  be positive and 
the other negative, as in (333). This is translated in English with the words 'or not ' .  
333) r c-8-6 v3 i � c-8-6 � 9 � oJ.. 
mau2 tal ma2 kin2 khau3 maul ma2 kin2 
2Sg wi l l  come eat rice NEG come eat 
'Are you coming to eat rice or not?' 
(Phake sentence elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain) 
In written and formal Aiton discourse, there is a question particle kaj� as in the 
following example: 
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334) W�:· 
n�IJ3 kau2 b3 au2 mun2 phraa2 traa2 uul 
younger 1 Sg LINK take glory God law l ive 
'Are you, my younger brother, wel l by the grace of God?' 
(Aiton letter, No. (6) � ,  written by Ngi Khang In) 
8.6.2.2 WH-questions 
nii2 kaP 
good PRT.QN 
As discussed in 8.2.2.3 above, WH-question words occupy the position of noun 
phrases or prepositional phrases in the syntax, as in (335). 
335) � OOL Ml � � 
maii2 tal ka 1 thaii6 
you wil l  go where? 
'Where are you going?' 
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � ,  No. ( 16) � ,  
told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
The WH-question words, together with the types of phrases that answer them, were 
l isted in Table 8.5 in section 8.2.2.3. 
8.6.2.3 Questions expressed by word order or tone alteration 
In Phake, in some circumstances an alteration of word order or a reassignment of 
tone can change a statement into a question. 
8.6.2.3. 1 Word order 
The late Aimya Khang Gohain explained that the order of constituents in a question 
depended on which item was being questioned. In (336. 1 )  the question is whether the 
subject ( 'you' )  has eaten or not, whereas in (336.2) the question is whether it is rice that 
has been eaten, or some other food: 
336. 1 )  01( 
su6 
2PI eat GO 
'Have you eaten rice?' 
vd 
khau3 
rice 
336.2) 1 � 
khau3 su6 
rice 2Pl 
�vS' CY.ll � 
kin2 ka 
eat GO 
'Have you eaten rice?' 
(Phake sentences, elicited from Aimya Khang Gohain) 
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Aimya Khang added that (336. 1 )  would become a statement if Ml kiiJ 'GO' were 
utterance final, as in (337): 
337) � �vS' 1 CY.ll 
su6 kin2 khau3 ka' 
2Pl eat rice GO 
'You have eaten rice . '  
In (336) tone marking has been omitted from the words kii 'GO' . In citation form the 
word is certainly  kiiJ, but, as discussed above in 6.2.4.5 . 1 ,  when kii is  pronounced with the 
sixth or rising tone in a sentence l ike (336.2), the sentence becomes a question. 
Unfortunately Aimya Khang Gohain died before I was able to question h im again about 
these examples; on l istening to them again it does appear that both tokens of kii are 
pronounced with a rising tone, and should therefore probably be written as ka6 with the 
gloss 'GO.QN' .  
Possibly, therefore, constituent order variation alone wi l l  not lead to  either (336. 1 )  
or (336.2) being interpreted as questions. Pragmatical ly, sentences such as these with 2nd 
person subjects are much more l ikely to be questions. It would be a quite marked situation 
if either (336. 1 )  or (336.2) were declarative sentences. 
8.6.2.3.2  Tonal alternation 
As discussed above in 6.2.4.5. 1 ,  tonal alteration may be used to express questions. 
Banchob ( 1987) was the first to identify this phenomenon in Phake. Table 8.33 l ists some 
of these tone alternations found in her dictionary: 
Table 8.33: Tone alternations for negatives and questions, after Banchob ( 1 987) 
an interrogative form of cali5 ( 1987: 10 1 )  
Yes ( 1 987: 10 1 )  
to go back home ( 1 987:307) 
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�6 m;)6 to go back home (in questions , ( 1987:307) 
negative, and future tense) 
j5a5uaMl hetl yau4 ka I it has been done (1987:347) 
j5a5uaMl hetl yau4 ka6 has it been done? ( 1 987:347) 
mcY5"9. ikl ma2 please give more. ( 1987:433) 
OOL.r1mcY5" tal au2 ik6 will you want some more? ( 1987:433) 
Gv59.9.'Ml-iS mtin2 mas ma6 b4 If he does not come, it i s  also good ( 1987:5) 
nj6 
It appears that this process is quite widespread among Phake speakers, and that 
certain very common verbs can change from the first or second tone to the sixth tone if the 
utterance is a question or a negative. 
Di l ler ( 1992: 1 9) also discussed this phenomenon 1 7 ,  describing it as 'a  
morphophonemic tone sandhi rule' , indicating that it operates on words with the 2nd tone 
after 'the precIitic negative marker [m-] , but not after mau� 
There is also a special tone for questioning in Phake, which was described above in  
example 6.2.4.5 . 1 .  The questioning tone is  not found only on  verbs, but can be  found on 
the final lexical i tem of an utterance, regardless of i ts word class. In example (338), it i s  
found on a noun. This example is a question that was asked when making a tour of a 
vi l lage and observing that an old house had been demolished and a new one was about to 
be erected. 
338) ¥ -R-6 � 
h:m2 n in7 
house earth.QN 
'(Wi l l  it be) a house built on the ground?18, 
The tape recorder was not running when this sentence was uttered. The same 
evening Ai Chanta repeated it for the tape, but actually said ta l hetl km2 nin 7 (WILL-do­
house-earth . QN). 
There are restrictions on the use of the questioning tone. It is not used i f  the 
question particle fl:)6is used, as in the fol lowing examples: 
1 7  In discussing Diller' s  findings, I have used the tone numbering in Banchob ( 1987), to avoid 
confusion. 
1 8  Traditional Tai houses CD are built on stilts and called h;}fl2 hii1J3in Phake. Many Tai people are 
now demoli shing their traditional style houses and building brick houses at ground level. These 
are called h:;)fl2 njn� 
339) mcY5 
phakl nai3 kin2 
vegetables/dishes this eat 
' Is this dish 19 good to eat?' 
340) cY3vS' .f3 
kin2 nI2 
eat good PRT.QN 
'Is it good to eat?' 
8.6.3 Negation 
nI7 
gOOd.QN 
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Table 8.34 l ists the negative morphemes from Banchob ( 1987), together with some 
of her examples showing their use: 
Table 8.34: Negative morphemes after Banchob ( 1987) 
Word Example 
0)0 tap4 need not ��O)oml maU2 ma5 tap4 ka' you need not go 
() paP not yet �()pa5 ma5 pai I hetl not yet done 
q ma5 not '1�ym- kau2 ma5 hon' han6 I have never seen 
� hon' not �9 honl kal won ' t  go 
q[ fu]2 no �vS"q[w[ IJlin2 fu]2 YaIJ2 no money 
Negative particles in the Tai languages appear to fal l  into two categories. The 
simple negators recorded in this study are l isted in Table 8.35: 
Tai 
Table 8.35: Simple negators in Tai 
Phake Aiton 
pronunciation pronunciation 
maul maul 
gloss notes 
'NEG' thl� IS the form used m writing 
19 The Tai word phak1 I i terally means "vegetable", but has come to mean the dishes that are eaten 
with rice. It can include meat dishes. 
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� �:: mal mal 'NEG' infrequent in Aiton 
�[, �� .. I ., I I Ul) , um , m  W1) I, wml 'NEG' 
The negators l isted in Table 8.35 occur preverbally, fol lowing the TAMI marker 
ta 1ltji/tak1 (see example (256) in section 8.5.8.4. 1 ). They are exemplified in (34 1 ): 
34 1 )  '"00 V11. '"9 �[ a I I .. 
Ie I khaa I b3 WI) I daP 
roam search LINK NEG get 
'She went to look for it but could not get it . '  
(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter � ,  No (7) 1;) ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung <D)  
In  Table 8.35, the morpheme � is characterised as 'the form used in writing' . This 
i s  certainly the case for old manuscripts, but most present day Aiton speakers would write 
the form �[ UllJ l as in (33 1 ). Dil ler ( l 992: 1 9) characterised this as a preciitic negative 
marker and wrote it as [m-]. 
In Phake, there are two forms which commonly occur, ma � as in (342) and iiI.//ilm � 
which is exemplified in  (345.3) below. 
342) fJLYl aa[� .rnY5 E:YJL d3v5" � w[ '"W II .. 
hal nai4 taU1)4 maP an2 tal kin2 mal ya1)6 ye4 
at that time hungry eLF will  eat NEG have. NEG PRT 
'At that time they were hungry, but there was nothing to eat.' 
(Phake Story, The two brothers � , No. (4) � ,  told by Be Nyan Khet <D)  
The late Aimya Khang Gohain strongly urged that the negator always be  written � 
mau� to avoid confusion with the word � ma2 'come' .  This is discussed below in 9. 1 .  
In example (342), the main verb is 'have ' ,  which in citation form i s  yag� As 
already discussed above in 6.2.4.5.2, some Phake verbs undergo tone change after the 
negative particle ma� This is most common with verbs that have the 2nd tone in their 
ci tation forms, but can be observed with verbs that have other tones, such as in (343). 
343) Sl Yl � 12 II .. 
pUI nai4 rna I hati6 
grandfather that NEG gi ve.NEG 
'(But), the old man didn't give (them) the food. '  
(Phake Story, The two brothers � ,  No. (8) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD )  
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The main verb of (343) is 'give' which is  haiPin  citation. The third tone is creaky, 
but in (343), the creakiness in absent and the 6th or rising tone has been employed in its 
place. Interestingly, a few moments after uttering (343), Ee Nyan Khet repeated the 
sentence, and the negative tone was not apparent, as in (344): 
344) � V3 q Ii. �05 " .. 
put nai4 rna' hali3 w.,t4 
grandfather this NEG gi ve PRT 
'(and so) the old man did not give (them the food). 
(Phake Story, The two brothers � , No. ( lO) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
In  the examples of negative tone discussed so far, i t  appears to  be redundant, in that 
it does not occur without the negative particle ma l, nor does i t  appear to carry any meaning 
that would be lost if it were not present. This is in contrast to the questioning tone, the 
absence of which in a sentence like example (338) above would change the sentence from 
an interrogative to a declarative sentence. 
However Ngo Ong, a Phake from Ningkam Phake vi l lage, said that the negative 
tone is used only for the habitual negative as in (345.2) and not when the action is non­
habitual, as in (345.3). 
345. 1 )  � c-Av5 ,W 
rna' kin6 ye4 
NEG eat. NEG PRT 
'As to ma l kin6.' 
345.2) '"1. ov5 'i q 
kU5 wan2 kau2 rna' 
every day lSg NEG 
c-Av5 m q 
kin6 ne4 rna' 
eat. NEG DEF NEG 
'(If !) don 't  eat fish every day, I would say ma l kin6.' 
345.3) �6V3 'i �� �v5 II " 
m.,5 nai4 kau2 lim' kin2 
today l Sg NEG eat 
'(If I didn' t  eat) today, I would say lim 1 kin�' 
(phake sentences spoken by Ngo Ong). 
�v5 
kin6 
eat. NEG 
The main verb of both (345.2) and (345.3) is kin2 'eat' . In (345.3) it is real ised with 
the tone from its citation form, but in (345.2), it i s  realised with the negative tone, as kin6. 
Ee Nyan Khet offered a different explanation for why the tone sometimes does not 
change. In the case of (346), the main verb yay2 retains its citation form, and does not 
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appear as negative YaIJ� These words were spoken in anger, and therefore the 
pronunciation was, as Ee Nyan Khet put i t  c:Jn2 niiI]5 hai1J2 'a l ittle strong. ' 
346) 9.M � II 04 
1u0 maii2 
NEG have child 2Sg 
'You shouldn't have our child ! '  
(Phake Story, Story of the kum4bird � , No. (55) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
In both (345 .3) and (346), the verb is  preceded by iiI]1, rather than ma� It may be 
that the negati ve tone is only associated with the negator ma� 
The simple negators l isted in Table 8.35 above occur before auxi l iary verbs as in  
(347): 
347) 9. 
rna 1 khaii3 kin2 
NEG want eat 
'(I) don't  want to eat . '  
(Phake sentence) 
In (347), the negative tone is blocked by the presence of an auxi l iary verb. The 
pronunciation *ma1  khaiP kin6was declared ungrammatical by Phake informants. 
Example (348) gives the syntactic frame for the negators with other preverbal 
elements: 
348) (TAMJ)  NEG (AUXILIARY) VERB 
Sometimes even in manuscripts negation is understood on the word w[ YaIJ 'have' ,  
being interpreted by the Phakes as  having the negative tone YaIJ� rather than YaIJ� One 
example where the negative reading is preferred was (349): 
349) .rq{) .a .maS "q w[ 15 8v5 II 04 
co5 nai4 cat4 na3 yaIJ6 nI2 pen2 
t ime this l ife future have.NEG good be 
'The present and the next l ife wil l  (not) be good. '  
(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren � ,  Intro No. (28) � ,  
read by Yehom Buragohain CD) 
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Aimya Khang indicated that as this clause is l inked to the previous one, in which 
there is a negative, the verb in (349) should be read as negative. When reading this text, 
however, Yehom Buragohain read yaJ)� 
A second type of negative morpheme, such as yaa 1lyal 'don't ' ,  paFIpFlpal 'don't ' ,  
'not yet' or  tap4 'need not ' ,  are prohibitive in meaning. These can appear by themsel ves, or 
in combination with the simple negators discussed above. Some of these have already been 
exemplified after Banchob ( 1 987) in Table 8.34 above. In Aiton, pa I is frequently found, as 
in (350): 
350) q 
pal naa1 haw3 caak3 kh::>l 
NEG PRT give dig hoe 
'Don 't make them dig. '  
(Aiton text, History of the Tai � , No. ( 1 47) � ,  told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
Finally, there is one case of possible double negation in (35 1) :  
35 1 )  if)-I) 1605 .1X(  .roE Y1 � 0..'l. "£ tnt. I I  � 
khan6 h::>t" cu2 CiiIJ2 nai4 maul ya1 c::>m2 kha6 
up to this anive time now NEG don't fol low search 
'Up to this time we have not fai led to fol low our grandparents. '  
(Tai Khamyang Manuscript, The book of calling back the Khon � , No. (7) � ,  
read by Sa Myat Chowlik CD) 
It might be better to gloss yal as 'cease' in (35 1 ). Di l ler (pers. comm.) pointed out 
that in some early Thai inscriptions, the phrase baB3 yaaB3 is found. The example given 
was baB3 yaaB3 khaalDl (NEG-don' t-separate), used when King Lue Thai20 was chasing 
an elephant and meaning 'without giving up' .  This may suggest that yaaB3 was origin�l ly  a 
main verb meaning 'to leave, stop doing something' . 
8.6.4 Imperative 
Commands in Tai Aiton and Tai Phake can be expressed in several ways. One is by 
the use of imperative and hortative particles, often found in manuscripts, as demonstrated 
in example (352): 
20 A Thai king from Sukothai, reigned 1 3 1 7- 1 354. 
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352) CJt( j) 
suu' hEm2 khau3 hEm2 lau3 kin2 kaa' ta3 
2PI prepare rice prepare wine eat GO PRT.HORT 
'You prepare rice and wine for us to eat, so they spoke.' 
waa2 naP 
say this 
(Aiton manuscript, The Treaty between lhe Aitons and the Turungs r; ,  
No. (88) � .) 
The imperative particle ta3 occurs in utterance final position. It is less frequently 
found in spoken texts. Example (353) is from the Story of the old woman, which Nabin 
Shyam wrote down and read, although it is composed in spoken style. 
353) � 
maw2 pai2 uu' kaal tii2 hwn2 pwn2 ta3 
you go stay GO at other other people IMP 
'Go and stay at the house(s) of other people. ' 
(Aiton Story, Story of the old woman � , No. ( 1 3) � ,  told by Nabin Shyam <D). 
Another method of expressing a command is  to use the T AM2 markers. Whi le 
investigating the morpheme kaal,lkii1, I recorded several examples where the marking of 
past time was clearly not its function. One of these, which was written down but not 
recorded, is presented in (354), where the verb is fol lowed by kaa, here notated without any 
tone marking. 
354) n16 Jj 9 ��� 
Ul2 khai2 kaa wmn3 
yes tel l  GO PRT 
'Yes, tel l  i t ! '  
(Aiton sentence, spoken by Sui  Khong Thoumoung.)  
This use of ktUJ/kii in an imperative sentence remained a mystery until Aithown Che 
Chakap was assisting with the translation of his story, The widow. When discussing 
example (355), he pointed out that there was an imperative variant of kii� which was 
pronounced ka8(see above 6.2.4.5.3) . 
355) .r1 cYJl .fl['1 CcYJl .fl[ ru .fl['1 CcYJl .fl[ II � 
au2 ka8 nili] ' kau l b4 nili]5 me2 nili] ' kau , b4 nili]5 
take GO.IMP again CLF one wife again CLF one 
'Take another one, take another wife ! '  
(Phake Story, The widow, No ( 1 2) � ,  told by Aithown Che Chakap <D )  
r--------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------
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Aithown Che explained that each of the three TAM2 markers (see 8.5.7.5), had an 
imperative form, spoken with a short vowel and high tone, as in (355). Each of these three 
imperative markers stil l  maintains some of i ts original meaning. In Phake, waj8 would be 
used in a sentence l ike {Em] WaJ·8 (write-KEEP. IMP) 'Write i t ! ' ,  which suggests not only that 
the thing be done but that its results would remain. If call ing a child to eat, one might say 
kin2 ma8 '(eat-cOME.IMP), because the child would l ikely be in another location and would 
need to come towards the speaker to eat. 
This usage of imperative particles is summarised in Table 8.36: 
Table 8.36: Imperative markers in Phake and Aiton 
T AM2 as markers of imperative 
ka8 General imperative marker 
ma8 Marker of imperative, used when the scope of the process indicated by the verb 
is in some way towards the speaker 
waj8 Marker of imperative, used when the process indicated by the verb is intended 
to have long term results. 
It appears that these markers are also found in Aiton, as in (356), where aP i s  a 
spoken form of waP When the recording of the History of the Tai was copied by Bidya 
Thoumoung, he wrote (3 waj� 
356) � 
maUJ2 s:> I lai I aP kau2 t i  I p:>k3 mUIl]2 
2Sg rule PRT ISg wil l  return country 
'You keep ruling, I wil l  return home. '  
(Aiton text, History of the Tai � ,  No. ( 1 37) � ,  told by  Sa Cham Thoumoung <D)  
I t  i s  not clear which tone these markers have in  Aiton. I t  appears in  (357) that i t  
might be  the second tone, but the sense is sti l l  that of  a command. 
357) c-l3 
phi i l  thmn l wP 
spirit forest voc 
cii3 ma2 
show COME.IMP 
<J3�@Y[ 
sim2 phraaIJ 1 
spade 
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II 04 
ciP ma2 s im2 phraalJ I 
show COME.IMP spade 
'Hey, Forest Ghost, show me my spade. '  
(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter � , No ( 19) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
The various commands discussed above al l  have 2nd person subjects. Commands 
with first person subjects, sometimes called hortative, are expressed in Tai Phake by the use 
of the word s;) I 'persuade' ,  spoken with the same short imperati ve tone as the foregoing 
examples. Thi s is exemplified in (358), where it co-occurs with the particle ta4 and the 
subject is overtly stated, and in (359) where neither subject nor particle is present. 
358) 'CJt{ � .rnv5 "i  O'JL a V)[-n �05 I I 04 
S:)4 hau2 ani nau2 ta4 was nfu] 1 nai4 wlit" 
let ' s  I PI count star PRT say l ike that PRT 
'Let us count the number of stars . '  
(Story of Deception � , No. ( 10) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
359) 'CJt{ Ml d3 "1 9.v5 I I  04 
S:>4 ka I tIs naU2 th;m I 
let 's  go place in forest. 
"'Let's  go to the forest". '  
(Story of the foolish king � ,  No. (56) � ,  told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
In Aiton, the hOitative is marked by a different morpheme that i s  nevertheless 
probably related to Phake s;)� namely saUlJ 'should, let 's ' .  This is exempl ified in (360). 
Neither of these hortatives can be negated. 
360) c{j[ �[ a r � c{j[ �[ � tq � 04 
l i!]3 ni!]3 waP saw3 l i!]3 nilJ3 maa2 tal waa2 
feed tea keep let 's  feed tea COME will  say 
'Feeding people tea, giving them tea, we say.' 
(Aiton text, Conversation with Nabill Shyam � ,  No. (80) � ,  
told by Nabin Shyam CD.) 
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8.7 Complex sentences 
In this work the tenn complex sentence wil l  be taken to refer to sentences which are 
made up of more than one clause. Vichin Panupong ( 1970:4-8) identified three types of 
complex sentences for Standard Thai , which she called complex, compound and linked 
sentences. A complex sentence for Vichin Panupong is 'a sentence one or more of whose 
constituents is in itself a downgraded sentence' ,  where a downgraded sentence is one 
'whose status can be reduced to becoming simply a unit of structure within a larger 
construction' .  She exemplified this  in (36 1 ), where the downgraded sentence is in italics: 
,d ...., L� ,; 36 1 )  nMfi7V rJ lJJ �Jj eHJ flld L�� 'II 'II 'IJ 
kuJa:p thi YaIJ tu:m yr): may khu:m det 
rose which still bud PROG NEG should pick 
'The roses which are still in bud should not be picked. '  
Such complex sentences in Vichin Panupong's tenns are those involving a noun 
phrase with a relative clause or some other sentential modifier. The relative clauses have 
already been discussed at 8.3.2.5. 
A compound sentence, on the other hand, i s  one which contains two or more simple 
sentences, or a simple and complex sentence, as in (362), l inked by a class of words called 
l inkers by Vichin Panupong. The l inker is italicised: 
'Yl dllJ , 'VI !J .... .... LrlflLd 362) 'Yll'U fldlJ 77 L,]l 11:: n�lJ 
tan sa:p may khrap Waf khaw ca klap mW::lray 
RESP know QN PRT LINK 3Sg WILL return when 
'Do you know when he'l l  be back?' 
A l inked sentence is one which is preceded by a sentence l inker. Usual ly  these are 
part of a compound sentence as in (363), where the linked sentence is shown in italics. 
I't 
363) � ,d rJ 
di: thi fon may tok 
good which rain NEG fall 
' It's a good job it didn 't rain. ' 
In the Tai l anguages of Assam, severa] types of sentences are made up of more than 
one clause. In some cases, two sentences are l inked without any implication of one being in 
any way dependent on the other. Such sentences are l inked by words l ike sam 4 (niig5y, as in  
example (364): 
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364) 'W.13 W( q d3 �0 �[ 
ye3 h:>m6 yaIJ2 lil tI5 
Yehom* have stay at 
ken2 m�1J2 
heart country 
w '1 .r1 <l(Y5 �6 �8Y5 I � 
sam4 kau4 au2 khon2 cii5 n:>1 pin2 
repeat again take mix name Nabin 
'There is Yehom who l ives in the heart of that country, in addition there is a man 
called Nabin . '  
(Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khyal) 2 style: How Stephen Morey came to the 
Tai Phakes � ,  Nos. (24) � and (25) � ,  read by Ai Che Let Hail ung CD) 
More frequently when two sentences are combined, one is  in some sense dependent 
on the other. Sometimes this is achieved by simple apposition of two sentences, as in (365), 
the l i teral meaning of which is: '(there was) an earthquake, (so) the earth shook' .  
365) .ri5[wY5 a:£-RY5 �Y5 c3 �Y5 q 
366) 
ilJ I san I laI)6 nin2 yon5 pai2 yon5 ma2 
earthquake the earth rock go rock come 
'during an earthquake shock, the earth shook. '  
(Banchob 1 987:354) 
When speech is being reported, it is introduced by the word wa5'say' ,  as in (366): 
�Y5 a w[ cq � 'w '1 i �M 
miin2 wa5 siil]6 pha4 phon6 ye4 kau2 maul pau0 
3Sg say if weather rain PRT ISg NEG return 
9 CAtY5 VJL II � 
tal s:>n4 na2 
wil l  take shelter field 
'She said, "If i t  rains, I won' t  return, I ' l l  take shelter in  the fields". '  
(phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � ,  No. (47) � ,  
told by Ee Nyan Khet CD) 
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Sometimes speech or thought is introduced by other words, such as hit' 'know' in 
(367). This example is complicated by the fact that Ee Nyan Khet repeats the l ink (hit' 
th:Jm 1 kii1 before introducing the second clause of this complex structure. 
367) m 
n€4 
DEF 
� 
cau3 
RESP 
�'A m 
mal h:) 1 n€4 
Mahosatha PRT 
12 'I.l 
hut ka l 
know GO 
12 oa Ml 
hut th:)m I ka I 
know l isten GO 
'q q �Y5 m Ml 03 "0. 11 " 
:) I u3 mi.in2 n€4 ka I thai6 na2 
EXCL father 3Sg DEF go plough field 
'Chaw Mahosatha knew that her father had gone to plough the fields . '  
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya r; ,  No. (33) � ,  
told by Be Nyan Khet CD) 
The second clause in (367) is  in the form of direct speech. This  sentence was 
difficult to render into English adequately, because in English direct speech is not used 
after 'knows/knew that ' .  
In addition to  structures l ike (367), there are complex sentences in which one event 
has occurred before another. These sentences can be linked with clause initial conjunctions 
such as ka l 181)1, as in (368): 
368) (J�?� "'0 2 � c-q<x,[ �E5c-qWL ua0'5 �[ � 
khwn2 k::ml kal laIJ I  swi kaa2 phaa3 kh:)tl mWIJ2 maa2 
also after Sukapha abandon country COME 
J3 oM G 01?� �[ m� 1 u 
si i l  paakl pii2 kun2 mWIJ2 maan2 khaul 
4 1 00 year people country Burma 3Sg 
/J .r1 c-q �[ "'0 [ 
himl au2 kaal mWIJ2 bIJ2 
snatch take GO country Kong 
'Four hundred years after Sukapha left his country, the Burmese took Muang 
Kong. ' 
(Aiton text, History of the Aiton I§ ,  No. (73) � ,  
told by Nang Wimala Thoumoung CD) 
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Moreover, there are the complex sentences in  which one part of the complex is  
dependent on the other. In (369), the dependent or subordinate sentence is  introduced by 
k:Jp4 p.15'because' : 
369) rrocSqE5 d3� Ml-lS C'OV5 
bp4 p;:>5 kin2 kal nTI phan6 
because eat opium poor 
"He becomes poor, because of smoking opium." 
(Banchob 1987:37) 
A particular type of subordinate relationship is  that of condition, in which the 
subordinate clause is introduced by if, which is most often expressed in the Tai languages 
of Assam by S81J l/siiy� or less frequently by pt:k3Ipajk� which we see in (370): 
370. 1 )  �n� (.rqw[,l) 805 �2� J3cS '9 
man2 aal salJ l nai3 pck3 pum2 sip l b3 
he RES!T if  other 10 person 
n3 S05 � d5 � ttcS '9 
au2 mit3 maa2 tii2 maa2 bupl b3 
bring knife come to come beat PRT 
�E5 'm� �2� �2fl d305dS .ri) 
mUl2 nan3 man2 maal naa3 tiki thii I aP 
time that 3Sg pride 
370.2) m� �[ 'c) cYOrJ 
man2 UllJ l pc3 bm3 
3Sg NEG can bow 
Ii � v-q 'i 
haw3 maa2 caa2 kau2 
GIVE come to ISg 
wrong thinking PRT 
(d2� . C) 
man2 pam2 
3Sg ready to fight 
1/ "4 
� 
maa2 
come 
1/ 
'If ten people came, bringing knives, came to beat him, and if in that time he was 
proud and haughty, he could not bow down, he is ready to fight, saying "Let them 
come to fight me !'" 
(Ai ton Story, The twelve questions � ,  Nos ( 1 67)-( 1 68) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
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Example (370) is rather too long to be regarded as a single sentence and when 
preparing the analysis of The Twelve Questions, Nabin Shyam suggested these be written 
as two sentences. However it is treated here as a single sentence because (370. 1 )  is laying 
down the two conditions, namely If ten men came and If he was proud and haughty, and 
the main sentence is found in (370.2). 
37 1 )  
Example (37 1 )  also shows subordinate structures, here marked by JaP 'so' : 
pa5c-r? 03 &l 82� � q6 2d �05 
hat I hatl kai2 kai2 lai3 phraa2 pin2 cau3 p:> l n:>1 khy:>t3 
very angry so Buddha be RESP born PRT preach 
03 p05 03 cY3 1 1  � 
lai3 hat l laP kaj2 
so short temper so angry 
'They were very angry, so Buddha was born (here), and came to preach because of 
this short-temperedness . '  
(Aiton text, Why Buddha was born in this world � ,  No. (9) � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung <D.) 
8. 7.1 Causatives & Purposive constructions 
The verbs au2 'take' and haw3lhafj3 'give' both have secondary functions as the 
formative in causative and purposive constructions. Diller ( 1992:24) reported that au2 i s  
'the main causation formative . . .  The direct object ("causee") may fol low this group, in  
which construction i t  is often "case marked" by the preposition haJj2 ' . These causatives 
can apply to both intransitive verbs, as in (372), as well as to transitive verbs. 
However, as discussed above in 8.3 .3, it appears that the use of haJj2is not related to 
the presence of one of these causation forming verbs. 
In example (372), the causative is necessary because a Buddha image cannot of 
i tself walk;  hence it has to be caused to be gone. The agent is unstated. Prosodically the 
two morphemes au2 paP are spoken as single unit, suggesting that au2 is at least 
approaching cl i tic status. 
372) f; cP1. f; � cJ � 
haaml phraa2 haaml au2 pai2 
carry Buddha carry TAKE go 
'Carry the Buddha image (and cause it to go). ' 
(Aiton text, Explanation of Balipathar Temple I§ ,  No. ( 1 3) � ,  
told by Chaw En Lai CD). 
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In example (373), the "causee" is  in a prepositional phrase, headed by caa� In this 
construction the intransitive verb lap ' 'to be afraid' in combination with au2 becomes 
almost 1exicalised as a transitive verb au2 Jap " to frighten' .  
373) cJ .m6 ooc5 v-q ,� '0(fJl� 
pai2 au2 lap l caa2 mE2 p:>1 haal rii l  
go TAKE afraid to woman businessman 
,� '0(fJl� ooc5 e;B 
mE2 p:> I haa 1 riP lap 1 si i  1 
woman businessman frightened PRT 
/I � 
'They frightened the woman businessman. She was afraid' 
(Aiton Story, Story of the monkey and the fox � , No. (4) � ,  
told by Bidya Thoumoung CD). 
Probably the most lexicalised combination with au2is au2 taaP(TAKE-die) 'to kil l ' .  
In example (374), on the other hand, there is  no  lexicalisation. 
374) ciS o:{�� .m�� � Ii � tN(501V11. .m�� 
phi i l  thurn1 an2 cii3 haw3 maa2 C:>kl khaa1 an2 
spirit forest CLF point GIVE come basket CLF 
08�rn[ �2� .r1 j) a cJ cY1l /I � 
sim2 phraalJ 1 mwn2 au2 haa i 1  daaF pai2 kaa1 
spade 3Sg TAKE disappear lost go GO 
'He pointed out the basket and caused her spade to disappear.' 
(Aiton Story, The story of the forest spirit and the first daughter I§ ,  No ( 1 1 )  � ,  
told by Sa Cham Thoumoung CD) 
In  this work au2 has been glossed as 'TAKE', using upper case letters in any case 
where it is felt  that there is some grammaticalisation of the original meaning. 
The word hau/YhaiiJis also used for causatives, as in (375) 
375) il 
haw3 naaIJ2 nan3 th:>m 1 
GIVE lady that l isten 
'To get her to l isten.' 
(Aiton text, Advice to women !!;: , No. (2.5) � ,  told by Nabin Shyam CD.) 
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The late Aimya Khang (pers. comm. 23/6/1 999) stated that haiP p:J2 meant 'cause 
to, in order to' and gave several examples of its use similar to that in (376). In (376), there 
is some sense of purpose, although hawJ/haiP could be interpreted variously. In this work, 
mindful of the fact that this word retains much of its original ful l  verbal sense, it is glossed 
as 'GIVE' . 
376) .rrJLV6[ <q� oocY5' cq :b. '"q c4[ �v5" qo 
al khit] 1 khal laUI takl la2 hali3 p;)2 thli1J6 man3 pal wai6 
time how much will require GIVE enough reach vi l lage Pawai 
"How long does it take to reach PawoiT 
(Phake sentence elicited from Aithown Che Chakap) 
Sometimes there is no sense of either purpose or causation in its use, but it does 
involve transfer, as in (377): 
377) .A Y3 y){ 8[?1l 00 � :b. p[ .rxa �'".A I I 04 
ha 1 nai4 na1J2 pilJ I na I ne4 lau5 hali3 haIJ2 cau3 rna 1 h;) I 
time this lady Pingya DEF say give to RESP Mahosatha 
'Then Miss Pingya said to Chaw Mahosatha. ' 
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � ,  No. (56) � ,  told by Ee 
Nyan Khet <D) 
In  example (377) it is unclear whether i t  i s  more appropriate to  gloss haiPas 'gi ve' ,  
implying that the meaning of transfer is  sti l l  salient, or  as 'GIVE' , suggesting that 
grammaticalisation has considerably advanced. 
The word haw3JhaijJalso has a meaning of ' let' or 'should' as in (378): 
378. 1 )  .rrJL� .!YJ"6 .fS 00 .ro[ il /JoS 
aal muu2 an5 nii5 ne4 caq l haUl3 het l 
work CLF good this then GIVE do 
'This good work (only) they should do. 
378.2) .rrJL� .!YJ"6 �:: .fS 00 �:: :b. /JoS 
aa1 muu2 an5 mal nii5 ne4 mal haUl3 hetl 
work CLF NEG good this not GIVE do 
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p[ <X(01 naY5 .rnY5 JlY5 � ..1 16' � 
harp l1Jk:4 ::m I an5 khum3 maa2 nai4 khau6 
to children CLF increase COME these 3Pl 
'The growing children should not be allowed to do these wrong deeds. '  
(Khamyang Story, Advice to children � ,  Nos. (30) � and (3 1 )  � ,  
told by Sa Myat Chowlik CD.) 
Example (379) forms a neat quartet. In (379. 1 ), haiP appears in  its ful l  verbal 
meaning of 'gi ve ' ,  but in (379.2) it can be read as either a full verb in a serial verb 
construction or as a causative, or even benefactive construction. Example (379.3) is more 
clearly an applicative construction of cause or purpose. These three are then fol lowed 
immediately by a causative construction with au2in (379.4): 
379. 1 )  m 
ne4 
DEF 
ru Y)[ 
me5 na!)2 
mother lady 
8[?JL II m 
pi!) I na I haii3 m;4 
Pingya give DEF 
m �E5 .A301 'XJL .A301 .n-d � I I 
ne4 S;)3 caik l  pha3 caikl au2 ma2 
DEF cloth tear cloth tear take come 
'Miss Pingya's mother gave some tom cloth (to him). ' 
379.2) � II � 9.'"fJl m 
ma2 hau2 cau3 mal h:ll ne4 
come give RESP Mahosatha DEF 
'She gave them to the Mahosatha to sew. '  
� � 
379.3) 'XJL j) II wu WU II 
pha3 hai4 hau3 yap4 yap4 yap4 
cloth bad give sew sew 
'The bad clothes she gave him to sew. '  
379.4) .r1 �d .r1 � ,"W II 
au2 S:lp l au2 nI2 se6 
take beautiful take good PRT 
'He made them beautiful . '  
Wd ll 
yap4 
sew 
� 
(Phake Story, Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya � ,  Nos. (76)-(79) � ,  
told by Be Nyan Khet CD) 
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No better examples could close the syntax chapter with the clear message that the 
syntactic construction in which a word occurs plays a key part in i ts interpretation. Words 
such as hail3 continue to maintain at least part of their originaJ meaning, no matter how 
grammaticalised they appear to be. I venture to suggest that there wil l  be no occurrences of 
hail3in which the meaning of 'give' ,  or the concept of transfer, is completely bleached. 
9 The Literature of the Tai 
tlf�.�f.�.iO� 
The stories of the Tai are so many 
- Am Saeu Kyo 
The l iterature of the Tai of Assam includes both written and oral texts. Every 
vi l lage temple possesses a large collection of manuscripts, mostly Buddhist texts, although 
these can only be interpreted by a relatively small number of people. Furthermore, many 
individuals possess both religious and non rel igious manuscripts, the l atter including 
histories, astrologies and manuscripts dealing with traditional medicine. 
Manuscripts are regarded with great respect in the Tai community. Those who can 
read and interpret them also make new copies to replace those older copies which wil l ,  in 
t ime, deteriorate and be discarded. Great merit is accrued in the copying of an important 
Buddhist manuscript. The temple libraries often contain multiple copies of a single text, 
because several individuals have copied the manuscript. Manuscripts are presented to 
monks at festivals. Sometimes, manuscripts are presented to honoured guests, and the 
writer has been presented with several manuscripts in this way. 
Despite the importance of the manuscript tradition, much of what we wi l l  term the 
l iterature of the Tai is oral, some being taught by oral tradition, some being innovated by a 
story tel ler or singer, and some being based on manuscripts. 
In order to discuss the place of l iterature, especial ly written l iterature, in the Tai 
community, it wi l l  first be necessary to briefly examine l iteracy in the community. 
9.1 Literacy among the Tai 
Although these communities have possessed writing for many generations, and 
al though there is almost universal l iteracy in Assamese, the language of wider 
communication, many Tai people cannot read the traditional Tai scripts, called t02 JjJ<4 taj2 
in Phake. 
One of the reasons for this is that the script has traditionally been taught by 
Buddhist monks. Tais in Northeast India are Theravada Buddhists and every vi l lage has a 
temple. At the present time, however, there are very few monks, and many vi l lages have 
no resident monk at al l .  Teaching of the script is therefore only sporadic,  and in any case 
usual ly only available to men, because in the Theravada tradition followed in Northeast 
India, only men can fully ordain. There are, however, a number of women who have 
learned the script thoroughly, especially in Namphakey village. 
. 
A second reason for the low levels of l iteracy in the native script is the script itself. 
As pointed out in 7 .5  above, the script does not mark tone, nor does i t  mark all of the 
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vowel contrasts, nor even all of the initial consonants in al l varieties. The script has only 1 8  
consonant symbols, even though Aiton, for example, as noted above in 6.3. 1 ,  clearly has at 
least two consonant phonemes which are not represented in the script, namely fbI (usual ly 
notated as � <m» , and /d/, (usual ly notated as " <n» . 
The problem is considerably greater with the representation of vowels and tones. 
There are three contrastive tones in Aiton and six in Phake, but there is no tone marking at 
all in the writing system. Furthermore, there is considerable underspecification of vowel 
contrasts in the script. For example, there is no contrasti ve marking for front vowels in 
closed syllables, and in Phake there are three contrastive front vowels. This means that in 
Phake a syllable written cf3{ <kir]> may be pronounced as kiI.J,  keI) or keI) on any of six 
different tones, a possible 18 different pronunciations of the same graph. 
This has lead to considerable difficulty in reading the texts, and also to some 
controversy. Consider example ( 1 ), from the Phake Grandfather teaches GrandchiLdren. 
1 )  va v5 i1 '1 uavS" 1 
kham3 nam4 hali3 nU2 kh:m6 
cross water GIVE look snag, log in water 
qvS" cJ fl6vS" .m[ �� "  � 
pan5 pai2 :m2 CtiIJ l noi3 
others go fol low may with, together 
'When crossing the river, take care of the logs in the water. Let others go in front. ' 
(Tai Phake Text, Grandfather teaches Grandchildren � ,  Proverb No. 1 2  � ,  
read by Yehom Buragohain <D) 
In the Phake community there is dispute as to the correct interpretation of the word 
at the end of the first line. There are two possible readings, given in (2), of which the first 
seems to be preferred by most members of the community: 
2 . 1 )  kh:m6 'a snag, a log of wood, a stump or branch of a tree embedded in the 
bottom of a river' 
2.2) kh:m3 'a wooden block, cut from the branch of a tree' .  
(In Shan given as ' a  stick ' ). 
The late Aimya Khang Gohain, who preferred the second reading, explained it as 
fol lows: '� means 'a stick' (kh:m1, not kh:Jn6 'a log in water' One does not know from 
the log in water, how deep the water is. But one can very well ascertain from a stick in the 
hand about the depth of the water' .  
The translation of Tai Phake and Aiton manuscripts thus presents simi lar difficulties 
to those encountered by Terwiel and Ranoo ( 1992) when translating Ahom manuscripts 
(see above 3.3.5). In many of the texts presented in the appendix to this thesis, there are 
alternative possible readings. In order to produce a translation, decisions need to be made 
about which version to adopt. For example, after carefully weighing the avai lable 
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evidence, I preferred the reading of va";; as kh:m6in (2). Other scholars might have made a 
different choice. There is probably no way of knowing which of the several interpretations 
was the one intended by whoever original ly wrote this text. It is even possible that there 
are cases where there was a deliberate ambiguity, with more than one possible 
interpretation, a kind of written pun. 
It has been said of this writing system that for a person to be able to read a Tai text, 
they need to know its meaning beforehand. As Dil ler ( 1 992: 1 9fn) observed, 
'underdifferentiation of tonal and segmental contrasts lead Lik-Tai readers regularly to 
spend time "puzzl ing out texts"' .  The script i s  therefore not much used for more informal 
texts. When it is used, problems can arise. Weidert ( 1 979:322) reported a case of a Khamti 
man requiring two days to decode a letter from his father! 
The late Aimya Khang Gohain (pers. comm 23/6/ 1999) 1 , commented on the need to 
be as clear as possible in writing: 
The word ma5 ( 'NEG')  is used while speaking colloquially, but not used in l iterary 
writing, where � (maul 'NEG')  is used instead of � (mal 'NEG'). Moreover the fifth 
tone is a long tone, while ma5 'not' when spoken before a verb is a short tone. It may 
be written as �:. The use of the long tone sign here would confuse the meaning, e.g. 
�:cY3v5 (mal kin6' )'not eating' ,  �cY3v5 (ma2 kin2' )  'coming to eat', ��v5 (mal n:)06' ) 
'not sleeping' ,  ��v5 (ma2 n:)02) 'coming to sleep' .  However, if one uses �cY3v5 (maul 
kin2' ) 'not eating' ,  ��v5 (maul n:)n2' )  'not sleeping' ,  then there i s  n o  confUSIOn at all ." 
The actual numbers of Tai people who can read the script is  not known, but i t  is 
probably quite a small proportion of the total number of Tai speakers. Boonyong Kettatte 
( 1 998 : 168), writing about Khamti, noted that: 
... young Khamtis can speak their language but can neither read nor write it. Only those 
over 50 years of age can speak, read and write the language. However, Tai Khamti 
words and vocabularies are l imited, so they borrow quite a few words from Hindi, 
Bengali, Assamese and English. 
From my research, it is clear that there are people below the age of 50 who can read 
Tai script quite fluently. In Namphakey vi ll age, for example, most of the older men whom 
I have met are ful ly  l iterate in Tai, and there are several women who have also learned the 
Tai script. There are also at least a small number of people under 35 who can read Tai 
script. 
In the Aiton vil lages, the proportion of people who can read Tai script seems to be 
lower than among the Phake. I have only met one female who is fully conversant with the 
script, Nang Am in Bargaon, who stated that there were only three people in Bargaon who 
could read Tai . 
' 
In Duburoni the number of people who can read the Tai script is somewhat greater, 
and includes several younger men. 
In the Khamyang vil lage of Pawaimukh, there are said to be only two men who are 
l iterate in Tai, the younger of whom, Chaw Cha Seng, was born in 1 928 and the older, Sa 
Myat Chowlik, in 1 920. In addition to these two elderly Khamyangs, the only person in  the 
I The glosses and transcriptions in parentheses are added by me. 
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vil lage who is l iterate in Tai is the resident monk, the venerable Etika Bhikkhu, who is a 
Tai Phake and fluent in both Tai script and Burmese. 
In Pawaimukh, however, the si tuation might be about to change. Due to the decline 
of the language (discussed by Deben Chowlik in The future of the Khamyang language 
� ), the old men of the vi l lage have met and decided that the children of the vi l lage should 
be taught Tai language and writing (see above 2.4.2). 
9.2 Types of Literature 
At least in part because of the difficulty of reading the script, oral literature holds a 
very important place in the community. The l iterature of the Tai will  be briefly discussed 
in terms of three parameters: mode, age and genre. 
There are both written and oral texts, but many of the oral texts are themselves 
partly or ful ly informed by written texts, as shown in Table 9. 1 :  
Table 9.1 :  Modes of Tai Literature 
Mode 
Manuscripts 
Oral retellings of manuscripts 
Literary Oral narrative 
Spontaneous Oral narrative 
Example 
Chaw Mahosatha Manuscript � 
Why the Buddha was born in this World � 
A story of Justice (Pu Noi Ce) � 
A story of Justice (Sam Thun) � 
In Table 9 . 1 ,  a distinction between types of oral text has been drawn. A number of 
the literate members of the Tai community are able to tel l  stories that are clearly drawn 
from manuscripts, although it is possible that these stories were also passed down to them 
by word of mouth. The Aiton text Why the Buddha was born in this World � is one such 
text, which, although presented in spoken style, tel ls a story which ultimately goes back to 
the Pali Canon, translated through several languages eventually into Tai . Whether a 
manuscript containing this information sti l l  exists is not known. Presumably it existed in 
the past. 
Two types of oral narratives are identified in Table 9. 1 ,  arising from the two 
versions of the Story of Justice that were recorded. One of these, by Pu Noi Ce CD, is  told 
in poetic l anguage, with elaborate vocabulary. The other, told by Sam Thun CD is much 
more spontaneous and vernacular in style. 
I regret that during the process of collecting these stories, i t  was not always my 
habit to ask the informants about the provenance of the text that they were presenting. 
Further research on the literary forms of the Tai is certainly necessary. 
The second parameter by which l iterature may be categorised is the age of the text. 
Most of the surviving manuscripts are up to 70 years old. The tradition of hand copying of 
old manuscripts remains, meaning that most of the important manuscripts are present in 
several copies in temple libraries. For example in the Namphakey temple there were five 
copies of the Chaw Mahosatha manuscript when the vi l lage decided that I could take one 
copy to Australia for analysis. The age of the original texts from which these manuscripts 
were copied is often indeterminate, but in some cases it may be up to several hundred 
years. This is suggested by the fact that many of the words which they contain are no 
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longer in common use. Example (3) contains the word o36c36 theu leu, which was not 
known to all my Tai infonnants. 
3)  8M d3 c-A WYJ .IX( 
paiJc4 tIS kaF yan6 CUi 
if  p lace far far long far place 
ci3odjo c3 wd 'Ml il " 
theu2 leu2 lai6 Sapl b4 
very far many sides LINK 
"If i t  i s  in  a very far away place, in any direction," 
(Tai Khamyang Manuscript (D, The book of calling back the Khon � ,  No. 30 � ,  
read by Sa Myat Chowl ik  CD) 
In the process of translating the The book of calling back the Khon, leading Tai 
scholars from the Khamyang, Aiton and Phake communities were consulted. The first of 
these was Sa Myat Chowlik of the Khamyang, who gave the meaning of 036c36 theu leu as 
'a place where men cannot go, where spirits can go but men cannot,' or as 'a place so far 
that you cannot see i t ' .  
However when the translation was checked with Nabin Shyam Phalung, he did not 
know the meaning of 036c36 theu leu. It was only when this was rechecked with several 
Phake scholars, particularly Ai Che Let Hailung, that the meaning and tones for this word 
could be assigned. 
The composition of new literature continues, and four poems were written in 
January 2000 to be read at  the meeting in honour of the writer to express thanks for the 
printing of the Phake Primer (Morey 1 999c). One example of this is the poem by Am Saeu 
Kyo, perfonned by her and several of her female friends on 29th January 2000. Example 
(4) is an extract from that poem. 
4. 1 )  �[ cq[ 13 � �[ .rnY5 'i 
m;}l]2 10l]6 hau2 sau2 kh;}l]s an2 kuml 
country big IPI to stay things eLF to gather 
'Those of us who Ii ve in this big country, gather your things. '  
4.2) f(6 � � A � � 
h06 caii2 com2 hornS horns rna2 turn2 
head heart glad gather come to gather 
'Our hearts are glad as we gather together. ' 
4.3) 
4.4) 
4.5) 
9.2: 
9.[<X[[ 
tiig ' 101)6 
al l 
caii2 
heart 
9� 
kiim2 
strong 
jJ[ o-JLY5 
ha1)3 Hi' nam' 
prepare PRT 
'9..[ '1.-6 00 W fl �[ 9-6 
phUlJ6 kon2 lai6 sam4 hom5 paUlJ2 kUn2 
group person many repeat gather join RECIP 
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'All with strong hearts prepare for this festival , all the people gathered together. ' 
c-Q (3 J:§ �� nacYS' o-JL-nt 
phaii6 pai' caii6 l iim2 auk' ta4 na2 
who don't no forget come out PRT 
'Don' t  forget, come out ! '  
q[ JY)-6 CVJif(Jl �-6 f3 end 04 
kh�IJ5 an2 khe2 khya2 man3 hau2 sau2 
things CLF beautiful vi l lage I PI stay 
'Prepare this beautiful vil lage, where we l ive. ' 
(Tai Phake Song, Song in honour of Stephen Morey � ,  Nos. 1 -5 � ,  
written and sung by Am Saeu Khyo CD) 
The third parameter is that of genre. Some of  the genres are listed below in  Table 
Table 9.2: Genres of Tai Literature 
Genre Example 
Buddhist Manuscripts 
Stories from the l ife of the Buddha 
MangaZa Sutta � 
Chaw Mahosatha � 
Story of the Two Brothers � 
Prayer of Blessings � 
Rice stamping song � 
Moral tales 
Prayers 
Songs 
Histories 
Ritual 
Astrologies 
Medical 
Proverbs 
The treaty between the Aiton and the Turung � 
The book of calling back the Khon � 
Book of avoiding dangers � 
Tai Medical Manual 
Grandfather teaches Grandchildren � 
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9.2.1 Cataloguing the Tai manuscripts 
The Buddhist temple at Namphakey vil lage keeps a very comprehensive catalogue 
of each of the books in the temple l ibrary, and the number of copies of each book that are 
held there. Most of the books in the temple's  l ibrary are Tai translations or interpretations 
of Buddhist holy books, from the Pali canon. The collection also includes some Tai 
translations of Indian classics, such as the Lama Mang, which is a translation of the Indian 
Epic Ramayana. 
Another very important l ibrary of Tai manuscripts is in the Department of 
Historical and Antiquarian Studies, Guwahati. Their collection includes manuscripts from 
all the Tai communities of Assam, including the Ahom. A comprehensive and annotated 
catalogue is being prepared by Yehom Buragohain and Prof. J.N. Phukan. 
Several Assamese publications have listed manuscripts. The most important of 
these is Gogoi ( 1 993). Puspa Gogoi is a keen Ahom revivalist, and has attempted to not 
only list but also catalogue the manuscripts. Table 9.3 is an extract from his catalogue: 
Table 9.3: Extract from Gogoi ( 1 993) 
No. 6 
Deo Buranji 
Owner - Maniram Mahan Baruah, Maniki, S ibsagar 
Subject - Book of creation 
Date - uncertain, fel t  to be very old 
Description - Sachipat size - 10" x 3 ' ;  33 leaves. Each leaf contains five or six l ines, 
language and script in Tai Ahom. The letters on cover page are damaged, covered by 
fumes of ti phai , e.g. fire place 
A l ine - Kan phuk rang mung jen pin 
m� Ul,rfi � 'lit Ii woe; lJo� 
Content - It describes about the creation of the universe 
Notes - The old manuscripts are kept in a box or bamboo tray hung over the fire place. It i s  
one of the traditional method of preservation. The fumes of fire place keep the manuscripts 
wel l ,  drive away the mites and protects from fungus attack. 
Gogoi ( 1 993) included not only Ahom manuscripts, as in Table 9.3, but also 
Khamti manuscripts from Narayanpur on the north bank of the Brahmaputra. 
Nomal Gogoi ( 1 994: 1 02) also l isted the manuscripts held in the l ibrary of the 
temple at Namphakey. 
9.2.2 The relationship between Ahom Texts and the texts of the other Tai groups 
Terwiel made a careful study of an Ahom astrological text, The Rotating Naga and 
i ts Phake counterpart, and, while noting that the two texts are very simi l ar and clearly have 
come from the same source, concluded that: 
It has been demonstrated that, although Ahom and Phakey share certain themes in 
their written traditions, there is  no sign of these having been copied from each other 
during the last two hundred years. The differences in language, script, content and 
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style have been found consistent with the idea that the Ahom and Phakey texts have 
not been in contact for a very long period. (Terwiel 1985) 
Another manuscript found in several Tai communities is the Creation of the World, 
for which Aiton, Phake and Ahom versions are known to exist .  It must be assumed that 
they are all originally from the same source. The Aiton Creation of the world � has been 
partly translated. 
On the other hand, Ahom manuscripts are often quite different from the 
Aiton/KhamyanglPhake texts with simi lar names. It seems, for example, that the Ahom Rik 
Khwan (call ing the Khon) is not the same as the Khamyang Book of calling the Khon � .  
Further investigation of these two texts is needed to establish what they have in common. 
There is in addition a very interesting series of Ahom manuscripts, called Puthi,  
which are actually Buddhist texts. Their provenance and place in the Ahom l iterature is 
unclear, because it i s  generally believed that the Ahom were never Buddhists, unlike all the 
other Southwestern Tai peoples, and that as a consequence the l iterature they left behind is  
entirely pre-Buddhist. Nevertheless there are a number of such manuscripts, one of which 
has been analysed. That this is a Buddhist manuscript is clear from the opening phrase, as 
can be seen in (5): 
5) mL 
nal mo l  
honour 
tal sal 
to him 
�v'bl 
phakl kal wal to l  
t o  one who i s  i l lustrious 
�VlLVtlt\L wLV1N�t4W� '4 
a l  ral haal to l sal (maal) saml pule I (tal) saal thi i l  
to  one who is worthy to a true Buddha 
'Honour to the one who is i l lustrious, worthy, a true Buddha.' 
(Ahom Manuscript, Advice to Women � ,  No. ( 1 )  � )  
This phrase, the namo tassa, i s  a fixed fonn at the beginning of any Buddhist text in 
Pali as wel l  as being written at the beginning of all manuscripts of the Tai Aitons and Tai 
Phakes. Unfortunately the Advice to Women is an incomplete manuscript, but from what 
remains. it is clearly a Buddhist text. 
9.2.3 The difficulties of reading Ahom Texts 
When I first went to Assam in 1 996, i t  was my wish to work on the Tai Ahom 
language, because of an interest in linguistic and cultural revival . It soon became apparent 
that working on Ahom manuscripts was not an easy task, and a great deal of study would 
be necessary before it  would be possible to do it .  
The problems with the Tai script, referred to above in 9 . 1  together with the fact that 
Ahom is no longer spoken as a mother tongue, has rendered the interpretation of Ahom 
manuscripts particularly chal lenging. 
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Terwiel ( 1988:294) advanced three reasons why the reading of Ahom manuscripts 
was so difficult. Firstly, most of the manuscripts were 'copied by people who had, at best, 
only an inadequate knowledge of the script and language. ' If we assume that the scribes 
were already Assamese speakers, we might expect confusion between the letters w, 
historically lsi and �, historically Icl but now pronounced as lsi by Assamese speakers. 
Such confusions would certainly lead to mistakes. 
The second reason advanced by Terwiel is that the script itself was inadequate for 
rendering the l iving language, and therefore, 'a reader who is  unfamiliar with the text must 
read and re-read until he gets an inkl ing, from particular syllable combinations that cannot 
be misunderstood, what the general topic is about. '  
Thirdly, Terwiel strongly believes that only those who are well acquainted with 
'the principles of Tai grammar and who has access to a wide vocabulary can hope to create 
a meaningful translation of an Ahom text . '  It is hoped that this study might assist in this 
process. 
9.2.4 The interpretation of Tai Aiton, Khamyang and Phake texts 
In discussion with the Tai Phake scholars, i t  emerged that, just as Terwiel observed 
above, it is necessary to repeatedly read a manuscript in order to be able to find out its 
meaning. It is not necessary to be taught the meaning of the manuscript by another, 
although it seems that it is necessary at times to seek the advice of knowledgeable older 
persons as to the meaning of particular words and phrases. 
The late Aimya Khang Gohain often invoked the authority of his late father when 
explaining to me why a particular phrase, such as that in ( 1 )  above, had the meaning that 
he ascribed to it. 
For a non-Tai speaker to be able to read these manuscripts is  clearly the study of 
many years. After nearly six years of study of the Tai languages, I certainly make no claim 
to be able to read their manuscripts without significant help from Tai speakers. 
9.2.5 Some examples of literary devices 
It i s  beyond the scope of this work to more than touch briefly on what might be 
considered the poetic or l iterary devices that are regarded as examples of l inguistic beauty 
by the Tai . In example (6) a play on words is used to explain the Pali word adhir.lhiina 
'strong determination' .  The Tai phrase an2 ta l hitl nan] is employed because of i ts 
similarity to the Pali word. 
6) 
kau3 an 1 dik I thaa I 
nine adhitthana 
pal ral miil ani dikl thaan1 
parami strong determination 
an2 tal hit l  nan3 
eLF will  do that 
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'The ninth is  adhitthana parami, which is  to have strong detennination to  work. ' 
(Aiton text, The ten perfections � , No (9) � as told by Pradip Thoumoung CD) 
In Tai poetry, the two main l inguistic devices used are parallelism, in particularly 
al literation and rhyme, and the use of elaborated expressions (see above 8.3 .6). In example 
(7), which is in the khe2 khyiiIJ2style, we see all iteration on Ikh/ in the first line and on 1m! 
and Ipl in the third line. There is also rhyme of tone and coda between the last syll able of 
each line and the fourth syllable of the next l ine. When sung, this poem is sung with a 
break after the fourth syl lable of each line. 
7. 1 )  
7.2) 
7.3) 
if(j01 Yj 0001 ''q 1 '({)if(j[ 
khyaJ<4 nai4 takl ph;, I �j l  khe2 khyaIJ2 
once this Wll..L sing sing khe2 khyiig2style 
'And now I wi l l  sing in the khe1 khyii1J2style. ' 
� �v5 �v5m[ o:a tnt 1 II 
phali6 mlin2 l) in2 phaI]2 th;,ml ta4 �j l  
who 3Sg hear l i sten IMP sing 
'Whoever you are, l isten, oh l isten ! ' 
{ wd" '<lc0 i2 'q 8v5 I 04 
mau5 mI2 yap4 noi l haw3 p;,2 pen2 
NEG have difficult tired GIVE i f  be 
'Don't let any difficulty or tiredness overcome. '  
(Tai Phake Song, Poem in the khe2 khyii1J2 style: How Stephen Morey came to  the 
Tai Phakes � , No ( 1 )-(3) � , read by Ai Che Let Hailung CD )  
Another poetic device i s  elaboration, which involves four, six or eight syllable 
expressions that are at least partially reduplicated and partially rhyming, such as nI2 hum 1 
nI2 com2in (8): 
8) ntc0 ml ntc0 9. 
�i2 n;, l �i2 
EXCL shoot/person EXCL 
n;,l 
shoot EXCL 
n;,l 
shoot 
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c-q 806 -is n -is � 
p02 pen2 nI2 huml nI2 com2 
enough be good glad good glad 
c\3 if(06 c\3 Y:l[ c\3 W c\3 W[ � a3 
lai6 khun6 lai6 naIJ2 lat6 sai6 lai6 saIJ2 phan2 tai2 
many prince many l ady many l ine many caste tribe Tai 
Ml W[ W[ "1 �[ .rqW 1/ � 
kal yat)2 SaIJ3 naw2 m�IJ2 al saml 
go be stay in country Assam 
'Oh people, oh people, oh people ! All men and women, all famil ies and castes of 
the Tai , (may you) be happy, be glad, that he has come to Assam' 
(Tai Phake Song, Song in honour of Stephen Morey � .  No (2) � ,  
composed by Ai Che Let Hailung, Ngi Kheng Chakap and Sam Thun Wingkyen) 
9.3 The Importance of Literature 
The various communities of Tai Aiton, Tai Khamyang and Tai Phake are very keen 
to have their languages studied and their traditions recorded. They are aware that as small 
communities of approximately two to three thousand, their languages are under threat from 
the Assamese language which is spoken by perhaps 20 million. They have already seen the 
Turung and Nora lose their Tai language completely. 
As discussed above in 4.6, the recording and presentation of traditional l iterature 
must be accompanied by a respect for that l iterature as l iterature; and a respect for the fact 
that it is important not just to the community but to the whole of human culture that these 
l iteratures be recorded for their own sake, not just for the l inguistic information we can 
mine from them. 
The reader is enjoined to read some of these texts in English translation; and 
therefore full translations of the whole text have been provided, in addition to the l ine by 
l ine glosses necessary for linguistic analysis. 
9.4 Bringing the Tai languages into the Computer Age: Presenting the 
literature for the benefit of the community 
The production of the computer fonts (see 7.8), has meant that, for the first time, 
printed books in the Tai language have appeared. Five such books were publ ished and 
printed at Triograph Press in Dibrugarh as part of this research project. These are li sted in 
Table 9 .4: 
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Table 9.4: Tai books published as part of this research Project 
Book Title Reference 
c{3cY5"�2�va03 rY�603moa2�) Book for teaching the Tai Morey 1 999a Language - Aiton Primer 
c{3cY5"u16�[03moal� Tai Aiton History Morey 1 999b 
c{3cY5"�vS"va03 rY�603cq'm) 
Book for teaching the Tai Morey 1 999c Language - Phake Primer 
c{3cY5" fiva l� Book of call ing the Khan Morey 2001a  
c{3cY5" C(� 2�C\:m Grandfather teaches Morey 200 1 b  Grandchildren 
In addition, in 200 1 ,  several Tai Phake elders produced The good way a/ Teaching 
(Ngi Kheng Chakap and Ai Che Let Hailung 2001 ). 
The onset of printing wil l  lead to some changes in the way that l iterature is viewed 
in the community; it is to be hoped that the manuscript copying tradition wil l  not be 
devalued, but as the Tai move into the modem age, it is l ikely that fewer people wi l l  take 
the time to hand copy manuscripts in the traditional way. 
Since, as noted in 9 . 1  above, many Tai people who are fluent in the language are 
not necessarily l iterate in the Tai scripts, those books already published have presented the 
texts both in Tai script, and in Tai language using Assamese script. The ideal would be a 
four-way presentation, as in Table 9.5: 
Table 9.5: Ideal for the presentation of Tai texts and translations 
• The text in Tai language and script. 
• The text in Tai language, using the Assamese script (see 7 .9 above). 
• A translation of the text into English. 
• A translation of the text into Assamese. 
This methodology was fol lowed in the production of the Tai Aiton History (Morey 
1 999b). 
9.5 The texts presented in this study 
Over seven hours of text have been analysed and translated, all of which are 
presented as an electronic appendix to this work. In the fol lowing tables, the text number, 
length of the text, name of the infonnant and name of the text are given, together with a 
link to the document containing the analysis of that text. From there l inks to the sound fi les 
wil l  be found. Alternatively, readers can find all of these documents on the CD by opening 
the folder titled Texts. Within that folder there are four folders, one for each of the 
languages for which texts were recorded. 
Phake texts are l i sted in 9 .5 . 1 ,  Aiton texts in 9.5 .2, Khamyang texts in 9.5.3 and 
Turung texts in  9.5.4. 
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9.5.1 Phake 
1 - 1 - 1 - 1  � 
1 - 1 - 1 -2 � 
1 - 1 - 1 -3 � 
1 - 1 - 1 -4 � 
1 - 1 - 1 -5 � 
1 - 1 - 1 -8 � 
1 - 1 -2- 1 � 
1 - 1 -2-2 � 
1 - 1 -2-3 � 
1 - 1 -2-4 � 
1 - 1 -3- 1  � 
1 - 1 -3-2 � 
1 - 1 -3-3 � 
1 - 1 -3-4 � 
1 - 1 -3-6 � 
1 - 1 -3-7 � 
1 - 1 -5 - 1  � 
Histories 
1 -2-2- 1 � 
Prayers 
1 -3- 1 -3 � 
1 -3-2-1 � 
1 -3-2-2 � 
2'00" 
1 '35" 
4'50" 
2' 52" 
3' 14  
l '  1 5" 
1 '09" 
2'40" 
2' 50" 
6'00" 
2'00" 
1 '24" 
1 ' 22" 
1 '22" 
2' 1 9" 
4'42" 
2'30" 
13 '27 
3 '06" 
3 '44" 
2' 23" 
Buddhist Texts 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Aithown Che 
Aithown Che 
Pu Noi Ce 
Yehom Buragohain 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ngi Kheng 
Sam Thun 
Sam Thun 
Sam Thun 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ngi Pe Pang 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Sam Thun 
Nang Pe 
Ai Thaan 
1 -4-3-1  � I T  12" Ee Nyan Khet 
Other Cultural Texts 
1 -6- 1 - 1  � 3'40" 
1 -6- 1 -2 � \ ' 10" 
1 -6- 1 -3 � 1 ' 1 0" 
1 -6- 1 -4 � 2' 
1 -6-2- 1 � 10'47" 
1 -6-2-4 � 1 1 '04" 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Sam Thun 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Sam Thun 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Pingyajyoti Bhikkhu 
The blind man and the man with scabies 
The story of the two brothers 
Chaw Mahosatha meets Nang Pingya 
The Dolphin, the Crow and the Mosquito 
The Stepmother 
A Story of Justice 
Crossing a bridge 
Chaw Mahosatha and the raising of cattle 
The birth and early l ife of Chaw Mahosatha 
Story of the kwn4bird 
The bird with the red bottom 
A Story of Justice 
Story of the dogs dividing up their children 
Story of the new king 
Story of Deception 
Story of the foolish king 
The story of the crow and the cuckoo 
Story of her youth 
Prayer of B lessings 
Blessing 
Prayer of Blessings 
Chaw Mahosatha Manuscript - Chaw Mahosatha 
meets Nang Pingya 
Riddles 
Riddle - what has three heads and ten legs 
Lullaby - the little rooster 
Lakni - the Tai Calendar 
Book for explaining the meaning of words to 
children 
Tai Calendar for the Year 2002-2003 
1 -6-3-2 � 1 5 '0 1"  Yehom Buragohain Grandfather teaches Grandchildren 
& others 
Songs 
1 -7- 1 -3 � 2'58" 
1 -7- 1-9 � 4'49" 
1 -7- 1 - 1O� 5'00" 
1 -7- 1 - 1 1 � 4'03" 
1 -7- 1 - 1 2� 3' 30" 
1 -7-1 - 1 3 �  3'06" 
] -7-2-1 � 1 6'47" 
1 -7-2-2 � 2'26" 
1 -7-2-3 � 2'52" 
1 -7-3-1 � 0'26" 
1 -7-3-2 � 0'45" 
1 -7-3-3 � 0' 1 7" 
1 -7-3-4 � 0'39" 
1 -7-3-5 � 0'42" 
1 -7-3-6 � 0'38" 
1 -7-3-9 � 7'09" 
1 -7-5- 1 � 3'00" 
Informal texts 
1 -9-4-1 � 
Grammatical texts 
1 - 10-2-3 � 3' 18" 
1 - 10-2-7 � - 1  
Speeches 
1 - 1 1 - 1 -6 � 4'04" 
Ai Che Let 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ai Che Let, Ngi 
Kheng & Sam Thun 
Am Saeu Khyo 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ai Che Let 
Ee Kya 
Ee Kya 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ee Nyan Khet 
Ngi Pe Pang 
Peim Thi Gohain 
Ai Che Let 
Ai Che Let 
Ai Chanta 
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Rice Pounding Song 
Rice Pounding Song 
Song in honour of Stephen Morey 
Words of gladness - in honour of Stephen Morey 
Wishing for young ladies 
Mo Kham Pung 
Poem in the khe2 khyal)2style: How Stephen Morey 
came to the Tai Phakes. 
Song of hoisting the B uddhist banner 
Song of teaching the Tai Language 
Our fragrant land 
Importance of Tai traditions 
Song about fruits 
Fish, why are you blind? 
Numerical rhyme 
Australian Visitor 
The Australian researcher - in honour of Stephen 
Morey 
Rice Pounding Song 
Letter 
The Phake Tones 
Names of the vowels 
Speech at Meeting, 29/112000 
---- -- - -- -- - _ . . . .  _ -- - _. _ -- - - - -- - - ----------------
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9.5.2 Aiton 
Stories 
2- 1 - 1 -3 � 14'50" 
2- 1 - 1 -4 � 4'35" 
2- 1 -3- 1 � 0'50" 
2-1 -3-2 � 3'09" 
2- 1 -3-3 � 2' 59" 
2- 1 -3-4 � 3'24" 
2-1 -3-5 � 0' 30" 
2-1-5-5 � 2'21"  
2- 1 -5-6 � 3 '50" 
Histories 
2-2- 1 - 1  � 9'40" 
2-2-2- 1 � 7'28" 
2-2-3- 1 � 5'56" 
2-2-3-2 � 10' 37" 
2-2-4- 1 � 12 '26" 
2-2-4-2 � 2' 15" 
2-2-4-3 � 8 '2 1"  
2-2-4-4 � 8'52" 
Prayers 
2-3-1 - 1  � 1 ' 39" 
2-3- 1 -3 � 0'25" 
Buddhist Texts 
2-4- 1 -4 � 5 '53" 
2-4-2-2 � 18 '25" 
2-4-3-1  � l' 1 3" 
2-4-3-2 � 3 '35" 
Ritual Texts 
2-5- 1 -9 � 3' 
2-5-2-2 � 7'36" 
2-5-2-4 � 20' 53" 
Sa Cham 
Sa Cham 
Chaw En Lai 
Ong Cham 
Nabin Shyam 
Bidya Thoumoung 
Bidya Thoumoung 
Mohendra Shyam 
Mohendra Shyam 
Nang Wi mala 
Nabin Shyam 
Ong Thun 
Sa Cham 
Nabin Shyam 
Nabin Shyam 
Nabin Shyam 
Nabin Shyam 
Nang Am 
Ven. Si Vicikta 
Ai Mya 
Nabin Shyam 
Sa Cham 
Sa Cham 
Silava 
Nabin Shyam 
Sui Khong 
The Twelve Questions 
Story of the forest spirit and the first daughter 
How the Aitons and the Khamtis quarrelled 
Story of the crow and the fox 
Story of the old woman 
Story of the monkey and the fox 
Story of the boy who wouldn' t  go to school 
Story of the forest spirits and the opium pipes 
The boy and the white jujube fruit 
History of the Aiton 
Words in Praise of Khau Khau Mau Lung 
Story of Barhula 
History of the Tai 
Treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs 
Treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs -coda 
Book of history (from) the time of the ancestor 
Chaw Tai Lung up until Sukapha 
Creation of the world 
Prayer 
Prayer (partial translation) 
Satipatthana 
Advice to Women (Buddhist MS in Ahom script) 
Why Buddha was born in this world 
On Buddhism 
B utterfl y Dance 
Explanation of Hong Khan ceremony. 
Manuscript of the Tai Calendar for the Year 
200112002 (Sakkarit) 
Other Cultural Texts 
2-6- 1 - 1  � 0'49" 
2-6-3-3 � 0' 33" 
2-6-4- 1 � 
2-6-4-2 � 
2-6-4-3 � 
2-6-5- 1  � 1 ' 35" 
Songs 
2-7- 1 -4 � 2'00" 
2-7- 1 -6 � 3' 1 8" 
2-7- 1 -9 � 2'00" 
2-7- 1 -1 5 �  4'30" 
2-7-3-1 � -0'30" 
2-7-3-2 � \ '08" 
2-7-3-4 � 0'43" 
2-7-3-5 � l '  12" 
2-7-3-6 � 0'49" 
Explanations 
2-8- 1 -6 � 6'50" 
2-8- 1 -8 � 2'00" 
Informal 
2-9-2- 1 � T i l" 
2-9-2-5 � 2' 1 7" 
2-9-4- 1 � 
2-9-4-2 � 
2-9-4-3 � 
2-9-4-4 � 
9.5.3 Khamyang 
Stories 
3- 1 - 1 -3 � 8'38" 
3-\ -2-3 � 1 '37" 
3-1 -3-2 � 3'40" 
3- 1 -3-3 � 5 '4 1"  
Histories 
3-2- 1 - 1  � 7'32" 
Nang Am 
Nabin Shyam 
Pradip Thoumoung 
Pradip Thoumoung 
Pradip Thoumoung 
Nang Am 
Cham Mya 
Ruhila & others 
Pradip 
Ong Cham 
Ai Hom 
Nabin 
Bidya 
Bidya 
Bidya 
Sui Khong 
Chaw En Lai 
Nabin Shyam 
Nabin Shyam 
Nabin Shyam 
Nabin Shyam 
Nabin Shyam 
Ngi Khang In 
Sa Myat Chowlik 
Deben Chowlik 
Sa Myat Chowlik 
Sa Myat Chowlik 
Sa Myat Chowlik 
Lullaby 
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Numerical Rhyme 
Aiton Unlucky Days 
Omens for building a new house 
The Ten Perfections 
Various Cultural Items 
Love Song 
Song of the Aiton vil lage 
Sangkyen Song 
Love Song 
Dhonsiri River 
Blowing Wind 
Love Song - Sangkyen 
Love Song - Our eyes wil l  meet on the road 
Love Song - Oh Golden Girl 
Explanation of Spirit House 
Explanation of Balipathar Temple 
Conversation with Nabin Shyam 
Conversation with Nabin Shyam 
Letter from Nabin Shyam 
Sample Letter 
Letter from Nabin Shyam 
Letter 
Of children and kings 
The Hunter's Parrot 
Advice to Children 
The Bird and the King 
The second world war and its aftermath 
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Prayers 
3-3- 1 -2 � 3 '29" Cha w Cha Seng 
Buddhist Texts 
3-4- 1 -3 � 8'00" Sa Myat Chowlik 
3-4-2-1 � 3�'' Sa Myat Chowlik 
Ritual 
3-5- 1 - 1  � 14'29" Sa Myat Chowlik 
Other cultural texts 
. 3-6-2-1 � 3 '37" Deben Chowlik 
3-6-2-5 � 2'00+ Sa Myat Chowlik 
Grammatical texts 
3-10-2-6 � 7' 1 2" Deben Chowlik 
3-10-2-7 � 1 '00" Deben Chowlik 
9.5.4 Turung 
Stories 
7-1-2- 1 � 1 '58" 
7- 1 -2-2 � 1 ' 37" 
Bong Jap 
Bong Jap 
Parinibbana 
Mangala Sutta 
Some words about religion (partial ly translated) 
Book of calling back the khan 
The Future of the Khamyang language 
The book of avoiding dangers 
Khamyang Sentences 
Khamyang Sentences 
The old couple without any food (in Turung) 
The old couple without any food (in Tai) 
1 0 Lexicography 
Two lexicons are presented as part of this study, the Tai Aiton Dictionary � (see 
1 0. 1 )  and Tai Phake Dictionary � (see 10.2). 
10.1 Tai Aiton Dictionary 
10.1.1  The word list of Bidya Thoumoung 
In November 1999, Bidya Thoumoung, Nang Wi Thoumoung and Pradip 
Thoumoung were interviewed with regard to the production of a Tai Aiton word l ist. The 
first task was to identify the number of tones in use in the Aiton vi l lages. After some 
discussion, it was agreed that there were probably five tones, although it appears that only 
three of these are contrastive (see above 6.3.4. 1 .3). 
Bidya Thoumoung then commenced the task of l isting as many Aiton words as 
possible. He wrote down each possible orthographic syllable in Aiton script, and then 
wrote down each possible meaning in Assamese for any possible pronunciation of that 
syllable. After discussion with him, I then added the phonemic transcription and English 
glosses. In almost all cases he l i sted monosyllabic words first and only added polysyllabic 
words with some difficulty. 
Table 10. 1  gives the ful l  l ist of meanings and pronunciations which Bidya 
Thoumoung identified for the graph m[ (kalJ): 
Table 10. 1 :  Words with the written form m[ according to Bidya Thoumoung 
Aiton Assamese Phonemic Gloss 
m[ i\5R· [kaarp] chin 
m[ � [kaalJ3] wide 
m[ � �  [kaaIJ '] a bow 
m[ � �  [kaaIJ2] deer 
m[ �cnf5l � [kaIJ3] to be stuck in the throat 
m[ '>iFcf vnm  [kaIJ2] to spread (over) water 
m[ Nor [kaaIJ3] fishbone 
m[,ll. 9f� [kaaIJ2 naa2] paddy field 
m[<f1l t�t2it [kaaIJ3 khaa3] a type of frog that l i ves inside the 
house 
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m(v) � [kaalJ2 kham2] night 
m(U". � � [kaaIJ2 nawl] morning 
m(o£ fiR [kaalJ2 wan2] daytime 
m(2; � �  [kaaIJ2 nam3] in the middle of the water 
Altogether 1 924 words were collected, and recorded on tape. There are without 
doubt thousands of other words which have not been included. Examples of word types 
which are certainly under-represented include polysyllabic words, proper names, names of 
animals and plants, taboo words and specialised vocabul ary such as rel igious or 
astrological terms. 
10.1.2 Other sources of lexicographical information on Aiton 
There are two main sources for additional lexicographical information on Aiton. 
The first is the Aiton-English-Thai Dictionary � (Banchob ms). In the future, the entire 
contents of this should be entered into the computer data base (see below 1 0.3). 
The second source is  the l i terature of the Aiton. The study of Aiton l iterature, 
whether Oral or written, wi l l  gradually  reveal a l arge proportion of the words which were 
not l isted by Bidya Thoumoung. As each text is analysed, any word which does not appear 
in Bidya's  list is noted with its Phake cognate (Banchob 1987) or i ts Shan cognate (Sao 
Tern Moeng 1 995) if there is one. 
Table 10.2 l i sts the words in the first few l ines of Treaty between the Aitons and the 
Turungs � which were not in Bidya Thoumoung's  l ist. 
T bl 1 0 2 S a e . .  ampJe 0 f r t f IS 0 d wor s no t f d '  B 'd Th oun III 1 1ya , r oumoung s 1 St 
Aiton script possible Phake English Shan Reference 
phonemic 
transcription 
�E5 khw2 kha2 lineage �8: 'creeper, race, 1 
l ineage' 
0((8:(( tul rwi / tal Turung 2 
rUl)2 
J3[ SEIJ I saiIJ6 make an 2 
appointment, a 
promise 
ji�(J.) hUl)3 mut3 Hung Mut, 3 
name of a year 
000153 lakl nii3 year 3 
w(ctt.tn saalJ l pUl) l Lakni Board o.:)it,YC'C\j(t 'a Note to 
J�OOM� an2 lakl ni i3 spelling book No 3 
.rf£w?� il)l san l il) l  sanl earthquake 
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.rfJ8,:x>9&, 'quake, 5 
as the earth, 
earthquake' 
The ful l  l ist of Aiton words not found in Bidya Thoumoung's l i st but occurring in 
the texts, is presented in Additional Aiton words.doc � .  
In future, i t  i s  hoped to use the information in these texts to make a dictionary of 
Tai Aiton, which not only defines the meanings of words, but also exemplifies these words 
with reference to Aiton l iterature. Example ( 1 )  shows how a dictionary entry for the word 
�[w?� i1) 1 san I 'earthquake' ,  might appear: 
1 )  
�[tJ\.n� [ iIJ '  san '] an earthquake 
�6m�.rf3[cJl..n�C\tM1 (01. cq,�805m�,1t mw2 nan3 il) l  sanl JUl) 1 kaal p:)2 thun3 petl wan2 
naml naal (There was an earthquake lasting up to 8 days.) [Treaty 5.]  
In ( 1 ), the abbreviation [Treaty 5] refers to the source, Treaty between the Aiton 
and the Turung � ,  and the sentence number. 
10.1.3 Current state of the Tai Aiton Dictionary 
The entire list elicited from Bidya Thoumoung has been entered into the data base 
(see 1 0.3 below). The flexibi l i ty of the data base a]Jows for any number of fields to be 
printed in any order. The Tai Aiton Dictionary � included in this study presents five of 
these fields: 
Head word in Aiton script 
Head word in Phonemic script 
Transcription into Assamese Script 
Gloss in Engli sh 
Gloss in Assamese. 
This is exemplified in Table 1 0.3: 
Table 10.3: Sample from the Tai Aiton Dictionary � 
mm1 kaak I khau3 � �{3 type of rice � 
mm kakJ � to keep one portion \5t'51 � 
m[ kal)2 � to spread (over) water '5'ffcf � 
m[ kal)3 / kal)s � to be stuck in the throat fi¥f.tc:f cnf5t � 
In addition, an English-Aiton word finder � has been derived from the data base. 
This is exemplified in Table 1 0.4: 
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Table 10.4: Sample from Engl ish-Aiton word finder, in the Tai Aiton Dictionary � 
keep MCYf " kak3 � to keep one portion 
i3 " wai3 � to put, to keep 
qt5 " 01 � to keep carefully 
q '.1  um2 � to hold in the mouth 
One of the fields in the data base is headed <english_heads>. Every word which 
has 'to keep' entered in this field has been l isted under the heading keep, together with its 
phonetic transcription and gloss. 
In time i t  is hoped to add more information about word c lass, etymology and other 
lexicographical information. 
A small section of the Aiton dictionary has been l inked to sound files � ,  with 
Bidya Thoumoung pronouncing each word in Assarnese and then in Tai Aiton. 
10.2 Tai Phake Dictionary 
Since Banchob ( 1987) has already produced the very substantial Phake-English­
Thai Dictionary, it has not been necessary to collect a word l ist to form the basis of a 
lexicon as was the case with the Aiton. 
Banchob' s  excellent work suffers from two major disadvantages: its very l arge bulk 
makes copying and use difficult, and the l ack of Tai script makes it very difficult for most 
Phakes to understand it . 
Therefore the Phake-English-Thai Dictionary has been entered into a data base 
(see 1 0.3), with the orthographic form of each word as the head entry. Using the various 
fonts devised as part of this project, it has been possible to produce a version of Banchob's 
dictionary with the head word, phonemic realisation, and English translation as given by 
Banchob. 
Banchob ( 1987:8) limited her lexicographical work to the collection of 'words for 
daily  use ' .  She hoped to collect l i terary words l ater, but was unable to do so. 
As with Aiton, words identified in Phake texts but not found in Banchob' s  
dictionary have been l isted, and wil l  be added to the data base over time. As  with the Aiton 
dictionary, it is hoped that eventually  a comprehensive dictionary with examples from the 
l iterature can be published. A full l ist of Phake words not found in Banchob ( 1987), but 
which have been found in the texts, have been gathered as Additional Phake words.doc � .  
This l ist wi l l  fOlm the basis of additions to the Phake Dictionary. 
10.2.1 Current State of the Tai Phake Dictionary 
The present Tai Phake dictionary Igj contains all the head words l isted in Banchob 
( 1987) and a considerable number of compound words from her l i st. Four fields have been 
presented: 
Head word in  Phake script 
A head and sense number 
Head word in Phonemic script 
Gloss in English 
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As with the Aiton Dictionary, an English-Phake word finder � has also been 
deri ved from the data base. 
10.3 The computer data base 
10.3.1 Design of the data base 
With the assistance and advice of Doug Cooper, Centre for Research in 
Computational Linguistics, Bangkok, I have set up a data base in a modified XML format. 
This format is maximally flexible and can easily be converted to a format which is able to 
be entered into the SIL shoebox programme or simi lar lexicographical software. It i s  
somewhat more flexible than any lexicographical software currently available, in  particular 
allowing for the free use of as many fonts as required within any particular field. 
A single data base is being used for both the Aiton and the Phake dictionary. 
The data base has been designed to inc lude: 
i )  a head word in the Tai script 
i i )  the native orthography for each of the varieties, with an al lowance for 
orthographic alternati ves 
i i i) the word in a phonemic representation in each of the target varieties 
i v) definitions in English, Standard Thai and Assamese 
v) example phrases or sentences to i l lustrate the word. 
vi) a l ink with the computer data-base of the Thai English Dictionary of Haas 
( 1964), which has been prepared by Doug Cooper, Centre for Research in  
Computational Linguistics, Bangkok. 
The three target languages for translation are Assamese, English and Thai. 
Assamese i s  included because it is the principal language of wider communication in  
Assam state, and is  also the most direct threat to the long-term survival of  these languages. 
English was chosen because it is a language of wider communication in India, as well as an 
international l anguage of scholarship, and the native l anguage of the writer. Thai is  
included both because Banchob ( 1987) gave translations into Thai, and also because Thai 
is a widely spoken national l anguage closely related to the Tai languages of Assam. 
Further fields can easily  be added to this data base, and in the future it could 
incorporate fields such as: 
<proto_southwesternTai_cognate> 
<proto_ Tai30gnate> 
<proto_ Tai -Kadai_cognate> 
Table 10.5 is a sample entry from the data base: 
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Table 10.5: Sample from the Tai dictionary data base 
<number>3 
<phake_number> 1 , 1  
<lex term="kkq" head="1 " sense="1 "  level="head"/> 
<phake>mcr5 
<ahom>Yl1 
<aiton>mcr5 
<aiton_number> 1 , 1  
<aiton_ipa> kak3 
<aiton_assamese_script> i� 
<aiton_english>to keep one portion 
<aiton_assamese>\3f'51 <AT 
<phake_ipa>ka}(4 
<khamyang_ipa>k 
<english_gloss>keep 
<phake_english_banchob>to keep one portion 
<english_heads>to keep 
<phake_assamese_aimya>\3f'5'f � �� 
<assamese_heads>�:1jf/\3f'5'f <roman {CHK}> 
<thaLcognate> ... 
<thai heads>LnlJ ;L1 - , Ii-' t d 
dhai_banchob> LLlJ ,U nlJ" rl'U,J 1"�1U" VtU..1 
<haas def> 
<ex_banchob_tai>mcY5 ... o ... .rq...� ... ttyS' 
<ex_banchob_phake_ipa>kii}(4 wai4 ca5 cau3 mon2 
<ex_banchob_english_banchob>to keep one portion (of food) for a monk 
<ex_banchob_assam�se>' ... 
<ex banchob thai>LLlJ..1JnlJ"rl'U,J 1Jill-riitfl11 £.U�ojd:: 
In this sample entry, in the field of <assamese_heads>, the symbol <roman > 
indicates that the words within the angle brackets should be printed in Roman script. The 
symbol { CHK } in curly brackets indicates that this entry should be checked. None of these 
brackets nor any of the information contained in them would appear in any final version of 
the dictionary. 
1 1  Postscript: presenting this 
work in an electronic format 
When I commenced my postgraduate studies on the Tai languages, the studies that 
led to this work, I had no idea that it would end up being presented in two formats, as both 
a printed book and in electronic format. I had no conception that it would be possible to do 
what has been done here. This short chapter presents and discusses some of the issues 
involved in presenting the work in this way. 
This chapter wi l l  date much more quickly than the rest of the work. Within a very 
short time some of the innovations discussed here may be normal practice in linguistics 
theses and barely worthy of comment. Future readers wil l  no doubt be amused by some of 
the blind allies that I have fol lowed. Nevertheless in 2004 it  is important to discuss the 
challenges, problems and successes of presenting this work in an electronic format. 
11.1 Creating and working with non-standard fonts 
Right from the beginning, the study of the Tai languages of Assam presented some 
electronic challenges. As mentioned above in l . 1 ,  the first step that I took was the 
production of the fonts for the Tai scripts (see 7 .8  above). In retrospect this was a very 
important step, one which has to some extent influenced everything that has fol lowed. 
Since the fonts were created before I recorded any examples of spoken text, the Tai script 
became an integral tool in the analysis of these languages. Even before the phonological 
analysis was complete, data collection could be undertaken and translation could begin.  
The process of creating a font involved not only making the right shapes, but 
deciding on a keyboard layout. When I started, I was using the Thai version of Windows. 
In that operating system, there is a switch key between the lower ASCn characters (the 
keys shown on the keyboard), and the upper ASCn, or hidden keyboard, where various 
diacritic forms l ike <a.> are to be found. At that time, in Thai Windows, the Thai characters 
were all placed on the upper ASCn keyboard. 
When operated, this switch key would give the character <E.> when the letter <s.> 
was typed. This is the place on a Thai keyboard where the letter VI Ihl is found. The first 
draft of the fonts used the Thai keyboard for the cognate characters in the Tai scripts of 
India, so that p h was found on the character <E.>. 
The first story col lected in January 1998 was How the Aitons and the Khamtis 
quarrelled, which Chaw En Lai Phalung told me during a long walk on the day of a bandh. 
In the evening I entered the story into the computer, using the Thai based keyboard 
described above. 
Later it became clear that it would be better to place the Tai characters in place of 
the Roman characters in the lower ASCn keyboard, and this is what has now been done, as 
can be seen in the various documents explaining the fonts, (see Table 7.28 in 7 .8  above). 
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However this required going back and retyping those stories which had been entered using 
the first drafts of the fonts. 
Together with the fonts themselves, explanatory documents have been produced. 
These briefly describe how I went about making each font, and l ist al l the characters 
included in the font, together with the keystrokes required to access those characters. For 
example, phake.doc CD l ists all of the detai ls of the Phake font. 
Non-standard fonts such as those used in this work do cause problems, at least for 
older versions of the computer operating systems currently avai lable. For example, several 
of the fonts used in this work wil l  not work properly in Windows 95, but wi l l  work in 
Windows 98. Several of the fonts wil l  not work properly in Word 98 but wi l l  work in 
Word 2000. 
The fonts used in the earlier versions of Windows with which I began this work 
were 8 bit fonts, meaning that they had 28_1 or 255 characters. More recently, 1 6  bit fonts 
have been devised, having 2 16_1 or 1 6,383 characters. With that number of spaces, it is 
believed that all the writing systems of the world can be accommodated, and the Unicode 
consortium was set up to arrange this. Already today Unicode fonts are becoming standard 
and have many alphabets. A commonly available Unicode font in 2002 is Arial Unicode 
MSI which has all the characters for national writing systems (and those of the states of 
India), except for Burmese and Cambodian. 
It is envisaged by the proponents of Unicode, that i t  wi l l  have a place for all of the 
writing systems in use in the world. We might hope that a place wil l  be found there for the 
Tai scripts of Assam and when it is, the non-standard fonts produced for this work may 
become obsolete. However the non-standard fonts used here are necessary to present this 
work in  2004, and i t  would be surprising if the Tai scripts of Assam were present in 
Unicode fonts before the year 2010.  Even then, Unicode is never l ikely to cover al l  of the 
possible fonts that we might want to use in a work l ike this .  Even if it does eventually 
include characters that wi l l  al low us to reproduce Dr. Banchob's  orthography for Phake, 
which is the basis of all the orthographies used in this work, it is unlikely that Unicode wi l l  
ever have a place for the orthography devised by Weidert for Khamti (see 3.2. 14. 1 ). 
Despite the best intentions of the designers of Unicode, non-standard fonts may continue to 
be necessary. 
As mentioned above, the fonts were created using Fontographer 3. 1 .  This was done 
on a 486 computer running on Windows 3 . 1 .  When the fonts were created in this way, they 
could be searched in Word using the keyboard with which they are entered. For example, 
the Tai word m[, which is typed with the letters <kgq> could be searched by looking for 
the string <kgq>. 
When attempting to make the font on a computer more recent than Windows 3 . 1 ,  
when the font was made, i t  automatically recognised that these were not Roman characters 
and made them unsearchable. This is because versions of windows later than 3. 1 a l low for 
much larger fonts. When I made one such alteration to the font on a Windows 98 computer 
and then used that font to save a version of the text of the Kamathalla, save it on my 
1 Should the reader not know about Unicode fonts, but wish to explore them, I suggest that you 
open a document and select Arial Unicode MS. Then select Insert Symbol (if you are a PC user) 
and then scroll down the fonts and explore the thousands of characters and dozens of writing 
systems present there. 
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Windows XP computer, all the Tai characters were converted to squares, as can be seen in  
the defective version of that text � .  
1 1.2 Presenting the sound files 
It seems self-evident that a work on language wil l  be greatly enriched by having 
access not only to the transcription and translation of language examples, but also by the 
opportunity to listen to those language examples. 
Several issues wil l  be canvassed here. The recording of the texts is discussed in 
1 1 .2. 1 and the transfer of those recordings into digital format is discussed in 1 1 .2 .2.  The 
l inking of these sound fi les to the format i n  which this work is written is discussed in 
1 1 .2.3. 
11.2.1 Recording the texts 
The first texts collected for this study were recorded in 1 998 on a poor quality tape 
recorder (Sanyo Mini Cassette Recorder M I 0 1 2A). These are l isted, with their dates of 
col lection, in Table 1 1 . 1 :  
Table 1 1. 1 :  Stories recorded in 1998 
Stor� name informant cornrnunit� text number date of collection 
How the Aitons and the 
Chaw En Lai Aiton 2- 1 -3 - 1  � 9/1/1998 
Khamtis quarrelled 
Story of the crow and the 
Ong Cham Aiton 2- 1 -3-2 I� 1 0/1/ 1998 
fox 
Story of the old woman Nabin Shyam Aiton 2- 1 -3-3 � 20/1/1998 
The bird with the red bottom Ngi Kheng Chakap Phake 1 - 1 -3- 1 � 1 5/1/ 1998 
Advice to children Sa Myat Chowlik Khamyang 3- 1 -3-2 � 1 3/1/1998 
Each one of these texts has been used in the work and several sentences from each 
are used to exempl ify different grammatical features. The poor quality of the recordings 
wi ll be immediately obvious to the listener, and some may question their use. In part they 
are used here because they contain examples of grammatical forms not otherwise recorded, 
but in part they are here to make a point about recording. Any recording i s  better than 
none, and these recordings were the best that I could make at the time. Only since 1 998 has 
i t  been possible to purchase higher quality equipment to produce better recordings. 
Four different machines have been used for recording. First of all there was the 
Sanyo Mini Cassette Recorder M l O 1 2A whose poor quality was referred to earlier. Most 
cassette recordings were made on an Aiwa V-Sensor TP-VS520. Mindisc recordings were 
made on a Sony MZ-R90, and video recordings were made on a Sony Digital Handycam 
TRV l lOE Camcorder. 
At the time of writing this, DAT recording i s  considered by some to be the best 
quality recording avai lable for this type of work. The various constraints imposed on 
working in a location l ike Northeast India have prevented me from using this technology. 
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None of the video recordings are presented in this work, although sound files 
( .wav) from several of these video recordings are included. Presenting video texts would 
indeed have enriched this work, and I venture to suggest that in future documentations of 
languages that include sound as this one has done, wi l l  also include video. 
11.2.2 Digitising the texts 
Altogether around 60 hours of text was recorded. Only a portion of this could be 
analysed for this work, but aU of the texts which are analysed and presented here have been 
digitised. The texts were recorded onto computer as .wav files, using the SIL Speech 
Analyzer 1 .5 .  
In  total, the various .wav files took up more than 2 gigabytes of computer space, 
and would take up three CDs. Therefore, for presentation in this work, most of the sound 
files have been converted to .mp3 format, taking up only 300 megabytes. It is therefore 
possible to include alI of the sound files for this work on a single CD. All the sound fi les 
l inked from Chapter 6, Phonology, are wave fi les. This wi l I  allow future researchers to 
undertake their own acoustic analysis on these examples. 
The Speech Analyzer programme shows wave forms and can produce spectrograms 
and pitch analyses, some of which were captured as bitmaps l inked to sections of Chapter 6 
(see for example Table 6.7 in 6. 1 .2). 
At the time of writing, both the .wav fi les recorded using Speech Analyser and the 
original recordings are archived in my personal collection. 
11.2.3 Linking the texts to the work 
As it  became gradually clear to me that i t  would be possible to present this work in 
electronic format, I was faced with the question of what format that should be. Several 
people advised me to consider producing a web-page. 
Early discussions on this issue with my supervisor, Dr Heather Bowe, revolved 
around what kind of web-page program might be purchased and how to go about learning 
to do it. A very small experimental website was created which demonstrated some of the 
difficulties that would be faced. 
The normal format for websites is .html, but .html files cannot support tabulations 
and non-standard fonts. To change all the tabulations to table format would be possible, 
although it would have been very time consuming. 
To overcome the problem of the use of non-standard fonts, it was suggested that the 
entire work could be converted to .pdf format. This format is now very commonly used for 
the distribution of documents around the internet, but it is quite inflexible compared with 
the Word format used in this work. The problem with .pdf fi les is  that they cannot be as 
easily searched or manipulated. Furthermore they do not appear as clearly on the screen as 
this Word document does. 
Some researchers reacted with concern when I suggested that I wanted to make my 
data available in Word document format, which would allow the reader to have an 
electronic copy of the entire work and manipulate it. r see this as a huge advantage, and 
welcome any scholar who wants to use the data contained herein to advance the study of 
these languages. 
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During one stopover in Bangkok, I sought the advice of Doug Cooper, of the 
Centre for Research in Computational Linguistics. He suggested that to meet my 
requirements, I should use the Word format in which the entire work has been written. 
The most recent versions of the Word program allow for the insertion of 
hyperlinks. Those hyperlinks can link to any document in any format. They can link to any 
part of a Word document if that part is bookmarked. 
Therefore the links created here could all be set up without any special ski l ls  having 
to be acquired. Furthermore, all the software necessary to read any part of the work is now 
widely available. A draft of the electronic version of this work has even been read in 
Assam. 
The only outstanding problem was how to l ink to a single sentence within an sound 
file. Nearly every one of the over 500 language examples in the work is l inked to a sound 
file, and most of those are single sentences from a text. The most flexible way would be to 
effectively bookmark the sound fi le for a particular text, asking the hyperlink to go to a 
particular point in the sound fi le and play a particular length of text. 
Programs do exist which wil l  al low this, at least for .wav fi les, but a direct l ink out 
of the word file was not possible. Consequently, it was necessary to go back to the Speech 
Analyzer program each time I wanted to include a sentence in the text. The .wav fi le for 
that text would be opened, the particular sentence found and then cut and pasted into a new 
fi le which was named according to the number of that sentence in the analysis of the 
particular text. Although this was time consuming, it turned out to be an excellent way of 
re-checking those sentences. 
As mentioned earlier, this work was commenced on a PC computer, with Windows 
3 . 1  and Word 6. Over the years that i t  was written, the computers on which it was written 
were gradual ly updated. 
Windows format now allows for file and folder names of considerable length and 
the only restriction appears to be that a dot or fuJI stop cannot be used in the file name. 
Hence fi les were named using spaces and hyphens as Reading the electronic version of this 
work. doc or J-J-J-J .doc. I did not immediately realise what the implication of this was. 
Macintosh computers running OS9 or earlier cannot read such fi les and automatical ly 
insert the symbol %20 when attempting to do so. This of course means that a 'classic' 
Macintosh computer cannot read the l inks, since all the texts have fi le names with hyphens. 
Fortunately, users of Mac OSX (preferably version 1 0.3 or higher) should be able to access 
all of the fi les successfully, so this old problem seems to have been solved. 
One of the issues which I faced in producing this work was deciding where to store 
all of the fi les. In total there are over 1 ,000 files and over 100 folders on the CD. In 
hindsight it might have been better to organise and name them differently. For example, 
when I started all of the sound fi les were wave (.wav) fi les. Accordingly, the directory in 
which they were placed was named wave files. In the final version of this work, most of the 
sound fi les are not wave fi les but .mp3 fi les. It might have been better to call the directory 
sound files, but to make such a change would require all of the l inks being redone. Simi lar 
issues arise with the naming of bookmarks within fi les. 
. 
The first draft of the electronic version of this work was presented as an "electronic 
appendix" to my PhD thesis. It is estimated that putting in all of the l inks probably added 
between three and five days to the process of preparing that thesis. 
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11 .3 The role of the researcher in the electronic age 
In the past, when writing such a work, the researcher would assemble al l the 
relevant examples and build up a case for the analysis. Usual ly, several short texts were 
analysed and presented in  an appendix, and sometimes readers were even told where the 
original audio recordings were kept to allow them to hear the original data for themselves. 
In general ,  however, the reader had no choice but to accept the data as the researcher 
presented it .  
In this work, the role of the researcher is  quite different. I have presented my 
analysis of these languages, just as researchers in the past have done. In addition, I have 
given the reader the opportunity to go back to the data and check any claim that I have 
made. 
Since becoming aware that a work could be presented in electronic format, it has 
been my primary aim to make it as easy as possible for the reader to check the claims I 
make. That is why sentence examples are l inked in  the way they are. The reader may wish 
to know what !dnd of text the sentence comes from. They may wish to see the context from 
which an utterance comes, and I would expect this to be a very valuable tool for those 
l anguages in which context is so important. Some readers wi l l  want to hear at least some of 
the sentences and some readers wi l l  want to make use of the data in ways that I have not 
foreseen. 
By providing a rich data set, l inked to a comprehensive analysis of the Tai 
l anguages, it i s  hoped that the readers wi l l  be able to get al l  the information about the 
languages that they want, and further to be able to check the data and see things that I have 
not been able to see. 
11.4 Archiving the data 
Although it is a primary aim of this work to provide documentation of the Tai 
languages for posterity, we cannot be certain that the data contained in this work wi l l  
survive in i ts present form. Past generations of humans have recorded valuable information 
on stone tablets, on papyrus, in tape recordings or in books. No doubt they also hoped that 
the media they used would survive, but stones may break and papyrus may crumble; tape 
recordings may degenerate and books may get eaten by moths, or burned in a fire. 
With electronic presentation, such destruction is always possible, although the ease 
of copying this thesis and the data that it contains makes it possible to spread copies to a 
wide range of places. Other dangers, however, present themselves. What i f  the electronic 
format, the computer program, used today is simply not avai lable in fifty or a hundred 
years ' time? 
With this in mind, the decision was taken to use the most widely avail able 
electronic formats. The work is written in Microsoft Word Documents. Documents 
produced by earlier versions of Microsoft Word can be read on the later versions, because 
each update has taken into account the past versions. It is hard to imagine that for the 
foreseeable future this  wi l l  not continue to be so, although as new versions of Word are 
developed they may create problems such as those with the non standard fonts discussed 
above in 1 1 . 1 .  
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The other types of fi les presented in this work, .jpg and .bmp for images and .mp3 
and .wav for sound, are also very widely avai lable, and it is expected that future updates 
wi l l  make allowance for these formats when .jpg and .mp3 fi les are regarded as somewhat 
passe. 
When Dr. Banchob recorded her Aiton tapes in the 1 960s, she used the best 
available equipment. By the year 200 1 ,  her heirs could no longer access the tapes that she 
had made; those tapes were brought to Australia and copied onto compact discs, the latest 
technology available. How do we know that in another forty years the compact disc on 
which this work is written wil l  sti l l  be readable? 
Bird and Simons (2002) remind us of the importance of taking all of this into 
consideration, writing of the BBC Domesday Project, using interactive video disks 
designed to document UK culture in the late 20th century. Within fifteen years of their 
creation, they are now inaccessible because the technology they employed has passed on. 
In discussing digital language documentation Bird and Simons (2002:2) gave their 
mission as 'to ensure that this digital language documentation and description can be re­
used by others, both now and into the future ' .  Their idea of the portabi l i ty of data was 
summed up as fol lows: 
. . .  portability in the broadest sense: across different software and hardware platforms; 
across different scholarly communities (e.g. field linguistics, language pedagogy, 
language technology); across different purposes (e.g. research, teaching, development); 
and across time. 
Bird and Simons went on to l ist seven dimensions of this portabi l i ty, and made 
specific recommendations for l inguists in the future. 
Clearly it wil l  be necessary for the work presented here to be archived, and updated 
into the latest formats, once the writer is no longer available to do so. This work is not 
intended to be solely an electronic work. There is a printed book and a print out of all the 
analyses of all the texts wil l  be placed in an archive. 
1 1.5 Possibilities that were not followed up 
Presenting a work of this type is  a finite activity, even i f  at times the contrary 
appears to be the case. In such a finite activity all the possible ways of undertaking analysis 
cannot be fol lowed up. At least one area which has not been fol lowed up is the possibi l ity 
of using a concordance program to go through every example of every word in the texts. 
This work might have been better if this had been done, but it was not. 
11.6 Using the CD version of this work 
At the beginning of the 2 1st century it is probably sti l l  true that most people prefer 
to read a printed book rather than to read from a computer screen. How then wi l l  the reader 
make best use of this  work? Most readers of a work l ike this wil l  also have a computer, at 
least most of those who wi l l  read it in developed Western countries. If, for example, a 
reader is going through Chapter 6 on phonology and wants to hear some of the examples 
presented, they can do one of two things. Having switched on the computer, they can find 
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the section of Chapter 6 that they are reading and click on the l inks provided, or they can 
find the individual files and go to them directly. 
In the electronic version of this work, an html 'web-style' introduction wil l  open in 
the default web browser of the computer into which the CD is  inserted. PC users wi l l  find 
that this occurs automatically, but Mac users will have to take a few extra steps. Mac users 
should click on the CD icon that appears on their computer screen, and then click on the 
document called Reading the electronic version of this work � which has been placed in 
the main directory of the CD. Further discussion of the use of the electronic version of this 
work will be found there. 
1 1.7 Conclusion 
I hope that this work has given a good account of the analysis of the Tai languages 
of Assam. I hope my readers, both in the year 2004 in which this work was completed and 
into the future, wi l l  find this analysis useful . I also hope that readers wil l  agree that the 
inclusion of the texts and the links to sound files are a useful innovation. 
In a hundred years time, though aspects of my analysis may not have stood the test 
of time, I am confident that the richness of the corpus of texts wi l l  ensure that this work is  
sti l l  useful. 
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